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Fommm

The pre=-v7ar evolution of Coastal Commana forms the subject of

This volumej the second of the series^ is concerned with

events that happened in the rrxaritime war from the eve of the outbreak

Volume I,

in Septemberj 'S939 up to the end of June 194'lp  a period which, was

defensive in policy and character. Bomber Command^ Pi^iter Command

and Fleet Mr Am operations are mentioned in as far as they have a

direct influence on the events described. It will be recognised

that many other actions of these commands took place which were outside

the scope of this narrativeo Descriptions of these will be found in

the appropriate individ-ual naiv’atives.

Eeferenoo's to soOTces will be found in the left hand margin of

the narrative5

documentary materials-

broadlj'' these comprise the follovri.ng categories of

Br7.tish documents

(i) Defence Committee conclusions and Chiefs of Staff Papers,

(ii) Mr iiinistryj, Bomber and Fighter Command Staff files which

conce.rned Coastal Command operatj.ons.

Coastal Command Staff files and Group and sqtTadron records,

Enejny document s

(ill)

(i) Transla.tions of High Command papers,

(ii) Translations of naval and air re cox'd s.

During the research for this narrative the author has maintained

close liaison with the Admiralty Branches concerned.

D. Vc PEITON'-WAHD

Decemberj, 19470
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CHAPTER I

RECOMAISSAWOE AM) OTHER PATP.OLS

September, 1959 - March, I94O

('j-) Int-voduction

The outbreak of war saw Coastal Conrnand with a strength
of five flyjjig-boat squadrons, 11 G,R„ squadrons and kwo
Torpedo bomber squadrons,,
Squadron was returning from the Mediterranean and became
operational in No, I5 Grcujp on 10th September. The estab
lishment of this force was 242 I.E. Plus 82 UloCO and
tiiere were available for operations during the first fort
night of war a daily average of I70 aircraft
complete with fully trained c:re;wSo(2)

This small force was hard put to it to satisfy even
the minimirm requirements of sea reconnaissance and escort
of sliipplng equipped as it v/as Yfith out-of-date and short

range aircraft. (5 J The Anson, Y^hich 10 of the 11 G„H.
squadrons were using, had a radius of action of only 255
miles and carried but two 100 lb. bombs. Onl.)'- tliree of
the six flying beat squadrons were equipped with the long
range Sunderland, the other tliree squadrons being composed
of the obsolescent types London and Stranraer. The
Vildebeesta ivith Yvhich the two torjpedo bomber squadrons
were armed had a radius of action of a mere 184 miles.
There -were no long range fighter squadrons as the Protection
of Shipping or naval units against enem3'- aircraft had not
been considered necessary neither had it bean envisaged
that reconnaissance aircraft in enemy coastal T/aters might
have to fight for their information.

Apart from reconnaissance, the striding power of
Coastal Command against enemy s'arface units wsis almost
non-existent and. action against U-boats had hardly been

considered, other than reporting their presence to naval
anti-submarine craft. No full scale or realistic bo.mb

trials had been carried out in peacetime neither had tactics

been developed In the location, unseen approach to or
attacks on aubmarines. At the cornmence.mSRt of the y/ar

there -was no "operational training Unit" in Coastal Command.

Soon after, when No. 1 O.T.U. Yvas formed at Silloth, it Yyas
expected to complete Yyith all Coastal CoriiTund requirements
for trained creiys. These soon became vexj heavy consequeirb
on replacing obsolete tjqDss Yvith larger aircraft and the

cz’ease in squadnen initial equipment figiares. The

An additional Sunderland

Y'.

A.M.W.R. Daily
Strength
Returns Vol, I

(1) See Apipendiz 1 for detai.ls of squadrons, tjqies, and
initial eq-uipment, strength a.nd average daily
availability.
The discrepiancy bet’.Y'een establishnent fignres and
operationa.1 availability/ y/as caused by aircraft being
on routine inspeections, repiair or unservicee.ble f or
one . reason or another, creyrs not being fullyi- trained
or inccmplete; and by the fact that some squadrons
Y'/are in the parocess of re-arming.
The minimani necessary'- for this task had been fixed by
the CoiBmittee of Imperial Defence as 261 aircraft made
up as follows:-

165 for Convoy escort and anti-Submarine co-operation
84 for Ncr'bh Sea reconnaissanoe

12 for co-opeeration ?/ith the naval northern Patrol
against contraband Ref. No, I368 - Conclusions of
C.I.D. Nov, 1957

(2)

(3)

(19334)11. SCCRET
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0,T,U. rapidly becaiae nothing more than a quick conversion
course for pilots and was quite unequal to the provision of

operational training. The squadrons were thus forced to

undertake the final training of ne\’^ crews. The cumulative
effects of this procedure ca^ne to a liead a year later and are

referred to in Chapter VIII Sections (vi)^ CviO

(ii) Organisation of Coastal Conmand
^ (jhe o( cocor tk*. wcug QT3a<?‘se«l cJ[« tfuMt.

(icr*v»y»u5^ ».*, ht.W. Low^tcv]
t^oULiAlT

S Co tktf 6|. 3 * Vi^JsJt L>^
c;?v«e4«!l fey »5Qrv<^,
The iSas-cern Part of the Tinglish Channel round to a line

Plamborough Hd, to Horns Reef was covered by No, 16 Group, and
the remaining sector round Worth of Scotland to a line running
N,Yi/', from Hull of Kintyre by No, 18 Group, This organisation
of operational control called for the closest collaboration
between the respective staffs of the AHniralty and H,Q,
Coastal Comnand. This wras preserved at lower levels by
establishing Group Air Headquarters in the same place as the
H, Q, of the geographically selected Naval Shore Commands,
Thus the resultant organisations at Plymouth, Chatham, Rosyth
were known as Area Combined Headquarters and enabled the
local Naval and Air Commanders to work side by side in com
bined operation Rooms staffed by Naval and Air Force Personnel,

The Adiniralty laid down policy for the conduct of the
war at Sea, supplemented by urgent requests to meet parti
cular situations and the A.O,C,»in-C, Coastal Command

dexeloyed and operated the forces at his disposal to meet
these requirements.

See Itap illus
trating Groujj
boundaries

The Command was required to fulfil the following
functions:

(a) Reconmissance in Home Y/aters,

(b) Co-operation with Royal Wavy in Convoy X3rotection,

(c) Counter offensive action in defence of seaborne
trade embracing attac!:s on the cnoiiiy fleet, sub
marines or air forces opercuting against our tx’ade.

Offensive operations \yere thus subsidiary to the
primary role of reconnaissance,

(iii) The Initial Vifar Period

Hitler’s decision, in the autumn of 1939, to overwhelm
Poland in a few weeks and then to stand on the defensive in
the West gave to the initial phase of the second ViTorld War
a perplexing air of inaction,

had expected the raieid extension of the German Blitzkrieg,
did not hesitate to apply to this period of the continental
warfare the disres^xectful but not vdiolly undeserved epithet
of "ijhoney". Such a description could not, however, be
applied to the v/ar at sea, for though encounters between
the oj)posing surface units virere then as intermittent u
had been during the war of 1914-18, the naval struggle
as real and as continuous as it ever was during the later
stages of the second World YYar, The Germans waged unres
tricted submarine warfare against Allied sea-borne trade
the outset and the

Those neutral observers who

as they
! was

.O

irom

consequent necessity of organising ocean

See Map I illus
trating standard
North Sea recon

naissances and

Appenda.x I,
Order of Battle

Sept, 1939
Ranges and
weapons

convoys, piarticularly in the V/estern Approaches, made heavy
demands on our scanty surface and air escort forces.

(19884)12 gilGRBT
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Grievous losses of British, Allied and Neutral Shipping vrerc

sustained in the intensive opening fhase of the German U-Boat
warfare.

heavier.

Naval commitments in the North Sea were even

Nor there the important coastwise convojrs of our
eastern seoDoard had to he protected; continuous watch had
to he maintained for the main units of the German fleet, and

for enemy commerce raiders endeavouring to break out into

the Atlantic; the long distance blockade of Germany had to

he implemented by the contraband control system; minefields
had to be laid in our ovm and enemy waters and measures had

to be improvised to meet the threat of the magnetic mine,
which German aircraft began to drop in our estuaries and

swept channels through our minefields towards the end of
November. The Royal Navy vras also engaged throughout
this T)eriod in its essential tasks of securing our sea

coinmunications, preventing the eneny from making raids on

the east coast, escorting the British Expeditionary Force
and the Advanced Air Striking Force to Prance, affording
protection to important troop-carrying convoys frem the

Dominions and interrupting the eneny*s seaborne trade.

In these multifarious tasks the Royal Nay;^ was assisted
137- the Ro3'’al Air Force and particularly by the Coastal

Command, Y/hose primary roley/as that of naval co-operation.
Prom the first day of the war and indeed from before its

actual outbreak, • the air forces of this Command were called

u.pon to operate at full intensity and as the autumn
deepened into YYinter to fly in the bleakest northern
latitudes even in the severest Y/eather. ¥^ith limited

a5_rcraft resources, with inadequate anti-submarine weapons
and Y/ith unsatisfactory technical equipment, the Command
performed its allotted tasks with unflagging patience,
vigour and resource. In m,any ways, the first six months
of the v/ar virere for Coastal Command a xDeriod of difficul

ties and trial. Aircraft replacement t37pes proved dis-

aijpointing in x)erfomiance; special radio-location equip
ment for the detection of sinrface vessels was slow in coming

forvrard; experience in the teclmical aspects of anti
submarine warfare had to be painfully accumulated; and

few opportunities YYere pi’esented for the emplo37ment of the

torpedo-carrying aircraft. Routine convoy escort Yvork was

monotonous and unexciting, the North Sea reconnaissance
pat;cols were exacting and, at times, apiparently ineffective,
Y/hile air-attacks on the U-Boats were definitely unremunera-

tive. These difficulties, ho'.Yever, Yvere a cliallenge which
Yvas overcome b3’- experiment and improvisation and by the
cQnsciousness of the iimYortance of the work in loand.

(iv) General character of the North Sea struggle

The first j)has0 of the Sea Y/ar was the immediate
aiDiilication of blockade measures against Germany and the

institution of the Sea circle of constriction together with

the saTeg-uarding of our Sea lines of communication. It

was a task iiT..T.iiich British nava.1 su-.>oriorit3^ Y/as excx’tcd to

enforce the long-distance blockade of GermaiTy, to jprevent
enemy commerce raiders from escagd-ng into the Atlantic, and

to confine the major Geriiiaj') rnval units to the Baltic,

The aim of the Germans, in this theatre of operations,
see.is to have been to force open, if not actually to control,,
the northern exits of the North Sea, so as to enhance the

p>rosx)ects, at a later stage, of a successful counter block
ade of our sea-borne commerce in the broad Atlantic, This

end they partially achieved by the conquest of Norv/ay in

the spring and summer of 1940, Their objective in the
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previous period T/as more liniited and may be described as the

domination of the North Sea by the use of air power,
larger European context this North Sea struggle may be

regarded as ■ an effort on the part of the Germans to ]pre-
occupy and pin dorm superior British naval forces during the
lull in the continental ].aud warfare be't\Teen the conquest of
Poland and the German offensive in the V/est.

In its

The distin.guishing feature of this early battle of the
North Sea was tliat the eneniy were able to seize and to retain
the initiative. This had the result that British naval and

air policy evolved as a series of responses to changing and
unexpected developments and also that the Air J/Iinistry* s
p>re-war plans for naval co-operation proved difficult to
implement. Among the circumstances which enabled the
Germans to possess themselves of the initiative in the North
Sea were tie British government's scrupulous observance of the
rules of international lavir in the prosecution of naval and
air warfare, the Air Staff's policy of conserving the
strength of our main air striking force and Germany's lack
of strategical distractions and pre-occupations. In order
to understand the course taken by events and in order to do
justice to the liigher direction of the North Sea battle by
the Adaviiralty and the Air Ministry, it is necessary to
appreciate how seriously these handicaps embao’rassed their
conduct of the air-sea operations("I )

Our general policy in respect of air bombardment at the
outset of the war had been agreed v^'ith the French in the

course of Staff Conversations in London in April, 1939 and
had been stated as follows;-

The Allies would not initiate air action against any
but purely 'military' objectives in the narrov/est
sense of the word ,,,,,, and, as far as possible, would
confine it to objectives on which attack would not
involve loss of civilian life,"

nD. PI,0. Branch

Folder 'Policy
Enclos, 23

In acooi-dancc with .this policy, at the end of August both
the Admiralty and the Air Ministry had issued instructions
to subordinate coirnands concerning the.action which could
legitimately be taken in war against shipping at sea. These
instructions clearly stated that the only forms of shipping
ab sea which could be attacked from the air without warning
were eneny warships, troopships and auxiliaries in direct
atcendance on the enemy fleet, provided that these targets

A,M, signal
X 476 dated
27th Aug, 1939

had_been previously identified beyond doubt. The only
acnon ̂d^J.ch \/a.s to be taken ai-;ainst i.iorchant slT.i-;,s was
that the aircraft should, if possible, identify them,
shadow them and report their movements to our naval units
oo^a shore base. Even if merchant ships should open fire
with defensive armament, aircraft were ordered to refrain
from retaliation and merely to take avoiding action,
procedure to be followed by aircraft in dealing Tirith a
suspected enemy surface raider was complicated and required
much skill on the part of pilots in ship recognition,
was because it was a rule of international law that, in the
exercise of belligerent rights at sea, aircraft, as well as
warships, were only allowed to use such force as was neces
sary to make a merchant ship obey an order or to overcor.
her resistance to visit and search,
to order ships vriiich they had definit
as enemy raiders to steer course to

o

The

This

me

Pilots were instructed

ue reasons for regarding
a port where they could

r

(1) See also Section (v) of this chapter.
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be examined or t o the nearest of His Majesty's sliips
capable of dealing with them. Alternatively, such suspeo‘-‘
ted vessels could be ordered to stop and await the arrival

of our surface forces capable of carrying out visit and

searclio If these orders virere disobej^-ed, after it was clear

that the ship had understood them, bombs were to be dropiped
or machine guns fired ahead of the ship as warning,
this failed, the bridge was to be machine-gunned. As a
final resource the aircraft was to attack the ship in some

non-vital part, such as the superstructure. Small bombs
onli'" T/ere to be used so that there would be liitle risk of
sinking the ship if she were hit in a vital sp>ot. In

practice, it was soon discovered tliat these instructions
were difficult to carry out, as, in the normal course.
Coastal Command's reconnaissance aircraft were onl^'’ fitted

to carry 100 lb, or 250 lb. bombs, which would liave caused

much more than slight damage to the superstructure,
ovex*

understood their signals to stop,
for pilots to ImoTiT whether captains of mercliant ships v/ere
purjjosely ignoring aircraft signals and it v/as always
possible for juorch.cuit vessels to reply to signals made by
aircraft in a viay that would be unintelligible or misleading
to pilots, Ihe consequent difficulties of dealing v^'ith
disguised enemy raiders may be imagined and it is certain
that the scrupulous observance of these initial instructions
placed a heavy burden of responsibility upon the pilots
and orevfs of reconnaissance aircraft, ()

The enemy, on the other hand, p)aid little or no regard,
in the conduct of his operations in the North Sea, to the
rules of international law.

unrestricted submarine warfare against our seaborne trade

from the oi.itset;

ing both British and neutral merchant shipping;
mines were laid from the air, as well as by submarines, in

our congested astuai'’ies and in the swept channels tlirough
our minefields,(2) The obvious explanation of this dis
regard of the prescribed rules of warfare at sea was the

enemy's ability'' to be indifferent to neutral oixinion and

particularly to the Allies' limited means of retaliation.

The second obstacle which prevented the Air IHnistry
from pursuing an aggressive policy in the North Sea area

the need to conserve the strength of our numerically
inferior air striking force,
decided to supplement the resources of Coastal Command
available for’ the attack of fleeting naval targets at sea
from the aircraft of Bomber Command, Such aircraft were,

however, employed with considerable caution and were never

If

More-

]pilots could not always be certain that ships had
It was ali'flost impossible

He adopted the methods of

his ai.rcraft made no scruple about attack-
magnetic

was

During tliis period it was

G.O.S. (33) 20
para, 24

The Air Ministry's instructions to all Royal Air Force Commands at home and
overseas were contained in Signal dated 27 August, 1939» The diffi”
cultles in Implementing the instructions were pointed out to the Air

Ministry by the A,0oC,-ln-Co of Coastal Command in a letter dated
6 December, 1959, These difficulties were considered at an Air Ministry
conference on 30 December, 1939, under the chairmanship of Air Marshal
Sir Philip Joubert de la Ferte KoC.B. Revised and clarified instructions

were Issued early in February, 19^*0. (Reference DONC, M5, end. 13 and
IIK 736/5 end, 30, 32 & 43A and C0C.T.I.N0, 7) See also Chapter
iHui.tiun

Much public indignation was generated in the winter of 1939 over German
air attacks on our fishing trawlers plying off the East Coast, These, how
ever, as will be explained later, were being used partly for military pur
poses by reporting the movements of German reconnaissance aircraft,

cannot, therefore, be counted as an example of the flouting of interna
tional law by the Geraans, See Section (XI) Chapter I,

This

(1)

(2)
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exposed to unnecessary risks, owing to the policy of consem'’-

ing the strength of^the air striking force for use in .its main
strategical roleoC^^ That policy acted as a continual brake
upon our air operations in the North Sea against the German

fleet, especially when it was located in strongly defended
naval anchorages or at sea vrithin reach of the enemy fighter
defences. It was a policy viiich departed from the principles
of Maritime War, and was forced on us by our grave inferiority
in the Air,

The third factor which allowed Germany to assujne and
maintain an air-sea offensive in the North Sea was her com

parative freedom at that date from strategical distractionso
Her rear had been secured by her pact virith the U«S. S.R, and
had not been vitally threatened by Russian collaboration in

the partition of Poland; in the West she Tra.s fully confident

of her ability, in due co’urse, to overcome France; and, in
the immediate future, there was no likelihood of Aiiierican
intervention against her, whereas there was every probability
that Germany vrould eventually be joined by Italy and Japan,
She was, therefore, free to concentrate her energies, for

the time being, on the naval struggle with Great Britain,
The British Navy's commitments on the other hand, were world

wide in their scope and the fleet had to be dispersed ov/ing
to the uncertain situation in the Par Past and to the possi
bility of Italy ente.ring the war on the side of the Axis ,
partner. In the first vreeks of the Ti/-ar a strong fleet was
needed in the Mediterranean .and naval forces were also

required as ocean esco.rts and for the protection of our ti-oop
convoys to the continent. These various calls on our naval

forces left us dangerously short of surface escorts for the

protection of trade and meant that the heavy units of the

Home Fleet had to be concentrated in the North of Scotland,
where they were fully occupied in the watch for escaping
Geimian comnerce raiders and in providing cover for the armed

merchant cruisers operating the contraband control beween

Scotland and Icelend, Nor was the situation greatly eased

Tvhen the attitude of Italy and Japan clarified in November

for by that time the pocket battleship-Admiral Graf Spee had
begun its depreda-cions upon our cormmeroe in the South
Atlantic and the Indian Ocean. It was not ui-'^til the middle

of December tha'b this danger was laid.

0,0,S, Weekly ,
Resume Noc 'i 1

.  Possessing the initiative, the enemy was to plan
an.d oorahine his. tactical moves so as to confuse or embarrass

oiir defence So It is noticeable, for example, that in

September, 1939 having dram most of our naval forces to the

North of Scotland by tlareatening to force the exits of the

North Sea mth pocket-battleships, the Germans simultaneously
launched a desuructive U-Boat campaign against our shipping
in the. Western Approaches, Similarly, the sl.ackening of the

U-Boat offensive at the end of October was immediately
followed by the magnetic mine offensive and attacks on North

Sea shipping from the air. By an aggressive, hut far from

reckless, use of air power the enemy was able to force the

Heme Fleet to retire from Scapa Plow to the west coast of

Scotland at the end of October, to compel the government, on

several occasions, to carry ou-t major diversions of shipp5ji.g
from the East coast to the Tfest coast ports, to make the

southern pail of the .North Sea a dangerous area for our heavy
naval units and, in general, so to complicate the problem of

shipping protection that it absorbed most of our attention
and aircraft resources.

(l) See also Section (v) of this Chapter,
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(■v) Offensive action ap-ainat the G-erman Fleet

^ Comprehensive training of Bomber Command Squadrons for
striking at eneitiy naval forces at sea had not been carried
out before the war. Certain squadrons, seven in number,
had at various times in 1937 and 1938 carried out bombing
trials against the target ship Centurion.
were part of the Bomb versus Battleship controversy and
provided no e:jqperience in searching at sea in variable
weather conditions, recognition and subsequent attack on
T/arships steasiing at high speed,

When the requirement for a bomber strike force became
more specific in Hay, 1939, these seven squadrons who, at
various times had been employed in the Centurion bombing
trials were stated as being already'' trained in bombing ship

It vir'as, however, pointed out that regular prac
tice and much more systematic training was necessary before
such

At a conference held on the 22nd August 1939» it was pro
posed to exercise Wo selected Bomber Coimnand Squadrons
vm.th the Home r'leet as a start in more realistic training.
Unfortunately the decision v/as taken too late. The outbreak
of war prevented any such exercise or training.

Before the war, defence plans had been prepared to meet
the contingency of Q-erman attack in the Yirest and it was
assuaned that our air striking force would be employed
initially either in a counter-attack to reduce the intensity
of enemy air attack on France and Creat Britain or in
assisting to hold up a land advance into France,
circuinstances we should have an early and clear indication
of G-erman boinbing policy and there vrauld be no risk of O’n"
being reasonably accused cf initiating indiscriminate air
action. However, if Germany attacked Poland first, it
was possible she would not direct air attack against Prance
or Great Britain until we had taken some hostile action.
This attitude, vdaile having the advantage of giving us a
breathing space, would nevertheless put us in a difficult
and delicate position since the onus would be on us for
starting the offensive by aii’ in the west.

Such trials

targets.

strike could be employed with any hope of success.a

In such

Vol.1.
Appendix 2

B.C. S.21871
end, 9B,

B.C. 3,22436
end. 2liA

A.IvI. S.I764
end. 1c

The general bornbardnent policy to v/hich the French and
ourselves had agreed to conform was stated in Paper No, C.O.S..
961 and contained a list of militaiy objectives Yrhioh we
v/ere at liberty to attack in conforrait3'’ virith tliat policy, (1)
The restrictions imposed were such that most of our effect-
tive plans could not be adopted at■the outset. One general
consideration had to govern our action in the early stages
of Yrar, The strength of our air striking force, although
much increased since August, 1938, was still seriously short
of reserves both of aircraft and personnel and it could not
be foreseen to what extent enemy action would curtail produc
tion of aircraft or trained personnel from our factories
and schools. The casualties vre might suffer in the initial
stage would reduce the total resources available if and v/hen
Germany turned to the attack in the west,
fore be unwise.to expend a high proportion of our best air-
craf't and dre\rs at the, very beginning, when for political
reasons we were confined to a course of action which

It would there-

was

(1) Approved by S. of ,S; Foreign affairs, the Minister
for co-ordination of Defence and the three Service

The plans for attacking these objectivesMinisters, '
are in Appendix II,
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'J.'he objectives whichneither economical nor fully effective,
'vere set out in the Paper No. C.O.S. 9^1 might appear to
provide a v/ide scope for our air striking force at the outset
but for various reasons this v/as not so. The best course

was considered to be an attack on the G-erman Fleet at

Wilhelmshaven and an attack on the inland vrate^Tay system of
Germany at certain key ixiints ivell away fro.ui centres of

population. ("I)

■  Plan K (Air J.Iinistrj'' I’ef. ff.A,7(a)) dealt with an attack
on the German Fleet at Wilhelrnshaven but the succe

plan depended on the majority of the fleet being still at
VifilheL-i'shaven Y/hen war broke out.

units were reported to be there,
the YYhole first line strength of our bomber force and an

attack at less intensity might fail in its object it VYas not

possible to attack the key points of aqueducts on the inland

watex-iYajY system simultaneously.

of this

On 23th August only I5 '
Since Plan K Tfould absorb

A.M. S.I764
ends. 1A & B

In a letter by C.A.S, to S, of S. for Air dated
26th August, 1939 the problem v/as examined in detail.
Part III of C.O.S. 939 examined various courses of action

open to our air striking force to sux^port Poland on the

assu:,iption that Germany stood entirely on the defensive in
the YYest. These coiurses of action were:-

(A) To despatch the advanced Aii- Striking Force to France
and to take all necessary preliminary measures but not

to initiate offensive action except to attack enemy y/ar-
ships at sea.

(B) To attack purely military objectives at the outset
of VYar in accordance with the instructions governing
Naval and Air bombardments, e.g. Tlie German Fleet and its
bases: Air Force units and establishments: The German

Army on the Western Front.

As I’.o B»

11/43/9 8A
end* 1A«

(C) To attack various objectives in Geriiany additional
to purely military objectives such as oil fuel stocks and
synthetic oil plants,

take the gloves off" from the outset irrespective
of any loss of life to eneiny civilians,

Courses of action C, and D, were precluded unless Gemany
initiated liidiscriiu.inate air action,
therefore between A. and B.

(D) 0:0

The decision wa.s

The following note by O.A.S. expressed the Intentions in
respect of the i/jeuropolitan Bomber Force at the very outset of
war and was dated 1st September, In mind is the urgent
need to relieve if possible the enemy air pressure on Poland.
On examination it appears nothing v/e can do at present stage
VYlll have any important ef’fect in relieving this pressure.
Equally we are agreed that nothing we can do vYithin the
restrictions of our agreed bombardinent ‘policj*
damage Germany,
major action \Yith our bomber force at the outset but as far
as possible to keep it in being and conserve our resources
against the time when action of the enemy dll release us
from our restrictions of policy,
VYidespread dropiping of propaganda leaflets over Germany and

can seriously
xt has therefore been decided to take no

V/e intend to carry out

A.M. S.I764
end, 3B

(1) The above arguments are set out in a D.O. letter from
C.A.S. to C,-in-C, Bomber Comraand dated 23rd August, 1939
reference II/43/98A end. 4A.

•9
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to attack German warships at sea if we can locate theiiia
Such attack should be carried out with the ininirauin force
required for tactical reasons."

The political decision to adox:3t Course A was taken, and
permitted attacks to be made onlj'" on German warships at sea
or in the open roadsteads.

The policy in action

A.H.B.

II/1-3/98A
end. 3B

On 3rd September a Bomber Command Blenhei'n with  a naval
observer carried out a reconnaissance of the Wilhelmshaven
area and brought back the information that the German Fleet

was under weigh and leaving the port at 'ihAk hours. The
A.O.G.-in-O. Coastal Command was not informed of this by
the A,O.G,-in~G. Bomber Command until 17”!? hours,
discussion with the Admiralty the former suggested that
Bomber Command should direct the strike force to make for

P:oms Reef (half//ay up Danish Coast) and then sweep South
to Yifilhelmshaven in order to locate the fleet. Coastal
Command G.R, observers were already at the appropriate B,C,
stations in ordex’ to direct the leading aircraft. The

strike of 27 aircraft, 18 Hampdens and nine Wellingtons, took
off at 1815 and 1825 hours to attack but the fleet vras not

located before darkness set in. The following daj' at da’,vn
a Hudson left Leuchars to search for the German force but

when 300 miles out it met cloud at sea level aixd at 10,000
feet ran into icing conditions vfhich forced a return to base.
Later in the day a Bomber Command Blenheim with the same

naval observer repeated the WilheLmshaven reconnaissance and
caae back with news of German naval units near i/ilhelrnshaven

in the Scliillig Roads and also in and near the Kiel Canal

(Brunsbuttel), Accordingly 14 Wellingtons left at 1500
and 15 BlenheLas at I600 hours to attacic these targets. The
results T/ere disappointing. One Wellington attacked two
warships at Brunsbuttel with 4 - 5OO lb, bombs but missed.
Four Blehiieims attacked a Docket battleship in the Sclrlllig
Roads and claimed trwo Irlts.
battleship with five cruisers
between Heligoland and the Frisian Islands
hi.gli speed at 1815,
receiving a red stars recognition signal he sheered off
wi.thout attacking and returned to base. One Welliiiffbon and
five Bleaiheims were massing, believed shot dc^wn by the ships ̂
a/a arraaiuent.

After

Another aircraft reported one
in a position aboxit ImlfvTay

steering west at
He dived to attack out of cloud but on

Memo by
A.O.C.vin C,

G.G. 4,9.39

A.M. D,0.Ii.C
0,R,B,

V  ■-

A,M, DoO.NoCa
OoRoB.

On the 5th September, No, 1 6 Group carried out
extensive searohes to locate the German fores reported at
1815/4 to be steering v^-est but the search v/as negative.

Inadequate training and inaccurate bo.mbing had resulted
in nothing more than possible sajeer'ficial da’nage to one
ship on these occasions so that the losses sxiffejred by the
attacking aircraft were not balanced by any worth ydiile
damage to the eneny. It Viras manifestly Impossible to
train in methods necessary to infMict severe da:mge before
the Gernans Iiad built u/q efficient fighter and flak defence.
The axioimrbic x^rinciple governing the use of air strikes at
sea targets had not been recognised. 8uch specialised
operations in fact, could not be undertaken vj-ith success in
sea Tfarfare v/ithou.t furthe,r lon,| tx’aining in location of
ships and in the use of offensive weapons against moving
sea tai’gets, Fox'tu.natsly fox* ixs in the early stages of the
war the Gei’mans also fa.iled to recognise this.
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}3efe>-eeii ohe 5th aiid I9tli Septeinoar r’ecoriiT.aisaances hy
single ailroraft, eitJiei’ Hudsons from Coastal CoDariaiid ox*

Blenhax;.as fwin Bombex* Coiranandj were e).>rplojed to i'e;>o.i-t l;h.e

positions of Cerman Naval units, 'Xlie x-epoi’ts, which were
both visual azid photographicj, establ;lshed that no concentra~
tion of enenQT fleet units existed in anjr one harbour, axichor-
age cr porta I'he enengr had taken the precaution of
dispersal. The units located at sea were of not more

than tlxree majci* vessels screened by destroyers or other
light craft. They wex*e alwa^^a located Tdtliin 80 or 90 miles
of Heligifland and vfere obviously carrying out fleet training
exercises and evolutions. The time lag between initial
location, and the arrix^al of an air strike was such that
either darkness had set in or the enen^y force was close to
defended poi-ta and anchorages
homing technique prevented the strike from ever locating the
target. Due to these conditions the Bomber Coimmand strike
squadrons merely stood by to teke off should the eneiry force .
be cleai-ly reported as nearing cur shores or clearly attempt
ing to break out of the North Sea. Tills purely defensive
policy did not satisfy the A.0,C,-in-C, Coastal CoiP7iand and
on 21st September he pressed for at least one squadron of
bomber aircraft to be j)laced under his orders for strike
piu-qxoses,

In most oases the absence of

AoM, DaO.NoC.
0,11. B,

AcM,, S.2222
enelo 4A

C,C, 3,15087
end,

Para*. A«
2A,

Reconnaissances j.n force

To endeavour to intercept and attack these transient
targets at sea it was decided to institute reconnaissances in
force by aircraft of Bomber Ccnmand, This was given effect
in a direct.If dated 28th September from D,G,A„S,"to A,0,G,-
in-C. Coastal Gommord and Bomber Command with copies to
Fighter Command and the Admiralty, This stated that
experience had proved that^ if one reconnaissance aircraft is
sent to locate and reports enemy ships at sea, some hours
nwst elapse before it is possible for a Boraber Command
strild.ng force, acting on this rejjort, to arrive over t he
Garget, By bnis time the ships may have returned to their
base, A reconnaissance in force by one squadron of bombers
would henceforth take its place and could attack any battle
ship, battlecruiser or cn^iser in the area south of latitude
5500 N, and east of longitude 06005, If no major units were
sighted on the ouward journey, on the way back the squadron
could attack destroyers and U-boats, It fuirther stated that
it was not the intention of the Air Mlnistxy that this
reconnaissance shou.ld seek out the Ge2*man Fleet in their
bases or proceed within range of the a/A. defences of
Ge.rman defended port.

any

Particular care was to be taken not

n,2C,/D.C.A.S,
A,M, S,2222

on els, 5A. 6a,

A,H,B,

II F/36/5
end, L

to inlringe Dutch territorial waters or to attack axiy neutral
warships,

Suggestions by the Adjiiix-’alty

These measures together with the failure of Bomber
Command to strike at the enemy squadron located and
by Coastal Command off Noi*way on 8th OctoberC'O were
sidered

sha

vexy satisfactory by the Adaniralty and a

da7ed

not con-

meeting
bet^veen the Fii*st Lord, the C,N,S,, the Secretary of State
..-or Air and uhe C,A,S, was lield on 9th October to discuss
Ghe co-operation of the Navs^ ana R,A,F, in the Woi'th Sea,
^he Adioraluy put fomrard a number of requirements among which
tne daai yras that, if enemy surface forces were located by
aircrax-G or naval craft, a bomber force adequate to strike

(■I) S Section (vii) under
Sea Recce, Patrols,"

66 y Ineffectiveness of the North
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effectivel5’' shall be able to locate and attack them. To
do this the bomber force must be trained in oversea ViTork and
be able to home on to the shador/ing reconnaiLssance aircraft.
The Air Ministry exj)lained that the policy, approved by the
U'ar Cabinet, of conserving the bomber force Yiras an essential
part of o-or strategy at that time. Experience had sho\m
that German naval forces at sea were mostly in the Heligoland
area and v;ere a target of such a fleeting nature that the
existing organisation was too cujTibersome to ensure contact

being made and a severe blow being struck. However, they
agreed to pi-ovide three bomber squadrons to co-operate in
strikes at German naval units provided they were not sent
into enemy defended ports and bases. There y/as doubt as

to whether such a strike could home on to signals sent by a
reconnaissance aircraft which had located a suitable target
so a searching force of G,R, aircraft vrould accompany the
bombing force and G,R, arid/or Naval observers would be
carried in the bomber foraiations to facilitate navigation
and ship recognition. These three squadrons vrould come

under the direct orders of Coastal Command operationally,
in the event of its being necessary for Bomber Command to

commence operations against sliore targets these three
squadrons would immediately be i-etixmed to Bomber Command,
If there was any doubt as to whether the Germmi force would
reach a defended area before the arrival of the stril;e the

A.O.C.-in-C, Coastal Command was to consult the Air Mim.stry
before despatching the bombing force, A directif embodying
these decisions was promulgated on 12th October to the
branches concerned.

A.M. B,0,N,C.
N,5 end, 11,

A.M. D.O.N.C,

N,5 end. I3.

Complaints as to divided Control

In spite of concern expressed by the \7ar Cabinet that
every effort must be m.ade to inflict damage on enemy major
naval tuiits and of the resulting measures put into force to

implement this reqdrement, the ensuing six Yreeks saw only
a fe-fT inconclusive attacin delivered on minor enemy s-urface

craft,

enemy major uiiits following the fev! instances when they were
reported, (1),

No bomber strike forces succeeded in contacting

A. M/S.2222
ends. 27A to
30A. D.O.N.C.
O.R.B,

In order to find a solution to this state of affairs a

meeting was held at the Air Ministry on 7th December 1939
with the C.A.S. in the chair at which were present all the

Command C.s-in-C and the heads of Air Ministry operational
departments. The G,A,S. presented the picture of increas
ing enemy effort against our shipping and observed that,
althougli at present confined to the Norbh Sea, these opera
tions vrould doubtless soon extend to waters to the south

and west of the British Isles, In a theatre of opera.tions
it was normal to have a commander of all the forces engaged

but at present the North Sea war was being fought by two

Ministries half a mile apart and each controlling  a number

of independent commanders-in-chief. This meant lack of

co-ordination, loss of opportunities, delays in dealing with

urgent situations and complete lack of fonvard planning.
The ideal would be to have uni-iled control of the wiole

battle area either by a sea or air generalissimo with a

joint staff. As an interim measure he considei-ed the most

practical scheme was for the present naval and air staffs to
retain executive control but to be co-ordinated by a

C.C. S.7010
Part I

end. 3®

(1) During this six weeks 5 recce ̂ nine sweeps and tiro
strikes were carried out by Bomber Command ad.rci’aft
in the Heligoland Bigiht,
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specially appointed joint staff T/orking together on a high
level. On the Air Ministi^^’’ side it was proposed to appoint
Air Marshal Sir Philip Joubert to the Air Staff vd-th the

title of "Adviser on coKibined operations in the North Sea,'*
(short title - A,C,0), As speed in operation was one of
the vital asx^ects in the North Sea Battle the three A,0,C»s
were asked to accept verbal requests made by this joint staff

in advance of vicritten instructions. After discussion, in

which the A,0,C,~in~C, Coastal Comnand thought the independ
ence from the Aidniraltj'’ of the Orin-C. Home Fleet might jp^rove
a vrealoiess in the organisation, this scheme Yfas accepted 1y
the three A.0,C,s=»in“C. and the joint Aclmiralty/Air Ministry
Staff came into being on 12th December v/ith Sir Philip Joubert

as the Air Staff and Adniral Holland as the Admiralty Staff

r epr e s ent ati ve s,

Little improvement, hoYfever, vras effected by this
arrangement on the state of divided control of operations
made inevitable when one Command sup]plied the reconnaissance
and another the striking force both being subject to superior
direction by the Adniralty and the Air J/Iinistry, Nven the

advantages hoped for hy a joint direction of North Sea opera
tions VYere not forthcoming in practice. At an Air 1/Iinistry
meeting the A.C.O. explained tliat Adjniral Holland had no

executive function but after studying the day to day situa

tion in the North Sea and discussing aspects of this with the
various Ad>airalt3r Staff Divisions he recoinnended courses of

action to the Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff, These again
were examined in the Naval Staff and if adop>ted were put
into effect 03/- them. In consequence Admiral Holland had no
direct touch vklth the C,-in-C, Home Fleet or the shore Naval

Commands. After discussion the meeting came to the conclu

sion that a similar procedLU-e should be followed by the
A.C.O, in the Air Ministiy,

A.M./S, 2222
Minutes 35s 3^,
38 and 39

A. Ho 3.

II H/135
end. 9

In effect this meant that the nev/ joint action staff,
instead of being the source of executive orders to the com^*

bined air and naval forces available for operations in the
North Sea, became advisors to their respective staifs on steps
to be taken in fonvard planning,
itself and in the Oi.jjjortunity it provided for high ranic
officers of the two Services to be present at each others

staff meetin,gs but hardly what had been originally intended
as the means to strike quickl3'' at fleeting targets,
terms of reference along these lines v/ere drawn up and
Issued on 7th February 1940,(I)

This Yfas admirable in

NewIbid end,
1 and 10

Mearoyhile the vexed question of the control of bomber
aircraft detailed as strike forces continued to be unsolved.
In a letter dated 21st December 1939 the Director of Naval
Co-operation commented on a communication from the A.O.C.-
in-C, Bomber Command Iji YYhich the virhole question was again
raised of Bomber Command’s participation in operations
designed to locate and attack enemy ships in the North Sea,
In brief the A.O.G.-in-C, Bomber Command claimed to adopt
■che control of Virhat means thought fit fox' the achievement

D,N,0, was against this insomuch as it
scrapped all Coastal Command’s special- organisation and the
laboriously built up liaison with the Admiralty,

of this object.

Ho

c,c, s.7010/3/2
ends. 1B and 1C

A,M. D,0,N,C,
N,5 end, 29

(1) Soon aftervyards the functions of this joint staff became
even less clear cut and in April I94O A.M, .
Sir Philip Joubert was appointed as Assistant Chief of
the Air_Staff for Radar development [A.C.A.S, (R)] and
specialised in Air/Sea Intercejption problems and the
use of radio-location in their solution.
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considered that the Admiralty and the A.OsO.-in-Ce Coastal

Command vrere riglit in that the propei* ansTfer was the

permanent tretnsference of bomber sijuadrons to Coastal
Commaiido

training and administrative control of these squadrons and

could undertake far more efficiently the particiilar
operations against fleeting targets at seao
he suggested two squadrons of Yfellingtons and one squadron

of long nosed Blenheimsp thus reaping the benefit of the
experience of a Command whose primary function had been

the planning and execution of similar operations and which
had already been T/orking in close collaboration with the

Navy,

I'he latter coraHand would have entire operationa

As a nucleus

C,C. 3.7010/
3/2
end, LiA l,

ibid,

end. 5A

,  Discussions and letters follo¥/ed in an attempt to clear

up the admittedly unsatisfactory state of dl/ided control
in: force viz, the tliree bomber squadrons x^laced at Coastal

Conmand's disposal with reservations,
a meeting held on 26th Januar;/, 1940 with D.0,A„S, in the

chair, and it Viras decided that:-'

(a) No detachment of bomber squadrons to Coastal
Command should be made,

(b) The principle should be reaffirraed that a certain
number of bomber squadrons should be allocated to
Coastal Gor.'imand for en5')lo3.Tnent within the operational
Units laid down by the Air I/Iinistry.

(c) It would be more effective if one gTOup in
Bomber Command were specialised in amphibious air ¥^ar.

These culminated in

A.M, D.O.N.C.
N.5

ends. 31, 33,
34 and 35

A.M. D.O.N.C.

N.5

end. 3^

(d) Ao0,C,-in-C, Coastal ComjTiand would issue^ i^equests
to this grou'p Commander who would be responsible for

At thethe method of carrying out the oiseration,
same time the Air I'/Iinistrjr Yrould be informed.

The meeting found it impossible to provide the t¥/o
extra torpedo bomber’ squadrons asked for by the A,0,C,“in“-
C. Coastal Command but agreed that the request vYOuld be
revie¥/od in six months time.

general agreement on this vexed questionHov^ever, o
could not be obtained and further discussions took place

during February, Finally the matter ¥/as considered at
a meeting held in the C,A, 3. 's room on 22nd February, 1940,
The question at issue ¥vas the allocation of Bomber Command

This ¥/as pressedSquadrons completely to Coastal Gomi'ian.do
for by the Admiralty and the A,0„C.-in-G. Coastal Command
but ¥¥as resisted by the A,0,C,-in-C. Bomber Command on the

plea that it reduced the size of the Air Sti'^iking Force and
Yirould impair the efficiency of the ¥¥hole bomber force. He

agreed that torpedo-bomber squadrons must bs under Coastal
Command and thought that there Y/as a case for control by^
Coastal Command of his twro bomber sqiiadrons navf teimporarily
diverted to stations in the north east of Scotland,(1j
but he objected to any total transference or givdng up
control of their training as at anj'- moment they might be

required to take their place in the Metropolitan Air
Striking Force, The C.A.S. said the existing arrangement
seemed to be vrorking satisfactorily for the time being
and he would consider tlie position further but he Tfas

not prepared to hand over two bomber squadrons in toto to

It VYas ag-reed that:-Coastal Co iraand.

A.M. D.O.N.C.

N.5
end, 45

(1) Nos. 49 and. 83 Squadrons of Plampdens,
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"The operational control of the tviro squadrons
detached from 110,5 Group to bases in Scotland should
re.st TO-th the G,-in~C. Coastal Command and be exercised

tlirough the AoO.C. No, 18 Group, Responsibility for
training should rest primarily with A.O.C, No,5 Group
but suggestions Virould be welcomed from Coastal Command
for training these two squadrons for the specific role
of ship reconnaissance and operations over the sea,"

This compromise arrangement remained in force until the

opening of the Norwegian Campaign during which no successful
attacks were delivered either by the boniber reconnaissance
squadrons or the Bomber Command Squadrons detailed to stand

by daily as an air strike. (l) The whole scheme v^as dropped
during the French Campaign and v/as not renewed subsequently
due to the gradual building up of Coastal Commands’ torpedo-
boniber strength.

See Chapter
III

Summary

The root cause of this weakness in ability to strike at
located sea targets seems to have been the failure during
the peace years I9I8 to 1939 of the Air Ministry/' and Admiralty
to realise the potentialities of aircraft for the direct
exei^cise of sea rjower. Little had been done to bring the
"marine" aircraft beyond the I9I8 stage. Some thought
had been given to applying air action in major fleet actions
but none to the attack on transient targets in the Nox-th Sea.
The result was that at the outbreak of war the coranand v/hich

carried out reconnaissance had no strike power and the
Command which had strike pov/er was unable to follov/ up
reconnaissance reports navigationally or with hitting accu
racy. The problem of getting the strike to the located
target at sea had not been tackled before the war. No train

ing or exercises had been carried out to develop) this all
important technique.

This type of work T/as not the primarj/' role of Bomber
Command which had neither the signals, training nor equipment
efficiently to attack fleeting naval targets in the North Sea
noi- ¥/ere -iiheir squadrons any more successful when placed
under the orders of Coastal Com-nand,

kept "standing by" it was not possible to rely on getting
them airborne in less than tliree hours and vmen

they were not available for any other duty,(2)

The Germans in their air operations over tlie North Sea
had a similar problem but certain factors were more favourable
to them, malcing it possible to be much quicker off the mark
than we were,

modern long range aircraft which ma.de it easier to keep
aircraft at immediate readiness; targets v/ere far more
numerous as our naval patrols and shipping were continuously
at sea; finally, the Gennans had a specialised foi’ce for
this work.

Unless aircraft were

standin.g b^r'

The3r had a much larger striking force of

See 7ol. I.
of Coastal'

Command

Narrative

(vi) Tile North Sea reconnaissance patrols and the watch
on the German commerce raiders ~~ ~

Before the outbreak of the war the British Naval Staff
had been much concerned about the raiding potentialities of

(1) During the period 9,12.39 to 31.3.40 aircraft of Bomber
Comnand carried out 21 recce, sorties, 48 sweeps and 4
strikes losing a total of 28 aircraft,

(2) See Bomber Command Narrative,
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certain vessels of the German fleet, notably the tliree
pocket battleships - the Deutschland, the Admiral Graf Spee
and the Admj.ral Scheer - and the three 8’' gun cruisers of

the Blucher classo The prirac.r^^ task allotted to Coastal
Command in its initial war plan was, it vfill be recalled,
to maintain certain North Sea reconnaissance patrols
beti''/-een the east coast of Scotland and the south-west tip
of Norway, patrols vdiich had been designed to give early
wanning of any atteiTpt by these or other naval units to

escape into the AtlantiCo ("1)

The most vital of these patrols was the continuous
blocking patrol from Montroseo This was to be flown,
dtjring daylight hours, in the form of an endless chain.
Prom the outbreak of v/ar till 19th September the patrol
was carried out by NOo269 Squadron, wiiich was occasionally
assisted by aircraft from No. 233 Squadron.(2)
these squadrons were equipped with Ansons, it yras not

possible, owdng to the limited range of this type of air

craft, to extend the patrols up to the limit of Norwegian
territorial waters. There, in fact, remained a gap of
about fifty miles between the furthest extent of the con

tinuous patrol and the Norwegian coast, a gap which was to

be watched by a small force of five or six reconjiaissance
submarines. To the north of the continuous patrol, dav/n

parallel tre,ck searches vrere flown in the early days of

Seq>t ember by London flying-boats of No, 201 Squadron based

at Sullum Voe in the .Shetlands and by the London and
Stranraer flying-boat3 of Nos, 2^0 and 209 Squadrons based

at Invergordon, No, 201 Squadron was resiDonsible for the

pa.trols along tracks A-D and the other two squadrons for

the i'econnaissance along track P-IC, (3) During the same
period, dusk reconnaissance patrols to the south of the

continuous patrol 3dne wrere floiTO along tracks P-T by air
craft from Leu chars. The first cliange in tills set system
of pa-trols occurred on Hth September, when the tracks A-D
were extended fortj'' miles to the southward near the
Norwegian coast, A more imp)ortant change vras i^ade on

20th September, when Hudson aircraft of No, 224 Squadron
based at Leuchars, took over the continuous patrol which

was extended almost up to the Norwegian coastline, the

patrol itself wras redesigned as an endless chain patr-oi for

four aircraft to be flown from Girdleness (near Aberdeen)
on a be.sz'ing of 62 degrees to a point seven miles from
Karmo (30 miles N,N.¥„ of Stavanger), The first aircraft
on tills patrol was scheduled to leax'e Girdleness at 0730
hours and to return from ICaimao on a reciprocal track ten

miles to the southward as far as a point about I40 miles

from the Norwegian coast, then back to the Karma area,
before retiiming to the Scottish coast and base. The
second, third and fourth aircraft were ordered to leave
Girdleness at O83O, 1130 and 1230 hours respectively,
and to fl3?- on the same tracks as the first aircraft,
main result of this re-organisation was that the submarines,
Tfhich bad hitherto been filling the gap between the end of

the continuous 'patrol and the Norviegian Goa.st, were no

As both of

The

CG/G.4/
11/9

CC/G, 1/
19/9

(1) 5 an eicplanation of these routine patrols see xire-war
narrative of Coastal Command, pp.117-118,

(2) North Sea reconnaissances had, however, been flown from
24th August onwards during the. precautionary period
before the actual outbreak of hostilities.

WJ.

See

pre-war narrative, p,232,
(3) Por these tiacks see the map of the Coastal Command

Yfar Plan (Operations) annexed to the pi-e-war narra
tive. Also Map I of this Yolume II,
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longer required for that duty and could be employed on
offensive tasks*

This system of routine patrols T/as kept as fle>fible
as possible and was varied from time to tiir.e, partly in

order to escape detection by eneny reconnaissance patrols,
partly in order to cover ne^v areas of search as the hours

of daylight diminished during the winter, partly to accord
with the changes in our naval dispositions and to assist
the naval v/atch on contraband traffic and parti]’- to detect

the movements of U-boats on passage in and out of the
North Sea, (O

The continuous patrol, for exaiiple, was ordered, at
various dates in September a/sd October, to extend, alterna
tively to Utsire Light (30 males N<>T/, of Stavanger) to
Ngero (40 miles South of Stavanger), to Karmo and to
Lister (60 males S,S<,U„ of Stavanger), _ _ _
U/Boat requirements, new routine patrols were devised and
fitted into the system,

Tvyo new tracks A®, aiid B’, v/ere introduced at the out
break of war which were 40 miles and 20 miles respectively
to the northward of the standard track,A_
21st October onwards a continuous line-aliead patrol was
instituted for five aircraft betv/een Dunnet Head and Sydero,
the southern island of the Faroes, and then continuous
patrol was instituted in the Pair Island Channel between
the Shetlands and Orloieys, and a cross over patrol main
tained due north of the Shetlands to 62° N, These patrols
were to assist in the identification of neutral -braffic
and to detect U-Boats on passage either way round the North
of Scotland, A purely anti~ U-Boat patrol was standardised
just to the vYest of the line Orkneys - Shetlanis,

During November the original Coastal Command war plan,
so lar as the routine North Sea reconnaissance patrols were
concerned, u'ndexwent radical alteration.
]place standard daily patrols were instituted in the southern
parg of the North Sea designed to locate eneny forces
raiding or minelaying off our coasts from the Gernan North
Sea ports. Such pa'brols were T,1, T.2 and B„N,I, Two
further ti'acks U and 7 were added to the south of the exist
ing track T on the Staiidard Reconnaissance Chart, 1
a system of parallel track seairches was substi-tuted for
the continuous patrol from Leucharso
p^-^allel track reconnaissances were laid down for Leuchars
aircraft. The first was carried out along tracks P.Q.R.S,
and T after dap/n. Aircraft were to spread out on divergent
tracks from base till they reached the above tracks at
datum about half p/^ay to Noxway and returned on reciprocal
tracks. The second was a parallel track search made of
rectangular area off the South West Coast of Nonvay,
patrols Tpere designated L1 and L2,

To meet anti-

Prom

In the first

Secondly,

Vro alternative

a

a

These

CC/G3/
20/10
See lAap II

CC/GI/5/
11

cc/gi/
12/11

See map III
illustrating
the Standard

Daily Patrols
for 12th Nov,

CoOe In the second place a fundamental change was made at
this time. On the 13th November Headquarters Coastal
Command informed all groups that the destruction of U-Boats
was to be rated of equal importance with the location of
eneny surface craft.(2) All reconnaissance and routine

S0I5O87 end,,

ia;UCC/GV'l3/l1

(1) Day to day changes in particular patrols were,
course, necessitated by weather conditions,
operational control had been decentralised to the Group
heaaquarters such changes could be made with ease by
the responsible commanders,

(2) See Chapt

of

As

II Section (iii).er
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patrols were henceforth to be flown at such a height as
would afford the best chance of successfully sighting eneiry
submarines.

CC/Cr3/l 9/1 1 This decision enabled patrols such as Vf, 1, 2, 3, and 4,
S«1 and 2 and 0,1. and 2, to be flown almost entirely as
anti-U-Boat patrols and was the underlying factor in
designing Li and L2, The effect of this new errphasis on
anti-U-Boat warfare v/as that the proportion of anti-U-Boat
Patrols carried out by the aircraft of Nos. 18 and 16 OTOups
was steadily increased from November onwards.

By January 1940 many new standard daily anti-U-Boat
patrols had been instituted following on the incessant study
of U-Boat movements amd habits. Very majgy of these patrols
could be and were used equally well for reconnaissance,
interception and location of enemy surface vessels.

During March and April, other standard cross over
patrols and parallel track searches in the North Sea had
been introduced virhich re-inforced the lettered tracks to

facilitate location of surface ships. After the loss of
Norway to the enemy in May the general scheme of ship
reconnaissance jpatrols v/as lerofoundly modified. Meteorolo
gical sorties were instituted in specified areas in the
North Sea and off the Norwegian Coast, Reconnaissance by
single aircraft in these specified areas was made  a daily
task depending on the Met, report and strikes were held in
readiness to take off on positive reports. The old
system of lettered track flying was discontinued and watch
was maintained on enemy shipping movements off Norway and
the increasing threat of invasion from German Ports by
these area reconnaissances, standard cross over patrols and
frequent swee]es into the Southern part of the North Sea
together with patrols off the Dutch and Belgian Coasts,

See

Appendix III

See

Map VT

CC/G1/
8/5/40

See Map V

(vii) Ineffectiveness of the North Sea Reconnaissance
Patrols

On one occasion only during this period were aircraft
of Coastal C6'mmand, engaged on these routine North Sea
reconnaissance patrols, able to make contact with Gepman
naval forces apparently attempting to break out of -che
North Sea, That was on 8th October, when a single Hudson
aircraft of No. 224 Squadron, flying the continuous jpatrol
from Leuchars, sighted at 1^08 hours an enemy naval force
consisting of one battleship of the Scharnhorst type, one
Konigsberg class cruiser and four destroyers, approximately
forty miles S. S.W. of Lister. These vessels were steaming
northvmrds off the Norwegian coast at a speed of 19 knots
and v/ere zig-?,agging. The Hudson was fired on by the
enemy’s anti-aircraft defences and sought safety in the
clouds, A Bloba and Voss seaplane twice attempted, without
success, to intercept our aircraft which was able to take

twenty p>hotographs. At 1425 hours a second Hudson, of
No, 233 Squadron, took off to shadovT the eneny force.
Precisely two hours later this airci’aft sighted the fleet
about forty-five miles South-T/est of Stavanger and shadowed
it until 1725 hours, when the pilot was forced by W/T
failure to return to base,(I) Shortly before he made for

Coastal

Command

Narrative

8 Oct,

(1) Writing to the Director of Naval Co-operation at the
Air_Ministry a few days later. Air Marshall Bowhill
claimed that the eneny naval force had been shadowed
off the Norwegian coast for six hours. D.D. Ops,

.  N.C, Branch, II/IC/25/5O, Undos, 22,
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home he reported that the enengr ships vrere steaming at

18/20 Imots On a North-North-Tfesterly course and in position
about forty miles West of Stavanger,

Acting on this information, the naval authorities
were able to dispose oirr sui’face forces so as to intercept
the enemy and Bomber Coimaand wer'e able to despatch terelve
Wellington bombers to attack,

locate their target owing to bad visibility and returned.
No contact with this force was made by our own surface
units.

These aircraft failed to

In point of fact this German force consisted of the

battlecruiser (Gneisenau^. the cruiser Noln and nine
destroyers. Their orders virere to operate in the area around
the South Coast of NorA-ay; to attack any li^it enemy
forces which might be met (contact with sujperior
enemy forces was to be strictly avoided) and to operate
against merchant shipping. The other object of this sortie
was to entice the British forces from their base towards

the Skagerralc vdiere they could be attacked by TJ/Bs and air
crafts The operation was planned to occupy two days®
Earljr in the morning of the 8th October the German
proceeded northwards through the Heligoland Bight and up the
¥rest coast of Denniark, From 1000 hours onv/ards neutral
vessels were examined for contraband,
aircraft was sighted and fired at.

force

At 13'i'5 a British
Shadowing aircraft

Admty,
NcI.I),

2vX.116/47

wrere seen from time to time until 1i600 hours and an air
attack Was expected w’hich did not eventuate,
according to plan after darkness had set in the force turned
about when abreast Utsire Light and at midnight entered the
Skagerrak.
were all inside territorial limits.

At 1900 hours

Merchiant vessels were seen in these waters but
Reports from the German

'’I" Service indicated that the British Fleet v&s at
ill wa.s thought that the other object of this sortie might
be attained. By 0820 on the 9th German air reconnaissajice
reported three separate British forces at sea steering in
the direction of Southern Noiwray and at I058 hoxirs bombers
were reported to have taken off to attack them. However-
only one force (the 2nd Crmiiser Squadron) W'as attacked ajik
no damage was inflicted. The German Squadron entered the
Nattergat at 1200 and arri--/ed at Kiel at 0100 hours
on the 10th October.

sea and

During the earlj autumin and v/inter months of I939 the
Gexmians succeeded in passing two pocket-battleships and
two battle cruisers thr-ough the North Sea into the Atlantic
One^of these pocket battleships - the Admiral Graf Spee - ' ’
sailed from Wilhelmshaven on 21st August, 1939, ShF~
passed the 3,W, corner of Norway during daylight hours of
22nd August at an average distance of 30-40 miles off the
coast,^in visibility of 4 - 10 miles hiproving to I5 miles
or better during 23rd August, when she had reached
d30QN X 0200E, She then altered away to 633ON x 090a? by
the^24tn and then^out into the Atlantic through the centre
of the xcexand - Faroes Passage, She made no reports of
having sighted any British Aircraft during the passage from
Germany,

Tr

,im

N,I,D.

24/Z6V46

In lact no Coastal Command aircraft w’-ere flying,- The
last peacetime exercises (XEQO) in co-operation v/ith the Na\y
which were testing the interception of such breakout raiders
came to an end on 2ist Augtist, There was an interval of
two^ daj^-s during which all aircraft were grounded Virhile
roucine examination and tests were being carried out and the
re^ilar North Sea reconnaissajice pa.trols
until 24th August,

did not re-commen

CO Narrative

for August
-/GI/23/8/39
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IXiring her cruise of apjproximately three months, during
which she operated in the South Atlantic and Indian Ocean,
she forced us to disperse our naval forces to protect the
focal points of trade and to resort to the evasive routeing
of our merchant shipping in the tlireatened areas,
measures, hovirever, were effective in educing our maritime
losses and it is significant that the Admiral G-raf Spec
sank only nine ships totalling 50,000 tons^
war the Emden had sunk sixteen ships of 71,000 tons in all,
and had captured seven others, four of virhich she had
released and three of which she had used for auxiliary
purposes.

These

In the last

The G-raf Spee was brought to action on I3th
Decejnber in the battle of the Plate and fouir days later she
scuttled herself off Montevideo.
Pocket battleship Deutschland in the North Atlantic from

2Ath August " 14th November a productive one - for though
she sank S.S, Stone gate on 5th October and captux-ed the

UaS. ship City of Flint on I5th October, she achieved
nothing fxirther of note.

Nor was the cnxise of the

The Deutschland sailed from Vfilhelmshaven at 1500 ,

hoxirs on 24th August, 1939, steering 340° straight for
Utsire Lt. off S,¥/. Norway which she reached at Q915 on

25th Augi^st. In a visibility of 5 miles she reported- the

pi-esence of a formation of "small enemy aircraft on a coxurse
of 090°.
give.the impression that she was steering for the Skaggerack
but 0.t 1115 hours altered away to Westward as visibility
was worsening in that direction. At I6OO a course of 315°
was shaped in 3 mils visibility and by I8OO hours
visibility had closed to ̂  to 1 mile,
to 22 Icxots on coux'se 3^0°
Shetlands and Norway Ixad been passed in dark hours and by
0740 on 26th August tliiclc fog was encountered making it

possible to alter away t^%. 'Wes'laBMWt for 68OON  x 070(17,
which was reached at O6OO hours on 27th August, The
break out v/as conpleted north of Iceland and doxTn tlxrough
t.he Denmark St. ineeting the supply ship Westerwald in

57OON X 37OOW, on 29th Augusts - Pog,gy weather delayed
and finally cancelled all Coastal Command routine North
Sea reconnaissance on 25th and 26th nugust. No subxax'ines
were on patrol yet off S,W. Noiwyay till 0500/27/8, At
the end of her cruise she decided to break back the sane

vray and after stopping a Norwegian ship in ,9:-06N x 37.19(7
on 4th November she. arrived off the coast of Gi’eenland at

0930 3th Novembor, passed tlirough the Demnark St, and along
the latitude of 683CN till reaclxing Q143E longitude at
0800/11th Novembe
southward into the North Sea passing down the Norwegian
coast Tirith an offing of about 50 miles during the night of
I3th/14th and rounding the S.W, corner of Norway dxiring
forenoon of I4th November, She met her destroyer escort
South of Kristiansand at I5OO/I4 and proceeded round the
Skaw into the Kattegat and thence to Kiel,

As a precaution she adopted evasive courses to

Speed was increased
lontil the narrows between

Thence she altered course to theV*
->• o

Adraty,
N.I.D.

24/K84/46

The Deutschland made no i-eports of sighting British
aircraft on tliis passage back to Germany,

The only chance Coastal Command had of sighting he
from dav/n to I5OO hours on I4th November, but no recon
naissances v/ex'e carried out off SeW, Norway due to weatliei-
conditions.

I'-i was
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Reasons for the ineffectiveness of the air patrols

(a) Limitations of the Anson patrols doYm to
20th 3epteml3er, 1939»

The reasons for the comparative ineffectiveness of
Coastal Command's system of routine North Sea reconnaissance
patrols at this period are not far to seek. Some of them

have already heen indicated. Dovm to 20th Septembei-, when

the Hudsons took over the continuous line patrol, the air
reconnaissances had one obvious weakness. This was that

the last sixty miles be'tween the end of the Anson patrol
line and the Norwegian coast had to be watched by an
inadequate force of five to six gubmrines. As these

submarines, for the most part, carried out diving patrols,
their range of vision was restricted. In other vfords, in
the first few weeks of the war the reconnaissance patrols
■were v/eakest jprecisely at the point where they needed to
be strongest, i.e. iminediately off the South-V/est Norwegian
coast. There is evidence which suggests that the German.s
had,
early as l7th September,
reported the presence, at the end of the continuous patrol
line, of two small sailing boats, fitted with D/N loops in
the cabins and moored to buoys. They were conspicuously
marked by flags and v/ere located 70 miles south-west of
Obrestad,

in fact, discovered our continuous patrol line as
On that date one of our aircraft

These boats were reported ..again in the same
area at 1000 and 1720 hours on the 18th and at 0930 hours
on the 19th, The Air Officejr Commanding-in-Chief of Coastal
Command naturally suspected that the sailing boats
engaged in reporting the movements of our reconnaissance
aircraft. He, therefore, asked the Admiralty to put a
stop to their activities, and during the nigiit of the 18th
the submarine Starfish was diverted to investigate,
n,i;[. Submarine Starfish reported the presence of four of
these fishing vessels in this position, and noted their
registration marks and nu;mbers. They were considered to
be genuine Swedish fishing craft engaged at their trade.
However, it is a fact that, on the l9th September, tvTO
separate attacks were made by German aircraft on an Anson
flying the continuous patrol and on a Hudson wMch was
engaged on a new type of cross-over patrol from Leuchars,
After leaving Montrose the Anson, which belonged l^o NOo2b9
Squadron, had encountered a Dornier 18 flying-boat about
I50 miles Cast of Buchanness,

were

The pilot was about to open
fire on the rear of the flying-boat, when he was killed
instantly by a bullet which caurie throu.gh the windscreen.
The navigator took over the controls and brought the aircraft
back one lumdred and forty miles to base,(l) The Hudson,
of No,12A Squadron, had met an enemy floatplane about
27 Pdles off the Lister Light, The combat was indecisive,
as the Hudson vras prevented from pressing home iijs attack
wring to the lack of a rear ,gun turret, vrhile the ene;.,iy
floatplane eventually deployed its sunerior speed and
manoeuvrability to seek refuge in cloud,(2)

(1) Thf) navigator was Sergeant M,E. Wlllits, who was decorated by H.H, fCing
George VI with the Distinguished Flying Mocal on 2nd November, 1939. Wo,
269 Squadron Operational Record Book,. The Pilot of the aircraft v;as Pilot
Officer D.S.M. Burrell - one of the first officers of-Coastal Comancl to
lose his life on active opemtions,

(2) As a result of these combats offensive patrols by three turreteci Huosoits
flown on the 20th and 21st from Leucliars on the tracks of the continuous
patrol as far as the Monvcglfji coast. These wore the flret occasions on
which flights of three Hudsons in company v/ero ciespatched with the definite
purpose of destroying any hostile aircraft sighted. No further offensive
patrols of this type wore flavn during September, as the tuiretcd Hudsons
were more urgently required for long-ra.nge reconnaissance flights into' tlie
strongly defended Heligoland Bight,

were
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(l^) The problem of enemy air opposition

Another initial difficulty was that Coastal Command
possessed no long-range fighter-reconnaissance types
capable of effectively maintaining the North Sea
naissance^patrols in the face of stiff enemy air opposition,
Tliis requirement had not been foreseen vdien the

re con-

pre-war

naval co-operation plans had been prepared and the ordinary
general reconnaissance airci-aft soon revealed their defects
from ohe point of viev/ of long-distance air fighting over
the sea. The Anson was reliable, easy to land by day or
night and had good navigational qualities. Its range,
hov7ever, was restricted and its offensive armament
light, consisting of one ,gun forward and one
Hudson I, although having sufficient
Sea commitments, was,
insufficiently armed,
bility and was initially regarded by aircrews with some
suspicion as an aircraft v/hich was difficult to fly,
enemy aircraft which were encountered on patrol over the
North oea were inainly Blohm and Voss floatplanes, Dornier
17 and 18 flying boats and later Heihkel III K's and
Ju,88’s, (1) With the exceiotion of the Domier flying
boats, all these types proved more manoeuvrable and,
general, faster than our naval co-operation aircraft.

was

nn aft,

range for its North

unless fitted with a rear-gun turret.
In air combat it lacked manoeuvra-

The

The

in

The inevitable result was that the air combats over
the North Sea tended, at this period, to be indecisive.
Everything possible was done to improve the air fighting
qualities of our available types and energetic
taken to counter the enemy air opposition,
expense of the routine air patrols.(2) As
became available they were fitted to the Hudsons, v/hich
then formed into "Battle Flights" T/ithin squadrons,
units, which vrere primarily intended for use on long-range
reconaissance duties in the Heligoland Bight and the
Skaggerak, were frequently despatched on offensive ;
with the express object of destroying enemy aircraft,
first Hudson Battle Flight to operate was that of No, 224
Squadron, which on 20 and 21 September carried out offensive
ps-trols from Leuchars along the line of the old continuous
patrol. On 18 and 20 October a second Battle Flight - that
of No. 220 Squadron - ’was employed, for the first time, from
Thomahy. No. 233 Squadron Battle Flight became operational
at Leuchars on 21 December,

In the middle of October the Air Officer Oomi'nanding-in
Chief of Coastal Gominand was also looking forward to
obtaining a flight of six long-nosed Blenheims Nark T/
aircraft, 3'' This exroectation was based on the deeis5-on
taken by tne oMef of Air Staff on I7 October that measures
should be taken to accelerate the formation of the four
trade protection fighter squadrons 'iwhich had been apjproved

measures were

even at the

rear turrets

v/'ere

These

Wiissions

The

(1) The first time a Ju. 83 was encountered, and engaged
by a coastal Command aircraft was on 22 December -
by a Hudson of No,220 Squadron on a parallel-track
search from Thornaby.

(2) On 9 October headquarters of the Command gave instruc
tions to 18 Croup that every opportunity for successi’ul
attack on eneimy aircraft was to be exploited and that
gaps in air reconnaissances resulting from these
orders were to be made good where possible
(CC/GI/9/IO)*..

(3) Bowliill to A.O.C. 18 Groi.™ I7 Oct, 1939 H.Q. Coastal
Comraand File 3.15O87 (12A').
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in Auj^ust 1939. (1 )
Leuchars on 29 October to for.’- the further flight of No, 233
Squadron ¥/ere not, however, long-nosed but short-nosed
Blenheim Is and it was not until 3rd December that they jmre
employed, for the first true, form Biroha.m New'ton,

These various steps taken to counter enejry air opposi
tion to our anti-raider patrols were thus in the na,ture of
palliatives and did not, in any sense, re.aedy the lack of
suitable long-range fighter reconnaissa?ace aircraft,
when the four trade protection fighter squadrons  - Nos, 233^
23S, 248 and 254 - were ultimately transferred in
February 1940, it vfas several months later before they were
all equipped with Blenheim Hark IV aircraft and only^No, 254
squadron was operational in the Norwegian campaign,
squadrons were handed back to Fighter Comnand on 20th May
for the caip-paign in France and it was not till pth JUI3P
that they had returned to Coastal Command,

(c) The withdrawal of the Home Fleet from. .Scapa
28 October 1939 - March

The six aircraft vdiich arrived at

Nven

[.Viro

Flovif,

C,C,0p,
Instr,

No, 6

P.C. 8,59289

A third and very important cause of the ineffectiveness
of oui' measures to deal with the Genian commerce raiders
Tiras the \/ithdrawal of the Ho,me Fleet from Scapa Flov/ to
bases on the west coast of .Scotland between the end of
October and the beginning of March, 1940,
decision was forced

'his hard

upon the Adniiralty by the enemy's air
attacks on^our naval bases at Rosyth and Scapa on 16 and I7
October (2)and by Figliter Command's inability
adequate air protection for those anchorap'es ■
of 1940.

to pro’!/ide
until the spring

The effect of this 'vrf.thdrawal upon our sjrste.m
oi air reconnaissances over the North Sea was pointed out by
the Air Officer-Commanding-in-Chief in a review of Coastal
Cora...iand's operations at the end of the year, 2y tha'b time

A,M, S.35II

experience had shown that a Geriiian raider endeavouring to
break out into the North Sea would need to be juroercepted
insufficient time after leaving Germanj'- for her to be
brought to action by the British Fleet shortly after slie
l^a crossed latitude 61°N, It was, therefore, essential
in planning the s.ystC’ii of air patrols in the North Sea to
tate into account tlie initial positions of the British Fleet
and of phe^German raiders and their relative si^eeds,
parallel of 6l° North v/as approximately sixteen hour's
steai-ning (at 28 Imots) from Heligoland and thirteen hour's
steam.in.g from Skaw tlirou.S'h the Skaggerak, From the new
flee-t base on the West coast the north point of the Shetlands
was thirteen hour's steauiing (at a speed of 22 knots),
sumuer the above dispositions would not materially affect
the North Sea air i-econnaissance patrols, since the ni'-dit

The

In

(1) S.2li0 (Enclos. 19A), an account of the early
history of these four trade •pi'otection squadrons
A,H,B. preliminary narrative of Fighter Coia,.:.and and
Section (X; of this chapter, (.Page 33).

(2) In the air raid on the Firth of Forth on -.6th October,
Southampton, was hit by one bomb, Tdiich pierced

■Che upper deck and passed out tlirough the slilp's side
before exploding, H,M. S. lAlinbur.gh and I/Ioliawk
also hit by splinters and sustained slight "
the Scapa raid fi.M,S. iron Duke which
a depot

For

see

were

t daruage,
was being used as
two near missesship, was severely dajuaf.;ed by .

In

Bombing Cormrdttee Paper No, 29.
Naval anxiety about t.he continued use of Scaca had also
been axoused by the sinking of H.M.S, Royal Oak by
U-boat which Iiad succeeded in ’-jenetrating the boom
de.Lenses on the night of I3tli/l4th October.

a
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steaming circle from the parallel of 61° North was
reduced that the outgoing raider would be liable to inter
ception (provided visibility was good and provided the
Cerrnans did not make use of Norwegian territorial waters)
throughout the daylight passage northvar’ds. In T/inter,
hoivever, the withdrawal of the British fleet to the West
coast of Scotland meant that the dusk air searches in the
North Sea ViTould need to be extended as far south as Horn's
Reef and the Skaw, since the night steaming circle from
latitude 61° North would be so much greater. The only
consolation from the Comiiiand's point of view was that if
an outgoing Q-erman raider
j)atrols in the North Sea there would be a second chance of

interception since, during the winter months, it was
thought that ice would prevent the ene:vy from using the
Demisai’k Strait between Iceland and Greenland and would force
him to attempt to escape between the Faroes and Iceland,

At the end of October the re-disposition of the main
Home Nleet thus raised the whole question whether our
routine air reconnaissances over tl'ie North Sea were of any
further use, since it aiapeared doubtful whether our naval
forces would be in a position to intercept and engage
enemy raiders, even if they were located from the air.
Sir Frederick Bowhill decided, however, to continue the
patrols partly because early intelligence pf a breal;:-out
would be still valuable as a guide to subsequent fleet
dispositions, even though interception imight be delayed
and partly because there vrould alwaj^s be the chance that
enemy ships in the North Sea iraght lay themselves open to
attack by the squadrons of Bomber Coimnand which had been

placed at his disposal, (l) Events were to rjrove that the
second of these calculations was invalid, but the first was
sound enough and, by itself, of sufficient importance to
justify the decision.

so

succeeded in evading its air

(d) The enemy's use of bad weather,
and the cruise of the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau

Coastal Coimnand

(21-27 November, 1939)

Another reason for the disappointing results of our
air reconnaissance patrols was that attempts to break out
of the North Sea by enemy sliip)s were only made under cover
of bad weather and in poor visibility,
locate the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau during their cruise of
6 da^'s which included the sinking of Rawalpindi in the
Atlantic on 23 November may, for exanple, be attributed
aLmost virholly to this cause.

The two battle cruisers sailed in comparer from
Nilhelrushaven at 1400 hours on 21st November, 1939.
following is an extract from the operational Orders of the
German flag officer in charge (Vize Adf.riral Marschall)
who was flying his flag in Gneisenau,

Oui* failure to

The

Intentions, In accordance with the directive of the

C, -in-C, Nayj;- on the threatening of the North Atlantic
shipping routes and the consequent diversion and
concentration of enemy forces attainable by it, I
intend to break through into the area Iceland -
From this position to advance tov/ards the suspected
eneiny patrol lines, to feint a break through with the

Faroes,Admty, N,I,D,
2A/x,11a/46

(1) ia.nute.to S.A,S,0, 26 Oct. 1939.
File S,15,087 (Enclosure 15A),

H,Q, Coastal Command
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battle cruisers into the North Atlantic by steering a

westerly course, and finally by steering off to the
North and by use of the long nights, to make for home
waters again at high speed,"

These German units passed about 30 miles off Egersund
corner of Norway) at 0k-30/22 November steering 330°(S.W.

and by daylight were about abreast of the Shetlands though
still only some 30 miles off the Norwegian Coast, ■I'hrough-
out the daylight hours the same course vms made good and by
dusk they had reached a position only 55 miles to the N,E,
of Muckle Plugga (the most northerly point of the Shetlands),

During this day an attack was made by six enemy aircraft
on our flying boat anchorages in Garth Voe and off Jxir'.dck
in the Shetlands,
where the flying boat depot ship S,S, Manela was lying but
one London flying boat was set on fire off Lerwick,

No damage was inflicted in Garth Voe

At this period (21st - 23rd November) H,M,S. Glasgow
and two destroyers were patrolling close off the Norwegian
Coast in Lat, 62°N,
to the north easWard of the Ger.iah unit’s track.

This was of course just over 100 mile s
These

Ships were patrolling the area off Stadtlandet in order
to intercept south bound German shipping should it venture
outside territorial waters when rounding Stadtlandet
Peninsula,
out on 21st but were cancelled on account of adverse weather
on 22nd November,
might well have slglited the Germ£,'ji shij:is when flying
out to or on retui-n from the Stadtlandet
conditions caused the cancellation o f all other Standard
North Sea Reconnaissance Patrols - what little flying vras
possible by No,.1 8 Group aircraft was carried ait over East
Coast convoys and ivell to the west of the Orkneys and
Shetlands, ''

H.?

Air patrols in co-operation had been carried

Ead this not occuri’ed these aircre^ft

area. Bad weather

G1 R0/G2/
20/11
CC/G2/
22/11

During the night of the 22nd/23rd November the Gernan
battle-cruisers altered away to 290° passing 15-20 miles
north of the Faroes and by daylight 23rd November were 40
miles northwest of the Faroes steering to the West and
liYest North West, Being beyond all the Standard Patrols
carried out by Coastal. Command nothing was seen of them
until at 1545/23 the armed merchant cruiser RaviraPoindi
reuorted by wireless a battle cruiser four miles
Southeasterly course

away on a
and gave her position as 634ON x 1129W,

Shortly afterwards she ivlrelessed that she was being chased
by the battle-cruiser whdch she identified as the Deutschland.
ALnost^ inmediately after this signal ter W/T v.as put out
of action and she ivas unable to correct the report to read
Scharnhorst,

The G.-in-C,
messages at 155'1 and the second shortly after,
messages were passed to the Admiralty and vrere received
in the operations room of headquarters Coastal Co’uuancl at
1605^hours. Owing to Rawalpindi’s inability to correct
the identification signal the enemy unit was referred to as
the Deutschland tliroughout the .subsequent naval and air
operations.

^ Coastal Corrmand was requested by the Admiraltj- to
provide full air co-operation as the situation developed and
00 despatch its long-distance flying boats as soon as poss
ible. MeaiTwhdle orders had been given for the Home Fleet
to raise steam and to sail with all despatch.

SECRET

Home Fleet received the first of these
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Newcastle and H,IvI,S. Delhi, who were in the vicinity
were instructed to close the Rawalpindi* s position and to
shadow the eneii^y unit while the other two sliips on the
Northei'n Patrol, H,li. ships Calypso and Ceres were ordered
to act as a strilcing force for night attack. At I746 the
Newcastle broadcast a report of gun flashes and a few
minutes later signalled that a ship was on fire. This was
the Rawalpindi. v/hich soon afterwards sank, xit I3i5 the
Newcastle sighted a darkened ship, thought from her outline
to be the enemy ship, about 13,000 yards av/'ay, and two
iininutes later saw another ship close by. This was in fact
the Cneisenau,

wirelessed by the Newcastle at 1819 hours,
reported that the position of the enemy vras approximately

X 12°W, Shortly afterwards the Newcastle lost sight
of her quarry in a sudden heavy rainstorm and, although both
the Newcastle and Delhi continued to search independently
until dawn on the 22|-th, coxi-lrict was not regained. In
point of fact the two German battle cruisers were retiring
almost dLie East at 25 knots. The decision to return on the

night of the 23rd November appears to have been talcen owing
to the failure of being able to carry out the planned feint
to the Yi/'est, due to the rapid approach of darkness and the
time lost in picking up siuvivors. It was realised that
British Sea and Air reconnaissance forces would be

iiranediately concentrated to the eastward betvreen Norway and
the Shetlands because it was considered that their easterly
course had been detected by the shadovring men of war last

seen at 1934 hours, but whose identity had not been
established by the German units, Tliis retirmeent to the

east was changed to the north east from midnight/23rd and
by midnight/24th the ships vrere in the vicinity of 654ON x
O6OCE.

24th November besides being hampered by bad weather was much
too far to the soutliward.

A signal reporting these toro vessels was
The signal

The Sunderland search on the afternoon of the

Admty. N.I.D,
2l/Z.11a/46

At I852 hours on the 23rd, Headquarters Coastal Command
ordered No. 18 Group to despatch its one PBI flying boat
to carry out a search for the enemy from the Faeroes as

soon as possible. The same evening a scheme of patrols
designed to intercept the enemy on the following day was

agreed between the Command and the Headquarters of
No, 18 Group, and instructions were issued to No, 15 Group
to reinforce Invergorden and Oban b^r despatching three
Sunderlands from Pembroke Dock, Bomber Command ordered

two squadrons of Hanpdens and tv/o squadrons of Vfhitleys to

flj'’ to Y/ick and Hinloss respectively to be used, under the
operational control of Coastal Command, against the euevny
on the 24th, Four other bomber squadrons were also
ordered to stand b5r at one hour's notice from O63O hours
on the 24th, so. as to be ready to attack any enemy naval
forces located in the North Sea,

CC/G3/23/II

Coastal Command's order for the despatch of the PBX
(Catalina) was received at Invergorden at 1917 hours on
the 23rd and the aircraft took off tT,iro and a half hours

later to search to the north east of the enemy’s reported
position at 1819 hours. Good weather wras experienced
till the Faeroes were reached but at 0221 hours on the

24th heavy cloud formations vfere encountered and also ice,
T/hich caused the aircraft's instruments to fail,
after, the wireless aerial was carried away and at
0250 hours the search was abandoned and a course set for
the Faeroe s.

Soon

By climbing to 2000 feet above tlie clouds
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the pilot was able to malce his wa.j back to Aberdeen, where he

landed safely at davm after a hazardous and unfortunately
fruitless flight.

On the 2ifth the vreather improved but visibility \va.s
restricted by squally showers, and conditions vrorsened m the

afternoon and evening. Betvreen dawn and I615 hours five
Ansons of No. 269 Squadron flew continuous patrols from Wick
to the Faeroes, while Hudsons of Nos. 221+ and 223 Squadrons,
based at Leuchars, searched between there and Selbjorn Fjord
on the Norvregian coast. Four London flying boats of Nos. 21+0
and 201 Squadrons also operated betv/een the Shetlands and

NorvTay during the sane period. Three Sunderlands, which had
been floTm to Invergordon from Pembroke Dock in accordance
with instructions, reinforced these patrols. Two of these

aircraft, v/hich left Invergordon in the early afternoon,
received orders to search for the enemy fran datums about 230

(6if°N 1°W) and about 120 miles
From those positions the aimrai't

miles North of the Shetlands

further east (Sl+°N 2°30*E).

CC/G4/23/11

CC/Gl/24/11

were instructed to fly due east for a hundred miles, gradually
creeping southwards and to remain on patrol until 2100 hours.

The weather, however, sharply deteriorated and shortly before

the flying boats reached 6l°N a front was encountered ̂ fdiich
extended to the Norwegian coast,
turned back; the other aircraft persisted in its attempts to

get tlirough the front but was eventually forced to fly east
ward to the Norwegian coast,
weather still continued to be very bad and the Sunderland
landed back at its base only lialf an hour before midnight.
On all of these patrols the aircrews sighted only our ovm. or
neutral vessels.

One of the Simderlands

On the return journey the

On the afternoon of the 22[.th it was considered by the

Admiralty that the enemy ships, having run into our Northern

Patrol, had probably retired to the North East of Iceland to
wait for the hue and cry to die down before making an attempt
to get back to Germany. Accordingli'- a cruiser patrol line
was established at I6OO hom-’s on the 2ifth bet^ireen the Shetlands

and Utvoer Liglit on the ITorrregiai'i coast with  a strilcing
force of destroyers eighty miles to the south. On theiolloYi»-
ing day both these patrol lines were moA^^d thirty miles to the
north y/here they remained until the 29th,

Early in this period of bad vreather the German Battle
cruisers had succeeded in returning to Wilhelnshaven undetected.
They had remained from 1700/24th till 1100/25th November hi tiie
area around 6530N x O5OOE and. then shaped a Southerly course
to re-enter the North Sea.

17^|i|-/25th but the visibility was considered too good in this
postion (6255N X 031 OE) to attempt the bi-eak-back that night,
and a northerly course was steered until midnight/25th.
attempt vfas then resumed and b}’- daylight on 26th November they
had reached the latitude of Stadtlandet at a distance of 20

miles from the Norvyegiaai Coast,
with a visibility varying betiyeen 1 - 6 miles,
large merchant vessel or British cruiser was sighte.'l in bad

visibility in 6035N and avoiding action taken until 1200 hours
yiien the southerly course was resumed,
vessel was not established bj'’ the Germans, and no gun action
was opened as it was apparent that they had not been sighted.
It seems likely that this vyas one Of the cruisers or destroyers
on the patrol line established betvyeen the Shetlands and

NorwBgxan Coast from l600/2Z(:th November,
continued and the two battle cruisers finally anchored in

This course was held until

The

Weather conditions were bad

At 1100 a

The identity of this

Bad weather
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Wilhelrnshaven Roads at I3OO hours on 2?th November, The
only occasions on which these two ships wer'e witiiin the
scope of the searches ordered by Coastal Coironand
periods of very bad weather in which it was impossible to
carry out these searches.

On the 23th November the weather further deteriorated
owing to an intense depression to the south west of
Iceland, Ceneral i-ain and low cloud spread to all parts
of the northern area during the day and in the North West
wind blew at gale force. On the 26th conditions were
even worse, gale v/inds prevailing in most areas with
squally shovrers spreading from the west,
surprising, therefore,
severely curtailed and that on the following vital day
they were, for the most part, cancelled. On the 26th the
aircre^v’s of Sundorlands at Pernb.roke Dock, which had been
ordered to undertake a reconnaissance of a large area to
the west of Ireland, could not even get into their flying
boats. It was not until the 28th that this
could be carried out by three Sunderlands of No, 228
Sq-iadron, Even then the aircraft had to contend with
continuous rain and 10/I0ths cloud,
north subsided on the 27th and Sunderland patrols
flovm to the north of the fihetlands but these operations
were precluded on the next day bj'' sti’ong winds and rain.

On the 29th November flying was impossible. On the
30c:h the only air operation was a cross-over patrol by a
single Sunderland from Invergorden which searched  a large
area some 200 miles north of the Shetlands, Tliis flight
Tfas made oetween 0815 and 1032 hours, but conditions were
so bad when the aircraft landed back at Sullom Voe in a
dO Icnot gale that the crew could not be taken off until ten

.'.’his was the last of the special
searches undertaken by Coastal Command for the eneniy naval
forces reported on the 23rd November,(1) No opportunity
had thus been presented for engploying tiTe Bomber Command
detaolmients at Vfick aiid Kinloss and these units therefore
returned to their home bases between 2 and 6 December,
The moral of this disa^jpointing episode in the North Sea
battle was tliat the detection of enen^r naval units by
night or in poor visibility would remain merely a remote
possibility until our aircraft were equipped with A,S,Y,
At that time they had none,

(®) The enemy*s use of Norwegian inshore waters

were

It is hardly
that air operations on the 23th vrere

reconnaissance

C-ale conditions in th

were

and a half hours later.

e

Pinally, there can be no doubt ttiat one of the main
reasons why the eneiiy was able at later periods to pass his
wai' slrlps tl-irough and out of the North Sea was hi,s use of

(1) An outstanding search carried out by
No, 210 Squadron from. Invergorden on 3rd December
was made teclmically in order to locate an enemy unit
believed to be the Deutschland^ but the Adaniralty
subsequently decided that the vessel in question,
which had been reported by D/P, v/as in fact a submarine.
The flying boat had talcen of'f at OhUO hours on the
3rd and Iiad only returned to base at I643 hours  - well
after sunset,

been out of sight of land but it made a perfect land
fall on the return flight. Its crow had accomplished
a search of over 1,200 miles of ocean to the south of
Iceland and well deserved the special .message of con
gratulation sent to them by their Air Officer
Comnwinding-in-Chief,

SECRET
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Norwegiazi inshore waters. . The liox'^^j-egiar. coastline is cne of
the longest and most indented in the world and thus.provided a

kind of "Covered v/ay", as Mr. Churchill later descr5,heo. it,
for the passage of German ships northwards. The Norwegian
fjords were, for the most part, svirrounded by high hills and
were sufficiently deep for big ships, to hide in them. Hence

it was easy at this period for German merchant vessels to make

their vra.j along the Norwegian coastline during the hours of

darkness, emerging from one fjord a^ night fell and slipping
into another j“ust before daj^-break. (1) Vihen it is remembered
that our aircraft had received strict injunctions to respect
neutiral watfers, the difficulty of locating from, the air enemy
merchant ships moving continuously and, in.iriost cases, under

cover of the darlmess or bad weather,'may be imagined.

It is probable that this problem .could only have been
overcome if destroyer i^atrols could have been maintained
continuously near the tivd points Td:iere the configuration of
the coastline might induce eileniy ships to come outside neutral

(Tliese points were at Stadtlandet (d29N) and Jaederens
'  Hov/ever, it must be realised that at no place

TOters. I

(58%5’N.).)
does this configuration of the Norwegian' Coast line oblige
ships to leave neutral y/aters, ' Eiis procedure of stationing
our \yarships off suitable points '>yhere enemy might come outside
the three mile limit was adopted during the efforts to inter
cept the "City of Flint" betvreen 22nd October and
2)-th November, 1339*.

It was not realised to the full until afte.r the war
started that ocean going ships'could inalce a passage from the
North Cape to 3oj.desues keeping behind rocky islands the v/hole
way except when roundniig'the penmsula of Stadtlandet. This

made the location of enemy traffic a matter of extreme diffi
culty for 'even close , aijr searches. This inlaiad sea passage
is called "indreled". ^ ■

(viii) 'The U.S.S. "City of Flhit" and the Geraan

Auxiliary "Al'htiark

There w'-ere tviro other cases of reconnaissance operations
carried out in order to locate and intercept enemy ships break-
ing into the North Sea dtring this period. These were apart
from searches in the North Atlantic by Sunderlands and the one
P.B.Y. Flying Boat to locate four German merchant vessels which
escaped from Vigo on i6th'October and again on 12th Febmary
when a further six vessels put to sea from Vigo in an endeavour
to maJce the Murmansk coast via Denmark Straits.

The tvyo cases in question were the U.S.S. City of Flint
and the Altmark.

In' the former case the P.B.S. Deutschland had seized this

U.S. ship on Ipth October in 4-5-09N x k-322W and sent her under
■  a prize crew to Murmansk -with xhe British'crevy of S.3.

Stonegate on board as prisoners. Tlae City of Flint had
reached Murmansk via Greenland arid Deni'iis.rk-Straits and had

left Murmansk calling at Tromso en route for Germajiy.

, (l ) In point, of fact, during the period of.,the War before the
captyre of Noryyay, -.no German yfarship ever made use of
neutral territorial v^aters In order to, brealc out or into
the North . Sea.: Tlie first auxiliary raider did not
commence operations.until the Spring of 1910.
Ref, Admty, R;,I,D,
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The Norv/egian authorities at Tromso had intervened and

forced the landing of the British crew* The ship was
to proceed to Bergen under escort of a Nonvegian warship
but the actual date of sailing was vague, neither was it
certain that the sliips would keep in territorial waters.

Intensive flying took place along the top tirree tracks
of the standard reconnaissance plan and these aircraft scoui»e«l

the coast of Norway to the North and Soutbvards
before returning on reciiprocal tracks from 25^1 October
onwards. In addition Sunder lands searched coast'-rise from

Obrestad to Lat 6o°N.

By 25tli October, after many rumours and much guessing
it transpired that the City of Flint had not left Murmansk
until 23th October. Searches were re-organised and on
30th October five aircraft flew tracks B1 to D on  a course

of 080° to the Norwegian Coast thence coastwise 40 miles
returning on reciprocal course. The C.B^P. wa.s flovm from

Girdlcness to Karmo and dawn patrols to Lister Light,
More definite ne\7s was received during the day that
City of Flint had arrived in Tromso at 1300 hours and sailed
at 1700 hours under the German flag accompanied by a
Norwegian destroyer. The German li/V Sciwyabe also sailed

southbound. Six destroyers were sent to patrol off
Stadtlandet between latitudes 61°N and 62°15’N» An
additional diverging sweep by five aircraft was laid on
from Muckle Plugga between bearings of 015° and 097° to a
depth of 280 miles for 3lst October.

The sane air effort was maintained during '1st ITovembei'
although the destroyers had to return to Sullom Voe to

refuel. On their resungption of watch they patrolled the
coast line further to the North East in vicinity
of 643QN X O83QE, By 2nd Novembei’, two caruisers had
joined the six destroyers as support. At I7I5 a signal
vras received that aircraft search by a London flying boat
had located a German mercliant vessel at 1245 hours mth the
name Kiel on her stern in 6149N x O5I2E, 'iVo other H/Vs,
were astern. This aircraft informed the cruisers. At
1730. hours the Sunderland search(l) reported the
City of Flint and other merchant vessels southbound in
6I38N X O5OQE.

cruisers and six destroyers proceeded to intercept and at
2356/2 hours signalled that the City of Flint was in sight
in 6054W X 042(.0E accompanied by a warsliip, making south in
te,rritorial Viraters,
cruisers off and shadov/ing vms abandoned.

Acting on this information the two

The Norwegian destroyer warned our

However, Coastal Command's searches were kept up
during 3rd and 4th November at full intensity at Admiralty
request in order to check the v/hereabouts of the other
Gernian merchant vessels,

were using the inner channel which lies behind islands and
therefore many miles inside territorial waters.
City of Flint arrived at Bergen at 1150 hours h.tii November
where the Norwegian au'thorities interned the German prize
crew and set the ship free.

They were not seen again as they

Trie

In the latter case the Altmark had been a supply ship
to the P„B,S, Graf Spee and acted as prison ship for the
crews of sldps sunk by this raider. After the"Graf Spee's
destruction all trace of the Altmark had been lost, though
she was believed to be in Murmansk, On 14th Eebruarj-: an

(1) Sunderland N, 9025 of No, 228 Squadron,
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Agent’s rejjort stated that she niight be passing Bergen soon
as a large German tainker had left Tromso at 1215 hours on

12th February southbound.

Accordingly the two top tracks A’ and of the
standard reconnaissance plan v/ere ordered to search the

Norwegian Coast between 604ON and 624ON during the 15th,
Further agent’s reports stated that Altrnark had passed
Bergen using the Inner Leads (indreled) at l200/l5.

The Admiralty attached the utmost importance to inter
cepting this ship and requested the Command to do everything
possible to locate and report her,
destroyers were sent over to patrol off Jederens Reef at tKe
S,W, comer of Norway,

On 16th Fcbruaiy tivo Hudsons proceeded before dawn to
locate our destroyers and to signal their position in
cypher to the flight of Battle Hudsons who would take up

One cruiser and five

permanent air escort. The first two Hudsons were then to

camy on reconnaissance off/JNorwegian Coast to the northwards,
and two other Hudsons v/ere to arrive over Horns Reef at dawn,
sweep up Danish Coast and carry out reconnaissance of tV>e
Southern Coasts of Norway,
arranged to fly off at intervals,
of the importance attached to this location and that they
were not to be too particular about infringing territorial
waters.

Reliefs of Hudsons were

All aircraft were told

At 1255 hours a Hudson of the Battlq Plight sighted t>>fe
Altmark in 581?N x O605E C°140° 8 knots. Another Hudson
was immediately despatched from Leuchars to continue
shadowing and report, A further signal was received of
the sighting of another tanker at 1252 in 5828N x O547E
course coast-wise at six knots. The destroyers were
directed to the Altmark sighting position and the ship
took refuge in Josing Fjord (582ON x 061SE). H.I/[,S. Cossack
(Captain Vian) went in after her supported by the remainder
of the destroyers leaving the cruiser Arethusa outside.
At 1600 hours the other tanker which had been reported
on the scene and proved to be the Gernnan Baldur of 60OO tons.
She promptly scuttled herself, the crew being taken prisoners
by one of the destroyers,

ifeanwhile the Altmark resisted capture and attempted
to ram the Cossack. In the ensidng action both ships were
damaged and several casualties were sustained by the German
arew with one British casualty. The British prisoners were
released and by O2OO/I7 Cossack z'evorted the viiole
force proceeding to England v/ith 283 rescued officers and
crews leaving the Altmark grounded in Josing Fjord, A
reinforcing naval force of three cruisers and two destroyers
was cancelled. However, in view of the possibility of
eneny retaliation. Battle Plights of Hudsons sv-rept the North
Sea to the Southr/ard and escorted the returning force while
72 Bomber Command aircraft stood by in case oi German naval
activity,
every available aircraft in reserve,

action and the special searches and patrols were discontinued
on 18th Februaiy. Daily Photograjpliic reconnaissance was
maintained by Hudsons ever Josing Fjord mtil 24th February
after wliich infrequent sorties were flown to confirm the
Altrnaik’s continued p- resence in this fjord,
reported by H,M. Submarine Unity at 10l0/6th I/iarch as being
under way off Lister escorted by Norwegian torpedo boats
but in territorial waters. Two Pludsons ’.<;ere instin^oted to
(i) The F»i3^t <4' K, m v/^zo S<^^cLn^

SECRET «w<vcle by K/iJSO .
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Our standing patrols vrere curtailed so as to have
There was no counter

She was
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shadoviT her hut not to hcirib unless she came out of neutral.
vra.ters.

she was finally escorted hy the Norwegian vessels into
Sandef jord on Bth I’larch. for repairs.

However these aircraft did not locate her and

Summary

Hard e:xperience had thus demonstrated that the pre-war
expectations of the Joint Staffs as to the assistance v/hich

air reconnaissance patrols between Scotland ai'id Norway
might provide in stopping the exits from the North Sea vrere
over-sanguine. In view of the inadequate performance of
the tj'pes of aircraft supplied to Coastal Command for this
pxirposej it is clear that too little attention had been

paid before the war to the difficulties of implementing
the initial Coastal Comnand wax plan ;ln the winter mon-tos
or in the face of enemy air opposition, which indeed had
hardly been allowed for. The enemy's use of N'orvTegian
territorial v/aters had been foreseen but it had not been

regarded as a serious Impediment to our plans neither had

it been realised that the enemy would plan his raids and
returns exclusively for periods of bad vreather and poor
visibility. Nor had it been anticipated that the enemj^
would be able, by his use of air-power, virtually to dic
tate our fleet dispositions - although the Air Staff had

given the Admiralt3^ forewarnings on this question as far
back as 1 936.

A.part from the reasons already given for the ineffec
tualness of the patrols designed to frustrate brealc-outs
and brealc-ins there was one underlying factor which was

impossible to guard against,
under average moonlight conditions, it wras useless to fly
patrols v/ith anj^ hope of intercepting single ships,
ship averaging 22-25 Icnots could, betv/een October and

February, traverse the whole distance from the entrance to

the Skaggerack as far as 64'^ during darlcness, or vice
versa thus avoiding altogether the risk of detection from
the air.

only ansviTer to this problem,
under the name of A.S.V. (Air to surface vessel) had been
pursued in parallel Yfith other forms of radio-location.
Duning the latter part of 1939 the first sets were under

going final tests and by January, 1940 14 Hudsons and one
Sunderland were fitted vd.th A.S.V. Mlc.I but it was not till

the end of April 1940 that the three Hudson squadrons in

the North Sea were fully equipped,
ject to many limitations but under good conditions gave
ranges of about 15 miles for single ships, 20 miles for

convoys of ships and 40 miles for landfalls vThere the land

vfas precipitous,
faced submarines,

an expert opex'ator could obtain good results out of all

proportion to the average rapidly trained Service personnel.
A.S.V, vra.s destined luich later to play a large part in the

Air's success against the U-boats,

In the dark hours, even

A

Some form of airborne radio-location ’was the

Research along this line

A.S.V. lac.I Yvas sub

It was of little or no use against sur-
Lilce all other specialised equipment

Nevertheless, the maintainance of the North Sea
reconnaissance patrols throughout one of the severest
winters of recent times undoubtedly acted as a useful
limitation to the activities of the German CoramerGe

raiders in the early stages of the war and may thus be

said to have lightened considerably the task of protect
ing our sea-borne trade,(l)

(l) For figures of aircraft wastage on operations during
this period see Appendix XIV.
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(ix) Other activities and operations by aircraft in
North Sea

So much for the recomaissance side purely to detect
enemy forces breaking out of or hack into the North Sea.
There was also over the North Sea a mass of flying performed

in these early months cn tasks which had never been envisaged
prior to the war. Prom the earliest days the North Sea

was swarming witli enemy reconnaissance aii'craft and by mid-
October east coast convoys and H.M. ships were constantly
being shadov/ed by enemy aircraft who in many cases homed

bombers on to the target. The subsequent bombing was not

very accurate but on all these occasions the cry vrent up for
Coastal Command to investigate and to drive off the shadowers*

Battle flights of turretted Hudsons v/ere formed on
10-bl\ October to carry out these purely long range fighter
tasks. Other Hudson sorties were called for to do long

range reconnaissance tasks in the Skaggerack, dovn the Danish
Coast and into the Heligoland Bight.

Rescue operations formed another call on the Corainanit
and t he following are cxaamjles of this work.

2bth oe-|)ter.bor H.M, submarine Spearfish reported she
had been depth charged and damaged in 57"^ 2N x O8OOE,
Three Hudsons were sent to locate her, drive off enemy
aircraft and facilitate the meeting of a surface rescue
force of two craiisers and four destroyers,
effected and on the 26th tliree Hudsons continued the

This was

escort of the returning party until the 27th,

27th November. H,M, submarine Triad reported she was
disabled off S,W. corner of Norway,
of Hudsons located her and exchanged visual signals
regarding her condition,

was given to her and two destroyers were despatched to
her rescue.

A battle flight

On the 28th continuous cove

On the 29th two cruisers were sent as

r

support and further air cover was provided all day by
relays of Hudsons,
off on several occasions,

Stavanger to malce tehrjoi'airy rapairs and the rescuing
force was escorted back to Eosyth,

Shadov/ing enemy aircraft were driven
Pinally the submarine entered

27th Deceiaber H,M, submarine Triumph signalled she had
struck a floating mine and was disabled in 56i+i(N x 05OOD.
Battle Hudsons were sent to locate and escort her,
Pive destroyers went to the rescue and air escort was
given all day. The submarine and rescue party were
given air escort until arrival in the Poxt’; early on
the 28 December,

(x) Protection of shipping against enemy aircraft.

CG/GI/27/I2

The possibilities of attacks on shipping off the East
Coast by enemy aircraft made it necessary to call on Fighter
Command for defence, . The protection of seaborne trade was
not the specific concern of Fighter Command as was the
defence of London or the aircraft Industry but, as the Air
Defence of Great Britain, it had to provide protection for
all poi’ts, anchorages and naval bases within its system as
well as for the isolated f?i.eet anchorage at Scapa Plow,
general cover of the air defences was supiaosed to extend
sufficiently far out to sea to give some security for coastal
convoys over much of the East Coast route, f
especially difficult because of its remoteness.

The

Scapa Plow was
Fighter

See "The

Origins and
Pre -wajr

Growth of

Fighter
Comimand"
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aircraft had only been allocated to its defence, on paper,
in the summer of 1939> and there were none there when war
broke out. The position was re-examined on the 6th and 7th
September but no fighter aircraft could be spared,
an interim measure two Fleet Air Arm Squadrons were provided
by the Navy for defence when the fleet was there.

As
D, C,0, S,
(39) 10
19th Sept,
1939

Enemy air raids in October on Scapa and Rosyth, T/hich
had been intended as *-main North Sea bases for the fleet,
caused a transference of the major fleet units to the Clyde
area with all its disadvantages of distance from scene of
action and maintenance of sea blockade. Concurrently
Fighter Command made preparations for operating three
Hurricane Squadrons from Wick for the protection of Scapa to
be completed by I5th February 1940 and also to accelerate
the expansion programme so as to provide some jirotectl.on
for shipping off the East Ooast of Scotland,

The Four Trade Protection Squadrons

In June 1939, a joint memorandum by the ^^'irst Lord
of the Admiralty and the Secretary of State for Air had
approved the provision of four squadrons of long range
fighters for close escorts to shipping between the Firth
of Forth and Southampton, If protection further north was
required another two squadrons would be wanted. However,
none of these squadrons could be ready until the financial
year I940/4I. The enemy attacks in October'1939 on
shipping, inaccvirate at first but becoming more serious
from December onwards, caused special measures to be taken
to combat them, although the C,-in-G,, Fighter Command
reckoned that in the absence of any "low looking" ground
E.D,F. these attacks could not be prevented. However, he
agreed to move some of his s-iundrons of short range
fighters to forward airfields near the east coast. The
four trade squadrons were formed by order on lyth October,
considerably earlier than had been planned, and allocated
to Fighter Command,

F,C. 3,2413
Enc,lA

C.0,S,(40)
10th Mtg,
18th Jan,
1940

C.I,D,
1557-B

C,I,D,
371 St
Mtg.
1st Aug,
1939

W.M.47
(39) Con
clusion 6,

F.C. 3.2110
EnCol9A,

There were doubts as to whether these squadrons should
be given to Fighter Command or Coastal Command,
C, -in-C., Fighter Command did not want them as it would
mean redeploying a number of his existing squadrons and
much enlargening his warning system without which it was
impossible to provide the necessary intelligence to operate
fighters more than 5-10 miles out to sea,
was an additional drain on his chief defence commitments.
He therefore asked the Air Ministry for guidance,
answer the Air Ministry intimated that it was a Fighter
Command commitment and that the long range fighters should
be used for distant escort and protection of shi]pping so
that when attack actually threatened the short range
fighters could go straight to the danger point indicated by
these "out- ;Osts".

The

Also the task

In

Hovre-ver, towards the end of 1939 and

D,H,0, Folder
"defence of
the Aircraft

Industry"
Enc. 25A.

before they were operational these four squadrons were
transferred to Coastal Command as being primarily responsible
for maritime air tactics,
transferred until either enemy aircraft activity diminished
or Fighter Command was capable of assuming control over
all fighter operations baaed in the United Kingdom,

They were only tenporarily soA„H.B.
IIH/120
Enc.4!f

Both the Commanders-in-Chief disliked this ruling.
Fighter Command because, if trade protection was ultimately
going to be his task, he sarr no reason for temporary
transference to Coas-tal Command and the latter because he
wanted these squadrons badly for an entirely different tasl:;.

A.H.B,
nT/120
Enc. 56
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thsB importance of which had not been realised prior to the
war, that of long range fighter reconnaissance.

In due course the four squadrons, Nos. 235, 236, 248 ■
and 254 all armed with the Blenheim XV, were transferred
at the end of February 1940 to Coastal Command. They were
used as fighter reconnaissance, long range fighter cover to
naval operations (1) and during the Noiw/egian campaign as
long range escorts to bombing raids but only
were they used in protection of coastal convoys and the fish
ing fleets on the Dogger Bank(2).

The East Coast

on occasions

Thus from October 1939, to 15ay 1940 the protection of
coastal convoys from eneiqjr aircraft fell almost entirely
Fighter Command. During this period Fighter Cojmnand organi
sations ̂were pushed north and east to improve the shipping
protection. Fighter detachments began to operate regularly
from coastal airfields such as Bircham Newton, North Coates,
Dyce and Montrose, These stations kept continuous W/T
watch on convoy frequency so that any emergency calls for
help could be met with the minimum delay, A "Running plot"
of all convoys and H.M. ships on passage along the East
Coast was kept by the naval staff attached to Fighter Command
H.Q, which was duplicated in the fighter stations on the
coast. Convoys and naval units were allocated code words
to be used with the W/T call for help, thus 0-A Help Arena*
meant that enemy aircraft were attacking or threatening the
convoy or ship whose code name was Vu.-ena.' The plot showed
where Arena' was and the emergency flight of fighters at' the
nearest station would be briefed and take the air. This
procedure was inaugurated on 14th October. Another code
word Bhad was introduced on the 2?th October for use instead
01 Help, to be used if the eneny aircraft was obviously only
shadowing the convoy or ship. Initially, 0-A calls made
from positions over 20 miles from the coast were answered by
the despatch of any Coastal Command aircraft that could be
spared or were available, but latterly from May 1940 only
calls over 40 miles out to sea were delegated to the turreted
Hudsons, and Blenheim fighters of Coastal Command.

on

t.. February 1940 a daily routine of cover by
Fighter --ommand was stabilised by agreement with the Admiralty
at one standing patrol for each of the four convoys that

moving along the east coast, one patrol over
the Dogger Bank fishing fleet ard occasionally
detachment to cover naval mi

a special

mining operations along the coast

F.C. S.2295
Enel. 12j3

.(3)

System, ferch 19IZ
campaign Nos. 248 and 236 squadrons were sent back tn

SI
After .LXif.

Fighter Conmand on East Coast Protactinn

(1)

(2)

D. of Plans
O.R.B.
W.S.No.284

(3)
Patrols Sorties

October

November
December

January
February

386 1080
347 971
377 1137
911 2521
887 2252
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Further extension of Protection

In February the 0* -in-C,, Fighter Command asked the
Air Ministry for re-inforcements to complete the chain of

Fighter Defence to the Shetlands and also foresaw the
necessity of a chain in south-west England*
Hurricane Squadrons - Hos, 43, 111, and 605* - operated
from Sector Headquarters at Wick by No, 13 Group, were
installed by 1,3.40 for the Protection of Scapa, to T/hich

the Fleet was proposing to return. One Spitfire Squadron -

No, 603 had been stationed in January at Montrose and Dyce
for shipping protection, and steps were taken to develop
ground R,D„P, and signal facilities north of the Tay, The

sequel v/as the extension of the continuous air defence
system right up the east coast to the Orkneys and involved
the formation of No, I4 Group at ’v7ick to operate the

sectors north of the Tay, At the same time two squadrons
of Hirricanes were deployed to south west England to .
initiate the chain in this area and involved the formation

of No, 10 Group, Approval to these measures was given in

April 1940.(1)

(xi) Special reporting Ships

The three

F.C, S.3553
Encs, 1A
and 2A

By the 1st October 1939 it became apparent from inter
cepted German W/T signals that the enemy had an extensive
observer system installed in trawlers, light vessels and

coastline stations in the Heligoland Bight area for the

report of aircraft. The code used was of a self evident
type and was soon broken. These reports were of value
to us as the German observers reported their own aircraft
movements as T/ell as British thus providing a useful check

on the plots of D/F fixes from enemy aircraft W/T signals
and additional warning of strikes probably proceeding to

"home" on enemy aircraft already shadowing our convoys or

naval units, • Indeed so efficient conpared to our own

efforts, was this homing method that as soon as the shadow
ing enemy aircraft commenced to make homing signals it was

possible to forecast to within half an hour the time of
arrival of the German strike, A similar organisation of

reporting vessels T/as set up by the Admiralty on 11th October
off our East Coast. It consisted of a line of trawlers

and drifters moored in an arc off tlie Yorkshire, Ldncoln and

Norfolk coast but at first these stations only reported by
W/T if raids of more than five enemy aircraft were seen
and left the reporting of fewer numbers till retium to

harbour perhaps a week later. Thus the real value to the
building up of a picture of day to 63:^ enemy activity was
lost and it was not till 12th November that orders were

given to reiDort every enemy aircraft seen by VZ/T immediately.
Even then the delays in transmission and decoding vitiated
the planning of protection or interception of these veiy
low flying enemy aircraft. Consequently the trawler/
drifter line was fitted with R/T and used plain language
for reporting to the Humber Area H,Q, In the early
months of 1940 this line was frequently bombed and shot

up by the enemy aircraft and was finally withdrawn on

4th Iferch, However, by this time "low-looking" R,D,F,
Stations had been erected along this coast.

C.C.OP/
Instr,

No, 11

(1) See Chapter X for the further narrative of Fighter
Comimand protection to coastvdse shipping and the
evolptign of the ships.
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(xii) Protection to our minelayers

Eneny aircraft were, however, only one of many forms of
attack which the enemy might use across the North Sea against
our shipping and indeed against the country itself,
guard against the minelaying by U-boats and small fast
Siirface craft and above all to place an obstacle before
heavy v/arship raids on the East Coast or even Invasion
Flotillas the Admiralty commenced on 22nd October  a defensive
mine barrage extending from the Dover Barrage 0) to the
North of Scotland, Provision of air escort and protection
to minelayers engaged in this task gave additional work to
an already fully extended Command,

Fishery Protection

Enemy aircraft activity in the North Sea took a sharp
upturn from the latter half of October; Fleet anchorages
were attacked at Scapa, Sullon Voe and Rosyth, much low
flying was done off the East Coast, the herring fleet
increasingly molested wliich necessitated the institution
of regular Fishery Protection Patrols from October 25th
(done by Ansons) and frequent though comparatively harmless
bombing of .convoys and naval units b-r siiall flights of
enemy aircraft occurred,

(xiii) The Eneny*s Mining Offensive

By early November much of this low flying was taking
place at night as well as by day,
was undoubtedly to harass our defence under cover of which "

our traffic channels and movements of shipping were systema
tically plotted, experience given to cre?/s in lov/ flying
at night and familiarity gained v/ith the areas in which
Hitler’s First Secret Yfeapon - the Magnetic Ground l€ine -
was laid from the Air, This air minelaying offensive
commenced on the night of 20tlv'21st November and was backed
up by intensive minelaying by surface craft and U-Boats
using the same type of Magnetic Ground Mine which had started
somewhat earlier in November,

Our immediate counters to this offensive which claimed
an icreasing number of victims from 13th Novemter onwards
were;-

To

was

This crescendo of effort

0,0,op,
Instn,
No, 2

C,C, Op,
Instn,

No, 3

(a) Institution of special moonlight aircraft patrols
off the Tyne, Humber and Yarmouth commencing 25th November
and increasing in extent by 24th December to Firth
of Forth and Thames estuary,
patrols used flares, not only to illuminate

Aircraft on these

suspicious

C.C,

S. 7011/1
Part 1

end, yliA.

sightings but to drop at random as a scare against
U-Boats or suurface craft engaged in laying mines and to
discourage enemy aircraft minelaying.

CC/G1 /22/11
CC/G3/2t/11
CC/G4/26/11
CC/G1 /27/11
CC/G2/28/11
CC/G5/1 /12
CC/G2/2/12

(b) The fitting up of vVellington aircraft with a
dynamo energised loop to touch off the klagnetic Mines
which were immune from the ordinary surface craft sweep
ing gear, • These Vellingtons (called D.W.I.) (2)
manned by Coastal Command crews and worked up at Gosport,

were

(1 The Dover Barrage had been commenced on 13th- September.
(2) D.W.I. stood for "Directional Wireless Installation" and

was a meantogless tem to avoid disclosing its real use.
See also Chapter IV Section (i)(b) for further details
of the work carried out,
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Tlae first successful sv/eep took pla.ce on 8th January,
1940 in the Thames estuary,
commenced work on 2nd February and the third aircraft
by 22nd March

till June 1940, by which time the naval sweeijers
in adequate numbers,

(c) Naval authorities developed a prototype surface
craft (H,M. 3, Borde) for the same purjpose, v/hich
commenced operations on Jth February’-,

(d) Bomber Command organised nightly sweeps by flights
of aircraft over seaplane bases in the Frisian Islands
from which these mine laying eneiny aircraft worked. (l )
Flares and occasionally bombs were dropped on seaplane
moorings* These,flights were Icnown as "Security
Patrols" and did much to limit enemy operations by
night. (2 )

(xiv) Additional

The second aircraft

This mine sweeping was continuous
were

sweeps and sorties

C.C.

S.7OO8/5
end. I3A

A further call was made on the Command vdien the

A^iralty requested that an area to the Vfest of the Crerman
Mined area (5530-533QN x 0200-043QE1) should be kept under
observation. This v/as effected from 12th October
by Hudsons and Ansons and by 1st November had developed
into standing reconnaissance patrols under the niclcname of
Armada Patrols as they were designed against a rumoured
invasion expedition from the German North Sea Ports.(3)
By early December they had changed in' intention and scope to
reconnaissance sweeps (B1. B2. B3. B4) and a continuous
line patrol (B5) covering the Belgian and Dutch Coasts and
up to the latitude of 53*^N in order to clarify the mass of
reports at this period from neutral agents and Bomber
Command reports of the presence of enemj^ destroyers, mine
sweepers, possible minelayers and other suspicious shipping.

CC/G6/3I/10
CC/GI/1/11
cc s. 7010/9
encls.lA
to 19A.

CC/GI/4/I2
CC/G3/4/12
See Maps
III, IV and V

In addition to obtaining numerous intercepts and d/f
f^es of enemy aircraft F/T signals the Y Service organisa
tion frequently d/f.ed transmissions from small surface
units (not U-Boats) scattered about in the. North Sea,
These were called "Unidentified eneny units (U.E.U.),
Coastal Command were required to send sorties to try and
locate the authors, Iijany flying hours were expended
on this duty which was regularised in C.C.
Instruction No. 9 dated 27/11/39,

Light Vessel Protection

In January and Febrtiary 1940 v/hen mine laying by enemy
aircraft was at its height the amount of low flying close
Oif our coasts both day and night rose to a maxiraum and
enernj'" aircraft viciously bombed and shot up everything
afloat which they could find. Among the innocent sufferers
from this outburst of Hitlerism were the Light Vessels
and scattered fishing boats other tlian the concentrated
Herring Fleet,

occasional Light Vessel Protection Patrols vAich by

In addition dusk raids were carried out by Blenheim
Fighters, On 28th November 1940 tvrelve aircraft
attacked the seaplane base at Borlmm,
On 19th March Bomber Command dispatched 50 aircraft
in driblets to bomb the seanlane station at Hornum
Sylt.

damaged the adjacent airfield, setting fire to hangars
and dumps.
Chapter V gives a more detailed account of these Patrols.

SNCPET

Ojperation

Casualties to the former necessitated

CO

(2)
on

Tills was done during the dark hours and

(3)

CC/G1/9/3
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8th ilarch had become a recognised "Light Vessel I/brale"
Plight, done by our slender resources of Blenheim fighters
when possible, but more often by Ansons in conjunction
with their Fishery Protection Patrols,

Protection of fleet anchorage

During iferoh the enemy devoted more attention to
attacking the larger vessels among the shipping using the
East Coast routes, even extending such attacks to the
eastern half of the English channel and to further raids
Scapa, Eirkwall and the P,A,A. airfield at Hatstone, In

consequence of Fighter Command's inability to provide
defence for the various fleet anchorages in Northern Scotleind
six Blenheim fighters (No,254 Squadron) were sent up to
Dyce to form an interception force in addition to the five
Gladiators transferred from No.152 Squadron F.C. to Coastal
Command on 18th December and now operating from Sunburgh,

(xv) Operation Y/ilfred

In order to interrupt the German iron ore trade from
Narvik the Adniralty planned a minelajdLng operation to force
these ships out of territorial waters at two places on the
Norwegian:..Coast where our submarines or surface forces could
hope to intercept them. To provide air escort and protec
tion for this expedition, No. 204 Squadron of Siuiderlands
were transferred from Mount Batten to Sullom Voe in the

Shetlands_^ and two Sunder lands from No, 2 01 Squadron at
Pembroke Dock went to Invergorden. These dispositions took
place on 1st April.

The first four days of April saw an intensification of
enemy aircraft activity against convoys and shipping in the
North Sea(l) and prior to the minelaying operation tfe flying
boats Tirere used on convoy escort duties. On 3rd April
P/204 was in company with convoy ON 24 from Norway to
Scotland, when six J,U,88s. attacked the convoy and were
engaged single handed by the Sunderland,
frustrated, one J,U,88 being shot doTO and.another forced
by damage ini’licted to crashland at Stavanger,

On 5th April the minelayin ■ operation (Wilfred) sailed
for Vestfjord and Stadtlandet with a smaller force to lay
dummy mines between these irNO positions,
was given to the forces but suitable patrols were maintained
to the south and southwest of them to give warning of any
enemy interference,(2)

on

The attack was

No air escort

(1) In fact these were preliminary measures to the German
plan for. the invasion of NorvTay,

(2) A small expeditionary force was embarked on the 7th
April in transports together with military detachments
on board certain of H.M, Ships,
as'operations "Avonmouth" and "Stratford" were held in
the Clyde ready to proceed for Norwegian Ports if the
German reaction to the mining operation took the form of
an offensive against Norway. Operation "Wilfred"
completed the minelajmng in the early hours of the
8th April.

These forces Icnown
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In the ineantime, on the 4th April, two Bomber Command
aircraft reported ©id landing back from nickel raids that
they had sighted two battle-cruisers in the Schillig Roads
some three hours earlier,

sent six aircraft on an armed reconnaissance to investigate
the report but, on landing back, the sortie reported only
one vessel of cruiser size in the Jade Roads v/hich had been

unsiiocessfuliy attacked. At 0800 hours on 5th April nine
Blenheims took off to attack this ship but, owing to thick
weather, had to return before reaching the objective.
Coastal Coirinruid also sent a flight of three Hudsons to
reconnoitre bui; they too ran into the thick v/'eathei'**
Precautionar3'- flying during the day of the lower Standard
Reconnaissance tracks out to the Danish Coast
movemaait of enemy shijps.

At 1610 hours Bomber Command

saw no

Attempts to view the Schillig and Jade Roads
continued on the 6th April and during the afternoon a
P.R.IJ, Sortie over Wilhelmshaven reported the ti,70 battle
cruisers still il^ung in the roadstead. During the night
of the 6th/7th, Bomber Command had a number of aircraft
engaged on various jnissions over northern Germany and its
coastal waters. Many of these aircraft, on landing back,
reported intense shipxsing activity in the Kiel, Eckenforde,
Hamburg and Lubeck areas, heavy flak fire in the Jade Roads
and one report of a large warship steaming northwards
Heligoland,

yrere

near

All these reports were passed to the Admiralty
and as a Precaution Coastal Coimnand detailed a first light
reconnaissance across to the Danish coast together with
immediate readiness for the two Bomber Command Y/ellington
Squadrons under their operational control,
the battlecruisers lying off Wilhelmshaven was planned by
Bomber Command but was abandoned at davm 7tli in view of the
clear slqjr and maximum visibility.

An attack on

Coastal Command’s first light reconnaissance, consist
ing of three turret ted Hudsons, reported by W/T at 0848
hours the sighting of one cruiser and six destroyers
escorted by eight Me.llO.s in position 533CN x O64QE
steering 350° This was at first thought to be an attempt
to interfere with Operation Tvilfred but was in fact part
of the invasion of Norway,
in detail in Chapter III,

The sequence of events is told
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CHAPTER II

im OPEHIHG OF THE U-<BOAT WAR

SEPTEMBER. 1939 MAY. 1940

(l) Introduction

Parallel v/ith the enemy’s endeavours to "break our blockade
and threaten our sea communications by stirfaoe v/arships was
his launching of a U-boat offensive.

At the outset the Germans had a U-boat fleet of 57 opera
tional units of which eleven were used as school boats,

v/ere of ocean going type and 28 were of limited range and
endiurance suitable only for North Sea or Channel operations,(l)
Of the ocean going boats som:e 17 or 18 were already in waiting
positions to the v/est of the British Isles when i/var broke out.

Attacks on our shipping commenced on 3rd September 1959> iiVith
the sinking of S.S, Athenia in the N.T/', approaches, (2)

m

29
War Diary of Flag '

Officer U-boats

U^,2?,33,A
1450,11,33,^41,^
27,^,S5,5i

S27,M, 52,53
u.

Admty, Letter Ut00GS7/
39 Sect, VII Paras,
177,135 and 20A

Shipping had not been ordered into convoy during the
This wasprecautionary period just prior to 3ud September,

partly due to uncertainty as to whether Germany would employ
full scale air attacks on shipping, partly to a belief that
unrestricted U-boat f^rarfare would not eventuate until later

and partly to reliance placed in the ability of asdic fitted

groups of naval craft to hunt dawn and liquidate any U-^boats
disclosing themselves.

In lieu of convoy a controlled route v/as instituted for
inward and outv,'’ard boiuid ocean shipping which was sparsely

Admty, Letter M,06405/ patrolled by units and small' groups of Anti-U-Boat 'vessels
Thus this first

38
in the St, George’s and Ehglish'Channels,
U-boat offensive'found numerous and vn.dely scattered targets.

(1) For the Pre-war grov/th of the U-boat fleet see Appendix XK

(2) By Lorap In U.30

U/B sailings prior to the outbreak of vrar -

(7th flotilla, ly+S, 4^ 47, 48, 5^from Kiel for
{ the Atlantic

(6th flotilla, U.37. 38, 39, 40, 4t from
{ Wlllielmshaven for the Atlantic

(2nd flotilla U,28, 32, 24 from Will'elmshave.n,  ; 50Q ton U/Bs
(  for the Atlantic

U.30 (2nd flotilla) from Wllhelmsiiaven for the
Atlantic

500 ton U/Bs

740 ton U/Bs
19th Aug. 1939

22nd Aug, 1939 500 ton U/B

23rd Aug, 1939 U«27 (2nd flotilla) from Vfilhelmshaven for the
Atlantic

(Uf>26 (2nd flotilla) from Kilhelmshaven for the
( Atlantic

(Uf.53 (7Ch flotilla) from Kiel for the Atlantic

All these U/Bs proceeded north about round the British Isles, returning to
Germany frran 15th September onwards till the end of the month.

(1st flotilla, UV9, 12, 15, 17, 19, gl, 23,)
(3rd flotilla, U.12. 1A 20, ,
(5th Tlotllla. tXsg. S 59

500 ton U/

29th Aug, 1939 740 ton U/B

500 ton U/B

All 250 ton U/B
On the •

25th Aug. 1939

B

so
Uiese operated In
the North Sea

and Straits of

Dover for periods
up to 14 days.

Reference - War

Diary of Flag
Offlca* U- Boats
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The nuiaber of sea-going (as opposed to Coastal type) asdio
fitted craft -was,, in this disposition quite inadequate to
protect or avenge the helpless victims*

Shipping casualties during the first week of war due to
U-boat action forced the Admiralty to hasten the inauguration
of the ocean convoy system: but by the very nature of suoli a

drastic change in sMp saili^ it was not completed until
early October, and bjr then i50,000 tons of shipping had been
sunk, ■ Even then the paucity , in numbers and limited endurance
of existing destroyers permitted convoy escort only as far as
130 w.

escort then transferred to an incoming convoy. By mid-
October the eneny had appreciated tills fact and relief U-boats

-  T/irere sent to ai-eas ’Airther still to the west.

Outward bound convoys dispersed at this point and the

Admty* Letter
M,00697/39 Para.

210

■  ■ ’> However, U-boats were char^r of attacld-ng convoys east of
' longitude M3® escorted as they were by surface escorts but

' " the shortage'of such' craft precluded the protection of the
'  . numerous Inward bound ships not yet in convoy and stragglers

.  from existing convoys sb'tliat the sinld.ngs continued to be
heavy (l00,000 tons in October).

See order of Owing to shortage of aircraft in Coastal Command,
Battle Sept. 1939 priority was given to the Nortli Sea Standard recce and the
Appendix I- '
S,7011/1 Part I

residue did not allow of Air escort to all convoys in danger
areas, .The inadequacy-was'.pointed out by the C,-in-C, in

ends, 50Aj 64A, letters to the U,S. of S. dated 12th September and 30th October,
69A & B and‘72A The limited radius of such-aircraft further confined clpse or

continuous escort to little more tlian Coastal 'Vfe.ters, ("I > This
enforced policy made the.U-boats free to sail to and return
from .their appointed areas wi-Uiout hindrance. Wien aircraft

were available, every opportunityvv©,s taken to carry out.
divergent^ sweeps from navigational headlands, such as Lands End,
N,¥, Ireland, Rattray Head, Plamborougli.Head and North Foreland
to locate and harass U-boats in tlieir waiting positions.

Organised and regular anti-U—boat patrols were further
hindered in No* 15 Group by the constant stream of S.O.S,
signals from sinkihg ships, B/P fixes of U-boats using their
W/T and sighting reports from sources ranging'from fishing
trawlers to errand boys on cliffs^ in most cases of Wilch the
Command was asked to send aircraft to help or investigate.

Regarding the purely convoy escort vrark done by Coastal
Command in the first six'months of ’flar, it v;as inevitably a
case of doing as inuch as .possible Wiile leaving the Groups
wltli sorties in hand io fulfil emergency calls,
ment to circumstances, makes it impossible to give a concise

. escort chart illustrating the anti-U-boat coyer afforded during
the period. ' ' r . '

This adjust-

c,c. s.7011/1
Part 1 encl,6QA

Plj'mtli/G3/7/lO

ByOctober it had become established that all East Coast
Convo.ys had one attendant aircraft for anti-U-boat duties from
dawn tO‘ dusk. Tliese couybl.i3 were in operation as ear]y as
7th September and alth.ou^i consisting at first of one north-
■bouhd and one southbound eyery other day they gradually
Inofeased in ntmibers''until there was. a stream of convoys in
either di'reotidn; ' ’in'fact by'March 19^0, owing to stragglers
and. the single line formation enf.orced by the narrow swept
channel tlie traffic was nearly;continuous. Under these cbndi

c.c, 3,7011/1
Part 1 encl.yiiA

tiDns
.  '.i.

(1) The possibility of bases in S,'¥« Ireland v/as raised in
October, 1939 but came to nothing due to the political
difficulties. Ref, C.C, S,7011/1/^art 1. ends, 66A and 67a,
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individual convoy escort was dropped except in the case of

important convoys and single aircraft patrolled stretches
of coast under the name of "Police Patrols",

also reported on landing the exact positions and description of

all convoys and shipping on their heat in order to assist

accuracy in the "running plot" of East Coast traffic kept
at Admiralty and at Fighter Command,

The aircraftcc/as
27/2

From October onwards these escort aircraft in addition to

purely anti-U-boat duties gave battle to shadov/ing enemy air
craft and Warning v^here possible of the arrival of enemy
strike formations. This apjplied particularly to the

Home Fleet

War orders-

Germany
ho, 11

S.7011/1

'NorsTregian convoys which started regularly on 4th November

(though one from Bergen to the Forth had sailed on 1^-i-th October),
Ocean Convoys Outward bound commenced on 7th Septemjjer and in

those days such convoys proceeded' dovm both the Irish Sea and

English Channel finally dispersing about 200 miles to the S,¥,
of Fastnet Lt,

October, united off the Scillles and continued as one convoy*
Gibraltar bo\and convoys, which started inPart 1

end 73A

Fairly consistent escort was given while in the English
Channel, Irish Sea and St, Georges Channel but was intermit
tent outside 100 miles from,the Scillies due to shortage of
flying boats. Ocean Convoys Inward bo'und did not start
lea.ving Freetovm, Halifax and Gibraltar until 14th, 1 6th and
26th September respectively'so tliat betweon 3j-'d September
aid early October there ms.a stream of single sliips
not yet in convoy arriving in U-boat infested waters from all
parts of the A'tlantic. These provided sitting and safe
targets for tlie U-boats, in the Western Approaches and No. 15
Group had to further curtail escort bn the outward bound

convoys to fly divergent fan patrols from Lands End covering
as much dangerous v/ater as possible. By 18th. ,^‘ptombor
this unprovided-for flying had itself;to be curtailed on
account of over wear of the aircraft. To malce up for the
thinness of A/U measures in the V/e'sterm Approaches and to
harry the U-boats in the Atlantic west of Ireland the Fleet
Carriers Ark Royal, Co\arageous and Hermes with destroyer
escorts were employed~on A/U cruises in Mid-September.
However the narrov/ escape of the Ark Royal and the sinking
of H.Me S, Courageous by U-boats on 17'>ih .Gop'bembox’ in the

SeW, approaches put a stop to this employment of vulnerable
aircraft carriers.

The full extent of convoy -traffic did not commence Txntil
early in October and.from then onwards there v/ere never less
than 4 ocean convoys daily in the area -so.thin reach of No, 15
Group aircraft. By December it -was- ■ understood that convoys
T/ould be afforded continuous daylight escort up to 200 miles

from our bases but outside that range escort could only be
given occasionally by Sunderlands, which with their long
range, vrere being used continuously to answer 3.0,S, calls,
to patrol dangerous areas.on the convoy routes and to inves
tigate D/F fixes obtained from U-boat 17/t signals. Jiich
use was made of the ability of these aircraft to locate
survivors boats ajid direct rescue ships to the spot. In
one outstanding case the locating Sunderlands landed on the

sea and themselves rescued the crew of a torpedoed vessel, (1)

Western.

Approaches
Convoy Instmo-
tions Sects,

E & F

(1 ) S, S^ .Kenean.gton Court. torpedoed 18th September in 5050N-
The crew of 34 were rescued by N/228 and

L/204 Sunderland Sricljns,' i.'
081 8 T.
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(ii) Tlie U/fe War

tJ/43oat tactics in the early days of the war were governed
by tiie submarine principles learnt in iiie First German War#
Passage to and from base was made on the surface,
patrol a surfaced watclr was maintained until a target was sifted
■wiaen the U-boat dived and developed the attack from periscope
depth making its get-av/-ay afterwards, if necessary by diving
deep, and then re-surfacing and repeating such tactics as
often as targets were si^ited.
to hamper such tactics except to force the U-boat to dive
earlier than it had intended and to. give warning of the sigliting
to shii5jdng or convoys in the neigjibourhood* The weapons
carried by aircraft were innocuous to U-boats, and the shortage
of naval escort craft made a follow*<ip a.sdic hunt to the death

Once the submerged attack had commenced

Wiile on

The aircraft could do little

a rare occurrence,

the aircraft had little diance of being aware of the U-boats
presence as a periscope skillfTAlly used is seldom siglited from
the air.
hi^ily sldLlled and commanded vrell trained crev/s.

The U-boat Ooramanders of these early days were

See Appendix
III for reasons

Many sittings of U-boats were ol'Aeined by the Standard
Recce. Patrols in the North Sea but only few by the aircraft
in Western waters. Attacks were delivered vdien possible but
in most cases the U-boat look outs v/ere able to give warning
of approach and the U-boat to be beneath the surface before
bombs could be released. The ba-abs carried were too few and
too small to inflict any damage in these conditions. The
naval staff at H.Q, Coastal Command,' being composed of ex
submarine officers, realised this weapon limitation very early
and with the baolcing of tiae A.O.G.-in-C., pressed for the

development of a depth charge designed for use in
This view Tivas supported by conversations vdth

Coastal Command adoption ^d
Naval Staff Log aircraft.(l)
for October 27th tlie U.S.A, mval at’fiaclae oh 2?th October viio-had had experience

Suchof trials carried out in U.S.A. on an old submarine,
movement# was, hoTOver, someinSiat slow and it was to be September
1940, undei- a far greater threat, before depth charges vrere
recognised as the proper armament for anti-l&-boat work.

C.C, S.7011/1. .
Part 2 end.

64B

ilmongst many measures taken against the potential tlareat of
U-hoat and surface craft raids on East Coast shipping was the
employiiient of our own submarines as the outer line of defence
and for offensive recce in enemy waters, A patrol line of
billets bordering the western edge of the German declared mined
area extended from the Dutch coast to tlie S.W, corner of Norway
at Slcudenes. Offensive crUises of our submarines also
frequently penetrated the Heligoland Bi^it and the Kattegat.
Sub.iiiarines proceeding to and returning from such positions as
well as maintaining the patrols in the billets were inevitably

Coastal Command much flovm over by our various recces, sv/eeps and sorties.
Naval Staff Log . Prom the first days of the war it .was the special concern of the
Sept,- Dec,1939 ex—submarine.Naval Staff at headquarters Coastal Command to:

safeguard our otm submarines from air, attack by the imposition
of areas in which no submarines of any Iclnd were to b© attacked
and by tlie hour to hour briefing of
of any of our submarines on passage
our oYm submarine operations as the months went on made this
duty one of ever increasing scope* Prom com]paratlvely
beginnings the liaison between Coastal Command and the
Submarine Service became closer and closer developing into a
very complete co-operation covering coaibined submarine and
aircraft operations together with the necessarily complicated

C.C. s.7010/9
encl.lA

the Groups as to the position
.(2) Further extension of

(1) see Appendix IV for the development of the Depth Charge In aircraft,
^  apparent as early as 5th September when an Anson

on the C.L.P, attacked H.M, submarine Spearflsh and later on the same dsv
mother Anson attacked H.M, submarine Seahorse. in neither case was the
submarine more than slightly shaken up by the Inadequate anti-submarine
bombs In use but measures were promptly taken to guard against further
mistakes. Ref, 3,1859/1 end, 10B,
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HoQ« Coastal Ooramanasubmarine ■bombing restrictions*
naval staff was not only the authority initiating restiictions
against attaclcs for Coastal aircraft but controlled Bomber
and Fighter Command aircraft in i3erraission to attack surface
ships as well in particular areas* A daily signal was made
to the latter commands giving such "free bombing areas"*

Coastal ComraaM
Naval Staff
Officers Log
Dec, 1939

By November the first U-boat offensive had slackened
off consid
casualties

portion of the U-boat force, but mainly to the enemy
decision to launch a heavy mining offensive against our
coastal traffic with particular attention to our East Coast
and using U-boats, aircraft and surface craft to lay the
magnetic mine in shallow shipping channels,
offensive developed, during the Tdnter months, the U-boat#
minelayers going as far afield as the West Coast Ports and
the estuaries from C.Yfrath to tlie English Channel* The
resources of the Command were quite unequal to providing
additional anti-U-boat patrols and the substitute measure
was adopted of using unarmed Tiger Moth aircraft to flutter
around and over such waters acting purely as scarecrov/s*
Coastal patrol flimits of 6 laE, plus 6 I,R. Moth aircraft
were affiliated to existing squadrons of G*R* aircraft at
Dyce, Abbotsinch, Carew Cheriton, Aldergrove, Hooton
and St, Eval, Institution of tliese inshore patrols commenced
at the end of November and continued until July yfaen
U-boat operations sl'ilfted entirely to ocean vfaters*

erably owing partly to the comparatively heavy
("IJ inflicted on the as yet small ocean going

This mining

C.C.Op, Instn*
No *8

Prom September the frequency with which the Standard
North Sea recce patrols were sighting U-boats, obviously
on xoassage, enabled schemes to be drawn up estimating their

This enabled areas to beXsassage route and time schedule*

C*C* Naval Staff
4?U Pile* Ends*
1, 3, 4 and 5

delineated giving hi^a probability of si^iting at dawn and
dusk ji.:st to the N*E. and N.W, of the Orloieys and during
dayli^nt in the Noirth Sea and off the Hebrides* 'When any
aircraft were available these areas v;ere patrolled on anti-
U-boat duties and the North Sea patrols adjusted accordingly*
The height at Tdiich ordinary recce xDatrols had been flown
v/as adjusted to give tlie best chance of si^iting U-boats on
passage; in fact, emphasis grew on the importance of anti-
U-boat measures, and as the resources of the Command grew so
the flying hours on anti-U-boat work increased in proportion
to purely recce time* By December No* 18 Group had a set
of anti-U-boat patrol areas designed to harry and attack
U-boats on-Passage in the North Sea and round the north of
Scotland; No* 15 Group were entirely concerned vdtla ocean
convoy escort duties, the flying of anti-U-boat sweeps over
U-boat patrol areas and the police work of flying out to
SoOaSa positions, D/F' fix positions and other si^itings*
The importance of the Air in anti-IJ-boat operations had at
last been realised but by reason of the poor weapons
supplied it was still no more than a nerve irritant to
U-boat comraanders and crews, thougli scarecrow effect
undoubtedly limited their freedom of action and was apt
to draw the asdic fitted surface craft's unwelcome attention
to tliem*

(ili) The groiivth of Air Menace to U/Bs on Passage
In commencing the task of designing air searches to^

locate U/Bs on
regard had to be paid to «

Ijassage between Gerroany a.nd the Atlantic due

See Maps III &
IV

(l) 7 sunlc and 15 damaged out of about 50 operational
U-boa.ts.
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Reconnaissance for enemy surface forces was first
priority for Coastal Command*

Patrol areas must not be vdthin easy reach of counter
measures by enemy aircraft.

Aircraft were limited in endurance and few in nuTiibers
therefore only hi^a jprobability areas could be
adequatelj’’ patrolled and tliose closest to aircraft
operational bases had preference*

In tlie absence of any fonn of A.S.V, it was no good
patrolling those parts of a U/fes passage 'wfi.iich were
estimated to be carried out during dark hours*

(a)

OO

(c)

(^)

Tlie study of TT/t. laovemcnts v/ith these x^atrols in view was

commenced at Coastal Command duri^ the first month of the war*
0*0* Naval Staff It was started by the Naval Staff(l) consisting as it did at
A/U Pile Encl.1 that time of ex-submarine officers. Tlie Admiral^, of course,

had its own "submarine traclcing room" manned by picked indivi
duals and fed vdth U/^ Intelligence from a variety of sources.
Very early contact was established between this department at
tlie Admiralty and the little band of patrol designers at^
headquarters. Coastal Comiiand. This contact developed into
the closest co-oi^eration during the war and was of inestimable
value in all the subsequent air war against the U/B menace*

Naval Staff

Officers Log
Oct. 28th

At first, however, the analysis and conclusions leading to
tlie design and ojperation of anti-U/fe patrols was earned out
at headquarters, Coastal Conimand, by the command navigator and
Naval Staff under the direct interest of the A.O.C.-in-G,
The resulting measures were successful in locating U/Bs
passage and gave rise on I3th November, 1939j 'to the emphasis
on the equal importance of A/N measures vdtli ship i’econnaa.ssance
already mentioned in Section (vi) of Chapter I*

on

C.C. S.15087
end. 18A

CC/G 4/1311
The story of the designing of these patrols can best be

told by a summary of extracts from the command staff apprecia
tions*

On 21st September, 1939> tY/o plans were drawn up estimat
ing in the one case that U/fes would time their arrival off the
Fair Isle Channel or Muckle Plugga soon ai*ter dusk and in the

other case that they would time their ni^^t passage throu^i or
round these positions just before dawn* In both cases there

would be a maximum probability dayli^t si^iting ̂ ea off iiie
S.W* iDart of Norway and another dayli^t probability sighting

List of Standard area between Muolcle Flugga and the island of Lewis* Accord-
Patrols 0C/G3/ ingly, A/tJ patrols were flo-wn in the latter area and^e o.„ .
20/10 & Map II corner of Norvray watched Tdth special reference to U/Bs by
of A/CJ Patrols the tracks J.K*P,Q. and R together with the continuous line
for 20th,Oct* patrol of tlae Standard reconnaissance scheme,

that only actual si^itings would enable more detailed and
permanent patrols to be established*

By the end of October sufficient sightings together with
U/^s courses ■wiien first observed enabled a further scheme

to be drawn up. It was apparent that there v/as a lii^ day-
li^it probability area extending from lialfway across the North

to the S.Vf, of Norway covered by tracks J - P and another
close off the Norwegian Coast covered by tracks A  - D,
Dawn and dusk si^itings had been obtained just to the

C.C. Naval Staff
Officers A/U
Records File
Ends* 1

It 'was realised

the
C.C* Naval Staff
Officers records.
A/U File Eiicl*3 sea

S*E. cf the

(l) Ttolle the -olacing and tiraing of these patrols was studied
■ ^ ib.trols was workedby the Naval Staff the design of the

out by tlie Command Navigator*
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Pair Isle Channel, Daylight siglitings also had occurred in
the area from Cape T/rath to the Faroes, Permanent patrol'
areas to suit variations in v/eather and for different t3;pes
of aircraft v/ere created. These vrere given letters and num
bers and were embodied in the list of Standard Daily Patrols,
The continuous patrol line in the North Seajf was discontinued
and the aircraft vrere employed on a daily parallel track search
using tracks P - T, An alternative to this latter 'was a

parallel track search of an area off the S.W, corner of

Norway. These patrols were nmbered L1 and L2 respectively
and were flown from Leuchars,

GC^I/S/H &
CC/G1/'12/11

The W1, 2, 3 and 4 Patrols were close to the North
Coast of Scotland and were flo'wn by aircraft from YiTick,
S,1 was composed of the top four tracks (A’ B' A and B) of
Standard North Sea Reconnaisscmces,
the N.W. and North of Muckle Plugga.
peirformed by flying boats based at Sullom Voe in the
Shetlands.

S2 and 3 vrere areas t

See map III of
A/tr Patrols for
12th Nov. o

These "S" patrols yrere

C.C. Naval Staff

A/U Pile
Ends, 4 and 3

In the ensuing months of November and December new
patrols were added and old patrols were modified or altered
to conform to observed changes in the enemy’s timing or
routeing and becauise of shortening daylight houirs. By the
early days of January 1940 a very complete set of Standard
ised Patrols had been built up and it was apparent that given
adequate weapons, the Air would prove an important factor in

the harrying of V/Bs on passage.

At the end of January 1940, the U-boat offensive re
opened against shipping and the sinking figures climbed once

more to 169^000 tons for February, In Novembei', December
and January, the torpiedo sinkings had dropped to 5tj000,
81,000 and 111,000 tons respectively, but mine casualties
had added a fuidher 90,000 tons to each of these months.

The full effects of the new offensive showed themselves

in the Moray Firth area which was at the then,, open top of our
East Coast mine barrage. Significantly enough in the light
of after months the U-boat tactics- had changed and here the
majority of the sinkings from November onwards took place
during the hours of darlcness. Neutral tonnage for the first

time wcs the main sufferer and on l8th Pebr'uary the enemy
someT/hat belatedly issued a declaration of unrestricted war-
fare(l).

See Map IV of
A/U patrols for
Zi-th Jan. 1943

In the Atlantic the offensive took the form of more

extended cruises by U-boats, sinkings taking place off the

coast of Portugal and in the .outer YZestern Approaches beyond
the reach of air and surface escorts. In Western waters

occurred the first successful co-operation between surface

and air escorts. Tlxls was on 30 Jan-uary when, after attack
ing a convoy the U-boat was hunted by H.M.S, Fowey and other
escorts. The vreather was foggy in patclaes and the U-boat,
v.>-hich had been damaged, came to the sinrface and made off on

its engines. It might have got clear away in the low
visibility but S-underland T/228 Squadron, on a protective
svreep, spotted it and attacked. The anti-U-boat bombs
did no lethal damage but the U-boat commander’s nerves were

(1) In reply to a protest at the German declaration, their government replied
that they mre entitled to attack all neutral shipping that;-
(1) Sailed in Allied Conveys,
(11) Were without ordinary lights or nationality marks.
(Hi) Used their W/T to give military Infopnation.
(iv) Refused to stop when called upon to do so.
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30 shattered by Ms inability to escaioe from the air*s unwelcome
ejre that he scuttled his boat and the svirvivors v/ere picked up
by H.M.S, Fowey who was directed to the spot by Y/228
Sqmdron,

After mid-*Iarch the U/boat activity died away. The North
Sea offensive slackened and shifted up to the waters around the

North of Scotland, Only 65*000 tons were sunk in March* the
U/boats having been held in harbour for most of the month in
readiness for the invasion of Norway, In the fii'st days of
April eveiy available U-boat left German ports to take up
patrol positions for their operations against Norway,

(iv) Measijres against the U/Bs

Much thought had been given during these first six months
of the War to evolving methods of air attack on U-boats,

Systematic plotting of U/boats sightings and positions of ship
sinkings had succeeded in placing air patrols in the best areas
to locate U-boats on passage and to indicate the rough patrol
areas occupied bjr U-boats. The great problem Tfas how to

make the air attack lethal or at least seriously crippling.
It was recognised at H.Q, Coastal Command that really decisive
success lay in close co-operation with surface asdic craft but
at this time and indeed for many years it was not possible
to form "killer groups'
training.

killer before the U-boat could dive deep, Althougii circles
in direct contact v/ith this problem were convinced of the use
lessness of the existing anti-submarine bombs there was a large
and influential bodj'" of fixed opinion which refused to admit
this.

or to specialise in' the necessary
The next best was to make the airci’aft into a

The result was that attacks on U/boats developing
out of intelligent design of anti-U-boat patrols and sweeps
came to nought as regards inflicting any serious damage.(l)
All we could do was to harass and frighten, Slioi-tage of
asdic craft prevented full co-operation in U-boat hunts whereby
location by the aircraft could be quickly turned into an
asdic hunt.

U-boat by air alone but shortage of aircraft precluded the
necessary relief sorties to keep a U-boat down until battery
exhaiistion and bad air forced it to the surface; in addition
the absence of A,S,V, made it useless to keep up  a night
search except in very favourable moonliglat conditions. Much
experience was gained in the tecliniciue of approach when
attacking but even if a U-boat was sirprised on the surface or
still visible in the act of diving, the nature of the anti-
U-boat bomb prevented a really low le-yel and therefore accurate
attack. Nothing less than a billseye shot was of the sliglit-
est use against these elusive but extremely tougj'i targets.
However, optimum methods and technique were ■v'/orked out on
paper and distributed to groups and stations in readiness for
the day when numbers of aircraft end weapons should improve.
For the time being the experience of submarine officers was
utilised to find out and apply those measui’es which cause
the maximum irritation and danger to a U—boat at sea, i,e,
setting a tMef to catch a thief.

Efforts had been made to h\mt the once located

(v) U/B failures during the Noryegian Campaign
See Map No. IXII During the Norvyegian Campaign every available U-boat

employed in the waters between Scotland and Norway and on tlie

carried out by Coastal conunand aircraftbbt’.veen
wfth andM^ I9t0, one resulted In the sinking of U,55 in conjunctionassessed L
probabljr compelling the U/B to return to harbour Jlnaicdlatsly-, and wereconsidered to have possibly caused slight damage to the U/B, See Appendix III

SBGHBT

was
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Norwegian Coast up as far as Narvik. The tonnage of mercilaeuit
sliipping sunk during April dropped to the lowest figure since

the oufbreaJc of war (32,4^7)• One reason for this is not
difficult to find. For the first time the U-boats were

concentrated against a military venture in wliich the full

power of naval and air escort was deployed. In place of

defenceless scattered sin^e merchant shj.ps or feebly
escorted and straggling convojrs there yrere comparatively
few but well screened convoys together with fast naval units

equally well screened by large nunbers of fleet destroyers.
However, it is established from enemy documents that a
number of hitting attacks were delivered by U-boats but their
torpedoes failed to detonate oi-- detonated at safe distance

from the target. This arose partly from re-arming their
U-boats on this campaign with a nev/ magnetic pistol which
\yas uncertain in its function and j)artly from anothei- and

totally unlooked for reason. The long daylight hours in
these latitudes together with the stiff auiti-U-boat measures

meant that U-boats dived for a much longer period in the
24 hours than when operating liitherto in the Atlantic or
North Sea, Small air leaJcs from the high p>ressure air
system consequently built up a very considerable air
pressure inside the U-boat, This affected the depth
keeping mechanism in the torpedo while waiting foi- a target,
causing it to rum at a much greater dexath than set and thus
occasioning further failures not only with the erratic
magnetic pistol but with the orthodox impact isistol. These
faults were not rectified throughout the U-boat fleet until
June, 1340,

Admty, N,I,D,
1/GP/10 24,9.45

Admty, G.B,
04050/45 (7)
P.22

Preoccupation with their operations in Norway, Denmark,
Holland and the opening of the French caiapaign, together v/ith
the reasons outlined above, limited the sc^e of U-boat
activities, and May losses were small at 4S,

(vi) A lull in the U/B Ylax

000 tons.

The efforts of Coastal Command were at a low ebb at this

The aircraft situation was bad.time,

flying boat v/ith which the three obsolete F.B, Squadrons
wer-e to have been re-equipped v/as a complete failure and
although the initial order of 21 liad been talcen over the

bulk order for a further 39 v/as cancelled,
the Sunderlaind order had lapsed and the jigs dismantled by
Shorts Co, Frantic efforts v/ere made to renew construction

but the output v/as very small; deliveries being forecast as

one in May, nil in June, one in July, one in August rising
to four in September,
flying boats were ordered but deliveries of these could not

commence' before October,

stm the backbone of the G.R, squadrons of the Command
should have been re-equipped with the Botha but this air
craft also pi'oved a failure from its inability to fly anjr
distance on one engine, and had to be witlidrawn.

The Learwick

In the meantime

To fill the garj 30 Anerican P,B,Y,

The Anson squadrons wliich were

This xare-occupation of both sides with material and
T/ith the special features of the oxaening of the land campaign
in the V/est combamed to form an uneasy lull between the open
ing xahase and the development of the main U-boat Battle of

the Atlantic0

(vii) Si.anmary of the opening phase

It is aiDiDropriate at this point to sunn up tlie exxaerience
of this opening phase

(a) Prom the German view point the use of U/Bs in small
numbers operating far from their bases was limited in effect
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to a goerre de course irritating to the British hu.t holding out
little hopes of hecoming a decisive menace. The long passage
out and back from the Atlantic shipping routes had been made

even longer in time by the harassing effects of aircraft vrfiich

necessitated diving most of the da3d.ight hours. The Britisla
asdic iiad made the U-boats reluctant to attack escorted convos^s
and successes vere onl’’-achieved by picking off strag^ers and

intercepting independently routed ships in focal areas.

The use of Magnetic Mines against ovr coastvfise shipping
had provided satisfactory initial dividends but the rapidity
with wliioh this menace waa reduced by our countermeasures led
to the opinion tliat no mining in any form could ever of itself
prove a decisive blockade Treapon.
obtained by bombing attacks carried out against shipping.
Here again, initial immunity from counter-attack had vanished

with the ever increasing fighter and A/A measures developed off
the East coast.

No better results were

Individual brains were at work these on problems. Tactics

formulated among the leading U/fe commanders to nullify the asdic
had made a tentative appearance in the night attacks on ship
ping from November 1939 onwards.

Special attention was being given among cerbain units of
the G,A,P, to the attack of shipping targets both by bomb and
torpedo, V/B design \ms standardised into two main classes -
the 500 ton and 740 ton types. Approval had been given to a
policy of large scale rjroduction of these tjrcies together v/ith
the necessary expansion in personnel.

The success of the Nor^regian campaign had opened vide the
northern exit to the Atlantic ajid the initial successes in tlis
French campaign gave hopes that German bases on the Atlantic
might not be an impossibility in the near future,

(b) For Coastal Command the oj)ening pliase had provided a
new outlook. ih'om being concerned predominantly with
reconnaissance the Comiiand had become GOyo U/fe minded, while
an unlooked for role — tliat of the long range fightei' - load
been added to its functions. The reconnaissance side had

been complicated by many additional tasks never envisaged before
the war so that the slender resources of aircraft bade fair to
re silt in none of these duties being adequately performed.
However, even at that time, enthusiasts maintained that it v/as
in the war against U/B’s tiiat the Command would take its place
in history.

See
The experiences up to May, 1940 liad shown tlia.t fipn the air

api:>endl:c III the U/fe was far more easily located tlian had been appreciated.
Given intelligent direction, efficient approach tactics, and
above all, adequate vreapons, the aircraft would be the equal
of the surface craft in defeating any underwater threat,
this time the vreapon was the weak x^oint,
bomb still held the stage.

At
The anti-subinarijie

Up to the end of 1939 except in the
Hudsons there v;-as no efficient distributor vrherebtr a properly
spaced stick of bombs could be dropx3ed,
bombs vrere dropped singly or in a ragged salvo. The majority
of aircraft carried only 100 lb. bombs which were not lethal
to the U/fe even if a direct hit v/as obtained on the surface. (l)
The^250 lb. bomb carried by flaring boats was not much better
as it had to detonate -within six feet of the pressixre hull
before inflicting' serioi:is damage.

This meant that

The n-iinimum hei^it of

(1) H.M, s/ra "snapper!* sustained a direct hit at base of conning tower frcsn ;
A/S bomb on 3/12/39* No damage to pressure hull.  k electric light bulbs
broken in control roan.

a 100 lb.
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release was 6OO ft, to avoid damage to the air^'
craft with the rather imcertain fuze supplied, and if
dropped at less than 3OO ft, the horabs seldom went off.
Accuracy a matter of luck as no sights were fitted
which could be used below 3,000 ft,(l)

The weight of evidence against the A/s bomb grew under
the stress of wax and early in November, 1939 the Vernon
Torpedo and Mining Establisliment at Portsmouth tirrned
their attention to the possible use of naval depth charges
as an aircraft yreapon,(2) On 4th Jvine 194.0 live dropping
trials T/ere successfully conducted from an aircraft off
the Needles, using a modified Mk.VII 450 lb, depth charge.
During July, 1940 a few Sunderlands carried two of these
D,C's on operational sorties. See appendix IV for the
account of Depth Charge development.

Generally peaking at this period the state of the sea
was not.

Germany's sea raiders had not
war, and in particular the war against U/B's,
considered unsatisfactory,
inflicted heavj'- losses and, though the over-optimistic
peace,-time prophecies of the innoouousness of U/B's had been
falsified, the tonnage of shipping sunk by them had been a

comparatively moderate^vera.ge of 87,000 tons per month.
It was confidently hopj^ed that increasing numbers of new
escort vessels together with longer range aircraft with
improved weapons Vfould substantially reduce these figureso

(1) This sight - the Mark IX - required a steady run up to

the target at an altitude in excess of 3>000 ft,
Vi/as quite useless against elusive and momentary targets
such as quick diving submarines.
This line of experiment wa.s supported by Admiralty
opinion, expressed at an Admiralty/Air Ministry meeting
held on 8th December, 1939> that R,A,P, bombs were
ineffective against TJ-boats,

It

(2)
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CHAPTER III

THE NORl-'E&IAH CAJ/iFAICTT APRIL TO JULY I92tj0

(i) Plans for the A.llied occupation of Norwegian bases

During the early months of 19W allied plans had been in
preparation to occupy at least the Northern part of Norway
and Svireden and cut Germany off from the vital supplies of
Swedi^ iron-ore and assist the Finns with men and materials
in their fight against Russia. During their discussions of

"A review of the this plan in its various forms, the Chiefs of Staff had con-
campaign in
Norway" pp,1-28.

tinually emphasised that Norwegian and Swedish co-operation
in the allied action was indispensable to success and also to
forestall the inevitable German reaction, which was expected
to talce the form of an invasion of Southern Scandinavia,
was thus the firm rejection of our proposals at the beginning
of Llarch by both the Scandinavian governments, followed a few
days later by the Finnish surrender, which forced the British
Government to order the dispersal of the expeditionary force.

It

It was ho\i'rever felt for various reasons that the project
should not be allowed to lapse coirpletely,
was made to taice over Narvik as a permanent allied base (1 )
and to occupy Trondheim, Bergen and Stavanger(2j if the
German reaction to the mining operation "Yi/'ilfred" took the
form of hostile measures against Norway* On 5 April, notes
stating the attitude taken by the Allies towards the
Scandinavian sitxiation and the threat to allied interests
from both German and Russian activity in that sphere, were
presented in Oslo and Stockholm, By 7th ApirLl troops
allotted to the two operations had embarked and on 8tli April
the Allies declared that they had mined the Vestfjord and
laid two further minefields in Norwegian territorial waters
between Kristiansund (n) and Bergen(3)

A further plan

Coastal Command’s part in this plan was mainly concerned
with providing anti-U boat protection for the ccnvoys involved.

No, 15 Group was to provide air escort for the French con
tingent in the Western Approaches and Irish Sea as far as the

Clyde, where the French were to receive further routeing and

convoy instructions, and for a British convoy from Newport to
the Clyde, Number 18 Group were to provide anti-U-boat pro
tection from the Clyde round the North-West coast of Scotland

to Narvik and Trondlaeim and from Leith and Rosyth for the

forces sailing to Stavanger and Bergen. It was further
thought that long range fighter protection would be required
during daylight for the forces sailing to Trondlieim, Stavanger
and Bergen, and that dawn and dusk searches of the Southern

half of the North Sea would be necessary to give warning of

movements of enemy svirface units. Furthermore the withdrawal

of cruiser support from the Northern Fatrol(4) might require
reinforcement of air patrols between the Faeroes and Iceland

and between the Faeroes and Shetlands, which would be met by
withdrawing Sunderlands from units in Number 15 Group to
operate from both Shetlands and Invergorden,

CC file

S. 7010/18/1
End, 2A
& 11A

"A review of the

campaign in
Norway" p.lA

The allied expedit denary force was at immediate readiness
from 8 April but reports received from our air patrols indicated

1 ) Operation "Avonmouth"
, 2-S C^erat ion " Strat ford"
,3) Operation "Wilfred", See Chapter I Section
,A) Four cruisers were to transport the troops and stores'^
required for the Stavanger and Bergen landings.
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tliat major German naval units were at sea and the first convoys
were, in consequence, held in port. Early in the morning of

9 April the news came that the Gerraa.ns Imd invaded Norv^ay and
forestalled us - a possiDilit3’- wliich Iiad been foreseen "by the
Chiefs of Staff in their report on the original proposal to
occupy the Sv/edish orefields,

(ii) An outline of the Norwegian campaign

The r.or’.regian campaign falls into two clearly defined
periods - the struggle in the South and Centre wlTlch came

to a close on 5 i'fey and operations in the North centring
around Narvik, v/liich lasted from. 6 May until 10 June,

Luring tire eaxlj hours of 9 April, German troops were
landed by sea and troop-carrying aircraft at Narvik, Trondlieim,
Bergen, Stavanger, Egersund and in the Oslo area and by the
end of that day tlrey were in possession of all the important
harbours and airfields. The situation wlnLch confronted the

Allies thus called for immediate and pov/erful action in a
theatre of operation where all the strategic advantages were
held by an enemy who also possessed undisputed air superiority,
Furthermore, during the first v;eek of the campaign tlxe Germans

prevented effective mobilisation of the Norwegian /umy by
seizing the main railway centres and succeeded in dividing the
Norwegian drmy into four .groups.

(1)

The first essential for the Allies was to recapture a port
as a base for operations,
ties and it was planned to retake this ioarbour by landing
forces at tv;o small ports to the north and south, Namsos and
Aandalsnes.

Trondheim offered the best facili-

The first landings a.t these places were made by
naval forces on 14 and 1? April respectively,
ties were hopelessly inadequate in both cases and communicatLcns
with tlae interior were equally bad,
aircraft soon discovered our bases which were subjected to

heavy and a.ccurate bombing attacks, against wlxLch no effective
defence could be made.

Harbour facili-

Geman reconnaissance

Equally no effective opposition could be made to the
German forces advancing steadily up the Gudbrand valley from

the South towards Tronaiieira particularly in the face of the

ccanplete superiority of the German Air Force and the marked

inferiority of allied forces both in numbers and equipment.

An attempt to provide air protection for Aandalsnes by
No, 263 Gladiator Squadron based on the frozen lake at
Lesjeskogen failed with the destruction by enemy bombing of all

but five of the squadron’s aircraft on 25 April, the day follow
ing their arrival in Norway, The remaining five serviceable
aircraft were flown that night to a small landing ground at

SetnesFioen and were also out of action by the end of the follow

ing day. Petrol was likewise exloausted. On 28 April the

squadron personnel re-embarked for the United ICingdom.

The continuous enemy bombing of our bases and ships, and
the efficiency of German operations in their advance towards

Trondlieim, left no course open to the Allied Commanders but to
withdrav/ our forces fran Central Norway as soon as possible.
Evacuation from Aandalsnes was carried out on the nights of

30 April, 1 ilay and 1/2 May, At Namsos the embarkation was
carried out on the night of 2/3 May, The Allied evacuation
made it impossible for the Norwegians to attempt to hold

Central Norway and tliis decision was made public on 5 May,

(1) This Is Intendea to give only such details as are necessary to understand the
part played by Coastal Command, In the nature or things operations by this
Command had at most only a loose connection with land operatKais In Norway,
Ope rati rais against German naval forces are dealt with In detail In
sections (x) and (xl). For further details of the land campaign see *A
rcvlewof the Campaign in Norivay* produced byA.H.B.V,
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Direct support by home-based aircraft for our land
forces in the Trondheim area was limited to attacks on the

main G.A*P, airfields in use in Denmark and Norway# par
ticularly on Stavanger# and on elements of the Gemian Navy
which had transported the first enemy troops to seize the
main Norwegian harbours,
carried out extensive recomoaissance flights over sea and

the coastal areas# during the course of which a number of

opportmiity targets were attacked.

Coastal Command aircraft also

Support by home-based aircraft for our land-forces in

the Narvik area was not possible# as that area was out of

range of all but the few Coastal Command flying boats.
Bomber Command aircraft wei’e no longer available for opera
tions over Norway when the German attack on the
Low Countries began.

Allied troops landed in the Narvik area on 15 April and

grounds to receive the
v/ere put in hand# German

although preparations for landing
two promised fighter squadrons(l}
air superiority decided every land action which was fought
against the enemy troops advancing from the South,
the final assault on Narvik v/as begun on 28 May, the decision
to withdraw all allied forces from Norway had already
been taken.

Before

It was clear that we could not afford to spare a single
man or gm# much less one aircraft for what was regarded as

a secondary theatre when disaster upon disaster \7as over

taking our forces in the West, The capture of Narvik was#
however# completed in order to ensure the destruction of the

port facilities and the interruption for at least one year
of the supply of Swedish iron-ore to Germany through that
port. On the same day the Belgian army surrendered and
the evacuation of Dunkirk began.

The evacuation from Narvik was carried out gradually
from 5 Ji-tno until 8 Jtaio, On the final day the culminating
misfortune occurred when H.M.S, Glorious was sunk by the two
German battle cruisers,

(iii) Summary of Coastal Commandos Work during the
Norwegian Campaign

The primary object of all operations by Coastal Command
in this campaign was reconnaissance in the North Sea and in

Norwegian v,raters, searching for German naval units and merch
ant dipping# which was attacked# although without great
effect# whenever an opportunity offered. Secondary roles
played by the Command were numerous and brought a severe
drain on the limited aircraft resources, as the two Groups
engaged m the Norwegian Campaign (numbers 16 and 18 Groups)
had a daily total average of less than 150 aircraft avail—

No appreciable increase was
made in the allotment of aircraft to the Command to enable
it to meet the fresh commitments resulting from the German
invasion of Norway, The two Groups actively concerned with
these northern operations were Nos. 16 and 18,
venient to consider their roles separately.

able to carry out all tasks.

It is con-

(1) No, 263 Gladiator Squadron and No, 46 Hurricane Squadron,
These arrived on 21 and 26 May respectively and# operat
ing from Bardufoss# maintained local air superiority
over the Narvilc area.
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(iv) Number 16 Group - General Summary

The main effort of number 16 Group was devoted to escort
of coastal convoys in the Englisii Channel and in the
North Sea - in fact convoy escort duties occupied nearly
the total flying time for Coa,stal Command as a whole.(l;
Anti-U-boat precautions played a large part and included the

routine lettered patrols, £^ecial searches for individual
reported U/B’s, the regular patrol of the sv/ept channel
through the East coast m:ine barrage (police patrol) and the
Channel and Leave boat patrols in the Dover Straits,
Miscellaneous duties included the lightship patrol, Intended

to re-^ssure the lightship crews, who were being attacked by
enemy aircraft; the Dutch patrol to search for enemy surface

mine-laying and minesvreeping vessels off the Dutch coast;
searches for aircraft reported dovai in the sea and a patrol
at duslc off the Dutch islands from Texel to Ameland (T5)(2)
observe enen^r surface vessels, aiiti-submarine nets, patrol
craft and minefields,

(v) No, 16 Group Operations in the Norwegian Campaign

half

to

Three squadrons in No, 16 Group were particularly con
cerned v^ith operations in support of the Norviregian Campaign,
The Blenheim IVs of No, 254 Squadron(3) partially filled
very lurgent need for long range fighter reconnaissance air

craft, especially over the more active areas where increasing
enemy fighter opposition entailed the use of an aircraft which

could, if necessary, fight for the required information,
addition to general reconnaissance of Norwegian harbours and
airfields, this squadron provided long range fighter cover for
our r*avaZ, land and air force s( 4), A nuniber of attacks on
enemy aircraft and minor naval units were made in the c

of these flights,
flown daily from Bircham Newton to search for
vessels and attack eneniy aircraft encountered

a

In

se

A regular patrol over the North Sea^^ was
surface

jnew

The other two squadrons of No, 16 Group directly engaged
in the NorMregian Campaign were Nos, 22 and 815 (E.A.A, ), both
equipped with toi'pOdo-bomber aircrafts The latter had been

0) 4975 hours 10 mmiutes out of 11,189 hours 25 minutes
diuring April; 1,050 sorties involved.

(2), I,5« Landfall at Dutch coast 5500 N,, thence coastwise to

060QE,, and 5330N, X 040CE, (ro/G5/21/1 ).

(3) One of the four trade protection fighter squadrons trans

ferred to Coastal Command from Fighter Command in January
and February 1940, The other three squadrons did not
become available for operations under Coastal Command
until after the Norwegian campaign.

Apart from carrier-based F,A.A, aircraft. No, 254 Sqviadron
provided the only fighter aircraft to operate over our

ground forces in the Aandalsnes area.

(4)

(5) Sweep patrol:
N X 0500 E - Bircham Newton (0H/g6/10/4).

Bircham Newton - 5300 N x 0420 E - 5500
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Admiralty Signal
1259/28/3

instructed by Admiraltj^- to move to Bircham Newton by 8 %>ril
and had been placed mder the operational control of
Coastal Command unti3. it was required to embark in the
Fleet Carrier Illustrious , No, 22 Squadronj, the first of
the two Coastal Commaiid torpedo-bomber squadrons to re-arm
with Beaufort aircraft(l), moved from Thomey Island, where
it had been re-arming, to its war station at North Coates
on 8 April,

A.M, File S.A8545
Enos, 7i(A, 75A,
77A, 78A, 83A,
82)^1 cS: 86a

Discussions between the A,0,C,-in~C,, Coastal Command,
the Air Ministry and the Admiralty had begun some time pre
viously concerning the proposed location of the two Beaufort
squadrons. The Admiralty, emphasising the need for a
strike force based in North East Scotland for use against
enemy naval units attempting to break out of the North Sea,
pressed for the establishment of one of these squadrons at
Wick £uid the other at Catfoss. Air Chief llarshal Bowhill,
however, foreseeing, in view of the general slaortage of air
craft in the Command, ttiat these squadrons could not be
reserved solelj’- for use against German naval imits(2), urged
the Air Ministry at the end of 1939 to allow both squadrons
to be based at Catfoss, He contended that the two squadrons
would form a very much more effective force if operating
together, that traiiiing and maintenance problems would be
simplified and that Catfoss v/as very favourably situated
for operations in the southern part of the North Sea(3),
Both squadrons would remain on a mobile basis and could, if
required, be detached rapidly to Wick, wliere torpedo stora.ge
and maintenance facilities would be established. The
Air Miiiistry aclaiowledged the force of these arguments and
it ms agreed that both squadrons shoiad be based at Catfoss,
This aerodrome subsequently proved unsuitable for Beaufort
aircraft and Nox'th Coates Fitties was transferred to
Coastal Command for this purpose,
were

As no torpedo facilities

available there by the time No, 22 Squadron took up
its war station, the question of iising Yi/ick as  a base was
again raised but the urgency of the mining operations in
implementation of plan Vv,A, 15(4) was pressed and the squadron
remained at North Coates, Bombs were to be used for attacks
on xiaval units unless time allovred the aircraft to load
Vifitli torpedoes at Bircham Newton,

up

No, 22 Squadron commenced operations on the night of
15/16■April, laying six mines in the Jade approaches,
aircraft was lost.

On

On the night of I7/I8 April seven
e

The other was No, 2)2 Squadron, Both these squadrons had been equipped
with Vlldebeest aircraft at the beginning of the war and plans had origin
ally been made to re-arm them with Bothas, This aircraft proved a
failure and the tvro squadrons were eventually re-armed with Beauforts,

Events during the French campaign and the duties carried out by these
Beaufort squadrons, subsequently proved that this view vras correct.

Attempts by enemy ships to breali out of tho North Sea had only been made
under cover of bad weather and poor visibility* Plans for Interception
by aircraft patrols had therefore yielded disappointing results, no
objectives for an air striking force having been found south of 59
degrees North,

Designed to cause maximum Interference with German shipping by laying
airborne mines outside the most Important harbours. Operations were
planned to commence on the first suitable moonlit night In April 1940,
using the Hampden (No, 5) Group of Bomber Command and No, 22 Squadron
of Coastal Command, See Chap, IX,

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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No. 16 Group
Narrative .

23A/4O
Para, 2

Beauforts laid mines in the Ems river estuary and on 22 April
six &Vordfisla of No, 815 Squadron laid mines in the same ax-ea
for the first time, Beginning a long series of minelaying
sorties by Fleet Air Arm squadrons under the operational con
trol of Coastal Comiinnd(l),

(vi) Summary of the work of No, 18 Group during the
Nomregian Campaign

The onus of support by Coastal Command for our sea and

land forces thus fell on 18 Group, Routine convoy escorts
and anti-U-boat patrols were flown as usual, but although the
Norwegian campaign entailed an increased amount of escort,
duties of both naval and raerchant vessels, the main effort
was directed to fulfil the heavy requirements for reconnais
sance of the North Sea particularly at the opening of the

campa^^ when major eiiemy naval units were at sea. The
Norv/egian coast, inlets and fjords, the harbours, the air
fields pai-ticularly Stavanger, Bergen and Trondlieim, and the
coastal stretches of railway between Stavanger and Egersund
and betv/een Arendal and Grimstad similarly entailed a number
of sorties, Hudson aircraft of Nos, 220, 22A and 233
Squadrons based at Thomaby, Leuchars and Wick, carried the
main burden of this recomiaissance. During the week ending
14 April, which included the period of maximum activity, an
average number of between 27 and 28 Hudsons available for
operations flew 704 hours 45 minutes on reconnaissance duties.
The total flying time for all No, 18 Group squadrons on recon
naissance Was 753 hours.

to.

Other duties carried out by aircraft of No, 18 Group will
be dealt with more fully in the course of this chapter,
may be mentioned here that bombing attacks were carried out
on Stavanger $i.irfieldj that fighter escort and offensive
fighter sorties were made' by the long range Blenheims of
No, 254 Squadron;(2) that enemy naval and merchant shipping
was attacked with bombs and machine guns and that, last but
not least, the Sunderland "taxi service" was run from
Invergordon to Namsos, Aandalsnes, and the Narvik areas,

(vii) Squadrons available in No, 16 Group

To carry out these tasks, at the opening of the campaign,
No. 18 Group had 11 squadrons and 5, special flights at its dis
posal with an average total of 95 operationally serviceable air

craft. Two Squadrons of flying boats, No. 240 (Lcaidons)(?lnd0
• 204 (Simderlands), the latter having moved from Mount Batten

on 1at April, were available in the Shetlands. together with a
fighter flight of five Gladiators at Sumburgh(4)
intercept enemy aircraft attacking pur convoys in the vicinity
of the Orkneys and Shetl^ds, Other 'flying boat squadrons■jevQ 10, 209 squadron (2) at Oban, w?.iose inain care was

It

used to

No. 18 Group ORB
Narrative

■  No

(1) See Chapter IX.
Transferred from No. I6 to No. 18 Group on 23rd April.
No. 240 squadron moved to Pembroke Dock on 27th May, 1940.
This was a detachment of No. 152 Squadron transferred from
Fighter Command to Coastal Ccmmand w.e.f. I8lh December, 1939,

In the process of exchanging its Stranraer aircraft for
Lerwicks.

2

3
A

(5)
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H«Q* C,C,C«R»B*
Form 5hO

28/3/i^O

tlie escort of convoys off the North-West coast of Scotland
and thus played no direct part in the Norwegian Caxapaignj
and No. 201 squadron,(l) which had moved to Pembroke Dock
on 3 April to convert from Londons to Sunder lands and was

not available for operations at Invergorden until 23 April.
This squadron moved again to Sullom Voe on 27 May> 194D to
replace No,' 240 squadron,
stationed at Invergorden,
boats "Cabot" and "Caribou" which had been chartered by the
Air Ministry for Coastal Command from Imperial Airways from
the 18 Decemberj 1939,
called up for service in these aircraft and four Yickers gas
operated guns were fitted as defensive armament.

Two other Sunderlands were

These were the "C" class flying

The two Imperial Airways crews were

C.C, Ponu 5hO

20/12/39 H.Q.C.C.
Org, Branch
acquaints Nos,
124 and 127

Three Hudson squadrons(2) and three Anson squadrons(3)
were used for general reconnaissance> anti-U-boat searches
and convoy escort. Battle flights had been organised from
the turretted Hudson aircraft? available for duties in which
enemy aircraft either shadowing or attacking our surface
mits might be expected and for long range reconnaissance in
areas in which enemy fighter opposition was a' lilcelihood.

Two squadrons of Wellington bomber aircraft (Number 9
and 115 squadrons) had been ordered as a temporary measTxre
to Kinloss and Lossiemouth on 4 April to operate under
Coastal Command control in support of our naval forces in
the North,

A,M, signal
X756/29/3

They assisted in the search for the German naval units
at sea and in the bombing of the two "K" class cruisers at
Bergen and of the airfield at Stavanger and eventually
returned to their parent stations on I3 and 14 April,

When the Germans landed at Narvik? which v/as out of
r.ango of the land based reconnaissance aircraft then avail

able at Coastal Command? two long range Vifelllngtons were
ordered by Air Ministry to Wick? whence one of these aircraft
carried out its first operational flight to Narvik on 12 April,

Two flights of aircraft ramain to be mentioned? Nos,
1 and 2 Coastal Patrol flights of Tiger Moths stationed at
Dyce and Abbotsinch? which carried out the "Scarecrow"
patrols already described,(4)

(viii) Operational difficulties encountered by aircrews

C.C.O.R.B.
Narrative

ccAVio/4/fei

Intelligence preparations for operations over Norway had
been negligible with the result that no large-scale maps
were available and navigators were frequently reduced to

identifying their target from a tracing of a town plan in
Baedekers guide to Norway, Serious difficulty was met in
navigation along the Noamwegian coast with the small-scale
maps available? errors in reporting the position of vessels

As No, 201 squadron re-armed with aircrart withdrawn from the other three
Sunderland Squadrons of coastal Command - Nos, 204? 210 and 228 - the air
craft estaKLlshment was reduced from six to four aircraft In each case, with
an initial reserve of two,

Cherwicks) and 240 (Londons); squadrons remained at six plus an initial
reserve of tvro.

The aircraft establishment for Nos, 209

(1)

220 Squadron at Thornaby: 224 and 233 squadrons at Leuchars,

269 squadron at Wick (converting fr»ra Ansons to Hudsons but remained opera
tional): &8 squadron at Thornaby; 6l2 squadron at Dyce,

Chapter II of this volume, . .

(2)

(3)

(4)
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sighted being imavoidable*
were aftemrards produced of the more intricate stretches of
coast were yet available.

ITo photographs or mosaics such as

Apart from the task of making a successful crossing of
the North Sea and striking the Norwegian coast in the neigh*-
bourhood of the target freojaentljr under bad weather conditions,
enemy air opposition over Norv/ay made it necessary to rule
that operations over the more dangerous areas were only to be
carried out if cloud was available,
ditions of perfect visibility, offering no cover for our ai3>~
craft, seem to have alternated with very bad weather and poor
visibility,(l) A graphic example of this is the account
given by the captain of the first long range Wellington flight

, to Narvik, when, in spite of trying to reach the target with
,  great perseverance, he was finally forced,to abandon the task
by the weather, A lumiber of attempts at locating both
friendly and enemy surface imits were imsuccessful solely
because visibility was so poor. Interference with opera—
tions was particularly evident on 8 April when bad weather
ovei- the North Sea seriously interiupted our reconnaissance
patrols on the day before the German landing, and towards the
end of April when fog over our airfields prevented our air
craft from taking off, 26 April, for instance, was particu
larly bad in this respect, the majority of operations by 18
Group being either postponed or cancelled.

Clear skies with con-

No, 18 Group
Narrative

12/4/40
PP,137/8

No, 18 Group
Narrative

8/4/40

No, 18 Group
Narrative

26/4/40

As objectives were often barely within the range of
aircraft, the time spent in the target area was very limited
and the search for targets, if these were not foimd at once,
could not therefore be extensive,
were out of range of the aircraft otherwise most suitable for
carrying out a particular task, Exajiiples are found in the
evacuation of Allied troops from central Norway, when. Nainsos
was beyond the range of the long range fighter aircraft then
available. Patrols over Aandalsnes by Blenheim iy*s were
limited to an endurance of one hour,

The Iiilark I ASV equipment with which a few Coastal Command
aircraft had been fitted by this time, had a limited range
and was not very efficient compared with, the later models.
The Hudsons which were sent out on 7 April to locate the
vessel reported by an aircraft of Bomber Command, picked up
the enemy force on the "special equipment",(2) as it was then
called, just after the force was sighted visually, although the
pilot of the aircraft using the apparatus was able to re-
re-establish visual contact v^ith the force by means of the
equipment, after he had altered course and lost sight of the
enemy.

our

Other important objectives

No, 18 Group
Narrative,

7/4/4) p,66

(ix) An analysis of No, 18 Group effort on g April 1940

This day*s operations are interesting as showing the
manner in which the Group met the demands made upon it and as
indicating the trend of activity during the next three of four
four weeks.

(1) Sunderlend Q/228 carried out a reconnaissance of Trondheim
on 10 April in a "blizzard of snow and sleet",

(2) A.S.V.
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All aircraft, with the exception of the Ansons and
Gladiators, neither of which had si:ifficient range to operate

Norway, were engaged to the full extent of their opera-
A total of seventy-one sorties were flown

over

tional strength,

No. 18 Group
Narrative

9AAo

hy the eighty-seven aircraft available for operations at
0800 hours on 9th April,

The main task was to locate the German naval ■units
known to be somevdiere in the North Sea.
was given air escort and the routine and lettered patrols
flo^'m ■were designed to intercept the enenQr naval units which
might be retiuning to their home bases,
search for these naval units is treated in some detail in
the next section.

Only one convoy

The theme of the

■' General reconnaissance was flown by single aircraft as
frequently as possible to provide details of rail and troop
movements and of shipping and aerodrome activity. The main
centres'of interest included "the rail heads on the coast at
Arendal, Grimstad and Kristiansand (South), ■where shipping in
the harbour and bay was also of interest, the rail head at
PlekkefyorS. and the stretch of coastal railway from Egersund
to Yarhaug, as well as Trondheim, Stavanger, Haugesund and
Bergen and its neighbourhood. Reports were made on naval
and merchant shipping, on aircraft on the airfields and at
the seaplane bases, on railway activity and on general
activity on land,
of the Faeroe Islands to locate enemy warships or other
picious vessels sheltering in the fjords.
No, 210 squadron(l) was sent off from Ihvergordon to carry
out a reconnaissance of Oslo and the surrounding fjords,
the captain being briefed to make a landfall at Stavanger
and proceed to Oslo across comtry if weather conditions
were suitable. In view of the efficiency ■with which the
German Air Force occupied and operated from the Norwegian
airf ield.s and’ the scale of air support given to the German
ground forces, it is not surprising that this aircraft failed
to return.

A detailed reconnaissance was also made
sus-

A Simderland of

O.C. form green
CC/G3/9A

Sixteen of the lettered tracks and two sweeps along the
Norwegian coast covering the Northern half of -the North Sea
and the Norwegian coast from a point a few miles South of
Bremanger to the North coast of Denmark including the
Skagerrak as far as nine degrees East were flown, together
■wi'tii the Norwegian ports and fjords ■within range of the air
craft available,
face vessels were flown at two points off the Norwegian coast
and in ■the Cape Wrath - Faeroe Islands channel. (2)

The routine anti-U-boat patrols, were flown and air
escort was provided for H,M.S, Furinus.

To finish the day’s effort ■twelve Yfellingtons of Nos. 9
and 115 squadrons attacked the two 'K* class cruisers lying

Crossover patrols to intercept enemy sur-

W/aio
(1)4 Loaned to No. 18 Group by No. 15 Group
(2) Details of the patrols flown on 9th April -will be fomd

under the heading "The search for the German naval
(Section (x)).units".
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No. 18 Group
April Narrative

in Bergen, dropping a total of 39 - 500 pound S.A.P, borabs.
One hit was claimed but this bomb in fact did not fall near

enough to cause any damage. Several bombs fell within sixty
yards of the Konigsberg and the Koln suffered superficial
damage to her funnel and upper structure from machine-gun fire,
three of her personnel being killed and five wounded.

Seven combats were fought during the day by Coastal
Command aircraft on these operations, the onlji- decisive result

being one Do 18 flying boat shot down by a Vfellington of No. 9
Squadron after an engagement lasting four minutes,

(x) The search for the German naval units. (7th April to
20th April)

Logs of these
vessels

On 4th April Bomber Command aircraft had reported two
enemy capital ships of the Gneisenau class in the Vfilhelmshaven
roads,

the presence of the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau and also
reported two pocket battleships, one in dry dock, and two *K*
class cruisers. The two battlecruisers were, in fact, waiting
to sail that night with the Nipper (l) and fourteen destroyers
to occupy Trondheim ( Nipper and four destroyers) and Narvik
(ten destroyers). One of the pocket battleships was also to
have sailed with this group but was delayed by engine trouble

and eventually acompanied the force which seized Oslo.

Two days later photographic reconnaissance confirmed
A.M.D.O.N.C.

form 540 entry
1/hN(xi) on

Admty.
NID24/X10/45

On the night of 6tli April a Bomber Command aircraft flew

over a warship in the Jade Roads at 200 feet.
Scharnliorst vdiich, although preparing to move off, was not

yet mder way and thus excited no undue suspicions,
a second Bomber Command aircraft reported a large ship twenty
miles North of Neligoland on a Northerly course,
thought that this was'possibly a battleship,
most probably tlie Nipper, vVhich was tiae first of tia® tliree
major units to sail.

This was the

However

It was

Li fact it was

Bomber Gcmanand

Intelligence
Report No, 344

Coastal Command

Naval

Staff Log
7/4/40
Nm24/X10/45

Three Coastal Command Hudsons from Thornaby, searching for

this "large vessel" between Horn Reefs and Lindesnes on the

follovnng morning, sighted one cruiser and six destroyers off
the Danish coast(2) on a northerly course. The enemy fighter
escort was effective in preventing our aircraft from shadowing

Subsequent interrogation of these crews

persuaded them to identify the cruiser as "Nurnberg or Leipzig
class", an error which, despite photographic reconnaissance
which showed both cruisers of this class to be lying at Kiel

at 1700 hours on 7th April, persisted during this period of

search for the enemy naval force.

the naval force.

Coastal Command

Naval Staff Log
7/4/40

H.Q., C.C
Narrative

CCAl/9/4

H.Q,, B.C. O.R.B,
for 7//+/i)0. HQ.,
C.C.N,L.0«s log
entries on VktHi

• >

In the meantime a force of Bomber Command Blenlieims(3) had
successfully located this target and at 1325 hours dropped 45 -
250 pound S.A.P. bombs vath no hits scored. Their sighting

0) Then lying at Cuxhaven, -where she remained undiscovered by
British reconnaissance. ( Nipper^s log),
ihout 28 miles North-Yfest of Horn Reefs.

K & M/220 Sqdn, at O848 hours - Force RS.
Twelve Blenheims of No, 107 squadroxi,
Blenheims of No, 21 squadron failed

Sighted by

A further six

■  locate the target.

(2)

(3)
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reports estimated the enemy force as one battleship, one

pocket battleship, tvro or three cruisers and a large destx'oyer
escort. In point of fact it now comprised the two battle

Logs of these
vessels

cruisers, the lij-nper and fo;irteen destroyers, but it ’.vas not
until ove oiur hours later that the Home Fleet was so

informed

The two squadrons of Wellington bombers at this time
under the operational control of Coastal Command, Nos. 9 and
115 squadrons, failed to find the enemy force and returned
to base, having lost two of their number in an attack by
Me. 110s on the rear flight of No. 115 squadron.

The enemy’s intentions were not as yet apparent and
further Coastal Coraraand reconnaissances v/ere flown to cover

all possible contingencies. A Blenheim from Bircham Newton

examined an area from Horn Reefs to Heligoland Bight in case
the force decided to double back. Two continuous crossover

patrols were flown off the Norvregian coast(2) and an area
in the central North Sea(3) was examined, ̂ 1 without success.
A final attempt to relocate the force was made that night by
three Hudsons fitted with A.S.V., which searched an area off

the Norwegian coast from Bergen to the Naze. No sightings
vrere made.

No. 18 Group
Narrative

7/h/h-O

No. 16 Group
Narrative i/h/k-0

No. 18 Group
Narrative 7/4/40

7th April was of particular interest as the first suc
cessful photographs of Kiel were obtained on that date, after

several unsuccessful attempts to fulfil this high priority
requirement. Although the cover of 7th April showed two

Leipzig class cruisers and one eight inch cruiser(4) in the
harbour, lack of previous cover for comparison meant that no
indication was received that these vessels were in fact out

Ignorance of this fact amongof commission at that time,

other factors led to errors in estimating the position and

strength of the German naval forces at sea both, by the

Admiralty(5) and Coastal Command(6).
recognition errors by Coastal Command general reconnais
sance aircraft could have been corrected at squadron level.

Furthermore

(1) A W/T report giving the composition, position, course, and speed of the enemy
force was despatched soon after the attadc during the Blenheims* homeward
flight but there Is no evidence at ary headquarters that this signal was
ever received In full. It was not till the crews were debriefed at

1700 hours after landing back that any authority was aware of the major
additions to the enemy squadron and not till darltness had set In that the
Commander-In-Chief Home Fleet was Informed of the real size of the force

endeavouring to slip past him.

(2) (a) Between 6145 N x 0200 E and 6210 N x 0445 E. Flown from 1120 until
1140 hours,

(b) l6 In area 5750 N x 0130 K - 5835 N x 0514 E  - 5810 N x 0552 E -
5758 N X 0110 E, Flown from 1142 until I908 hours,

(3) Two Hudsons from Thornaby flew the area covered by trades RST and U at dude,

(4) The Leipzig lying alongside In Kiel out of oamnlsslon from February until
Novanber, 1940, the »Numberg" In dry dock In Kiel from December, 1939
until 30th April, 1940, and »Prlnz Eugun't out of conmlsslon for major
alterations to the main enginesi (Logs of these vessels).

(5) Bomber Command signal A94/2D05/10/4 ordered a bombing sortie following an
Admiralty statement that the «Gnelsenau“ and "Nurnberg)i were believed to be
lying in Kristlansand (s). (CC. file 8.7010/1673, ^3ncl. 6a).

(6) Estimate of German forces and movements by A.O.C.-ln-c., Coastal Command on
8th April 194o assesses the number of pocket battleships available to the
enemy at two and the number of cruisers at eight. In fact one pocket
battleship and six cruisers were available,
(H.Q., C.C. Narrative CC/N2/9/4).
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The failure to obtain complete photo reconnaissance of the

German rnval bases at this period(1) meant that the sighting
reports by Coastal Command and other aircraft, as well as

reports from other sources, could not be fully co-ordinated and

correctly evaliiated. No clean pictime of enemy operations was
obtained nor was a correct assessment of his intentions possible.

Coastal Command recmnaissance on 8 April was mainly
designed to locate the enemy naval forces iaiown to be in the

North Sea. Special patrols covering a large part of the

North Sea and the Norwegian c<^st from 60 degrees 45 minutes
North to 65 degrees North (2) and a' continuous crossover patrol
off the South V/est Norvregian coast (l6). were flovm, without
raeiking any important sightings, iin enemy force was, however,
sighted once during the day at 1400 hours in position 640?
X 0625 E, and reported as steering west by one of the two

Sunderlands escorting the Home Fleet at sea(5)» This aircraft;
came upon the enemy suddenly in heavy rain, took immediate 

'

avoiding action but was hit by the accurate enemy fire and
forced to set course for base. The enemj’- force was reported
as one-"Schamhorst" class battlecruiser, tvra "Leipzig" class
cruisers and two destroyers,

‘  , In point of fact this force consisted of the Ilipper and

four destroyers and was steering in-a north-easterly direction

after having sunk Glowworm^ This error in recognition
and course caused an erroneous appreciation of enemy movements

and misled the G,-in-C,-, Home Fleet ,-vdio was endeavouring to

.  intercept them(4).- Ivjap XXII shows-the. movements of enemy naval
units between the 7 aiid -12 April, r

Cfei receipt of this sight ing report . another Sunderland
(A/2I0), which liad been requested to search for the eneiay by

No. 18 Group
NarrativB

(1) Four unsuccessful attenpts were made to photograph Wilhelrashaven and the
Heligoland Bight,

(2) (a) Tracks E-K Inclusive by h Hudsons anti the area covered by tracks RST and U
by 2 Hudsms,

(b) Sunderland ,S/228 flew track B1, thence along the Norwegian coast to 65
degrees North, returning 20 mll'es further to seaward as far as track A1,
thence returning on track A.1,

Ic) Sunderland D/204 flew track B, thence along the Norwegian coast to 60
degrees h5 rUnutes North, thence return to Shetlands but was lost on the
return journey,

(d) Tliree Hu^ons detailed to search tlie Skagerrak as far as 10 degrees hast,
returned-early having met bad weather,

(e) A continuous crossover patrol ordered off the Norwegian coast about lati
tude & degrees North was not flown owing to shortage of Sunderland
aircraft, .

(3) Sunderland B/2d4 diverted by the C,-In-C,, Home Fleet to search for and
shadown the enemy force, SIghthfg report timed 1400 hoiu's. Approximate
course of enemy 270°, '

1 , .

(4) The complete German squadron after being sighted and attaclced by KLenhelm
bombers at 1325 hours on.the 7 April, had continued on a northerly course out

The German records establlsli that, fiv)m 0500 hours onof the North Sea,

8 April, the whole force were steering In a north easterly direction about
90 miles off tlie Norwegian coast abreast Trondheim, At 0818 hours the
Hlpper and h destroyers Were-e-rdered to drop back and engage a British des^
troyer which had been reported astern v;hlle the *'Schaiyihorst**, "Gnelsenau*
and 10 destroyers continued tovfSrds the Vestfjord and Narvik, After dealing
wltlr tire British destroyer, the "Hlpper" and her four destroyers were to carry
out the previous orders to proceed to Trvridhelm and land the troops they had
on board. The British destroyer - "Glowworm? - was sunk at 0912 hours after

-  she had rammed and slightly daiaaged the "Hlpper", An hour' was then spent In
picking-up about 60 survivors after which the "Hlpper" and destivyers, being
-ahead of schediiLed time,' proceeded to the northeast towards the Halten bank
at 15 knots. At 1350 ho'urs. In'very bad visibility, a Sunderland aircraft
'was lighted In position 6500 N, x 0810 E, Fire was opened by the Hlpper and
the aircraft disappeared'Ih the low clouds. At W^5 hours course was aTtered

tire southward to make direct for Fro Havet the northern entrance to Trondheim
fjord. On arrival off,Fro Havet at, about 2000 hours the force hove to on
various courses to waste time as they were still alieud of schedule, Trondheim
fjord was not altered Until early on the 9 April. Ref, The logs of the ship
concerned. See also Map XXII,

to
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Rosyth, thus nialcing a total of
all searching approximately the same area
hy A.0.C,-in-C,, Coastal Command,
sequently took off again after refuelling to search for and
shadow the force already located during the afternoon.
This search was abandoned at dark without the enemy force
having been sighted*

C. -in-C. Sunderlands

was recalled

This aircraft sub-
fiX

•»

As a result of the attention paid to the Trondheim-
Naxvik force. Coastal Command patrols on 8th April were too
far to the North to intercept the movements of two further

groups of enemy warships, which were able to reach their
destinations unobserved,

cruisers and. escort from Wilhelms!

and escort from the Weser estuary^j^ destined for Bergen
and Kristiansand (s) respectively,
reconnoitring Heligoland Bight in conditions of extremely bad
visibility, had not seen anything unusual.

These were the two 'K' class
U) and the Earlsrulieen

Bomber Command aircrai’t

Map XXII

Other evidence was available pointing to the possibility
Information had beenF.O, 1Z(0 Dlpp from

Stodcholra 26,111.40
Tels, 155 & 161 Dlpp
frora StocMiolm

Tel. S8 Saving from
Oslo 30/3/40

of a German invasion of Norway,
received from both our ministers in Oslo and in Stockholm

that Germany was preparing to invade Norway,
naissance aircraft made a survey of Oslo, Bergen, Hardanger
fjord and Kristiansand on 30th Ilarch;
reconnaissances reported considerable night activity at ICiel
and on the Hamburg - Lubeck roads on the night of 6/7th Aprilj
musual German aircraft activit3r sweeping the northern part
of the North Sea between the Shetlands and Norway was
reported on ?th April; reports from Admiralty sources
stated tliat two naval forces and a nimiber of merchant

vessels had passed through the Great Belt and the Sound;
and finally it was officially recognised that the laying of
mines in Norwegian territorial waters might provoke a German
invasion of Norway to protect the iron ore supplies vital to
her, a contingency our forces were prepared to meet by a
counter-invasion of the main Norwegian West coast ports, in
particular Narvilc,

German recon-

Bomber Command nickel

No,

3 Croup
0,R,B,

W/T Intell,
Suiamary
No. 218

Scandinavian project
Plan R4,

C,C. file S7010/18/1
End, 1A, 2A & 5A

This last consideration, together with a report that the
occupation of Narvik had been ordered by Hitler, undoubtedly
influenced the opinion held at. the Admiralty that the enemy
force was possibly intended to seize Narvik. Beyond this
no clear pic-fcure of the enemy’s intentions was available as

a basis on which the A, 0, C,-in~C, , Coastal. Command coiiLd
formulate a plan of action. In his, summing up on 8th April,
he therefore considered four possibilities. In the first
place, having been sighted off Trondheim by Simderland B/2O4,
the enemy might fear interception by superior naval forces
and turn for home, in which case the force could be off
Lister by 0800 hours on 9th April. Alternatively the enemy,
having originally left liarbour in order to interfere with oi.ir
minelaying expedition, m.ight continue to Vestf jord, arriving
by 0200 hours on 9th April,
that the enemy intended to intercept our Northern Patrol or
await reinforcements. In view of this reasoning tracks E to

Two further possibilities were

Admy. Tel. 1259/7

C.C. Narrative

CC/N2/9/4

V were to be flown on the follov/ing day, tvro aircraft were
to sweep from Lindesnes coastwise to 60 degrees North and the
continuous crossover patrol off the southwest Norwegian coast
was ordered,

four aircraft at Invergorden and Shetlands, including two
Available Sunderlands, estimated at a total ofNo. 18 Croup Narrative

8/4/40.

(1) s/228, A/210, B and D/204 Squadrons, See footnotes (2) and (3) on page 64,
(2) Sailed on the night of April 7/8th (N10247X10/45).
(3) Sailed at 0500 hours German time on April 8th (NID.24/X10/45),
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Siipderlands frc^ Nd,. 15 Groviip whicii were to be available as
early as possible pp. 9th April, were tp be held ready for
searches tawards the iiortlieast or northwest required.

A general account of Coastal Command’s effort on 9th Jipril,
the day of the German invasion of Norway, has been given in a
previous section. It remains to recount the endeavour to

locate the German naval units engaged in the invasion of

Norway, The news of the land^gs by Gemian troops in Norway,
received at Coastal Command H.Q. during the early hours of

9th April, partly answered the questions about the intentions
of force RS and'was followed by reconnaissance of the main

Norwegian ports, whence reliable gromd reports had already
been received about the presence of German naval imits.
Single aircraft were ordered over Kristiansand (s), Stavanger,
Bergen and Haugesmd as often as possible. Pour Wellingtons
of No, 9 Squadron, two Blenheims belonging to the detachment
of No. 25A Squadron stationed at Lossiemouth and one London of

No. 240 Squadron carried out this task viiilst a Sunderland of

No. 204 Squadron carried out a reconnaissance of Trondheim Fjord.
A fiurther Sunderland of No. 210 Squadron (15 Group) was ordered
to make a reconnaissance of Oslo and the surrounding fjords
but failed to return. Naval observers from Hatston flew on

the Wellingtons and Blehheim reconnaissance sorties to ensure

accurate identification of naval units sighted.

In order to assess the accuracy of the sighting reports by
Coastal Coraraand aircraft and to estimate their value, it is
first necessary to know what the situation was. Posar of the

major German naval \mits did not take part in the Norwegian
operation - the Admiral Scheer (l), the Prinz Eugen (2) and
the Leipzig and 'Numberg (5)» The other pocket battleship
Lutzow one 8 inch cruiser - Blucher - and a light cruiser
Emden , led the landing at Oslo, After the attempt at a

reconnaissance of Oslo on 9th April by the Sunderland which did

not retiim, no further efforts were made in this direction.

Force RS, first sighted by Coastal Command on 7th April,
comprised the two battlecruisers, Schamhorst and Gneisenau,
and one eight inch cruiser, Hipper , and was intended, as has

been already stated, to occupy Trondheim and Narvik, Two six
inch cruisers, Koln and Konigsberg sailed to Bergen and the

other ’K’ class cruiser, Karlsriihe , was to land troops at
ICristiansand (S). All these units were ordered to land their
forces and depart for base on the same day(4)» Cnly one ves
sel was able to carry out the second part of this order, Koln ,
whicla left Bergen in the evening of 9th April and reached

yfilhelmshaven on the morning of 12th April, The second cruiser

at Bergen, Konigsberg , was damaged by three 8 inch shell hits
from the Kvaroen shore battery and remained overnight in Bergen,
v/here she was sunlc on the following day by Fleet Air Arm air

craft. The Ky^lsriihe was sunk by H.M.S, Truant off
Kristiansand (s) shortly after leaving harbour in the evening
of 9th April to return to base. Hipper eventually left
Trondheim in the late evening of 10th April, rejoined the
two battlecruisers (viho had had an engagement with H.M. S.
Renown off the Lofoten Islands in the early morning of

9th April) off S.yy, Norway where they vrere sighted by

No. 18 Group RB
Narrative

9/4/40

Captured logs
of the German

naval mits

Admty, NED,
24A10/45

Logs of these
vessels

(1) A pocket battleship, In dry dock at WlUielKshct'/en.
(2) An 8" cruiser out of ocramlsslon at Kiel for major alterations to her main

engines. Seen on photo reconnaissance on 7th April.
(3) Two 6« cruisers both undergoing repairs at Kiel.

7th April,
(It) see Map nil.

Seen on photo reconnaissance
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Coastal Command Hudsons and the three ships reached WillieIrashaven

Bay on the night of I2th April, (See Map XXIl).

To deal first with the reconnaissance of Bergen v/hich
received more attention from Coastal Command than any other

target on that day the 9th April, general reconnaissance air
craft brought back sightings of naval units as detailed below(l);
IjI addition the twelve Wellington bombers of Nos. 9 stnd 115
Squadrons sent out at 1545 hours to bomb the cruisers at Bergen,
brought back confirmatory reports of two cruisers present(2).
The attack by these Wellingtons took place at about I83O hours.
It Tiras clear from these reports that almost certainly two

cruisers were present in Bergen, although it is difficult to

account for the persistence of the report of only one cruiser
unless vre assume that the second vessel was hidden

up Fuddef jord, where both ships were lying. ̂ -The-identity of
S^<iLn. a tho- two-cruisors repgHpted by airora#^N/^54 Squddi‘on-m a
acWcjI “nurtherly course off Ee-rgon is not clear. At the time-j- there
(L'^uJe -was—seme doubt whether thoso voodgIs were onGm3i^ or Erit-i-ah^ but-

■seemD moro probable -that a recognition mistake -was made.'
^  ‘ should be remarked that the two narratives for this day's

,  u. I operations as kept by Cov.-mand H.Q. and by No, 18 Croup
iKa H-t'Trw« ji.Qo differ considerably in many points of detail, making it

FJujil'' 'i'^j^^ldifficult to state definitely what report the aircrew actually
cUr t'iAc ̂ ^ructjwwljmade. A f'urther point of interest is the reconnaissance of

'Bergen by a London aircraft of No. 204 Squadron. Tasks of this
nature over enemy territorj?- vdien undertaken by flying boats,

usually left to Sunderlands. In this case, hovirever, the

ivu ytlxree Sunderlands available for operations were all occupied
/KXvs /Yifith other tasks (3).

No, 18 Group O.RiB,
Narrative 9//t/4o
and C.C, Narrative
9/4/43

No. 13 Group
Narrative 9/4/43

Two Coastal Command aircraft made a reconnaissance of

Kristiansund (s) during the afternoon. At I5OI hours aircaraft
H/9 Squadron reported an "Emden class cruiser", an error in
identification, and at I7OO hours aircraft D/9 reported
class cruiser,
Emden leads one to suspect that its object was to indicate
uncertainty on the part of the person making the report,
ever, the reports left no doubt that one light cruiser was in
fact present. During the same afternoon a long range.Bleiilaeim
from Bircham Nevfton tried to reach Itristiansund (S) but had to
turn back when 30 miles short of the target ovdngto lack offUel,

'K»one

The use of the word "class" in ref erring to the

How-

Trondheim v/as visited by a Sunderland of No. 204 squadron
in the early afternoon of 9th April, one eight inch cruiser
being reported. This was in fact the. nipper.

sighting(1) Aircraft No,Time

G/224

J^o

An A/c OF
at*

one !K' class cruiser

On«,*K‘ cioisev

Tfajt) cry Iters 6eTge.v> OiiaOu .

Tcoc croisc'is «wncU*t, cne
m-ecwT l'otUY», Ct*e ot^er (V-ocvcfc 3 "tilts
S.W. Bergen,
Ov»e ‘K ' c-loJsS CTuUa»p.

C9OO

1317

>t>20

h/9«6S<>

Aircraft R/115 claimed one hit on the stem of a cruiser. Reference to the
logs of these two v9ssg3s malces it clear that no hits from bombs were suffered
on 9tti April, 1940s In addition, twelve Bomber Command Hampdens of No. 50
Squadron attacked these two cruisers at about I900 hours on the same diy.i They
also claimed one hit. Neither strike suffered any casualties,

S/2£3 continuous crossover patrol
H/210 Reconnaissance of Oslo
C/2O4 Reconnaissance of Trondheim fjord.

(2)

0)
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No aircraft with sufficient range to reach Narvik, the
only other port of importance (0, were available vtn.-f-.ii two
long range Wellingtons Mark I wei-c do3 -i.-vered to Wick to operate
under Coastal CoitimarLd on 10th April,
vrere supplied bj'- Bomber Command pending replacement by trained
Coastal Commaiid men.

In addition to these individual reconnaissances of

Norvregian ports,
the North Sea(2)
Yfell as the routine continuous crossover patrol in the Cape
hrath-Paeroes channel and a special search of the Faeroe
Islands.

Maintenance personnel

extensive patrols covepipg a large part of
and the NoCTvegian coas were flovvn, as

Although at the end of the day it was clear what forces
were present in the main Norwegian ports with the sole excep- >
tion of Oslo(4), the tv/o battlecruisers still remained at largo.

Tlie vrork of Coastal Comnand on the tv/o succeeding days,
10th and 11th April, followed the same direction as on
9tli .April. A dawn reconnaissance of Bergen, Stavanger and
Haugesmd vfas flovrn on 1 Otli April and photographs were taken
of the cruiser wrhose stern had been claimed hit by a
Wellington of No. 9 squadron. To quote the pilot’s report
"certainl3'' the after part, wrhich has been reported as having
been damaged, could not have been very bad as ttiree of her
after guns were firing at us". A further reconnaissance of
Bergen during the same afternoon by a Hudson confirmed that
the attack at 0930 hours by Fleet Air Arm Skuas had succeeded
in sinking the cruiser which had remained in harbour.v5)

No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

Nari-ative

ioAAo

The aim of the patrols flown on 10th and 11th April
remained to locate enemj'- naval vessels in Norwegian harbours
and to intercept them if they attempted to return to base.
As the Horae Fleet had sailed North to attempt to engage the
enenij'- it \ms important that air reconnaissance should
immediately report vrhether the enemy had succeeded in avoiding
our naval forces and vras in fact to the southvrard of our ships.

(1) Other ports examined for e.nemo'- naval units on 9th April
vrere Stavanger, Egersumd and Haugesund as vrell
nuunber of fjords.

Tracks B-U inclusive,
dusk.

as a

tracks R, S and T being repeated a(2) t

(3) (a) Track B, flown from 0530 umtil I63O hours,
extended to include a continuous crossover patrol
between 61IO N. x 0234 E. and 6134 N. x O43O E. for
as long as possible.
A second continuous crossover patrol was flown from
1500 until 2100 hours between 6145 N. x 0200 E. and
6210 N. X 02-45 E.
L6 off the South-West coast of Norway was flown from
0932 until 1918 hours.

Track 0 was extended to include a sweep along the
Norwegian coast from 6II5 N. to 60 degrees North.
The coast from 60 degrees North to the Naze
covered b3-' two Hudsons shortl3r before dawn,

units had reported the presence of enemy
naval units in Narvik. Ground sources onl3/- were available

was

(t)

(o)

(a)

was

British naval

f

(4)

or Oslo.

Two squadrons (32 aircraft) of Skuas took off from Hatston
at 0700/10th and sank the Konjgsberg: in Bergen harbour at
0930 houirs T/ith 5001b. bombs.

(5)
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A modified form of the continuoiis crossover patrol off , ̂
the South-^est Norwegian .coast was introduced for 1 0th April
followed hy a new patrol both being designed for the
interception of southbound enemy ships.

During these two days the main Norwegian ports and as
The number of routinemany fjords as possible were searched,

patrols had to be limited in favour of these special reconnai-

sances but the usual anti-U-boat patrols and convoy escorts
were flown.

Sunderland S/228 made the only sighting of an enemy
major naval unit diroing these two days, when at 1645 hours
on 10'uh April, in a blizzard of hail and sleet, she found

lying off Trondiieim tcr,vn v/hat v/as reported as one Blucher

class cruiser and one "Nurnberg" class cruiser. The first

identification was correct, the vessel being in fact the

Hipper. ■ The second vessel sighted was one of the two

destroyers acting as escort to the cruiser, Further search
of this

Ti^ar ships
and inlets from Bjomsund Li^at in latitude 62 45 North down
to Skudeness fjord in latitude 59 degrees North revealed
only merchant vessels.

The tvio battlecruisers and the Hipper were however
sighted again by Coastal Command aircraft before they reached

base on their retuirn journey. Hudson P/224 Sqdn. took off
early on 12th April to make a surprise bombing attack at

dawn on Stavanger airfield in company with two Blenheims of

No, 254 Squadron, On the way to the target, flying throu^
dense cloud and rain, trouble developed in the starboard
engine and course was set for base. Less than half an hour,

later at 0545 hours two warships were sighted off EgersundC4^
and identified either as the two battlecruisers or as one

battlecruiser and one cruiser, probably "Kipper" class. In

fact, the vessels were the two battlecruisers on the last
stage of their return journey. A further Hudson - J/233
Sqdn. - was ordered to take off at 0730 hours to shadow
this force but nothing more was heard of this aircraft. In

the meantime two of the three Hudsons, G and 1^/224 sqiiadron
patrolling tracks P, Q and R had found the enemy force at

0711 and 0722 hovirs respectively, wliich now consisted of the
two battlecruisers and the Hip-per» Aircraft D/2^|..
correctly identified the vessels (5) and sliadovwed them for two
hours, losing contact when the warships turned into a bank

of very low cloud at 0915 hours. The second Hudson G/222{.
made three attempts at recognition of the vessels and gave a
position well to the north of the true position(6). This
aircraft also sliadov/ed the force for two hours and eventually
lost contact in cloud, A battle flight of three Hudsons
sent to relocate this force failed to malce contact.

a on the foUoYfing day failed to relocate the
and on 12th April extexxsive search of the f joi'ds

Logs of these
vessels

No, 18 Group
0.R,B.
Narrative

1W¥).

0) Modified L6 positions 57° 30’ N, x 01° 30’ E. - 58° 35’
N. X 050 14* E. - 59° 00* N, X 04° 56* E, - 57° "lO*
N, X 02° 00* E. in that order Form green OC/G0/9/4*
L,9s Crossover patrol, first aircraft to leave base
3 hoYtrs after aircraft on tracks F to U, bet^reen 58
10 N. X 01 10 E. - 59 15 N. X 04 2t5 E. - 59 50 N. x

04 36 E. - 57 44 N. X 01 li2 E. Form green OC/G9/IO/4.
Hipper had left Trondiieim at 2130 hrs. on lOth April
to return to base.

Actual reported position 58°29’ N,: 04°22* E, C° 110,
Reported Position 5737 N. x 0432 E. 0° 14D° at 0722 hours.

Reported position 58°50* N.; 03°52’ E. at 07II hours.

SECRET
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(3)

A,
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B.G. form

540 & 16
& 18 Gp.
Narratives for

12.2^.40,

Stri!<e forces totalling 92 aircraft from Bomber and
Coastal Commands - the largest force yet sent out against a

to thenaval target - all -failed to find this, objective ovfing
bad weather, low cloud, snow, sleet and rain.Cl) Hopes of
la3^ing mines during the night from the air in the path of the
vessels were likewise frustrated by the failure to relocate

the force and determine ■whether it would be passing through
the Belts or to the Schillig Roads.

Tlaus ended the search for the German major naval un.its
v/hich had opened the Norwegian campaign. Other sightings
■were made and further searches vrere carried out as a consequence
but, according to captured records of the German navy, no
Ger-nan forces apart from destroyers and smaller naval units
were at sea after 12'fch April until the tvro battlecruisers and
the Hipper sailed from Kiel on 2^th June.

Admty. NID24/
X.10/45

Admty. NID22j/
x.sz^s

On 12’bli April in the earljr afternoon Sunderland Q/228 Sqdn.
reported having seen, luider very bad ■weather conditions, one
pocket battleship, one cruiser and one destroyer at anchor
in the neighbourhood of Bud.(2)
this force was.

It is not yet clear vfhat
Subsequent reconnaissance by the Roj^al Navy

and by Coastal Command aircraft showed no ■vessels present in
this area and yet photographs taken by the Sunderland which
made the original report shov/ed a cruiser, probably "Hipper"
class, near the reported position.

CC.file S.70IO/
18/1 Encl.l6B,
22ji, 28A & 29B

On 15th April a Hudson from Thornaby flying track  S to
include a reconnaiss^ce of ICristiansund(s), reported trro
cruisers in the bay.(3) Hudson K/220 Sqdn. had on the 1
already reported the presence in that same port of a large
naval unit, either a pocket battleship or
it is not yet clear what these vessels ^Yere.

Other patrols in this connection were flown by Coastal
Command to investigate ground reports about the presence in
harbour of damaged enemy major naval units. On I8tli April
a Sunderland flew a reconnaissance of Trondheim to investigate

O.R.B. Narratives a report that the Schamhorst was ashore off Trondheim with
18.4.40 CC. her stem under water.
Naval Staff log at that time.
18.4.40 in Denmark was flown by moonlight by a Hudson of No. 233

Squadron following a report from the French naval attache at
Copenhagen that a damaged pocket battleship was lying in that
Port. Tiie v/arship was not in fact present.

To sum up the ■work of Coastal Command in locating the
enemy naval ■units at sea at the opening of the Nor'wegian
campai^, it must be said by far the greater part of the
intelligence available about the movements of these vessels
was derived from reconnaissance by aircraft of the Command.
Sightings, although errors of identification of classes of

No. 18 Gp.
O.R.B.
Narrative
13.4.40

Againa cruiser.

No. 18 Gp.

No warships were present in Trondheim
On 20th April a reconnaissance of Prederiksha^v

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff log
entry at 2025
hrs. 15.4,2(.0

n

0) reive Haapdens (seven of No. 2,4, and five of No. 50
Sqdns. B.C.) of this force, failing to find the major
target, went to Kristiansand south There they unsuccess-
fully bombed two small enemy patrol vessels and lost six
aircraft. (Two to A/A fire, tliree to Me.109.s and one
ditched on the way home.) Ref. No. 5 Group O.R.B,
Actual reported position of the pocket battleship 62 48’
N X 06 58’ E. at 1210 hrs; of the cruiser and destroyer
62° 30’ N X 06° 29* E at 12.30 hrs. .
Actual reported position 58 08' N: 08 01' E at O855
hours.

(2)

(3)
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vessels were roade, were generally sufficient!;/ accurate v/ith

regard to type of vessel to enable a reasonably clear picture
of v/hat 'vvas happening to be drawn.

Strike action talcen on the results of this reconnaissance

was disappointing. Wo strong air striking force trained to

find and attack ships at sea had yet been built up and all
three occasions on which aircraft of Coastal Command were sent

off to attack enemy naval units(l) proved
Bomber Command aircraft had'no greater success
of the Fleet Air Arm were the most successful in the attack

on the warship at Bergen on 10tli April when they scored three

hits on the Konigsberg, which sanlc in Bergen harbour. Ships
of the Roval Wavy were in action on one occasion only, when

H.M.S. Renown had a short engagement on 9th April with the

Scharnhorst and G-neisenau. off the Lofoten Isles inflicting
some danage on the latter vessel.

sful.umsucce s

.(2) Aircraft

Logs of the
German units

concerned

(xi) General reconnaissance and attacks on enemy
shipping

Apart fran the relatively large effort expended in locat

ing the enemj'- major naval units at sea at the opening of the

WorT/egian"Campai,gn, the general reconnaissance 'uiidertaken on
9th April, 1940, already described, continued on  a slightly
lower scale. The day followiiig the German occupation of

Worv/ay routine patrols v/ere reduced in mmiber, although
anti-U-boat searches and convo;/ escorts went on as usual, to
allov/ the extensive scheme of recoimaissance, mainly designed
to intercept enemy southv/ard bound warships returning to

harbour and to locate enemy v/arships remaining in Worwegian
waters, to continue. Further reports were made on the state

of occupation of airfields and seaplane bases and on railways
and troop movements. In preparation for the allied occupa
tion, a London flying boat of Wo. 24O Squadron made a
complete reconnaissance of the Faeroe Islands, talcing ample
photographs to ascertain possible sites for airfields and

flying boat bases.

The duties of general reconnaissance frequently involved
combats with enemy aircraft, a number of which, mainly flying
boats, v/ere encountered near or over Worv/egian territory.(3)

On 1 P'bli April Air Ministry gave permission to our air*,

craft to attack without warning any ships, merchant or other

wise, in the Skagerralc and Bohus Bay area to the Eastward of

the meridian of 8 degrees East.

A.M. signal
April 10th

file S7010/
18/3 Enc.7a

(1) 7th April,
failed to locate Force RS.

9th April,
bombed the two cruisers in Bergen without scoring any
hits.

12-bh April.
Force RS returning to base failed to locate.
7th April..
without scoring an;!- hits.
9th -April,
cruisers in Bergen.
In March 1940, Coastal Command aircraft sighted 15 enemy
aircraft and attacked six of these,

figures rose to 182 enem.y aircraft sighted and 43
attacked.

Wellingtons of Wos. 9 and 115 Squadrons

Wellingtons of Wos. 9 and 115 Squadrons

V/ellingtons and Hudsons sent off to attack

Blenlieims of Bomber Command bombed force RS

Hampdens of Bomber Command bombed the two
Wo hits.

In April these

(2)

(3)
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The first attack on a rnex-chant vessel in a Nor-v'/egian port
hy Coastal Command aircraft took place on 11 tii April vdien a

Hudson-of No. 224 Squadron attacked the S.S. Theseus in

Bergen harbour with banbs, which all missed, and machine
gun fire,
attack by a Hudson on two enemy destroyers, which failed,
and a low-level strafing attack with machine-gun fire by tvro
Blenheims IVs on an enemy destroyer,
made in snow and the destroj'-er stopped, although no further
results wrere observed.

That day was notable also for a dive-bombing

The latter attack was

On 12th April one of the two long range Wellington, is,
which had been received by Coastal Command only one day

previously, made the first long range flight (lasting over
fourteen hours) to Narvilc, v/hich had not been previously
visited by Coastal Command general reconnaissance aircraft.
This aircraft failed to reach Narvik owing to the heavy snow

storms and violent winds in the fjords,
the second of these aircraft made a reconnaissance of Yaemes

airfield at the req.uest of the Admiralty, wrho had received a

report that dive-bombing aircraft vrere assembling there for
an attack on British naval forces,

reconnaissance w’as sent back by W/t but the aircraft failed
to return to base.

Wellington carried .out another reconnaissance of the Trondheim

area following a report that the Geman Air Force was using
the frozen Lalce Jonsvatnet as an airfield,

lasting over eight hours, the report vxas confirmed, twenty-two
enemj'" aircraft being counted on the ice.

Tlie following day.

The result of the

On 22nd April, the remaining long-range

After a flight

No. 18 Gp.
Narrative

12.4.40 p.137

No. 18 Gp.
Narrative

13.4.40 p.152
No. 18 Gp.
Narrative

22.4.40

p.263

Patrols of the Norwegian ports and coastline soon became
a routine carried out daily unless vreather conditions hindered

flying, and the pre-war system of North Sea Line patrols was

extended to cover the ports and fjords.
L would be flown bj'- three aircraft which carried out a coastal

search from Obres'tad to the Naze before returning on tracks QR
and S,

For instance track

Similarly tracks PQ and R would include a coastal
swreep from Egersimd to Lister Light and tracks STU a coastal

sweep frcsm Kristiansand (s) to Lille sand,
of the fjords betv/een and including the Nord and Sogne fjords
was a common task usually flown by Smderland flying boats.

Bad weather, particularly fog, considerably restricted
operations towards the end of the month and the routine

Norwegian patrols were considerably reduced after 24th.April..
Effort was now concentrated on the support of our ground
forces at Aandelsnes and on the evacuation of Allied troops
from central Norway at the end of April and at the beginning
of May.

Reconnaissance

Attacks on enemj^ shipping by reconnaissance aircraft
continued at intervals throi:ighout the month without decisive
results. A Hudson of No. 233 Squadron carried out a
bombing and machine-gun attack on three enemy flak-ships on
13th April,
machine-gunned bj'- a Hudson of No. 233 Squadron,  a near miss
being clained, and on the following day, l6th April, a bombing
attack was made without success on two enemy vessels,
probably flakships, by a Hudson of No. 220 Squadron,
more attacks took place in the second half of the month,
all on merchant vessels.

T.TO days later two destroyers were bombed and

Three

On 17tli April a supply ship was

No. 18 Gp.
Narrative

bombed in Larvik harbour, no hits being claimedj on 1 9tli April
a Hudson of No. 224 Squadron claimed to have bombed fourteen

enemy vessels lying in a bay South of Haugesund, all the
banbs falling on the shore; On 29th April one near miss was
claimed on a merchant vessel of 3000 tons by a Hudson of
No. 269 Squadron.
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CC, Signal
AI83/25A
CC. fne

s. 7010/18/3
Enel.51A

The scope of the original Air Ministiy signals authoris
ing shipping attacks under certain conditions had been
extended duning the month and Coastal Conmaid suunmarised the

purport of the instructions in a signal to \he groups concerned
as follovra;-

'Aircraft may attack T/lthout Teaming anj'- ships, merchant
or otherwise under v/ay within ten miles of the Norwegian
coast South of latitude 61 degrees North aid anywhere
East of longitude 6 degrees East as far Soi th as latitude
54 degrees North,

definitely observed to be enemy except in tie following
areas

Ships at anchor may be .attacked if

Kiel Bay
b) Trondheim Fjord
c) Any fjords running into Trondhehn Fjord
d) Oslo fjord

where all ships including merchant shiios may be attacked
provided thej'- are not alongside. Special care to be
talcen that Swedish territorial waters are not infringed.
In the event of British submarines operating and proceed
ing on the surface in the areas mentioned above restric
tions virill be promulgated.”

After the German occupation of Norway and the withdrawal
of allied troops from the Tron.dlieim area, attacks on enemy
shipping in Norwegian waters became a frequent occurrence.
Air Ministry permission had been given to regard Stavanger as
an enemy port and to attack ships in the fjords by aircraft
on patrol in the area,

as an enemy port and, although warships could be attacked
there, merchant vessels were only to be attacked.’when
definitely identified as German,

that reconnaissance aircraft were only to make an attack when
good cloud cover existed.

It is interesting to note in this coimection that,
although attacks on shipping bj'' aircraft on patrol in the
Norwegian area were pernitted, a decision at a V.C.A.S.
conference on 17th May was taken to discourage the despatch
of strike forces to attack shipping located by the weather or
general reconnaissance flights.' The D.C.A.S. stated "that he
would spealc to the A.O.C.—in-C., Coastal Coimiand regarding
recent bombing by Hudsons of shipjoing in Norwegian waters and
to advise the discontinuance of such operations". To make
his point quite clear, "D.C.A.S. would also suggest that in
the present circumstances(l)
place any bombers vfhich could be spared at the disposal of the
A.O.C.-in-C,, Bomber Command," an ironic note in view/ of the
aircraft position in Coastal Comtmnd. It should be noted in

this connection that the A.O.C.-in-C. Banber Command, was not
allowed to despatch aircraft to attack targets of this nature
without permission from Air Ministry.

To quote exajmples of these attacks wrhich eventually
became an important part of the Coastal Command effort,'
the night of 27th May three Hudsons of No. 22if. Squadron
despatched to attack tvro large ships reported that morning by
Blenhein aircraft flj'-ing the offensive reconnaissance over Norw^.

a

Bergen was not yet hovrever regarded

The usual caution was made

the A.O.C. *fin-C. might care to

on

wrere

A.M. Signal
X849
3/5

No. 18 Gp. ORB
Narrative

28.5.40
pp. 289/290

(1) This refers to the need for bomber support against the
German attack on France and the Low Coimtries.
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The two vessels in question were not located, although two of
the Hudsons attacked other vessels without success* On
17th May, three battle flights of Hudsons took off from
Leuchars to attack an enemy convoy of kvo destroyers and
seven merchant vessels sighted early that morning by a Hudson
returning from a night raid on Stavanger airfield,
flights attacked the convoy with incendiaries and 100 pound
Donibs but the only result was one of the merchant vessels
claimed as probably damaged. No other hits Y/ere obtained.

In addition to attacks of this nature by aircraft vdiich
had talcen off solely'- foi” the pxirpose of locating and attacking
ships already reported, other aircraft of Coastal Command

the VYeather reconnaissance, the coastal patrol and the
offensive reconnaissance patrols over NorYYay frequently
attacked shipping both in harbour and at sea. On 29th May,
for example, the Hudson flying the weather reconnaissance
dropped a stick of 100 pcimd ̂ ti-submarine bomb
Bergen harbour, making its retreat innediately after the
attack by "flying from cloud to cloud," six enemy single-
engined fighters having been sighted. The rear gunner
reported one ship as probably hit and enveloped in thick
black smoke.

Two

s across

No. 18 Gp. ORB
Narrative

17.5.40
P.186-188

No. 18 Gp. ORB
Narrative

29.5.40
P. 302

(xii) Attacks on Land Targets in Norway

Airfields

In yiev/- of the efficient German exploitation of their air
superiority and attacks on our land and sea forces, demands
arose from the beghming of the campaign for the reduction of
eneiTiy^air effort by attacking the airfields in Norway,
principal airfields at Stavanger, Trondheim and Oslo had
fallen into German hands intact, an advantage of which the
enemj'- quickly made good use. Reconnaissance of Stavanger
airfield by a Hudson in the early morning of 9th April
revealed only four sdngle-engined biplanes and tvro'tv/in-
engined monoplanes, although a number of seaplanes were repcjrted
at the seaplane base. Early in the morning on the folloydng
day a Hudson of No. 224 Squadron reported an intense concentra
tion of aircraft on the airfield and at the seaplane base and
a further reconnaissance by a Ihidson of No. 233 Squadron later
the sane^.'iornhig counted 33 medium and seven large aircraft on
the airfield.V1; The importance of the target was fully
appreciated at H.Q.C.C. and a strike y/as immediately organised.
To^the intense disappointment of the A.O.C.-in-C. and Staff
this was not approved by the Air Ministry who in turn were
restrained by the rigid definitions agreed upon at Inter-Allied
level_as governing Pranco-British Bombing Policy. OonsequeniiL;^
the first attack on Stavanger airfield and seaplane base
confined to a strafing attack by one Blenheim of No. 254
Squadron in the afternoon of 10 April. Two Heinkel Ills yrere
ralced yyith machine-gun fire from 100 feet, one being destroyed
by an explosion and the other damaged. A bowser pumo refuel-
ling a large bomber was set on fire. At the seaplane base
three Bloehm and Yoss seaplanes y/ere machine-grinned but
results v/ere not observed,
gun fire v/as met in return.

The

vYas

Heaver anti-aircraft and machine-

No. 18 Group
ORB Narrative

9.4.40

No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

Narrative

10.4.40

H.Q., C.C.
O.R.B.

CC/ill/11/4

(1) Prom_merman records it is established that on this
morning there v/ere the following serviceable aircraft
Stavanger airfield:-
7 D0.I7.S and 9 He.115

11 JU.87.S, 2 JTJ.88.S, 5 He.111
on

.s,
seaplanes.
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Follov/ing German bombing of Norwegian held airfields, a

full attack by six Wellingtons of No. 115 Squadron was ordered

for dusk on 11th AprilCO. The main objective was the
rmv/-ays and the petrol system adjoining the Club house and

hangar, unless a large concentration of aircraft -was seen.

Two Blenheims were ordered to arrive at Stavanger to deal

with any air opposition offered to the force of Wellingtons.
Two aircraft of the first flight were attacked by MellOs
when approaching the airfield, one of these was seen to

crash in flames on a hillside and the second, having been

hit by the attacking fighters and by anti-aircraft fire in the

cabin, jettisoned the borabs and set course for base. The

third aircraft of the first flight failed to find the target
aaad returned to base. All three aircraft of the second

flight each dropped two 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs - the first

dropped bj/ R.A.P. aircraft on mainland targets - but failed

to hit the runvvray or the hangars. A large fire was
reported biasing just West of the hangars. These aircraft
Y\rent on to machine-gun aircraft and machine-gun positions on

the airfield as yrell as the seaplanes in the harbour. The

two escorting Blenlieims also strafed the airfield and claimed

daiTiage to enemy aircraft and ;^personnel injxrred.

H.Q., C.C.
O.R.B.

CCAI/1 2/4

On 13th April the Air Ministry informed Bomber and
Coastal Commands that the two Bomber Command squadrons

Nos. 9 and 115, vfhich had been loaned to Coastal Coimand to

provide a striking force, were to move from Kinloss and

Lossiemouth to their parent stations and to revert to Bomber

Conmand,

14th April to enable it to take part in an operation planned
for 13/14th April,
stationed at Kinloss or Lossiemouth imder Bomber Coiranand

control for "guerilla" operations against Stavanger airfield

and seaplane base to destroy runways and aircraft and to
cause maximum dislocation.

The move of No. 9 Squadron was to be delayed until

One Blenheim bomber squadron was to be

A.M.

Signal
X431 13/4

This order meant, in effect, that Coastal Command had no

strilling force i^roper at its disposal,
on enemy naval units at sea were to be undertalcen from

North Coates by No. 22 squadron.

In order to maintain as great an effort as possible by
Coastal Command against the Norvregian airfields, six Huisons,
manned with night flying crews and v/ith the maximum, load of
250 lb, G.P, bombs and incendiaries consistent isrith the amount

of fuel reqTuLred for any specified sortie, were detailed for
enem2/ aeicdrome harrying duties. The tasks vrere to be timed

for dusk, ni^t and dawn, the intention being to keep the

enemy disturbed and to do as much damage as possible to his

personnel and material resources.

Short notice attacks

Rosyth
form green
RO/GI7/I3/4

(1) Following the bombing by the enemy of Norwegian held
airfields on the 10th April, the War Cabinet modified
the bombing policy hitherto in force regarding our air

attack on land targets ajid informed the Air Ministrj^ that

linited operations coiid now be undertaken against enemy
occupied airfields in Nor?ra.y.
11th April, the Air Ministry informed H.Q.C.C. that
guerilla banbing operations against Stavanger aerodrome
should start and be continued until further orders but

that the effort should not exceed one squadron per daj^.
Attacks carried out should be b,y small formations or

single aircraft spaced out in tine so as to avoid enemy
fighter defence.
Ref. Air Ministry Signal K/l30/l1th April.

Accordingly on the
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Enemj'- opposition to the raids on Stavanger airfield
quickly increased and Me 110s were i-eported to be patrolling
the area. Of four Hudsons of Eos. 224 and 233 Squadrons
detailed to attack this target on 13th April, the last two

failed to return.

In ordei- to create some thing more than a fleeting impres
sion on the German Air Forces based at Stavanger, the A.O.C. -

in-C., Coastal Command had originally planned a full scale
effort for 14th April, using all available aircraft. However,
the Cabinet's modified boviibing policy ordained that a maximum
of six bomber aircraft was to be used and finally tlree

Wellingtons of ITo. 115 Squadron took off and successfully
banbed Stavanger airfield in the early morning of 14th April.
This was the last oiperation minder Coastal Command control
carried out by Nos. 9 S-nd 115 Squadrons.

Further bombing attacks by Coastal Command airci’aft csi

the airfield at Stavanger were carried out on 14th and 1?th
ApdJL and on 1st May. The attack on 17th Ax^ril was yMth an

unspecified nunber of incendiary bombs dropped fram a single
Hudson acting as standby spotter for operation "Duck".
1st May three Hudsons of No. 269 Squadron took off to bomb
Stavanger airfield. The v/eather v/as fine and clear and

two aircraft each dropped 3-250 lb. bombs on one end of one of

the runwaj's from 15,000 feet as no cloud cover was available.
The third aircraft 'was not heard of a,gain.

On

C.C. O.E.H.

CC/N3/13/4 and
CCM/13A

C.C. Naval

Staff log
CC» O.R.B.

cc/N3/lit/4
B5

No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

Narrative

1.5.40 p.5

On 28tli April Air Ministr.;^ had informed Coastal Cranmand

that No. 22 Squadron was to cease minelaying and to move as

soon as ̂ possible to an aerodroime vdthin bombing range of

Stavanger, implementing the decision to use this squadron in

support of Bomber Command's effort against enemy air bases

at Stavanger, Fornebu, Aalborg and Rye, to reduce to a
minimum air opposition during the allied withdrawal from

Central Norway/,
with Bomber Command.

The task was planned in close co-operation
Instructions were issued to the squadr

A.M.

Signal
X 208 28/4

Coastal Command

Operational
Instruction

No. 15 C.C.
file

S.7OIO/18/3
Enel. 61A

on

to move to Lossiemouth, whence ten aircraft were to attack

Stavanger airfield between 2200 and 2300 hours on 30th April-
and on subsequent nights as ordered.

The attack was cancelled for that night as the squadron
was weather-bound at North Coates,

twelve Beauforts too]; off in the morning for Lossieuiouth,
Later on the samie day Coastal Corrimand was instructed that

No. 22 Squadron was to return to North Coates forthvdth and

the aircraft returned to base Tfithout malcing the planned attack.

On the following day

A.M,

Signal
X 478 1/5

In assessing the value of these attacks on Stavanger
airfield, it must be borne in mind that the main responsibility
for this task at the most critical period had fallen on
BoiAber Command,

from the commencement of the Norwegian caiiipaign and was

continually sti-essed by the C.-in-C., Home Fleet and by the
allied commanders in Norwa3''.
ing their efl'ort for the expected German attack in the '/Vest but

permission was eventually given to attack the Norvregian air

fields on the understanding that this task was to cease as soon

as the invasion of France and the Low Countries began.

The urgenej’- of the operation was apparent

Bomber Command had been conserv-

"A review of

the Campaign
in Norway"

It was realised that Coastal Command, in view of the
pressing requirements for reconnaissance, anti-U-boat patrols
and convoy duties, could onM/ make a very limited number of

aircraft available for a task hitherto foreign to the functions
the Command had been expected to perform but which became the
forerunner of later bombing attacks on the so called "fringe"
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targets,

completion of the evacuation at Aandelsnes, Molde and Nainsos,
23 aircraft of Coastal Command took off to bomb Stavanger
airfield, of vAiich number 13 dropped a total of 6-500 lb.
S.A.P., 31-250 lb. G.P. and a number of 20 lb. incendiary
bambs.

Prom the beginning of the campaign until the

Five aircraft were lost and others damaged.

After the effort against the Norwegian airfields during
the wi.thdra'wal of Allied troops from central Norway, Bomber
Coimmand attacks vrere made on a small scale only and finally
ceased ivlth the Ceman invasiozi of the Low Countries wiien all

Bomber Command aircraft were required for operations in the
West.

Coastal Command thus took the full weight of attacking
land targets in Norway, partly in support of our forces still
in the Narvik area, partly/ to reduce enemy air attacks on our
East Coast shipping and partly to provide targets for the

aircrews. Tlae effort was, hov/ever, on such a small scale

that it is unlilcely to have affected enemy operations. Large
concentrations of aircraft were reported by Coastal Command

reconnaissaj^ce aircraft on both Stavanger and TrondheivxvA/'aemes
airfields ("I
I/Iayv2).

and attacks were made on five occasions during

No. 18 Grp.
Ivlay Narrative

Oil Targets
a

Attacks on oil targets In Norway were not pairt of the
operational policy of Coastal Command. An attack on two

large oil storage tanks near Bergen by three Hudsons of Coastal
Gormiand on 22nd ApriJ. - no hits were scored - was followed by
instructions from Air Ministry that attacks on oil tanks in
Norway should not be made at present as the policy in regard
to these targets vras still under consideration and that, in
any case, "it is not desired to risk valuable general recon
naissance aircraft on targets of this nat-ure". Thus, although
during May single a1-rcraft of Coastal Coimmand did in fact

attack oil targets in Norway, it was in accordance with the
policy of allovd.ng captains of aircraft engaged on weather
flights and general reconnaissance duties over Norway to select
objectives for attack, provided cloud cover was available and
the aircraft was not uinduly risked. On 13th May for example
a single Hudson of 233 Squadron sent off to locate enemy
M,T.B.s observed a large vessel fuelling from one of a group
of oil tanks. The captain decided that this was a better

o far failed to locate

100 lb. A.S.

neo-rfey

target than the M.T.B.s, which,he .ha^s
and made two bombing runs Es seye:
bombs and tlmee incendiaries into the sea

A.M.

Signal
XI59 27A

No. 18 Gp,
O.R.B.

Narrative

13.5.40

p.146

(1) 12th May sixty aircraft reported on Stavanger airfield,
19th May two hundred aircraft reported on Trondhelm/Vaemes airfield.
Night of 16/17th May three of the six Hudsons which took off, claimed to
have bombed Stavanger airfield.
19th May nine Hudsons and one Blenheim night raid on Trondheim/Vaernes
aerodrome.

20th May two Blenheims dropped incendiaries on Stavanger airfield,
21st May two Hudsons bombed Stavanger airfield at random through cloud.
27th May Machine-gun attaclt on Stavanger airfield by one Blaiheim.
A further attack by a Hudson on oil tanks near Bergen took place on 17th May.
Similar attacks by Blenheims took place on 27th May and 31st May,
18 Op. O.R.B. Narrative for those dates, pages 185, 283 and 3S5 respectively.

Reference

12)

(3)
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Despite the discouragement of attacks on oil targets by
the Air Ministry, there does not seem to be any doubt that

the Admiralty held the view that every drop of oil fuel had

to be carried to Norway by sea and that it was most desirable

to destroy both existing stocks and tankage,
and lCtIi May Fleet Air .Arm Skuas, for #iich Coastal Command
Blenheims provided high level fighter escort over the target
and on the return journeys
■wi-th some success.

On 9-fch, 11th

attacked oil tanks near Bergen
An interesting note on these attacks is

No. 18 Gp.
O.R.B.
Narrative

pages 88,
117 & 179

contained in a summary of the conclusions reached at a
V.G.A.S, Conference on 17’fch May, when "the D.C.A.S. agreed to
spealc to Admiral Royle with a view to discouraging further
attacks on land objectives in South Norway by the Fleet Air
Arm". The reasons for this decision are not given, although,
whether as a result of this or not, no further attacks of this
nattire were carried out by Fleet Air Arm Skuas after l6th May.

(xiii) Operation "Duck

This was the first of two small naval operations in the
Noiwregian area for which Coastal Command aircraft provided
long range fighter aircraft.
They are both of interest as illustrating the difficulties
met in carr3n.iig out this type of duty.

The second vras operation "Rake".

Operation "Duck was the bombardinent of Stavanger
airfield bj'- H.M.S. Suffolk during the early morning of
,17th April in support of our policy of daiaaging the airfields
available to the enemj,^ as much as possible in order to reduce
his air effort.

The Suffolk was to fly off both her Nalrus aircraft
One Coastal GoniiiandCC. file

s. 7010/18/2
to act as spotters for the bombardaent.
Hudson Tidth a naval officer observer and a naval, telegraphist
?iTas to standb.7 as third spotter if needed and  a further
Hudson \ms sent as escort. Be.yond dropping a flare over
the centre of the airfield and being fired upon by the anti
aircraft guns of the Suffolk, these tyro Hudsons served no
useful purpose neither were the 'ffalrus aircraft able to
fulfil the criuser's needs for spotting.

.Admty.
Battle Surmary
N0.I7 Section 28

.-U-'rangements for long range fighter escort from first
daylight for the return of H.M.S, Suffolk had been caticelled
at the last minute as the Admiralty had ordered the Suffolk
to steain North after completion of the bombardment to search
for a force of enernjr destro.yers which was suspected of
carrying troops for a landing near Aandalsnes.' Fresh orders
Avere given but the ^ talce-off of the first flight of Blenheims
before dawn on 17tli April Y/'as delayed by bad weather at base.
l^feaiTwhile Suffolk ̂  after being attacked by German aircraft
as she steamed up the coast, had steamed west before turning
north again. No signals giving her course, position or
speed vrere received by Coastal Command until 0940 hours,
although a signal giving her intentions had been despatched
by the cruiser at 0720 hours. The first flight of Blenheims
returned to base after searching fruitlessly for the naval
force in conditions of very bad visibility and hampered by
ignorance of her exact position.

Form green
CC/Gb/1 6/4

Adrnty. CB
3081 (10)
para.63

No. 18 Gp.
O.R.B.
Narrative
17.4.40
p.206/7

(1) On 12-ai May Coastal Command Blenlieims escorted Fleet Air
Arm Skuas attacking shipping in Bergen harbovu.
of fifteen sorties ^was flown during these four days
this duty:
Bergen.

A tota
on

one Blenhiem v/as shot dovm by A.A. fire over

l
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Contact was eventually made by two Hudsons at 1315
Weather and visibility had improved considerablyhours,

and, after being fired upon by the Suffolk - a pardonable
mistake as a number of enemy aircraft v/ere in the vicinity -
the Hudsons drove off tvro Do.215*

A little over an hour after the Hudsons had located the

force, tirree Fleet Air Arm Skuas arrived, having been
despatched b3' the C- in-C., Home Fleet in response to the

SulYolk* s signal that she vms without air escort and being
attacked by enemy aircraft,
badlji" damaged bj’' a direct hit from a he aw bomb.

A further three Hudsons arrived to relieve the first

two and escorted the force until 2030 hours by v/hich time it

Tiras four miles north of Fair Isle, between the Oricneys and
Shetlands.

Bj'- this time, she had been

CC.NLOs Log
17.4.40

CB308l(l0)
Para.63

It is interesting to note that at 1119 hours the C-in-C.
Home Fleet ordered all available Skuas to the Assistance of

the Suffolk, leaving his ovm force writhout air protection.
Shortly afterwards an enemy shadowing aircraft arrived and

at 1130 a request for fighter protection was made to Coastal
Command,

was sent as escort.
As no fighter aircraft were available a Sunderland

CC.NLO’s Log
17.4.40

The difficulty experienced by the fighter escort in
locating naval forces - and to a lesser extent, merchant
convoys - is not an isolated example but recurs constantly
dirring this stage of the war.
friendly aircraft Yj^re fired upon by our own sea forces
presented another problem,
as friendl}’- remahied with the aircraft but the difficulty
presented to sea forces of recognising aircraft at a distance

as friendly or enemj'- and the necessity for engaging it before

it approached closely enough for visual identification,
frequently led to offensive action being talcen before recogni
tion signals established the identity of an approaching
aircraft.

The frequency v/ith which

The onus of identifying itself

(xiv) Operation "Rake

"Ralce" was an offensive patrol by three French destroyers
into the Skagerralc during the night of 23/24 April.
23rd April one Hudson of No. 224 Squadron was detailed to

carry out a reconnaissance of Kristiansand(S) to ensure that
no enemy warships v/ere present.
Kristiaiisand this aircraft was intercepted by three Me 110's
Y/hich were seen approaching very rapidly,
examination as possible was made of the harbour through
binoculars and the crew was quite certain that no warships
Y/ere present,

approaching fi-om the direction of Kristiansand.
was very good, there vras no cloud cover at all and the Hudson
turned for home followed by the seven enemy aircraft, vdiich

eventually broke off the chase.

Escort was provided for the destro3''ers on their outward
journej'' until 1300 hours by three Hudsons of No. 220 Squadron.
A second Hudson flight intended to provide escort until
2000 hours failed to locate the force in spite of  a search

over a wide area.

Qi

Vfhen about 10 miles from

As thorough an

At this point four Me 109’s were seen
Visibility

No. 18 Gp.
O.R.B. Narrative

23.4.40

pp 279/280

No. 18 Gp.
O.R.B, Narrative

23.4. ̂1^0
pp. 281/2
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The tliree French destroyers carried out their sye^p under

cover of darkness, damaging one enemj^ arrned trawler
first escort of three Hudson aircraft detailed to accompany

the destro3rers on their return journey fran O5OO until 1100

hours on 2i|--’ch April was cancelled as tvro of the three aircraft
were unserviceable,

contacted three destro3''ers at 0bA5 hours and escorted them for

one hour vdien the}?- were attacked b3'' Me 109's.
vrere lost,

at 0900 houirs by tvro Me. 109s which made twelve attacks
lasting twenty-three minutes,
members of the crew vrouuided.

safely.

The

The second escort of three Hudsons

Two Hudsons

A third escort of three Hudsons was intercepted

Two Hudsons were hit and tvro

All three aircraft returned

A.M, D.O.N.C.

form 540
24.4.40

C.C. Naval

Staff log
24.4.40

111 the meantime the leader of the French force,
L*Indoinptable, had requested air assistance.

Confusion now arose in the control room at Coastal

Command when it vra.s assumed that the three destro3/ers which

the second escort had located were in fact three enemy
destro3rers, possibl3>' the same tliree reported by Bomber Command

aircraft in the Heligoland Bight, at 0100 hours that morning.
Furthermore the position of the French destroyers did not

coincide with the position of the tliree destroyers reported
by the surviving aircraft of the second escort.
Admiralt3'- therefore instructed the French force to alter

course and search for the enemy,
cleared up until 50 minutes later when further signals from

Rake disclosed the fact that they had seen tv/o aircraft of

the second escort shot down at 0800 hours in a position
differing from that given by the aircraft by I50 miles,
other words the enemy destroyer force did not exist and Rake

was ordered to return to Ros.yth.

The

This situation was not

In

The destro3''ers were boiiibed tvifice diu-ing the afternoon

but reached base ¥/ithout damage,

(xv) The "demonstration" flights over Aandalsiies

Combined Area

H.Q. Rosyth
form green
ro/gi 9/22/4
No. 18 Gp.
OJbB. Narrative

23/4/40

On 23rd April the first of two "demonstration" flights by
a Hudson Battle flight over Aandalsnes Viras carried out to

give moral support to our ground forces dn that area, who

had suffered Intense and accuu'ate boiiibing from enemy aircraft.

These flights had been requested by the C-in-C., Home Fleet
and instructions 'were to fly direct to the objective and

give as "lengtli3r and effective demonstration as petrol
endurance permitted",
in prolonged or intensive fighting.

It was not the intention to engage

The first Hudson Battle flight took off early on
23rd April but returned early having failed to reach their
objective owing to cloud on the hills and down to the ground
dn the valleys. On. the afternoon of the same day  a Battle
Plight of three Hudsons of No. 224 Squadron reached Rornsdals
fjord and made their way up the fjord in line astern at
1,000 ft,
cruiser Curacoa. was sighted and inmediately opened fire
with two rounds ahead of the leading aircraft. Recognition
signals wrere made and the cruiser ceased fire. But the

damage Y^■as done. An over-enthusiastic party of MardLiies
wdiich had been established ashore with a pom-pom gun opened fire.

On turning a corner in the fjord, the A.A,No. 18 Gp.
O.R.E. 'Narrative
23/4/40
p.279

(1) This was VP702 (ex.Merael) - tons.
Ref. German records - Pg/S2476.
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The two rear aircraft broke a.wa.j to the right and left,
leading aircraft v/as hit in the starboard engine, tail wheel
and starboard wheel, and the petrol tanks were punctured.
This aircraft at once climbed out of the fjord and set course
for home, meeting the second aircraft which was undamaged
and making a good landing in spite of the damage received.
The third aircraft crashed in the fjord and one member of the
crew vas killed, the remainder being picked up by H.M.S.
Guranpa.

The

No. 18 Gp. No blame was officially attached to any of the piarties
O.R,B_, Narrative concerned in this incident and  a further and more successful

demonstration flight Avas carried otit on the following day.

(>^i) Tlie Blenlieim fighter patrols over Aandalsnes

2W4O
P.288

A.M. .D.O.N.C.

Branch Polder

N.42 (lIK/36/

On 19th April, H.Q. Coastal Coiranand was instructed by
Air Ministry to MoAre No. 254 Squadron from Bircham Newt
to Hatston, a Royal Naval Air Station in the Orkneys. ("I
A small detaciiment of the squadron which had been operating
from Lossiemouth since l6tla April was withdrawn and by
23rd April the first four aircraft had arrived at Hatston, the
remaining aircraft, which had been delayed as self sealing
leetrol tanlcs were being fitted, being ordered to follow by
27th April when a total of nineteen aircraft and sixteen
crews was to be available.

>n

42)

On 25 April the first offensive patrols, as distinct from
demonstration" patrols by Hudson aircraft on the tvroCG form

green

GC/Giy25/4

the

previous days, were flown over Aandalsnes by two sections of
Blenheim fighters from Hatston.
eneiTiy boctibers attacking our ground forces,
shot dom into the sea.

The object was to engage
One He. Ill was

Pressing requests for air support by home based aircraft
were continually made as no air cover beyond that provided by
carrier based aircraft over the bases, was available for our
ground forces.

Admiral Wells* proposal to Avithdraw his carrier force from
operations for three days and air support by long range
Blenheims became more urgent than ever for 29 and 30 April
and 1 J/Eay.

On 28 April, C-in-C. Home Fleet approved

Further operations of this type Avere accordingly'- made on

these tliree days, five enemy aircraft being attacked without
decisive results.

(1) This was in accordance with an agreement reached on
1 April betTreen the Adniiralty and Air Ministry, under
which this squadron was to move to Hatston to aid in the

defence of Scapa Plow when the two P.A.A. squadrons there
were embarked,

ments over Norvfay, not talcen into account vfhen the agree'
ment Avas made, the A.0.C.-in~C, objected to the mo-ve,
chiefly on the grounds that a valuable squadron would be

taken up for local defence and convoy escort,
however Avish to mo-ve the squadron to Suiiib-urgh in the

Shetlands for operations over Norway as soon as it was

fully trained and operational,

eventually moved to Sumburgh on I5 May, after a stay of

roughly three weeks at Hatston.
(D.O.N.C. Branch folder N42).

In view of the Coastal Command con-imit-

He did

In fact, the squadron
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The possibility that Setnesinoen airfield near Aanadalsnes
could be used for refuelling these long nose Blenheims patrol

ling the area was seriously considered, when it was decided

that no firrther fighter squadrons were to be sent to Central

Norway. The R.A.P. party in central Norway were given
instructions on 29 April to prepare to refuel at least one

flight of Blenheim IVs and arrangements were made by Coastal

Coiimand to fly a refuelling trough to Aandalsnes. However,
Setnesmoen was borabed on 29 April and the first Blenheim patrol
over Aandalsnes on 30 April reported the airfield as unsuit

able for Blenheim aircraft. Delivery of the refuelling t-rou^h
■famjgb v/as cancelled and the R.A.P. party in Central Norway
was ordered to return forthwith to U.K.

A.M. Signal
X2?9 29/4
and X280
29/4

No. -18 Gp-.
ORB Narrative

30/2^40

These patrols had some importance in view of the scale of
enemy air attack on our bases in Norway, in reducing the
intensity and accuracj^ of enemy bombing, and supplemented the
attacks by Bomber and Coastal Commands on the airfields in
Norv/ay and Denmark from which the enemy aircraft were
operating. Apart from other damage and casualties inflicted
by the enemy bonibing effort, it was feared that unopposed
bombing might result in damage to the quay at Aandalsnes and
the failure of the plan for withdrawal. Actually the quay
remained intact for the evacuation, a fact which vitally
assisted the success with vdiich the embarkation of troops
¥\ras carried out.

Signal
2359/29/4
fram Brig.
Hogg at
Aandalsnes

Admty.
CB. 3081 (10)
Battle Summary
number 1?

(xvii) The Y/lthdraw'’al from Central Norway (30 April until
3 May).

At a V.C.A.S. Conference on 28th April, it vras decided
that the planned evacuation of allied forces from Central
Norway should be covered by Blenheim fighters and that the
effort of Coastal Caumand was to be conserved in preparation
for the impending operations.

On 29th April, the part to be played by Coastal Cannand
in the evacuation was discussed at an Air Ministry conference
of the Commanders-in-Chief when it was decided that this

Command was to undertake provision of fighter support for the
transports and over the evacuation area; to provide, in
conjunction with Fighter Command, an^r further action necessary
for the protection of convoys in the vicinity of the Shetlands
and Orkneys bj/' Gladiators at Sumburgh and Hujrricanes at Wick;
and to co-ordinate the Beaufort effort with Bomber Command.

A.M. Signal
X29^ 29/4

The only evacuation anea Y/ithin range of home-based
fighter aircraft was Aandalsnes; carrier-based fighters of
the Fleet Aii’ Arm vrere to provide protection over Namsos,
although the task of escorting the transports after they had
left the Norwegian coast remained with Coastal Command,
escort for the convoy from Namsos could not be provided in
the initial stages by Hudsons, it wa.s proposed that a
Sunderland flying boat should escort this convoy until it
came within range of the turretted Hudsons.

AsC.C. file
S7OIO/18/5
Enel. 7A

Details of the aircraft available for the task of fighter
escort shoTired that the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command, had at
his disposal four sections of long range Blenheims (tYrelve
aircraft), four Battle Flights of turretted Hudsons (tvrelTC
aircraft), and the Gladiator fighter flight at Sumburgh, which
was only available for short I'^ange work,
stances, these forces vrere inadequate for the call likelj'' to
be made upon them,
fighter escort over and in the vicinity of Aandalsnes for four
hours, as the endurance of the Blenheims only permitted one

SECRET

Under bxij circum-

It vrould only be possible to provide

C.C. file

S7OIO/18/5
End, 3A,
B and C
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It Tiras th^is a question of choosing
To judge from experience,

hour over the target,
the most profitable four hours,
unless anv eneigy reconnaissance aircraft sighted our
preparations on the evening before the first day of the

withdraY/al, German bombers Tv'ere not to be expected before

0800 hours and our Blenlieiim patrols were arranged accordingly''.
Fighter patrols would have to commence at da'vvn on the second

day.

Three pa-trols each of tlmee Blenheims were ordered from

0600 to 0900 hours on 1st May, each patrol remaining one hour
over the target. As soon as the tra'iisports were clear of

the coast, the fighter escort was to continue astern of the

convoy. Tliree Hudson Battle flights, each of three aircraft,
were to continue the task from 0900 to 1300 hours and

subsequent reliefs \Yere to be detailed later,
patrols were also to be detailed later.

Anti-U boat

C.C. file

S.7OIO/I8/5
Encl.lOA

C.C. signal
AP/129
30A

Two flights of Blenheims totalling five aircraft patrolled
the Aandalsnes area and tliree Battle Flights of Hudsons were

held at readliess at .lick,

late afternoon and despite a vride search failed to locate the
Four cruisersU )

Only^ one of these took off in the

convoy which did not, in fact, exist as such,
and their destro;''er escort had embarked all the troops to be

talcen off that night and sailed independently as embarkation
was completed, no opposition being experienced beyond a few

bombs as they were leaving the fjord.

Admtj''.
CB. 3081 (10)
Battle Summary,
No. 17

iinti-U boat escort was supplied during the afternoon and

evening by one Sunderland.

Coastal Command support for the second day of the T/ith-
drawal from Aandalsnes, 2nd May, was detailed in the follo'wing

Two flights of Hudsons were to patrol the Aandalsnesmai'iner.

C.C. signal
A.P.I32

1/5 anended
by A.P.I33 and Molde area from O4OO until O65O hours, thi'ee Blenheim

flights were to relieve the Hvidsons from OJOO until 1120 hours
and further escorts were to be ordered by No. I8 Group,
object of the patrols was laid do'wn as the protection of the

naval force from air attack and fighter escorts were v/arned

that they vfere not in any circucnstances to allow themselves to
be di'verted from -that role.

The
1/5

No. 18 Group
0. N.B.

Narrative

2.5.40
As on the previous day, the convoyC^) was well scattered,

the vessels having sailed as embarkation was ocmpleted, ■with
the result that the first -tv/o Hvtdson flights failed to locate

Of the three Blenheim flights which relievedthe convoy,No. 18 Group
O.R.B.
Narrative
2.5.40

the Hudsons, the first located and escorted three cruisers and
tliree destroyers, the second failed to find any trace of the
convoy at all and the third found only isolated naval vessels
proceeding independe'ntly.
three flights, each of three Hudsons,
the main force from 1149 until 1730 hours, the third, the
eighth escort of the day for this force, failed to locate

Of the two Sunderlands detailed to provide
anti-U boat escort, the first located the main body of the
convoy and then having been sent to look for H.M.S. Arethusa
reported some distance to the rear and failed to find her,
also failed to re-establish contact v/ith the two Southampton

The second Sunderland retiumed to base

The Blenheims were relieved by
liie first two escorted

the convoy.

class cruisers,

having failed to locate the force.

1 ) H.M. Ships Galatea. Arethusa. Sheffield and Southampton.
2) Tvio cruisers, Birmingham and Manchester, irm A.A. ships,

Calcutta and Auckland and destroyers.
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This second convojr finally reached base without incident,
completing the evacuation of allied troops from the Aaaidalsnes
area.

No Command Operational Instruction was issued for the
T/ithdrav/al from. Namsos as that area ws.s out of effective

range of the long raiige fighter aircraft available. This

force consisted of H.M. ships Devonshire. York and Carlisle.

the French cruiser MontcaLn and tliree French transports,
El d* Jezair. El Kantara and El Mans our. As at Aandalsnes,
the vessels sailed as they vrere loaded. H.M.S. York and
El MansoT-TT vrere ahead and crossed the North Sea independently.
A Sunderland of No. 20!|, squadron sent out on 3rd May to provide
escort to the total force sighted the York at 1554 hours
and then proceeded to escort the Devonshire and the seccnd
party until I814 hours. Number 254 squadron and the Hudson
squadrons at Leuchars and ’.Tick virere released on 3rd May after
their efforts during the last few da.ys, one section of
Blenheim and one’ Hudson Battle flight at '\7ick standing by at
short notice.

No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

Narrative

3.5.40

H.M.S. York and her portion of the convo3r were given
fighter escort on 4th 1/Iay bj' a flight of tliree Hudsons from
1050 until 1430 hours, and by a Hudson acting as navigating
aircraft to three Hurricanes of 13 Group fran I653 until
1804 hoiucs.

aircraft, the first of which failed to find the force.
Anti-U boat escort v/as provided by tvro London

No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

Narrative

V5/4O

The second part of the Narasos convoy consisting of
H.M. ships, Devonshire and Carlisle - the latter an A.A. ship -
the French cruiser MontcaLn. the tvro transports, El Kantara
and El d* Jezair and the destroyer escort, was sighted on
3rd by an eneiiiy reconnaissauice aircraft and bonbed five

Two destroj^ers were sunk.times between 0845 and 1530 hours,
th

Adraty.
CB.308I (10)
Battle Summary
No. 17

e Bison and the Afridi.

C.C. file

S.7OIO/I8/5
Last end.

18 Group
signal
A. 513 5/5

No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

Narrative

4/5/40

C.-in-C., Home Fleet, requested maximum air protection for
the following daj'-, expecting further bombing attacks.
Altogether, eighteen Hudson and Blenheim aircraft took off
this task, thirteen of which located and escorted the force
from early morning until that evening. IThen within fighter
range of Wick, three Hurricanes escorted by a navigating
Hudson of No. 233 squadron were despatched to provide
additional escort but the convoy was not located. Two
Sunderlands provided anti—U boat escort from early morning
until dusk. No further attacks took place and the vessels
eventually reached base on 5th May.

on

(xviii) The Sunderland taxi service

The urgencq.r of the operations in Norwray and the haste
■with which the ex;pedition had been despatched brought
consequence frequent requests to Coastal Command for air
transport to Noiwra,y.

as a

Althouigh these requests were of a high
prioritjr and uinavoidable, it was umfortumate that the
Sunderland fl,ying boat, already fully occupied ■with general
reconnaissance duties and anti-U boat patrols, should have
been the most suitable available aircraft for this task on
accomt of its range and capacity and in ■vievf of the lack of
Imiding facilities, other than for seaplanes and flying boats,
in those parts of Norway held by Allied forces. Apart from
aircraft loaned by No. 15 Group, only one Sunderland Squadron,
one of whose aircraft was lost on operations before the
openiiig of the campaign on S^th April, vra.s available to No. 18
Group until the last week in yipril, when No. 201 Squadron
completed re-arming and mo'ved to Invergordon. Two further
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squadrons, numbers 210 and 228, which completed
four Sunderland squadrons in Coastal Comtnandv'^ T, were
attempting to fulfil all the convoy duties required in the
'ffestem Approaches v/ith a maximum operational serviceability
of tliree aircraft each.

the total of

During the Norwegian campaign a total of thirteen trans
port flights were made carrying personnel and equipment,
Invergorden vfas used as the main base for this task although
a certain number of flights were made from Sullom Voe in the

Two parties of naval personnel and four R.A.P.
airfield reconnaissance ‘parties were carried, the remaining
flights being devoted to Amy officers and other ranks,
majoritjr of the trijps vrere made during April, the first flight
being on 1Ath April to convey an Arm^'" staff officer to
rendezvous with H.M.S. Glasgow lying off Narasos.

On 21st April the C.-in-G., Coastal Command, offered the
A.dmiralty the loan of all available Smderlands to carry stores
and ammunition to Namsos, v/here supxDlies of all nature were
in great demand owing to the hurried depature of the expedition
and the success of the Geman bombing of Namsos,
of thirteen aircraft (three in No. 18 Group and ten in No. 15
Group) was available but nothing further happened in this matter.

The Sunderlands were attacked on three occasions,
15 April, General Carton de Yfiart was flown to rendezvous with
a destroyer off Nansen fjord,
the aircraft was attacked by machine-gun fire but no serious
damage was received. On 27 April the Sunderland flying S/tdr.
Cross, O.C. of Fighter Squadron, to Aandalsnes to inspect
the airfield at Setnesmoens, was banbed after landing beside
a destroyer lying off Molde.
action by taxying on the water but as the engines began to
overheat, the pilot vras forced to take off.
imiiiediateljr attacked, their fire was returned by the Sunderland
and one He. Ill was shot down.

She tlands.

The

A total

On

The destroyer was bombed and

The aircraft took avoiding

Enemy aircraft

No. 18 Group
O.R.B, Narrative

for April

C.C. Naval

Staff log
21.4.40
entry at
25.30 hrs.

No. 18 Group
Narrative

15.4.40

p.182
No, IS Group
Narrative

27.4.40

p. 315 and
C.C. file

S7OIO/18/I
Enel. 20A

CG Pile

S.7OIO/1S/6
On 4 and 5 May, the Cabot and Caribou, the two flying

boats cloartered fx-om Imperial Airwaj'-s, carried R.A.P. airfield
reconnaissance parties to Bode. The Cabot arrived first,
folloYired shortly afteiwTards by the Caribou, who was shadovred
into the ai-ea by an enemy aircraft. At midday on 5‘Hi April,
half an hour after the Caribou had landed, one He. 111 began
the attack. Both aircraft were moored in Bodo harbour. When
the attack commenced Cabot was taxied out of the harbour to

allovif more space for manoeuvring and suffered about ten attacks
by machine-gun fire, i^etuming the enemy's fire as well as
possible. She was hit several tunes and after the attack

ceased, taxied back to the harbour and beached as the pilot
feared that the bilges would be malcing water.

The He. 111 then attacked the in Bodo harbour and

on the second attack inflicted foxu’ casualties and severely
damaged the aircraft,

fire and destro3'-ed whilst at her moorings by a near miss from
a bomb dropped the smne evening.

The Caribou was eventually set cn

The Cabot vras tov/ed to an inconspicuous anchorage during
the night but was found and destroyed by baabs and machine-gixn
fire on the following dajr, 6 klaj".

(1) These four squadrons iiad a total initial establishment
of sixteen aircraft wdth an initial reserve of eight
aircraft.
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(xix) Narvilc

Aircraft of Coastal Command played a very small part in
the Narvik area. Routine anti-submarine patrols, limited
both by the number and the range of available aircraft,
floTO as a second priority commitment for the
troops and supplies to and from the poi’t.
report stating the minimum requirements in men and materials
needed for holding Narvik as a base, did not include
aircraft from Coastal Command.

vrere

vessels carryin

any

g
General Auchinleck's

"A review

of the Campaign
in Norway"
I'. 84

In an appreciation of the situation by the C.-in-C, of
Coastal Caimand on 15 April, given at a tine v^hen it appeared
that our original plan for capturing and holding Narvilc'as a
permanent base vrould be in fact realised, it was stated that
tne problem of anti-U-Boat reconnaissance for convoys to
Narvik would best be met by aircraft based in Norway but
that the only solution possible at the tine was to use the

floating base for a Simderland squadron at
Tliis squadron, together with the squadron already

based in the Shetlands vrould be able to provide adequate air
cover for our convoys. It was also hoped that Blenheim IVs
vroula be based in Norway to provide long range fighter escort
to convoys and to carry out general reconnaissance duties
inland and down the coast,

summary were put into practice.

"Mane la as a

Narvik.

None of the proposals in this

C.C. file

S7010/18/1
End. 12

(xx) The effects of the German occupation of Norway on

Coastal Command

Although Germany had occupied Norway prinarily to
safeguard the supply of Swedish ore tlirough Narvik and to
forestall allied attempts to stop this trade completely,
other advantages vdaich accrued to her directly affected
Coastal Command's operational policy,

at^ the beginning of May v;-hen it was agreed that the
present circunstances entailed a change in the operational '
role of the Command from that laid dov/n at the outbr
war up to and including the inception of scheme 'M'.

The matter came und
review

of

er

C.C. file

S.15087
Enel. 30A
& 31A

It was realised tliat all enemy vessels could now leave

(^rman^or D^ish ports and reach the protection of the
Norwegian Fjords under cover of darkness. Here they could be
safely hiaden and evade detection by such aircraft as could
break through the defences under cloud
difficulties iii the v/ay of effective

The natural

reconnaissance of the
Norwegian coast, already described elsewhere in this
chapter,!.2; were increased by the opposition from enemy
fighters based at Stavanger and Tz'ondheim, which our compara
tively slow reconnaissance aircraft could novr expect to meet

cover.

(l) This nrovided for the following duties
(a) Assistance to the Home Fleet in the inter

ception of enemy vessels escapixig from the
North Sea into the Atlantic,

(b) Co-operation with a/U vessels
organised convoys.
Air searches

escorting org

over ilome Waters, when required.
Provision of an air striking force mainly for
Huty on the East Coast.

{2) See in particular ̂  section /^"Operational

c

d

difficulties encountered 83/ aircrews".
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all along the Norvregian coast and deep out mto the North

,(0 In addition all German shipping, including the
largest naval units, could now use the Indreled,\2; the
coTCred channel up the Norwegian coast protected from the

seaT/ard side by the numerous islands,
this coastal traffic was almost iiapossible without flying

very close to the coast, a dangerous task for the aircraft
available in view of the fighter opposition.

Sea

Air reconnaissance of

A further factor in this connection was that the enemy

could be ejqoected to set up a chain of R.D.P. stations on

the Norwegian and Daiiish coasts, facilitating interception of

our aircraft bj’' fighters.

Inmediate advantages were reaped by the U-boat service,
which now had considerablj'- easier access to the Atlantic and

to our East coast shipping routes. Coastal Command’s
system of anti-U-boat patrols had to be revised,  a subject
dealt with elsevirhere in this volme.

The changed situation brought v/ith it a renevred
appreciation of the need for f\ull flying facilities for the
Command in Iceland.(3)
sance forces operating over the North Sea betvreen Scotland

and Norway, the tendency vms to transfer attention to the
other exit tlirough which enemy raiders had to pass before

reaching the Atlantic - the three channels beti,veen Scotland
and Greenland.

Command that most of the difficulties arising from the

Gterman occupation of Norway could be overcome by the e

ment of three continuous patrols in these channels,
developments in accordance v/ith this suggestion v/ill be

described in a later chapter.

In view of the danger to reconnais

It was the view of the A.O.C.-in-C., Coast

stabl

Th

—

al

ish-C.C. file

s.15087
end. 31A

e

The need for a new type of reconnaissance aircraft in

Coastal Command became more pressing with the establishment
of the German Air Force on aerodrames as far North as

Trondheim.

Hudson v/as required and the success of the Blenheim IPs of

No. 25^k Squadron duxing the Norwegian Campaign demonstrated
the value of such an aircraft both for long range reconnais
sance over areas in which heavy’- enemy opposition was to be

expected and for long range fighter escort to our surface
vessels. It could not be claimed that the Blenheim IV was

an ideal aircraft for this purpose. It was still dependent
on cloud cover for security over enemy territory, and the

requirement put forward by the A,0.C-in-C., Coas-tal Command
for an aircraft capable of carrying out a reconnaissance

A faster and better armed aircraft than the

The radius of action of the -tv^rin-engined German fighter

at this period, the Me. 110, based in Nor-way, covered the

Shetlands, Scotland and a large part of Northern England.
In practice German merchant shipping had used Norwegian
territorial waters from the beginning of the war.
naval units had, ho-vvever, sailed up the North Sea at^a
convenient distance from the Norv/egian coast, not using
territorial waters,

the occupation of Norway.
Previous attempts had been made without success to find

a suitable site for an aerodrctne or seaplane base in the

Major

They continued this practice after

(0

(2)

Logs of
these

vessels

(3)

Faeroes.

YiTick to Faeroes - o‘ne land plane squadron required
Faeroes to Iceland — -two seaplane squadrons required

c) Iceland to Greenland — one land plane Squadron
required.

a

b

(4) (
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successfully in the face of enem^.^ opposition and without

having to rely on suitable weather conditions, viras still far
from being met»

(xxi) Tlie revised scheme of Worth Sea reconnaissance

The changes in the general strategical situation wrhich
resulted at this period from the German success in Norwa3'‘
on the Western Front, naturally led to alterations in the
Coastal Command plan of operations. The first step was the
institution of a revised scheme of North Sea reconnaissance.
Although this followed directlj’' as an effect of events in
Norwa3r on Coastal Coraimand (dealt with in the previous section),
it is treated as a separate heading for convenience.

Up to Ma3'’ 1940 selections from the twenty-two parallel
lettered tracks had been flown dail\'- as a top priority task.
This system, which had been thought out before the war and
was designed to give coverage of a large part of the Worth
Sea, had not proved as successful in intercepting enemy units
as had been hoped. ("I) Doubts had been expressed by the
A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command on the possibility of air
interception of eneiro'- surface vessels proceeding up the
Norwegian Coast, in view of the enem3''*3 use of the cover
afforded by bad weather of poor visibility. The difficulty
of locating naval units in the North Sea under imfavourable
weather conditions is amply illustrated alone from events
in the Norvregian campaign.

The Norwegian campaign had shown, moreover, to what
extent additional calls beyond routine duties would be made
upon the Command in the forthcoming campaign in the West, the
opening of which was expected at any time. The opinion was
put forr/ard that the forces required to maintain the present
system of North Sea reconnaissance could be used with advantage
in other directions.

A.M. file

S.48345
end. 78a

CC file

S.15087
end. 30A
& 31A

This question came under review at the beginning of May
The extreme view was taken that, arising from the

establishment of the German Air Force on Norwegian and Danish
airfields, operations of our reconnaissance aircraft over
the North Sea could only be intemittent at best.

1940.

However

the A.O.C.-in-C. refused to accept this view and maintained
that recomaissance had previously been carried out in the
North Sea by Hudsons as far as Sylt,
fighter", and that there was no reason why this should not
continue provided every advantage was talcen of favourable
weather conditions. "I maintain however, that, given suitable
weathep (clouds ■ etc), we should be able to examine the
Norwegian coast carefully, and all the fjords, as our Hudson
aircraft are good cloud flying aircraft and should be quite
immune froui attack Linder these conditions".

tr
the home of the German

"TflOiat I have in

CC file

S.15087
Unnumbered

enclosure

dated 7-5«40 mind is that we must keep under observation the Norwegian
fjords v/hen weather permits; also the west coast of Denmark

(l) On three occasions in November 1939, enem3'- major units
had successfully passed through the North Sea, without
using Norwegian Territorial waters without detection by
allied forces (return of the Deutschland from her cruise,
the brealc out and return of the Schamhorst and Gneisenau).
The Norwegian campaign provides further examples of this’
abilit3/ on the part of the enem3'' 'to traverse the North
Sea without interference.
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I think by soand the vrest and northern coasts of Germany,
doing vre can get a very good idea of ¥/hat is actually happen
ing there".

Thus the routine flying of the lettered tracks was
discontinued as a daily task, flights of this nature only
being made for special tasks and to locate enemy shipping
of importance wiiich had already been reported by other sources.
To conserve the available aircraft resources and to ensure

that full advantage was taken of siiitable weather conditions5
a daily weather flight by single aircraft was ordered in three

areas off the Norwegian md Dutch Coasts and in the southern

half of the North Sea,(0 the exact position of the flight
These sorties were to be madebeing varied from day to day.Forms

Green as early ii the day as possible, consistent with the best

tine for malcing weather observations,
cover vra.s available, reconnaissance aircraft were then sent

out over the Norwegiaii coast, the Heligoland Bight and off the

east coast of Denmark to report enemy shipping movements. (2)

If sufficient cloud8/5
RO/GI8/9/5

In addition to eneii;y warships all enemy merchant vessels

wrere to be reported immediately, a departure from the previous
practice of reporting merchant shipping on the return journey.

Two Battle Plights were to be held in read^esg^at Leuchars
and Thomaby to attack any reported targets®'^^^ «.ircraft from
Nos. 22 and 815 squadrons formed the main striking force.

In response to an Admiralty’' request for air support
against enemy small surface craft attacking our submarines
in the Skagerrak area, one section of BlenhehTis was to sweep
into the Skagerrak "whenever it would appear to be of real

advantage to our naval forces".

To cover the possibility that protracted spells of clear

weather would prevent reconnaissance, a section of Blenheiius

was to be used in areas virhere reconnaissance by single air

craft had been irapracticable for sane time.

It is clear that, under this new system of reconnaissance
with its reliance on favourable vreather conditions, regular
coverage of the North Sea viras not attained.
section dealing with the breakout of the tvro enemy

The following

(1) The three areas for the weather flights were as follows:-
(a) Prom 61 degrees North to 59 degrees North off the
Norwegian Coast. Flown by aircraft from Leuchars.
(b) Prom 58 degrees North to 5^ degrees North at approx
imately 06 degrees East. Plovm by aircraft from
Thomaby.
(c) Prom 55 degrees North to 53 degrees 30 minutes North
at approximately 05 degrees East,
frail Bircham Newton.

Area A, the Nori/vegian Coast and inlets from Lister to 62
degrees North, was flovm by tliree aircraft fraii Leuchars,
each of which v\ras allotted a sejiarate section of the
coast,

of the inlets,
coast.

A.rea B, from 57 degrees North to Horns Reef at the
approximate meridian of 07 degrees 30 minutes East was

flown, by a single aircraft from Thomaby.
Area C, the Heligoland Bight including the estuaries of

the Ems, Jade and Elbe was flown by a single aircraft
from Bircham Newton.

Flown by aircraft
See Iv'Iap V.

If vreather conditions prevented reconnaissance
ovro aircraft only were to sweep along the

See Map V.

(2)
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battlecruisers will effectively demonstrate the ineffectiveness
of the system to intercept enemy naval forces,
much a matter of doubt, hovrever, v/hether this task could have

been performed more efficiently vhLth the quantity and types of
aircraft available to Coastal Command at this period.

It is very

Form Green

R0/G12/12/5
It frequently happened that aircraft on the early v/eather

It was officiallyflights found suitable targets for attack,
emphasised that the primary object of these flights was to

obtain meteorological information, but permission to attack

was given if cloud conditions provided adequate cover and the

Offensive patrolsaircraft v/as not placed 5ji eaijr danger,
by a section of Blenheims from Sumbm-'gh over the Norwegian
Coastal areas from latitude o2 degi’ees North as far south

as endurance permitted, attacked v/hatever targets wer

oil tanics, airfields, shipping and even a ViT/T station
well as carrying out special reconnaissance over the more

dangerous areas, particularlj’" the airfields. (2

^ ̂ ound-as

It is of interest to note that No. 16 Group canbined the
vreather repoi-ting and reconnaissance futictions of their patrol
in. the Heligoland Bight (Area. C) and converted the flight into
a routine, patrol.(3)

(xxii) The Gnej.sqnau - Scharnhorst episode j June -

27 July'

At 0800 hours German suuxmer time on 4 June, the tvTO
German battle cruisers, the Hipper and an escort of four

destroj^ers left Kiel with orders to make a surprise penetration
of the iind and Vaags fjords and destroy enemy warships and
concentrations found there,

time that the allies were planning to evacuate Nor^vay
completely, this German force was not intended to iiterfere
v/ith convoys to and from Narvil<.
vras the protection of German army shipping routes from

Trondheim to Northern Norwa3'- against attack by allied surface
vessels.

As it T\ras not realised at this

An additional task

NID24Ai 2/45

NID24/X12/45

Time outv/ard journey was made Vifithout incident,(S) the
onljr period during v/hich interception by British reconnaissance

aircraft was to be feared beiig on 5 June. No Coastal

(1) On 3rd Juie (18 Group June Narrative P.29)
(2) For example, on 19th May a section of Blenheims flew a reconnaissance of the

Trondlieiffi area to report activity on'vaemes airfield and to locate Inter
mediate landing grounds between TrondriDlrii and 62 degrees Nortli. On 27th May
two sections of Blenheims flew sorties over Stavanger airfield and over the
Voss area to locate ne'w airfields reported under construction,

(3) Code name TWINKLE, changed to Emms on l4th Majr. Base to 5440N x 0500E -
535ON X 08OOE along the German and, Dutch Islands to 5300W x OirOOE and thence
to base. (Forms green CH/G8/9/5 and CH/G17/14/5).

(4) Although this section continues well beyond the finish of the Nonveglan
campaign, It Is dealt with in this chapter for convenience,

(5) The enemy's route v/as as follows, all times being German surimer tlme:-
4th June 2000 hours Kattegat
5th June 1100 hours off Hanstholra

1600 hours 42 miles off Llndesnes. Clear slcj" and sun tliroughout
the day with some cloud by the evening. Fog lasting one hour
late In the evening,
2025 hours 29 miles off Utsire
2330 hours approx, 80 miles off Bergen

6th June 0400 hours approx, 60 miles off Stadtlandet
1630 hours approx, 350 miles off Bodo
2000 hours refuelling from Dltlimarschen began in approximate posi
tion 6740H X 0310E.
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Cornmand sorties were flovm in areas lilcely to yield sightings
of the enemy force, (1; The absence of our reconnaissance
Y/as duly noted by the enemy and the 'Cause assumed to be the
fog whicli was moving from West to East,

After refuelling from the tanker Dlthaarsohen. a eonferenoe
v.as held hy Admiral Marsohall in the on 7 J'une* 1!arly
that morning hie reoamaissassoe floe reported teo
eseorted ships soma 120 miles to the south. It me deoided to

snc^ up these easy viotims before proceeding for the Taags fjord
These ships were sifted on the morning of 8 jTune and the

liner Orama. taidcer Oil Picmeer and the A/S trawler Juniper were
eunk. The Hieper and the four esoorting destroyors were then
detached to Trondheim. Turning north for Vaaga fjord the two
heavy ships then sighted, engaged and sank H.lf.S, CMorloyt and
her attendant destroyers Ardent and Aeasts in position 6o^ x

at about 1730 hours* During the notion the Schamhorst
waa hit by one of the destroyers* torped.^es and both battle*

cruisers then set course for Trondheim, their nearest port (2)
vhsxw they arrived in the afternoon of 9 June* Soe Appendix XX
for a full account of the irtiole episode*

'Tbe'Tirst news of tlie“presence of enemy'capital^ixps ‘in''

the North Sea, as far as H,Q,, Coastal Camnand T/as concerned,
was in the form of a report i-eceived during the morning of

9th Jixne, that a troopsiiip had been attacked. The nev/s of
the probable loss of the Clorioi.is vYas received  a little later>

Gonfirciaation of all reports being provided by a Germ^
communique broadcast that afternoon, ■See XX«

area*

Hipper* s log

NID22t/X12A5

H.Q C.C.• »

Naval Staff log

As Coastal Command lias not been officially informed tiiat
Narvik v/as being evacuated, no air escort had heen provided
for the returning convoys, w) It was vrith some m'gcncy
therefore that, on receipt of the ne\/s of the reported attack
on the troopship, tYYO Sunderl,ands lYcre oi'-dei'ed to taice off as
soon as the fog lifted, to seax’di the area around the tiiree
most southern,;}- com'-oys, VYhich totalled fifteen merchant ships
escorted by destroyers and tra\Ylers. It was indeed forttuiaie
that the German naval force VYas unavYare of the presence of
these relativel^Y defenceless vessels in time to follou'- up the
successes of 8tli June, Further Coastal Coianand aircraft
took off later that afternoon, to intercept any attempt by the
enemy to retiarn to base(^!-). No sightings VYere made - indeed
the enemy sliips had ai-rived in Troncliieii-i before our aircraft
took off. Arrangements YYere made for a striking force
composed of Beaviforts, SvYordfisii and Albacores from Nos, 42,
812 and 826 squadrons to stand by at Bixdiaia Neivton,

18 Gp, June
Narrative P.87

See also
A.O.C.-in-C.'s
memo no. 7-4 C.C,
file 3.15087
Enel. 324

16 Gp. June
Narrative pp.18
and 19

18 Gp, June
Narrative pp.34
and 86, —

(1) Hudson B/220 flew the met. recce, in area a from 0210 until OoOO hours,
Hudson K/269 flew a reconnaissance of ti’e Morweglan Coast from 60 deerees
k5 seconds N to 59 degrees 20 seconds N, reporting sufficient liaze to conceal
siilpplng, Tliree Blenheims of number 25k squadron returned early from a
reconnaissance of the Norwegiai coast from StadUandet southwards owing to
bad weather,

(2) They were unaware that tlie allies had in fact evacuated Nar\'-ik imtll after
their arrival In Trondheim

(3) From the time when It was first suggested that Kaiwi:; might be evacuated
until the completion and arrival of the forces in tiie United Kingdom, the
Whole iratter was dealt with In an atmosphere.of the utmost secrecy. The
A.O.C, In C, Coastal Cominaiid, personally had been Informed unofficially
by telephone of tlie decision by the Supreme War Council to evacuate Nai’vik
but no request for air co-operation v;as made from any sources neither was
the Coastal Command Staff aware of the operation. Regarding air co-opera
tion required by Haval forces in Home watei's, It had been laid down before
tlie war. In C.I.D. 1/425 B, teat all siicli requests were to be made by tlie
Admiralty or Haval C, in C. concenied direct to the A.O.C. in C, Coastal
Cominand, Reference Parliamentary 'yiestlons, P.'i.550 and 561/bO,

(4) (a) Tracks J to X flown by six Hudsons from Thornaby and Leuchars, the
first aircraft talcing off at 1700 hours,

(b) Area search In the Heligoland Bight (5346N x 0605E - 5i|05'I x 0815E -
5535N XO74® - 5530H x 070OE - 54oai x 0720E) by five Hudsons from
Blrchom Newton talUne; off at l6ij5»

(c) Area search off Horn's Reef (5325»'I x OlOOE  - 534® x 0520E-540CW x 0720E -
553^ X O655E - 5515N X 052OE) by one Hudson taking off from
Blrcham Newton at 2030 hours,

SECRET

18 Gp.
June
Narrative
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Extensive reoonnaissanoe of the Woi^Tegian ports and
anchorages was caji'ried out on 10th June hy aircraft of No,254
squadron, which visited Trondheim, where the enem2.- force was

sij^ted(‘), Itristiansund (k), Moldefjord and AalsuncT, Bergen,

No.18 Gp, June
Narrative

Stavanger and Haugesund,

Shortly after being sighted in Trondheia, the Gneisenau.
Nipper and the four destroyers left again to raid the allied
convoys from Narviic, That same afternoon they were sighted
in position 6435N x 0945E at I4OO hom’s b;r H.IvI.S/m. djf.e
who reported them as one pocket battleslaip and one Hipper
class cruiser. A SunderlaaioL of No.204 squadron took off atNo,18 Gp, June

Narrative 1600 hours and so£irohed an area fifteen miles ea.cli side of the
enemy’s rejiorted track and between the estina.ted positions at
1800 and 2400 hours. No sightings were made (2),

Further reconnaissance of Trondlieim v/as made by No,254

sd^aciron on litli, I2th, 14th and 15th June, the aircraft on
13th vUme being forced to return by engine trouble. On the
first tvro occasions the presence of the Schamliorst and two
cruisers was reported,
Nurnberp: had ari'ived

that the sighting report for that date(4) was not sufficiently
accurate to indicate the arrival of a fvirther Xiiajor naval
unit.

By I4tli June, the six-incii cruiser
f Trondliehav 3).0

and it is to be notedOi

Late tliat same evening the Nuu-nberg again left the

(1) One Nurnberg class cruiser was reported in Skjorn fjord r.t 065O hours,
was presumably one of the escorting destroyers as both the Numberg and
Leipzig were In Iviol at tills time,

Ihe Scharnhorst and either two Hipper class cruisers or one Hipper class
cruiser and one pocket battleship were reported lying off Trondheim town at
0730 hours.

This

18 Gp, June
Narrative and logs
of the German ships
concenied The enemy force actually comprised the two battle cruisers and the

cruiser Kipper with attendant vessels,
(2) The Hipper had sighted the Clyde on the surface and, as it was .".ppreclatod

that~the movements of the German force would be made known to the strong
British naval forces reported by German aerial reconnaissance on the route
being used by the evacuation forces, It was decided to return to Trondheim,
Shortly after being sighted the German force altered course South for two
hours, resumed the original North Westerly course for one hour and then
turned East, sighting the Norwegian coast that same night. The following
morning, 11th June the ships arrived back In Trondheim,

From this brief description of the enemy force It will be understood how
liable to serious error was the method of search employed by the Sunderland,
It was, however, the method generally advocated at that time In opposition to
the alternative of proceeding direct to the position of the original sighting
and carrying out ai’ea search from there. The latter method was eventually
adopted, after some opposition, for hunting U-boats.

(3) Nurnberg left Kiel at 2000 hours German summer time on lOtJi Jlir.O and completed
the journey along the NorTOgian coast on 1212i Amo without being sighted.
Her presence In the North Seawas not known to British forces and no Coastal
Command aircraft were flying patrols to Intercept eneny naval units moving
up from German ports.

She was however sighted by chance and correctly reported as a cruiser
during the last stage of her journey to Trondheim by four Beauforts of number
hZ squadron on their way to bomb Vaernes airfield. This was at 0113 hours
on I3tli June In reported position 6315N x 0722C course 125 degrees. The
assumption was made that she was sailing to Klrstlansund (N) and Uto attempts
were made without success by aircraft of Ho.25h squadron to find this cruiser
between Krlstlansund (N) and Stadtlandet, It would appear from this that
she was thought to be one of the two reported cruisers fran Trondheim,

After refuelling In Trondheim leads, the Nurnberg finally anchored In
Trondheim roads late on 15Ui Arne,

(4) The Scharnhorst and tliree destroyers lying off Trondheim town and one
vessel two miles outside the harbour thought to be an A.A, cruiser.

Logs of Gneisenau
and HIpper

Numb erg's log

18 Gp, June
Namative

Numberg's log
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harboiirC )
squadron reported the Schaiu'xliorst and one crui-ser in Trondlieim
on 15til June,

and ivas thus not present when a Bleiilieim of No.254-

The fii'st attack on this force was made on 11th Juno by
twelve aircraft of No.269 squadron dropping 36 - 250 lb.
S.A.P, bombs in formation,

cruisers (2), no damage lyas in fact inflicted, althougli
one stick fell cj.ose between the Hip-^ier and the Gneisenau.
Eour further attacks(3) v/ei’e cancelled or returned without
reaching the objective oiving to bad weather,
was raised at this point over the question of bombing
priorities for Norwegian targets,
deciding beWeen the relative claims of the naval fox-ce at
Ti-’ondheim, a concentration of merchant vessels at Bergen(4)
and Stavanger aerodrome,

to attack Bergen on I2t.h Jione,
ful attack on Trondheim,

Despite claiius of liits on both

Some discussio

It was a auestion of

E^/entualljr tvro attempts wei-e made
the day following the unsucces

No.18 Gp. June
Narrative Logs
of these

vessels

n
H.Q C.G.• >

N.L.O.'s log
Jxme 11th

entries at 1940
and 2100 Irrs.

s-

Although daily i-econnaissance of Trondlieim i-emained a top
prioi'-ity task, ireather conditions prevented an3r success in
this direction until 23.rd June, by whidi date the Scharnhoi''st
had returned to Kiel,Scharnlxoi'^st log

The first news that the enemy naval units had left
Trondheim v/as contained, in a sigiiting report at 2235 hours on
20th June bv H.M.S/Ivi Clyde

in position 6ii43N x 0953E.
of one battlecinxisex' and one pocket

,  The Clx'de hadbattleship^b
No. 18 Gp.
Nari'^ative

J une

obtained one torpedo hit on the battlecimiiser.
Command Sundei-land took off at O5I5 houixs on 21st June to
search without success foi'' this force,
northei-ly of tlree Hudsons searcliing the Noiwregian coast
from 62 degrees North to Lister sighted the SGharnhox'*st and
her escort in position 61 CON x O4I4E and shado’wed the
for an hour after i-'eyox-ting its pi-’esence.
No. 204 squadron i-esighted the vessels at 141.5 and shadowed
very successfully for two hoxu’s, I’emainlng just oxit of I’ange of
the enemy's guns. The captain of the Schaxvi[xoi'*st v/as woi-ried
by this continuous sliadox^ing, x'-equested additional air escoi-'t
and ti*ied without success to dii-ect the escorting figlxters to
the Sxmderland by firing heavy A.A, gxms in the required direc
tion. Ewentxiaily the Scharnixorst * s ovm aircraft was flovra

off v/ith orders to put an end to the sha.dox7ing,
accomplished by firing
of the SixndeiUand to the escorting fightei-'s,
attacked, one was shot down and a second danaged but the

One Coastal

At 1105 the most

force

A Sundei-land of

This it

aaoke candles to indicate the position
Four Me.109s

Log of the
Scliarnhorst

No,18 Gp. June
Narrative

(1)18 Gp. June
Narrative p.157
Numberg's log

Numb erg sailed up the Monveglan coast as far as Narvik, v/here she was
sighted and correctly Identified by a Sunderland of N0.204 Squadron, carrying
out the routine reconnaissance of that harbour on 17th June,

It Is of interest to note that the W/T activity connected v;Ith her
departure led to the assumption on our side that one of the units based at
Trondiieim vrould try to break South. A reconnaissance of the Norwegian
coast from 62 degrees Nortlx to Lister was therefore flown by three Hudsons,
one of which failed to return. Mo sightings were made.

On her return jornmey, the Numb erg records in her log that a British
flying boat was sighted in the afternoon of l8th Jlmc. The aircraft did
not appear to see the cruiser arid the log notes with satisfaction the apparent
effectiveness of the vessel's camouflage. In fact no British flying-boat
was in this area at the time.

According to the sighting report. In fact these vessels were one battle
cruiser and one cruiser.

Planned for davm 15th June and for the nights of i5/16th, l6/l?th and
17/18th June,

Reported by aircraft N/254 on 10th June. Thought to be connected with
German preparations for the expected invasion of this country.
This force comprised the Gneisenau and Hipper escorted by one destroyer.
They left Trondheim during the afternoon of 20th June to attacit the
Northern patrol and act as a distraction for the return of the damaged
Scharnhorst to Kiel. When the Gneisenau was hit later that same night, the
force immediately altered cour-sefor Trondheim, whei'e it arrived the
following morning.

18 Gp, June
Narrative H.Q. C.C.
N.L.0's log

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Logs of these
vessels
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Sunderland was forced to set course for base at 1643 hours
when the engagement finished, as the fuel tanks had been holed.
A second Sunderland sent to continue the shadov/ing was recalled
to base when it v\ras learnt that the Scharnhorst  *s fighter
escort had been increased.

In the meantime a series of gallant but unsuccessful
attacks had been delivered. Following a torpedo attack by
Fleet Air Arm aircraft from Hatston, four Hudsons of Nos. 224
and 233 s.p.adrons made a Mgli level attacl: at 1600 hmrs,
Schamhorst avoiding the falling bombs by altering
This was followed at 1625 hours by a determined attack bj'’
nine Beauforts of No, 42 squadron, in flights of three air
craft, at heights varying from 2000 to 6000 feet, in the face
of intense anti-aircraft and fighter opposition. Despite
the claims made by the six aircraft Tdiich returned, no hits
were registered. One stick dropped by the second flight
straddled the warship, all the bombs falling in the sea,
whilst violent evasive action turned possible hits from other
bombs into near misses. At I650 hours six aircraft of
No, 269 squadron made a high level attack in formation, the
accxiracy of the attack being affected by heavy eind accurate
anti-aircraft fire and fighter opiDOsition,

the

coTirse,

No, 18 Gp,
June Narrative

and log of the
Scharnhorst

Scharnhorst * s Early that evening the Schamhorst entered Stavanger,
where she remained over night. She departed the following
morning, finally arriving at Kiel without further intercep
tion at 2100 hours German simmer time on 22nd June, A
reconnaissance of the Stavanger-Haugesund area which might
have relocated this force, turned back after meeting bad
weather.

log

No, 18 Gp, June
Narrative

Reconnaissance of Trondheim after the departure of the
Sohamhorst until the departure of the remaining force on
25th July was successful on five occasions only, ("I )
accuracy of the sighting reports varied considerably, a point
dealt vdth in more detail later in this section.

On 20th July, having completed tem^jorary repairs, the
Gneisenau left her anchorage of Trondheim bo undergo trials
in the fjord, returning on the following day to anchor at
the east end of the bay. An agent's report that she had
departed either for trirds or to return to Germany was
received by the Admiralty and on 21 st July a Sunderland of
No, 204 squadron was ordered to make a reconnaissance of
Trondiieim, In view of the opposition met by the Blenheim
aircraft of No, 254 squadron and the losses they had sustained
im this task(2;, it was felt at the time that the Sunderland
was not the most suitable aircraft for this task, nor did it
return.

The

Gneisenau's log

No, 18 Gp, July
Narrative

Further precautions were taken following this agent’s
report to intercept an attempt by the battlecnilser to break
out of the North Sea by a crossover patrol to the North Ikst
of the Faeroe Islands,(3) Further, the Smderland caxryxng
out the reconnaissance of Trondheim was to have searched an

(1) 25rd and 29th June; 8tii, 22nd .'ind 2kth JuJy.
(2) 3 Blenheims of No. 254 squadron had been lost on reconnaissance of Trondheim

during this period. "

Beauforts were lost on strikes against the enemy naval force, two Hudsons on
the Coastal reconnaissance of Norway and three Blenheims and three Hudsons
Stavanger - a total of I7 aircraft In this area for the month.

(3) One Sunderland of No, 204 Squadron maintained  a crossover patrol fromi0900
until 1500 hours.on 21st Jul;- in the area 6243 N  x 0700 W - 6500 N x 0200 E -
6500 N X 0800 W - 6200 N X 0800 W (18 Gp. JuJy Narrative).

During Jtme I940 a further three Hudsons and three

over
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area North of the 3lietland Islands(O before returning to base
if the battlecruiser was not in Trondheim,

Logs of these
ships

The damaged Gneisenau finally left Trondheim to return
to Kiel during the afternoon of 25th July, escorted by the
cruiser Nurnberg and four destroyers. The cruiser Hipper
left at the same time, parting compan3'' from the main force at

midnight, on a raiding expedition against ore-carrying traffic
reported between Petsamo and Great Britain(2),
and her escort finally reached Ibiel on 27th July. Her log

recorded that, apart frcm some cloud, visibility was good
during the journey.

The Gneisenau

Her unhindered return was ensured by the British ingorance
of her final departure. Reconnaissance of Trondheim on

22nd snd 2^1-th July, by No, 22f8 squadron(3)
indication of the impending move nor had the Gneisenau* s change
of berth, following her trials in the fjord, been observed.
No reconnaissance of Trondheim was flovm on 25th JuJ^'’, and

July Narrative apart from two unsuccessful sorties over Bergen and Trondheim,
both of which turned back before reaching the target, no

Coastal Command aircraft vere over the Norwegian coast on

26th July, On the following day a Blenheim of No, 248
squadron carried out a reconnaissance of Trondheim harbour and

took oblique photographs from a distance of seven miles. The

presence of one battlecruiser and three small cruisers or

destroyers was reported - all in fact were merchant vessels.

had yielded no

No, 18 Gp,

In the meantime German

had led the Admiralty to
The photographs were a failure,

H/T references to "Gperation Hipper"H,Q,, C,C,
Naval Staff log suspect that the enemy had taken, or was intending to taJce

some action at Trondheim, The Home Fleet was brought to short

notice and further reconnaissance was requested for that same

day, 27til July* An attempt that night by an aircraft of
No. 248 squadron failed through bad weather. On 28th July,,
over two days after the actual dep>arture of the German force,
a successful reconnaissance of Trondheim reported no warships
present. This was confirmed by a further sortie on the

following day and on 1st August photographs of Kiel taken by
P.R, aircraft showed both battlecruisers present in that port.

It remains to assess the effectiveness of Coastal Command

reconnaissance of the German force during this operation.

(1) 6633 N X 0220 W - 6500 N X 0304 W - 6600 N x 0030 W - 6500 N X 0100
(Rosyth form green RO/Gl4/20/7).

(2) This expedition was a failure in as far as the reported traffic was not
encountered. ! the outward and the return journeys were without event.

On her return the Hipper completed the stretch from the latitude of Trondheim

to the Heligoland bight on 10th August 1940, following the Norwegian coast at
a distance of roughly sixty miles. According to her log bad weather and low
visibility favoured her undetected return. Coastal Command aircraft flew no
reconnaissance over Norway on tOth August.

(3) These were the first operational flights by this squadron for Coastal Command
purposes. The squadron had had a varied history up to this date. On
26.2.40 it was transferred to Coastal Command from Fighter Command as one of
the Intended four trade protection squadrons and stationed at North Coates,

atrlng Aprll,1940, It moved successively from North Coates to Thorney Island
and then to Gosport and acquired eighteen Blenlielm IVs out of its establishment
of sixteen plus an initial reserve of three. On the invasion of the Low
Countries in Mey 1940 some crews were loaned for operations to No. 235 squadron
In No. 16 Group. On 22ird Itoy 1940, the squadron was returned to Fighter
Command, rotumla.i to Coastal Command roughly one month later, on
20tii June 1940,

On I4th July the squadron was ordered to relieve No, 254 squadron, which
moved to Dyce and recommenced operations after a period of rest on 23rd August.
The first aircraft of No. 248 squadron did ndtarrive at Sumburgh until
20th July, the ground parties sailing on 30th and 3lst July.

Hlpper^s log

No.24s Sqdn, Form 540
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Reference to the table in the footnote which summarises
all the sightings obtained by Coastal Command during this
period, vail show tv^o main faults in identification. In the

(1) In the following table details of the positions of the major naval units
^tually present In Trondheim are taken from the logs of the vessels
Details of the sighting reports are taicen from the 18 Gp, Narrative.

NAJOR NAVAL UNITS PRERF.NT

conc

DAE SIGHTING REPORT

erned.

Second battlecruiser
mlsldentlfled as a
pocket battleship or
Hlpper class cruiser.
A destroyer mls
ldentlfled as a
Numberg class
cruiser

10.6. IjO Schanmorst “ Trondheim roads
Gnelsenau

H Ipper
- Trondheim

- Off Trondheim

Scharnhorst and 2

Hlpper class
cruisers or 1
Hlpper class
cruiser and one

pocket battle

ship,
Nurnberg class
cruiser In Skjom
fjord.

Il,6,i|0 Scharnhorst )
Gnelsenau ) Trondheim roads
Hlpper )

Schamhorst and 2

cruisers and k
destroyers

Second battlecruiser
mlsldentlfled as a
cruiser.

12.6.1,0

16.6,ltf) Scharnhorst )
Gnelsenau

Hlpper
Nurnberg

-  do - - do - - do -

Scharnhorst and 3
) Trondheim roads destroyers off

off Trondheim
Trondheim Vessel

2 miles outside

Gnelsenau. Hlpper
and Nurnberg mli"
Identified as
destroyers. Not

harbour thou-ht to known what vessel
be an A,A. cruiser was mlstalten for an

A,A. cruiser.

15.6,/p Scharnhorst )

gnelsenau ) Trondheim roads
Hlpper )

Scharnhorst, 1
crijlser and 2
destroyers.

Gnelsenau Identified
either as a cruiser

(In which case Hlpper
was Identified as'aT"
destroyer) or as a
destroyer.

23.6. Ip Gnelsenau In the roads
Hlpper In harbour

Numberg W. side o f the roads

Gnelsenau In the roads
Hlpper In the harbour

1 battlecruiser
1 cruiser

2 destroyers

Mlsldentincatlcn of
one cruiser as a
destroyer,

Hlpper mlsldentlfled
as a battlecruiser.
The Nurnberg was In
Trondheim fjord

alongside, Identi- returning from
fled as a battle
cruiser,

warship of the
same class anchored
off the town mole.

One warship
camouflaged brown
and white with a

3,000 ton M/V

Stenkjoer.
Second

29.6. ip

8.7.i;0 Gnelsenau In the roads
Hlpper in harbour
Nurnberg w, side of the roads

1 cruiser thought At least two major
to be Hlpper class naval units rals-
and 2 destroyers. Identified as

destroyers.

22.7. ip Gnelsenau E. side of the roads
Hlpper In harbour
Nurnherg W. side of the roads

2 cruisers In the
same positions as
on 23.6. ip and
one destroyer or
small cruiser at
the Eastomriiost

end of Trondheim
Bay.

Gnelsenau mls^
identified as a
destroyer or small
cruiser.

24.7,ip All positions as Ibr 27,7,ip 1 cruiser at the
ovstummost end of

the harbour and

destroyers at
anchor

Gneisenau now

Identified as a
cruiser and the other
two cruisers either
not reported or
mlsldentlfled as
destroyers, .
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first place, at no time(^) was the presence of two battle
cruisers reported, the second battlecruiser being identified
as a pocket battleship(2)j as a cruiser or even as a
destroyer(3). This mistake is all the more pei
battlecruiser was normally correctly identified
visible differences between the two ships of this class
only slight.

In the second place the two cruisers were normally
misidentified as destroyers, although on 29th June the Hipper
was mistaken for a battleciaiiser.

culilar as one

and the

yrere

To judge from the state of the situation board at H.Q
Coastal Command, the inaccuracy of these sightings was not

remedied by intelligence from other sources,
whether a more complete picture of the position was available

to the Admiralty, but certainly Coastal Command at no time had
a correct grasp of the enemy forces present in Trondheimlb

•>

It is not knovm

Furthermore it was not apparent from the sightings that a

further cruiser, the Nurnberg, arrived in the harbovir a few
days after the other vessels. The outward and homeward
journeys of all the various forces were made vdthout
interference, with the single exception of the Scharnhorst * s
return to Kiel,

force had left Trondheim until after it had safely returned to

Kiel,

Finally it was not laiown that the enemy

All these facts vividly illustrate the difficultySummary,
with which Coastal Command was confronted in its task of

This was the firstkeeping a watch on the Norwegian Coast,
sortie by enemy naval units since the regular reconnaissance
flights along the lettered tracks had been suspended and,
although the former system had not yielded satisfactory
results, it had not been replaced by any more effective system,
Theplan foi- regular reconnaissance of the Norwegian coast by
weather flights followed by a coastal reconnaissance(o) was a
partial failure in that weather conditions Y/ere often
unsuitable - heavy cloud and low visibility mean that effective

reconnaissance was impossible, whilst a clear sky with
visibility up to fifty or sixty miles, not an infrequent
occurrence over Norway, brought the attendant danger of the

enemy fighters based at Trondheim/Vaemes airfield,
the proviso in the scheme as set out in the Coastal Command

form green (CC/G1/8/5), that a section of Blenlieims was to be
used in areas where reconnaissance by single aircraft had been

impracticable for some time, effective in detecting the move

ment of enemy naval units along the Norwegian coast,
sighting and attacking enemy forces after they had left the

Slcagerraik was limited to twenty four hours at most, in some

Nor was

Time for

Except on 29.6,/|0 (after the depai'ture of the Schamhorst), when the hipper
was mlslderitifled as a battlecruiser.
On one occasion only, 10th June, when the alternative Identification as a

Hipper class cruiser was proffered.
In this connection It Is of Interest to note that both battlecruisers

were mlsldentifled by the Glorious before she was sunlc as pocket battleships
and the H.M.S, Clyde mistook the Gnelsenau for a pocket battleship In her

sighting of 10th Jhne.

The main occasion vtas on 1/*th June, althougl'i on 22nd July the Gnelsenau was
Identified either as a small cralser or destroyer.

Except on 22nd and 2/|th July.
From lOtl; June until 6th Julj'' one battlecruiser and two cruisers, from
6th July until 28th July one cnalser and two destroyers were recorded on the
situation board as present In Trondiielm.
For details see Section (xxl)

(1)

(2)

H.O, C.C, Naval
Staff’s log entries
at 1215 hours June 9th
and 1510 hours
June 10th

(3)

(4)
(5)

H.Q, C.C. June and
July Narratives

(6)
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cases less, and it is patent that success could only he

achieved in this task by regular daily reconnaissance of the

whole coast from 62 degrees North, an ideal impossible of
attainment for three main reasons - shortage and inadequacy
of aircraft in Coastal Ca-nmand, Y/eather and enemy fighter
opposition.

Apart from reconnaissance, the difficultj'’ of carrying out
a successful attack on an enem;;/ unit moving along the Norwegian
coast with air support from both single and twin engined
fighters based on Norwegian airfields, is plain from the events

of 2ist June, Apart from the allied subiaaiines, aircraft
provided the only means of attacking these ships, the rapidity
with which events took jjlace excluding any hope that our naval

forces could reach the area in time to engage the enemy. The

only striking force available at this period, the Beauforts
of Nos, 22 and A2 squadrons and the Hudson squadrons, was

inadequate for this dangerous task. Again in view of the

aircraft shortage and, particularly at this period, the

multifarious obligations of the Command, it was impossible
to keep an adequate striking force standing by in the right
place armed with the right weapons.

A,0,C,“in~C 3
memo No, 8

paras, 1-3 C,C
file S,15087
CiiC, 3^

A note of warning about the effectiveness of the
reconnaissance being carried out by Coastal Command in Norr/ay
from Trondheim to Kristiansand (s), was given in  a memoranduim
by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief to the effect that

a 100^ report is not possible". The area of sea to be
covered amounted to some 2,500 miles between these two

places, without talcing into account the outward and return

journeys, A further difficulty was that many of the fjords
were . surrounded by high hills and had to be examined
individually. Attention was also drawn to the need for

periodical reconnaissance of Oslo and Narvik, The only
a±rcrai't in Coastal Command with sufficient range was the

Sunderland and "though it may be possible to do the Narvik

area with these flying boats at times, it is certainly not

practicable, unless ideal weather conditions prevail all the
way, to do the Oslo search. The grave shortage of Sunderland
flying boats must also be remembered,"

It
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CHAPTER IV

COASTAL CCMMAM) IN THE MgElOil GMPAKaT

(liAT AIID JUNE 1940)

(i) Introduction
(a) General

The not very considerable resources of Coastal Command
were fiolly extended to meet commitments during May and
Jme

NoxwayC'*),
drawal of allied forces from these countries#

of this country, always a possibility since the beginning of
the war, now became an imminent parobability. Events in Rrance
brou^t a large increase in reconnaissance duties to meet the

evaomtion emergency, while the invasion threat led to the
development of a new system of routine patrols to give early;- -
warning of the approach of hostile forces against our shores

A minor but nevertheless considerable source of anxiety
presence of German naval forces in Trondheim(2), Convoy; ,, ,
escort was a particularly heavy commitment, three hundred.iah^i'.,-:.
forty lettered merchant convoys and three hundred and sixty
four special convoys being given protection dviring these two
months.

These two months saw the German conquest of
Denmark, Holland, Belgium and Eranoe and the with-

Direot invasion

Althou^ the success of German arms in this period had a  ̂
considerable effect on the work of the Command as  a whole, the
onus of support in the Erench campaign fell upon No, 16 Gro\;[p.
In addition to the routine patrols searching for enemy naval

and merchant shipping, strikes against sea targets, the con-

tinixance of the aerial mining campaign, and the considerable
task of convoy escort and anti U-boat patrols generally,
special tasks now included attacks against land targets and

direct support for our land forces in North Erance by bombing
gun positions and concentrations of armour and infantry.
Patrols to locate and attack E-boats took on considerable

importance when- the enemy occupied the Dutch and Belgium ports.
In particular st5>port during the evacuation period assvimed

large proportions when every available aircraft was required
for air cover over .the shipping routes and, in conjunction wii^h
Filter Command, over the beaches and ports. Requests for air
cover for ships of the Royal Navy now operating within easy
range of enemy bombing forces based on the captured aerodromes
also increased.

It is of interest to note that support for the Royal Navy
and the evacuation largely took the form of long range filter
protection against enemy bombers, a task for which Coastal
Command aircraft, with the possible exception of the two long-
nosed Blenheim squadrons, were not particularly well suited.
No other course was however open, except to make the best tjse
of what aircraft were available and Ansons, Beauforts, Hudsons

as well as Fleet Air Arm Skuas, Rocs and Swordfish were used to
intimidate the enemy bombers and reassure our returning troops.
Apart from the question of the stiitability of the aircraft

types employed, the numbers available by no msaais corresponded

(1) See Chapter III for an account of Coastal Command’s effort
in the Norwegian campaign.

(2) One of the two precious squadrons of long range Blenheim
filters. No. 254 squadron, was fully occupied in ■
maintaining a watch on this naval force at Trondlieisii,
leaving only No. 235 Squadron available for the French
campaign.
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to the nvunbers required for the tasks involved^ ‘
■were not und'uiy hea'vy considering thit our aircraft noriiially
flev/- in relatively treak fonnatiom of tliree aircraft and not
only usually encountered superior numbers but also met and
engaged single-engined fightei-s(2), A particularly heavy day
for losses ^vas 29th May, viien t\x> An sons and tliree Blenheims
patrolling as cover to the evacuation v/ere lost to Me. 109s, and
five of the ten Svrordfish of No, 825 Squadron failed to return
from a sortie to bomb a gun batteiy outside Dunkirk ViMoh T/as
shelling embarkation points.

Two further items of genei-al inbei’est may be included
here. On a number of occasions No, 16 Group aircraft •were
tjnable to fly routine and special tasks or ■were recalled early
from sorties o'wing to fog at base. In fact poor flying con
ditions curtailed operations on roiiigaly half the days in J'une,

Oh the night of S'bh/Sth June three Coastal Oomiand air
fields, Eaomaby, Six-nham Newton and North Coates, ivere
attacked by eneiliy aii-craft. Little damage ■was i-ecorded at the
latter t^vro stations, but at Eiomaby tfro Hxidsons Tiere destroyed
and one ainman IdLlled, Operations sn the follo-v/ing day y/ere
not affected appreciably,

•  (b) Squadrons available to No, 16 Group

Losses

A De 0, N, G,
Form 540'
5*6.40
para, (xvii)

16 Groxp
one ■

tyjo Anson squadrons and one Beaxjfort
In addition ■fche Group had operational control of

shore based Fleet Air Arm squadrons(7), an important

Hie limited aii-craft resources a^vailable to

at tixat tiime yrere coi^posed of one Hudson Squadron'
Blenlxeim^ squadron(4),
squadron
variou.s ;

(1) On 2nd June for Instance three Hudsons of No, 220 Squadron sighted a fornatlon
of about Ifi enemy aircraft off Dunkirk, Gjt aircraft made separate attacks
and claimed tvro Ju,88s and one ju,87 ^ot dom, two Ju,8?s probably shot down
and two Ju.8?s badly damaged (H.Q..C.C, Narrative CC/N1/2/6 para. B 2),
on 1st June, for Instance, three Ansons of 'lo.^O Squadron flying patrol
Thistle were chased by nine Me,109s for five minutes. Return fire was claimed
to have accounted for one Me,109 dhot dom and two seriously damaged. Our air
craft were damaged but landed safely (H.q„ C.C, Narrative CC/N3/1/6 para, B 11),
No, 206 Squadron at BirCham Newton, Origlaally equipped with Amsons, the first
operational sorties in Hudsons were made in April, I9I0, During Itey only two
flights of Hudsons were available; the third flight, midi had ceased operating
in Ansons from 12 May, did not become operational in Hudsons until the
beginning of June (No, 206 Squadrun Parra
NO, 255 Squadron at Blrcham Newton, This fjas the second of the four trade
protection squadrons to become operational. Operations were conmenced on
2 May 191)0, by mich date three aircraft and crews were available. The other
tm Blerihelm squadrons. Nos, 236 and 21)8, were returned to Fighter Command on
20 May and finally re-transferred to Coastal Command after the French oamialgn
on h July and 19 June respectively.
No, 1)8 Squadron at Thorney Island and No, 5)0 Squadron at Detling,
No, 22 Squadron at North Coates, Ho, i|2 Squadron took only a very small part
In this campaign, operations being confined to occasional antl-ln-vaslon patrols
in the English Channel vtoilst the squadron was training at Thorny Island,
It ceased operations from Blretiam Newton with Vlldebeest aircraft on 9 April
and moved to Thomey Island to convert to Beauforts, On 11 June a detachment
arrived at Sumburgh for operations In No, 13 Group oraa, menoe four aircraft
of the squadron carried out their first operation in Beaurorts with a raid on
Trondheim 'Vaernes aerodrome, Tiie remainder of the squadron moved to WicSc on
19 June,
No, 815 Squadron was under the operational control of No, 16 Group from 8 April
until 16 17 May until 23 May and 26 bay until k June, No, 812 Squadron
was placed under operational control of Coastal Command on 10 May, Nos, 819,
825 and 8a6 Squadrons were put under the ojeratlonal control of the Group from
17 May, Nos, 819 and 825 Squadrons being returned to F,A,A. control on
23 and 31 May respectively.

Nos. 801, 816 and 818 Squadrons were jut under the operational control of
the Croup on 27 May, Nos, 801 and 8O6 Squacrons being returned to F.A.A.
control on 22 and k June respectively.

SECHET

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
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contribution to the aircraft strength,
■were detached from No, 18 Croup for operations under
No, 16 Group, pearticTolarly
during the evacuation period
aircraft and ci-’ews available to No, 16 Group thus amoimted to
73 aircraft and 71 crews for liay rising to 50 aircraft and
82 creviTs for June,

Hudsons and Blenheim

a.t^ the opening of the campaign and
dtw. The average daily total of

s
No, 16 Group
Form 540
entries on

31 May a’rd
30 Jun.eo

The main aerodromes from which the Group operated vrere
Bircharn Ne’wton, Detling, Thorney Island and North Coateso
Other aerodromes such as Manston ifrere occasionally used as for
ward bases to extend the endurance of patrolso Detachments of
squadrons and even complete squadrons were moved from their war
bases to airfields more conveniently situated for  a given phase
of the operations. For instance. No, 235 Squadron which \ras
particularly in demand for long range fighter escor't v/ork moved
to Detling for the period of the DunlcLrk evacuations and to
Thorney Island for the Cherbourg ajad St, Malo evac’uation.

One further type of Coastal Command unit should be
mentioned here - Nos. 1,2 and 3 G,R, units, equipped ■\’/ith
D.¥,n2) Y\
mines,
aerodrome.

'fellingtons, fitted for aerial sweeping of magnetic
These were all based at Manston, a Fighter Command

Follci-d-ng a German announcement that Dutch and Belgian
ports had been mined "to safeguard German troops against enemy
operations", a request wan made on 10 May by the AdiTiiralty for
mine-sweeping Wellingtons to sweep between the Hook of Holland
and the Maas light vessel, but in view of the strong enemy
filter patrols in this vicinity, the ‘Wellingtons were ordered
by an Air Mirdstry Signal, to sweep the I jrnuiden channel.
Despite the danger from enemy fighters, the task ■was carried
out -without loss, an escort of three long range Blenheims being
provided.

Admty. DSNE
No, 248
A,M, Signal
X655 10/5

Naval Staff
Log H.Q.

On 15 Ma;/ all aircraft (ei^t) of Nos, 1  and 2 G,R, units
were ordered to the tliddle East for operations in the Alexandria
channel and the Suez Canal,
in Alexandria in the meantime, only five aircraft were des- ■
pjatched and on 20 May Air Ministry authorised the retention in
the U, K. of the three aircraft which had not yet departed.
These aircraft v/ere to b e refitted and transferred to No, 3 G,R,
unit at Manston, This unit moved to Thoi ney Island on 2ii. Mo.y
and was finally ordered to disband on 25 July, (3)

As minesweeping trawlers arrived

A.M, Signal
X228 15/5

A.M. signal
XI5 and X926
20/5

(1) Flights of Nos. 254 and 248 Squadrons operated v/ith
No, 235 Squadron at the beginning of the campaign.

On 20 May all available Hudsons were detached from
Thornaby to No, 16 Group to pro-vide additional air cover
for the evacuation from D'unkirk,

No, 254 Squadron were also detached to No, 16 Group at
this period.
Directional Hireless Installation,
designed to avoid disclosing the true function of the
apparatus.
These three aircraft were employed in sweeping Portsmouth
harbor-r and its approaches,
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(ii) Events pi’ece^ng the_Genm^__^nv^ion of th©
Low Co-untries

(a) General Reconnaissance and attacks on shipping

During April 1940, No, 16 Group had instituted the first
two routine patrols covering the Belgian and Dutch coaso-
lines ("0. A third patrol coimnenced during this month to

surface craft in the southern half of the Northloca,te enemy
Sea^2),

Coastal Command
of Holland and

received at K. QOn 1 May a warning was
that indications pointed to an imminent invasion
the importance of the da^=m patrols along the Dutch coast

■(3). New routine patrols vrere

• >

■’/'/

emphasised by the Admiralty

H.Q. , C,G. ,
Naval Staff

as

log.

introduced to extend the shipping reconnaissance coverage as
far East as the Elbe estuary, in particular, patrol "Bnmie" 14;

^ to search for enemy shipping inside the Dutch and German
islands and in the estuaj.-ies of the Elbe, Jade_and Ems rivers.
Variations of this patrol (5) v/ex'e flown until it was replaced
by the introduction of the new system of North Sea reconnais
sance vrith the routine "met. and follow up recce." flight in

was

C' (6).farea

A further patrol off the islands from the Texel to Borkum
(T6) (7) v/as floTO on 2 May and was combined with patrol ’'Sv/eep
on 3 May, resulting in patrol "Broom" (8), flovm by one Hudson
at dusk to cover the exits fr'om the Heligoland Bight and ohe
islands from Borkxmi to Texel. From 6 May a variation of^
patrol, "Broom" was established, ei^cending the second part of
the patrol from Norderney to Texel(9).

n

inTo sum up, the general scheme of shipping reconnaissance
the Southern part of the North sea covered at dav/n the Eastern
approaches to the Dover Straits, the Belgian and Dutch coasts,
the Dutch and German islands and the river estuaries in the
Heligoland BightOo). At dusk this, coverage was re-peated ^’ri.th

(1) (a) The "Dutch" patrol oonimanoed on 1 April and was orlglnaily flovm by a
single Anson from Detling daily at dusk to locate enemy minelaying craft
in tiie East approaches to the Dover Straits and along the Belgian and
Dutcli coasts as far as the Texel (form green CH/G3/1/W»

(b) T.5 commenced on 16 April and was flovjn at last light by a single
Hudson from Bircham Ne'wton to search for enany surface vessels and main
tain a watch for antl-sutaiarlne nets, patrol craft end minefields

The route was frcm Tej:el alongespecially close to the Dutch coast,
the Dutch Islands as far as Oo^degrees East, returning 30 miles further
out to sea (form green CH/Go/io/l)*

"Sweep" patrol commenced k April and was flom at first light by tvw
Bleniieltas frarn Bircham Newton to search for enaay surface craft and attack

Route from Biroliam Newton to ths Texel, thenceenemy aircraft encountered,

(2)

to 5500 N, X 0500 E. and return to base (form green CH/Go/10/4,
(3) The "Dutch" patrol was flown twice dally from this date, at da-® and dusk.

Variations labelled "Double Dutch" and "Dutch 3" were flovm on 2 and 3 Kay,
(4 "Emmie": one Hudson at day.Ti from Bircham Nevjtor to 5300 N. x 04i0 E. along

the Dutch and German Islands to 5350 N. x 0800 E. rcturnJhE through
5i|01 N, X 0313 E. and 5400 N. x 0600 E. to 5357 N. x 0431 E.

(5) "Eiimie" 2 and "Tom" flown on 2,,3 May over the same route.
"Winlcle" commenced on 5 Mai'-. Route Birchara Newton - 5400 N. x 0500 E. -
5350 N.x OSX E, along the German and Dutch islands to 5300 N. x OiAO E. -
base. (form green CH/Gia/4/5) •

(6) Labelled "Twlnltle" and then "Emms". For details see Chapter III under
section headed "The revised sclieme of North Sea Reconnaissance" .

(7) Tep flovm by two Blenheims from Bircham Newton on 2 Maw only. Route base -
5300 M, X 0420 E. coastwise to Borttura - 5335 N,  x 0532 E. base (fora green
CH/G12/2/5). ,

(8) "Broom". Route Blroham Newton - 5(i40 N.x 0500 E. - 5340 N. x O03O E.
Coastvdse to Texel - Bircham Nevrton (CH/G5/4/5)*

(9) "Br-ush", Route Bircham Newton - 5440 N. x 0500 E. - Nordemey coastwise to
Texel - base (form green CH/G9/5/5).

(10) Patrols Dutch, T.5 and Emmie (Tom, Winkle and Twinkle).
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the exception of the river estuaries and the islands East of
u the ;ifLnefield in the

Other patrols for
special p^mposes or patrols quichly rendered obsolete by nsYr
and more extensive patrols TOre floT/n on single occasions
only and scarcely affected the general scheme.

As in the Nor\/egian area, these reconnaissance patrols
attacked’ sliipping targets viienever found,
instance, Hudson E/206 Sqdn,
merchant vessel off Borlom,

aircraft Mere attacked by a flight of Me.1
but retunied safely to base in both cases,

Nordeney,
Heligoland Bight were

Instead the exits fra:

searched! "I),

On 2 May, for
made tv/o attacks on a large
No results were observed. Our

H.Q., C.C.
Narrative

C.A3/2/5
para, B3

*

on two occasions

Twice during this period suspected enemy transport
vessels were reported by our reconnaissance aircraft, '

1 May a Hudson of No, 206 Squadron sighted a naval force
off Borlora and

O

four transports on an easterly course,

n
H.Q C.C,• >

NLO»s

was eventually appreciated tliat tliis force was probably
sailing North and not to Holland, but further reconnaissance
failed to relocate it, '

cruiser were reported at Nordeney,
to relocate the transports, although one cruiser ms again
reported, aixiliored off Nordeney on 6 May, An attack planned
for 7 May was a failure (3), It is ints.resting to note that
the Beauforts carried 2,000 lb, bombs for tils operation.

It

On 5 May four transports and one
,  Hirther sorties failed

(iii) The opening of the Campaign uintil the Evacuation
period (10 - 26 May)

(a) General reconnaissance and attacks on shipping

Eie general scheme of reconnaissance in force at the
opening of the ca;mpaign in the West continued until 27 May
-vlien air cover for the evacuation of Allied forces
Dunllrk took priority over all other tasks,
patrols(4)
Dover Str^i'^^s to the Heligoland Bight and were flom as
necessary both in the morning and evening ■vidien weather
conditions permitted! Increasing enemy opposition to
this reconnaissance made necessary the despatch of two or more
aircraft on sorties previously floim by single aircraft!7).

irom

Tlie routine
gave coverage of the continental coastline from

(1) Patrols Dutch and Broom,
(a) 3 Ma^^ Hudson C/206 attaciced by 3 Me, 109s whilst manoeuvring Into

position to bomb a large merchant vessel off Borlcum, Rear gunner
Pilot and navigator v/ounded, (H,Q,, C,C, Narrativehilled,

CC/N2/3/5

( 2)

psra, B5 and CC/N3/3/5 para, B1),
(b) 5 May Blenlielms K and M/235 attached by 3 Me, 109s of Mordeney

(K.Q.,C.C. Narrative CC/N/4/5/5 para. ig).
Twenty-four aircraft of Nos. 22, 815 and 235 Squadrons detailed to taice off.
Owing to poor weather and other difficulties only four aircraft of
No. 22 Squadron reached the target area,
what he took to be the target.

One Beaufort bombed and missed
From other reports it appears that the

(3)

cruiser was no longer present at the time of the attack. (I6 Group Narrative
for 7 May 191(0 para. 5. H.Q., C.C. Narrative CC/N2/7/5 para. B3 and
CC/N3/7/5 paras. B3 and B5),
Patrols Dutch, Emms and T.5. For details see the previous section "Events
preceding the German invasion of the Low Countries."
(a) Additional sorties were flown on the Qims patrol at the discretion of

the A.O.C. No. 16 Group (form green CC/G/*/1o/5) •
(b) T.5 patrol was ordered at latest light daily (form green CH/G12/11/5)

but was also flown in the morning as required.
Aircraft captains, particularly on the Emms patrol into the Heligoland Bight,
had instructions not to continue with the patrol unless adequate cloud cover
was available,

(a) Dutch patrol flown by two Ansons in company from 10 May until 15 May and
from that date by three Ansons In company,

(b) Emms (Twinkle) patrol, previously floivn by a single Hudson, v/as lost on
12 May and 22 Maj'’, On 24 May it was flovm by a single Hudson with a
Blenheim escort, one of v/hich was shot dovm by Me.109s, Thereafter
this patrol was flovm by tvro of three Blenheims In company,

(c) Patrol T.5 was also flown on 25 May by one Hudson with a Blenheim escort.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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One ftirther patrol ) was introduced on 19 Ma.y to give
warning of enemy stirface vessels approaching our coast,
was flown between the Norfolk coast and Holland by three
Ansons from Bircham Newton nightly during the moon period and
was eventually replaced by a regiolar "anti-invasion" patrol,
A variation of this patrol(2) was flown in addition over a
similar area by a single Hudson fitted with A.S.V. from 2 Jnaie,

This

Sittings of enemy vessels during this period were not as

frequent as they had been formerly. Only one medium sized
merchant vessel v/as sifted and attacked by the Emms patrol (3).

A.M. Signal
X888 4/5

On 4 May an Air IvHnistry signaJ. gave authority to bomb
all vessels with Danish markings, all friendly vessels of this
nationality having been instructed to carry Faeroes markings.
Pishing vessels with Danish markings vrere frequently met on
the routine weather flight from Thornaby in ai'ea b(4) and
attacks on these were made on five separate occasions during
the period under review, commencing on -;9 MtxjrCS), Suspicions
that the enemy was using these ships wei’e strengthened by
reports from our returning aircraft. On 20 May for instance,
the swastika flag was hoisted as our airci'aft began its
approach. Similarly on 19 May the tvro vessels attacked were

accompanied by a Do,18 flying boat. Only one of these
vessels is recorded as having been left in a sinking con-
dition(o), althou^ near misses and the machine gun attacks
uindoubtedly inflicted damage on others,

3?\to fxjrther attacks were made on ininesweeping forces off
Horn Reefs during this period by aircraft from No, 18 Group,
On 15 May the weather fliglit from Thornaby made  a series of
attacks on seven minesweepers and four flakships, our air
craft finally being forced to seek cloud cover by the approach
of six Me,11 Os,

v/as despatched to attack eight minesweepers each towing a
fishing smack. In neither case were hits mth bombs obtained.

On 22 May a strike force of three Hudsons

No, 18 Gx-oup
Narrative for

these dates.

(1) Patrol Coast, Three aircraft from Birchsjm Newton to

leave datum positions 5245 N x 0140 E, 5300 N. x 0140 E,
and 5215 N. x 0140 E, at 22,30 hovirs on track O9O degi-ees
as far as the Dutch coast, Retui'n from positions

5315 N. X 0455 S, 5330 N, X 0500 E, and 5230 N, x 0420 E,
on track 270 degrees (form green CH/G9/I9/5),
Patrol Coast 2. One A,S,V, Hudson from Bircham Nexrton

on route 5205 N. x 0200 E, - 5205 N, x 0400 E, -
5150 N, X 0340 E, - English coast (form green GH/G18/1/6).
In the Emms river estuary on 2.';. May, Four bombs dropped
within ten yards of the vessel, the stern vraa lifted out
of the water and she rolled heavilj^ (I6 Group
Narrative,24 May, 1940, para. 9 ).
Between 58 and 56 degrees North at approximately
06 degrees East. The fishing vessels were normally
sighted vrell out in 1;he North Sea off the Danish coast,

19 May (two attacks), 20, 24 and 26 May, (10, Grorrp
Narrative for these dates).
On 20 May, The bows were seen to have been stove in by
a near miss and the crew abandoned ship, (18 Group
Narrative 20 May),

(2)

(3)

(4)

C5)

(6)
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It is vrorthy of note that the replacement of Hudsons by
Blenheim iVs on the more dangerous patrols, particularly the
Emms patrol in the Heligoland Bight, meant that in these cases
the opportimist bombing attacks virtually ceased,
Blenheims coiHd only carry four 20 lb, bombs.

The routine morning patrol on 10 May ivas strengthened by
a further reconnaissance by tliree Blenheims from Bircham
along the Dutch coast from the Texel to the Emms estuaryC"'),
No unusual shipping activity either by naval or merchant
vessels was seen and it was now clear from the results of the
three reconnaissances(2) flown that morning by Coastal Command
that the enemy was not attenuating to captime the Dutch or
Belgian ports from the seaward side, A f^urther patrol over
this area(3) v/as flowii that evening from Bircham Newton by
single Blenheim, which returned without having sighted any
abnormal activity.

In addition to the routine shipping reconnaissance patrols
and the anti-U-boat patrols and escorts in the Channel and
along the East coast shipping I'outes, special patrols
flo¥/n for a variety of purposes, For example a Blenheim from
Bircham Nev/ton made a reconnaissance over the Hague on 11 May
to verify that the enemy was still dropping paratroops or
landing troops by transport aircraft.
With a report of large numbers of abandoned parachutes lying
on the ground and enemy transport aircraft preparing to land,
SinrLlar reports were made by the Coastal Command aircraft
operating over this area during the first few days of the
campaign, A further example of these special flights vr&s a
weather and general reconnaissance sortie to a position off
Ssbjerg, thence South at visibility distance from the coast as
far as the Elbe river estuary, thence along the German and
Dutch islands to Terschelling and to base, a dangerous task.
The Hudson v/hich attempted to carry out this requirement on
19 May, failed to return.

Following reports that peirties of British troops were
making their way South after the capture of Boulogne by'" German
troops(4), a special reconnaissance vra.s flown on S'"
Anson along the beaches betvreen Calais and a point South of
Boulogne, Patrols of this type became more frequent during
the period of the main evacuations.

A feature of all patrols at this time Viras the sigliting of
ships boats, motor boats and other small craft carrying
refugees from Holland and in particular during the evacuation
period, parties of allied soldiers either making their ay
from the continent in these vessels or survivors from sunken

ships. Other vessels, particul.arly destroy^ers and escort
vessels v/ere guided to these boats and picked up the occupants.

as the

vfton

a

v/ere

Our aircraft returned

Ma.y by one

No, IS Group
Narrative

10 May, 1940,
para, 1 0

No, IS Group
Narrative

10 May, 1 940,
para, 22

No, 1S Group
Narrative

11 May, 1940,
para. 4

Form green
CH/G2/1 9/5

No. 1S Group
Narrative

1 9 May, 1 92^0,
para. 1S.

No, 16 Group
Narrative

25 May, 1 940,
para, 2Zj.

(b) Measures against sea-borne attacks on
Great Britain

About this time the first precautionary measures were
introduced against an enemy sea-borne i-aid on the

(1) Patrol Surf floTm on 10 May only (form gi*een CH/GI/I0/5),
(2) Patrols Dutch, Twinkle and Surf.
(3) Patrol Taxi flown on 'lO lla.y only,

coastwise to 5320 N. x 0500 E. - base (form greenGH/GI4/10/5
(4) Nine destroyers evacuated all British troops, except 200,

from Boulogne on the evening of 23 May (DSNE No. 262).
SECRET
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,ds ) and against a sea-borne invasion of the
These are dealt with in detail in the follov/--

Shetland isl

East coast ('
ing chapter.

lan

2).

(c) Measures against E-boats,

The danger of attacks by enemy light surface craft on

o\ar shipping received increasing notice during this pei'iod,
particularly as the German armies so rapidly occupied the

Dutch, Belgian and North French ports. On 13 May the
Admiralty expressed concern about the possibility of E-boats
sailing along the Frisian islands from Geiman North Sea ports
to attack our ships at dusk. Coastal Command pilots on the

routine patrols vrere therefore warned to keep a special look
out for these boats.

H.Q C.C.

NLO's log
13 May entry
at 1350 hours.

• >

H.Q. , C.C.
Narrative

CCA4/I3/5
para. E

The next step was a joint Admiralty-Air Itinistry decision
which placed on Coastal Command the responsibility for air
support for Home Defence against enemy motor torpedo boats.
Two routine patrols were instituted on 14 and 16 May to cover
the East coast shipping route against attacks by
E-boats as far North as the Firth of Forth(3).

The first sighting of an E-boat was made on 20 May when
three Ansons of No, 48 Squadron on the Dutch patrol attacked
eight or nine E-boats off the Texel(4),
morning a further search for these vessels v/as made by two
Blenheims which sighted a total of seven E-boats,
force of three Hudsons escorted by three Blenheims to attack
the enemy was- forced to return without locating the objective
owing to lack of cloud cover.

On 23 May a new night patrol(5) commenced along the coast
The purpose of the

On the following

A strike

betvreen Calais and the Hook of Holland,

K.Q C.C.• 9

Narrative

CC/111/21/5
para, B1

No, 16 Grp.
Narrative

21 May,
paras. 1 and 8

(1) A seciirity patrol floivn at last light in the area bounded

by latitudes 59 and 61 degrees North and by longitudes
01 degrees Yfest and 03 degrees East (forms green
ROG5/I4/5 and CC/G6/16/5),

Patrol Enemy flown on 17 and 18 May and I’outine
patrol Coast commencing 19 May from Bircham Newton
to the Dutch coast.

(2) (a)

(b) Tracks Q-V incliisive flown from Leuchars and Thornaby
to a depth of 24O miles from our coast,

24 May.
Daily cover at dusk of the area between parallels
5540 N and 5500 N and from the meridian of Greenwich
to 05 degrees East,
CC/G2/16/5).
Patrol Scot shared by Nos. 16 and 18 groups,
aircraft patrolled between Leuchars aiid
Bircham Newton daily at dusk up to 60 miles off the
coast (Form Green CC/G1/16/5),
cancelled on 23 May.

Dive bombing attack dropping 100 lb. bombs and using front
No hits -with bombs.

Coinmenced

(a)

(Forms green GC/GI/I4/5 and

(b) Tv/o

This patrol was

and rear machine-gtins, er

(3)

(4)

damage to enemy unknown,
shot down by the return A.A, fire.
Patrol Hook b etween Calaxs and the Hook at hourly
intervals each night during the moon period,
four or five aircraft from Detling (Forms green
CC/GI/23/5 and CH/G7/23/5).

Oth

One Anson lost, presum

Fl

ably

(5)
own by
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patrol was to internept E-boats attacking our shipping sailing
between England and the continent. Sightings v/ere made onNo, 16 &rp.

Narrative for

these dates
23 > 24 and 25 May aiid attacl<s carried out on all tharee occa
sions. The routine Dutch patrol also made sightings on
25 and 26 but no attack was made on the second occasion

as the cloud base was too low for bombing.

Attempts at bombing these small and very manoeuvrable
vessels met with little success, with a possible exception on
25 May, when Anson N/500 Scjdn. claimed a direct hit mth one
100 lb, bomb. However it is likely that near misses and
machine-gun attacks inflicted damage on the boats and had
their effect on the crews.

(d) Air Support for otk* Sea Forces

A large part of the total Coastal Command effort during
this period, particularly immediately after the opening of the
German offensive, v/as devoted to providing support for our sea
forces. Long range fighter cover, primarily as a protection
against the frequent attacks by enemy air forces based on
foCT;-ard airfields, was given to our destroyers operating off
the Dutch coastO), to damaged destroyers returning to base(2)
and to both minelaylng and minesweeping vessels(3), Fighter
cover by long range Blenheims was provided as required over
Dutch and Belgian ports(4) and to merchant vessels on passage
between the c ontinent and Great Britain, Three further naval

opei’ations which received air cover must be mentioned. On

19 and 20 May continuous fighter cover was maintained over

three small naval forces cutting the under^water cables from

the East coast to Borkum and Nordeney, On 2/’;. Mscj operation
D.E., the blocking of Zeebrugge harbour, was given air cover.
On 26 May Swordfish aircraft, at that time under the opera
tional control of Coastal Command, acted as spotters for a
naval bombardment by H.M. S. Galatea and Arethusa of enemy
shore batteries at Calais. Blenheim fighter escort was also

provided for the second pair of Swordfish after enemy filters
had attacked the first two.

(e) Bombing attacks on land targets

The operational role of Coastal Command had always
included co-operation with Bomber Command in bombing attacks

during an emergency, although the priority to be given to this

ID 11 May Blenheims patrolled between Walcheren Island and Voorne as air cover
to destroyers.

1.'5 May Blenheims gave air cover to H.M.S* Valorous and Dutch v;arships bombard
ing enemy land forces crossing the Zuider Zee djke.
15 May and l6/Hudsons gave air escort to returning destroyers.
H.MsS. I^Uy, torpedoed on the night of 9 May by an E-boat, eventually reached
the Tyne on the afternoon of 13 May, having survived a number of bombing
attadcs.

by Sunderlands were provided.
I4 May Hudson escort given to the damaged destroyer Versatile.

11 May H.M.S. Princess Victoria laying a minefield off Ijmuiden (Op. CBX)
escorted.

15 May Arsons and Blenheims gave anti-U-boat and fighter escort to eight
mlnesv/eepsrs,
16 May Blenheims pati-olled between Vandelaar light vessel and Flushing as
cover to a minesweeping force.
18 May Blenheims escorted the minesweeping trawler Arctic Hunter from
Zeebrugge.

12, 13 and 14 May air cover over the Hoolc of Holland protecting a landing
party of 200 Royal Marines and their subsequent withdrawal,
12 May air cover over Flushing v/here an ammunition ship vias unloading.
16 May patrols over shipping between Walcheren Island and Ostende and over
Ostende covering vessels OTbarking refugees.

Blenheim and Hudson fighter cover as well as anti-U-boat patrols

Two Me. 110s claimed shot down.

pAa^/
(2)

(3)

(4
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function in relation to other coraaiitments had vexied consider

ably. ?/ith the opening of the French campaign in May, l92i-0,
Coastal Command aircraft were again called upon to attack land

targets, althou^ the effort was on a comparatively small scale

only as the nimiber of aircraft available foi” a given task was
limited ),

Five squadrons of Hudsons and one squa^dron of Beauforts (2),
together with the Fleet Mr Arm squadrons imder the operational
control of Coastal Command(3) represented the maximum strike
force at the disposal of the A.0.C,-in-G, In the face of

other commitments sudi as routine escort work, general recon

naissance and mind.ng operations, this strength could clearly
not be tised. Four of the H;;idson squadrons belonged to

No» 18 Grouie and were fully occupied in the Norvregian area of

operations. The maximum bombing effort put out during this

period by Coastal Command was a force of 28 aircraft to attack

oil plants at Hamburg. Of this nimiber, tvrenty were detached
from No. 18 Gi’oup to No, 16 Group solely for this operation.
Subsequent bombing attacks by Coastal Command aircraft v/ere on

a considerably smaller scale, Attaclcs were made in direct

support of our ground troops on enemy troop ard mechanised con

centrations and on oil installations at Hamburg, Rotterdam and
Ghent as part of the Bomber Command policy directed against the
enemy’s fuel supplies.

The first of these attaclcs was made on 12 May, TOien a:l3>-
craft of the Command made an attack on ?faalhaven aerodxome and

on a car park in Rotteardam where the enemy was reported to be

landing troops by air,
11 May to dislodge German troops from the aerodrome which they
had seised at the outset of the camiJaign(4),

This was after the Dutch fail-ure on

The attacks on oil targets commenced with a relatively
large scale and unsuccessful ni^t raid on Hamburg, It was

intended that attacks by Bomber Command should be followed by
attacks by single aircraft from Coastal Command at intervals

during the next night in ordei’ to complete the destruction and
to maintain interference \rith salvage and repair operations.
On 1-8 Ma^T- twenty four Hudsons from No. 18 Group moved to

Bircham Newton and North Coates to operate •under No, 16 Group
for this operation, A total of twenty eight aircraft(5) took
off on the night of 18/19 May, The majority failed to locate
the target owing to drizzle and searclilight dazzle. Only one
aircraft returned a report claiming hits on the target;
remainder either dropped their bombs on the estimated position
of the target or brought them back.

the

C.C, opei'a-
t lonal instruc

tion No. 1?

No, 16 Group
Narrative

19.5-40
para. 8

Attacks on the Rotterdam oil -plants were made on the

nights, of .20/21 May and 25/26 May by Hudsons and Bea-uforts (6)

(1) Cf, the attacks on land targets In Norway.
Nos. S06, ,220 , 221, 233 and 22 Squadrons,
(b) of this chapter.
These could not be used for attacking overland targets without prior Acknlralty
consent {Admiralty signal 2009/17).
Five Beauforts of No. 22 Squadron and eight Swordfish of No, 815 Squadron took
part,
from fires on the ground. One Swordfish vfas lost.
Twenty from Nos. 220, 22k and 223 Squadrons, two from No, 205 Squadron (both
lost) and six from No, 22 Squadron.
20/21 tlay five Beauforts of No. 22 Squadron.
2lu'25 Hay eight Hudsons of Nos, 206 and 220 Squadrons
25/25 May five Hudsons of No. 206 Squadron,
Attacks planned for 22/23 and 23/2/t.Maii’ were cancelled owing to bad conditions
at base,

For details see section (1)

Results were impossible to observe owing to the daritness and smoke

(2)

(3)

(1)

(5)

(6)
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H.Q. , C.G.
NLO's log
entries on

1 9 May at 1050
and 1400 hours.

To judge from the pilots’ reports these attacks were slightly
more successful than the attack on Hamburg,
to note that permission to use Fleet Alv Arm aircraft against
the oil installations at Rotterdam was refused by Axiiniralty,

It is of interest

acks in support of our
ground forces vrere made by Swordfish aircraft of Nos. 812 and

825 Squadrons, escorted by eight gun fightei-s from Fighter
Command,

H. M. S. Wessex on 24 I&y that an enemy concealed battery was

commanding the eimranoe to Calais harbour,

was requested,
locate the battery and bombed the St, Inglevert-Calais road

and macliine-gunned a convoy as alternative targets.

On 24 and 25 Ma^’- three daylight a
J-J-
U \j

The first of these attaclcs followed a report from

Air assistance

Six Swordfish were despatched but failed to

H. Q. j C. C.
NLO’s log
24. May entry
at 1310 hours.

The other two attacks were in response to a report that

enemy mechanised forces were concentrated at Gravelines where

our troops were being hard pressed as they fell back on
D’unld.rk, On the evening of 24 May ten Swordfish bombed the

H. Q, , C« C.
NLO’s log on
24 May at
1845 hours.

Calais-Gravelines road and obtained hits on enemy tanks,
the afternoon of 25 May a further eleven Swordfish took off

gain to attack a concentration of enemy tanks and motorised
The -’carget ordered was not

On

Ci,

infantry in the Gravelines area,

C.C. Narrative

ccAm/25/5
para. B3^

located but the Swordfish dropped sixty-six 250 lb, G.P. bombs

on opportimity targets.No. 16 Group
Narrative

25 May para. 20. In each case permission to use Fleet Air Arm aircraft
against land targets T/as obtained from the Fifth Sea Lord by
the Director of Home Operations,

(iv) The evacuation peidod (27 M\y to 30 June)

(a) Air Support for the evacuations

A.M. D,0,N,C,

x’orm 540 24 May
para, (vii) and
(viii)

Dunkirk

By 21 May the collapse of the French Ninth Amy and the
enemy break-through between Dinant and Sedan had led. to the

complete isolation of the Northern armie
German forces reached the Channel coast at the mouth of the

river Somme,

British Expeclitionary Force, the French First Army and the

Belgian forces were constrained to execute a gradual retire

ment, sharply bendi.ng their riglit flank to protect themselves
from the Northern edge of the German penetration.

In spite of instructions fx-oin the War Cabinet that the gap
between the two groups of allied forces mtist be closed, orders

which were clearly seen to be impossible of execution by cur
commanders in the field, preparations for the emergency evacua

tion of very large forces from the French channel ports had

begun on .19 May under Vice-Admiral, Dovei’ (Vice Admiral Ramsay),
On 23/24 Boulogne was successfully evacuated under tliis

organisation. By 26 May the authorities at home had realised
that a concerted offensive by the wo group of armies to close

the gap was out of the question and lord Gort was authorised
"to operate towards the coast forthwith in conjunction with the
French and Belgian armies", in other words to prepare for
evacuation from Dunkirk and the adjacent beaches*

1857 hours on that same day the order was given to put opera-
Dynamo C”* ^ into full effect.

On that datebe

The allied forces in the North, comprising the

A.t

tion

(1) The code name for the evacuation from the Dunkirk area,
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The details of the evacuation from Dunkirk do not directl5>^
concern this narrative ("I). The evacuation began on the night
of 26/27 May and despite enemy pressure vdiich enforced a con
tinuous contraction of the perimeter defence line around the

area, this held until the B.E.P. and considerable numbers of

troops from the French First Army had been successfully
.evacuated.

Siiips attempting to approach the evacuation area al.ong the

direct route between Dover and Dunkirk on 27 May came under

fire from enemy batteries established on the coant near

Gravelines and a route involving over double the clistaiice (2}
had to be used whilst a neY/ middle ixaute was being swept.

On 27 Majr King Leopold of the Belgians requested an
armistice an from midnight on that date,
was not unexpected and dispositions of our trooj>s to allow for

this had already been lalarned.

The Belgian collapse

The responsibility for providing fighter protection
against the frequent German bombing attacks on Dunkirk harbouur

and the evacuation beaches was undertaken by Fi;^tei- Command,
Coastal■Command’s part during the first stage of the evacuation,
when operations continued th;:ougliout the day, v/as the provision
of patrols to intercept enemy surface craft approaciiing to
attack our shipping, to v/atch for U-boats and to afford con
tinuous air cover during dayli^rb over the route used,

Cn 28 May all tasks for Nos. 220 and 224 squadrons in
No, 18 Group were cancelled with the sole exception of patrol-s
Crossover ajid. T,5 off the Dutch coast, vdiich were being flOTm.
by aircraft from Thomaby as well a,s Bix’cham Ne-wton,
available Hudsons from No, 220 Squadron were deta.ched to
Bircham Newton to operate under No, 16 Gi’oup in .support of the
evacuation,

from Leuchars to Thornaby to assist with essential commdtments
from the latter station.

Ml

Four aircraft of No, 224 Squadron were d etaohed

Altogether five new patrols were instituted by
No, 16 Group on that day, all concerned directlj'- or incLirectly
vH-th the evacuation plan,
guarded against the approach of enemy surface vessels from the
East (3). Patrol Shamrock(4.)

Patrols Surfboat and Crossover

was intended to give early warn
ing of the approach of E-boats and U-boats on our snipping
routes. Finally, patrols Good\vi.n and Sands, with which we ai'e
immediately concerned in this section, provided continuous air
cover during daylight over the evacuation route from the
North Good7ri.ns light vessel to Gravelines and thence to

(5). Patrol Goodwin ^vas flo\Yn fro.m Detling by sectionsOstende

(1) For a full account see "The Cajnpaign in France and the
Low Countries September, 1939 - June I94O" prep. .ired
byA.Ii.B.1.
Leave Dunkirk by the Zuydecote Pass, thence Nieuport bank
buoy, thence Kwinfce bank buoy, then T buoy, S buioy and
North GoodvYin li^t vessel.
Described in section (iv) (c) of this Chapter,
Described in section (iv) (b) of this Chapter,
Co-ordinates were as follows;- 51 03 N x 0202 E -
5120'N X 0315 E - 5125 N X 0250 E - 5114 N X 0245  E (f“ozm
green CH/G5/28/5), Anended on 3I Mao'" follows;-
5120 N X 0135 S 5107 N X 0225 E - 5I03 N x 0215 E -
5120 N X 0135 E (foirni 2:;reen CH/G7/31/5,).

SBCEET
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of three Blenheims or Skuas of Nos, 235, 25Z(. and
806 S quadrons ('• );
by battle flig^hts of three Hudsons of Nos. 206 and 220 Squadrons
Contact with eneiqy aircraft was made on a number of occasions

and, although the superior speed of enemy bombers enabled them
to avoid combat, our aircraft claimed one He.i11, two Ju.87s
and one probable Ju. 87 shot doym for the loss of five
Bleniieims (2) and three Skuas (3).
Coastal Command aircraft in providing fighter cover is small
compEired with the effort of Fighter Command at tliis time and
although the relatively low performance of these aircraft as
fighters meant that results in the form of actual victories

were small, it is clear farom pilots’ reports that the presence
of our aircraft cer-tainly acted as a deterrent to effective

bombing by the enemy. On 28 May for example, a fli^t of
three Skuas drove off five Ju, 88s, Similar results were

obtained on the following days an enemy bombers ’preferred to
take advantage of their superior speed and cloud cover to make
their escape.

'patrol Sands was flown from Birchara Nevrbon

Although the part played by

A new type of patrol 'ms introduced on the night of
Intended to locate and attack E-boats31 MEyVl June,

approaching the evacuation route at night, it \ms flovm by one
aircraft towing reconnaissance flares along a track parallel
to the convoy channel, accompanied by a second aircraft armed
vd.th 250 lb, bombs for use against eneny light surface craf’t.(4)

By 1 June German attacks on the Dunlcirk perimeter had

enabled them to estahlish gun 'positions commanding the newly
ST/ept middle route between Dover and Dunkirk,

impossible for our shipping to approach the evacuation harbour

or beaches by day -without coming under fire from eneny'- shore
batteries,

bombing achieved by the enemy during 1 June, led to the
decision that evacuation would be possible hence forth only by
night,

roughly nine o'clock in the evening and three o'clock on the

following morning had the added advantage that the total n’umber
of aircraft available for fighter cover could now be more

effectively concentrated during the times of approach and
departure of the shipping.

it was thus

This fact, together v/ith the intensity of the

The concentration of evacuation between the hours of

Periods were accordingly allotted to the tvro CoKnaands con
cerned d\iring which maxa.mum air effort was required against
enemy aircraft attacking our shipping.
Command were made responsible for air cover between 0830 and
1130 hours(5), during \¥hich time no Fighter Command aircraft
would be in the area,

Hudsons from Bircham Newton were to ijrovide upper air protec
tion whilst all available aircraft of Nos, 801 and 806 (F. A.A,)
Squadrons were allotted for lower air ’pi’otection.

On 2 June Coastal

Six Blenheims from Detling and six

Form green
CH/G3/2/6

0) Nos. 235 and 806 Squadrons moved to Detling for this
operation (H. Q. C.G. Narrative CGylNr2/28/5 para, E),
detacbjnent of No, 254 Sqxiadron from Sumburgh also flew

do-wn to Detling,

Three of these were shot do-wn by Me. 10Js on 29 Ma;;-
(16 Group Narrative 29.5-40. para. 18),
Attacked on 23 by French fighters,
down and the o'bher two damaged' and crashed on landin
(16 Group Narrative 28.5,40. para, I7).
Further details in section (iv) (b) of this chapter.
It .Yas estimated that the last ship would leave the
Belgian coast at 0700 ho-urs,

SECRET
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Reinforcements consisting of all the remas-ning ava:;.lable
Blenheims and six Hudsons were to stand bj;' at Detling,
total of twenty seven aircraft was actually eiigaged in the
operation on 2 June but little enemy air activity
was encoimteredO).

A

No. 16 Group
Narrative

3.0.40

para. 7

These patrols, collectively labelled patrol Protection
were repeated on 3 June and were even more eneventfiH than

on the previoiis day.
the poor visibility,
as fog over the Straits and South East England made flying
impossible, although at the same time it provided excellent
cover for our shipping.

Lack of incident was doubtless due to

The patrol for 5 June ̂ 5) was cancelled

No, 16 Group
Narrative

3.6.40
para. 17

One further patrol on 3 Juiae is of interest, patrol
Straggler, designed to affoid air cover in the evening until
dark to straggling ships betiveen Dunkirk and Dover,
flown by six Blenheims and three Hudsons without incident.

This was

Evacuation of the B.E.P. had been completed by 2 June,
although efforts had been maintained on the following niglits
to withdraw as many French troops as possible, A halt was

finally called on 4 June, by which date the ammunition for the
French troops still remaining in the area, some 30,000 in all,
was quite expended and the Germans were in a position to reach

the sea along the whole front. After completion of the early
morning embarkation Adnairal Abrial accordingly acknowledged
that further resistance was viseless and during the aftex'noon

"Operation Dynamo" vras officially terminated.

It now remained to make arrangements to evacuate B,E,F,
stragglers who reached the beaches after the main evacuation
was completed,
tion of fovir Blenheims from Detling flew patrol Craft ivithin
the area North Foreland - La Panne - Calais

small craft endeavouring to return to Great Britain with

allied troops on board,
category were in fact sighted and reported by these patrols(4)
as well as by other Coastal Command patrols engaged on other
duties over the evacuation area.

On 4 Jxjne and the three following days a sec-

Dover to locate

A number of small craft voider this

C.C.0.1

No. 29,
5.6.40

Final arrangements to evacuate B.E.F, stragglers from the
coast between Gravelines and the mouth of the Somme v/ere made

for the ni^t of 5/6 June, to continue ni^tly until cancelled.
Air reconnaissance was to be available if requested by the
naval forces engaged, to report any small craft which had not
been located by the destroyers before dawn(5).
was flown early on 6 June only, a small boat containing six or

seven men being sighted and a destroyer directed to the position.

This patrol

0) Two Ju. 88s were attacked without observed results.

Other enemy aircraft were driven off (I6 Group Narrative
2.6.40 para. 9).
From 0745 until 093O hours (form green CH/GI/3/6).
Timed for 06OO-O8OO hours (Form green CPI/G20/3/6).
On 5 June, for example, a large transport v/as reported
agrovmd on its side with about 50 French soldiers,
firmation was obtained by a special I'econnaissance by two
Blenheims and second Graft patrol the same afternoon.
(16 Group Narrative 5.6,40. paras. 4, 'll and I3).
Patrol Plage,
search area Dvuigeness - 5038 N x 0135 E. x 5020  N x 0133E «
5020 N X 0100 E.

Gon-

A single aircraft from Thorney Island to

(form green CH/G23/5/6).

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
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Le Havre

Ldjrge scale enemy attacks reconiinenced on 5 June and drove
the French and remaining British foi'ces(1) rapidly back in a
general southerly direction. By "10 June however, the
5'ist Division, which before the opening of the last part of
the campaign had been holding the most northerly part of the
allied line along the Somme from Erondelle to the sea, had
been cut off whilst attempting to reach Le Havre and trapped
bet'v/een Dieppe and St, Valery-on-Caux, In antici]pation of an
attempt to evacuate these forces from the beaches bet'ireen
Dieppe and Fecamp, a patrol of five Coastal Commai:id Blenheims
of No. 235 Squadron(2) took off as aii' cover ovex* the area(3)
on the evening of 10' Jime. On the following morning three

H.Q. , C.C
NLO’s log
10 June entry
at 1 700 hours

• >

Blenheims from Thorney Island repeated the patrol(4).more

An attempt to evacuate the 5'ist Division on the night of
'11/12 June failed as fog descended and prevented the sliips
lying off from approaching the coast,
morning, 12 June, the commanding generaj. ordered his troops
to cease fire. News of this surrender v/as not received in
London until that aftemoon(5) and Coastal Co:nmand aircraft
included St, Valery-en-Caux in the continuous patrol flown
throughout daylight on 12 Jxuie by formations of aircraft over
the route to be taken by the evacuation forces
patrol also gave cover for the evacuation to Cherbourg of
advance force of the 5I st Division which had been sent on to
reinforce the French garrison at Le Havre,
this force, which commenced on the night of 11/12 June,
concluded successfully by the morning of I3 June,
Command aircraft maintained the continuous patrol over the
shipping route between Cherbourg and Le Havi-e on I3 June, a
total of 86 sorties being flown on this patrol during two

St. Malo and Cherbourg

On the following

This

una

The withdrawal of

was

Coastal

9 ^

With the surrender at St, Vaderj^-en-Caux on 12 Jund and
the completion of the evacuation of Le Havre by the morning of
13 June, all remaining British forces in France were south of
the Seine, By that time, hov/ever, the military situation
appeared hopeless and it was clear that little could now be

done bej'ond effecting the safe ?/ithdrawal of our remaining
forces. Plans vrere accordingly made for evacuation from
St. Malo, Cherbourg, Brest, St. Nazaire anti Naxites, Details

(1) Beauman Division and the Armoured Division. For details

see Part IV of "The Campaign in Prance and the Low
Couiitries September 1 939 - June I940", prepared by A.H.B. 1,
Th.Ls squadron m.oved to Thorney Island on 10.6,40 for the
duration of the evacuations.

Patrol Troop (form green CH/G22/10/6^,
Patrol Jampot (form green CH/GI/II/0).
H.IVLS. Harvester entered St, Valery-en~Caux harbour and
found no trace of the 5lst Division.
Patrol Luck. A continuous patrol throughout the day bj'-

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
formations of six aircraft between St, Valery-en-Caux and
Cherbourg,
The difficulties experienced in maintaining this patrol
may be judged from the fact that all available aircraft,
including t^^pes unsuitable for long range fighter pro
tection, were used - Blerlieims, Beauforts, Ansons and
Swordfish,

(form .preen CH/G22/11/6),

On 13 Juaie No, 236 Squadron of Fighter Comman

(7)

d
was loaned to Coastal Command to assist in this task.
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of events at the last three places do not concern this nsirra-

tive be^-ond remarking that the Miniralty in despailr asked

Coastal Command if they covild pi'OTide fighter cover to protect
the traiisports in the Loire which were being attacked by enemy
bombers(1J. The only available Blenlieim squadron was, of
course, fully occupied with providing cover for the evacuations
from the two Channel ports.

H.Q C.C.

Naval Staif

log entry at
1515 hours on

16 June,

• >

The final evacuation from St, Malo and Cherboiurg commenced
on 15 June, Fighter cover over the ports -vas ixndertaken by
two of the five A.A.S.P, fighter squadrons. Nos, I7 and pOl and
to a lesser extent by home-based aircraft of Fighter Command.
Coastal Command was, as on simi-lar previoi,is occasions, allotted
the role of air cover over the four shipping routes used(2).
Patixjl Aerial as this opei'at^.on vras labelled, commenced on
the evening of I5 June vixen four ihisons from Tiiomej* Island
patrolled the evacuation routes. Six Blentieims of

No, 235 Squadron stood by at Thorney Island as fighter cover
if the vessels were attacked by enemy bombers.

On the three succeeding days until the completion of the
evacuation on 13 June, Coastal Command Ansons and Beaxiforts
together with Fleet Air Arm Swordfish(4)
Thomey Island flew a total of 87 sorties over these shipping
routes. In addition long range Blenlieims(5) also temporarily
based at Thorney Island gave fighter cover on 1b June against
enemy bombers attacking our shipping at CherbourgC^i.
these patrols were carried out with relatively little incident,
no enemy air activity being encountered. Some opposition xvas
however met from French fighter aircraft and A, A. fire
16 June, fortunately without any serious effects.

The last patrol of this series was flovm on 1 5 June by a
A reconnaissance of

as made to report any stragglei-s
No sightings were made.

operating from

All

on

siixgle aircraft from Thorney Island.
Cherboxxrg and St, Malo
attempting to reach England.

No, 16 Group
Narrative

15.6.40
para. 6

The Channel islands

Long range fighter cover and escort for the skips duriixg
the evacxiatioxx of the Channel Islands was provided by Coastal
Command aircraft On the evening of I9 June five Blenheims of
No, 235 Squadron(7) patrolled the area to cover the evacuation
of treops and civilian refugees. This effort v/as repeated on
the follovdng day by a total of fifteen Bleixiieims, whilst tvro
Ansons were detailed to provide anti-U-boat escort for three

(1) The three fighter squadrons Nos, 1, 73 and 2JI2
based at Nantes to cover the evacuation from that ixrea,
were grounded by fog when the first attack on the trans
ports took place at 1000 ho-urs on 16 June,
attack vxhich caused the Naval Liaison Officer at H. Q.,
Lrlnes of Communication to signal to the Admii’alty for
fighter support,
A Cherbourg to Southampton.
B  Cherbo'urg to Poole.

C  Granville and St. Malo to Weyanouth.
D St, Malo to Southampton
Patrol Aerial Form green CH/Gi1/15/6.
Nos. 48, 500, 42 and 825 Squadrons.
No, 235 Squadron.
Patrol Bm’g.

It was this

Foxrm Green CH/G3/I6/6.

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7) This Squadron had a detackxient at Thorney- Island until

24 Juine.
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cross Channel steamers taking part in the evacuation^'').
<i1 June a continuous anti-U-boat patrol was maintained by ten
^isons from Thorney Island(2J over the slrips taking part in
the evacuation. All these patrols v/ere vn.thout incident.

On

German aircraft bombed the Channel islands for the first
time some days later, when St, Peter’s Port was attacked in
the evening of 28 June causing both casualties and damage.
An appeal for fighter cover until diisk to prevent a repetition
of this ■unopposed bombing(3) met ■■>Tith no response from Fighter
Command. The captain of the S.S. Isle of Sark, which was due
to take on 2,000 refugees at 2200 hom-s that evening expressed
a fear that, as the town was in flames, the ship ■would be
rushed. Two other vessels, the S.S, Ringwood and the

H. Q C.C

MLO's log
entry at
2020 and

2035 hours on
2d June

• j • >

S.S, Sherlngham were also in the port.
No. 48 Squadron from Thomey Island were therefore ordered by
A. 0. C.-in-C., Coastal Command to patrol the port area and
escort the three ships if possible ■until they were clear of the
islands,

final patrol in ■this episode was made by Blenheims of
No, 235 Squadron on 30 June to provide escort to a high
speed seaplane tender engaged in evacuating certain c i^vilians
from both islandsv5j, On the same day reports were x’eceived
that the enemy had commenced the occupation of the islands
with the dropping of airborne troops and on 1 July wireless
interce^pts from enemy aircraft clearly indicated that
borne invasion with air

(Three Aiisons of

This task was carried out vrithout inciden'i The

a sea-

As the islandscover was in progress,

Form green
CC/G6/28/6

A.M. D.O.N.C,
form 540 entry
(XV)

30 June
on

had been declared a demilitarised area, the enemy attack
completely unopposed.

H.Q: C.C.• > was
Naval Staff

log entry at
1200 hours on
1 July

(b) Measures against B-boats

Aparb from attacks by enemy bombers, the main threat to
our evacuation forces came from light surface craft and U-boatq,
Attacks by U-boats did not materialise to any great extent and

Attacks by E-boats \7ere
however made in accordance ■wdth o^ur expectations and a ntraiber
of special patrols and strikes were flo^-,m by Coastal Command
aircraft in this connection.

On 27 May, the first day of the evacuation from Dunkirk,
two patrols were flo^vra specifically as counter-meas^ures aga.lnst
E-boats,

southern part of the North Sea, followed by a continuous patrol
of the coast between Nieuport and Zeebrugge by two Blenheims,
iUi attempt by two Blenlieims, at a reconnaissance of a si,;spected
E-boat base, den Helder, fai-led through lack of cloud cover.

The importance of stringent precautions against these
vessels was clearly shown when the troopship AboukirfB-fj scait
follovri.ng an E-boat attack on the night of 27/28 M’ scjX^ tV»e rje-rtb

ID -

On 28 May when Coastal Command began its full scale air
support for the evacuation, patrol Sliamrock was introduced.
This was a contin^uo^us patrol by three ikisons from Detling off

the question is dealt with elsewhere.

Nine Ansons flew a parallel track search in the

Pi.Q. , C.C.
Naval Staff

log entries at
1 955 and-
2211 hours on

27 May,

(1) These aircraft failed to locate these partici.tL<ir vessels
but reported other vessels leaving Jersey and Guernsey,
Patrol Civil, Form green CH/G5/2I/6,(2)
The Channel Islands had been demilitarised,
Ba.sed at Thorney Island for this operation only.
Nine aircraft were used, four of which faJ.led to locate
the tender. The remainder completed the task.

(3)
(4)
(5)
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Form green
CH/G15/28/5

the coast between Nieuport and Zeebrugge to give early v/aming
of E-boats and U-boats (1). It v/as replaced on 50 May by a
similar patrol. Thistle(2).

Nigjat patrols were intensified to locate and attack these
Patrol Hook(5) was replaced by 5I Majy by

tinuous patrol with reconnaissance flares to the North East of
the evacuation convoy channel(4).

vessels. a con-

Towed target aircraft of

C.C, Op.
Instruction

No. 25 dated
50.5.40 the Fleet Air Arm and Ansons vrere used for towing the flares

and were accompanied by a second aircraft with 250 lb. Vs
bombs. E-boats were sifted on the first night of the opera
tion and following an attack one direct hit was estimated.
On 5 Jvine the aircraft toiving the flares was attacked by an
enemy aircraft.

Patrols at ni^t were strengthened on 2 and 5 June.
Patrol Coast(5) and a variation of this vrere flown as well

a third night patrol in the English Channel(b).
as

Attacks on E-boats at sea continued with relatively little
Some of these are mentioned undei- the section deal

ing ivith general reconnaissance and attaclcs on shJ.pping,
Others were carried out by aircraft either searching for
E-boats or despatched to attack vessels previously reported(7).
Other attacks were made on the harbours used as bases by these
craft(8). -

success.

The lack of success of aircraft attaclas on these
small ships at sea is easily understandable and new methods of
attack and new weapons were being studied,
suggestions were put forward and tried, including steel arrows
dropped in large numbers, depth charges and varioun types of

A number of

(1) Additional aircraft from No. 48 Squadaron at Thoi>ney j;sland
were flown to Detling for this patrol.
Thistle, A continuous line patrol during daylight
betvreen 5I17 N x 0252 E. and 5I50 N x 0258 E. by three
Ansons in company. (Form green CH/G2/50/5).
See section (iii) (c) of this chapter.
Convoy Channel betTreen the following bearingss-

Dover 100 degrees to French coast
North Goodwin light vessel II5 degrees to French coast

Flare patrol along parallel 5150 N between meridian,s
0200 E and 0520 E.

See section (iii) (a) of tlois chapter.
Patrol Embee, See Chapter T.
On .28 May F.A. A, S'wordfish were despatched to attack two
forces of E-boats reported. On 29 May tv.^o Blenlieims were
despatched to attack reported E-boats mth machine-t;^un
fire but failed to locate their target.
On 6 June 6 Blenlieims were despatched to attack 21 E-boats
reported. The aircraft failed to locate the target.
On 10 June t-*vo aircraft were despatched to attack E-boats
attacking one of o-ur convoys. Bombs were dropped but no
hits were made.

On 1 7 June three Blenheims again failed to i-elocate
E-boats reported.
On 29 May'-1 jmuiden was bombed by six Beauforts of No. 22
Squadron. No E-boats were seen in the harbour.
On 12 Jime Boulogne xvas bombed by six Hudsons aaid eleven
F.A.A, aircraft. Hits were claimed on E-boats in the

harbour. This attack follo\red an intelligence report -tliat
E-boats were sailing to Boulogne on the night of 11/12 June
and was preceded by a night reconnaissance.

(2)

(5)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
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bombs,

purpose bombs fitted with rods to explode just above the

face of the water 'were introduced and used successfully against
this t3?pe of target.

It was not until late in the war hov/ever tha,t genei’a!
SUI'-

(c) General Reconnaissance and attacks on Shipping

The changes in the situation on the West fi-ont brought .
considerable alterations in the Coastal Command system of .'unti-
shipping patrolso Routine reconnaj.ssance of the German North
Sea coastline and the Heligoland Bight was neglected in favour
of more extensile reconnaissance off the Dutch coast. Patrol

Emms was only flcvni on three occasions din’ing the pieriodO )
patrol Butch was replaced. This concentration of attention on

areas nearer otr own shores was presumably dtie in the first
place to the immediate importanoe of the Butch and Belgian
ports, from vfolch E«-boat a.ttacks on our shipiping and any attempt
at an invasion of th;.s country woifLd be made. The acxrte
shortage of aircraft in relation to the hea\?y requests made
uxDon Coastal Command at this time and the increased danger of
interception by enemy fighters provided ftrther reasons
of weigilt.

and

On 28 May two new patrols, Surfboat(2) and Cros
began off the Dutch coast to locate enemy surface vessels.

Patrol T.5 T/as retadned (4).

(sover

especially E-boats.

3)

The introduction of a strengthened system of patrols off

the Dutch coast served two closely allied purposes. The most

obvious aim was the interception of attacks by enemy surface

craft on the large masses of shipj)ing engaged on the Dunkirk
evacuations. In addition to the threat fi-ora liglit surface

craft, for which special patrols were flown(5), the Adm.lraltj'-
expressed a fear on 28' May that the enemy mi^it make a surprise
attack ag;ainst our evacuation route with major naval units,
iis an extra, precaution patrol T.p 'was flow.i four times during
that day(6), in addition Nos, 812(7), 22 and 825 squadrons
stood by as a strike force. However, no major units of the

German navy mads an appearance in this area, althougia it v/111

be remembered tha.t the Scharnhorst, Gnsisena.u and the Ei'ppsr,
doubtless regarding the moment as prcpitioun in vilew of the

intensity of allied pre-occupation iirith the disasters in the

West, set sail on 4 Jiuie to make a surprise attack on our
forces in the Narvik area(8).

(1) 11 15 and 1o Juno,

Patrol Simi'boat at davm and dusk by three /msons from Detllng, First part of
patrol in close formation from position 5108 N x 0210 E on tracks 056 degrees
for ii-7 miles, 045 degrees for 35 milss aiid 032 degrees for 39 miles. Second
part of patrol a parallel track search fi'-on positions 5233 N x 0415 E,
5?37 N X 0404 E and 5240 N x 0352 E on tracks 214 degrees for 40 mllas,
225 degrees for 34 miles and 236 degrees for 49 miles Ifora green CH/G/+/2o/5).
Patrol Crossover. The exact co-ordinates varied,  a necessary precuation us
the patrol vjas continuous from d.arai until duslc. By 1 June tiiree variations
Vfere being flom as follovfs;-

5255 N X 0430 E " 5310 N X 0435 E - 5300 N x 0315  E - S515 N x 0315 E
5510 M X 0435 E - 5325 N x 0455 E - 5315 N x 0530  E - 5330 N x 0325 E
5235 N X 0423 E - 5250 N X O’oO E - 5245 N x 0510  E - 53OO N x 03IO E

Each patrol lasted approximately four houi’s and aircraft took off on one of
the three variations every t'.vo hours. Thus at any given time during the (isy,
two of the areas vnre being flown. Nine sorties were made eacii day ('’o'us fpeesn
CC/G4/27/5; CK/G11/28/5; CH/G1/30/5; CH/G18/30/5  J CH/G1/31/5; CiI/G7i3G/5,
From 30 ilpy patrol T.5 was flown twice daily at dawn and dusk by the first and
last aircraf t on patrol Crossover,
Dealt with in detail In sections (lii) (c) and (iv) (b) of this chapter.
Twice by Hudsons from Thornaby and twice from BlrchPit Newton (H.O,., C<C<i
Narrative CC/N/iv'28/5 para. A12).
No. 812 Snuadi-on, loaded with torpedoes, moved from North Contes to
Biroham Newton for this piB'posoo
For details see Chapter III section (xxl).

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)
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The system of shipping i-ecormaissaiice patrols was again
altered \;d.th the introduction of the "anti-invasion" patrols
on 6 June, when all existing patrols, v,dth the exception of
the tiu-ee weather and follow'

A, B and G (0 and patrol
revised scheme(3). '
took over the duties of general reconnaissance in addition to

the main task of Viratching for the first indications of an

attempted enemy invasion of this country,
extended to cover enemy occupied ports and attacks were made

on ports and shipping targets generally.

reconnaissance flints in are

Patrols 'vere

an
, were absorbed into the

The new series, labelled SA patrols
T.b

Sightings during this period by airci’aft flying these
routine patrols vrere mainly of minor naval units, pai'tlcularly
E-boats, A

permitted
bombs with no success, apart from one hit claimed on a

destroyer off Nordeney. This attack was on 18 June and was

followed by the despatch of two furthei- forces. The first

force of three Hudsons relocated the target but failed to score

any hits. The second force of six Hudsons was instructed to
make a reconnaissance of the mouth of the Elbe river for a

battleship repoi-ted by Bomber Command aii’craft. The destroyers
off Nordeney formed the secondary objective. Neither target
was located and our aircraft ctirried out a high level dive

bombing attack in formation on Nordeney aex-odrome. No I’esults

were obsexwed, A further attack was Liade on enemy des’i.u'cg ers
near Terschelling by the aircraft on patrol T.5. Our aj.rcraft

v/as drdven to cloud cover by four Me, 109s, No Cocistal
Command aircraft were available to follow up this sigliting and

attack.

ttaclis were carried out whenevei’ conditions

using single or sticks of 100 lb, or 250 lb.

No, 16 Group
Narratlvs 18.6»lp
para, 15

No, 16 Group
Narrative 20,6,1)0
para, 1i[,

No. 16 Group
form 5li0 for 20.6,is0

No, 15 Group
Narrative 5^6. Ip
para, 8

In addition to these routine patrols, special shipping
On 5 June,reconnaissance patrols were flown when required,

for instance, five Ansons flew a parallel track search fox-

fifty vessels reported on a Southei-ly com-se off the Dutch
coast.

Swordfish of No, 826 Squadron seai-ched for a Dnxisii ship
reported to be sailing from the Hook of Holland to Borlaun on

the night of 1 9/2O Jme.
Swordfish bombed the docks at IJmuiden as an adtei-na.tive targe't.

No enemy surface vessels were siglxted. Tliree

The vessel '//as not located but the

No, 16 Group
Narrative 20,6,1*0
para, 5

TiTith the German occupation of the Dutch, Belgian axid

Chaixnel ports and the imminent threat of an invasion of this

(1) Met, flights in areas A and B by aii-ci-aft from Leuchtirs
and Thornaby were discontinued from I9 Jime,
weather report was made by the aircraft flying the dawn

pati'ol SA 2 (forms green RO/G8/I8/6 and RO/GI2/I8/6),
Patrol T,5 was discontinued after 28 June and was x’eplaced
by a new patrol SA 8 (fox-m green CC/GI/29/6),
For details see Chapter V.
Abbreviation of "Spanish Armada",
obvious.

A daxdy

The reference is

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5) 27 May the evening Dutch patrol atto-cled 4 E-boats.
31 May Crossover patrol attacked 3 E-bo.its,
2 June Crossover 'patrol attacked 1 E-boat,

S'urfboat patrol attacked 4 E-boats
3 Jixne Crossover patrol attacked 1 des'lx-oyex- in IJmuiden
hai'bour.

Sxufboat patrol attacked 6 E-boat
7 June SA 6 patrol attacked 6 E-boats,
18 June T.5 patrol attacked 6 destroyei-s off Nox-deney.

T.5 patrol attacked 1 E-boat entex-’ingHaarliiigen Harbo'iu-
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country, regular photographic reconnaissance of those ports was
commenced. On 12 iuid 13 June Fleet Mr i\rm aircraft undei’
Coastal Command operational control made a reconnaissance from

Boulogne to Dunkirk and on 15 June daily reconnaissance of
Boulogne, Calais, Dunkirk and Ostende was ordez’ed for reiJor-t-
ing shipping movements. On that day tlnree aircraft of
No, 801 Fleet Air iirm squadronCO made a photographic recon
naissance of Boulogne, Calais and Dunkirk from a height of
200 feet.

Boulos(2).
This became a daily routine sortie, labelled

Form green
CC/GI/I5/6

Other special photographic reconnaissance flights were
made on 16 and I7 June of the harbo'urs and inlets betireen the
Texel and Ostende and on IS June of Dutch loorts from Ijmuiden
to Flushing, These photograiahic reconnaissance flights sub
sequently became of considerable importance as a source of
intelligence about enemy preparations for invasion and trere
carried out largely by the photographic reconnaissance unit at
Heston(3).

(d) Attacks on land targets

The Fleet Air Arm squadrons under Coastal Command control
at this time continued bombing operations in direct support of
our land forces. On 27 May tvra enemy land batteries near
Calais were bombed and machine-gyinned to reduce their fire

v/hilst Lysanders dropped supplies to the besieged garrison at
Hits were claimed on one position, Diuring the

'same evening Swordfish also attacked guns neai' Dunlcirk shelling
our shipping. Again hits were claimed. Less success was

met on 29 Hay when of ten Swordfish which took off to attack a
gun batterjr near Dunkirk, only foui' returned. These had

attacked opportunity targets, having failed to locate their

main objective. On 3I May’’ enemy troops and a bridge at

Nieuport were bombed.

Calais

On 3'! May Coastal Command aircraft recommenced the bombing
of oil targets in Holland with an attack by six Hudsons on oil

storage at Rotterdam,
attacked Ghent and the attacks Tfere repeated on 3» 5
9 Jiine in accordance with the policy which laid dovm enemy
oil supplies and commimications as primary targets for oiu*

bombing forces,

(v) The mining campaign

Although bad Tfeather and conditions of poor visibi lity(^5)
restricted the effort, mining by Coastal Command continued.

On the following ni^t nine Bea^d‘orts

One Skua escorted by tvra Rocs,
Patrol Boulos,

Boulogne, Calai^ Dunkirk and Ostende for enemy siiipping
movements (form green CH/G8/15/6).
Transferred to direct control of H,Q

18 June, 1940.
The garrison had in fact been compelled to surrender on

the previous evening.

For obvious reasons, mines could only be laid Y/hen the

airci-aft’s position was knovm accurately,
Xaing area could not be accurately located owing to bad.

weather conditions and other ca^uses, the aircraft retxu’ned

without dropping the mines.

Daily photographic reconnaissance of

Coastal Coraniand on
• 9

If the dr-op-

C3)

(4)

C5)
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Before the opening of the French campaigii attention was con

centrated, as in April, on two main areas, the Ems and

Jade-Weser river estuaries, Follov/ing the Geman occupation
of the Dutch harbours and coastline, part of the effort v;-as

diverted to laying mines in Dutch waters, the main areas con

cerned being the Maas river, the Outer TiTest Scheldt, FlusMng,
Ijmuiden, the Texel and the navigable gaps betv/een the Dutch

islands, Terschelling Gat and Hiiibert Gat, lAinelaying in the
estuaries of the Elbe and Ems rivers continued as before.

The SQuadrons engaged on this task were chiefly Nos, 815
812VV Fleet Air Arm squadrons and to a lesser extent
No, 22 Squadron (2),

A temporary compromise solution to the problem of the
employment of No, 22 Squadron, which v/as required both as a

strike force and for the mining campaign, wan reached on

4 Ii'Iay, The main difficulty was the question of changing the.
load from mines to torpedoes at short notice. Fo-ur Beaviforts

loaded with torpedoes were therefore detailed on that date to

act as a standby strike force at Bircham Ne'vton, i/diilst the

remaining aircraft of the squadron were to continue laying
mines. This arrangement only lasted one vreek, for on 11 May,
when all aircraft of the squadron were urgently needed both

for bombing attacks on German oil supplies in support of our

groimd troops and for the mining campaign, the detachment at

Bircham Ne^irton was withdrawn. No emergency strike force, to
attempt an attack on enemy ma^or naval units which might break
out of base, was thus available. It was not until 11 Juiie
that the first operational flight of four aa.rcraft of

No, 42 Squadron was sent to their war base at Sumburgh,

(vi) The effects on Coastal Command of the German
occupation of Finance and the Lov/ Coinitries,

Form green
CH/G4/4/5

A little more than tvTO months after the opening of the

Etiropean campaign with her attack on Denmark and Norway on

9 April, Germany vras in possession of the continental coast

from the North Cape to Bordeaux, Never before in her history?'
had Great Britain found herself faced by enemy forces on all

sides except the West, a loophole which the German navy
attempted to close and thus isolate this coimti’y from the rest

of the world. The possibilities of the situation were fully
appreciated by the U-boat staff, who expected to be able to

starve Great Britain out and bring her to her Imees, provided
their demands for concentration on the building of a large
U-boat fleet were met.

By July 1 940 the Fi-ench Atlantic ports were in use as

U-boat bases, at first, it is true, only to rest the crews
whilst their vessels were being refuelled and re-aimied,
was soon taken in hand to adapt these ports as fully equipped,
permanent bases and after the failure of the German Air Force

to obtain mastery of the air over south England, the Battle of

the Atlantic may be said to have commenced in earnest.

Work

The possession of airfields in West Fx'ance, from \7hich
long range bomber and reconnaissance aircraft covild operate
against our shipping routes West of Ireland brought an added
threat to the trade on which vre depended so completely to be

It was during the few monthsable to prosecute the war.

(1) Both equippea -with Swoxxlfish aircraft,
(2) Also engaged on bombing land targets,
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follomng the collapse of Prance that the Germaii M.r Force laid
the foundations of its successful s^^stem of co-operation yd.th
the U—boat forces, Ydiich by March of the next year succeeded in
sinld-ng the largest tonnage of allied shipping to date.

The effects of German exploitation of these neriT bases on
the operational policy of Coastal Command vrere far reaching and
determined the lines of development of the Command as the chief
means, in co-operation with the Royal Navy, of hunting and
attacking U-boats,
presence of enemy major naval units in the French Atlantic
ports entailed a considerable amount of reconnaissance and

bombing effort - but the war against our shipping carried on by
U-boats and enemy aircraft was of primary importance(l),

A re-orientation of the main Coastal Command effort

followed naturally upon the alterations made to the routeing of
our convoys,

Channel and Western Approaches meant that the main outv/ard and
homeward bomd convoys had to be routed north about Ireland,
As far as Coastal Command v/as concerned, this had the effect of
moving the main centre of convoy activity to an ai’ea off the

North West coast of Ireland and the North Channel, and gave
prominence to the only bases available in this area, Aldergrove
in Northern Ireland, and Stranraer and Oban in Scotland, the

last two being seaplane bases only,
construction in Northern Ireland and the Hebrides was under

taken, and six of the squadrons hitherto engaged in the North

Sea vrere used to strengthen the forces available in
the Atlantic(2).

Other effects were felt - for example, the

The vulnerability of shipping routes in the

A programme of airfield

With the re-deployment of the limited Coastal Command
forces to the West coast, difficulty was experienced in main

taining the system of anti-invasion patrols, particularly as

the vast area over which general reconnaissance T^as now

required could not be covered mth the number of aircraft
available in the Command,

accordingly loaned to Coastal Command by Bomber Command for

reconnaissance purposes only, althovigh they were in fact

employed in the bombing of the so called "fringe" tai'gets, a

sequel to the German possession of all European North Sea and
Channel ports and to the invasion threat.

Four squaxirons of Blenheims were

Enemy fighter opposition to regular reconnaissance of the

ports from which an assault against this ccuntry was expected
forbade the use of general reconnaissance aircraft and this

task fell almost exclusively to the hi^ altitude reconnais
sance aircraft of the photographic reconnai.ssance unit, an
organisation which henceforth rapidly developed.

(1) These points axe dealt -with in greater detail in the
sections dealing with the Battle of the Atlantic, parti
cularly Chapter VIII.

(2) For details see Chapter VIII,
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CHAPTER V

THE IHVASION THREAT (OCTOBER, 1939 - JUEE. 19A-1)

(i) Anti-Invasion Measures

(a) Initial Precautions - October, 1939

C.C.7010/9
End. 2A

On 27 October, 1939» the Service Ministers and Chiefs of
Staff met to consider and examine various reports which had
been received on a possible enemy seaborne and airborne inva
sion of the United Kingdom.(l) Rumours of a similar nature
had also appeared in the Press, and the Committee were in
some doubt as to their significance.

In November, 1939» their report on the subject was sub
mitted to the 7iTar Cabinet,

Broadly speaking in the circumstances then prevailing,
the Committee reached the conclusion that small scale raids,
although a possibility, did not constitute a serious tlireat,
and that, so long as our naval and air forces remained intact,
and provided certain precautionary measures were effectively
maintained, the invasion of this country by means of
bined airborne and seaborne expedition did not threaten
security, but it would indeed be um/vlse to entirely ignore the
possibility. Therefore, in order to increase our state of
readiness to meet such an emergency, the necessary
precautionary measures to be taken by all three services were
decided, although in general, any interference with the
existing dispositions and precautions already designed to meet
more likely German courses of action, was to be avoided.

a com-

our

The Committee decided that the Officers responsible for
co-ordinating the measures outlined should be, the Commander-
in-Chief, Home Forces; the Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff
(Home), and the Director-General of Operations, Air Ministry.

C.C.7010/9
End.

At the first meeting of representatives of these Officers
which took place on 28 October, 1939, one of the Admiralty's
members in presenting an appreciation of the situation, stated,
that the Expeditionary Force would probably comprise 20 to 30
ships of 20,000 tons which would be accompanied by a strong
destroyer force, but the heavy ships would not be present.
The expedition would probably assemble in the Ems, Jade or
Elbe estuaries and ships would be collected at the place of
embarkation some two days before the operation took place.
The Admiralty did not press for reconnaissance of the estuaries
at present, but any information that could be obtained in the

normal course of operations, would be of assistance,
points of landing on our coast would probably be at ports such
as the Tyne, Tees and Humber, or on the beaches betvveen
Lowestoft and Orfordness.

The

(l) The possibility of invading England was first considered
by the German Naval Staff in the late autumn of 1939, but
the project was not mentioned to Hitler until 25 May, 1940.
("Operation Sealion" - Supplement to Naval Monthly
Intelligence Report March, 1947).
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To locate the approach of a possible expeditionary force,
it was considered hy the Admiralty that certain reconnaissance
requirements were required at this early stage.(l)

In accordance with these requirements Coastal Command laid

on two patrols for 28 October, 1939» but the weather precluded
the dusk reconnaissance from being carried out and was also the

cause of the moonlight sortie being abandoned after only one
hours flyingo

Form Green

G.G./Gr2/
23/10
C.C./G3/
28/10

c.c./gV
28/Oct.

At daym the follovdng morning a second reconnaissance viras
ordered,(2) but the take-off was delayed until IO3O hoinrs owing
to poor visibility, TMs patrol v/as eventually completed by
6 Ansons of No, 220 Squadron from Thomaby, and may well be
regarded as the forerunner of the intricate network of sinti-

invasion patrols T/hich ¥/ere built up as the threat of an enemy
invasion gathered momentum during the follov/ing twelve months,

^b) The Employment of Air Forces in meeting the threat ofC.C./7OIO/
9/3 invasion

Encl.ltii.

Consequent upon the Chiefs of Staff appreciation on the
likelihood of an invasion of this coiantry, a conference took
place at the Air Ministry on 31 October, 1939, under the chair
manship of the Director-General of Operations, in the absence
of D.C.A.S

ing a tlireat of this kind.

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Coastal Command,
attended the meeting in person.

After reading part of a telegram received from the
Foreign Office and the Minutes of a War Cabinet Meeting which
set out the problem, the chairman proceeded to deal with the
Agenda which comprised (a) The functions of Fighter Command,
(b) the allocation of Bomber Forces for attack
invasion and enemy troops disembarking, and (c) the Role of
Coastal Command.

The points raised and conclusions reached of immediate
concern to Coastal Command, were those dealing with Air
Reconnaissance and Air Striking Force.

In regard to Air Reconnaissance the following
ments were agreed upon:-

(i) Reconnaissance by day of the Estuaries (3)
carried out by Bomber Command when considered necessary
as the result of consultation between the Admiralty and
Air Ministry,

to consider the employment of Air Forces in meet-• 9

on a seaborne

arrange-

was to be

C.C.7010/
9/3
End. 0A

(1) (a) A reconnaissance one hour before dusk from 55 degrees
North, 06 degrees East southwards to the Dutch Coast turn
ing in time to avoid being sighted from the coast,
(b) During the present moon, a fdl moon reconnaissance
60 miles west of the line in (a) above,
(c) Reconnaissance of our own coasts each morning in the
Tyne and Tees area, and Himber and between Lowestoft and
Orfordness.

Patrol of area between 53.30 N., and 55.30 N
meridian 03 degrees East to the coast.
Ems, Jade, Weser and Elbe.

and from• 9
(2)

(3)
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(ii) Until fiirther commitments intervened, Bomber Command
would provide in accordance with the requirements of the
A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command, reconnaissance at dusk,
and on moonlight nights, over the North Sea on the
general line indicated,(l) and where necessary over the
Estuarries. The purpose of this reconnaissance was to
locate at sea an expedition (if attempted) which could
arrive on our coasts at dawn the following morning,

(iii) An inshore reconnaissance on the East Coast as far as
the Tyne to be provided at dawn by Coastal Command.

Coastal Command vrould co-ordinate these

reconnaissances to avoid overlapping and v/astage of effort.

Regarding the allocation of Bomber forces for attack

seaborne^invasion, 2A aircraft of Bomber Command were already
held available at the disposal of Coastal Command for action
against surface warships, and in addition there
torpedo-bomber squadron(2) already operational nltixln
Command, a portion of which was standing-by at short notice.
Certain other units of Bomber Command could be made available
in such an emergency from two to three hours notice.

In addition to the air reconnaissance commitment already
ai-ranged for Bomber Command, it was proposed, by the A.O.C.-
in-C. , Bomber Command, that a formation of three or six air
craft of the stand-by squadrons comprising the Air Striking
Force should be utilised to carry out a search to seawards at
1300 hours each day, if they had not been engaged beforehand
on shipping strikes, This proposal was agreed to, and it was
arranged that the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command vrould indicate
the areas of search.

The A.O.C.-in-C• t

on a

was one

tal

C.C. In confirmation of the arrangements completed at the
conference on the question of air reconnaissance, instructions
were received at Headquarters, Coastal Command, from the Air
Ministry durir-
reconnaissance

the evening of 31st October, 1939, for the
'  of an area to the west of the Estuaries,

7010/9
Encl.13A

which was to be carried out forthwith and continued until
further notice,

dusk, and a second sortie was to take place during the current
moon phase at the most appropriate time during the night, in
area some sixty miles to the west of that covered by the dusk

To cover this requirement, the appropriate orders

ng t
e(3)

This search was to commence one hour before

an

patrol.

(1) From 55 degrees North to 06 degrees East towards the
coast of Holland.

No. 42 Squadron at Bircham Nevrton, armed with
Vildebeest III & IV, with a limited radius of action of
150 sea miles,

Thomey Island, during September and October was ferrying
torpedoes to Bircham Newton for No, 42 Squadron, and
carrying out conversion training on Blenheims.
November, 1939, the first Beaufort aircraft arrived.
Prom latitude 55 degrees North, Longitude 06 degrees East,
thence South tixrning West in time to avoid being sighted
from the Dutch coast.

No, 22 Squadron (Vildebeest III) at

In

(2)

(3)
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were drafted and despatched, to the krea. Combined
Headquarters concerned, viz: Nos, 16 and No, 18 Groups, and
to Bomber Gcamnand, (1)

GG/G3/31 In the meantime, plans had been prepared and instruc
tions issued to the Group Headquarters concerned, for the
inshore reconnaissance(2) which had been laid-on for dawn on
1st November, 1939.
both of which were carried out by six aircraft and four air
craft respectively, and with slight modification were
repeated during the following four days.

The scheme consisted of two patrols.

10

The resources of the Command on the East Coast were

c^lready strained to meet the existing requirements, of
routine reconnaissance in the North Sea, convoy escort and
heavy calls for extended searches on special tasks,
ever, a limited mimber of aircraft v/ere forthcoming for tMs

nev/ commitment, and in addition the provision of aircraft to

cover the dusk and moonlight reconnaissances v/as also
required for the first nine days of November, pending the
rearmament of the squadron chosen by Bomber Command to fulfil
this role,

moonlight reconnaissance but the vireather' prevented its ful
filment during the first six nights of the month.

How-

Coastal Command also intended to maintain the

c,c,7010/
9/5
Encl.HA

R0/GV6/11
EO/G6/6/11
RO/G7/6/11

On 7 November, the character of the inshore reconnais
sance was changed from the existing diverging search to that
of a line patrol about ten miles off shore,
section extended from Orfordness to Plamborougli Head, while
the northern half now stretched from Plamborough Head to
Montrose,

The southerraost

c,c,c.

Controllers

Log 1^I'W39
Item 9

For the next four days these new patrols were consistently
maintained by two aircraft apiece, from dawn, but on
12 November, 1939, it T/as decided by the A,0.C,-in-C. Coastal
Command to discontinue them as they were no longer of any
value owing to early morning mist,
likely that news of a landing would now get through by other
available channels quicker tlaan from aircraft,

A review of the remaining anti-invasion patrols was also
carried out at the same time as the inshore reconnaissajice v/as

revised i,e, 7 November, and it was decided to institute a new
daily routine search(3) in the No, 16 Group Area  - to be known
as Bircham Newton No, 1 Patrol - which was to be flovm by two

It was considered more than

CR/G2)/6/1 1

(1) Two Whitleys of No, 4 Group (B.C,) carried out a recon
naissance of the river estuaries in N.?/. Germany during
the night 31 October/1 November, with a view to locating
reported concentrations of merchant shipping,
poor visibility, however, this reconnaissance vifas inef
fective,

detailed to undertake a moonlight reconnaissance during
the same night, but the sortie was cancelled owing to
bad v/eather.

Diverging patrol from Hunstanton to depth of 125 miles
between 040 and 090 degrees by No. 16 Group.
Diverging patrol from Whitby to depth of 130 miles
between 054 and 090 degrees by No. 18 Group.
Tvro aircraft to patrol the area enclosed by the follow
ing points: 53.40N. - 0026E, 55.00N, - O4.O8E
O5.3OE

datum points 53.30N.- 00.36E., 52.55N.- OI.I6E
of 058 degrees for 14O miles, I45 degrees for 21 miles and
238 degrees for I30 miles thence to base. (See Map III).
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aircraft (later amended to three)(l) as late as possible in
the afteraoen, but to be completed by dusk. Each aircraft
carried out a parallel track search TAn.tliin the specified area.

The original dusk reconnaissance to six degrees East
thence south to the Dutch coast, v/hich aircraft of No. 18
Group undertook - weather permitting - in the absence of
Bomber Command aircraft, was also brought into line and given
a number, i,e. Thomaby No, 2 Patrol, (2) One aircraft
ordered to standby daily from I4OO hours to carry out this
sortie if Bomber Command were unable to do so, for any reason.

In addition, two aircraft from Thornaby were to undertake
daily, a parallel track search of a. new area to the north v/est
of No. 2 Patrol.

Thornaby No, 1 Patrol, (3) and the take off v/as to be as late
as possible in the afternoon consistent v/ith the aircraft
landing before dark.

Two further attempts to regularise these patrols took
place mthin the next twelve days, after which they settled
down to a combined letter and number system, which v/as
retained mtil the introduction of the "3.A." scheme, of anti-
invasion patrols in June, I94O.

The Bircham Newton No. 1 Patrol eventually became known
as B.1 with a very slight change in position and reduction in
area, and was usually flovm by two or tliree Ansons at dusk. (4)

Thomaby No. 2 Patrol retained its original tracks but
clianged its designation to T.1, and was maintained, vdien
necessary, by one Hudson before dusk. Thomaby No,  1 Pa,trol
was cancelled, (5)

The sma].l number of aircraft required to fulfil the anti
invasion commitment during the initial precautions in
November - December, 1939» was met from the limited resources
available in Nos. I6 and I8 Groups.

In the North Sea area for which No. I6 Group was respon
sible, Ansons of No, 206 Squadron, based at Birchara Newton,
carried out the allotted tasks, and in No. 18 Group, Ansons

of No, 220 and 608 Squadrons at Thomaby v/ere employed for a
similar purpose. During November, 1939> No. 220 Squadron had
completed conversion to Hudsons and this type of aircrtift
gradually replaced the imson, on the patrols for which this

aqizatbron was responsible.

was

This additional search was to be known as

R0/G5/S/11

RO/G5/6/11

CC/G4/I9/II

RO/G6/I9/II

H.Q.C.C.
Location

Statements in

H.Q.C.G.
Forms 540

No. 220

Squadron
Forms 540

(1) Reference CH/GZ,/6/11.
undertaken by three aircraft,
carried out from datum points 53.33N, - 00.33E
53.09N. - 01.01E

See Map III
Parallel track search leaving datum I48 degrees -
Flamborough Head - 2 and 22 miles on track O58 degrees
to depth of lihO miles thence on track 328 degrees for

20 miles, thence return on recmrocal tracks to coast
(See Map III).
See Sfep IV,
On the occasions when aircraft of Bomber Command carried

out Patrol

reconnoitre areas off the Dutch coast and German North

Sea ports, Coastal Command aircraft were released from
any similar tasks on hand. (Ref. Coastal Command
Controllers logs and Forms Green.)
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Forms

Green

ho/gVS/11

On the introduction of an inshore reconnaissance on

6 Novemher, 1939> iuisons of Wo. 612 Squadron, "based at Dyce,
carried out the northern sector of the patrol hotvireen
Montrose and Fame Island, during the few days this patrol was
in operation.

c.c./s.7oio/y
3 d/d
24.1.40

The torpedo-bomber striking force available in the Command

at this time consisted of one squadron armed with
Vildebeest,(1) with a limited radius of action of 150 sea
miles, but as no sea targets presented themselves within this

range, no opportunity occurred for using the squadron
offensively, A second squadron of VildebeestCS)
process of re-arming with Beauforts. In addition, the
tv;-enty-four aircraft of Bomber Command, already held avail
able at the disposal of Coastal Command for action against
surface warships, could be utilised as a striking force
against a seaborne invasion.

were in theCC/S.7010/
9/3
End, 8A

(c) A Change of Intention

Although the anti-invasion patrols were maintained up to
early December with a regu.larity consistent with the weather,
there was no indication that an invasion of the United

Kingdom was imminent,
approached the possibilities of assembling and operating an
expedition of this nature vras further lessened, the need
to maintain patrols specifically for detection and locating
such a force, was no longer an urgent requirement.

This did not mean however, that the aircraft engaged on

the Armada patrols now became spare; on the contrary, the
need had arisen for their enqjloyment in the same area but on
a more general commitment,
reports, coming in from Agents and Bomber Command aircraft
engaged on Nickel raids, concerning the presence of eneiTiy
warships, minesweepers, minelayei's and other suspicious
cx*aft(3) off the coasts of Holland and N.W. Germany, v/ere in
need of clarification, especially if a StrEce Force was being
despatched to attack such targets.

Conveniently situated for this task -vrere the areas
covered by the Armada patrols, and it was therefore decided

to change the intention and increase the scope of these
patrols to assist in meeting this commitment,
tions v/ere retained, and further patrols(4) were added to the
series as the situation demanded during the next four months
culminating in the German conquest of Norwa3r(5) Denmark,
Holland, Belgium and France,(6)

Coupled with the fact that as the winte

For at this time an abimdance of

Their designa-

r

C.C.O.I,

No. 9 d/d
27.11.39

(1) No. Ij2 Squadron at Blroham. Newton.
(2) No, 22 Squadron at Thomey Island (In reserve to No. l2 Squadron) received the

first Beaufort aircraft during MoveDiber, 1939, and thereafter proceeded vdth
conversion to this type of aircraft,

(3) Unidentified Enemy Units believed to be engaged In giving information and bear
ings to enany alra’aft operating In the North Sea,

(W T.3 - Reconnaissance of area between parallels 5l,1OT and 5)'.50N,, and between
coast and 0500E. - Observation of foreign shipping, (See Map V),
T,1 - Diverging search from Flamborough Head to depth of 200 miles on trades
070 degrees, 078 degrees, 086 degrees and 09lt degrees. On reaching limit
10 miles south returning on parallel trades of 250 degrees “Observation of
foreign shipping - dusk. (See Map V),
T.5 - To Dutch Coast in latitude 53.00N. Coastwise to OoOOE., thence to base
througli 53.5ON,, O6OOE and 55.3CN,, - 04.OOE, - Observation Surface Vessels,
Merchant Vessels in convoy and Anti-Submarine nets - Dude, (See Map V),
B.5 - Continuous patrol from Birchara Newton to Haales Light Vessel, thence Maas
Light Vessel - Southwold - base - Observation U/Loats and Surface Vessels.
B.b - Continuous patrol from Blroham Newton to Maas - Hoaks - 5ii.00N,, 04.20E -
Base, Observation U/boats and Surface Vessels. (See Maps IV and V),

(5) For Coastal Coimiend^s conmltments during Che Nonveglan Campaign see Chapter III,
(6) For Coastal Command’s commitments during the French Campaign see Chapter IV,
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(d) Review of Invasion Plans by the C.O.S.
May, 19ij£)

In the light of the situation in May, 1924jO, created by
the German invasion of Demiaiic and Norway, the Chiefs of
Staff Committee re-examined their previous report(l) on a
seaborne and airborne attack on the United Kingdom, and sub
mitted their conclusions to the War Cabinet.

It was pointed out by the Committee, that the German
invasion of Denmark and Norway might well be the prelude to a
major strategic plan aimed at seeking a decision during that
year,

likely fall on this country, the most serious threat to our
security being an intensive air offensive, which, if success-
fi.ll might culminate in an attempt at actual invasion. (2)

Committee -

If this vras true, then the main attack vrould most

A.M.

S.5341
End. 2A

(G.O.S.
(40)332)

C.O.S.

(40)332
Para. 3

C.O.S.

(40)332
Paraso 4*
5 & 6

Possible Combined operations against this country could
be divided into two kinds, viz: raids and invasion. The

first could be eithei- seaborne or airborne, and in view of the
current situation the danger ha,d indeed been extended north

wards to the Shetlands, Such raids v/ere more likely to be

carried out as diversions, simultaneously with an intensive
air bombardment or invasion, rather than isolated operations
in themselves. In regard to the second possibility; under

existing conditions, the Committee saw no reason to revise

their previous conclusion that, so long as our naval and air

forces remained in being and provided the necessary precau
tions were maintained effectively, invasion was not a serious
danger, at this time.

The crux of the problem was, whether the Germans could
succeed in neutralising our naval and air forces, but as it

was clearly impossible to estimate with any accuracy their

chances of success, nothing short of the ultimate test in

the conditions of widespread and heavy air attack could
provide the answer to this problem.

The Chiefs of Staff considered it would indeed be unwise

to assume that the Germans might not achieve a sufficient
measure of success to encourage them to risk a. gamble on
actual invasion.

G.O.S.

(4D)332
Para. 8

The occupation of Holland would be a necessary
preliminary to tliis success, as this would enable Germany to
employ short range fighters for air escort to her dive-
bombers and air transport fleet,
then have the added advantage of the short sea routes between
Holland and the British Isles.

Furthermore, she would

I1)
Submitted to the War Cabinet in November, 1939*
At the first two discussions, which took place on
31 May and 20 June, 1940, on the possibility of
invading England, Hitler regarded the execution of such

a project as impossible. Hcwever, during the last
days of Jime, a surprising change of view occurred in

the Fuhrer’s Headquarters, and on 2 July, 1940, a
Supreme Command directive was issued to the tliree
services, instructing them to initiate preparations for

an invasion of England. Air supremacy being stipu
lated as an indispensable condition for the operation.
("Operation Sealion" - Supplement to Naval Monthly
Intelligence Report - March, 1947).
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G.O.S.

(¥))332
Para. 11

It was therefore considered that the most wilnerable

area was between the Wash on the East coast and Folkestone on

the South coast, and in view of the necessity to pass through
the Straits of Dover and the longer passage from German or

Dutch ports, attacks appeared less likely on the south than
on the east coast,(1) Initial landings at the defended ports
of Yarmouth, Harwich and Dover were unlikely, but there were
numerous beaches on both coasts suitable for such operations.

The provision of the necessary troops for a seaborne
invasion presented no problem from the German point of view,
and ample shipping suitable for transports was at his
disposal. (2) It was also Icncwn that a considerable number of
troop-carrying barges had been prepared, and in view of the
fact that they were not used for the invasion of Holland,
they might well be intended for an invasion of this country.

The choice of the initial landing places and subsequent
entry ports would be dependent partly on the mined areas
through which the approaching forces would have to pass.
Reconnaissance of the movements of our shipping might easily
reveal the limits of our swept channels and so enable the
expeditionary forces to pass through the gaps in our
minefields,

employed.
During the approach, sweeping could also be

C.O.S.

(40)332
Par. 14

C.O.S.

(¥))332
Para. 14

C.O.S.

(40)332
Para. I5

A warning of eneny intentions could be deduced fi-ora the
inception of an air offensive, and the concentration of ships
and troops; but the actual date of sailing and the point
points of attack, would remain in doubt -until the last
moment.

or

G.O,3.

(40)332
Para, I4

The possibility of diversions in the form of raids iii the
North of England and Scotland(3) was ehh-?.ncecl by the fact
that the Norwegian harbours and aerodromes were in German

The occupation of the Shetlands for instance, could
be a serious inconvenience to us, and the effects on our
prestige would be far reaching.

hands.

(1) In a second directive which was issued from the Puhrer's
Headquarters on I6 Jixly, 192,D, it was stated that
Hitler had decided on "preparations and eventual
execution" of a landing, which was to take place
wide area approximately between Ramsgate and West of
the Isle of Wight. ("Operation Sealion" - Supplement
to Naval Monthly Intelligence Report - March, 1947.)

(2) On 21 July, 192*D, Hitler’s attitude towards the planaied
operation was expressed to the Heads of the three
servi-ces. He emphasized that the main difficulties
lay in the field of supplies and that 1^0 divisions
v.^ould be needed. The German Naval Staff calculated
the total requirements as I55 transport steamers,
(700,000 gross tonnage), 1,722 barges, 471 sea,-going
tugs and 1,161 motor boats. (Operation Sealion -
Supplement to Naval M.I.R. - March, 1947).

(3) In order to disperse our defence force, the Germaii
Naval Staff planned a feint operation in the northern
part of the North Sea to be carried out

as possible to simulate a landing in Scotland;
also, by means of operations by the cruiser

over a

as conspicuously
and

'Hipper'
and the pocket battleship 'Admiral Scheer* in the
Iceland-Paeroes region and in the North Atlantic
draw off our naval forces in the area.
Herbstreise

to

(Operation
- Supplement to Naval M.I.R, - March, 1947).
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(e) The Formation of a "Heme Defence ExecutiveA.M.

S.334I
Enel. 2k

Annex, II
To ensure that plans and action to meet an invasion of

the United Kingdom were fully co-ordinated, a "Home Defence
Executive" was set-up at once under the chairmanship of the
Commander-in-Chief, Home Forces,
remaining individually responsible to their own Ministries,
would be jointly responsible to the Chiefs of Staff Committee.

The fdxecutive, while

The members were the Air Officers Comniandiug-in-Chief
Bomber, Fighter and Coastal Commands? a representative of

the Air Ministry; the Deputy Chief of Operations, Ministry
of Home Security, and a representative of the Admiralty.

From among the many deliberations of the Home Defence
Committee and its various sub-committees during the next two

months the main item of interest to emerge for Coastal
Command, as far as this narrative is concerned, vms the

provision of special air reconnaissance to give the earliest

possible warning of the assembly and passage of an enemy
seaborne expedition,
the Committee examined this question and agreed that they
could not displace the functions of the Admiralty and the Air

Ministry, but could only suggest variations and increases in
the reconnaissance plan,
preparation of the defences in the United Kingdom to combat

an invading force if a landing was effected,

(f) Review of Plans and Preparations for the employment
of Air Forces in connection with Invasion.

In the early days of its existence,

Their chief function was the

A.M.

S.53A1

End. 3A

In view of the Chiefs of Staff Report it was necessary
to review the existing arrangements, which had come into

force in November, 1939» under a Home Forces Plan  - loiown as
the J.C. Plan.

In general in those early days, the danger was not
regarded with any seriousness but recent events had changed
the outlook, and it was now desired to place before everybody
the new situation and to instil the Government’s wish for our

defence preparations to be taken seriously.

With this object in mind a conference was held at the
Air Ministry on the 7 May, 1940, under the chairmanship of
D.C.A.S.

CC/7010/9/3
Enel. 39B

Arising out of the discussion which followed, it was
decided in the first instance, that Coastal Command should be

responsible for carrying out the reconnaissance plan and that

Bomber Command should not have any specific cojniiaitment for
this role,

^erational Training Units should be used to replace wastage
in first line Squadrons.
Squadrons of Skuas and Rocs which could be ma,de available,
should be placed at the disposal of Fighter Command, and any
other Fleet Air /irm Squadrons placed under Coastal Command,

(g) iin Interim Plan of Reconnaissance

Secondly, that in an emergency, aircraft from

Thirdly, that any Fleet Air Arm

G.C./So15087
Enel. 31B

By 10 Ifeiy, 1940, the German invasion of Norway and
Denmark had been consolidated and the campaign in the Low
Countries had commenced,

brought immediate advantages to the enemy's U/boat service.
Commerce Raiders and Surface \mits; the first two had
easier access to the Atlantic and the last luuiied force

enjoyed the same advantage in regard to attacks against our

East Coast Convoys.

This change in the situation
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CC/S.I5O87
Enel. 31B

Moreover, the occupation of these countries had placed at

the enemy's disposal established aerodromes from which he

could operate against our reconnaissance aircraft and convoys.
The natural difficulties already in the ymy of effective
reconnaissance of the Norwegian Coast, was further increased

by the opposition now to be expected from enemy fighters all

along this coast and deep into the North Sea.

cc/s.15067
End. 3OA

Yet a further factor was that the enemy could be
expected to set up a chain of R.D.E. stations on the
Norwegian and Danish coasts, facilitating the interception of

our aircraft by fighters.

■ Certain other advantages accrued to the enemy relative to

the build-up of an Expeditionary Force for the invasion of

this country. He had acquired from the occupied com:itries
additional transports and other surface craft in which to

carry his invading force, and also more ports and harbours in
which to assemble this armada. It vifas now possible for him

to disperse his forces along a coastline extending from

Northern Norway to the Low Coimtries; large transports could

be berthed in distant ports, v/hile smaller craft could be
collected in numerous canals and estuaries closer to our

coast. The whole expedition could then debouch from many
ports along this extensive coastline, each unit proceeding
independently to its point of attack.

cc/s.15087
Enel. 31B

All such advantages ii^hich the enemy had gained as a.

result of his successes, conversely affected Coastal
Command's operational policy, and naturally led to some
major alterations in the plan of opei*ationso Quite apart
from these considerations, the fact that the Command had also

been made responsible for carrying out the anti-invasion
recoimaissance, also necessitated a change of plan.

During tMs period of rapid changes in events, the
Coastal Command, made several appreciations on

the problems confronting the Command, among T/hich was one
deeiling with anti-invasion measures.

A.O,C.-in-C• >

cc/s.15087
Enel. 32A

In regard to a seaborne invasion the A.O.G.-in-C
of the opinion that the most pi'obable ajreas for landing vyere

Yarmouth - Harwich, Tyne - Flamborough Head,
respect it was significant that in the enemy's plan for

mining the East Coast he had left open two avenues of
approach;- viz;- T3me to .'.itheriisea and Lowestoft to
Orfordness.

y/as• f

In this

These approaches may have been left to permit
his minelaying submarines to pass to and fro; nevertheless,
it was considered that the most dangerous areas were the
beaches opposite these unmined areas.

It was also feasible to assume that the most favourable

area for the concentration of this force would be that which

provided the optimum conditions for landing the first y/ave,
that is yyithin the area where his fighters and bombers could
operate in conjunction,
campaign it extended from the Y/ash to Newhaven, but might well
e.'ctend to the yyssWard accoi-ding to the enemy's progress in
the Low Countries and France.

At this stage of the enemy's

A landing in the Shetlands as a diversionary measure,
yyas also contemplated.

C.C. File S.15O87
Ends, 30k & 3U

The importance of these islands in the broad strategic
plan followed by Coastal Command load, already been erroliasised
on 7 i,b.y by the AaOoCo-in-C vdio had. continued to e:cpress
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anxiety that, in view of their isolated position and lack of
adequate anti-aircraft and fighter defences, the islands v/ere
open to heavy attacks by bombers and long range fighters
based in Norway and might become untenable as a flying-
boat base.

A reconnaissance at dusk of the area to the East of

the islands(l) v/as therefore ordered on 1A llay and became
a daily routine commitment for No. 18 Group from 1? lay, (2)

Mention should be made in this connection of two further

patrols which commenced about this tiiae. Although they
were both primarily intended for the interception of E boats
attempting to approach our sMpping routes, they must be
regarded also as "anti—invasion" patrols, particularly as the
second one was ultimately incozp)orated into the regularised
scheme of S.A, patrols T^iiich came into effect in the first
week of June, Patrol S11, a daily commitment by an aircraftSee Map V
from the Shetlands over an area to the East of the
islands, (3) v/as also used as an alternative to the routine
security patrol from ¥ick by extending the area floTm well
to the East(4) The second patrol, flovm daily at dusk from
Thornaby, commenced on 14 lb.y, and covered an area in the

North Sea, through which it ¥iras estimated that E-boats
must pass when attempting to approach our East Coast sliipping
routes,(5)

On 22 i.ay the patrols over lettered tracks Q to  V were
recommenced daily at dusk with a li;nit of 240 miles from our

coast,(6) to intercept enemy surface vessels approaching frora
the Skagerrak or North of the enemy declared minefield.
Aircraft fitted with A.S.Y. were used, the top two tracks

being flown from Leuchars and the remaining four tracks from

Thomaby.

The anti-invasion commitments of No. 18 Group during
May thus amounted to a daily patrol East of the Shetlands at

dusk and coverage of the Southern half of the North Sea up
to a distance from our coast calculated to intercept enemy
sea forces intending to make an atts.ck during the hours of

darkness or at first light.

Following the enemy occupation of the Dutch ports,
patrols between our coast and Holland were strengthened.
A night patrol across the North Sea from the Norfolk Coast
to Holland was introduced on 1? iis-y, and a crossover pati'ol
flown GOntinuousl5^ from dawn until dusk off the Dutch Coast,
began on 27 Ivky, (7) The stated purpose of both these patrols
was to provide early ¥¥aming of enemy surface forces
approaching our shores.

Between parallels 59 cuid 61 degrees North and meridians 01 West to 02 East,
(Form green CC/GI/liys)
Tliree aircraft from Wick to fly parallel tracks from 01 degrees West to
03 degrees East between latitudes 60 and 61 degrees North, returning
betv;een latitudes 59 and ̂  degrees North. Also flQvm on occasion by
aircraft frcm Shetlands (Form green CC/G6/16/5)
Area search between latitudes 60 and 6l degrees North and the meridians of
Greenwich and 01 degrees East (form greai R0/G6/6/5)
Form green RD/Gi^/2/5
Between parallels 53hP and 5500 North and betvreen the meridians of
Greenwich and 05 degrees East (Fonn green CC/G1/11/5),
Given the label of T7, CoTXienced on 22 Hai;- by two aircraft each from

Thornaby and Leuchars; on 2.'!. Mao' flovm by 3 ASV aircraft from Thomaby
and after ̂  Nay flown b ' Leuchars and Thomaby, (Forms green
CK/G2/22/5, RD/G2/245 RO/Go/26/5 and R0/G14/26/5)
Patrol Enemy (replaced by patrol Coast on I9 Nay) and patrol Crossover,
both flown by aircraft from Bircham Newton. For details see Chapter IV
Section (IV)(c),

(1)

(2)

(3)

(W
(5)

(6)

(7)
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Provision v/as made for an alternative reconnaissance by
tvifo imsons from Bircham I'Jewton if T/eather conditions at

Thornaby and Leuchars inteirfered with the routine dusk

patrols by No. 18 Group,
across the narrowest part of the Southern half of the North

Sea betv.’een the Norfolk Coast and Holland. (1)

These aircraft covei'ed an area

A detailed account of the patrols flown by Coastal
Command during l/Iay and June will ho found in the preceding
chapter. To complete the picture of precautions against
an enemy sea-borne invasion taken before the introduction
of the regularised system of S.A. patrols, three further
patrols already described in Chapter IV must be m.entioned
again. Patrol T5 flev/ from Bircham Newton to the Texel end

along the Dutch Islands as far as 06 degrees East.(2)
Cosmiencing on 2 June one Hudson equipped with A.S.V., also

from Bircham Newton, flew a continuous night patrol twenty-
five miles East of the shipping route from Crfoi’dness to the

river Humber, (3) in the English Cliannel two Ansons from
Thomey Island searched an area roughly between Le Havre and

Dieppe nightly for E-boats and surface craft, (a)

See Map V

This was the position of Coastal Command anti-invasion
precautions up to the end of the first week in June, although,
as has been already stated, other routine and special
patrols flown by Nos. 16 and 18 Groups during the Norwegian
and French campaigns must also be considered before a full

appreciation of the extent of the Command's effort in this

reference can be obtained.(5)

(h) The Introduction of Operation S.A. (C.C.O.I. No,2l)

The evacuation from Dunkirk was still in progress Tirhen
orders Virere given from H.Q., Coastal Command for a completely
new scheme of anti-shipping patrols designed to provide
warning of the approach of an invading enemy force. A

distinction was drawn between reconnaissance to provide
observation of weather conditions and of enemy shipping move

ments along the Norwegian and Danish Coasts and in the

Heligoland Bight, and anti-invasion reconnaissance. The

former patrols wei-e the routine weather flights in areas A,
B andC(6) and were to continue as before, although in the
course of time the duties of these flights were assumed by
the aircraft on the second series of patrols, as was
inevitable in vlevr of the acute shortage of aircraft in the

Command and the disproportionate increase in responsibilities

Form Green

CG/G2/3/6

(1) Parallel tracks of 076 degrees from datum positions 5305'I x 0100E and
5325N X 0100E, as far as 0h2Q degrees East. Return on reciprocal trades

miles to the nortavwird of outgoing tracks. Patrol flown as late as

possible consistent with returning before dusk (forr.is green CC/G2/29/5 and
CC/GI/30/5).

(2) Incorporated Into patrol Crossover from30 Maj--.
(3) Patrol Coast 2, after completing the sweep rouglTl;- from Orfordness to tlae

Dutch coast patrolled to the East of the shipping route. This was then

continued until daylight by patrol slilp (forms green CK/G10/2/6 and
CH/GUt/3/6).

(h) Patrol Embee commenced on the night of 1/2 June, From datum positions
500l(N. xOOOOE & 501I)N. X OOOOE,, the txK) aircraft flew tracks 062 degrees for
63 miles, 360 degrees for 20 miles, 2l)2 degrees for 63 miles and tlience to
base,

(5) See Chapters III £ IV, On 10 June, for Instance, a reconnalssaiice of
Bergen as part of die search for tlie enemy naval force Imovm to be at large
In tne North Sea (Chap, III, Sect, xxll), revealed 30 merchant vessels
present, Otlier evidoice pointed to Invasion preparations and attacks on the

port were made by Coastal Command aircraft but vdth little success owing to
the extremely bad weather conditions,

(6) For details see Chapter III section (xxl) and Map v.
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after the fall of Prance,

an independent reconnaissance for enemy shipping until the
end of June.(l)

All other routine shipping patrols were cancelled, and
replaced hy seven patrols designed to cover the areas of
approach of an invading force from Norway to the Channel
ports.(2) Six of these patrols had been in force previously,
the new directive to Groups serving to clailfy the general
reconnaissance position*

Patrol T5 was also continued as

Patrol S.A.1 previously flown as the Security patrol
from ‘.'ick, covered the same area to the East of the
Shetlands(3) daily at dusk. Patrol S.A.2 comprised the
former lettered tracks Q to V inclusive to a depth of 240
miles from our Coast, This had also been a routine commit
ment for Thomaby and Leuchars as patrol T7, covering at dusk
a large area of the North Sea roughly from Scarborough to
Berwick on a. rough bearing of O65 degrees to a depth of just
under half the total width of the North Sea at this point,
SoAo3 liad been previou.sly flovm as the Thomaby E-boat
patrol. Pour aircraft covered the area roughly from the
River Tyne to the River Humber, penetrating into the North
Sea. up to a distance var3ring betirreen 300 and 40O miles from
our Coast. (4)

* >

See Map VI

iin alternative patrol to be flown from Bircham Newton
when weather conditions made flying from Thornaby impossible
was laid down to cover an area across the narrowest part of
the North Sea between the Norfolk Coast and Holland.(5)

The three patrols just described were all flovm by
No. 18 Group stations, that is, mainly from ivick, Leuchars
and Thomaby. No, I6 Group a.ircraft from Birchara Newton,
Detling and Thomey Island were responsible for the remain
ing five patrols of the scheme in its original form. As has
already been stated patrol T.5(6) wa.s retained and was flatvn
from Bircham Newton to reach the Easternmost extremity of the
patrol at latest daylight.

(1) Tliis patrol was in use from 16 Api-il aiid was cancelled
on 29 June (foim green CC/GI/29/6).
For the purpose of this scheme, it was assumed that the
vanguard of an invading force would be transported by
fast minor naval vuiits, probably E-boats and destroyers.
Three landplanes, flying parallel tracks to cover the
area between 59 and 61 degrees North and the meridians
01 degree Yfest and 02 degrees East. The area was
extended to 03 degrees East by form green CC/G5/V6.
Four aircraft to fly parallel tracks over the area
between 5340 and 5500 degrees North and the meridians
of Greenwich and 05 degrees East,
Two aircraft on parallel tracks of 076 degrees from
positions 5305N x 0100E and 5325N x 0100E, as fax'; as
05 degrees. Retxxm on reciprocal tracks 40 miles
further North (form green CC/G^3/6).
Bircham Newton to the Texel,.along the Dutch islands
as far as 0600 degrees East and return to base via
533ON* X 040OE.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Patrol S.A.2). from Birchara Newton was a modification of
Three aircraftpatrol Coa.st vNiich had begun during May.

flew parallel tracks from the Norfolk.Coast to Holland(l)
comraencing two hours before dusk and repeating the patrol
three hours later.

The continuous patrol during the hours of darkness by
one A.3.V. aircraft along a line 25 miles to the East of the

East Coast shipping route from Orfordness to the River Humber,
previously flovni from Bircham Newton as patrol "Ship", was

now continued as patrol S.A.5. One further continuous patrol
flown during the hours of darkness by an aircraft from
Detling over the North Sea to the South of latitude 5210
North, S.A.6., completed the coverage over the North Sea.(2)

The last patrol in the original plan, S.A.7. was a
modified form of patrol Embee and amounted to a square search
at the Eastern end of the English Channel(3) by two aircraft
from Thorney Island. It lasted from two hours after dusk

until the following dawn.

The new scheme of S.A. patrols v/as to be brought into
force as soon as the heavy commitments at that time permitted.
In fact No. 18 Group commenced, the three patrols allotted to
their squadrons on the night of 1^/3 June. No. I6 Group
comi^ienced on the following night.

Amendments to the original plan commenced almost
immediately. It was anticipated that, in order to draw off
a proportion of our naval forces prior to attempting an
invasion of this country, a diversionary attack on the
Northern patrol or the Narvik shipping route might be made by
enemy warships. A routine crossover patrol North of the

Shetlands(A) was therefore ordered on 4th June. Ideally
this should have been continuous during daylight but two

Sunderlands from Sullum Voe each flying two circuits daily
was all the limited aircraft resources permitted. This
patrol fully occupied the present strength of the Svinderland
aircraft based in the Shetlands and took priority over the
anti-U-boat patrols from that base, which were only to be
flown when weather conditions interfered with the anti
invasion patrol.

Form Green

CG/G1/5/6

ill though all these patrols were originally ordered at
dusk or during the houx-s of darkness, the four patrols

(1) Three aircraft from datimi positions 5230N. x 0200E,
52A-5N X 0200E, & 53OON. X 0200E.
the Dutch coast.

Course 090 degrees to
Return from positions 5215N x O405E.,

5315N X O435E, & 533ON X O5OOE. on course 270 degrees.
Map VI will assist in giving a clear picture of the
extent of this coverage.
The exact area for this patrol was originally the Dover
Straits and English Channel East of the meridian of
Greenwich and North of latitude 501ON.
area was extended to parallel 50OON and meridian 0100
Y/est (forms green GG/G-2/3/6 and CC/GI/II/6.) Chatham
forms green 03/06/3/6 and 03/GTI/-\\/6 prescribe in detail
the route to be followed.

Labelled S.12. Positions 6IOON x 0050YY - 6iD0N x 0030E -

632)1(11 X OI5OE - 6II8N X 0200YY. (form green CC/Gl/V^).
This was in addition to the routine crossover patrol W2
flown from Wick in the Faeroes-Orkneys Channel
continuously throughout daylight.

On 11 June the

(2)

(3)

(4)
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covering the larger part of the North Sea, SA1, 2, 3, & 4,
were suhsequently ordered also daily at dawii.(l) Slight
modifications were made to relieve the shortage of
aircraft.(2) Observation of the areas covered by patrols
SA6 & SA7, were also to be made from time to ti-ne during
dajrlight.

It can be seen from this description that the plan
introduced on 3 dime was little more than a restatement of

commitments undertaken by Nos. 16 and 18 Groups, during the
Norwegian and French campaigns,
concentrated on the reporting of enemy invasion shipping
rather than on enemy shipping movements generally,
of aircraft and the urgency of other commitments were the
particular causes of the neglect of more widespread anti
shipping reconnaissance and attacks,

the Norwegian coast was limited to patrols by a flight of
tliree Blenheims from Stunburgh.
the aircraft engaged on the anti-invasion patrols did attack
opportunity targets which were presented to them,
particularly outstanding exang)le of th5.s spirit is evident
in the work of No. 206 Squadron based at Bircham Newton.
Targets in Holland were frequently attacked by the Hudsons
of this squadron when flying the routine SA4 patrol.

The Limited resources of the Command were already fully
occupied at this time with the many tasks connected with the
actual campaigns in progress, and therefore, during the
latter part of May, 1943» only a compromise could be offered
in regard to the provision of aircraft for the anti-invasion
commitment,

the Lo'7 Countries and Ttrance, however, released more aircraft
for the anti-invasion role.

Attention ivas now

Shortag

Reconnaissance of

It is, however, true that

A

The conclusion of the enemy’s campaigns in

e

C.C./S.15087
Enel. 32A

H.Q.G.C.
Location

At the commencement of the new scheme of regularised
anti-invasion patrols early in June, 1940, the aircraft

Statements No. 6 employed to carry out the tasks were again drawn from
No. 16 and No. 18 Groups. In addition the Groups had
operational control of various disembarked Fleet Air Arm

Squadrons, who contributed some very valuable assistance in

times of great stress. In July, 1940, when the scheme was

expanded to the wrestem end of the English Channel and the

South Western Approaches, aircraft from No. 15 Group were
utilised to cover the areas concerned.

Most of the squadrons enployed were called upon at
some time to combine the task of reconnaissance with that

of attack against enemy shipping, barge concentrations and

Land objectives.

Form green CC/Cl/5/6 ordei-ed SA2, 3 & 4 daily at dawn
Form green CC/G1/17/6 gave the samefrom 5 June,

(1)

orders for SA1 from 17 June*

SA3 at dawn could be flown by two aircraft fitted Y/ith
ASV or by tvro aircraft covering the southern half of
the area on the outr/ard track and the northern half of

This was instead of the four air-the return track,

(2)

craft required for this patrol at dusk,
(form green CC/G3/4/6),
Either the second SA4 or SA5 at dawn could be omitted
if the aircraft position made this necessary
(form green GG/G1/6/6).
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In the Southern part of the North Sea and the Eastern
end of the English Channel, No. I6 Group disposed, one
combined Mson/Hudson squactron( 1) , one Blenheim squadron, (2)
tvro Anson Squadrons (3) two Beaufort Squadrons,(if) one
Swordfish and one Skua squadron of the Fleet Air Axm*(5)

For operations in the Northern part of the North Sea
and off the Norviregian Coast, No. 18 Group deploj^d, two
Sunderland squadrons,(6) one Blenheim squadron,(7) three /q\
Hudson squadrons,(8) and one composite Ansor/Hudson squadron.

Ihen aircraft of No. 15 Group commenced their anti
invasion commitment in the South West, one Anson squadron(lO)
and one Sunderland squadron(ll) became available for opera
tions in this area.

(3) Reconnaissance of Enemy Ports and Aerodromes

H.Q.C.C.
Location

Statement

No. 8

Following the fall of France, the Low Countries and oior
withdrawal from the continent, some of our most fruitful
sources of information about German intentions vrere cut-off

at the very iDoment when such knowledge was most vital.

Towards the end of May, 191|J0» when it became
evident that a British withdrawal from the Continent coiild

no longer be delayed, the Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee of
the CoiOTiittee of Imperial Defence revlevred the means by which
it might be possible to obtain the earliest warning of
German preparations for the invasion of this country. It
was recognised by the Committee that one of the chief sources
of intelligence left open was that of air reconnaissance over
enemy territory, and it was suggested that preparations for
organising such reconnaissance should be put in hand at once.

An attempt to define the scope of air reconnaissance
required, and to allot responsibility for carrying it out,
was therefore made the subject of a conference held at the

Air Ministry on 10 June, 19¥). It was agreed that recon
naissance was required of certain specified ports and air
fields in South-T/est Norway, Jutland, North-west Germany,
the Low Countries and such of the north French coastal region
as was already in German hands. So far as ports vrere

\

c.c. 7010/9/3
Enel. 68A

C.C.7010/9/3
Enel. 7IA

(1) No, 206 Squadron at Blrciiam Neivton originally equipped with Ansons. During
May only two Fllglits of Hudsons were available, but a third Flight became
operational during June,

(2) No, 235 Squadron at Blrcham Neyjton, One of the four trade protection
squadrons.

(3) No. 48 Squadron at Thomey Island and No, 500 Squadron at Detllng,
(4) No, 22 Squadron at North Coates and No, 4s Squadron at Thomey Island. The

first named squadron remained at North Coates througliout the yyhole period
under review, but No, 42 Squadron on completion of their re-equipment with
Beauforts moved to Wick (No, 18 Croup) on 19 June, 19/yO. A detachment of
the squadron was sent to Sumburgh (No, 18 Group) on the 11 June, 1940, and
carried out their first operation In Beauforts with a raid on Trondheim/
Vaemes aerodrome. On the same day No, 22 Squadron carried out Its first
torpedo attack on shipping off Calais, Relieved of operational duties w.e.f.
22 June, 1940, both squadrons concentrated on training v-'hilst awaiting the
fitting of modified engines to their aircraft. No, 22 Squadron resumed
operations on 31 August, 1940, with a bombing raid on the Seaplane base at
Amsterdam, and No, 42 Squadron came back to operations with a mlnelaylng
sortie on 28 September, 1940, off Lorlent,

(5) No, 812 Squadron at North Coates and No. 861 Squadron at Detllng,
(6) No, 204 Squadron and No, 201 Squadron at Sullun Voe,
(7) No, 254 Squadron at Svmburglij another of the trade protection squadrons,
(8) No, 224 Squadron and No, 233 Squadron at Leuchars, No, ZiO Squadron at

Tiiornab;’',
(9) No. 269 Squadron at Wick.
(10) No, 217 Squadron at St, Eval.
(H) No, 10 (R.A.A.F.) Squadron at Mount Batten,
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concerned, it Y/as concluded that photographic reconnaissance
might he carried out as an alternative over Jutland, the
Frisian Islands, the channels hetvYeen the Scheldt and the
Maas, and the French Channel Ports.

The order of pidLority for the reconnaissance of the
ports v/as decided(l), and the aerodromes to he covered at
frequent intervals, Yvas also dravm up and approved.

Although no clear decision was reached concerning the
manner in which the necessary reconnaissance would actually
he organised, it was significant that the conference was
of the opinion that "high altitude photographic reconnais
sance TYas hy far the best method."

After further consideration, the Air Ministry decided
that the A.O.C.-in-C

for ordering and co-ordinating all the reconnaissance of
enemy ports.

Coastal Command would he responsible• t

CC.7010/9/3
Enel. 7U

Intelligence from these reconnaissances and other

sources Yvould be collated hy the Combined Intelligence
Committee v/ho, from the information available, T/ould
indicate to the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command each day, the
ports Vfhich should he reconnoitred in order of priority.

To carry out this commitment, the A.O.C.-in-C
Coastal Command yms expected to use the resources of his own
Command hut, in addition, he Yvas to have first call on the

resources of the Photographic Development Unit to whom he
was empovifsred to pass orders for this purpose direct,

iilthou^ it was recognised that reliance Virould have to
he placed in the main on photographic or visual reconnais
sance hy day, the possibility of obtaining information
about enemy preparations for invasion h;/ means of night
photography was not overlooked.

• 9

cc/s.7010/26
End, 2A

The matter was considered at the Air Ministry
conference of 10 June, 19A0, and the policy laid down
provided that the "facilities already available in Bomber
Command for night photographic reconnaissance v/ere also to
be made use of to supplement daylight reconnaissance,
although it was not intended that special night photographic
reconnaissance should be undertaken by Bomber Command."
The A.O.C.-in-C Coastal Command, indicated the ports for
v/hich night reconnaissance was required, and Bomber Command
would, if possible, route aircraft on night sorties so as
to include such ports, prav3.ded this could be done without
prejudice to the primary task on hand.

• 9

CC/S. 7010/26
End* 1A

As a logical consequence of this policy the
Photographic Reconnaissance Unit Yvas transferred from the

control of the Director of Intelligence, Air Ministry, to
that of the A..0.C.-in-C

18 J^une, 192jjD.(2)
Coastal Command, Yirith effect fro• 9 m

(1) /i) The original German ports, i.e. those in the Bight.
Norwegian Ports.
Danish Ports.

(2) See also R.A.F. Narrative - Photographic Reconnaissance
by the Royal Air Force in the vrar of 1939 ■* 1945
(Vol. I.)

(ii
(iii
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Meanwhile, A.G.A.S.(G-) pressed for the policy of equip
ping p.R.U. to take night-photographs on its own account, and
to this end tentative arrangements were made, hut owing to

shortage of certain equipment, this never came to pass. In

point of fact P.R.U. passed through the invasion crisis of
the summer and autumn of 1940 ws:thout having any facilities
for night-photography, nor does it appear that the procedure
suggested at the Air Ministiy conference of 10 June, 19h-0j
for the taking of night-photographs of enemy invasion ports
was carried out- to any extent.

As far as the photographic reconnaissance of enemy
preparations is concei'ned,(l) the period hetween the taking
over of P.R.U, by Coastal Command and the end of the imme

diate threat in October, 1940» could be divided into three
main phases. During the first phase (18 Jiine -
31 August, 1940) the photographs obtained gave largely
comraital picture and failed to confim the reports and
rumours of German intentions to invade this country; on the
other liand, the intermediate phase during the first half of
September revealed the rapid development of preparations for
invasion by sea; during the third and last phase the speed
of visible preparations had appreciably slowed down. The
activities of the Unit during this period amounted to 68I
sorties of which 492 were successful, for the loss of 6
Spitfires and 2 Hudsons.

During the next six months, despite the lessening of the
tension which followed the enemy’s postponement of the inva
sion of this coxantry and the influence of the winter season,
a good proportion of the sorties flown by P.P.U., were to
obtain intelligence on the progress, if any, of enemy prepara.-
tions for invasion during the spring of 1941.

a noii-

(k) Attack on the Bneray's Invasion Preparations in
Horway

c.c. S.7010
End. 1 6A

Prom reconnaissance reports received during the first
bvo weeks in June, it was considered by the Air Ministry that
preparations for the invasion of England were taking place
■in Norwegian ports and fjords,
ject of an Air Mnistry directive to Coastal Ccmmand on
14 June, 1940, wherein it v/as directed that all Merchant
Vessels situated in Norwegian PJords between Trondheim in the
North and Kristiansand in the South were to be attacked and
sunk.

This matter formed the sub-

Coastal Command’s own.Striking Porce, consisting of two
squadrons of Beauforts, which at that,time had been
temporarily limited to activities on Coastal Tfeters,(2) was
inadequate for this dangerous task of attacking shipping
along the Norwegian coast, especially in viev,f of the fact
that air opposition from both single and tvidn-englned enemy
fighters based on local aerodromes, could be expected.
Again in vi.ew of the shortage' of aircraft and the multi
farious commitments of the Command, it was impossible to
keep an adequate striking force standing by in the right
place armed yri-th the right weapons.

(1) See also R.A.P, Narrative - Photographic Reconnaissance
, Vol. I Part III.

(2) Serious trouble experienced with the Taurus engine was
the ca.use of these'two Squadrons being limited to short
operational patrols close to our shores.

• >
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C.G. In the circumstances, therefore, the iiir l/Iinistry had

no alternative hut to instruct Bomber Command to provide a

Striking Force to assist Coastal Command in Anti-invasion
operations in the Northern part of the North Sea and Norway,

squadrons of Blenheim aircraf t( )Two medium bomber

7010/9/3
End. 100A

C.C.

were detailed for this task and were ready to operate from

Lossiemouth on 24 June, 1940,
7010/9/3
Enel. 101A

C.C. Their primary role vjas to be that of a striking force
for use against enemy invasion transport movi-ng across the

North Sea, particularly from Norway,
shipping and troop carrying aircraft being assembled in

Nonvay and believed to be intended to cai-ry an invading
force, together -wi.th the attack of aerodromes when
particularly vulnerable targets v/ere presented, were also
included in this initial role,

the attack of enemy warships under favourable conditions,
when this could be done without prejudice to the primary
role.

The attack of

A secondary role would be

7610/9/3
Enel. 101A

Coastal Command was responsible for all necessary
reconnaissance in the area concerned, and as a result of
such reconnaissance indicated to Bomber Command the targets
against which offensive action should be taken by the tv/o

squadrons. ( 2)

Coastal Command's anti-invasion commitment along the
Norwegian coastl.ine, was really a continuation of the

policy which had been pursued tliroughout the enemy's
Norwegian campaign.

Routine anti-invasion patrols Tiirere flown daily off
the coast of Norway, and in addition, offensive reconnais
sance was carried out over the coastline if suitable cloud

cover was available,

merchant shipping and invasion objectives were also made as

the opportunities occurred.

Occasional attacks on both naval and

CC/S.15087
End, 34A

With the aircraft resources available, in the Command
at this time, one hundred per cent coverage of the
Norwegian coast was inq>ossible, in view of the fact that

2,500 nautical miles of water-ways were involved, not to

mention the distances to be covered before the objective
was reached. The nature of the terrain to be reconnoitred

was another factor against complete coverage. llany of the

fjords T/ere surroimded by high hills which made it neces

sary for aircraft to come in close and e.-xamlne each

(1)
(

Nos. 21 and 57 Squadrons based at Lossiemouth.
The first, and only bombing operation carried out by
these two Squadrons took place on 9 1940>
against Stavanger Aerodrome. The target was success

2)

fully bombed, but on leav1.ng the Norwegian Coast, all

but three of the tvvelve aircraft employed on the
operation, were engaged by Me. 109s and 110s, with the
result that six of our aircraft were shot down.

Subsequently, one of the -Iwro surviving aircraft of
No, 21 Squadron was heavily attacked by enemy fighters
and forced down into the sea.

searches in the area, no trace of the crew was found.
Thereafter, the Squadron continued with training,
paying particular attention to the type of operation
their primary role demanded,

SECRET
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individually; they could not he fully explored from a
distance,

could he easily hidden from a distant viewer.
So deep were many of the fjords that hig ships

Such areas as Narvik and Oslo, were heyond the range of

the majority of aircraft in the Command, in fact the only
aircraft with the necessary range, at this time, was the
Sunderland Flying Boat, of virhich there was a grave shortage.
The present range of these boats was only just sufficient,
and though it was possible to cover the Nai-vik area
periodically it was not practicable, unless ideal weather
conditions prevailed, all the way, to carry out an Oslo search.

The situation was relieved with the arrival of a detach

ment of the Photographic Reconnaissance Unit,(l) based
in the North of Scotland, for operations over Norwegian
territory.

H.Q,C.C.
Location

Statement No. 8 d/d

4.7.40

CC/S.15087
Enel, 51B Enemy opposition, nm fully operational in the area,

made it necessary’- to rule that operations, over the more
dangerous areas, Tirere only to be carried out if cloud cover
was available in sufficient quantities.

As objectives for attack were often barely virithin the
range of our aircraft, the time spent in the target area was

very limited and the search for targets if these were not
found at once could not therefore be extended.

However, in spite of all these difficulties, Coastal
Command carried out its tasks with vigour and tenacity which
was a credit to all concerned,

(l) A redisposition of forces

CC/S.15087
End, 36a

Germany's ability to make use of air bases along the
'./hole of the northern coast of Prance had by July, 194-Oii
rendered the shipping routes in the Channel and TiTestem
Approaches extremely vulnerable to air attack.

Thus it became necessary from then onwards to re-route
all Atlantic shipping so that its entry and departure to and
from United Kingdom ports v/as via the North-Yfestem
Approaches and the North Qiannel,

In consequence of this change. Coastal Command had. to
redispose certain squadrons engaged in North Sea reconnais
sance, (2) in order to afford protection in the new area.

The new disposition meant that the total number of
aircraft available for anti-invasion patrols in the North Sea
was now seriously ci.irtailedo
reconnaissance was naw required, the number of a,ircraft
available for tMs task even prior to the re-orientation,
was inadequate for satisfactory coverage.

In tlie vast area over which

(1) "A" Plight of No. 1 P.R.U. based at Wick wi.th effect
from 1.7.4J0.

No, 4j8 Squadron (Ansons) was transferred to Hooton Park
and a detachment of No. 612 Squadron (Ansons) was also
transferred to Stornaway. In addition two Beaufort

(2)

Strike Squadrons - Nos. 22 and i+2 - were relieved of
operational duties due to engine modification.
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cc/s.7010/9/3
Enel. 11"^

GC/G. 1/1/7

CC/G. 1/7/7

To fill the gap, it was decided at a. conference held
at the Air Minist

Nos. 53 and 59

invasion reconnaissance duties of enemy ports aerodromes
etc. Orders for the commencement of their reconnaissance

duties were issued by Coastal Command on 1 July, 19^0, A
Tfeek later, further orders were Issued by H.Q, C.C. warning
the squadrons that they may be called upon at anytime to
provide a striking force. Throughout the period covered
by this narrative both squadrons combined the role of
reconnaissance with that of attacks on shipping and land
targets.

on 26 June, ̂ 9kO, to transfer
Squadrons to Coastal Command for anti-

stry
(ACI

C.C. Additional assistance for anti-invasion reconnaissance

in August, 1940, was also forthcoming from the two Bomber
Command Squadrons already on loan to Coastal Command for
other anti-invasion duties. On 2 August, 1940, after
consultation between the Headquarters of the two Commands,
orders were issued to the effect that aircraft of Nos, 21
and 57 Squadrons should be en^loyed to supplement Coastal
Command's anti-invasion effort, and suggested the best
method(l) whereby the squadrons could combine their train
ing with this further commitment.

From 4 August, 1940, six aircraft of No, 21 Squadron
commenced operations in the selected area, to be followed
the next day by six aircraft of No. 57 Squadron, Weather
permitting, this routine was continued until the two
squadrons were recalled to Bomber Command at the end of
October, 1940.

(m) ^endments and Additions up to 16 July, 1940
("Operation S.A."^

STforts to conserve the available aircraft were made at

every opportunity. On 18 June patrol SA2 which had been
increased in extent,(2) was given the additional task of
providing the daily weather report in areas A and  B in place
of the routine "met and follow up recce" flights,
Similaily orders were given that aircraft on patrols 3A6 and
SA7 were to take every opportunity whenever adequate cloud
cover wqs available, of making a reconnaissance of the

harboiu's bordering these two patrol areas, including the
Dutch estuaries and Ijmuiden, If successful this would
allow the day patrols to be considerably reduced, A
further saving was made on 20 June 'Vih.en the number of air

craft required for patrol SA4 was reduced from three to two,
entailing some small modifications in the area covered.(3)

7010/9/3
Enel, I55A

RO/G.V3/8

Forms Green

RO/G8/I8/6 and
RO/GI2/I8/6

Form Green

CC/GI/18/6

(1) TVro sections each of 3 aircraft to proceed to Hick and Buchan Ness
respectively. Aircraft then to spread to 20 miles apart from these tvfo
cfetum points and proceed on a parallel track sweep as far as 03 degrees
East by tracks of 090 degrees returning on reciprocal tracks. Eastern
boundary of patrol to be reached two hours after (town.
Extended to Include traciis J to P Inclusive up to a distance 01 sixty miles
from the Norwegian coast (Form green CC/GI/17/6).
First aircraft from chtum position 5315 N x 0100  E on track 090 degrees to
the Dutch coast returning from position 5330 N x 0500 E on track 2?0
degrees. Second aircraft from datum position 5255  N x 0200 E on track
090 degrees to the Dutch coast. Return from 5240  N x 0420 E on track
270 degrees as far as position 5225 N x 0200 E. Thence return to Dutxh
coast on track 09O degrees, finally returning from 5210 N x 0400 E. on
track 270 degrees. (Form green CC/G2/20/6).
From 30 June the tr^ck of the second aircraft was modified as follows;-
from position 5300 N x 0200 E on track 090 degrees to the Dutch coast,
returning from position 5245 N x 0424 W on track 270 degrees as far as
position 5230 N X 0200 E, Thence to the Dutch coast again on track
090 degrees, returning finally from position 5215  N x 0400 E on track
270 degrees, (Form green CH/G12/30/6).

(2)

(3)
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Other examples of this need to conserve the aircraft
effort, illustrative of the difficulties encountered in try
ing adequately to fulfil urgent operational commitments
UTithout sufficient aircraft for the purpose, ar*e continually
met during the record of alterations and amendments to the

anti-invasion patrols.
No. 16 Group cancelling pairols SA6 and 7 atid. the middle
sortie of patrol SAl). comraenced, "ovang to the necessity of

reducing the nuniber of aircraft sorties, the SA patrols are
now under revision".

On 9 Judy for instance, an order to

To provide more economical coverage of

Form Green

CC/G?/9/7
the areas contained in the cancelled patrols, patrol SA5 was
extended to a position just West of North Hinder
(5140 N X 0230 E) and a constant patrol by single aircraft
of the harbours from the Hook to Cherbourg was maintained
during the night.

Towards the end of June the patrols to give warning of

an enemy attack on the Shetlands were strengthened,
place of the previous routine pvatrol SA1, four separate
patrols, labelled SAl(a), (b), (c), and (d), were introduced.
The first covered the area included by ti’acks A to H

Inclusive (roughly from the North Shetlands to Moray Firth),
as far as 03 degrees East and commenced one hour before
sunrise.

In

As patrol SA2 now included tracks J to V the v/hol

Form Green ■

CG/GI/26/6

e
of the North Sea was covered daily at dawn South of a line

drawn from the North Shetlands to Alsboen light up to a suf

ficient distance from our shores to provide adequate warning
of the approach of a seaborne invasion force.

The second of the new 3A1 patrols, SAl(b), was in the
form of a contin,uous crossover patrol by one Sunderland
during daylight(l) over .an area roughly half T^ay between the
Shetlands and the Norwegian coasto(2)

Patrol SAl(c) consisted of the two most northerly
trades A1 and B1 as far as 03 degrees East flown at dusk.(3)
Finally patrol SAl(d) covered the area, included in tracks G
and H as far as 03 degrees East. This last sortie, also
flown at dusk, was synchronised with patrol SA4. As before,
these commitments took priority over anti-U-boat patrols,
although it was laid doim that important ships should be

escorted. Ihenever weather conditions or any other causes
interfered with the patrols. Headquarters Coastal Command
were informed and extra precautions were then taken by our
surface vessels.

Commencing on 11 Julj'- these patrols protecting the
Shetlands were again revised. Patrol SAl(a) \f&s flown as
before commencing before sunrise. One hour later patrol
SAl(b) commenced and continued until noon, instead of until
one hour after sunset as had been previously ordered. In
place of the former patrols SAl(o) and SAl(d), tvro
patrols, labelled SI5 and SI6, were ordered. The first was
a. continuous crossover patrol by one Sunderland from Sullum
Yoe North of the Shetlands,(4) which was flown from I60O
hours for six hours. The other patrol was flown from I6OO
hours until dusk by a Walrus aircraft of No. 700 (F.A.A.)
Squadron along the East coast of the Shetlands,

new

Form Green

CC/G3/10/7

See Map VII

(1) From davm until one hour after sunset.
(2) Between positions 6130 N x 012*0 6 - 6130 N x 0220 E - 5%0 K x 0140 E -

5940 N X 0220 E.
D) aitvard Journey cn trade B1 comraenoing one hour before sunneto

track A1.
Return on

(4) SI5. A continuous crossover patrol tlirough tiie following posltlcns:-
6130 N X 0000 W - 6215 N. 0330 W. - 6232 N X 0310  W - 6110 N X 0025 W
(Form green CC/G3/10/7).
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One other alteration to the SA patrols flovm by
No, 18 group was introduced on 'Ui- Jtily when the times of

the dawn sorties of patrols SA2 and 3 were amended for the

aircraft to reach the extreme points of the patrols '^tween
1000 and 1200 hours.

Form Green

CG/G^11,/7

Commencing on 30 June a new crossover patrol, SA8, was

flown daily from 1000 until 1600 hours by a single aircraft
from Bircham Newton over an area to the North West of the

Dutch islands,(l) This replaced patrol T5 which was
cancelled on 2$ June,

The scheme of anti-invasion patrols was designed to
give the maximum possible information about hostile ships
approaching our shores under cover of darkness and partial
protection only during daylight,
the patrols was governed by the visibility and the accuracy
of the tracks flown. Groups were ordered to telephone to

Command Headquarters the estimated percentage effectiveness
of every patrol flown, a patrol being regarded as fully
effective when perfect tracks were maintained with a visi

bility of ten miles north of latitude 53i)j0 North and eight
miles South of this. On 14 July orders were given for
coastwise patrols at earliest dayli^t in all areas where

the dusk patrols were less than 90 per cent effective.

As the effectiveness of

Form Green

CC/G1/30/6

Form Green

GC/G^1V7

On 1 July an attenpt was made to strengthen the
patrols in the English Cliannel and the Eastern approaches
to the Dover* Straits with the addition of two crossover

patrols, SA9 and SA10, to be flovm during daylight by
Blenheims when available from Thomey Island and Detling. (2)
SA9 was a crossover patrol continuous from 0500 imtil 1900
hours between points off the North Foreland and the Texel,(3)
SoA,10 was also a continuous crossover patrol flovm from
dawn to dusk in the Dover Straits and the Eastern end of

the English Channel,(4) To obtain continuous cover of these
areas, patrol SA7 was now flown from dusk imtil dawn,
extending the duration of this patrol by two hours.

As was to have been expected, considerable enemy
fighter opposition was met on a continuous dayli^t patrol
over the Channel and, after orders had been given on
14 July that patrol SA10 would be restricted to occasional
sweeps by Blenheim fighters over the axea, the pati-ol was

finally cancelled until further orders on I6 July,
Instructions had already been given that patrol SA9 was to
be curtailed at the discretion of the A.O.C No. 16 Group• f

Forms Green

CC/GI/I4/7

CC/G2/16/7
and

(1) Between positions 5250 N x 0200 E - 5450 N x 0230  E -

5420 N X 0300 E - 5300 N X 0130 E. (Form gr-een
CC/Gl/29/6).
Two Bomber Command Squadrons, Nos. 55 and 59 both
equipped with Blenheims had been tenqjorarily placed on
29 Jme under the operational control of Coastal
Command to assist with the wide reconnaissance commit

ments. They moved to Detling and Thomey Island on
2 and 3 July respectively.
SA9. A patrol between positions 5120 N x 0200 E -
5310 N X 0340 E - 5300 N X 0410 E - 5122 N X 0122 E,
Flown by single airci'aft at two hourly intervals
(Form green CG/GI/I/7).
SA10. A patrol between the following positions:-
5000 N X 0050 W - 5100 N X 0115 E - 5035 N X 0115  E -

5020 N X 0100 W. (Form green CC/GI/i/7).

(2)

(5)

(4)
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to ensure that sufficient aircraft were available for a

strike force from Nos. 53 and 59 Squadrons, the two squadrons
responsible for these patrols,

A new crossover patrol in the English Channel, roughly
between St. Catherine's Point and Start Point between 25 and
50 miles off our coast,(1) commenced on 16 July#
flown daily at dusk by a single Blenheim from Thorney Island,

The first anti-invasion patrols to be flovm by No, I5
Group were ordered on 15 July, SA12, an extensive crossover
patrol in an area, to the South West of Land's End(2) and
SAI5, also a dusk crossover patrol, in the Western half of
the English Channel roughly between Start Point and
Land's End,(3)

It was

See Map VII

Reconnaissance of the Channel ports was, as had already
been stated, a major commitment of the photographic develop
ment unit,(4.) Visual reconnaissance, particularly at ni^t,
was however required from Coastal Command general reconnais
sance squadrons,

sance, which v/as able to give comparative figures of
increases in enemy shipping and other preparations, general
reconnaissance may be said to have provided an insurance
against a surprise launching of the invasion forces.
1 July, orders were given for reconnaissance of the harbours
from Dunkirk to Dieppe daily, provided adequate cloud
was available,

coastline were detailed for constant patrol for single air
craft during the hours of darloiess. One imson patrolled
from the Hook of Holland to Ostende and two other single air
craft patrolled the stretches from Dunkirk to Dieppe and
Le Havre to Cherbourg, particular attention being paid to
the harbours. (5) Further orders on 11 end I6 July amended
the last two patrols to reconnaissance of all Karbours
between Dieppe and Dunkirk and from Cherbourg to Le Havre,
with particular attention to Trouville and the mouth of the
Seine, at least twice every twenty-four hours, either under
cloud cover or by moonlight,

(n) The position

In contrast to photographic reconnais-

On

cover

On 9 Judy three sections of the continental

16 July, 1940on

Fomn Green

CC/GI/I/7

Form Green

CC/Gd/9/7

Forms Green

CC/G5/11/7

CC/G^l6/7
and

It^is convenient at this point to recapitulate by
recounting in detail all the S.A. patrols in existence on
16 July# Reference should be made to Map VII.

^Por the purposes of this e3pl£uia.tion, the patrols can
be divided, according to the times at which they were flown.

(1) SAII.. ^circuits at dusk between the following positions: 5026 N x
0120 W - 5010 N X 0120 W - 5004 N x 0340 W - 494?  N X 0340 W.
(Fora green CC/03/14/7).
I  patrol between positions Bishops Rock - 4820 N  x 1100 w -
4800 N X 1040 W - 5008 N X 0643 W. Three circuits to be flown by one
Sunderland at each sortie; the last circuit to end at 2000 hours
(Fora green CC/Gl/15/7).
^en an aircraft fitted with ASV ms airaliable the positions were amended as
follows;-

4928 N X ̂ 35 W - l&OO N X 1M W - 4820 N x 1320 W  - 5008 N x 07OO W.
IVro circuits only,

(3) SA13.

(2) SA12.

'^1 oJ^ssover patrol between positions 4930 N x 0350 W - 4930 N x
0600 R - 4913 N X 0550 W - 4947 N x C40O W.
duslc. (Fora green CC/G2/I5/7),

(4) ^r a detailed account see the narrative nphotograiJilc Reconnaissance In the
It prepared byA.H.B.l.

(5) As has alrtady been explained In this section, these patrols
patrols SA6 and 7.

Two clixjults to be flown at

replaced
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into four rough categories - patrols flovm at dawn to

locate an enemy force which departed the pi'evious night
or was beyond the range of the previous dusk patrols;
patrols flown during the day; patrols flown at dusk to

ensure that no enemy shipping was sufficiently close to

our shores to land forces that night or the following
dawn; and patrols flown continuously during the night.

To consider the patrols flown at dawn first, the
whole of the North Sea was covered roughly from the North
Shetlands to Orfordness.

the protection of the Shetl-andn v/ith patrol SA1
coverage of the North Sea fran Kinnairds Head to the River

Humber to a depth varying between 200 and 260 miles
(patrols SA2 and 3).(l) The main changes to be noted
since the inception of the scheme are the closing of the

gap between the Orkneys and the Pirth of Forth by tlie
addition of tracks J to P inclusive to patrol SA2 and by
the extension of patrol SA1 as patrol SAl(a),
SA3 was now flov/n by three aircraft which had to be fitted

Only one dawn patrol was flown by No. 16
The area covered remained pi'actically the

No. 18 Group was responsible for
^a.) and for

Patrol

with A.S.V,

Group, SA4.
same as before, although some change had been made in the
actual tracks flown.

Patrols during the day comprised fouir continuous
crossover patrols and one other patrol,
were flown by No. 18 Group to locate any enemy attempt to

attack the Shetlands. SAl(b), a continuous crossover
patrol, roughly halfway between the Shetlands and the
Norwegian coast, commenced approximately at dawn(2) and
continued until noon,
crossover

and a patrol along a line between 20 and 30 miles off the

East coast of the islands(3) commenced, both lasting until

dusk, when patrol SAl(a) again left the datum position.
Roughly speaking, then, these patrols to protect the
Shetlands were in effect continuous throughout the d^
and night.

Three of these

At 1600 hours a further continuous

patrol to the north west of the Shetlands (S15)

The remaining two daylight crossover patrols, SA8 and
9 were flown by No. 16 Group aircraft and covered the
approach to our shores of enemy forces setting out from

the Dutch and German North Seaports,
that they also provided warning of impending attacks on

our East coast shipping routes by light surface craft.
Patrol SA8 was flown continuously from 1000 until l600
hours and two sorties of two circuits each were flown

between 0700 and 1900 hours by the aircraft on patrol S.A9.

It is difficult and unnecessary to draw a hard line
between the patrols flown duiring the day and these flown at

dusk to ensure that no enemy forces could approach otir

shores during the night or the following dawn.
Sea coverage by Nos. l6 and 18 Groups was repeated at

It should be noted

The North

Patrols SA2 and 3 were actually timed to reach their
extremity between 1000 and 1200 hours.
Actually one hour after the early morning SAl(a) had
left the datum line.

Flown from Sxallum Voe by a F.A.A. Walrus of No. 700
Squadron under the operational control of Coastal
Command,

(1)

(2)

(3)
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dusk(l) with the addition of a crossover patrol maintained
hy the southermost aircraft on patrol SA5 until one hour

after dusk between position 5450 M x 0500 E and visibility
distance of the Dutch coast. Three further crossover

patrols were flown at dusk by Nos, 15 and 16 Groups, SA11,
12 and 13, covering the iihglish Channel West of the Isle of
Wight and the South West approaches.

Two continuous patrols during the hours of darkness(2)
were flown to intercept fast enemy minor naval units, based
on the Dutch ports, which might leave liarbour after dark
either to malce a surface attack on our East Coast shipping
or to land small mmibers of enemy shock troops for sabotage
purposes or to seize a beach head for further landings.

Three reconnaissances fall outside the four categories
dealt T/ith above. Two of these covered the French Charnel

ports from Dunkirk to Dieppe and from Le Havre to
CherboTJirg. (3) They were additional to the routine high
altitude photographic reconnaissance by P.R.U,(l|.) aircraft
of the invasion ports and were flown at least twdce every
twenty^ovir hours using cloud cover or by moonli^t. In
addition, reconnaissance of one French Atlantic port, Brest,
was flown by moonlight oi- at late dusk when ordered.

Alternative patrols when weather conditions interfered
with the routine SA patrols were summarised on 22 July,
When No. 18 Group was unable to fly patrol SA3, No, 16
Group flew the alternative patrol already in force between
the Norfolk coast and Holland. (5) When tliis alternative
well as patrols SA2 and 3 were impracticable, an attempt
was made to fly coastwise patrols some 30 miles off shore
vd-th aircraft fitted with iSV.

as long as possible during the night,
were also flown at darvn when the previous SA2 and 3 patrols
at dusk had been less than 90 per cent effective. Finally
the continuous night patrol seaward of our East coast ship
ping route, SA5, was to be flown by No, 18 Group if No. 16
Group aircraft found the task inpracticable.

as

These were flown at dusk.
Coastwise patrols

Form green
CC/GI/2?/?

(o) Directive on the Role of A3.r Forces in the Event
of Invasion

A.M. 0n^30 July, 1940, the Air Ministry despatched to the
three Air Force Commanders-in-Chief, an Air Staff liemorandum
on the "Role of the Operational Commands of the
Metropolitan Air Force in the event of an Invasion of this
Countrj>-", advising them that it was to be regarded as their
principal directive in this eventuality.

S.2)-759
End. 1A

Patrols SAl(a), SA2, 3 and 4.
SA5 flown by an aircraft equipped with ASV. Mainly
designed to protect the East Coast shipping route from
attacks by surface vessels, and a continuous line
patrol between the Hook of Holland and Ostende,
labelled patrol Hookos.

Labelled patrols Dundee and Ha.tch respectively. The
latter paid special attention to Trouville and the
mouth of the Seine river,

PhotograpMc reconnaissance imit based at Heston.
Transferred to the direct operational control of
Headquarters, Coastal Command on 18 June, 192J).
Two aircraft on parallel tracks of 0?6 degrees from
datum positions 5305 N x 0100 E and 5325 N x 0100  E as
far as 05 degrees East. Return on reciprocal tracks
40 miles to the northward of the outward tracks,

SECRET
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(4)

(5)
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According to this memorandum, it was impossible to
forecast Vidth any certainty or precision the form in which
Germany might attempt to carry out an invasion of this
country, hut it was possible to predict the broad courses
of action open to her.

Thus it was possible to define the role of our air
forces in the face of various forms and scales of attack
as they developed, irrespective of the order in which they
might occur.

The primary task of Coastal Command in the event of

an air offensive against this country or airborne landings,
was given as that of continued reconnaissance, in order tliat
early warning could be given of enemy troop concentrations
in the vicinity of ports, or, concentrations of shipping
which might indicate an enemy seaborne invasion follovd.ng
the air oiTensive.

If a seaborne invasion Viras atten^ted, it was con
sidered that there would be three principal phases via;-

(a) the concentration of troops and shipping at points
of departure,

(b) The voyage from Continental porta to our shores,

(c) The establishment of a bridgehead in this country.

From the commencement of (a) Coastal Command would, in
addition to reconnaissance, undertake bombing or torpedo
operations against enemy transports and naval vessels at
the points of departure. During (b) the Command would in
addition to reconnaissance and bombing duties, provide
protection with long range fighters for our naval forces
engaged in destroying the enemy. In the event of (c) the
priiTiary task of the Command v/ould be to continue recon

naissance and to attack with bombs or torpedoes enemy
traiasports and war vessels in that order.

Of all these possible courses of action, a seaborne
invasion, if successful, would be most dangerous, since
not only v/ould our naval bases be captured but our
industrial areas and aircraft industries would be liable

to seizure by the enemy. Our ability to sustain war
would be,..thereby, removed. Accordingly, the predominant
and first task must always be to concentrate our attack
upon the sea-borne invasion.

With only slight modifications, this directive
remained in force tliroughout the period covered by this
section of the narrative.

(p) The Anti-Invasion Scheme on (Form Green CC/G2i/1/8)
3 Ai.igust, 1940

By the end of July daily variations of the anti
invasion scheme were so frequent that it can serve no use
ful purpose to give them in detail,
the general plan of SA patrols can best be studied by des
cribing the plan as it stood on three dates, 3 August,
26 Septeraber and 1 December, when Headquarters, Coastal
Command issued summaries of all anti-invasion patrols in
operation,
reference to the Maps in the Appendices, as much which is

apparent at a glance from the Map, is not therefore
described in words.

The development of

As before, the text must be read with close
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The coiBnitineuts in the North Sea remained the same in

broad outline, although several changes had taken place since

16 July, The routine coverage at davm was new limited to
two patrols off the Norfolk coast, both modifications of the

former patrol SA4. (1)
See Map VIII

( 2)
The former dawn patrols SA2^ ' and 3'“''' were now flown

to reach their extremity between 0800 and 1000 hours, whilst
SAl(a) was discontinued at dawn. Coverage of the area East
of the Shetlands was however provided during the morning by
patrol 3A1(e)(4) flown by Blenheims from Sumburgh. This
new patrol replaced 3Al(b) which had fallen out of use.(5)

Reductions were made in the two continuous crossover

patrols flown by No. l6 Croup in the Southern half of the
North Sea, Patrol SA8 was now flown when patrol SA3 was
not flown during the morning or when it was considered that
weather conditions had seriously reduced its effectiveness.
Patrol SA9 was now also reduced to three circuits daily
between 0700 and 1900 hours.

(3)

Form Creen

CC/G1/21/7

Of the tv/o patrols formerly flown to the east and north
west of the Shetlands during the afternoon and evening, S15
was cancelled on 17 July and 316 was extended to include a
reconnaissance approximately 50 miles North of Muckle Plugge,
at last light* Subsequently the original patrol and the

Form Creen

CC/C1/17/7

(1) Patrol SA2(. had been divided into three sections:~
S/i4(a) - one aircraft between positions 5316 N x 0100 E -

5423 N X 0500 E - 5403 N x 0500 E - 5256 N x
0100 E at dawn and dusk.

SA4(b) - one aircraft between positions 5251 N x 0200 E -
5330 N X O42I1. E - 5300 N X 0400 E - 5245 N X
0300 E - 5224 N X 0400 E - 5224 N X 0200 E at
dawn and dusk.

SA4(c) - one aircraft to 05 degrees East at visibility
distance off the Dutch Coastj
over patrol between this point and 5450 N.
To be flown at dusk and continue after dark
at discretion,

similar patrol previously flown by the
southernmost aircraft on patrol SA3.

To be, extended occasionally, viien cloud cover
permits to the Nor^./egian coast,
CC/cVl/8).
SA3.

thence a cross-

This patrol replaced a

SA2.

(Form green

Amended area on 1 August covered tracks YiT, X,

(2)

(3)
Y and Z, four nevv tracks parallel to those already
existing and 20 miles apart, to between 05 and 06
degrees East.

Patrol of the area between parallels 5930 and 613O
North and meridians of Greenwich and 03 degrees East
to be flown before noon. (Form green GG/GI/26/7).
iin alternative patrol to be flown whenever ASV aircraft
were available v/as ordered on 18 July as followst-
Positions 5940 N x 0220 E - 6120 N x OI40 E - 6155 N x
0120 YY - 6228 N X 0045 W - 6120 N x OI4O E - 5940 N x

(Form green CC/C^l8/7).
cancelled until further orders on 26 July (Form green
CC/Cl/26/7) but used as an alternative to patrol Sl6(a)
from 5 to 10 August, when it was again cancelled,
(Forms green CC/Gl/5/8 and CC/CI/10/8)

(Form green GC/C4/1/8).

0100 E. The patrol was

(4)

(5)
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(1)
extension were relabelled SI6(a)
being the more i portant of the tv/o.

Before we leave the anti-invasion coverage of the
North Sea. at dawn and during the day, it must be remarked
that on 5 August orders were issued to No, 18 Group to
confine the morning 3A2 patrol to tracks Q to V inclusive
as Bomber Command aircraft(2) were undertaking daily recon
naissance of the area covered by tracks G to P to  a depth
of 160 miles from Rattray Head, at times to be synchronised
with the morning SA2 patrol.

and (b) the latter

Form Green

CC/GI/5/8

Form Green

GO/G2*/3/a

The main changes in the dusk SA patrols over the
North Sea were the amendments to patrols SA3 and 1+ already
described and the flying of patrols SA2 and 3 to reach
their extremity at between two and four hours before dusk.

Patrols SAl(a) and SA4(a), (b) and (c) were flown at dusk.

Apart from a minor alteration to patrol Hookos(5) the
two patrols flown continuously during the hours of dark
ness were michanged,
three crossover patrols in the English Charmel and in the

South West approaches(A) apart from a reduction in the
number of circuits flovm on patrols SA11 and 13*(5) ike
two patrols over the French channel ports from .Dunkirk to

Dieppe and Le Havre to Cherbourg were likewise reduced to
one sortie every twenty-four hours.(6)

(q) The Scheme on 26 September, 19¥>»
(Form Green CC/GI/26/^

By September, 19¥3> when the enemy's invasion prepara
tions were considered to be complete, and the en^jhasis was

on shipping targets, the disposition of squadrons in the

Canmand had undergone very little change.

Similarly no change was made in the

GC/S.7010
Enel. 2|£A
A.M. Letter

s.4.6368 d/d
21.9.4-0

In No. 16 Group, the number of squadrons available
was the same, but a slight change had taken place in the

composition of the force, which now stood at, three
H.Q. CC.
Location

Stmts.

No. 11

SI6(a) was replaced on 5 A^igust by SAl(b). This
was cancelled on 10 August and SI6(a) was reinstated
to be flown whenever Walrus aircraft were available.

Anti-U-boat duties and patrol Sl6(b) hov/ever took
priority over Sl6(a). (Forms Green GG/GI/5/8 and
CG/GI/IO/8),

(2) Nos. 21 and 57 (Bomber Command) Blenheim Squadrons,
placed under the operational control of No. 18 Group
from 24- Juine, Operated from Lossiemouth. Six
sorties daily were normally made on this patrol.

(3) Patrol Hookos between the Hook of Holland and Ostende
now flown continuously on moonlight nights only.
Otherwise flov/n after dusk and before dawn.

(a) Patrols SA11, 12 and 13.
Patrol SA11 one circuit at dusk only in place of the
previous two circuits. Patrol ̂ A13 also reduced to
one circuit at dusk on 5 August,

(6) No. 16 Group vrere instructed to maintain close liaison
with P.R.U. to avoid duplication of effort over the
invasion ports from the Hook to CSierboujrg#

(1)

.  (5)
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squadrons of Blenhelms,(l) one Beaiifort squadron,(2) one
Hudson squadron,(3) one Mson squadron
Squadron(5) and one AlBacore squadron,

one Swordfish

The few changes that had taken place in No, 18 Group had
been to the advantage of the Group, for it was now credited
with eleven squadrons as against seven in June,
Blenheim squadron(?) had been transferred back to Coastal
Command from Fighter Command: one Beaufort squadron(8) had
been sent up from No, I6 Group; and three squadrons — two
Blenheim(9) and one ¥alius(lo) — on loan to the Command for
anti-invasion duties, had also been put into the
On the debit side, throu^ various detachments, the Group
deprived of the services of practically one whole Hudson
squadron(ll) throughout the rest of the

An extra

area.

was

year.

In to the anti-invasion reconnaissance tasks how
ever, very few modifications had been made to coverage of the
North Sea proper,(12) Minor alterations only had been made
to the six patrols by No, 16 Group. Patrols SA2|.(a) and (b)
were unchanged. (13) The position of patrol SA2).(c) , which was
now flown by an A.S.V. aircraft, had been moved a little to
•the South-West;(14) and SA5 had now been converted into a
crossover patrol by an A.S.V, aircraft and terminated further
to the North than previously. (15) Mrcraft on the latter
patrol now only flew two circuits commencing at 2300 hours
instead of maintaining a continuous line patrol as previously.
Similarly the number of sorties for patrol SA9 had been

See llap IX

(1) No. 235 Squadron at Bircham^Newton. No. 53 Squadron at

f Detling and No, 59 Squadron at Thomey Island,
No, 22 Squadron at North Coates, norr operational.
No. 206 Squadron at Bircham Newton.
No. 500 Squadron at Detling,
No. 812 Squadron (F.A.A.) at Thomaby.
No, 826 Squadron (P.A.A.) at Bircham Newton,
No. 248 Squadron at Sumburgh, relieved No. 254 Squadron
which was now at Byce,

(8) No. 42 Squadron at Wick; not operational until the end
of September,

(9) No, 21 and No, 57 Squadrons
to 31.10.2(X)

No. 700 Squadron (P.A.A.) at Sullom Voe,
Detachments, first of No. 233 Squadron and then of
No, 224 Squadron from Leuchars to Aldergrove for A/U
duties in the North Western Approaches,

SAl(a), SAl(e), SAl6(a) and (b), SA2 and SA3.
The times for the last tviro patrols were now laid down as
follov/s:- In both cases the first sortie was to commence
at dawn and the second sortie to finish at dusk.
Patrol Sl6(a) was cancelled on 27 September,
GC/G4/?3/?or green CC/G1/27/9 and

(13) On 18 October, permission was given to reduce the morning
sorties of patrols SA!j.(a.) and (b) occasionally to 04

East for variation (Form green CC/GI/18/10).
V,14; Patrol SA4(c) a crossover between 5330 N x 0500 E and

5415 N X 02f20 E. (Form green CG/GI/10/9).
crossover between 5335 N x 0310 E x 5215 N x

at Lossiemouth from 24,6.40

B!

and

(15) Patrol SA5 3, I
green CC/GI/10/9). ' Area revised on

31 October to a

X 0245 E, (Foim green CC/G1/31/10)I
crossover between 5330 N x 0245 E x 5150 N
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reduced to one only shortly after dawn.(l) Patrol Hookos
was extended to cover the coast from Ostende to
IJmuiden.(2)

Before leaving the patrols over the North Sea, it is of
some interest to note that, with the immediate invasion
threat over by the beginning of October, the morning
sorties of patrols SA2 and 3 were oancelled(3) and an
offensive patrol each morning by a formation of three
Hudsons against shipping off the Danish and Norwegian
coast from Horn Reefs to Stavanger was substituted, i

sional sorties vrere to be made into the Skagerrak when
Ocoa-

Form green
CC/G^^10

conditions were suitab3^e. The coast north of Stavanger
was now partly covered by the Blenlreims on patrol SA1(e)
■ ’’ich was extended by the same order to include  a recon
naissance of part of the Norwegian coast between Romsdale
Fjord and Stavanger.

V.J.

The main alterations to the general scheme of SA
patrols had talcen place in the English Channel where the

tv/o crossover patrols, SA11 and 13, had been replaced by
three line patrols, Moon 1,2 and 3»(4) to be flown at
dusk and continued after nightfall iiidien there was a

reasonable possibility of seeing a large convoy or the wake

of fast ships.(5) The first two were flown by No. I6
Group and the last by No. 15 Group.

See Map IX

The tv/o patrols along the French Channel ports,
Dundee and Hatch, were unaltered. A third routine patrol,
appropriately labelled Bust, was ordered on 14 September#
Flown twice daily under cloud cover, it covered the coastal
area Eastwards from Brest towards Guernsey. It was
replaced on 5 October by a dnily reconnaissance of Brest

to determine the number of destroyers present when P,R.U.
aircraft failed to obtain this information. YiThen these

Form gjreen
CC/G?/li/9

Form green
CC/GI/5/IO

(1) Patrol SA9 was originally restricted on the introduc
tion of patrol E,1, a cross-over patrol between posi
tions 5200 N X 0200 E - 5310 N X 0320 E - 5253 N x
0340 E - 5217 N X 0140 E flovm at latest dayliglit to

protect our convoys against E-boat attacks. (Forms
green CC/GI/6/9 and CC/GI/7/9). This patrol was can
celled on 10 September. (Form green CC/GI/IO/9) but
patrol SA9 was left with only one sortie.
On 31 October Hookos was cancelled for moonless nights
(CC/GI/31/10).
This did not include the daily morning reconnaissance
by Nos. 21 and 57 Squadrons from Lossiemouth, which
continued as before.

Moon 1 between positions 5000 N x 0030 W and 5020  N x
0100 E.

Moon 2 between positions 5000 N x 02i|O W and 5000 N x
0100 W.

Moon 3 between positions 4930 N x O5OO W and 4950  N x

0300 W.

These patrols were originally temporary alternatives
to 3A11 and 13 during the moon period commencing
8 September. They were however retained and incor
porated into the regular scheme of SA patrols
(Forms green GC/GI/8/9 and CG/GI/IO/9).
The exact times of the Moon patrols were varied
slightly according to requirements,
they were to be flown for two hours by moonlight as
late as possible before midni^t.
time of termination of the patrols was changed to
0200 hours (Forms green GG/G2/7/10 and GG/GI/I8/I0).

SECRET

From 8 October

On 18 October the

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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reconnaissances over Brest -vyere ineffective or showed that the

enemy destroyers had left harbour, Wo, 15 Group was then

responsible for flying further patrols,(l)

Further reconnaissance over the French Atlantic ports was

ordered on 6 October, when daily cover of Lorient was required
as well as Brest, whenever these ports were not photographed
by P.R.U, General reconnaissance of Brest was further
extended to a morning and afternoon sortie by No, 15 Group
aircraft when P.R.U. failed to obtain photographs. The
extra sortie,was, however, only required when the S.L.(2)
convoys were not within the immediate danger area of attack by
destroyers from Brest.

Patrol SA12 and its alternative when an A.S.V. aircraft

was available, SA12(a), were continued as before with a slight
modification to the latter.(3) Shortage of aircraft and the
demands made on No, 15 Group for long range convoy escort had
led to the cancellation of these three patrols on 13 August*
They had however been re-ordered six days later. On
23 Ai.Tgust daily sorties of these two patrols were again
cancelled unless the absence of other forma of intelligence
rendered them necessary. A week later they were again re
ordered as a daily coram3.tment for Wo. 15 Group and remained in
force until the end of the immediate invasion threat.(4)

Alternative patrols to be flown when poor visibility
interfered vath the routine scheme were laid down in the same
orders. When Wo. 18 Group patrols SAl(a), SA2 and  3 were
ln5)racticable or not fully effective, coastwise dawn patrols
were to be flown to cover these areas. Similarly when
Wo, 16 Group patrols SA4 or Hcokos v/ere ineffective, an A.S.V.
patrol at a distance of about 40 miles from our coast from the
latitude of the river Humber to the Belgian coast was to be
attempted for a period of five hours ending at daylight.
When the Moon patrols were ineffective, a further A.S.V. patrol
was to be attempted in the English Channel between the longi
tudes of Dungeness and Falmouth from about 0100 hours tintil
daylight,
used for this sortie,

(r) The end of the immediate invasion threat

At a meeting of the War Cabinet Defence Conmittee
31 October, 1940, under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister,

Sunderland aircraft from Mount Batten were to be

on

Form green
CC/G1/6/10

Form green
CC/GI/14/IO

Forms green
CC/GI/13/8 and
CC/02/19/8

Forms green
CC/01/23/8 and
CC/GI/30/3

Form green
CC/Gl/27/9

CC/S.7OIO/
9/13
Encl,aA

(1) Lizard to 180 Lizard 50 to 4907 W x O7OO W to St. Mary's
Scillies.

492? W X 0740 W to 49H- W X 0740 to St, iiary's Scillies.
(Form green CC/G3/2/10).

Convoys formed up at Sierra Leone to sail to
United Kingdom.

Positions 4928 W x 0632 W - 4904 W x I240 W - 4825 N x
1218 W - 5008 N X 0657 W.
intercept U-boats based at Lorient and believed to
arrive and depart at high water was ordered on 16 October
as follovifs;- Bishops Rock - 48OO W x II30 Y/ -  N x
1110 W - 5008 W X 0657 W. (Form green CC/G^16/10).
On 22 October the Western extremity of patrol SA12 was
moved 30 miles to the north.

Wolf Rock to 180 Wolf Rock 30 thence to

S.L.

A further modification to

It was eventually cancelled

(2)

(3)

(4)

as an anti-invasion patrol from 18 November and replaced
by a routine anti-U-boat patrol (Forms green CC/G2/22/10
and CC/G^17/11/̂ *
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it was agreed that during the winter months the threat of
a sea-home invasion would he diminished, and remain
relatively remote, provided we maintained our vigilance.
The Committee took note that Coastal Command would continue

to maintain as effective air reconnaissance as possible
over the invasion ports, in addition to providing the
increased effort called for on trade protection.

Although it was considered tmlikely that the necessary
weather conditions, amounting almost to a flat calm, for
transporting an enenry force across the Channel in the
large collection of river harges assembled in Dutch,
Belgian and French ports, would prevail for a sufficient
period after the beginning of October the scheme of anti
invasion patrol continued until the end of November,
must, however, be remarked that the patrols were losing
their purely defensive character, as is illustrated, for
instance, by the substitution of an offensive patrol
between Stavanger and Horn Reefs for the morning sorties on
patrols SA2 and 3,

were acquiring other purposes,
and. Lorient was a precaution against an attack on our

convoys by the enemy destroyers based at Brest, as well as a
safe-guard against invasion,
also as an anti- U-boat patrol with particular reference to

the interception of U-boats based at Lorient on passage to
and from that port.

It

Anti-invasion patrols by No. 15 Group
The reconnaissance of Brest

Patrol SA12 was made to serve

See liap X

(1)
On 16 iioveiaber, No. 16 Group patrols in the Worth Sea

Two day area patrols between Norfolk andForm Gmen

CC/G?/16/11
See Map X

were cancelled,

the Dutch Coast(2) and one night coastal patrol from Emden
to Rotterdam(3) were substituted.

This step was followed by a. complete redrafting of anti

shipping reconnaissance patrols for all three Groups of the
Command,

25 December when the new scheme was restated with minor

variations only.(4) It is this second version we are to
consider here.

This was in force from 1 December mitil

(1) Patrols SA4(a), (b) and (c), SA5 and 9
(Form green CC/G2/16/11).
Area A by one Hudson three hours before noon between
positions 5320 N x 0200 E - 5400 N x 0500 E -
5155 N X 0335 S - 5155 N X 0200 E,

Area B by one Blenheim during the last three hours of
daylight, landing before dark between positions
5315 N X 0300 E - 5315 N X 0415 S - 5125 W X 0300  E -

5125 W X 0145 F.

Area amended by form green CC/G2/i8/12 to 5315 x
0300 E - 5315 N X 02)00 E - 5125 N X 0215 E - 5125 W x

0145 E.

Patrol Emro; Bircham Newton to 5425 N x 0525 S to
mouth of Ems river thence coastwise from Emden to

Rotterdam.

The most important of these was patrol Goldsnap flown
over the area 660O W x O6OO - 66OO N x 0300 W -
62)00 N X 0100 W - 6400 W X 0400 W.
It was ordered on 29 November and cancelled on

19 Decembei', (Forms green CG/G2/27/11 and CO/GI/19/12).

After dark by one Hudson,

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Form green
CG/G1/25/5

The former patrols protecting the Shetlands were
abandoned completely, and although the area of the remaining
North Sea coverage by No. 18 Group was unchanged, (1) the
frequency of this coverage was reduced to three times a week.
Pour new patrols were, however, introduced to cover the
Norwegian and Danish c oastlines from Stadtlandet to Horns Reef
three times every seven days.(2) Instructions were to
observe the movements of and attack enemy shipping,
coast was, however, only to be approached when cloud cover
permitted. With the same object sorties from Troiodheijfl to

Stadtlandet(3) and occasionally into the Skagerrak( 4)
to be flown when weather conditions were favourable.

A new patrol for No. I6 Group was introduced to complete
the coverage of German coastal shipping traffic — patrol
"Sweep” from Horn Reefs into the Heligoland Bight, to be
flown every other day under favourable conditions.
Emro, Hookos, Dundee and. Hatch then con5)leted coverage of the
]3uropean coastline frcm Emden to Cherbourg,
in the narrows between East Anglia and Holland were provided
for by tvTO area patrols, patrol Pat(5) to be flown for three
hours before noon and patrol Roll(6) for three hours after
noon.

The

were

Patrols

The North Sea

See Map X

See Map X

The three Moon patrols in the English Channel were
retained,(7) the first two by No. I6 Group and the third by
No. 15 Gr^p. A final patrol for No. 15 Group was patrol
Brest, which covered Brest and Lorient once every twenty—four
hours when cloud cover permitted and the routine P.R.U. sortie
had been ineffective,

(s) The scheme of Anti-Invasion Patrols
25 December, 19A0 (form green CC/G2/25/12)

on

I

Simultaneously with the issue of orders for the new
scherae of general anti-shipping reconnaissance, orders were
given that, in the event of an invasion again becoming immi
nent, Groups iHList be prepared to revert to' the patrols detailed
on 26 September. These orders were superseded on 25 December,
when a full scheme of anti-invasion patrols was laid down for
use if future developments again brought the threat of
invasion of this country. It will be apparent from a compari
son between the maps that the final scheme incorporated patrols
from the new system to be followed from 26 December,

an

See Map XI

Patrols SAl(a) and Sl6(b; to protect the Shetlands, «
patrols SIi2 and 3 remained unchanged, (8) and were flown at

and

(1) A small variation allocated the two lower lettered tracks
formerly flown by patrol SA2 and patrol SA3.
Patrol Stab

Bert

Stand

- Stadtlandet to Bergen
- Bergen to Stavanger
- Stavanger to ICristiansand (S)

(2)

Homli - Lister to Horn Reefs.
The number of aircraft and times of these patrols
unspecified.
Patrol Trost

Patrol Sleeve

Tvere

(3)

5 Patrol Pat. Area boimded by 5320 N x 0200 E - 52^00 N x
0500 E - 5155 N X 0335 E - 5155 N X 0200 E.
Patrol Roll. Area boimded by 5315 N x 0300 E - 5315 N x
OAI5 E - 5125 N X 0200 E - 5125 N X OI4.5 E.
One sortie to be flown by moonlight.
Tracks U and V were now flown under patrol SA3 instead of
patrol SA2 as previously.

(6)
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(1)

with the.exception of oatrol Sl6(b)> which
.(2) -

dusk aj.id dawn

was floTiTii at dusk 01113^

ho, 16 Group patrols incorporated the threeuieY/ patrols
already described in the previous section, Emro,'’^'' Pat and
Roll,

continuous from davai to noon and noon to dusk respectively.
Patrol SA-5 was flovm in a slightly different positionC^) from
that laid down on 26 September, three hours commencing at
2300 hours.

As a snail variation patrols Pat and Roll were to be

Other patrols covering the coastline from Ijmuiden to

Cherbourg (Hookos,C5) Dundee and Hatch) and the th
patrols in the English channel were to be flown as detailed on

26 September, A slight change was, however, made in patrol
Brest which was now required to carx’y out a coastwise recon
naissance from Brest to Lorient,

ree .iioon

The earljr morning crossover patrol in the south vrest
approaches was kept as before,!^)
was available, patrol Sil, 12(a) was to be flown.

Whenever an A,S,V, aircraft

Alternative patrols when bad visibility iiterfered "with

If patrols SA,l(a)>the routine patrols, were also laid dowii,
SA2 and 3 were impractioable or non-effective, coastwise davm
patrols were to be flown,
iieffective, an A.S.V, patrol about 40 miles off the coast

from the latitude of the river liuinber to the Belgiaja coast

was to be attenpted for a period of five hours endiig at

daylight,
patrol was to be attempted ii the Chamiel between the longi
tudes of Beachy Head and Falmouth,
not new and are repeated here for the salce of completeness.

If patrol SA4- or Hookos were

If the xioon patrols were iieffective, an xi.S.V,

These alteiniatives were

To summarise the scheme as briefl3r as possible, it vd.ll
be seen that the North Sea from I,uckle Plugsa to the Wash was

to be covered t'wice a day at dawn and dusk,^7)
patrol duriig daylight ̂
East Anglia and Holland
route was protected at night b3'- a crossover piatrol
Coastwise patrols of harboxirs from Emden to Ostende vrere flown

at night
Brest and Lorient were examiied every t'.xenty-four hours

A continuous

rflaiitained ii the narrows between

virhilst 'the East Coast shipping

and the Cliannel ports from Dunlcirk to Cherb

(1) First sortie to leave datmi liie at dawn,

to land at dusk.

It will be noted that the coastal patrols fUom Trondheim
to the Heligoland Bight were to be dropped in the event
of a further threat of iiipendiig invasion,
Emro, An A.S.V. aircraft v/as to be used,

S,A,5. Crossover patrol betvreen positions 5330M,  x 024-5E
and 515OB, X 0245E, by an A.S.V, aircraft,
Eookos,

Second sortie

Jln A.S.V, aircraft was to be used,

(2)

(3)
(4)

5

A small alteration liad been made in patrol Sil2,
positions now were - Bisliops Rock - 4820 N, x 1100 V/, -
4800 N, X 1040 w , - 5008 N. X 0658 W.
Patrols 3Al(a), SA2 and 3 hir No, 18 Group,
Patrols Pat and Roll by No, 16 Group,
Patrol SA5 by No, 16 Group,
Patrols Emro aiad Hookos,

Patrols Dundee, Hatch and Brest,

The

By No, 16 Group,

6

(9
10

11
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Additional cover in the EngliEh Channel was provided after dark
by the three Koon patrols* whilst the crossover patrol in the
south west approaches provided protection in that area. It
must again be emphasised t’nat this account of the effort by
Coastal Coriuiiand in maintaining this scheme of patrols designed
to provide warning of the approach of an eneray invasion force
does not include the effort by the Photographic reconnaissance
unit* which also had large commitments for daily reconnaissance
of the enemy occupied "invasion ports",

No further major changes in the disposition of squadrons
engaged on anti-invasion tasks were i\ade, up to the tinie that
the full scheme of patrols Vi/as gradtially abandoned in favour of
the more general anti-shipping recomais
in Deceliber, 1940. The Anson squadron
was re-arming vfith Beaufort s during the period and the first
flight of nev/ aircraft becaiae operational on 1 Decenber, 1940,

Iiany of the squs.drons formerly engaged on anti-invasion
reconnaissance patrols vrere now enployed on the routine Anti-
shipping patrols - an offensive task with the primary objective
of seeking out convoys along the enem5'’'s shipping routes and
attacking with torpedoes or A/S bombs, Otliei'’ squadrons con
tinued with their attacks on land targets.

mce, finally adoptedin the south west

Form Green

CC/G2/25/12

Ho, 217 Squdn,
Form 540

CC/S.70IO
Sncl,98A

(3,3562/
d/dDONC

In liarch, 1941 with the arrival of the enemy battle crui
sers at Brest, and an intensification of the enemy's canpaign
against our shipping in the North Atlantic the consequent re
disposition of the Command's resources denuded the North Sea
and the English Channel of aircraft; but to compensate the
losses, two gquadxons of Blenheins(2) from Bonber Coimaand were
transferred to ho. 18 Group, and rendered valuable assistance
in carrying out soine of the anti—invasion patrols (as well
attacks on shipping) still being mintained as part of the
general reconnaissaj.ace scheme.

as

9.3.41)

("t) Attacks on Invasion Objectives — Germany, the Low
Countries and France

In addition to their anti-invasion reconnaissance role,
Coastal Coniij3and,l3) in. co-operation v;-ith Bomber Command, was
called upon to carry out bonbing attacks on a variety of
invasion objectives, by day and by night, tliroughout the next
twelve months.

For the light and medium bombers possessed by Coastal
Command, the aim of these operations was to destroy concentra
tions of barges, small craft and merchant vessels found in
enemy ports, with the secondary object of harassing the
facilities and communications within and adjoining the ports,

Duriiag the month of June, 1940, evidence from both
photographic and visual reconnaissaiice of the Dutch and
Belgiaai waterways, revealed a concentration of barges and
other shipping which suggested that the enei^y might be using
this means to dispose his forces and equipment preparatory
to lauaaching an invasion of this comtry.

(1) No, 217 Squadron at St. Eval.
(2) No. 107 Squadnon at Leuchars and No. II4 Squadron at

Thornaby,

(3) Assisted by aircraft of the Fleet Air

SECRET
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Barge activity above norml was first noticed on the
Bevelandj the Ghent-Terneuzen acid the Brujies-Ostend Canals,

oiieniiig of Coastal Coiimiand's caripaign against these
barge concentrations cont^ienced on the night of
l9/20th June, I9^f0> when Albacores of ITo, 826 Squadron (P.A.A.)
carried out an attack at Scheveningen*
given a sp
W mines(1j

in conjunction with the project of launclirlng shnilar small
into the PJiine ti-ibutaries by special land force

detaciiments laiovm as Operation Royal liar me,
weather cancelled the intended air sorties until the night of
25/26th June when four Albacores succeeded in dropping a total
of 26 in the area. Subsequent sorties were successful on the
nights of 27/28thj 28/29th June and l/2nd July, in each case
48 mines being released,
numbers by Bomber Command aircraft in other caial systems in
Gertiany v;as then realised to be ineffective as no casualties
were ever reported or occurred in fact,
constructional nature useless in salt water and after
further sortie by Bleniieims of Nc.53 Sqdn, on the 6/7th July to
the Ymuiden CanaHj^in \7nicli 48 mines were released, the laying
of this vreapon ceased by Coastal Gomi.iand controlled aircraft in
favour of the 1,500 lb magnetic mine.

The

This Squadron was
This ms to layecial task tliree nights later,

in the waterway systeai at the mouth of the llaas Rive

mines

However, bad

The W mine vdiich ms laid in similar

The mine ms by its
one

GO, 0.1 ho. 32
d/d 19.6.40

r

A.ii, the end of June the A,0,G,-in-C Coastal Command

informed the Air Ministry of the trend, in the movements of
barge and small craft traffic on the Dutch and Belgian mter~
ways, and suggested that immediate action was required, both by
bombing and mining.

i-i.0
• 9

S.4759
End, IQA.

The lack of the means to carry out an operation of this
nature on the scale it deserved v/as pointed out to the Air
l.iinistrj'', and their attention was drawn to the fact that even
the mine-laying programme for the ports on the Dutch, Belgium
and French coasts, was being undertalcen solely by one Fleet Air
Arm Squadron ecnipped with Swordfisli,

To do justice to an operation of this kind, it was the
A,0,C,-in-C s opinion, that at least tiiree squadrons would be
required, and in these circumstances it ms urged that one or
two Battle or Blenlieim Squadrons sliouJ.d be loaned to Coastal
Command for the purpose.

A,M, After consideration, the Air Ministry instructed Bomber
Command on 28th June, 1940, to co-operate with Coastal Command
in attacks on these barge concentrations by such means as
considered necessary. It was suggested that the effort
employed should not be less tlian three squadrons.

S.4759/
D.C,A,S.

Enc.llA

In the situation existing at the end of June 1940, where
rapid changes were to be anticipated, it was not iDossible to
lay down hard and fast priorities in regard to bombing, since
action must be in accord with the general situation.

(1) W mines were of pre-v/ar design intended for use in shallav
The mine, vniich is fully described in thecanal systems,

A.H.B, iiTTiiainent I.ionograph, mighed 35 lbs. and v/as mde

up for release into containers each holding 24 mines.
The F,A,A, Albacores and No,53 Sqdn, Blenheims each
carried one contaiier on a sortie.
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CC/S.7010
Enol,18A.

However, on 29th Jun
issue a bombing directive
attacks on enemy occupied aerodromes in north western Prance

and the Low Countries, and second, priority to attacks on barge and
sriiall craft concentrations.

1940, the Air ilinistry decided to
which gave first priority toth

Attacks on enemy occupied aerodromes were not new to
Coastal Goraaand, as since their first attack against Stavenger
aerodrome on 10th April, 1940,(2) they liad continued to partici
pate to a limited extent in operations of this nature throi;tgh-
out the enemy's ceuiipaigns in Norv/ay and the Low Countries,

On 4th July, 1940, and further review was made to the bomb

ing policy and as a result the Air ministry decided that as a
first priority, an intensification of our attacks on enemy
ports and shipping against the threat of invasion, was desirable.

The first task for the medium bouibers would therefore be

attacks on barge and siaall craft concentrations oh the canals

and ports in Holland and Belgium, In addition, attacks on
concentrations of siiipping reported in Norwegian ports were
also to be undertalcen as opportunitj’' offered.

Objectives in Geriiany and German occupied territory,
particularly against the aircraft industi’y, oil refineries and
stocks, and concentrations of aircraft on aerodromes in north

west Prance and Belgium now took second place.

Further consideration was given to the bombing priorities
nine days later, but the situation remained unchanged. Such
efforts as could be spared from the primary'' task were to be
directed SLgaiiast tliree oil installations at Donges, Nantes
and Claerboiurg in occupied French territorj'-.

At the end of the month yet a further change in the main
bosibing offensive was to talce place. In view of recent
reports and information which had confirmed the fact that oil

was the wealcest link in Germany's war economy, the destruction
of oil stocks, v/henever and wherever found, became of prime
importance, and operations against such targets were to be co-
ordina.ted between Bomber and Coastal Commands, It was sviggested
by Bomber Command that if Coastal Command would indicate the

targets for which it would be responsible. Bomber Coomand would
deal with the remaiander.

cc/s,7oio
Enc,2QA

CC/S,7010
Encl,23A

cc/s,70io
Enel,31A

CC/S,7010

CC/S,7010
Encl,35A

In a reply to this suggestion, the A,0,C,-ln-C Coastal

Command pointed out the difficulties of supplying  a bombing
force from his own resources, but was prepared to accept the
smaller fuel installations in Norway which were within the
range of the available Coastal Command aircraft, and if Nos, 53
and 59 Sqiiadrons remained in his CoimiiaLid, he was also willing
to accept the fuel targets in Holland and BelgiLm, and those
adjacent to the north coastline of France,
tliat these oil targets could only be regarded as alternatives
to shipping yihen no suitable targets of this nature vrere
available.

• >

It v/as empliasised

It was impossible at this tirue to name in advance specific
details of the anti-invasion objectives for attack, as their

(1) Action copy to Bomber Command and copies also for Coastal
and Fighter Conmiands,

(2) Carried out by the first Blenbeami long-range fighter
squadron - No, 254 Squadron - to talce its place in the
first line of Coastal Command,
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selection depended upon the day to day reconnaissance and
other soiurces of ii'.mediate infornTation,
had to he dealt with by telephone or signal,

fhe pri\.iary aiEi» for Coastal Comimnd, of coiirse, continued
to be the nB.jor barge, snail craiM; and sliipping concentrations
in eneiay ports and waterways, Yfith a wide variety of land
targets as secondary objectives.

During the month of August for instance, the Gonmiand was
called upon to deliver attacks, raiiging from one to ten on each
of the follov7ing objectives:- dockyards and siiipping at Den
Holder and Erndenj enemy aerodromes at Gt, Omer, Caen,
Abbeville, Dincjrd, Flushing ajid Lannion;
Vlaardingen, Hiddelburg and Clierbourgj
Amsterdam;
and Lorlent,

these targets,

fliToughout September, the story v/as the same, but as it
was considered tliat the enemy’s invasion preparations were
conplete the emphasis was on siarDpIng tai’gets, particularly the
assembled concentrations in the enemy ports of the English
Cliannel and Dover Strai

Le Havre and Cherbom’gt
made outside this area, to Den Helder in. the North and Lorient
in the South,

The introduction of the roving patrol for aircraft against
enemy sliippiiag occtirred during this month, for it was on
18 September, 1940, tliat aircraft of Coastal Comiaand were
directed to attack siiipping at Den Helder, but if no suitable
targets were found, 50 per cent, of the force engaged were to
reconnoitre along the coast to Ouxiiaven and the other 50 per cent,
southwards along the Dutch coast, Oli the same night in the
Channel area, airci’aft of the Command were seeking out siiipping
for attack in the neighbourhood of Cherbourg and the
Ciiannel Islands,

This matter therefore,

oil tallies at

seaplane base at

E-boats and shipping at Boulogne, Calais, Zeebrugge
A total of 58 taiB of boiiibs was expended on

its
.(1)

area - Ostend, Calais, Boulogne,
Occasional visitations wei-e also

C.s.u, 17.7.41
cc/s.7010
Encl,48A

Form Green

OH/G6/I5/9

Similar operations were reiieated at infrequent intervals
during the next few montiis; in fact they may be regarded as
the comnencement of the Comand's sv^itch-over to an Anti—
Siiipping offensive.

(1) On 1 Senternber, 1940, extensive preparations for "Operation
Sealion" began v^itii the movement of shipping from the
Gerian North Sea ports to enibarlcation ports, Dur.ing this
operation it became evident that undisputed air superiority
in the area had by no means been achieved. The British
light naval forces were mining practically undisturbed in
this area, and were tiireatening German sea communications,
British attacks increased on the Gliaiinel ports, where the
invasion preparations were observed. The Geimian air
defence was not strong enough to prevent reconnaissance
and cons.iderable losses were sustained. However, in
spite of continuous casualties in siiipping space, the German
Naval Staff were able to report after every loss, that it
could be made good by dravmig on the reserves which had
been held in readiness and that the invasion preparations

("Operation Sealion" - Supplement towere not affected,

Naval ii.I.R, - lio'cli, 1947),
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CC/S.7010
Encl,6lA

TOTvards the end of the month, although enemy Ehipphig
ooncent rat ions in Cliajuael ports remained, it vfas considei’ed

by the Air iuinistry that the imminence of aai invasion had, in
the prevailing vreather oonditions somewiiat receded,!"I)

In these circumstances authority -v/as given to transfer a

proportion of the heavy-borabing effort to other objectives in

Germajiy, but for the mediuni and light bombers there was no
relaxation,

received periodical attention from both Coastal and Bomber

Conunand aircraft.

The invasion ports between Rotterdam and Lorient

CC/3,7010
Enc, 66A

By the end of October, 1940, it seemed lilcely tliat the

enemy had, at least temporarily abandoned the intention to

Invade this co-untry, and it was therefore decided by the Air
Hlnistry that the bombing policy sliould once again be reviewed,
with the particular aiiji of examining the extent to which a

more decisive effect, both in the material and moral spheres,
could be achieved,

subsequent orders for bombing became the chief concern of
Bomber Command,

The result of these deliberations and the

In regard to operations against Invasion pones, the Air

Ministry considered it was necessary to continue  a moderate

scale of effort against the enemj’- ports and liarbours in

occupied territory, so long as ship]ping concentrations reeiained

and signs of preparations were still evident.
Command therefore continued to pursue as vigorous an offensive
against anti-invasion objectives as its limited resources
would allow.

Coastal

A limited effort ms also to be expended against the
enemy night bomber aerodromes li Korthem Praice where regular
activity was talcing place. Objectives of this type becarae a

(1) Vifhen li mid-September, 1940, the tlae had arrived for a
decision whether to proceed with "operation Sealion", the
requisite degree of air superiority had not been attained,
D-Day which had originally been fixed for 15 S^eraber, 1940,
was It, the meant irae postponed to 21 Septeniloer, at the
request of the Naval Staff, as the eneniy's counter activity
and the ujTfavourable weather had caused some delays li
carryiTg out preparations, v/ith 21 September, as D-Da^r,
the prellmlTary order for the operation had to be issued
on 11 Septenber, slice 10 days were needed for the flial
preparatory’' measures, such as the 1
iiiinefields and the disposition of U/Boats,
On the 11 September, Hitler decided to postpone the
prelimliary order for 3 days "liaving regard to the fact
that the essential conditions for cari-ylig out the opera
tion do not yet exist, especially the defeat of the BTit4b

After discussions between Hitler and

the tliree Service Chiefs, the prellmliary order v/as
again postponed until 17 Beptember, By this date the
sitTiation had not changed, and Hitler then decided to
postpone "Sealion" lidefliitely. This was followed on
the 12 October, by Hitler"s directive to maintain prepara
tions until the Sprlig, "pm’ely as a means of poli-tic^
and military pressure on the English", and then - on
9 Jaj.iuary, 1941, came the or’der to discontlme prepara
tions for "Sealion" in every sphere except "the develop
ment of special equipment and the deception of the
enemy", (Operation Sealion - Supplement to Naval
H,I,R, - Larch, 1947)»

■lig of tactical

Air Forces.
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leadijig feature of Coastal CoiHi"iaaid.'s opera.t.i.ons against land
targets during the last quarter of the year. During these -^txree
moniiASy 52 tons of bombs were dropped, mostly by single air
craft , on aerodromas in the coastal strip between Lorient aid
Ostend, Blenlieim boiiibers of ilos, 53 and 59 and Squadrons were
mainly employed for this task.

After mkiiig ai aalysis of the general bombing nolicy of
the Conmiand at the end of 1940, the ii.0.G,-in-G. Coastal
Command, forif/arded a request to Air lanistry for a restatement
of the bombing policy as applied to units of tne Conmiand, with
particular reference to;-

(a) Enemy shipyards, submarine building yards, naval dock
yards and mercantile ports,

(b) Enemy aerodromes,

(c) Oil taz-gets, within the radius of action of Coastal
Command aircraft.

Guidance was also requested ixi the application of boiibing
policj?' in regard 'co attacks on factories and other establishments
in enemy occupied territory.

Previously, with one exception, all bombing directives
issued to Coastal Command liad consisted of only brief I'efere
in Bomber Command instructions.

nces

C,S.U.

17.7.41

CC/S,7010
Enc.SQA,

CC/S,7010
Encl.99A

In ilarch 1941, Air inistrj'- issued a list of fringe targets
situated v/ithin 30 miles of the \fest Coast of enenij)" occuf>ied
territory, which could be regarded as alternatives to the
existtog priuiary targets for aircraft of Coastal Coriimand, i,e,
shippiig, port and harbour facilities and aerodromes*

For the first quarter of 1941, land targets and port iistalia,*
tions continued to be the main target for the Hudsons, Bomber
Blenheims and Beauforts, although thei"e vra-s an all round
reduction in the Comiiiand‘s bombing effort ii the North Sea area,

Jhe attack on siiippiig at sea sufficient to force the
enemy to ftdapt nf nnmroy, for it vras d-uring these
early months that attacks on the shippiig routes, between the
Hook and Elbe and along the ilorv/egian coast, began to
crystallise.

However, the arrival of the enemy battle cruisers in Brest
at the end of ilarch, 1941, and a sudden iitensification of the
ener/iy*s caiirpaign against otr siiipping in the iIorth-i¥estem
Approaches, dictated the concentration of the rxiajority of the
Command’s operational effort into these two areas for the next

■).te>rccJi^ C*K/T««wW
Irtis coKMy
mu.'

GC/S. 7010
Enel, 98A

few months,
and the bombiig of shipping and fringe targets was accordiigly
reduced ii intensity,

^This state of affairs was envisaged by the Chiefs of Staff
Committee ii their appreciation of the "German Invasion of the
British Isles" (dated 5 Ilarch, 1941) wliioh v/as submitted to the
War Cabiiet,

In their opinion Germany would do ever3d;hiig possible to
intensify her attacks on our trade, industry'' and morale and to
stretch our naval and shiiping resources to the maximum extent,
before playing the last card of iivasion, possibly ii the Autumn
of 1941.

with the result tliat anti-invasion reconnaissance

C,0.S, (41)
133* CC/S.
7710/3
Encl,lA

Ibid

Para,3
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If on the other hand Geri'-iany could, succeed in hringing in

Japan without the United States corning in on our side, sine

would have hopes of success without liaving to attemint
invasion; in these circunstances she might postjpone invasion
until

that there was any liheliliood of the United States reivaining
neutral if Japan entered the war.

The Claiefs of Staff did not considex’, hov/ever,

Ibid

Ibra.i).

In any event, Gern'any nuBt have feared America'  s entry
into the war, because by the end p with the full effects
of the. U.S.A, assistance, be so strong that
Germany vrould be faced with the prospect of defeat, or at best,
stalemate, rind, again, if the United States entered the war,
Geriiany’s only hope of success would be to invade this

countx'y before A.merican military aid becaiiie effective.

Ibid

Para. 5

Ibid

Para. 6
In these circxuistances, oxir an.ti—invasion preparations

must not be relaxed.

The Chiefs of Staff did not think, at this time, tliat the
Germans had yet taicen the final decision to invade, but they would
contituie to perfect axid naintain their ixreparations, and 'would
be ready to launch an invasion as soon as the vreather allovred,
and when they thought there were reasonable conditions for
success.

It was anticipated tlmt this state of xmcertaint3r ,rdght
prevail throxighout 1 ,

Prom the table appended below(^ )
of bombs dropped by Coastal Conmiand tlu’oxighout the p>eriod
under review, the. coraraenceiuent of the anti-invasion camisaign
is clearly defined, likewise the reduction in ir.tensitj?',
referred to in a previous para.graph, which took place

1541.

wliich slio'vfs the toimage ■

(0 Period Taz'get s
C.S.U.

Records

V/E2
17.7.41

1940 Slipping, docks
bax-ges, (a)

Aerdromes I'otal

68l:ay - June 21 89

Ju].y - Sept, 26205 . 231

Oct, ~ Dec, 222 ■  52 274

1941

Jan, - i;.:ar. 159 11 170

■ipr, - Jme 187 35 222

TOTAL 841 145 986

(a) Including ene,tcy vessels on the high seas.
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(u) Plan "BMIQUET

C.C. 7010/9/
Iri/X Enel, 1A

Arising from the conclusions of the conference held at the

Air IJnistry on 7 1940, the possibili-ty of i3la.ci3.ig the
training aircraft of the Southern Fleet Air Arm Sta/cions at the

disposal of the Air Officer Comranding, ITo, 17 Group, in an
exti-’erae emiergency, v/as discussed early in June, 1940,

liT. the draft plan 7/hich was fonnulated it was stated tlaat

the schevie would he brought hito force only to assist in
repelling invaders when our own first lin.e forces wex-e proving
inadequate. So, until the scheme was actually under way, it
was intended tluat training sliould continue according to the
normal programme.

Briefl.3", it ura-s proposed that all available training
aircraft, fitted vdiere possible with bomb racks axid guns,
should be i-^eformed into operational u;iits with  a definite role,
viz:- Air Striking Force, Bomber Force, General Reconnaissance
etc and placed under the operational control of the A,0,C• f
No, 17 Group,
• »

In the first instance this proposed scheme was given the
temporstry code name of "Operation Eland", but was clianged later
to "Operation Alert",

c,c. 7010/9/
4/1 Encl,5A

In a similar lijamiei'’, it was iiutended to form as many as
possible of ITo, I7 Group's training aircraft into operational
umits and to place them under Station Comanders for operations
in the capacitj'- for which they were best suited,

I'he priinar^’- employment of these units would be to rein

force Coastal Gomriiand in opposing an enem^r landing, perticularly
in the Cliannel area, but some of the umits up north might be
required to reinforce Hos, 16 and 18 Groups so as to relieuns
operational squadrons for more urgent duties.

It would be essential to keep all such arrangements flex-
oviing to the necessity foi* malcing good the wastage ofible

front line squadrons, and the probable effects of enen^r
bombing raids would also need to be kept in mind.

On this basis, a detailed scheme ms prepared by the
A,0,C, No, 17 Group and submitted to a conference held at
n.Q,C.C,, on 8 Jume, I9if0,
A,0,C,—in—G

The Admiralty concurred generalli?’ in the organisation proposed
and in particuler with the reservation that the decision as

to when, and how many of the squadrons concemed were to be
placed under the operational control of the A,0,C,, No, I7

•  Group, sliould rest with the Admiruilty, The scheme when
implemented vrould provide 148 first line aircraft and 15 reserves
comprising a diversity of tjrpes - Albacore, Roc, Slcua, Battle,
S\rordfish, Gladiator, Mson, Nudson, Siark, Singapore, V/alrus
and sjellesley.

The scheme was approved by the
Coastal Comi?and, subject to a few amendments.•»

As the result of a conference held at the nir lanistry on
28 Jume, 1940, for the purpose of discussmig a number of out-
standiiig pohits in "Plan Banquet", a general directif was
issued on I3 Jnly, 19^tG, which incorpoi'ated all existing
"Banquet" schemes including "Operation Alert,"

It was stated in the directif that a.rrmige.uents in respect
of "Alert" were the responsibility of the Admiralty, with the
exception of the provision of amimmition, bombs and fuel at
operational stations other than Fleet Air Arm Stations, axid
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operational direction of the aircraft, both of Ti'/hich were the

responsi'bilitj!' of the A«0,G,-in“G,, Goastal Goiiii.iand,

As some confusion arose over the use of the code’s/'ord

"Alert", it v/as requested by the Adrairalty on 8 Septeubei-, 1940,
that the codeword "Gelling" should be used instead.

Various exercises iracludlng exercise "Victoi-", were held

during the period Jme 1940 - February 1941, to test the

orgaiiisation set up under "Plan. Banquet", aaid .uiany valuable
lessons Wei's learned,

introduced until very late in the last najaed exercise, it

became increasingly apparent as the exercise progressed that

the current method of operation of "Banquet Gelling" by ho, 1?
Group, ’Was fuidaiaentally unsatisfactory.

Although "Baiiquet Gelling" was not

G.G, 7010/9/
4/II Bncl.92.\

GC/S.7010/
9/4/II
Encl.52A

In the light of experience wiiich liad accumulated since the

inception of the scheme, it was submitted by the A,0,G,, Ho, I7
Group, to ii.'j, G.G,, that the current policy should be revised.

It was possible to divide the existnig organisation of

"Banquet Gelling" into two Grouii

(a) Fleet Air imn and Ho, I7 Group units, which on
"Gelling" being brought into force operated under one of
the four Goastal Comiiiaiid Cperatiojaal Groups,

(b) Fleet Air Arm and No, 17 Group milts iviiich on
"Gelling" being brought into force vrould operate under
No, 17 Group,

The policy concerning the operation of the units in
group (a) were considered to be satisfactory and it 'v/as this
policy which it v;as desired to advocate for the operation of
the miits in group (b), and thereby bring the operation of all
"Gelling" imits into line under the operational control of the
appropriate operational Groups,

Ivlany reasons for the suggested change in policy were given
in support.

No ixoprovement in the existing situation could be fcnieseen
without the inclusion of Ho, I7 Group in the operational frame
work of Goastal Gomfiiand, a course which v/as not contemplated.

In the mesjit :iivie, a conference load taicen place at the A:lr
liinistry on 6 February, I94I, to consider the lessons leannt
from Exercise "Victor", and D.GJi.S, liad ruled that action
should be taicen to malce use of fighter, bomber and coa.steJ
reconnaissance pilots now in Flying Trailing Schools,
also ruled that Fighter and Goastal Operational Training Units
should be brought into the operational ]picture, in the event
of an invasion, in a nanner analogous to that developed by
Bomber Comimnd,

Since the inception of "Banquet Gelling", Coastal Comiiiand
liad graduall3'' added extra training aircraft into the scheme
with the result that they now had aircraft of their 3 O.T,Us.
included in a scheme which could only be brovight into force by
the Admiralts'', In view of this situation it vfas suggested by
the Air i^inistrj’- that a new section should be introduced into
the plan to be Icnown as "Banquet Goastal", which vrauld .make
provision for Coastal Command training aircraft to be absorbed
into the operational Groups of the Conmvand, and leave "Baiiquet
Ceiling" composed of Fleet ij.ir Ann aircraft only, as an
Admiralty affair. These aircraft to be placed at the disposal
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of the A.O,C,-in-C

that the eKergencj called for such action.
Coastal Coriiraaid vdien•» the Adiiilralty agi’eed

S.4789/II
Enel, 122A

The A.O,C,-in-C Coastal Command had already agreed to
this arrangement, and a letter confirmation of this arnendiment

•VTfas despatched to Coastal CoEiciaaad on 22nd February, 1941,

• t

A,li,

S.4789/II
Encl.l24i

in a further comi7iun.ication bearing the saime date, the
Air Ministry informed the A,0,C,-in-C,, Coastal Command of the
desire that certain pilots in Plying Training ComEiand should be
employed, in an emergency, on fJ^^ring duties vdiich -would nialce
use of their previous tralu-iing and experience to the gr-eatest
advantage. It \va>.s requested that the Air Officers Comnanding-
in-Claief of Plynag Trainrlng and Coastal Comxiands sliould formulate
a detailed scheme for the reinforcement of Coastal Coifirrand from

pilots who had previous experience of Coastal Cornii-iand work.

A,li,

3,4769/11 •
Encl.l53A

a scheme was devised, ai'id "Plan Banquet was ai'iiended in

due course to include this arrange-:;<ent under the section
"Banquet Training",

In a revised edition of the Geneial Directif on "Plan

Banquet" issued on 1st larch, 1941, these two a-aendments vrere
incorporated.

ilith regard to the stiggestion by the A,0,C, rio,l7 Group
tiiat, in an eEiergency, the operational control of both the
R,A,P, and the Pieet Air Arm units should be transferred to the
Operational Groups, th
Command with Adrairalty Approval and the scherue was submitted

to the Air ministry,
13th llarch, 1941, subject to the one consideration concerning
the employment of certain first line P,A,A, squadrons included
in the scheiae,

might vrell be considered at an earlier stage of an emergency,
ai'id it was therefore requested tliat the A,0,C,-in-C,, Coastal
Cormaand and S,A,r[,A,S

these squadrons reniforcing Coastal Comiand independently'- of the

"Plan Banquet" sclie-Lie,

This ma.tter -was discussed with R,i\.,n,A,S,, who stated tliat

it v/as not desirous at the moment, to tie dov/n  a sorp-ewhat

nebulous aiid micertain force iii the main plan, but there v/as

no doubt that -wiien the time came, every available operational
aircrafb and ci>ew would be placed at the disposal of Coastal
Coi'-iiPand,

Air liinistry approval of the transfer of operational
control of all training aircraft ii-i the event of an emergency
x-rom ho, 1? Group to the Ooeratioi-ial Gro-qias, mde necess^y the
replacemen-fc of eksting orders, Bach of the aperational
Groups drafted their respective schemes which were incorporated
in. Coastal Co-m-xand Operational Instruction ho, 99, dated
6th June, 1941, which was issued to cover "Banquet Coastal ,

agreed to by Headquarters Coastalwas

This modification received approval on

It was felt tliat the employment of such units

slxould examine the possibility of• j

C,G,/£
9/4/11
Enel,624

A,II,

S/4789/11
Encl,l39A,

3,7010/

C,G, 7010/9/
3/II EnGl.48A

CC/S,7010/
9/^11
Encl,1l2A

set of orders dated I7th Jm-ie, 1941, was also
Banquet Ceiling",

CC/3,7010/
9/4/II
Encl,l0lA

A iiev/-

issued by R,A,H.A.S. to cover

Under the tiro schemes, a total of approxina-iely 340 air-
made available to assist Coastal Command, if ancraft could be

emergency ever arose.
C,C,0,I

ho,99
R,A,I'l ,A. 3,

operation

Bsaiquet Ceiling
d/d 17.6.41

(1) Rear Adi;.iiral, Naval Air Stations,
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(ii) Conclusion

Although Coastal Corauand v/as actively engaged on the anti-
invasion comitiiient aliiost continuously from hovember 1939 to
Juiie, 1941? the most intensified period was contained within

the six xaonths June, 19A0 to December, 1940,

After the initial scare in Iiovember/DeceiiDer I939y the
anti-invasion measures were combined with a more general
coim.iitnent until the advent of the enemy's ca.naigns in

liorway, Denmark, the Low Coiintries and Prance, during which

time the Coaiiiand's limited resources were severely strained to

keep pace with the ever increasiiig derands.

,»'ith the fall of Prance, and the evacuation of our forces

from the Continent concluded, the Cormiand ’ivas able to concen

trate a largei’ proijortion of its forces on the anti-invasion
tasks througliout the next six ;.ionths.

On visuo.l recomiaissaiice alone, an avera.ge of 40 sorbies

per day i/as consistently iDut out, vrea.ther permitting,
of these sorties were of an offensive cliaracter and combined

the role of reconnaissance xritli that of bombing shipping and

land targets, in txiat order.

x-any

K.Q.C,C.
narratives

June-Dec, 1940

ihe v/astage of aircraft engaged on visual reconnaissance
tiiroughout the half year amounted to 9?('^)> of -iv-hich just
under 30 per cent, were lost tiirough unluiown causes. Of the

remainder, some came down in the sea before they oould reach a

landing ground, others managed to mai:e their bases onljr to
crash on landiag, I’he du'/age sxis'baiied ix coiibat with enemy
aircraft or throvigh encouiteriig flaJc from, enemy ships and
land batteries imdoubtedly contributed to uiajij'’ of the failures
to return "from milaiown causes".

PrOi.1 the result of the visual x’econnaissance and tliatiJ

carried out by the Photographic Reconniassaiice Unit, the
rain aj’’ iivasion targets for attack were determiied. For

strike piuvjoses a limited nvmiber of aircraft ii the Comtiand

were available, and, in co-operation with Bomber Comraid,
carried out the bombing policy as laid dovni by the Air
iiiistry, from time to tine.

xlE the liriary task for Coastal Coivand v/as recouiaissance,
the number of aircraft that could be spared for the bombing
effort was very srall,

tjTpe of aircra.ft available, and the consequent small amount of
weapons carried, the annount of daxiage inflicted vxas obviousljr
much less in comparison v/ith tliat of the lange and medium
bomber foi'ce employed against invasion objectives, by Bonber’
Cormnand,

In view of the limited nuiber annd

During these strice operations against shipping and land
tar^'^ets, Coa.stal Goamannd lost I03 aircraft,(2) of wh.icln more than
50 per cent, failed to retuavn from the sorties flown,

far the greater losses, i.e, 42, were sustained by airci'aft of

Ijo, 16 Group v^ithin the coastal belt stretching from
Germany to Brittany,

By

h,Q »C,G,
liarratives

June-Dec. 1940

(1) For details of v/astage of airci-aft see Appendix XIV,
(2) For further details see Appendix XIY,
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Although a fair proportion of the sorties flown on

reconnaissance were of little or no avail, in view of the
fact that the invasion of this country never took place, the

photographic and visual reconnaissance, carried out over enemy
territory, did reveal the preparation for invasion in time for
a vigorous bombing policy to be pursued.

In the early autumn of 1940, when it became evident that
the enemy’s preparations for invasion were slowing down, the
anti-invasion commitment was gradually abandoned in favour of

an offensive against shipping, traversing the now very long
enen^y occupied coastline from Northern Norway to the Spanish
border,

subject of the following chapter.
It is the opening of this offensive which forms the
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crmFrBR vi

MTI-SilEPING OPERATIONS ~ 3EITEI\£BER, 1939 ~ JUNE, 1941

(i) Introduction

The anti-shipping policy of Coastal Gomniand at the out
break of the war did not include a specific plan for any long
term disruption of Germany* s naval and merchant shipiping.
Indeed, in those early days, the anti-sliipjjing role of the
Command wa.s confined very largely to reconnaissance, and even
this in many ways, had to be strictly limited owing to
shortage of available aircraft.

c.c/s.
7010/AIR
30.6.39. ,

The main jjlan of general reconnaissance adopted by the
Comj^d and set in motion on 23rd August, 1939, (1  } was
designed primarily to detect outward or hcmeward bound enemy
warships, but in addition provided for special reconnaissance
sorties which might locate fleeting targets at sea or ships
lying at naval anchorages.

A.H.B,

IIK/36/5
Dec, 13,

To take advantage of the opportunities for attack which
might have been provided b^^ this reconnaissance, twenty-four
aircraft of Bomber Command were stood-by, daily, at short
notice of readiness, to be placed at the disposal of the
A.O.C.-in—C, Coastal Command, for operation under his direct
control as a striking force against enemy naval units of the
battleship or cruiser class,

force for its main strategical role on the Continent, these
aircraft were only for emplo^/ment against ships at sea in
areas where serious fighter or A.A. opposition was imlikely
to be encomitered, and on occasions which offered good pros
pects of an effective attack.

The necessity for the provision of this force
entirely due to the fact that the operational strength of
Coastal Command at the outbreak of war, did not in any way
provide for a suitable striking force,(2) In point of fact
this unfortmiate state of affairs continued to exist through
out the period covered by this section of the narrative and
proved a serious handicap to the Command in carrying out a
shipping offensive on any appreciable scale,

Aiiother factor v/hich, during the initial stages of the
war, contributed to the delay in the commencement of an

offensive against enemy shipping, v/as the bombing policy
adopted under the terms of the accepted principles of inter
national law,(3J
against shipping involved some surrender of initiative in

regard to the neutralisation of the enemy's naval and mer
cantile, fbrces, and were considered to be more severe than

those required under a reasonable interpretation of the "Draft
922/23";(4) although it T/as

In order to conserve the bomber

was

The restrictions thus imposed on attacks

Hague Rules of Mr V/arfare - 1

c.c.s/
7010/3/3
30.1.40.

A.M, letter

S.46239
d/d
22.8.39,

For full details see Chapter I, Section (IV) also Map.I,
Two squadrons (No.22 and 12 squadrons) of Vlldebeast IV represented the sole
striking power of the command against enemy naval units, owing to their
slow spaed and limited range, they were useless as a striking force and were
never used In this role.
For full details of this Initial bombing policy see Chapter I, Section (Iv)
The " Draft Hague Rules of Air Wai'fare* were drawn up by a commission of
Jurists at the Hague In 1923. Ihese rules were signed by representatives of
the U.S.A.. the British Empire, France, Italy, japan and the Netherlands,
They were not, however, foimally adopted by any government and therefore did
not acquire the force of International law. In the absence of any other
codes of niles of air warfare which had been formally accepted by inter

national agreement, these draft rules, with certain reservations and excep
tions, together with the generally recognised principles of air warfare
were, however, used as the basis of the Instructions governing naval and
air bombardment In the opening stages of the war.

(1)
(2)

(3)
(h)

iiEi
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emphasised at the time of issue i.e, 22nd August, 1959» that
these instructions did not necessarily represent the policy that
would he pursued hy H.il, Government throughout the war,

enemy, for exauaple, had proceeded at once to unrestricted air

warfare, the existing instructions might well have had to be
replaced by the authorisation of a considerably wider scope of
operations.

It \7ill bo seen later on, that in view of the developments
-which took place in the war at sea, these initial instructions
v/ere coupletely revised.

Defensive operations against the German major naval units,
such as they were, largely developed into individual campaigns
apart from the main shipping offensive;
been dealt with in separate sections, (1)
a brief reference to individual ships as they effect this part
of the narrative, no further comments on the major naval units
will take nlace in this section.

If the

and, as such, they have
Therefore except for

The development of the Command's offensive against the
minor naval units and merchant shipping, however, Yirill be com

bined in this section, as during the period under review they
wore invariably found together both in port and at sea.

(ii) Summary of events up to June, 1940

During the aut\amn of 1939, the y/ork of reconnaissance was
often carried out under difficult T/eather conditions and in the

face of determined enemy opposition*

Sightings of minor naval luiits vrere made on a mamber of

occasions, the most important of which was the finding of a

force of six enemy destroyers by a Hudson aircraft while on

patrol bet\yeen Borkum and Amsterdam, dioring the month of
October.

Ho Q. C, G,
Narrative

GC/N3/IO/
10

The first attack made by aircraft of Coastal Command on

any enemy surface shipping took place on '13th December, 1939,
when a Hudson aircraft of No, 220 Squadron sighted foiir enemy
destroyers off the west coast of Denmark,
sighting report to base, the aircraft continued to shadov/ the

enemy,

and in the face of heavy anti-aircraft fire the Hudson released

2 X 2501b a/s bombs from 2000 feet.
Immediately after the attack the aircraft was intercepted by
four HE, 115 float planes, but returned safely to base.

Although a number of attacks on minesweepers, flakships and

destroyers follavcd, the existing regulations regarding direct

attacks on enemy merchant shipping continued to be scrupulously
observed,

bombing and machine gun attacks on Allied merchant shipping off
the east coast of England from about nd.d-Decembcr, 1939, v/ith-
out discrimination.

Having made a

At 1100 hours instructions to attack yrere received,

No hits y/ere scored.

■iYhile the enemy, on the other hand, carried out

H. Q, C. C.
Narrative

GC/N2/13/
12

A.H. B,
IIK/36/5
Doc, 30

Since the issue of the existing regulations governing
Allied aircraft action against enemy shipping at sea, the use,
by enemy, of anti-aircraft artillery on merchant ships and the
introduction of Elak ships in the Heligoland Bight, which not
only attacked otir aircraft but were also used for reporting air
raids, made it necessary to consider vichat action, if any, could
be taken by aircraft against such vessels.

(1) In this chapter sections (ii) (iii);& (iv), also Chapter
III, section (xxii) and (x)
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A.H.B.

IIK/63/5
Doc. 30,
Annexe,B

It had already been pointed out to the Air Ministry by
the A, 0.0,-in-C,, Coastal Command, the difficulties experien
ced in applying the existing regulations in a practical
manner; and at the same time attention was dra-wn to the

fact that the uncertainty which existed as to what action

could be taken when dealing v/ith shipping, had placed an
unfair responsibility upon the pilots vfhose duty it was to
carry out these orders.

To consider the question of amending the existing
instructions relating to aircraft action against shipping,
wa.s, therefore, made the subject of a joint conference,
between representatives of the Foreign Office, the Admiralty
and the Air Ministry, which was held at the Air Ministry on
30th December, 1939.

Hie meeting discussed the existing orders and formu
lated new draft instructions based on Mar’itime law, which,
after sundry amendments had been made, were finally circu
lated to all operational Commands on 4th Fsbruarj', 1940..

A.H. B.

111^36/5
Doc .43

A.M. letter

S. 43020/
S.6 d/d
4.2.40.

Apart from the fact that the new instructions laid dovm

the procedure for aircraft action against enemy shipping at

sea in a more definite manner, there were certain main
differences between the old and new orders v/hich increased

the scope for aircraft to attack shipping under certain
conditions.

Tlie sink at sight policy for enen^r warships, minelayers,
minesweepers, patrol vessels, troopships and any other
vessel definitely established by observation to form part of
an enemy fleet, remained in force. Merchant ships in
convoy were not, however, to be regarded as part of an

enemy fleet.

the purpose of combatting the Flak ship menace, a
War Zone(1) was declared in the Heligoland Bight

A.H.B,

IIK/36/5
Doc. 43

For

"Special
within which it was permissible to attack any vessel which

opened fire on aircraft, provided no risks were involved
to innocent merchant ships in the vicinity.

(l) The "Special Zone" referred to included, in the first
instance, the area of the British and German declared
minefields in the Eastern part of the Worth sea ̂ Tith
slight modifications, and was defined as folloYfs:

Northern limit - the parallel of 56.30 degrees North
Vfestern limit - the meridian of 04. 30 degrees East
Southern limit - from the meridian of 04.30 degrees
East - along the parallel of 53. 35 degrees North to
the meridian of 06.30 degrees East, thence due south
to the limit of the Dutch territorial waters and

along that limit in a south-easterly direction up
the Eras estuary to the coast a.t the Dutch-German
frontier and thence along the German coast.
Eastern limit - to follow the German coast to the

German-Danish frontier, thence along the limit of
Danish territorial waters to the parallel of
55.24 degrees North, thence due west to the meri
dian of 07.41 degrees East, thence due north to
the parallel of 55.40 degrees, thence due east
oo the limit of Danish territorial xiraters and

thence north along that limit to the parallel of
56.30 degrees North,

(a)
0^)
(c)

(<a.)
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For aircraft engaged on Contraband Control operations, the

procedure to bo followed in order to secure compliance with the

orders given to vessels for examination, was laid doim in the
new instructions,

opened fire on the aircraft, it was now permissible for the
aircraft to carry out an attack on the vessel whether it was
within a "Special Sone" or not.

If at eny stage of this procedure the ship

In the case of an aircraft which had been ordered to seeirch

for, and had been successful in finding, a suspected vessel,
e.g. a raider or a particular enemy merchant ship, under the

terms of the new instructions the aircraft could, after repeated
requests had been ignored, continue to attack the ship until
cong)liance with its orders had boon secured,
ship opened fire, the aircraft was permitted to attack at once

with a.ll the force at its command, \?hether the ship was in a
"Special Zone" or not.

Here again if the

It was emphasised in the concluding peiragraph of the new
regulations, tha,t aircraft must in all circumstances be careful

not to provoke an innocent merchant ship to open fire, by
approaching in such a manner as to give the vessel reasonable
grounds for apprehension that she was about to be attacked.

The new instructions v/ere conveyed to the operational Groups
of Goasta.1 Command in the form of a Tactical Instruction which

was dated 30th March, 1940.

Wlien Germany invaded NomTay and Denmark on 9th April, 1940
a new phase in the anti shipping v/ar was opened for Coastal Com
mand by the fa.ct that the Air I'iinistry, on the War Cabinet's
authorisation, issued instructions on the following day that
aircraft could no\? attepk, without \?arning, any ships, merchant
or otherwise, xmder way in the Skaggerak and Bohus Bay area to
the eastv’/ard of the meridian of 08 degrees East, Ships in
harbour within this area could also be attacked if believed to
be eneny.

O.C. T. I.

No. 7

A.H.B.

ini/36/5
Doc. 54
(km.
Signal)
X.76-

10/V40)

H, Q. C. C.
Narra

tives

Naturally, this relaxation of the restrictions on the
attack of shipping at sea and in harbour, led to an increase in
the offensive against both minor naval units and merchant ship
ping in this area.

During the first ten days of the caimpaign, six attacks were
made on minor naval units, four by Hudsons with 250 lb. anti
submarine bombs and tivo by Blenheim fighters with machine guns.
The latter attacks v/'ere made against a destroyer which was
forced to stop, but no further results werG observed,

inst a merchant vessel in Norwegian
waters took place on 11th kgrll, 1940, when a Hudson of No. 224
Squadron attacked the Theseus at Bergen fjord with bombs and
machine gun fire. All the bombs missed the target.

Thereafter, a. limited number of attacks on eneiry shipping
continued at intervals during the month without
results.i1)

The first e^ttack a;

decisive

H. Q. C. C.
Narra.tive

0. c/ni/
1W40.

(l) For further details
Command in the Nonyegia.n Canpaign,

Chapter IIIsee , Section (Xl) - Coastal
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HQ. As the campaign developed, the latitude allowed by the
Air Ministry Instruction issued on 10th April, 1940, rela
ting to attacks on shipping under certain conditions,
extended at intervals during the month to meet the prevail
ing situation. In order to clar*ify the position Coastal
Command summarised the instructions as at 25th April, 1940,

signal to the operational groups concerned, in which
it was stated that, "aircraft may atta.ck \Tithout warning
any ships, merchant or otherwise, underway within ten miles
of the Nor\,TOgian coast south of latitude 6l degrees North
and anj'whero east of longitude 06 degrees East as far south
as latitude 54 dgrees North,
atta.cked if definitely observed to be eneny except in certain
area.s,(1) where all ships, including merchant
attacked provided they wore not alongside,
care was

T/aters,

proceeding on the surface in the areas mentioned restric
tions would be promulgated"

was

in a

Ships at anchor may also be

ships, may be
Special

to be talcen not to infringe Swedish territorial
In the event of British submarines operating and

No. 16

Group
S.502V7/
Ops
End, 11A

H.Q.C.C.
Narrative

C. C/N3/
7/5/40.

Lower down the enemy coastline, an event of some impor
tance to the Comraajnd in the anti-shipping war took place
during the first -week of May, 194O, when the first Beaufort
squadron(2/*-oommenced operations, by carrying out its first
atta-ck with 20001b, bombs against enemy na.val shipping off
Borkum. This attack wa.s delivered during the time that the
eneiiy was busily plying his ships along the northwest coast
of Germany preparatory to the invasion of Holland,
days later, the eneny’s canpaign against the Low Countries
Y/as commenced, and the focal point of operations moved to
that area.

Three

It was during this canpaign that the threat of attacks
by enony light surface craft against otir Channel and East

Coast shipping became increasingly apparent, particularly as
the Gorman armies so rapidly occupied the Low Countries and
Northern Eranoe and thus made available suitable ports from

Yvhich these small craft could operate.

Ton days after the invasion commenced, a battle flight
of Anson aircraft(3) sighted eight or nine E-boats off the
Texel and proceeded to cairy out a dive bombing attack, and
thus started Coastal Command's long canpaign against the
E-boats,

Before the fall of Eranoe(4) no less than 22 attacks had
been made on these craft, but ovdng to their small size and

maneouvcdbility little success was achieved; in fact, not one
claim to a bomb hit was made during any of these encounters,
although several of the airoraft involved v/ere a.ble to carry
out successful machine gun attacks.

To conclude the immediate pa.rt played by Coastal Command
in the battle of the Netherlands, Belgium and Erance, there
YYere the tasks performed during the evacuation from the Con
tinent. (5/
vided cover in the NarrovY Seas while Fighter Command provided
closer protection.

In tills operation airci’aft of tiie Command pro-

TiTien eva.cua.tion operations were at their

Np,l6

Group
Narrative

(1) i4i.el ..ny, Trondheim E.jord, an^- fjords running into
Trondlieim Paord and Oslo Prjord,

2^ No, 22 Squadron at North Coates,
^31 No, 48 3qua.c,.ron (Detacliment) at Detling,
,4; On 25 June, I94O,
,5/' For full details see Glis.pter VI - Coastal

Command in the French Campaign,
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maximimij aircraft of No, 16 Group made 32? sorties dujring the
last days of May and the first three days of June, Not only
were Gennan bombers and their escorts attacked but also, where
possible, German troop concentrations, bridges, and piers on
the foreshore, (1/ In the direction of surface craft to the
rescue of persoimel in the sea and adrift in small boats, air
craft of the Command played a leading role, and on more than
one occasion enany aircraft which appeared on the scene were
driven-off, and some destroyed.

After Dunkirk, ewcort and rescue facilities continued to
be provided for the evacuation still taking place from ports
between Le Havre and St, Nasaire,

(ill) An increase in^Enemy patrol and escort craft
The possession of the continental coast from Narvik to

Baj'-onne was of great importance to the enemy in many respects.
It pi-ovided the means for instance, whereby valuable cargoes
could be moved by sea, thus relieving the strain on the rail
^d road traffic in enemy and enemy-occupied territoryj
in the northern sector it was used for the important task of
maintaining supplies to the forcef in Norway,

The acquisition of many fine ports and canals also provi
ded the necessary facilities for the assembly of the enemy’s
seaborne force which was to be employed in the invasion of the
United Kingdom,

The interruption of this traffic throughout the entire
length of the enemy controlled coastline was, therefore, of
equal importance to the Allies, but in order that aircraft
could seek out the various craft in the enemy ports and
h^bours, it was necessary, first of all, to revise the exis
ting instructions relating to aircraft attack against enemy
shipping to facilitate such actions.

and

t

The "Instructions governing Naval and Air Bombardment"
issued on 22nd August, 1939» w-as no\r replaced by a new Air
Ministry directive dated 4th Jtine, 1940, in which it was
cle^ly defined that bcsnbardment by naval and air forces was
limited to military objectives,(2/ among which v/ere included
naval auxiliaries of wliatever description and whether or not
attendant on the fleet; troop transports or military supply
ships whether at sea or in port," A qualification was given
that all shipping could be treated as enemy transport or
military supply ships in areas which would be specially
notified

A.M,

Signal
A 5600
dated

4,6,40

This counter action on the part of the Allies, naturally
provided the enemy with the problem of combatting the blockade
now being enforced, and to assist in accomplishing this the
German High Command was compelled rapidly to develop a much

C.C./
S. 7743/1
Encl.lZA

(1) In this respect some very valuable assistance was
rendered by the Fleet Air Arm Albacores and Skuas
operating under the direction of Coastal Command,
The term "military" was used in its widest sense to
include all armed forces. Merchant ships, whether
defensively armed or not, were not included amongst
the military objectives which could be attacked,
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larger fleet of minor naval units than they already
possessed,(1; in order to afford greater protection for their
coastal convoys against sea and air attack, and to keep the
shipping lanes free from mines.

In addition to embarking upon an impressive building
Xorogramme, the conversion of a large number of trav/lers and
other suitable craft as escort and patrol vessels, v^as also
put in hand.

All available torpedo-boats, gun-boats or naval auxilia
ries load already been requisitioned from the occupied
countries*

(iv) Extensions to the "Sink at Sight Areas

The first special notification of a "sink at sight
subsequent to the issue of the new directive, was made by
the Air Ministry on 16th July, 1940, wherein it was stated
that "all shiijs whether underway, at anchor or alongside, may
be attacked within a prescribed area in the North Sea and

Attacks were also pennissible against ships

II

II

area

Skagerrak

A.M,

Signal
X320
dated

16.7.40

,

at anchor inside territorial -waters (i,e, 3 miles off the
coast) of enemy occupied territory, or alongside in any
;^opean port in the enemy’s possession. Enemy ships fovind
in Swedish territorial waters could only be attacked if
underway, while those loca-ted in a special channel referred
to in a Notice to Mariners(3) could be attacked at sight.

With regard to Neutral Ships, upon whose description and
movements aircraft were briefed, these could not be attacted
within the prescribed area, unless the3'- failed to adhere to
the route promulgated by the Admiralty,

The "sinlc at sight
f1

or "all-in" areas were treated inA.N.B,

IIV36/5
Doc,69

d were publicly declared asthe same manner as minefields an

dangerous areas for shix3ping,(4)

tn In September, 1939,
torpedcHDoats, 14 '1
boats and 40 R“boats, The destroyers and torpedo-boats were used almost
exclusively as escorts for naval units and merchant vessels of high Importance
although the torpedo*tioats also carried out a limited amount of defensl-ve

mlnelaylng. The main ralnesweeplng force consisted of the 'M* class -vessels,
which v«re not only used In this role, but also as heavily armed convoy escorts
and even as patrol craft. In addition to their convoy escort duties, the 7
escort vessels were also employed in patrol work and minesweeping. For

offensive patrols with torpedoes.arn^for offensive mlnelaylng, the motor
torpedo*hoats CE“boats) were,®®4|&!5rand on a few notable occasions were
employed as escorts .forvessels of Importance on passage through the Engll^
Channel, Ihe R-boats, played their part In a defensive role as fast mine

sweepers, minelayers and patrol vessels. They were also extensively used,
particularly In the English Cliannel and North Sea, as convoy escorts, often
combining this role with the task of sweeping ahead of the convoy.
An area bounded ty a line drawn from the intersection of the parallel of 69
degrees North with the Norwegian coast. Thence along the parallel of 69
degrees North to a position In latitude 69 degrees North longitude of 04
degrees East, Thence southward along the meridian of 04 degrees East to a
position In latitude. 64 degrees North longitude 04 degrees East to position
latitude 64 degrees North 02 degrees East, Thence southward along the
meridian of 02 degrees East to a position in latitude 58 degrees North longi
tude 02 degrees East to position latitude 57 degrees 38 minutes longitude 04
degrees 36 minutes East thence southward along the meridian of 04 degrees 36
minutes East to Its Intersection with the coasts of Holland thence North

Eastv/ards along the coast of Holland, Oermauj' and D9nraa::k m far as the 5-am,
Thence southward along the coasts of Denual: and  0 ermany to the meridian of
13 degrees East and up until Its Intersection with the Swedish coast ttience
northwards along the Swedish and.Norweglan until the parallel of 69 degrees Is
reached.

No, 1264/40/X5, 4303-5 1264/40/T section 1.
In tte public declaration of a dangerous area no differentiation  was made
between a suhnarlne or an aircraft area;

declared,
details of the respective areas wen? defined,
ably the larger of the two.

, Germany had at her disposal a total 0 f 22 destroyers, 30
M' class minesweepers, 7 escort vessels,. 16 motor torpedo-

the total dangerous area only was

It was only In secret Instructions to Cs-lrKI,, that precise
The submarine area was Invarl-

(2)

(3)
(4)
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An extension of the existing "all-in" axea already
declared in the North Sea, Skagerrak and Itattegat, was sought
by the Admiralty in August, 1940> and was placed before the

War Cabinet for approval*

As the Admiralty memorandum outlining the precise limit
of the new "all-in" areas needed clarifying before instruc

tions could be issued to aircrews, there was slight delay in
announcing the new areas after War Cabinet approval had been

givenJ however, this was finally achieved on 20th September,
1940.

Admty*
Signal
T,0.0*

1111/20/
9/40. &
C. C» T« L*

No. 7
Supple
ment d/d
19.10.40

The limits of the North Sea area remained unchanged but

two new "sink at sight areas" were introduced for the English
Channel(l) and the Bay of Biscay.(2)

In the Channel, the instructions for attack by day were

the same as those in force for the North Sea, but by night air -
craft were only to attack ships sighted when permission had

been given by the Naval C-in-C. , concerned,
that aircraft should be given the maximum possible freedom to

attack shiijping compatible with the safety of our ovm. ships
and naval forces in the area.

It was intended

The attention of all aircrews was directed to Spanish
Territorial waters T/hich were not to be infringed unless an

attack had already been delivered from Spanish waters, when
it could be returned. Special care was also th be taken not
to interfere with Spanish ships engaged in Coastal trade
between Spanish ports.

Further modifications were made to existing instructions
periodically in order to keep abreast with the prevailing
situation. For exan^ile, on 15th IViarch, 1941, the western
limit of the Bay of Biscay was extended to 07 degrees Yfest and
the northern boundary of the Channel area wa.s dropped a few
miles to the south almost throughout its entire length,
the same time, it was announced tliat all ships, underway, at
anchor or alongside could be attacked at all times by day or
night within the prescribed areas.

At

The next major change, and the last to take place during
the period under review, was mde on 8th, June, 1941, when the
western limit of the North Sea area was altered to coincide

with ttiat of surface craft and submarine.(3)

(1) lingllsh Channel - East of the line joining the Bishop Rook Light (hS degrees
52 minutes North, 06 degrees 2?minutes West) to the Chaussee de Seine, and
South of the line joining the following points;- (1) 10 miles 153 degrees
from the following Lights;- Bishop Rock, Lizard, start Point, Portland Bill,
St, Catherines, Beachy Head and (2) 50 degrees 59 minutes North, 01 degrees
^ minutes East (3) 51 degrees 1(2 minutes North, 02 degrees 31 minutes (East)
(4) 53 degrees 30 minutes North, 04 degrees 38 minutes East, The eastern
limit of the area was the meridian of 04 degrees 38 minutes East,
^ of Biscay - in the waters lying to the eastward of a line drawn from the
Chaussee de :^'elne (48 degrees 03 min North, 05 degrees 05 mins Wfest) to the
Socoa Light (43 degrees 23 minutes North, 01 degrees 41 minutes Vfest.)
North Sea Area - (1) Northern Limit - latitude 69 degrees North, (11) western
Umlt - line drawn throu^ the following positions 69,OON - 00,09W, S9,30N «
M.09W, 58,38N - 01,15M, 57.30N - 00,28W, ttience along the eastern edge of the
SMt coast mine barrier to 51-42N - 02.31E, 51,13,N - 02.31E, (111) Southern
Umlt - by 51.13N and the coasts of Belgium, Holland, Germany and Demark,
(Iv) Eastern Limit - frvm coast of Gemany by the meridian of 13 degrees East
to the limit of Swedish territorial waters and thence along the limits of Swedish
territorial waters and the coast of Norway to the parallel of 69 degrees North,

C2)

(3)
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To sum up the position e.s at the middle of June, 1941,
there were tliree permpjient "sinlc at sight" areas in tiome
Waters, i.e. North Sea, English Channel and Bay of Biscay^ in
¥/hich all ships, underway, e.t anchor or alongside, could he
attacked^at all times by day and night. Ships in Sv'/edish
territorial waters could only be attacked if underway,
whereas ships located in the SpecirO. Channel defined in the
Notice to Marines E. 0. IIV4I could be attacked at sight,
Spanish ships engaged In the coa.sta.1 trad.e between Spanish
ports were not to be interfered with, end Spanish territorial
waters

actually originated from Spanish waters, T±ien it could be
returned.

wore not to be infringed unless an .attack had

CorteELn neutral ships, of Y/hich descriptions and
ments would be promulgated to e.ll concerned, might be routed
tlirough the prescribed eroas, but they were not to be
att;acked unless they failed to proceed along the route
indicated by the Admiralty,

(v) Coastal routes of enemy shipping in Northern 'Taters

move-

The movement of traffic along the extensive eneiiy con--
trolled coastline between North Norw^ay and the Eranco/
Spanish frontier conveniently fell into three distinct area.s
(i) the Bay of Biscay, (ii) the Channel, and (iii) the
liorth Sea, (1) by which is meant the area extending from the
coa-sts of Holland and Germany northwards inclhding the
Noriiregian Coast (as far as the North Cape. )

During the early stages of the Gexrorn occupation of
Eranoe, the Bay of Biscay viras relatively uninportant commer
cially, as far as ;:ny major movement of independent ships or
convoys was concerned,

ning betv/een Portugval, Spain rnd Erance was in progress, it
was difficult to distinguish from local neutral traffic.
Later on, hov/ever, this arep. did assume some measure of

importrnce, in view of the fp.ct that it became the European
terminal and departxire point for some very rare and valucable

cErgoes urgently needed by the Axis partners, Germany, Ja.pcn
c?nd Ita.ly.

Although a general contraband run-

O.C./
S. 743/1
End. 12A

With the exception of the period when the eneny's pre
parations for invasion in the Channel j>orts were the
objectives for atta.ck by s.ircraft of Coastal and Bomber

Commands, the Channel area wa.s also commeroially, of little
importance, and remaiined as such for most of the wxr,
small ajnomt of tra.ffic pansing through was an ococ.sional
vessel on pcasse.ge from north to south or vice versa, in

accordance with the demands of the enemy^s reinforce3B3nt
The main traffic along the Erench coast consisted

The

prograrrjine,

of vwarlike stores and supplies for his naval banes in occu

pied Erance,

Of considerably more importance to the eneny v/as the
North Sea area, which naturally fell into two parts, (i)
the section along the Non’fegian snd Danish coasts, and (ii)
that .along the North German and Dutch coasts.

(1) Operations in the Bay of Biscay area becamie the responsi
bility of No. 15 G-roup, those in the Channel and southern
part of the North Sea. were carried out by No. I6 Group,
while the rest of the North Sea area was controlled by
No. 18 Group.
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The one single item that had the greatest bearing on enemy
shipping both along the Norwegian and Dutch coasts,
ore. There were two distinct flows of this important com

modity, (a) the Nory/egian ores from North Norway,
Swedish ores shipped through Narvik, wh^h together move dawn
the Noryregian 'Coast through the 3kagarr% and Kattegat to the
Kiel Canal; and (b) the bulk of the avcsdish ores that were
shipped from Baltic- ports, of which about half v;-ent to German

Baltic ports and the remainder, having joined up vdth (a) pas
sed through the canal and was delivered to Rotterdam and
Emden-,

was iron

and the

In addition to iron ore, the following also came from
Norway;- fertilisers, pulp and paper, pyrites and copper ores,
fish and fish products. From Baltic ports came grain, flax

and timber, which were also delivered to southern North Sea
destinations.

In the reverse direction, cargoes of coal and coke were

carried by that part of the shipping traffic v/hich returned

from Rotterdam and Emden, for delivery to Noryregian and Baltic

ports. An undetermined, though extremely valuable flow of

military supplies, and a limited amount of oil emanating from

Baltic ports such as Stettin, joined the,northward flow along
the Norwegian coast.

It can thus be clearly seen that events which took place
at opposite terminals, far apart though they v/ere, could affect
the volume of shipping in both sections of tliis area.

Most of the traffic, both north and southbound, was carried

in ships of about 3>500 tons at this stage of the v/ar, and it
is probably fair to state that most of those -under 1,000 tons
were, at this time, devoted to essential Norwegian coastal
trade, thougji when convenient the enemy quite frequently
utilised small vessels.

The route followed, as far as the Norwegian coast was
concerned, -with few exceptions, was that of the Inner Leacis,
which meant that in Southern Norway (Trondheim to Kristiansand
South), they had the natural protection of the islands, except
where they were forced out into the open sea at Stadtlandet,
and on the stretch from Stavanger to Kristiansand South,

Owing to the naturally protected section of this route,
torpedo attacks could only be carried out off Stadtlandet or

between Stavanger and Kristiansand South,

Unlike this route, the shipping lane off the Dutch and

Danish coasts lacked such pjrdtective islands, inside v/hich ships
could shelter from torpedo attack. In fact, an attack could

be made by torpedoes the whole -way from Homs Reef to the Hook

of Holland, provided the target was sailing in ten fathoms of
water.

From the above it can be deduced that enem;'- shijjping opera
ting between Rotterdam and Northern Norway could at all times

be attacked by bombing aircraft, but only under certain condi
tions was a torpedo attack possible,

(vi) Resources available for Anti-Shipping operations

So far as aircraft specially equipped for the attack of

shipping was concerned. Coastal Command began the war very
modestly T,7ithty/o torpedo bomber squadrons, which were already

GC/S
7010/3/5
Plans
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obsolescent and only one of which was ope rati onal« )
already mentioned their limited radius of action of 150
miles and slow speed, made them useless as a striking force.

The delay in the replacement of this type of aircraft by
a modem torpedo bomber was a matter of considerable concern

to tlie Command, and the A,0,C«-in-C, made repeated i-epresenta-
tions to the Air Ministry for an improved long range torpedo
carrying aircraft, viiich, as the war developed becaiiae more
and more a necessity if a sliipping offensive was ever to be
started.

As

sea

For the want of a striking force with sufficient range
and speed, units of Bomber Command were frequently called upon
to assist Coastal Command in attacking enemy aliipping at sea.

No, if2 • 2g,on,
O.R.B,

The re-equipnent of the first sfiua.dron of Coastal
Conmiand’s strike feme with Beauforts, cominenoed on
15th November, 1939, and during the period January to April,
194c, the training of the crews on the new type of aircraft
was carried out,

toiyiedo dropping was interrupted and that of minelajdng
introduced.

In March, 194-0,. however, the training in

The development of the "A” Mark I Magnetic line,
and the fact tliat the Beaufort was one of the two types of .
aircraft in the whole of the Royal Air Force tliat was capable
of carrying this weapon, were the reasons for a change in
policy,

8th April, 1940, for minelaying activities.
The squactron v/as moved to the East Coast on

A,Mo D,0,N,C,

No, 80 Enc, 8
Progress to?irards operational fitness on the part of the

second squa.dron whose re-equipment had commenced on
8th April, 194-0, I'jas very slow,
the trouble experienced with the Taurus engines; there had
been several accidents vith the loss of valuable trained

crews. Apart from the engine difficulty, trouble 'was also

encountered from several other' directions; the training of

crews in the many aspects of their new vreapon; the conversion
from single to twin-engined aii-^craft; the developnent of

torpedo tactics suitable to a modem twin-engined aixxjraft;
the detachment to another station of crews, and aircraft for

night“fl;jdng training; the lack of target ships for torpedo
dropping exercises; and the training of air gunners in the

operation of pov/er driven turrets. Finally, on
20th June 194-0, it became necessary to place a restriction
on the operational use of all Beauforts until they had been

fitted mth modified engines. In the interim period the

squadrons were confined to shoi’t operational patrols close to

our shores and torpedo traiiung.

The delay was mostly duo to

With tills temporary failure of the Beaufort, Coastal
Command was still without a striking force, except that

provided by the Fleet Air Arra squadrons(2) on loan to the
Command foi' short periods.

At the same time, other forces availa.ble ?ltliin the
Command which were utilised for anti-shipping patrol and

(1) I-io. Z|2 Squadron at Eircham Nev/ton was employed on A/S patrols and convoy escort
until 9“4“40 when the sqiBdron became non-operatlonal prior to ro-equipping

.  with Beauforts. No. 22 Squadron at Thorney Island wqs engaged on ferrying
torpedoes to Blrcham Nev/ton for No. 1+2 Squadron, and doing conversion training
on Blenlieims with occasional A/S patrols.

(2) At tits particular period, l.e. end of June 1940, the squadrons available were.—

No. 812 Squadron at North Cdates (Swordfish) (Torpedoes);
No. 801 Squadron at Detllng (Skuas) (Dive Bombing)-;
No. 826 Squadron at Blrcham ^e'wton (Albacores) (Dive Bombing).
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strike purposes, were
two Blenheim squadrons
of the fact that aircraft of tliese squadrons were also required
for other operations, the number that could he spaured for anti

shipping activities 7m.s very limited. Aircraft, gtsnerally
spealcing, operated independently in the recoimaissance role and

carried out attacks on suitable targets found; while a strike
force of 4-6' aircraft, from each squadron partigipating,

selected from five Hudson squadrons
(2) and one Anson squadron(3). In view

v/as

about the maximum tlTat could be provided, for strike purposes.

Later on, in the summer of 1940, further assistance was
forthcoming from the t^vo Blenlieim squadrons(^) which liad been
transferred from Bomber Command to assist in the anti-invasion

reconnaissance commitment,

of aircraft, these two squadrons were used extensively for
strike purposes against fringe targets and sliipping both in
harbour and at sea.

However, in view of the shortage

No, 16 Group
Narrative

12,9,40

early September, 1940, one ol‘ the 3ea;’.fort squadrons liad

beoome operational, and cn 11th September, 1940,
Command’s first anti-shipping operation \vith torpe
Later in the month the second Beaufort Squadron(^)
the'ftont line vath a series of minela;^ng sorties, followed
4th October, 1940, by the first pa troll?) -v ‘ '
Ostend and Ijmuiden,
squadron dropped its first torped
to maJce contact Ydth the target!'

carriec^^^ut the2 does

came into

on

fdth torpedoes between
Six days later this detachment of the

in operations, but it failed
si

No, 42 Sqdn,
0,R, B,

RO/G2/26/10 So far, all these torpedo actions had talcen place in the
southern half of the North Sea, but on 26th October, 192fO, the
first offensive sortie by torpedo carrying aircraft of Coastal
Command was carried out off the Norwegian Coast,(9)
Ons. operation In i)eo«aiber 19M3 deserves mention h»ro althou^ not

apeoifioaiOy anti-ahii:ping or anti-inwasion. It was designed to blook the
H0/G2/12/12 xeUway lino between Bergen and Oslo and received the cover name of Oneietion

Xgatlli petition chosen for attack •ma at Fimto, about 63 miles
eastward of Bergen where the line passes under steep slc^pes and is protected
from avalandbea by snow barriers. Ebis was target Beau'W eM the Finse hotel
nsaxty which was ocoqpied by German cKfiioers was target Youth. The force
detailed was from Ho, 16 Group Sudstms and Beauforts. 'ihe first attack, on
the ni^t of 17 Lwoaaber was a failure in that only three of the 21 airoroft
found the target, A repeat by oeven sirorai’t on the 19^ all bood>ed the
objectives and in a final attack on the 22nd el^t of tiie twelve attackers
dr<9^>ed their boiaba, She results of these attacks were unknown and have not
been sTOortained by postwar research.

(1) No. 205 Squadron at Blrcham Mowton (No. 16 Group),
No, 22k Squadron at Leucters (No. 13 Group).
No. 233 Squadron at Leucliars (No. 18 Group).
No. 220 Squaaron at Thornaby (No, 18 Group).
Ho. 269 Squadron at Wick (No. 18 Group).

(2) No, 25k Squadron at Sumburgh (No. 18 Group).
No. 235 Squadron at Blrctam Nevrton (No. 16 Group).

(3) No. 217 Squaaron at St, Bval (No. 15 Group) coimnenoed re-arming vvltii Beauforts
from 21 /9/4).

(k) No, 59 Squadron at Tbomey Islana and No. 53 Squadron at Detling,
(5) No. 22 Squaaron at North Coates despatched a force of 5 Beauforts to attack a

convoy of 7-1 q KVs reported off Calais. The target was not found so the
formation flew up the coast, to Ostend where tljey attacked 3 M7s with torpedoes.
One aircraft reported an explosion in Ostend roaastead.

(6) No. k2 Squaaron (Detachment) at Tlxirney Island.
(7) This aircraft failed to return.
(8) Dropped at the entrance to Boulogne larbour, but exploeed before reaching the

ship at which It was aimed.
(9) Between the latitudes of 61 degrees ana 59 degrees 30 minutes North.

Beauforts carried out the sortie and attacked 1M7 of 2,500 tons and another of
1,000 tons. The larger vessel was iilt ana an explosion vtas observed,
after the Beauforts v/ere attacked by 12 ME.109s, and two of our aircraft
failed to return to base. One enemy aircraft claimed as shot down (CC/N2/27/IO)

Tiiree

There-
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(v:li) A redisposition of forces - Spring, 1941

To-mards the end of February, 1941, it was becoming
increasingly clear that a new phase in the enemy’s offensive
in the war at sea was being launched, (1)

D.SJ'1,1, Feb.

1941,
Daylight attacks, by single aircraft or small numbers

of aircraft, against Allied shipping along the east coast

convoy routes, the Y/estem end of the English Channel and the

west coast; were becoming more frequent.

Moreover, these signs Y/ere accompanied by a vigorous
offensive on part of enemj'- submarines and aircraft against
Allied shipping in the Western Approaches, together Yd.th an

intensification of minelaying and night attacks on ports all
round the coast.

This rene-wed onslaught on the part of Germany to sever
the connections between Britain and her overseas suppliers,
particularly the United States of America, and the consequent
struggle^-g-tho Allied
communications, soon becaine laiov/n as "The Battle of the

Atlantic” and formed the subject of a airective Yrliich Yra.s
issued as the result of a Chiefs of Staff Committee meeting

held on 27th Febmary, 1941, over Yrhich the Brime Minister
presided in his capacity as the Mnister of Defence,

to keep open these lines ofty tJvU

C,0,S, (A1) 73
and 75,

At tliis meeting and another held later in the day, the
Chiefs of Staff reached a number of decisions YJhich affected

the Metropolitan Air Force as a Y/hole, Among the most
important of Y/hich were;

(a) To move a substantial number qf naval escorts
(sloops and A,A, destroyers) from the east coast to the
i'orth Western Approaches

(b) To expedite work on the aerodromes under dcY’-elop-
ment in Northern Ireland and the Hebrides,

(c) To strengthen the forces available to Coastal
Command in those areacS by various means, including the

transfer of squadrons from the east coast, and the
assumption by Bomber Coimnand squadrons of some duties
previously discharged by Coastal Command squadrons.

The decisions of 27th February, 194i, were confirmed
and amplified on 6th Iferch, 1941, by a directive, issued by
the Minister of Defence, ’.ihlch dealt Yri.th the various
measures to be adopted by the Government departments
concerned to defeat the menace of the submarine and the

It Y/as. clearly stated, that "absolute priority
r>!

Fed ;e"./ulf.

Y/as to be given to the protection of stiipping in the

North Western Approaches for the next four months, even to

the exclusion of other tasks.

(1) The effective hrltich attacks against the North coast of Germany aurlng the
early part of , were of grave concern to the High Command.
Fuelirer's conference on hth February, 194, the Naval Coinraander“in-Chief
Dolhtecl out the the striking povier of the Royal Air Force remained unbroken,
not only in Northern waters, but also in the Mediterranean. The night
attacks on Bremen on 2na/5rd Tar.r.ry 194. in which American Type aircraft

took part, w€.s an Indication of the effective aid already being given to
Britain by America, ana demonstrated the Importance of cutting-off as much as

As a possible result of

At a

possible tiie supplies of vvar material to Britain,
this conference. Hitler Issued a directive on 6th February, 194, on the
prosecution of the war against England in which he made it clear that the
object of Germany’s future war effort must be to concentrate every means of
waging I'/ar by sea and air on eneny supplies from "overseas".. (Ref: "The
Fuelirer Conferences - 194").
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C,G,/S 7010
Enel, 98A

In consequence of tliis directive the Director of Naval
Co-operation Tjrote formally to the A,0,C,-in-C
Command on 9th 2/Iarch, 1941j ini'ormng Mm of the moasui'es to

ho adopted.

Coastal• >

K.Q«C.C,
Location

Statement No, 21

3/3141

Accordingly, a number of chaiiges in the dejployment of

Coastal Command’s squadrons (already completed) (.1) Md the
desired effect of strengthening the forces available for
operations in the Noi-th Nostez-n area but this was only
achieved by the depletion oI‘ tlie Mrcraft already employed on
the anti-invasion and aizti-sMieping coimidtraents, particularly
on the east coast.

To compensate for tMs loss of aircraft on the east

coast. Bomber Command, on instruc:;tions from Mi' Ministry,
transferred tvro Blenheim squadrons to Coastal Comnumd for

North Sea Patrols, (2) aiid although they v/ere originally
Intended for anti-invasion reconnaissance, the demands of all
other commitments in tMs ai'ea, made it necessary to employ
them on anti-sMpping reconnaissance and attacks, as toII as
convoy escort.

C9C,/S 7010
Encl,97A

T\to further contributions by Bomber Command, towards
defeating this attempt by the enemy to strengle our supplies
end connection with the UMted States, v/crc in the form of,
increased boL-.bing operations against objectives concerned
Ydth submarines and long range aircraft, and the diversion
of a proportion of the operational effort of No,  2 Group to
the destruction of enemy sM-pping to be fomid wltMn a fey/
miles of the oneiry coast and occupied territorj^ in the North
Sea, the Channel and the Bay of Biscay,(3)

H,Q,P,C,
Narrative

Part T\to

The transfer of naval escorts fix)m the east coast for the
protection of shipping in the North stern a.puroac;hes
it necessary for Pigliter Command to devote a Mgher proportion
of their effort than, hitherto to tiie protection of sMpping in
the foraer a.rea, and at the same time increased protection of
shipping was also called for in tlx area affected 'ly tMs Increase in

mac-.e'-'j

(1) 8 =airer.‘U’t of No. 236 Squadron from St. Bval to Aldergrove.
8 aircraft of No. 21? Squadron from St. Eval to Aldergrove.
8 aircraft of No, 206 Squaaron from Birctain Newton to Aldergrovo,
8 aircraft of No, 224 Squadron from Leuciiars to Alaer^i'ove,
8 aircraft of No. 2lt8 Squactron from Dyne to Wick.
16 airci'aft of No. 612 Squaaron from Dyce to Wick.
Detacanent-of No,. 10 Squaaron (R.A.A.E) from Mount Batten to Lough Eerne.

UJ No. 107 Squac^on based at Leuchai's and No. nq Squadron based at Thornaby.
(3) The most profitable shipping lanes for attack in these tliree areas were divided

into .six beats, to each of which an allotment of aircraft,  . . . was made. According
to tiie weather, the available alrci’aft would either be spread out over the beat,
or fly In pairs, threes or more to emsure that when a sighting was made it
could be attacked by the maxlaam number of aircraft. On certain beats the
operation was arranged at a time when it ivas considered that the enemy's
standing Figliter patrols could be, avoided. The type of attack recommenaea at
the start of operations was the level attack from 1,000 feet until moi'e
experience in hitting terd had been obtained,
Siialloiv dive with release at 1,000 feet,
attncics were h x 250 lbs.

Ho. 21, 82 and 139 Squadrons wore allocated for this task, with detaenments
at Lossiemouth and Portreath.

Coirmenclng their.dayligiit operations on 1?.tn Mai'Ch, 194l, the alria-aft of
No. 2 Group carried out 431 attacits against enemy sliipiplng of all kinds up to
end of June, 1941, and it was assessed by the Admiralty Assessment Consnlttee
tiat 31 ships of 73,348 tons were sunk during this period. This was the
overall figure including minor naval units. However, according to detailed
vierman records, only five ships of 10,573 gross tons v;ere sunk in No, 2
Croup's area'of operetions during this period,
umoimtea to 35.

An altei'natlve attack was the

Tlie choice of bombs for the first

Cvusualtles to their ili’crr.i't
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enemy activity. Escort y/as
hitherto in the more

given more generously than
vulnerable areas(l).

fecial attention was also directed to the night
defences of the major ports such as Bristol, Idvei'pool,
:'ianchester, the Clyde, Hull and the Port of London,

Additional protection for the bombing forces, of both
No. 2 Gi'oup (Bomber Ooraimmd) and No, 16 G-roup (Coastal
CoiTimand) engaged in attacks against enemy shipping (operations
"Roadstead and Blot") y/as also provided during the period
Pebruary - Juno, 1941 (2),

(viii) AntixSlapping Patrols

Dui'ing the intensified period of reconnaissance foi'
anti-invasion purposes from early June to late September, 1940,
all other routine sMpping patrols yrere cancelled.
Attention, at tMs time. was concentrated on the reporting
of enemjr invasion slripping rather thaia on enemy sliipping
movements generallj'-#

Shortage of aircraft and the urgency of other commitments
were the particular reasons for the neglect of mox-c mde-
spread £uiti-shipping rcconnaissaiice and attacks,
however, true to state tlis.t the aircraft engaged on anti
invasion patrols did attaclc opportunity targets including
shipping at sea wiiich lyere pr>csentcd to themw),
mid-September, 1940, ydth the strike aircraft becoming
operational once more, suid enemy slippingusiiag tlys eontiiTcntsl
coastline in increasing iaurabers,
to switch over to the long awaited offensive.

Never before had Coastal Cor.imand ha.d the chance to send

out toipedo cari'idng aircraft for strike purposes;
previous occasions, a feyy Hudsons or BlerJieims armed ydtii
bombs yyas the best that could be provrLded, (4),

It was, therefore, decided to institute a roving
commission for the Beauforts - sending them out to seek the
enemy along the shipping routes. The first "Rover" patrol
-was carried out on 15th September, 1940, by two Beauforts
of No® 22 S;!.uadron; their tasic was to t'l'j coastwise from
Tcxel to Calais to reconnoitre and attack enemy surface
craft. On tMs pai-ticular operation, a target consisting
of a merchant vessel of 3-5,000 tons was fomid and attacked,
oiid it y©.s believed, at the time, that a Mt had been scoured
by one torpedo. The second aircraft returned to base
vd-thout releasing its armament.

It is

the opportyuiity vas at hand

on

CH/g^/15/9

No, i6 Group
Nax-rative

15,9.^«

0) Monthly totals of aayligiit aefensive sorties provided by Fighter Coimnand for
tiie protection of Coastvase shipping were:-

Fob. 194. 445 soi-'ties = 3o of the total aefensive sorties
Flo'/m by Flgi'.ter Comnana.

H.Q.F.C. Narrative

Appenaix I!A
= la'i
=

- 53 .>
= 581

During the period 5th February to 13th June, 194, Fighter Conffcand proviaed
escort on 16 operations witii bombers,against shipping targets, involving
some 52 Squadrons of fighter aircraft,
Prora June to September, 19/tO, 75 attactm on enemy merchant shipping at sea
were carried out by the aircraft engaged on anti~lnvo.s!on reconnaissance.
Even though the Beauforts were becoming operational tne pEactice of using
the Hudsons and Blenheims for strlite. pui^poses iiad to be continued, in vieiv
of the fact that there were not sufficient Beauforts to r,errant the release

of any of the bomb carrying aircraft.

Mar.

April
Ifey
June

2103

7876II It

li 8287
IIZ'i31

H.Q.F.C. Narrative

Appendix (IV) (F)
(2)

(3)

(1)
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Three days after this operation, a bombing and torpedo
attack on shipping in Den Helder vm.s laid on, and, independently
independently of this action, torpedo carrying Beauforts
No, 22 Squadron were detailed to attack any rnei’chant vessels
fomrd outside Den Helder,

discovered then aircraft were to attack airy slipping located
anyvdrere along the Dutch coast.

•P
OX

If no suitable targets rvere

C.C.0.1, No, 75
18,9.40,

Of the five aircraft despatched on this sortie,
unable to locate a suitable target, three carried out separate
attacks on two merchant vessels of 3-4,000 tons and 5,000 tons
respectively, and a tanlcer of 3,000 tons,
released a torpedo which was aimed at an oil tanicer, but
missed. No results vrore observed.

one was

The fifth aircraft

H.Q, No, 16
Group Nari-ative
15.9.40,

C,C, A,P,429
19,9.40.

On 19th September, 1940, the operation against shipping
in Den Helder was repeated, but as no suitable targets f/ere
found, fifty per cent of the aircraft Yiore briefed to
reconnoitre along the coast towards Cuxhaven;
other fifty per cent were to proceed southwards along the
Dutch coast to Blushing, ('•)

Thereafter this offensive patrol was laid on periodically
when information indicated the presence of suitable targets.

With the immediate invasion threat over by the beginning
of October, two of the anti-invasion patrols were cancelled
and a routine offensive pa.trol each morning by a foimiation of
three Hadsons against shipping off the Danish and Norv^egian
coast from Homs Reef to Stavanger, was substitaited.
Occasional sorties were to be made into the Slcagerralc vdien
conditions vrere suitable.

In the south, anti-invasion patrols maintained by
No, 15 Group vrere gradually assuming other purposes,
reconnaissance^of Brest and Lorient for instance was a
precaution against an attack, on our convoys by the enemy
destroyers based at Brest, as well as a safeguard against
invasion.

Tdiile the

The

Boi-m Green

CG/G2/2/10

In No, 16 Group, anti-invasion patrols in the North Sea
were also varied to suit the changing requirements.

These minor steps were follovfed eventually by a complete ■
reallocation of anti-shipping reconnaissance patrols for all
chreo Groups of the Command, The new scheme w/hich came into
force^on 1st December, 1940, replaced to a largo extent the
anti-invasion plan which during the past two months had
gradually given v/ay to a more general anti-shijaping
reconnaissance, .

Throughout the month minor variations were made and on
25th December, 1940, it w/as deemed necessary to restate the
scheme. It is this second version which wd.ll now be
considered, as it remained practically unchanged for the
next six months, Bormer patrols for the protection of the
Shotlands apinst invasion wore abandoned, althoui^ the area
of the remaining North Sea coverage by No, 18 Group continued

C.C,/Gl/30/l1,

C0C./GI/25/I2,

(1) Tvro taifcers. and five mei'chant. ve ssol wwere found and

attacked by 4 Beauforts vd-th torpedoes, but no damage
was estimated.
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"bombs, were carried out at irregular intervals, but usually
T/hcn an attractive tergct Yfa.s believed to be in the offiiig.
If an attack was carried out "by aircraft on the routine
patrols, and the target was still available a folloViT-up attack

was pressed home by a small strike force. Regular
recomaissanco by the Hiotograpliic Reconnaissance Unit also

provided targets for the strike force,

(ix) Methods of Attack

C*C,T,1. No. 8
d/d 9.5.W,

The methods of attack with bombs and torpedoes adopted
by Coastal Command against enciEQ’’ shipping at sea or at anchor,
changed very little during the pez’iod under review, but varied

according to the type of target.

In the case of destroyers, mineswuei^ors, small naval
units, transports and merchant ships, either the slaallow dive

or level bombing attack at medium or lov/ altitudes Vifas used,
whereas against cruisers and capital ships a higii level

technique was employed.

All the enemy Virarships of 10,000 tons and over were
fitted with at least 2^ inch protective armour plate to cover
vital points, and the 6,000 tons cruisers mth correspondingly
loss anuour. In order to obtain the desired penetrative
effect mth the weapons availa.ble, it was necessary for the

height of release to be at the lov/est altitude corapatible
vdth this requirement and tlae accuracy of bombing i,e,
8,000 feet if using the 250 lb, S,A»P,, or 5,000 feet if the
500 lb, SaAeP, Yfiis carried.

Hovrever, as the average bombing error fi'om 8,000 feet was
well over 100 yards, the cliance of obtaining a direct hit vdth
a single bomb was almost negligible,
distribution of iiigh level salvo bombing was roughly circular,
it was advantageous to employ stick bombing and it was

recormnended tliat the stick be laid across the target a.t right
angle s.

Since the bomb

0,G.T,I, No, 8
1k,1.k1

In regard to the shallov/ dive or level attack, the choice
of either of these types was left to the disisretion of the

pilot, A statistical survey of low altitude bombing cari'ied
out before the war, showed that the range error Y/as usually
double the line eiTor; it folloYced, therefore, tliat vdicn long
narrovf tar-gets, such as ships or su"bmarines Y/ere bombed from

low altitudes vidth single bombs, the best oliance of Mtting
T/as obtained if the attack wras ma.de along the length of the
target.

If stick bombing ms employed, it Yvas recoi.nmended that the
aiigle of approach to the fore and aft lino of the target should

If -two aircraft yyoi-o involved in the attack,
the sticks should be laid from opposite sides of the target

It had been proved mathematically that

be 30 degrees.

so that they crossed,
the optimum spacing between the bombs in the stick Yvas 1-|- to
twice the vadth of the target.

Shallow' dive and level bombing from mediumi and lo’w
altitu.des did acMeve greater accuracy than the higji level
teclinique. Average errors of five yards from 500 feet Yrore

produced by crews v;ho had floYYn togethei- for a long time and
possessed a definite drill for each attack.

It is of interest to note that wiien the enemj* had success
against our ships, it v>ra3 alw'ays Yidthdive bombing attacks.
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Thxs type of attack had the advantage over medium and low
level bombing of greater accuracy coiipled vd-th additional
penetration*

It will be seen from the analysis of results to follow
that the ti-ansition from mediixm level to low level took place
soon after the "all in" offensive commenced, in Jimc, 1940j,
and throughout the remainder of the period under revie\T the
tendency was to come down lav/er in order to gain greater
accuracy.

e.G./S. 7001/6
End, 21 A,

In regard to the methods of attack employed by the
torpedo carrying aircraft, the tactics adopted rrore obtained
as the result of tectmical trials carried out at the Torpedo
Development Unit at Gosport, and from the operational
experience of the t^TO squadrons in the Command,

Not only had the squadrons to work out for themselves
how best to drop torpedoes from a tvri.n-engincd aircraft like
the Beaufort, but there T,vas no practical experience whatever
of dropping this weapon imdcr active service conditions, on
which to base the tactics to be employed.

The fitting of the ilark XIV torpedo with the war head to
the Beaufort offered no difficulty, and it seemed capable of
being dropped satisfactorilj'-, but training with tliis type of
torpedo presented a serious difficulty as both collision and
practice heads liad caused the torpedo to run badly.

Hov/ever, in spate of these difficulties, trials and
practices continued and eventually a method of attack was
evolved. It Tiras recommended tliat a low flying approach at
an angle to the intended dropoping course should be pursued,
tuming“in sufficiently far away from the target to permit
a steady aim, releasing the torpedo fi-om between JO and
100 feet.

After releasing the torpedo, the aircraft either flevf
directly over the vessel, or turned gently av/ay, prefcrablj^
in the opposite direction to the ships course, thus opening
the range as quickly as possible.

For moonliglit attacks, the tactics recommended were fox'

the aircraft to fly away "doTm. moon" of the target for a few

miles, turn and fly across the moon until a position for

attack had been reached, then approach mth the target
silhouetted against the moon and deliver the attack.

It was ver^'- difficult, and indeed dangerous to attempt
to fly a Beaufort near the Y/ater at night, excepet T/hen an

indication of hei^t above the horizon and the target vra.s
readily obtainable by fl^d-ng into the moon,
the run "down moon" v^as made at 200 to 500 feet, descending
to 70 - 100 feet after turning "up moon".

Consequently,

These toi'pedo tactics -mre later embodied in a paper -

"Notes on tactical employment - Bristol Beaufort I" which
Y/as prepared by the Air Ministry, primarily for the use of
Overseas Commands,

(x) Weapons of Attack

c,c/Si 15063
Enel, 3A

Among the variety of Yveapons Yvith which Coastal Command
aircraft YYere armed for attacks against enemy shipping, the
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250 11), bomb Yias used in the majority of encounters duilng
the period under review.

The desti'uctivc qualities of the variety of bombs avail
able were by no meajas certain, and the fact that  a ship of
k-fOOO tons oi’ less I'eceivod a direct hrlt by a 250 lb, bomb
(or two hits ill the case of larger vessels) did not necessarily
mean that the ship yrould siifc. Furthermore, it was
considered by Coastal Command that no claim was justified in
cases of a near miss('l). For example, if a 250 lb, bomb vdth
an 11 second delay was used, and did not register  a direct hit,
it would probably do no harm at all, since it mis about an
even chance v/hether in deep w3.tcr the bomb exploded at all,
and even if it did, the explosion would not take place imtil
it had reached a depth of some tlu'-ee himdred feet. In the
depth of water in which enemy shipping y;as foimd around the

Channel and Dutch coasts i,c, an average of 10 fathoms, the
bomb, should it miss would explode on the bottom, but at too
great a depth, to do any harm, as the explosive cliargo was only
small and would not produce anything approac.hing  a deijth
cliarge effect.

These remarks applied equally well to S,A,P, bombs where
the explosive ctiarge was even less and the blast effect
comparatively small.

During the first seven months (i.e, June to December, 1940)
of the period, a quajrtor of the bombs dropped in attacks
against enemy shipping were of the 250 lb, G,P, type,
limited number of 250 lb, (l0,5/a) and 100 lb. (l6,5;:0 A/S bombs
wore also used, and in addition a number of smaller types,
such as the 20 lb, fragmentation and the 25 lb, incendiary
were also included in the bomb loads,. particu.larly those of
the Fighter Blenheims,

Increasing use was ,made of the 250 lb, G.P, bomb during
the first and second quarters of 1941; during tlie latter
period some 68 per cent of all bombs dr-opped against surface
vessels wore of tiiis type,
the 250 lb, a/s variety.

Although 500 lb, S,A,P, and A/S bombs had been used to
limited extent against enemy shipping during the latter part
of 1940, it T/as not until the first quarter of 1941, that the
500 lb, G,P, featured in such attacks, and then only to the
extent of some of the total dropped. This figure was
doubled! howe^ver, during the second quaz’ter of the year.

A

v/neroas only 12 per cent v;ere of

a

0.0/8,7743/1
Enel, 1A

c.c/s. 7743/1
Ehcl, 4A

With the introduction of the. low level attacks in
August, 1940,- a cliangc liad to be. made in the fusing of the
bombs in order that the aircraft would be ,v<ell clear of the
target at the time of the exolosion,
250 lb, G.P

In the case of the

for instance, the fusing vjas clianged from
instantaneous to that of an 11 seconds delay.

• >

The tactics of swift approach and swift "get av/ay
carefully vrarked out and studied in order to reduce to

minimum the number of casualties .almost'inevitably sustained
in attacks of so hazardous a nattire,- '•

were

a

(1) A near miss is a' burst vdtMn 30 yards of the vessel.
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An axtal^T-sis of results

The statistics used in tliis section inficate the muui trends
throughout the period, i.u. June, 19W to June, 19M, and
their effect on the fiiturc anti-shipping policy. During
the early days^of the offensive, full data regarding the
results of anti-sliipping operations vrare not alTi'ays obtain-
aple. Consequently the majority of the reports did not
give any indication of the ultimate fate of the vessel
attacked beyond claiming a liit or a near miss,
therefore, impossible to calculate Tdth

It vra.s,
any accuracy the

amount of merchant shipping siuik and damaged by air attack.
This state affairs continued -until July 192f1 -when the
Air Idnistry in consulta.tion mth the Admiralty and the
Mnistry of Economic Warfare decided to remedy the long
felt •vrant. Thereafter assessment figures for enemy shi

c,c./s.i 5065
Enel, liA pping

suifc and ̂ maged became available througli an Assessment
Gormr-ittuei'i) set up Yi/ithin the Air J/dnistiy to collect and
collate reports and any other related evidence on the results
of anti-shipping operations, aiid to malce an assessment in
the light of all the information available. The figures
produced by this Committee wero used by the Admiral-fcy and
other Government departments conccracd for inclusion in the
statistics required for planning.

Since the end of hostilities, records concerning the
enemy’s merchant shipping casualties by Trax causes have
become available through the Corporation of Lloyd’s Shipping
and the German records. Prom the examination of tMs

Lloyds Siiipping
Records and

Adniralty N,I,D/
Z.107A7 T.235.
T.239, A/46 and
German ship

Q-wners Associa

tion records.

material, it is apparent that the Assessment Committee
figures vrere o-ver estimated,
px-onounced in the "damaged" category.

This tendency is most
It can bo largely

accounted for by the fact that only tonnage vfhich reqirired
the attention of a dockyard or ajiy form of shore labour has
been recorded by Lloyds as damaged. Any other degree of
damage, repairable by the ships om crev/ and -vdiich did not
entail -vyd.thdraival from service or delay in port, load not been
classified under this heading,(2)

c,c,/s. 7743/1
End, 1A,

Por the first four months of the period under review the
majority of Dombing attacks carried out a.gainst enemy
shipping at sea wore made at medium level, but by
October, 1940, the low level tj^pe of atta.ck had become
staoilised ,'and continued as the most favourable form of
attack for the remainder of the year.

Out of a total of 141 bombing attacks delivered during
the period June to December, 19^+0, against enem5'- merchant
tonnage, 10b were made in level flight and 35 d. slLallo''<7
dive s.

Appendices
A & B

Of the 106 level-flight attacks, hits
wore observed in 63 cases, and out of this total, nearly
50 per cent were carried out from between 500-1,000 feet,
19 percent from bctYWicn 1,000 - 2,000 feet and 11 percent
from below 500 feet,
2,000 and 10,000 feet.

or near misses

The remainder' were delivered between

(1) At the first meeting of the Anti-shipping Operations Assessment Committee
held on 31st July, 19i'r1 it -'jas arranged tiiat the claims, for sunk and damaged
shipping by the operational commands concerned should bo examined and
assessea in accordance vdth certain standaras and metliods agreed to beforehand.
Subsequent meetings considered the operations which Imd- taken place during
the preceding period.

(2) For enemy losses and damaged due to air attack, see Appendix XV
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Of the total imaDcr of Domblaig attacks carried out ieC,
1if1j there virare 3I claims for hits and 4-7 as near misses.

It T/a.s outstandingly clear from these results th-at the
loviTOst level attacks, i.e, those below 1,000 feet, were
productive of the majority of the successes claimed, and that
as soon as the height of release rose above 1,000 feet there
was a pronounced falling-off in the hits obtained.

Although the results of the sliallo¥/ dive attacks did not

compare so favourably from the point of view of percentage of
bombs obtaining Mts, a far greater percentage of near misses

^  , Having numbered some
25/j of the total of attacks delivered, they vrcre responsible
for about 33-^’i the successes obtained,

Ai'ter examining the results of bombing attacks on enemy
merchant slipping at the end of 1940, the A,0.C,-in-C,,
Coastal Coimiiand v/as not satisfied that the aircraft v/ere
coming down low enough. The Gcriiians, more especially the
Pocke~¥ulf, T/ere attaclcing oxxr merchant slips from about
500 - 700 feet, and obtaining e. successful percentage of
between 20 and 30 percent.

It was advaiiced in some quarters that to come doTO so low
was taking grave rislcs, but the A,0,C,-in-C,, did not agree;
on the contrary, he considered that aircraft attaciing low
down altered their angle of fli^it so rapidly tiiat very often
they were much safer at these low altitudes tliat at 2,000 -
3,000 feet.

With the object, therefore, of increasing our hitting
power against enemy mercliant slipping the Ao0,C,-in-C, directed
the Group Coimnanders concerned with Anti-Shipping operations
to ̂examine the question of the heigtit of bomb release,
effect any Improvements which might resiilt in a greater
percentage of success.

During the subsequent periods of tlis review a defiii.te
lowering of the height of release became evident.

In some respects the results of bombing attacks against
enemy mercliant slipping at sea for the first qiiarter of I941,
were^ rather disappointing vdien compared with those of the
previous period, and seemed to show a slight setback,
iirst three months of this year, 70 attacks were made and I3
lits^were claimed wlich gave a percentage of about 18, It vns
;^3siDle that the short days and poor wea.ther may have accounted
for this loT/er percentage of

The tendency that was noted at the end of I9I+0, for attacks
to be made at lower levels was maintained; 5I of the 70
attacks were carried out at heights of 2,000 feet and below,
and of this total, 32 were made at 1,000 feet or less.

was obtained by this method, of attack.

and to

In the

success.

c,c/s,7014
aid, 30A

e.G./S. 7743/1
a.ici, lu.,

Appendice s
A & B

During the second quarter of the year, the sharp increase
in^successes attained at low altitudes was not so clearly
defined, although hits at the Ixigher levels i.e. 2,000 feet
and over were again conspicuous by their absence. Tliroughout
tMs period 83 bombing attacks were made against enemy merchant
shipping at sea and of this total no less than 3I were carried
out at heights below 500 feet, 21 took place from betv^een
500 - 1,000 feet and 12 from between 1,000 - 2,000 feet,
remainder were made at heights from 2,000 feet upwards.

The
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C.G/S. 7743/1
Eiicl, 1A

Appendix C,

In regard to torpedo attaclcs by the Beauforts, which did
notconmence until 11th September, I940, some 55 attacks
against enemy shipping vrere carried out up to the end of the

The average range and height release of the torpedoes
were 670 yards and 68 feet respectively. The percentage
of success attained, esq^ressed in terms of the number of
torpedoes expended (67) and the number of hits claimed (10)
was of the order of 14 per cent.

year.

In the first cjuarter of the nev/year (l94l),
improvement in the accuracy of attaclcs was shown over
previous period, for during the three months, 19 torpedoes
Tfere expended and six hits claimed, giving a percentage of
31.5» This fig\n?e was not maintained during the second
quarterly period however, in fact a slight setback was
experienced with a percentage success of 28.5 obtained as
the result of dropping 28 torpedoes and chamhig only 8 Mts,

a marked

G.C,/S. 15063
Enel. 12}A..

For the first time in this war, assessment figm’es for
enemy shipping losses became available as from March, I94I.
in the light of the information before the exanuning

committee, however, it v\ras not possible on every occasion
to confirm the claims which wei’e made at the time of the
attack; in consequence, the figures produced by the
Assessment Gommittee proved rather disappointing^p-vtl

As already mentioned, the first month for vMch complete
figures were available regarding tonnage lost was March, 194I,
and they showed that for an expenditure of 11.5 tons of bombs
and 11 torpedoes, five merchant ships of 16,000 tons and two-

naval units (tonnage unknown) were assessed as
sunk(1). Of this tonnage, the torpedoes vrere credited 'iTith
three merchant ships of 14,000 tons.

minor

The assessment figures for the first complete quarter
April-June, 1941^ were even less encouraging,

a total expenditure of 4I.9 tons of bombs and 28 torpedoes,
only six merchant ships of 15>929 tons were assessed as
sunk(2). There were no sinkings to record among the 17
minor naval units attacked,

tons was the full scoi-e for the torpedoes.

i.e. Out o

One merchant vessel of 2,100

f

In regard to oixr own losses during this first period of
the anti-shipping offensive, a total of 214 aircrafU3) of
Goantal Gommand were lost during operations,

(xii) Goncliision

The anti-shipping offensive of Goastal Gommand which,
by the time the change in Gommand was effected in June, 194I,
had developed into a planned and co-ordinated attack on the
enemy's sea comminxLcations, couild not, by any stretch of the
imagination, be said to have stopped the enemy's coastal
traffic. Through the lack of a suitable strilcLng force

(1) Of the 55 attacks made against enemj'' merchant shipping and minor naval units
in terbour and at sea during mrch, 13 were carried out off the North German
and Dutch coasts, 20 off the Danish and Norwegian coasts, 9 In the
English Channel area and 6 In the ay of Biscay. Two attacks against
JEMffiatS found off the East Coast convoy route were also made. From Post
war casualty records, onlv'^Wtr-ntilp nf gp-yp t.nnn.-wnn. sunk by air attack In
these areas. (S,S. Widal. Wirmo.1.

(2) The total mumber of attaclcs made during this quarter was 120. Of these,
17 were carried out off the l-forth German and Dutch coasts, Uo off the
Norwegian and Danish coasts, 28 In the English cliannel area, 33 in the Bay of
Biscay arei two against E-boats off the East Coast. From Post war records

unk by Coastal Commandonly two ships of 2,221 tons can be credited as si
aircraft. Hons Sr&qe.

(3) For further details of aircraft casualties see Appendix XIV.
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still ruiiiiing their convoys up and dowi thetho Gormans -vvcrc

extensive continental coastline vd.th hut little interfer
on tho other hand, our limited attacics, which had at

nuisance value, had compelled the

very

crK3e;

tills stage only attained
enemy to provide not only increased escorts for his convoys
hut also a Fighter umbrella along certain sections of the

a

route.

Although the attacks against enemy shipping did not
produce any striking results in the ivay of tonnage sunlc, it

considered that the damage inflicted by hits must loavcwas

I’cndercd a proportion of the enemy’s merchant tonnage
inoperative for some time Tidiilc z-’epairs Trore being effected,
and tills indii-ectly delayed the passage of materials so

urgently required for increasing the enemy’s war potential.
(1)

Low level bombing tactics, first developed by Bomber
Command, hnd proved to be the most profitable of any that had
so far been ti’ied tliroughout the period. From the results it
was obvious that fi’cm tho point of view of our own successes

it v/ould appear that the best chance lay in continued
concentration on attacks, v/herever possible, at heights of

1,000 feet or less. How long tills would remain so was

entirely dependant upon the dcvelopiiont of the enera^r’s counter
measures.

Thus it may be said, that during this first period the

foundations of tho anti-shipping offensive v/cre v/ell laid,
and if sufficient aircraft were forthcoming to permit an

extension of the existing plans, there was no doubt that

irreparable damage could bo inflicted on the enemy's sea
communications in tho long run.

(l) From Lloyds records, only thrcey(ships of 2,948 tons were
damaged from March to June 1941 —Se<>r Appendix Xy. (yy
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CHAPTER VII

MOVEMENTS OF GEmiAW MAJOR NAVAL IMITS

Octobers 194.0 - Junej 1941

(i) Admiral Scheer, Admiral Hippers Scharnhorst and
Gneisenau

(a) Introduction

It can be seen from the latter part of section (iii)
Chapter V that the Anti-Invasion patrols carried out by
Coastal Command in the North Sea gradually reverted to the
gsneral coverage maintained before the NorrTOgian and French
campaigns had commenced.

As the shortening days and winter weather conditions made

invasion less and less likely, the standard reconnaissance
aimed at obtaining information of any movements of enenjy ship
ping and naval units along their coastlines,
included the possible brealc out of commerce raiders,
tions were, however, much less favourable for such

The institution of eneiiQr fighter patrols
along the Norwegian coast made daily routine searches
impracticable, indeed it was only v;hen cloud cover conditions

were suitable that any reconnaissance svreeps could be under
taken within 50 miles of the coast,
nights made this watch still less effective.

This of course

Condi'

reconnaissance.

Foul weather and long

It is not surprising, therefore, when the enenay decided
to employ his surface major naval units in commerce raiding
in the Atlantic, that he was able to pass them out and back
with impunity, from air location. During the period
October, 'I940 to March, 1941 > 'two battle cruisers, one

pocket battleship, and a heavy cruiser proceeded out of the

North Sea and returned or entered Brest without being
observed. The individual cruises are described together with

the account of the failure to intercept,

(b) "Admiral Scheer". Break out 27th Oct. -
1st Nov. 1940

The first of the major naval units to break out during
the period was the pocket battleship Admiral
Leaving her base in the Baltic in October, 1940> the
Sjm Scheer passed through the North Sea into the Atlantic
entirely -unobserved, the first inforaiation of her break out

coming when she attacked the east-bo'und convoy KZ84 on
5th November.

Scheer.

During this action the principal escort

HQCC,
Nava], Stat'f

Log

vessel, the armed merchant cruiser Jervis Bay, was sunli.

Between 5th November and 23rd February, when she commenced
her homeward voyage, the Scheer sank 19 merchant ships,
and sent a further two as prizes into French pox-ts; the

aggregate tomiaga of these vessels was 160,000 tons.
Admty.
NID24/X95/4S

The a«wtt Scheer left Gotenhafen for Kiel on 23rd October,
whence she passed through the Kiel canal and anchored at

BrunsbutteJ., the Elbe terminus of the canal, early on
26th October. It was originally intended that she should

AdmtT.r

NID24/X95/46

leave on the same day for Stavanger, but her sailing was

delayed for 24 hours, as the Germans suspected that the enemy
had received information of her departure,
the movement of a major unit out of the North Sea was not

suspected, though it is possible that this delay in sailing

In point of fact
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enabled the WMi Scheer to escape detection. The usual
Admiralty Operational Intelligence sources of information on

shipping movements on the Norwegian coast, gave no indication
of the intended passage of the Scheer.
it was reported that W/T traffic was consistent with a move~
ment of shipping from the Skagerrak to Stavanger and/or Bergen,
and a request was made for a reconnaissance of the area Elbe -

Horns Reef ~ Lister Light. On 23rd October it was reported
that there v/ere indications of a considerable movement of ship

ping from Noir/vay to the Skagprrak, and it was further
considered possible that there might be a major naval unit at
Ti'ondheim. Two Hudsons from Wick did a reconnaissance fli^t

of the coast from Stavanger to Trondheim including Trondheim

harbour, but only merchant shipping wras seen. On 2Zhth October,
the Admiralty Operational Intelligence Division reported that

W/T traffic which had died down on 23rd October had sprung up
again, and requested a further reconnaissance of Trondheim and,
if possible, of the coast down to Bergen. A Blenheim of

No. 21)j8 squadron was sent from Sumburgh, but could not complete
the reconnaissance owing to the lack of cloud cover. On

26th October, Intelligence reported that a merchant vessel
full of important stores had left Oslo for Narvik the previous
afternoon; an anti-shipping sweep was flown accordingly by
aircraft of No.42 Squadron between Sogne Fiord and Stavanger,
but apart from these instances the Admiralty had no indications

of any major movement of shipping.

On 20th October,

HQCC.
Naval Staff

Log

Ibid

No.18

Grp. ORB Oct,
Appendices

HQGC.
Naval Staff

Log

The only possible indications that some unusual movement
was to take place were the bombing of Wick aerodrome, v/here

aircraft flying the S.A. 1,(a) patrols w-ere based - on the
night of 26/27th Oct. , and the ejqjected passage of a German
meteorologica] aircraft through the Fair Isle Channel on the

morning of 2?th October. Eneiry meteorological aircraft flew
out into the Atlantic fairly regularly to report on weather

conditions, but were usually on a more northerly course, the

implication being that they intended to observe any movements

of the Fleet at Scapa v/hile on passage. As neither event in

itself was particularly significant, and as this was the first

occasion of a breakout, the full inferences were not dravm from
these incidents.

No. 18

Grp. ORE.

No. 18

Grp. ORE Oct.
Appendices

At this time the' daily patrols flown over the North Sea

were still primarily intended as anti-invasion rather than as

anti-shipping measures, although some alterations had been made
at the beginning of October to vd-den the functions of some of

the patrols. The parallel track patrols S.A.1(A) S.A.2, S.A.3
and S.A.4.(a) were flown with the intention of observing any
mass movement of shipping towards the En^ish coast, rather

than as a check on the movement of single ships, (Details of
these patrols are given in subsection (q) of Chapter V
section (i) and in Map IX). On 2nd. October, tv/o patrols, one
from 59°N, that is parallel with Stavanger, to Lister Light,
and the second from Lister Light to Horns Reef, were instituted;
these were to be flown on alternate mornings in place of the

southern tracks of S.A.2, and patrol S.A.3 respectively.
Aircraft based at Leuchars v/ere to fly the Stavanger - Lister

Light patrol on odd dates in the month, and aircraft based at

Thornaby wrere to fly Lister Light - Horns Reef Patrol on even

dates. The tracks of patrol S.A.I.(e) were at the sane time
extended to the Noiwregian coast to give some reconnaissance
cover of the area between Roxnsaals Fjord and Stavanger. This

cover was not, hovrever, in any measure complete or adequate as
aircraft had instructions not to approach the coast miless
there was amnle cloud cover.

Form Green

CG/G2/2/10

No.18 Gip.
ORB Oct,

Appendices

ibid

R0/G9/2/10
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Between the time the mm. Scheer arrived at Kiel for
her passa^ through the canal, and during the time she vms
at Brunsbuttel, until her departure on 27th October, there
was no reconnaissance of the Kiel or Elbe areas| no attacks
were made by Bomber or Coastal Command aircraft, except
for the laying of tvro mines off the Elbe and one in Kiel

harbour on the night 25/2oth October, by Hampdens of Bomber
Command, and in consequence the fact that she had left the
Baltic escaped detection.

27th October

Nos,16 and I8

Grp, O.R.B.
Oct, Appen
dices

The Scheer put out into the North Sea at 1110 hours
on 27th October, and headed northvrards for Stavanger.
Being an odd date the morning patrols flown were S.1.1(e),
the northern tracks of S.A.2, the patrol from Stavanger to
Lister Li^t and S.A.4, In addition to this a photographic
reconnaissance was flown over Sogne Fjord and Stavanger
harbour,

sailing time it is conceivable that this aircraft v/ould have

seen her in Stavanger Fjord.

Had the Scheer adhered to her original

On gaining the North Sea the jjani Soheer steered a
course of 280° until crossing the meridian of 7°E vdiere
she altered course to 315°,- reaching the meridian of 5°E on
a level -vrith Homs Reef at approximately 2O3O hours. From

there she steered due north. Of the afternoon patrols
covering the southern part of the North Sea, S.A.l^.(a) only
extended as far as the meridian of 5°E which Y/as not
sufficiently far to the east to come YYithin sighting
distance of the Utm Scheer. (There was no patrol covering
the Danish and North German coasts south of Homs Reef the

extent of the S.I.4 patrols being sufficient for anti
invasion purposes). Her course did, hovrever, come Yrithin
sitting distanco of all four tracks of patrol S.A.3 but

she did not reach these patrol areas until after sunset,
being Y/ithin sighting distance of track Z of S.A, 3 st
approximately 1700 hours. Hudson T/220, flying, tracks Y
and Z on that afternoon, had taken off at 114-7 houi's making
siglitingsup to 6°E in excellent visibility. The aircraft
landed at 1520 having turned for base at approxloiately
1350 hours, some three hours before the Jfeife Scheer reached

the area. Thei'e were no night patrols so the Scheer
was able to proceed safely up the North Sea under cover
of darkness.

Map, XII Track
Chart of

'Wm Scheer

28th October

By 0700 hours the WM Scheer had passed Jeederens
Point and had altered course in a north easterly direction

She anchoredheading for the entrance to Stavanger Fjord,
at Stavanger at O93O hours.NID24/95/46

Being an even date, the morning offensive patrol was
flom from Thornaby covering the area Lister Light to
Homs Reef.

S.A.l(e) were flovm as usual during the morning
Blenheims of No.21 Squadron, flev; patrol S.A.2 reaching
the extremity of the j)atrol approximately betY-neen 093O
and 0950 hours, too late for even the aircraft on track J

(the most northerly) to see the MiM Scheer.
craft on patrol S.A.i(e), the only one v/ithin possible
sighting distance of the iWI Scheer's track was Q/248 on
the m.ost southerly of the tracks,
from Sumbur^ at 0912 hours and completed the patrol
reporting visibility of from 15 to 20 mile-s.

The Northern tracks of S.A.2 and patrol
Five

Of the air-

This aircraft took of

No. 18 Grpv
ORB Oct.

Appendices

N0.248 Squadron
ORB Form 541 f
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The extremity of the patrol Trovild have been reached betTOon

1025 and IO4O hours, again too late to hove seen the
Scheer.

The lilt Scheer -weighed anchor at 1155 hours, and on

re-entering the Nor-ch Sea steered 0 course of 518°^ then
due north on the meridian of 4°20*E.

0°N X 4°20’E.
At 1600 hours her

By the time she left
Patrol S.A.l(a) was

florm from Wick during the aftex-noon as the Hgjjg Scheer sailed

northT/ards, but the aircx’aft flev/ the normal patrol turning
on the meildian of 3°E, too fax'- to the lA/est to see her in s-pite
of the good visibility,
extended to the east to look for a lost aircraft, but had

reverted to normal procedure again,
craft was arranged so that they reached the extremity of the

patrol together between 1700 and 1715 hours,
and B was well to the north of the Scheex’ and A/269 on

approximate position was o
Stavanger the morning patrols v/ere over.

The previous day the patrol haa been

The -bake off of the air-

E/269 on tracks A

No. 18 G-rp.
ORB Oct.

Appendice s

No.269 Squad
ron ORB

Form 541

of the t-v/'O aircraft on thetracks G and H well to the south;
middle tracts C/269 on tracks G and D did not complete the

patrol owing to a faulty Tf/T receiver, and Z/269 on tracks E
and P gave a nil report, the jSifetr Scheer being some 4O miles
to the east of these tracks was beyond sighting distance,
only sighting made during the patrol was of an enen^r aircraft

oy A/269.

T

Thex^ ware no further patrols.

he

29th and 30th October

Admty.
NID24/295/46

By 0930 hours on 29th October the tUfa Scheer v/as parallel
with Trondheim proceeding northwards in good weather and

visibility, and beyond the range of standard patrols.
particu].ar reconnaissance o-f Trondheim or further north on the

Norwegian coast was flovm as there had been no indication of

shipping movements,
continued on this course until noon of 30th October by which
time she was midt/ay betviieen Jan Maj’-en Island and Langenes
(N.E. Iceland), she then altered course to 250*^ heading for the
Denmark Straits,

and the vdnd reached hurricane force by 2O4O hours.

No

At noon she altered course to 310° and

The weather deteriorated throughout the day

51st October

The hurricane continued throughout 3Ist October irlth only
slight improvement,
250° until approaching the Denmark Straits wliere at noon, when
appi-oximately 67°N she altered course to 225°, keeping midway
between Greenland and Iceland. ('1/ The only aircraft based
in Iceland at the time -vTere part of No. 98 Scpadron stationed

at Kaldadai'-nes and a flight of Fleet Ail'* Arm Yfalrus aircraft

at Reykjavik. The winter complement of No,98 Squadron was

six aircrews, nine Battle aircraft, and maintenance staff,
based in Iceland for Army co-operation duties in case of an

attempted German invasion of the island. There was no system
of patrols over the Denmark Straits, flying having been con

fined to the south and east coasts, up.to anc. including the

time of the passage of the ifijay Scheer.

The Scheer continued on a course of
Admty.
NID24/X95/46

No.98 Squadron
ORB

(1 ) This course was possible In October as during this month the pack-ice off the
East coast of Greenland had normally receded to the furthest extent that It
reached during tlie year.
N0.98 Souadron was under the administration of Coastal Cornr.iand but under tiie
operational control of the G.O.C. Iceland. Their duties as defined In the Air
Ministry Instruction to the Souadron, dated l6th July, 19A0 were:-

(a) Coastal reconnaissance to give timely warning of the approach of
Invading forces;

(b) Bombing of Invading forces; and
(c) Reconnaissance for the land forces.

It was further stated that the Squadron should “co-operate In reconnaissance with
N0.701 Squadron but that they "should not undertake seaward recomialssance beyond
the general perimeter of the Island, including bays and Inlets in the coast
(IIK/36//4O Enel.22)
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1st November

The tliiai Soheer passed through the southern part of the
Denmark Straits, opposite Reykjavik, in darkness,
continued on her south westerly course reporting heavy seas

and overcast sky.
east of Greenland, and altered course to 175°> heading south
for the convoy routes having accomplished her outward
voyage unobserved.

She

At noon she was in the North Atlantic

(c) Attempts to locate the BBK Scheer
6th - 14th November. 192^

See also

Chap. Till (xi)
Footnote (1)
(Page 289)
Pom Green

CC/0,1/6/11

No.98 Squadron O.R.B.
Pom 5i)0

Following the attack on HX82(. on 5th November, it was

thought that the jjSMI Scheer might attempt to return to her

base through the North Sea, or that she might, alternatively,
make for a French portj patrols to try to intercept her

were planned accordingly. On 6th November four Hudson air
craft with A. S, V, equipment were sent from Thornaby to

St. Eval for operations to cover the approaches to the

French ports. On the same day a signal was sent to
No. 98 Squadron in Iceland requesting that patrols should be
flown over the Denmark Straits commencing the following day.

On 7th November, two Battle aircraft flew patrols over
the Denmark Stralts( 1), one Sxmderland flew a patrol covering
the area north of the Faeroes(2), a second Simderland a
patrol coverirg the area between the Faeroes and the
Shetlands(5), and a third Simderland a patrol in the Bay of
Biscay covering the approaches to the French ports(4)*

No, 18 Orp, O.R,B.
Nov. Appendices

No,15 Grp, O.R.B.
Nov, Appendices

On 8th November, the Battle aircraft again patrolled the
Denmark Straits, A Sunderland crossover patrol between the

N6,98 Squadron O.R.B.

Faeroes and Iceland was flown, and a parallel track search
was flown by Hudsons from the Butt of Lewis north westerly,(5)
to cover the area between the Faeroes and north Scotland.

The Bay of Biscay patrol was flown by e Hudson from St, Eval,
Patrol S,A.l(a) was extended to the Norwegian coast to
observe any shipping movements in these waters.

No. 18 C^p. O.R.B.
Nov, Appendices

No,15 Grp, O.R.B,
NOV, Appendices

No, 18 Grp, O.R.B.
Nov, Appendices

On 9th November, all patrols were cancelled because of
bad weather with the exception of the Sunderland patrol
between the Faeroes and Iceland, On 10th November, the
parallel track searches were continued, also the patrols in
the Bay of Biscay and over the Denmark Straits, The same

patrols were flown on 11th November, after which No, 98
Squadron and No. 18 Group aircraft discontinued special
patrols. The Bay of Biscay patrol was flown on 12 th, 13 th
and 14th November, and then discontinued.

Nos,15 and 18 Grp,
O.R,B. Nov.
Appendices

(1) The patrols were carried out In accordance with Coastal Command signal «cariy
out sweep at dawn 7th Novenher In area between 63° and 66° N, and 30°
west sweeping from north to south", (No,98 Squadron O.R.B.)
Crossover patrol from 6^ 50» N x 7° W„ to 6k° ltO» N x 9® W,
Patrol between points 63® 00* N 7® OOf W (Form Green

&® lj2» N ft.® 00* W CC/G3/6/11)
610 52* N ft® 00* W
620 501 K 7® 00* W

(2)
(3)

(ft) Crossover patrol
between points:- fteP 00* N 10® 30* W (Form Green

45® 00* N 9®30* W CC/G5/6/11)
ft5® 00* N 10® 30* W
48® 00* N 9® 30* W

"Parallel track search to be carried out by three Hudsons leaving followlr®
datums at earliest daylight, 210® Butt of Lewis 30* - Butt of Lewis -
030® Butt of Lewis 30* to depth of 360 miles on tracks 300®, ‘Hience ty
track of 85° to IOOW thence to base", (Form Green CC/G3/6/11),

(5)
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No. 15 Grp.
0.R.B,

Nov*

Appendices

In view of the \jrgency of the sitioation the request for

patrols over the Denmark Straits had been sent direct to

No. 98 Squadron by Coastal Command and not through the G. 0. G.

Iceland. A protest about this action was made by the GsOcC,
Iceland to the War Office, and as a resxjlt the instructions to
No.'98 Squadron were reviewed. The position of the squadron
was discussed at an Admir^ty Staff Meeting on 8th November,
and the Vice Chief of Naval Staff stated that if aircraft were

available in Iceland they must be used for overseas reconnais-

sance, and gave instructions for the matter to be brought iq)
with the Air Ministry, On 11 th November the Deputy Chief of

Air Staff agreed to an addition to the Air Ministry instruction

to No, 98 Squadron authorising overseas reconnaissanee(l) on
special request, thus ensuring some future measure of cover
for the Denmark Stra,its*

(d) Admiral ilaft Scheer Break back, 25th March -
1 St April. 19A1

A.H.B.

Pile IIE/36AO
End, 46

The break back into the North Sea of the WeiSt Scheer was as

successful as had been her break out in October, 1940,
Advantage was taken of bad weather, and of the cover of darkness

for the passage of areas where daily patrols were flown, so
■ that she was able to return to Kiel unobserved. Her passage
was immediately preceded by that of Idae Hipper, which had
accomplished the journey with equal success, and without arous

ing any suspicion or causing additional watchfulness that might
have prejudiced the safety of the Scheer,

There had been no particular indications from Intelligence
of the passage of any major naval units down the Noiwegian Coast

or into the Skageirak, and considerable attention was focussed
on the attempt to discover the whereabouts of the battle
cmisers Schamhorst and Gneisenau. which had been seen heading

for the'Prench coe,st on 21st March, but which were not finally
located in Brest -until 28th Iferch, Furthermore, on 25th ilarch
a large merchant vessel in position 5° N,25^ signalled that
she had been shelled by a raider, and it was considered possible
that this might be the she had vanished into the
South Atlan-tic after the attack on HX84 and thence to the

Indian Ocean, and there had been no recent intimation of her

movements. In point of fact on 25 th March, she was off

Sou-thern Greenland heading for home, and on 1st April, she
anchored at Kiel,' Her route back was similar to that on her

outward jounney except that she passed through the Skagerrak
and ICattegat instea,d of the Kiel Canal,

25th-26th March

HQCC Naval
Staff Log

At the time of the return journey Battles of No, 98 Sqi5ad-
ron were still the only aircraft based in Iceland,

been planned to replace them by Coastal Command Squadrons, _ but
No,204 Squadron (Sunderlands) and No,269 Squadron (Hudsons) did
not arrive until April,

.  that a passage through the Denmark Straits in clear weather

was hazardous, as-pack ice would force them fairly

It had

Nevertheless the Germans consideredA-diuty,
NID22t/X95/46

(1) Air Ministry Signal X675 of 11 th November gave the follow
ing addition to No, 98 Squadrons Instx-uctions!-

"In exceptional circumstances, however, it may be
necessa3:y to call on 98 Squadron to \mdertake over
seas reconnaissance for enemy surface forces.
Requests for Such reconnaissance will in-varibly be
made through G» a C, Iceland",
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close to the coast of Iceland thus increasing the risk of

detection. On 25th March, the IjWit Scheer was east of

southern tip of Greenland. During the day and night she

cruised slowly northwards parallel with the east coast on a

course of 020°, in fine wreather and good visibility. By
noon on 26th March she was approximately 64°N vdth clear
weather persisting, and in consequence adopted a zigaag
course to vrait for a change in the weather befoi-e attempting
passage tlirou^ the Straits; she finally steered  a north

easterly course of 045°. The only operation undertalcen by
No,98 Squadron on 26th March, -was a flight to take photo
graphs of the area betv/een Selfoss and Kaldadames.

27th March

The Wfttl Scheer continued on a course of 045° during the
The weather had deteriorated in the night andmorning,

snow blizzards and bad visibility were I’eported in her log.
At noon she was in the approximate position 65°20’N x
32°30'¥ crossing the entrance of the Straits on a course of
0900, By this time the weather was clearing giving a
visibility of 13'2 n.m. At I8OO hours she altered course
to 0500 skirting the pack ice; she did not encounter an;>'

No. 98 Sqitadron reported the
weather in Iceland as being overcast v/ith snow shov/ers in

the afternoon; there was no flying.

No. 98

Squadron O.R.B, floating ice in the Straits.
Form 540

28th and 29th March

At 0200 hours on 28th March, the SBm Scheer passed
North. Cape and out of the Denmark Straits,

the wind freshened to gale force, the sky becoming overcast
and ha^,

1800 hours to 110° keeping well to the north of patrolled
areas,

29th March, and altered coiirse to l60°;
but the weather v/as cloudy.

In the forenoo

At noon she altered course to 090° and at

She crossed the GreenwD.ch Meridian at O63O hours o

At noon she was in position

n

n
the vand had abated

65° 55 *N. 01° 50 *E, the ^veather was overcast and snow was
falling; she continued on the same coui'se tbjrou,ghout the
day.

30th March

At 0001 hours on 30th March the Maaot Scbeer altered
to 155° heading soiith east towards the Norwegian coast,
continued on the same course until noon by which time she was
in position o1°N and 4°E,

course

She

The standard patrols at the time of the break back
into the North Sea had been altered considerably from
those flov/n at the time of the outward joairney of the

In addition to the North Sea patrols the
" patrols were flown in the area Iceland -

Faeroes - Shetlands, as it was considered that any raiders
breaking back into the North Sea vrould come south of Iceland,
rather than risk the ice in a passage through the Denmax'k
Straits. All these patrols were well to the west of the

GreemachJ'/[eridian, and, as the jUit Scheer took the route
north of Iceland and came south to the east of uhe meridian,
did not constitute any danger to her.

Scheer.

"E" and "FujpLe
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In the case of the north tea patrols, SA1(aj and 3Al(e)
had been replaced by patrols flown down the horvregian coast, ("I}
as near to the coast as cloud cover pemiitted| these patrols
v/ere designed to observe shi-pping movements rather than
anti-invasion measures. It had originally been laid do^vn
that of these patrols Trost and Sleeve were to be flown when
weather conditions permitted, Bert, Stab, Stand, Hornli, SA2
and SA3 three times in six days. By March the number of tiiiies
each patrol was flovrn had become more elastic, and in the
first three weeks of the month some of the Norwegian coast

as

CC/G1/30/11

No. 18 Grp.
ORB March

Appendices
patrols were flown more frequently, and SA2 and SA3 vrere flown
less frequently. times at which patrols were flovrn
varied from day to day, and ’were arranged in the light of
intelligence on possible shipping movements,
during March, "Bex't
patrols were by day only.

At 0230 hoars on 30th March, a request was received at

Coastal Command from the G.-in-C. Home Fleet that patrol
Fugle II should be flown., as Acbidralty Intelligence had had a

d/p of a surface vessel which it was considered inigl:t be the
Scheer brealcAjg througli south of Iceland. This ?/as

ho’wever not the case as the position was too far to the w^erst
to have been the Sche

from Sullom Voe at O6OO hours on patrol and No. 13 Group had
requested that a second aircraft should be held in reaoine

to take over, or to shadow the raider is located. The air

craft was, hoYJ-ever, forced to turn for base at 0802 hours
OTidng to- weather conditions, and no further patrol was sent

out. No Norwegian coast patrols were scheduled for the day
on account of the weather, and patrol Hox'’nli ordered for the

morru-ng v/as cancelled. The weather in the log of the
Boheer vjas recorded as overcast with Siiow squalls. When

crossing the parallel of oO°N. at appro:cimately  1 53O hours
she altered course to 180*^ and headed due south until midnigirit.

On one occasion

was flown in moonlight but normally

land h/2C)4 took of’fSundt

f C5

HQGC Naval
Staff Log

No. 18 Grp,
CRB March

Appendices

Adraty,
NID24/95/46

31st March

At raidnight she altered course to 100*^ going straight up
the Skagerral-;:, and. by noon she was in the Kattegat on a 3.evel

vdth Goteberg,
Nor^Yegian coast patrols
afternoon,
Kiel at 0758 hours on 1st April, having accomplished her

fully owing to highly accxirate weather
and with the added advantage that a passage

a return route.

Daring the dsq/ the weather improved and "ohe
and. Hornli were flown during the

too late to see the Echeer. She anob.orod at'

return voyage succe

forecasting,
north of Icelauid was not considered like].y

tS C!
Okj

as

1^ See Subsections (r) and (s; of Section (i) Chapter V.
2) Up to 23rd March when weather conditions virere such that

most of the patrols could not be floxvn
Stab was f].oxto. 1 7 times

Trost '

Bert

Stand

liomli"

Sleeve

Pc„trol SA3 was flovra. 8 times, and SA2 7 times, though
weather conditions at Leuchars had made it necessary to

cjoicel SA2 on four other occasions.

10

8

6

4
1
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(e) Adroiral Hipper, Voyage Kiel .Brest
27th November - 27th December, 1940

.̂a

The second of the major naval units to breed: out into
the Atlantic was the 8" cruiser Admiral Hip])er, whose

passage ms accomplished as successfully as that of the

Admiral Scheer five yreeks earlier. The Hipper left

the Elbe on 30th November, and. passed out of the North Sea,
through the Denmark Straits into the Y/estem Atlantic,
entirely unobserved. No knowledge of her breakout came
until as late as 25th December, when she had a short engage^
ment with the cruiser Berwick; folloTdng this encounter
the Hipper wadLfe '. for Brest arriving there on 27th December,
Her presence in Brest was not confirmed until 4th January.

Admty,
NID/2V::128/47

The Hipper left Kiel at IO3O hours on 27th November,
and proceeded through the Kiel Canal, arriving at Bransbuttol
at 1730 hours on the same day. Instead of leaving the
folloYving day, as had been planned, her sailing ms delayed
until 30th November, because of adverse weather reports,
and a hitch in re-fuelling arrangements.

Although she escaped detection, the circumstances of
the passage of the Hipper were not so fortunate as those

of the 5cheer; Ydiereas no shipping movements north
wards YYere suspected at the time of the passage of the

Scheer a on the day that the Hipper sailed Admiralty
Intelligence reported that an eneinjr surface craft was

expected to move northwards along the Norv/egian coast.
There had been no indications on previous days of any
particular movements of shipping in this area, and none

was suspected. The aircraft on photographic reconnaissance
over Kiel on 28th November had encountered IO/IO cloud, and
the absence of the Hipper from Kiel harbour ms, therefore
not noted. On 29th November a photographic reconnaissance
sortie was flovm over Bremerhaven, Wilhelmshaven,
Brunsbuttel and the Kiel canal, photographs were taken but

nothing unusual wa.s observed visually. On 30th November
the Admiralty Intelligence report was sent to Coastal
Command, vdth the request that appropriate patrols should
be flown the folloYJing day. There v^as no information,
hoYrever, as to mat enemy unit or -units uere to move north

wards, nor whence they vrould sail. On the same day the
interpretation of the photographs, taken over Brunsbuttel
the previous day, were sent to Coastal Command;
reported that a Scharnhorst type battle cruiser had neT/ly

arrived, and w&s moored alongside the north-v/est banic of the
Kaiser Wilhelm canal. The significance of -this report
Yi/as over-looked at the 'tirae, and no connection was dravjn

between this and the Admiralty Intelligence report, :^^en
when on the folloY/ing day a second signal was sent by the
Photographic Interpretation Unit, reporting that  a closer
examination of the photographs shov/ed the enemy naval unit
in Brunsbuttel to be a Hipper class cruiser, the importance
of the information was not appreciated and no special action

or reconnaissance was made.

it was

HQCC, Naval

Staff Log

A,M,

D.O.N.C,

War Diary

Signal
GI/528/I/I2

At the time of the passage of the Hipper the changeover
in the standard Worth Sea patrols, from those in force on

the outTifard journey of the Mum Scheer, to those in force
at the time of her return journey, was being effected.
Prom 1st December the WomYegian coast patrols Trost, Stab,

Bert, Stand and Sleeve, were substituted for the S/i.,1 and
S,16 patrols; patrols SA,2 and 3A.3 were no longer floYrn

-,0)daily

Ponn Green

CC/GI/30/II

(1) See Chapter V Section (i) Subsection (r; and Map X
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30th November

No.18 Grp.
ORB Nov.

Appendices
and Admty.
1111)24/
x128A7

No. 18 Group reported that the weather was cloudy with
rain in the north and west but fine in the south and east.
The Nipper left Brunsbuttel at IO3O hours, her ultimate
on gaining the open sea being north north west.

course

During the
morning the Homs Reef - Lister Light patrol was flov/n, but
aircraft on an offensive reconnaissance of the Norwegian coast
returned early owing to lack of cloud cover,
patrols scheduled for the morning, Sn,l(ey, SA.2 and 3A.3
cancelled. All patrols would have been too early to see the
Ilipper in passage. No sorties over the Heligoland Bight or
Elbe Estuary were scheduled and the only patrol flown during
the afternoon was SA.l(a).

The other

-ere

1st December

Map XIII Track
Chart of flipper

At 0001 hours the flipper was in position 56°30' N. x 6°10E.
on a course of 333°. At O63O hours, Tiien in position

X 3%5'E, she altered course to 003°, a'nd later to 073°
to enter the Inner Leads of Norway. She passed Marstein .at
the entrance to Kors Fjord at 0844 hours, proceeded through the
Vattlestrom to the Hjelte Fjord where she anchored south of
Kalvanaes at 1120 hours.

59°05 114

Admty.
NIL/24/
X128/47

Form Green

R0/Gy30/11
In view of the Admiralty Intelligence Report all the

Norvregian coast patrols, with the exception of patrol Trost,
were scheduled to talce off at first light. Patrols Stand and
Sleeve v/hich crossed the track of the Nipper were both too
late to see her; the aircraft on patrol otand made a landfall
at Tananger, (at the airproaches to Stavanger Fjord; at 1029
hours. Two aircraft carried out patrol Bert; ^]/236 Squadron
made a landfall at 50°04' N. x 5°24'E at 1016 hours and turned

northwards in bad visibility, too late to see the Nipper. The
second aircraft J/269 Squadnon made a landfall at
60030'N X 4°48'E at 1020 hours, and -burned southwards leaving
the Norwegian coast at 1038 hours. The aircraft flew on the

sea side of the islands at the time the Nipper was passing
through the Vattlestrom and therefore did not see her.

Patrol Stab •'was cancelled. In addition to these patrols,
Homli v/as flown, and a photographic reconnaissance mde of
Kristiansand and Stavanger. No further patrols vrerq flown
during the day.

No. 18 Grp.
ORB. Dec.

Appendices

The Nipper Treighed anchor at 1 700 hours leaving the Inner
On gaining the

t course on 291°, altering later to 330° and
Admty.
NID24/'x124/47

Leads tlirough Hellisoy Fjord at 1825 houi-s.
open sea she

finally to 354°.

se

2nd December

At 0001 hours the Nipper was in position 62°40'N  x 2°30'E
At noon she was in position

Map XIII
Track chart

of Nipper
maintaining her course of 354°.
67°50’N X 1°40’E continuing northv/ards to meet the tarAer Adr-ia.

Patrols to intercept the northbound surface craft were
again flown; Stab and Stand were flown during the morning,
and SA.2 and SA.3 at noon. In addition to these patrols, a

reconnaissance of the Norwegian coast from Stadtlandet to 63°N,
was floYm by Blenheim 2/248 Squadron. The aircraft took off

at 0815 hours bixt was too late to see the Nipper.

(19882O2I4 SEGRUT
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Patrol Coldsnap(’' ) was also flown during the morning by a
Sunderland P/201 Scjuadron; this patrol did not, hovrever,
come ivithin sighting distance of the liipper's track, being
west of the Greenmch meridian.

Form Green

R0/G7/
1/12

Admty,
MD. 2V
X95/'46

The Eipoer continued northwards reporting the rreather
to be overcast with 'moderate visibility.

3rd - 4th December

Map XIII
Track chart

of Hipper

The liipper met the tanlcer Adria and took on oil;
then cruised about the area awaiting a. signal that the
weather ¥/as suitable for a break out,

3rd December,
0001 hours on 4th December in position 69°50'W x 4°E.

At 0001 hours o

she

n

she was in position 68035'H x 2025'7/ and at

Ko,18 Grp,
ORB. Dec.

Appendices

All patrols had been cancelled on 32rd December on
account of the 7/eather, the only flying undertaken over

the Norwegian coast being a photographic recoi-maissance
of Bergen. Another photographic reconnaissance sortie
from Bergen to Btadtlandet v/'as made on 4th Deceraber, in

addition to the standard hor'wegian coast patrols. At

2030 hours on the same day the Adiniralty infonned Coastal
Coi-nmand that on 1st December "certain observers not

conversant 'wj.th naval matters" saw the largest vrarship
they had ever seen, and several sme.ller y/arships, passing
northwards through the Vattlestrom at 1100 hours. It was

considered probable tiiat since the ship was in the Inner

Leads she intended to continue up the Norwegian coast to

a more northerly port; patrols and reconnaissance were
plamied accordingly for the following daj'-.

HQCa Naval

Staff Log

5th December

At 0001 hours the Eipper r/as in i^csition
69°20'N X 2*^5'^ heading westwards slovfly. At noon she

was in position 65°20'N x 5°55'W', and at I5OO hours in

position 69°12'N x 6°50*W. Having i-eceived the '^all-clear
signal she proceeded westwards on a course of 2b9  ^ ui- the

rest of the day, reporting a moderate wJ.nd and slight sea.

Track chart

of Hipper
Map Xlil

Admty.
RID.24/X95/46

No. 18 Gr

ORB Dec.

Appendices

P In the light of the inforaation from the Adridralty the

previous day Sunderland Y/201 Squadron was ordered to talce

off at 0300 hours to carry out a reconnaissance of Larvik

waters, but at O63I hours ¥/hen in position 65°I'I x 6°E the
aircraft was forced by bad weather to turn for base,
reconnaissance was under'taken in place of patrol Trost
7/hicli had been scheduled for the morning.
Bert TiTere floym.

This

Patrols Stab and

*

6th December

At 0001 hours the liipper was in position 69°10'N  x 14°45'''«7
maintaining her course of 269°. At 1000 hours, when in

position 69°07'H x 20°30'W, she altered coui*se to 226°
heading for the Denmark Straits, and at noon, in position
68°35'E X 22‘'■’COW adopted a aig-aag course skirting the

Track chart

of Hipper
Map XIII

(1) Patrol Coldsnap was a crossover patrol between the
follo'wing points ;~

66on X 6°V^'
66oi\i X
64°N X
64°K X 4°W

This Patrol was designed to observe shipping in passage;
it was to be flown in daylight, and exterxled to night
time during tne moonlit period.
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pack ice. Continuous ice mist was reported in her log. At
2000 hours vdien in the Denmark Straits she set course on 234°^
and at 2230 houx’s on 263°, in good visibility and bright
moonlight. No fl3d.ng had been undei'’taken by No, S3 Squadron
in Iceland during the day, the weather had been repoi-ted as
being fine with cloud increasing during the afternoon. All
attempts to search for the Hippor in Noxrwcgian waters had been
cancelled because of rain.

Nc,98 Squadron
CRB Nona

No, 18 Grp, ORB
Dec, Appendices

7 th Decerabei’

At 0001 hours when in position 66°35'N x 28°25’W the
Hipper altered course to 227°, and continued south Tiresterly
until 1145 hours when, having completed her passage of the
Denmark Straits, she 'turned southmrds on a course of 180°,
The ice mist ¥ra.s clearing and at noon she reported signs of
the approach of a westerly storm; slxe continued southT/ards,

The weather in Icelaxid was fair with unlimited visibility,
but as the enemy naval unit vra.s believed to be in Norwegian
waters no patrols over the Denmark Straits had been scheduled;
no operational flights v/ere made by No, 98 Squadron duriaig
the day,
reconnaissance of Nai'vik waters, and a second Sunderland a

patrol to the east coast of Iceland in case the enemy vessel
should attempt to break through the Faeroes - Iceland channel:
neithei- aircraft was able to take off as a gale had blown the
flare path dinghies ashore,
v/as floTOx from Sumburgh,

The Hipper continued southwards reporting a rising Tfind,

8th December

A Sindcrland from Sullom Yoe was ordered to malce a

The lower half of patrol Trost

Adraty, NID,24/
X95/46

No,98 Squadron
ORB Form 340

No, 18 Gxp), ORB,
Dec, Appendices

Acmty, NID,24/
X95/46

In the early hours of 8th December, the Hipper reported
that the wind had reached hurricaixe force. The hurricane

continued throughout the day vdth tlxe peak at noon. In

Iceland the TOather was overcast, the vdnd reaclxing gale force:
only local flying Tra.s midertaken by No, 98 Squadron, Ovdng
to storms, no reconnaissance of the Narvik area could bo
flown.

9 th Decembex-

The hurricane blew itself out after 38 hours, but the
Hippor still encountered bad squalls and heavy snov/'* At

0001 hours, when in position 5C°25®N x 36°00*¥, she altered
course to 207° and again later to l86-°„ At 1900 hours she
was in position 55°00*N x approaching v/hat the Germans
estimated to be the HX convoy route. No operationa.1 flying
had been carried out by No, 98 Squadron ovdng to cloud and
wintry showers, and only the standard North Sea patrols could
be flown; the reconnaissance of Narvik vras again cancelled,

10th ~ 24th December

No, 18 Grp, ORB
Deco Appendices

No„18 Grp., ORB
Dcco Appendices

On 10th December a reconnaissance of Narvik ’waters ms

successfully floxwi by a Sunderland from ajll.om Voe, no major
Tlio Hipper at 0001 hours v\ras in

position 53°40’N x 3^°50*W, cruising thence in a sotith easterly
direction imtil reaching position 47°30*N x 28°45®W at 0001
hours on 12th December

searching for the HoX, convoy route; the German esti'.xato of
the location of the HoX, shipping laxxe was slightly to the
south of route in use, but the Hipper * s seai’ch took her even

naval undts vrcre observed.

From there she cruised to and fro

Hap, XIII Track
Chiart of Hipper
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further south-wards, to the area beti^i/ecn the H.X, and S,L,
convoy routes, -where no shipping -was ci-icountcred,
22nd December she went as far east as the meridian of

19°40*W, and then -turned -vre st-wards again,
24th December, when in position 45°30*N x 29°40*W, she
altered course easterly,
Fleet was of the opinion that some raider movement was to be
expected in the North; a German reconnaissance to the east
of Jan Mayen Island on 24th December tended to confirm the
opinion.

On

At 0001 hours on

At tliat time the C-in-G Homo•»

HQCG Naval Staff
lor-;

25th December

At 0622 hours the Hipper -was aiglited in position
44°06'N X 25°20»W (close to the S,L, convoy route) by the
cruiser Berwick, and two destroyers, A short engagement
followed, but, the Berwick having scored one hit by the
funnel, the Hipper broke a-way and vra,s out of sight to Yi/est-
wards by 095^ hours,
Hipper sighted the British mercliant ship Jumna of 6,078 tons,
and opened fire, sinking her at 1049 hours. At noon, when
in position 46 30’N x 24°45*W, she altered course to 081°,
and continued on the same course -throughout the rest of the
day, heading for Brest,

Tvito theories wore put fonTard in the Admiralty ->when the
report of the engagement was received from the Berwick;
either that there had been a lealc of infomation about convoy
routes, or that the Germans vi?ere about to attack the Azores

or feared a British attack. In case additional fox’ces left

French ports to Join the raider, a Blenheim sweep, to be
flown wltliin sight of the coast, from Brest to St, Naaaire

Yra.s ordered. Two aii-'craft H/236 Squadron and S/235 Scj_uadron
carried out the SY/eexe during the afternoon, no sl-iipping -move
ments -were observed. In addition to this, t-wo patrols were
ordered to sliadow and reiDort on enemy v/arsleips, A Hudson
¥1/220 Squadron carried out a sweep to the -west of Brest
covering the approaches to the harbour(I) and a V-shaped
amderland patrol(2) in the Bay of Biscay was scheduled to
cover the axaproaches to the -more southerly ports. As the
weather tra.s closing doYni at base 100 Siuadron was unable
to complete the second patrol. The Hiiqiqer co-ntinued
eastyra-rds,

26-fch December

Siortly after tMs encounter the

Admty, NID24/
XI28/47

H^CG Naval Staff

Log

Form Green

PL/G3/25/12

No. 15 Gorp, ORB
Dec, Apjpendices

Track Ghart of

Hq.pper Ms.p XIII
The PH.pper v®.s in position 47°10^N x 19°20*TiT at 0001

hours and set course on 085°, At 0930 hours she altered
course south easterly to 113°» and at noon, when in position
46°55’N X 15 45 to 144° heading soutliwards in order to
approach the French coast in the south of the Bay of Biscay,
At 1545 hours she adopted a course of 090° which she main
tained for the rest of tlie day.

From the position and course of the Hipper at the time
of the encounter Tdth the Bervidck, it yra.s considered equally
possible that she might ei-blier attempt to break back into
the North Sea, or head for the French coast, patrol
planned accordingly,

out patrol from St, Eval to z to
46 30*N X 6°40‘i'J to base. (Form Green PL/G2/S5/12)

(2) The Sunderlcuid was to patrol from base
to 47°25in ;; 8°30iVJ
to 45°»3’11 X 5°50'W
to 47°iC*N X 9°05*W

(3) The aircraft was to fly from base to 64°35*N  x I3°00ni and back on approach
orHCK*

leing

A Sunderland search covering the
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channels between the Shetlands, Faeroes and Iceland was flown
from StfLlom Voe, and a Hudson Patrol, similar to that flown on
the previous day to cover the approaches to Brest, from
St, Eval,

1316 hours,

H,M, S. Kenya had reported an enemy battleship in position
47°13 X t1 3 ’W, The signal v/as repeated to the Hudson but
the aircraft had not sufficient endurance to reach the position,
A second Hudson M/220 Squadron was diverted from "Moon
patrol at 1646 hours to search for the enemy unit; the 8lr~
craft was recalled to base at 1819 hours when it was discovered

that the message from the Kenya should have read "enemy aii'cr
craft sighted", A photographic reconnai-ssance sortie over

Brest during the afternoon had found 10/10 . cloud.

HL^cTson G/220 Squadron took off from St. Eval at
At 1545 hours No, 15 Group signalled that

7.11

No. 15 Grp. ORB
Dec, Appendices

27th Decesher

Track Chart of

Hipper Map XIII
The Hipper changed course fi'om 090° to 097° s-t 0001 hours

¥/hen in position 45°35*N x 10°30*H. At 0645 hours, when in
the Bay of Biscay on a level .mth Bordeaux, she altered course
to 065°, and, when crossing the meridian of 4°30‘V,'' at O945 hours,
to 007°, By 1230 hours she was on a level vri.th La Rochelle,
and altered course again to 342°,

Patrols were again floT/n in the north to intei'ceijt the
Hipper if she attempted passage betvTeen the Shetlands and

Iceland, Sunderlands Y/201 Squadron and E/204 Squadron took
off at 0740 hours on a creeping line search(i). In the south
tvro photographic reconnaissance sorties over Bi'est, and the

Hudson patrol covering the approaches to the harbour, vrere
flovm in the afternoon. The Spitfire on the first reconnaiss
ance sortie foiuid IO/IO cloud over the area at I300 hours.
The aircraft on the second sortie reported clear sky over the

harbour at 1530 hoirs, but hazy visibility and IO/IO cloud to
the souitii. The Hipper at that time was heading for the

entrance to the' Goulet de Brest, having changed to a north

easterly course at I500 hours, 'virhen in position 47°50’N x
5°00’¥, on a level with Raz Point, but was not within sighting
distance of the aircraft. Hudson G/220 Squadron took off at
1300 hours on the same approanhes patrol as had been flo-m on

the previous tvra days. This patrol was designed to intercept
shipping approaching Brest from the west' or south west, but
was too far out from the coast to be within sigliting distance

of the Hipper* s track up from the south. No further patrols
were flown.

No. 18 Grp. ORB
Dec, Appendices

No. 15 Grp. ORB
Dec, Appendices

Track Chart of

Hipper Map XIII

No. 15 Grp,. ORB
Dec, Appendices

Admty, NID24/
XI28/47

The Hipper made fast to a buoy in Brest harboux’ at 18OO

hom-s having completed her break-in unobserved in spite of

patrols. By ■'/Irtue of the fact that it was not possible to
maintain a patrol near the French coast in dayligtit because of
figliter opposition, and that it vfas not anticipated that she
would approach Brest from suich an angle' the Hipper was able to
use the route up from the soxith writh impunity on this occasion,
as subsequently after her commerce raid.

(1) Cr^jcping lino Scazx:h wns to bo flcwjn by tvro Sunderlands
covering the area betvroen the perallcls 64°00*Nx 65°<10*N a.;>.kLthe
meridians of 3°\7 and 4°E.
area to the north of the parallel 65°N and the second
the area to the south.

One aircraft i.vas to cover the
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(f) Attempts to locate the Admiral Eipper
28th December, 19^-0 - ̂th January, 19M

Althougli the Hippor docked on 27th December no informa
tion as to her possible whereabouts came until January,
and it was not finally established that she Y/as in Brest

until 4th January,
possible that she might attempt to brealc back into the

North Sea, or head for the Drench coast, patrols to oover

noted areas being plaiinede
Line patrols cancelled in favour of a nev/ seaivjh
patrolC"!) Y/hich YYas floYvn b^'- a Sunderland, E/204 Squadron,
Bad weather prevailed over south-iYest England; only one

photograpliic reconnaissance sortie could be attempted, but

the aircraft found 10/10 cloud over Brest,

On 28th December it w’as still considered

In the north the Crossover and

N00I5 Grp, ORB

Dec, Appendices No, 217 Spxradron on the power station in the Port Mlitaire,
Brest, and all other flying Yvas cancelled.

A strike by

On 29th December the Yveather in the soutlwvest Y/as again
unsuitable for reconnaissance sorties, or the attack on the
Brest harbour scheduled for No, 217 squadron,
been reported that W/T traffic was unusually heavy betY/een
Le Havre, Cher’bourg and Brest, a Blenlieim coastal sweep had
been floYvn but no shipping had been observed, and the air-

No» 18 GrjJ* ORB craft did not go in over the jrarts,
Dec, Appendices patrols vrere floYvn; the search pa.trol Yfas flo?m. as on the

prcYT-ous day by E/204 Squadron, and. a line patrol (2) Yra,s
flown by 1^201 Squadron,

As it had

In the north two

■feather precluded all patrols both in the north and
south on 30th and 31st December; follovdng this no further
patrols Yvere planned to cover the Ice land-Slietlands channels.
On 1 st January all operations ovei’ the Brest area Yvere
cancelled because of bad weather, but in the early hours of
2nd January an attack ms made on slfLpping in the Port

tln’ee

aircraft estimated that their bombs fell in the target
area, (3) but had no indication tliat the Hlpper Yvas present,
A photographic reconnaissance Yvas made during the morning but
a preliminary interpretation of the photographs obtained did
not reveal the presence of any major naval units. No
further photographs could be taken on 3'^^ January OYving to
10/10 cloud over the area, but a report Yvas sent to Coastal
Command at 2230 hours by the Hiotograpi-iic Interpretation
Unit stating that the previous days photographs shoYved a
vessel, similar to a Hlpper class cruiser in the vrcsteiTimost
drpv docks, A strike was ordered but postjxmed iritil
fnrthci' reconoaissaj/ice could be madoo

On 4th January visual reconnaissance ms made shortljr
after noon, the pilot reporting that although certain
identification yyus not possible, the vessel in question
resembled a Kipper cruiser, 18 Blenheims of Nos, 53 and 59
Squadrons Y^re accordingly ordered to make a daylight attack;
of these, two aircraft claimed to have bombed the target area
but could not observe results, and a further six d.ropped

No. 15 Grp. ORB
Jan. Appendices miitaire, Brest by aircraft of No. 217 Squadron:

^  The alrcsi'aft leaving Sullom Voe y/as to proceed to Videro and thence to
62 ^>N X 6“50!W, From this position the aircraft ivas to fly on a coiirEe
of on until reaching the parallel of 67°N, or as far north as time permittsd,and thence to base, landliig before dark, {Form Green R0/G11/27/12)

(2) The line ixitrol was between the following points:-
62P07»N X 7°hom

X •14°58*W
(Form Green R0/G7/27/12)

(3) The bomb load of each aircraft was 6 x 250 lb, S,A,P. bombs.
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their 'bombs on sliipping in the dry docks, ("I)
failed to return.

One aircraft

Ai-f oXELvcIvt •tUji
(g) Aflnn rft[! Hi ppni£: Commei’ce liaid 1 st •* 14th Eebruarv
w ——

Prom the time that the Hipper was located in Brest by-
reconnaissance aircraft on 4th January, until her departure

commerce raid on the night of l/2nd Pebruax^'', considerable
effort \ms expended by Coastal Commaird on attacking her, and
on daily reconnaissance to keep -watch on her movements, A
total of 83 bombing sorties -were flovm during January, of
-v/hich 5'7 found the target, approximately 30 tons of high
explosive being dro'ppod as -well as incendiaries,
to this, Bomber Con-miand aircra.ft carried out three attacks in
the ilrst fortnight of the month flying 92 sortie's of T,7hich
69 found the target, a total of 55»3 tons of bombs being
dropped, (.2; A fui'ther two attacks, in Tdiich 11 tons of bombs
Yiere dr-opped, vrore made on the .niglits of 2/3rd Pebrua
5/4 February, before reconnai
had. left Brest,

Hipper in any one. of these' attacks.

on a

In addition

and

ssauce had sho-vTO that the Bipxxr
No ser1.ous damage was inflicted on the

Bomber Command

ORB Jan, Opera
tional

Append! CG.S

At the begirming of January the Coastal Command attacks
made priiaarily by airci-aft of Nos. 33 and 59 aiuadrons,

opera-ting under No, I6 Group from Thomey Island, reconi-iaissance
by %)itfires and Blenheims, and some attacks by Beaufoi-ts,
■were flovm by aircraft of No, I5 Group from St, Eval,
20th January there -was no flying from Thomey Island owing to
bad weather.

Ymre

After

The TJ-eathor also hampered reconnaissancej of

No,16 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

the 37 sorties flown betwireen 5th January and 4th Pe'bruaiy only
13 YTQx-o suGoessR.il; ma-^iy o-tlior sox’-tios \ro::o c;u-i.oelled px’ior to
take off.

No,15 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

On 5th January nine airci-at't of No, 59 Sciuadron made a
daylight raid on Brest; four aircraft claimed to have dropped
their bombs in the target area,(3) but vrere unable to observe
the results o-wing to heavy flak. On the follomng three dnya,
'ppemtion Hipper'' had to be cancelled because of the weather,
Wlxen photographic reconnaissance had establislied on 9th January
that the Hipper was still in dry dock,, seven aircraft of
No, 217 Squadron were dota-ilcd to attack Brest shortly afte.r
dark, follow/ed later by nine aircraft of No, 53 Squadron and
(1) pie alrca^aft of No, 53 Squadron were amying  h x 250 lb. S.A.P, bombs

4 X 29 lb. fragmentation bombs, 6 aircraft oropped tiielr bombs In the target
area makli-ig the total weight of bombs dropped 2,89 tons.
Alwraft of No. 59 Squadron carried h x 250 lb, S.A.P. bombs;
bombs dropped in taryet area vras 0.39 tons.

(2) The following table siiows the type of aircraft and the bomb loads carried -oy
Bomber Comiaand aircraft in attacks on the Hipper during O'anuary.,

and

total weight of

Mo,16 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

Nos, 15 and
Grp, orb’s Oan,
Appendices

No. and Type Air
craft attacking

Target

Total Bomb Loads Tonnage
Date Group

1,000 lb. 500 lb. 250 lb. Dropped

January 5/h 3 6 Nelllngtons
h Whitleys

23 Hampdens
10 Whitleys

11 Whitleys
15 ilarapdeas

5 OP 19 GP 2 CP 6.7
k 8 GP 16 GP

il4 GP
3.5

5 48 GP 15,6
January 10/11
January 12/13

h 20 GP 6 CP 5.1
h 21 GP

Jj.8 GP
k3 GP
25 GP

9,5
5 3 GP 14,9

(3) fecn aircraft was carrjdng x 250 lb. S.A.P. bombs, U., bombs were dropped inail as a lUc by I'lAl-; Jauimea one bomb doer of one of the aircraft.
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Beauforts, (1) andtTrelve of No, 59 Squadron,
all the aircraft of No, 53

dropped their bombs in the target areas, aircraft 0/53
Squadron claiming a direct hit.
Squadron failed to return, the others claimed that their

bombs vrere in the target area,(3)
by Nos. 53 sj^d 59 Squadrons shortly after dark on
10th January? of the nine ai.rcraft that reached the
target area three claimed direct hits.W
the Germans reported that three or four bombs fell ar-ound

the dock caiosing slight damage to shore installations but

no hits were scored on the Hipper herself,
of 12/13th January, Bomber Command aircraft attacked Brest,
three bombs falling very near the Hipper, one exploding
in the dock; the only damage hovrever, was a nunber of

small holes in the ship’s side,
up in the early hours of 13th January by an attack by three
aircraft of No. 53 Squadron (5); owing to bad weather the
other 15 aircraft scheduled for the operation were unable
to take off.

Six of th

Squadron

e

claimed to have

One aircraft of No, 59

Anot'her attack wais made

On this occasio

On the ulgJit

This attack was followed

Admty. FID/1.5/
X.202/47 n

Ibid

No. 15 Grp. ORB
Jan, Appendices

Reconnaissance was flown daily when weather peiTritted,
On 15th January the weather precluded reconnaissance, and
the attack scheduled for all available aircraft of No. 217

Squadron, and 18 aircraft of Nos. 53 59 Squadrons v/as
cancelled. Six aircraft of No, 217 Squadron attacked
Brest before daim on 16th January, (°)
photographic reconnaissance showed that the Hj-pper T/as still

in dry dock, and that three additional M-class minesv;eepers
had arrived in the harbour, but a strike by six aircraft of

No, 217 Squadron planned for the night of 16/17th January
with Brest as the alternative target to Lorient had to be

cancelled.

No, 217 Squadron should attack Lorient while No, 16 Group
aircraft should attack Brest, but i.t was ultimately decided

that all aircraft should go to Brest, the Beauforts
attacking immediately before No. 53 Squadron,
weather conditions none of the aircraft of No. 217 Squadron
were able to reach Brest, and only one aircx-aft of No, 53
Squadron was able to locate the primar;;'' target (7)

Dixring the day

On 17th January it was again arranged that

Ov/ing to

No. 15 grp. orb

Jan, Appendices

Bad T/eather made reconnaissance im'possible on
20th January, and a strike by 18 aircraft of Nos, 53 and 59
Squadrons was cancelled. On 22nd January, photograiahs
showed that the Hipper was still in dry dock, but on the

ensaiing tliree days cloud conditions over Brest made all

No. 15 Grp. ORB
Jaua, Appendices

4 of the aircraft were carrying one magnum (2,000 lb.)
each, one aircraft carrying 4 x 250 lb, SeA,F(, bombs
and 2 canisters of incendiaries, and one aircraft
incendiaries only.
Each aircraft carried 4 x 250 lb. S,A,P, bombs;
bombs were dropped.
Each aircraft carried 4 x 250 lb, S,A,P, bombs;
total of 44 bombs being dropped.
Each aircraft carried 4 x 250 lb. SoA,P, bombs, a
total of 36 bombs being dropped.
Each aircraft carried 4 x 250 lb, 3,A,?» bombs;
bombs were released.

5 aircraft carried lL\g;:.arms (2,000 lb.), the other
aircraft 4 x 250 lb. S.A.P. bombs, aavd two 250 lb.
containers of incendiaries.

The aircraft carried 3 x 250 lb, S,A,P, bombs, all of
’vhich were released.

all

a

all

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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On the morning of 26th Januaryreconnaissance ineffective,

a sortie hy a low level ^itfire Y/as made over Brest;
photographs -were obtained, and from a visual reconnaissance
it was reported tliat the Hipper was still in dry dock,
view of these results a Blenlieim sortie scheduled for later

In

in the morning was cancelledo lloo 217 Sc[uadron v/cre detailed

to carry out a daylight strike, but owing to clear weather

only one aircraft took off, x'etuxmng because of lack of
cloud cover. At 1800 hours Coastal Command Yvas informed by
No, 15 Oroup that a preliminary interpretation, by St, Eval,
of the photographs taJcen in the morning showed water lealting
into the Hipper * s dock; it was later confirmed by the C-in-C
Western Approaches that the dock Yra.s being flooded, A strike

by all available aircraft of No, 217 Squadron, and a patrol
covering the approaches to Brest by a Hudson vri.th AaS,Y,

equipment, were occordingly ordered. As, hoYrever, there vras
an obstruction on the main runaway at St, Eval, and as a front

was expected shortly after midnight, both operations were

cancelled. Wo, 22 Squadron at Thomey Islaird v/ere Y/amed to

stand by on 27th January, in case the Hipper attempted to

brealc up the Channel,

HQCC Naval Staff

Log

No, 15 Grq), ORB
Jan, Appendices

Bad weather precluded all flying on the morning of
27th January; the first reconnaissance sortie Y/as unable to

taJce off until 1429 hours, when it was found that IO/IO cloud
over Brest prevented visual or.photographic reconnaissance.
As it Y®.s then too late to send a second aircraft over in

daylight, a Beaufort carrying flares and TIHS(l)
despatched, J/217 Squadron found cloud and rain over Brest,
and though able to locate the Port Ifilitaire Y?as unable to

distinguish whether or not the Hipper Y;as still in dock.

Yvas

On 28th January repeated reconnaissance flights were
made Y/ithout success. Two ^itfire sorties wore floYU in

the morning, and three Spitfire and tvro Blenheim sorties in

the afternoon, failing at first because of cloud, and later

because of lack of cloud, cover. As it was considered of higli
importance to determine whether the Hipper was in Brest, free

use of No, 236 Squadron, and of P,R,U, was ordered for
29th January; the first Blenheim sortie was to bo over the

Brest area at daY/n if weather permitted. On 29th January,
the first Blenheim reconnaissance sortie took off at 0715

hours, but crashed; a second Blenheim landed himediately
after take off Ydth engine trouble, and the third taking off

at 0905 hours found IO/IO cloud over Brest, A Spitfire
sortie floYm sliortly afterv/ards reported similar cloud

conditions; no further sorties were floYm, during the morning.
In the afternoon two sorties Y/ere floTWi by BlenJieims and one

by a ̂ itfire Ydthout result.

No,15 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

Form Green PL/
G21/28/1

On 30th January Y/eather precluded all operations over
On 31st January no reconnaissance aircraft couldBre st,

talce off from St, Bval until 1545 hours, Y/hen a Blenheim YYas
sent to Bx'est but found the cloud doYvn to sea level.

1st February

A low level Spitfire carried at a visual reconnaissance
of Brest in the morning, and reported tha.t the Hipper was still

(1) TIM S Yvere standard Ilk, I IvHnes fitted vdth a percussion
and time fuze. Detonation was instantaneonas on hitting
a solid surfaoe and delayed for six seconds if landing in
water.
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A Beaufort strike with fighter Blenheim
Seven aircraft

R0.I5 Grp, ORB
Peb, Appendices

in dry dock,
protection was planned for the afternoon,
took off but S/217 Squadron, the first aircraft over the Brest

Brest area, reported I/IO cloud only, and the other aircraft
Tirere recalled. ¥/217 Squadron failed to return,
strike vras carried out by five aircraft of No, 217 Squadron
after dark.

A second

The aircraft found IO/IO cloud over Brest but
three estimated that they had dropped their bombs in the
target area,
after dusk tocommence her commerce raiding voyage, gaining
the open sea about midnight.

in point of fact the Hipper left dock shortly

2nd February

Prom midnight the Hipper headed south westerly on a
course of 2h-S>° uiitil 0A30 hours, v/hen, in position
ii-6°2i.5»N X 7°00*¥ slie altered course to 2A5°o The vreather
at 0900 hours, as reported in her log, \ms over-cast mth
moderate visibility deteriorating. At II30 hours she
altered course to 270° heading westwards. The weather in
south-v/est England was also deteriorating, A strike on
Brest by aircraft of No, 217 Squadron v/as at first postponed
and then, owing to snow, was cancelled. There was no
flying from St, Eval during the day. The Hipper continued
west\mrds.

Track CSiart of

Hipper Map XIV

3rd February

At 0001 hours the Hipper v/as in position A5°10HT x
19°20*W continuing westwards on a course of 265° to meet the
oil and supply ships Hertha and Gterda,
reconnaissance sortie of the day ms made by a high level

Spitfire, taking off at 0945 hours; the aircraft found
9/10 cloud over Brest, and was therefore unable to maJce
either visual or photographic reconnaissance,
%)itfire going over Brest shortly afterwards obtained oblique
photographs, but was unable to carry out visual reconnaiss-
aiTDc because of heavy flak,
further reconnaissance could be carried out.
reported during the afternoon that Pocke-YiTulfe aircraft vjere

operating to the west of Brest, and it was considered
possible that this was an indication that the Hipper ms
about to leave, A strike by aircraft of No, 2i7 Squsidron
was accordingly planned for the night of 3/4th Februaiy, and

iindertaken by six aircraft, althou^ St, Eval had reported
at 1845 hours, that a preliminary interpretation of the
photographs taken in the moiTiing suggested that the
IE.pper might have moved,

strilce bombed the Port Militalre through gaps i.n the cloudy,
the other aircraft being unable to locate the target,

4th Peb27uary

0001 hours the Hipper was in position 2f4°15'N x
32°45*¥« At 1400 hours she was in position 45°05'N x
34°45^¥; she cruised about in the vicinity of tills position-
awaiting the arrival of the supply ships,
hours of 4th February an attack on Brest was carried out by
seven aircraft of No, 53 Squadron from Thomey Island^
Owing to darlcness and cloud the aircraft were unable to

locate the estimated whereabouts of the i&pper, but two
aircraft claimed that their bombs fell witriin the target area.
One aircraft failed to return,

aircraft v/as unable to go in over Brest, ovdng to lack of
cloud cover and tJie presence of eneiiny fighters, but a second

The first

A loT/ level

As the weather deteriorated no

It was

Three of the aircraft on the

During the early

The first reconnaissance

Track Chart of

Hipper Jiap XIV

HQCC Naval Staff

Log

N00I5 Gp, ORB
Feb, Appendices

No,16 Group ORB
Febo Appendices

No, 15 Group ORB
Febo Appendeces
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HQCC Naval Staff ^itfire taking off at 1145 hours obtained photographs. At
1250 a report -was received from the Photographic Interpretation
Uxiit j Vfcmbloy, stating that the photogrciphs of the previous
day shoTOd that the Nipper was no longer in dry dock.
Another Spitfire was accordingly sent over Brest to malce a
visual reconnaissance, and to obtain photographs of Lorient
and St, Nazaire in case the Nipper had moved to either of
these ports,
in either,

to Cherbourg nut owing to lack of cloud cover were unable to
go in over the harbour,

5th - 9th February

During this period the Nipper was talcing in oil fuel and
supplies, meeting the supply sliip Gcrda in the vicinity of
position 44°00’N x 35°30*W, and on 7th February tlie tanicer
Hertl:ia in the vicinity of position 42°00’N x 37°30’¥, On
5th February, almost all Coastal Command stations were weather
bound. On 6th Febmaiy, one reconnaissance sortie ms flovn
over Brest without results, and on 7th February, there was
again no flying,
was flown over Brest as the Air Mnistry liad Iiad information
from a secret source that a Pocket BattlesMp had docked there;
this repoi't vra.s incorrect, A sweep over the Bay of Biscay(l)
to look for shipping was scheduled for the morning; '*S” and
'•E"/217 Squadron took off at 1135 hours, but returned to base
early owing to insufficient cloud cover over the French coast.

The photographs shoT/cd that she was not present
Two Blenheims of No, 236 Squadron Tifere then sent

On 8th February, a rccomaissance sortie

Log

B^CC Naval Staff

Log

No, 19 G-rp, ORB
Feb, Appendices

HQCC Naval Staff

Log

At 1415 hours on 8th February, the Admiralty informed
Coastal Command that H,M, S, Rami Hi os liad sighted the mast
and top of an enemy Y/arship, possibly a Nipper Class Cruiser,
The sighting T/as made at 1100 hours G,M,T, v;hen the Ramillie s

was in position 52°55’N x 34-°00*¥, the enemy was 20 miles
distant on a bearing of 330°> on. an estimated course of 030°,
Patrols were ordered for 9th February, accordingly, on the
assumption that the ilipper v/as going back to NomTay, In point
of fact the sighting made by the Rami Hies was of the
Schamhorst or Gneisenau heading for the convoy routes after
their passage through the Denmark Straits,

On 9th February, patrol R 2,(2) as amended by the C-in”C
Home Fleet, was flown by tvro Sinderlands, E/204 Squadron tak
ing off at 0900 hours, and U/201 Squadron talcing off at
1100 hours*

be flown, but oi/ving to the Portage of aircraft this was not
possible. In addition to R 2, No* $8 Squadron at Kaldadames
carried out a patrol to the South East of Iceland,(5)
Battle aircraft took off on pati’ol at 1045 hours, and a second
sortie of tv/o aircraft took off at 1540 hours,
situation did not peimit an additional qaatrol ovgs: tixe
Denmark Straits as liad been requested.

It had been requested that Patrol R 1 should als

Tvro

The aii'craft

No,18 Grp. ORB
Febo Appendices

o

50820 Cipher
H,0o8 8/2

No,89 Squadron
ORB

(1) Aircraft on the sweeps were to fly St, Eval - Scillles -  x 6°^f -
46°N X 3°M - ;46°N X 6°tl - Solllies-Base (Form Green PL/G3/8/2)
The aircraft on pattml were to prooeea to 60°30sw  x 16°00*W, thence to datum for
patrol. 61°28SN x I8°20tw, The aircraft were to complete one circuit of
crossover from this point to 62020SN x 20°30>W. The first aircraft was to
commence patrol at 1400 hours and the second at 1600 hours. (Form Green
R0/G5/8/2).
Battle aircraft to carry out crossover patrol between points.

(2^

(3)

63^25*N X 20°18!W
60°25*N X 19°308W
60°Q5«N X 2001 OiW
63°25»N X 19°30iW

thence to base. The first patrol was to leave base at 0730 hours. Patrol
was to be continuous until further notice tiu'oughout daylight hours at intervals
of 3 hours 15 minutes.
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10th February

The HLpper finished taking in oil on 9th February, and
at 0001 hours on 10th February was in position 44°20*1T x
35°10’¥ heading eastwards on a course of 088°, At 1100
hours, when in position 44°30'F x 29°15'¥, slie altered
course to 132 heading for the convoy routes from the south.
As it was still assumed that the si^iting by the RaTniHies
was of the Hipper, patrols to intercept her y/ere again flown.
Two Battle aircraft flei/v the Forth Atlantic crossover patrol^
and Sunderl^d B/20if Sq^uadron carried out two circuits of a
new FugleC"!/ patrol. Patrol R 2 had to be cancelled
because of lack of aircraft# At 2230 hours the Hipper
altered course to 138°#

11th February

Track Chart of

Hipper Map XIV

No#98 Squadron
ORB Form 540

No* 18 Grp# ORB
Feb, Appendices

Track Chart of

Hipper Jfep XIV
At 0001 hours the Hipper was in position 4-1°00*N x

24-°20*W,* she continued on a course of 138° until 1000
hours Triien she was in position 37°50’N x 20°40*W,
accurate estimate by the Germans of the middle of
route from the south; she there altered course to 123°
and^ at 1230 hours to 215°# At 1400 hours she sighted and
saiiiC the 1236 ton mercliant ship Iceland, independently routed
from the Cape, This slilp, the ex German vessel Delia, had
been confiscated, and was sailing under the British flag.
The Hipper^altered course to 182° and at I806 hours to 314°,
cruising within the estimated convoy route area.

a fairly
our convoy

Admty, NID/24/
XI28A7

Form Green

R0/G7/10/2
The patrols were still being flown in the north to

intei'oept the Hipper on passage to Norway, Bad weather
precluded any flying from Iceland, but aircraft of No, 18
Group were ordered to carry out three patrols, A crossover
patrol^ by a Ihitley with A, S.V, equipnent, betvreen the
Faeroes and Iceland was flovm by E/612 Squadron, which
commenced the patrol at 0845 hours. A second crossover
patroll3j was flown in the morning by Sunderland L/204
Squadron over the more northerly part of the Faeroes -
Iceland Channel, close to the coast of Iceland,
B/204 Squadron-ms scheduled to take off at 1230 hours
Fugle patrol, but as the vreather was deteiiorating tMs

Sunderland

on a

w

No, 18 Group ORB
Feb, Appendices

as cancelled.

12th February

H^CC Naval Staff The patrols in the North were again soheduled for
12th February, with the exception of the patrols from
Iceland \iiiich ?/ere cancelled folloT/ing complaints from the
G,0,C, Iceland that the patrols were leaving Reykjavik open
to attack (a German Doroier
area on 10th February),

aircraft had flown over the

The Whitley crossover patrol was

L°g

scheduled to take off at 0660 hours but was cancelled because
of bad weather as Yvas the Fugle patrol ordered to talce off
at 1230 hours.

No, 18 Group ORB
Feb, Appendices

(1) The new Fugle patrol was a crossover in similar pattern to the usual Fugle
patrol but through points

63°20IN X 8°00(W
„  64°50»N X 12020'W

(2) Crossover patrol through the following points
63°13'N X 8015'W
64°15'N X 10002'i7
64°00'N X i6°30'W

,  , 63°28ih X 7°45‘ft'
(3) A Sunderland .was to fly a crossover patrol over the top half of Fugle

ing patrol In position 64°42*N x l2°32'Wat 09IO hours and returning to
base through position 63°20«N x SOoOF.r,

(4) A Sunderland was to fly a complete Fugle patrol commencing In position
63°13'H X 8°15iWat 1500 hours.

coramenc-
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^ At 0200 hours the Kipper was in position 36°35*N
21°40’'K cruising northerly on the convoy route,
hours she attacked the convoy
and damaging a further tiro. ("I)

At

X

OSI5
SLS.64 sinking seven ships

She claimed to have sunk

13 ships out of a convoy of 18, vath an estimated tonnage of
75j000 - 80,000 tons. This claim was broadcast over the
German radio the same evening and it was later claj.med that
17 ships had been sunk. The actual tonnage lost was
32,806 tons; the tonnage of the. damaged ships was 9,899
tons.

Admty. NID24/
XI28/47 BR.I337

The first news of raider activity reached the Admiralty
at 1200 hours when a signal was received from an unknoivn sMp
that she was being shelled. The ship, later identified
the Fot^,_ims independently routed. H.M, Ships Ark Royal,
E§mw\ and Sheffield vrere ordered from Gibraltar* to protect
the convoys, and other naval forces wex-e ordered to the area.
It was further suggested that tvro Sunderlands on passage to
Freetown via Gibraltar should do a sv/eep out into the
Atlantic, (2) but this was considered impracticable unless
the aircraft had fighter protection, and v/as accordingly
postponed until the following day.

as

HQGC Naval Staff

Log

No.19 Group ORB
Feb, Appendices

Track Chart of

Kipper Map XIV
Meanwhile the Kipper had commenced her journey back to

Brest, At noon she was in position 38°40‘N x 19°30'Tir on a
course of 048°. At 1430 hours she altered course to 055°
and at 1800 hours to 062° continuing on this course througih—
out the remainder of the day.

13 th February'-

At 0001 hours the Kipper was in position 42°05*N x13°30*W
a course of 065° and by 0800 hours she vras off north-\.rest

Spain in position 43O40*N x 8%Q'\7.

on

It was recorded in theAdmty, NID/24/
XI28/47 log at that time that there \?as a heavy svrell, but that

visibility was very good. At 0900 hours, vdien north of
Corunna, she altered course to 092°, at noon to 055° and at
12^5 hours to 091°; by I400 hours G.M.T, she ’.;as in posi
44- OO'N X 5°40*¥ continmng on the same course.

tion

Meanwhile fog persisted in southwest England.
Atlantic sT/eep by two Sunderlands, en route for Gibraltar,
T/ith twelve fighter Blenheims as escort for

part of the svreep, v/as delayed and then postponed until
2300 hours. No aircraft could take off from St, Eval.
During the morning radio interception reported that a
Focke-Vilulfe airorai't v/as going out on the usual sortie.
At 1130 hours it vra.s re]x>rted to Coastal Command that a
second enemy aircraft had gone out due west of Brest to
position 47°10«N X 15°10'¥. At 1210 hours it was reiDorted
that a third aircraft was in position 44^30 K: x I5°l5«\r, and
later that, the second and third aircraft were sending back
signals that there yrere no naval forces in sight.

The

the earlier

At

KQCC Naval Staff

Log .

(1) The ships sunk by the Hlpper from SLS.64 were:-
Brltlsh Hhrlaby 4,876 tons

4,712 "
4,684 "
4,542 "
4,896 »
3,924 "
5,172 "

Westbury
Oswestry Grange
Shi*ewsbury
Derrynane~
Borgestadt
Perseus

Nonvegian
Greek

The damaged ships ivere:-
Brltlsh

Greek
4,934 tons

^  4,965 "
The ships ramed In the German claims were the Borgostadt, Shrewsbury,
Oswestry Grange and Perseus,
estimated as being 10,000 tons.
It ves suggested that one Sunderland should fly irom Mount Kitten to Z[6°N x
12°W to 39°N X 12°W to Gibraltar. The second Sunderland vjas to fly frxm
Mount Kitten to 46°N x 11°W to 39°N x 11°W, to Gibraltar.

Lomiaston

Kalllopi

The toni^ge of tI5~latter was Inaccurately

(2)
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1230 hours a fourth Pocke-lMfulfe in position x
14°25*W ms reported to be sending the same signal*

Form Green H/
GIV13/2

As the evidence pointed to the fact tliat the enemy sur

face raider T/as approaching Brest, tvro Hudsons were ordered

to carry out a parallel track search,(1) and a Sunderland a
patrol(2) covering the approaches to the Port,

The two Hudsons X and j/220 Spuadron took off from St. Eval at
1515 hours,

faulty W/T equipnent,
the search at 1649 hours, but at 1715 hours, when in position
47°02*N X 7°05*W, encountered bad v/ea'ther and returned to
base.

crossover

At 1630 hours aircraft "X"turned for base mth
Aircraft 'Jl"continued and coininenced

The Sunderland crossover patrol was cancelled as the

Form G-reen PL/
G15/13/2

No, 19 Grp. GRB
Feb, Appendices

The Sunderlands on the sweepweather ms deteriorating,
to Gibraltar were also unable to talce off, and all further

flying was cancelled, including Bomber Command mine laj^dng
sorties to Brest, St, Nazaire, La Rochelle and La Pallice,

The Hipper continued eastvTards on a course of 092° until

2330 hours, Tiiiesti, in position 44°00'N x 2°30’W, she altered
course to 340°,

Track Chart of

Hipper Map XIV

14th February

At 0200 hours the Hipper y/as in position 2+4°45*I^ ̂
2°50 ’YiT maintaining the course of 340°, At 0642 hours in
position 46°00'N x 3025*W she altered course to 313°« 

‘

weather recorded in the log at O8OO hours reported a moderate

swell, and moderate to good visibility,
Hipper had reached position 47°45*N x 6°00*Yf and altered
course to 062° heading for the Goulet de Brest, reaching the

entrance to the Goulet at apisroximately 1500 hours.

The Adiiiiralt3'’ had estimated that if the Hipper vra.s mak

ing for Brest she vrould arrive there about noon; it was not

expected that her course yrould go so far to the east in the

Bay of Biscay as y/as in fact the case, and a Hudson crossover

patrol(3) from daym. yra.s planned accordingly to cover the
approaches to Brest from a south yresterly direction,
first aircraft with A.S,V, equipment had been ordered to be

on patrol at daym, but owing to bad weather Ikidson j/220, the
first on the patrol, yyas unable to take off until 1157 hours.
The aircraft reached the patral area at 1315 hours and left
at 1637 hours, being replaced by a
hours,

time, the aircraft could not have seen the Hipper, as her
track yiPas well to the east of the patrolled area.

The

^1125 hours the

The

second Hidson at 1709

Even if the patrol had been commenced at the schedul

Track Ciiart of

Hippor Map XIV

HQGG Naval Staff

Log

Form Green Hj/
G29/13/2

ed

In addition to this patrol it was arranged that a
reconnaissance of Brest should be made by a section of

Blenheims, (4) and if the cruiser was not in the h*arbour the
aircraft should carry out a syireop to the south-vyest to search
for her. Blenheim F/236 Squadron took off at 1155 hours;

Form Green

IL/G4/14/2

(1) The Hudson parallel track search was to be 10 miles either side of a line
from t7°29M x 6°00«W
to 45°t5*N X 9°00«W.

(2) Sunderland on crossover patrol through following points.
t7°t5'N X 6°t5’W
46°39’N X 6°15'W
46030»N X 6"45*W
47°45'N X 6°15'W

The aircraft was to be on patrol at 2000 hours.
(3) The Hudson crossover patrol was to be flown between the following points:-

48Ol0«N X 6°45'W'

46§S5S X 6045IS ̂ Coloured green on Map XIV
48°10‘N X 6°15*Vb

(4) The Blenheims v;ere to carry out reoonnaissznce of Brest, and then to sweep
down 232°T to poslton 46°32«N x 7°30«W, thence to base.
Map XIV.

Coloured mauve on
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No,19 Grp, ORB
Eeb, Appendices

No,236 Squadron
ORB Form 34-1

at 1255 hours the aircraft was in position 48°28’N x
5°32*W, finding 2/10 cloud at 3000 feet. At I303 the
aircraft was in position 48°00*N x 5°20*'', At 70OO feet the
cloud was 7-8/10 thus malcing both low and Mgh level
naissaace impracticable,
south westerly but at I350 hours in position 4-6°40’N x 70l5»W
encountering rain, turned back to tittempt another recomiaiss-
ance of Brest, At 1430 hours when in position 48°10*N
4°55*W the aircraft, finding that the cloud conditions
similar to those experienced earlier, headed for base,
aircraft must have seen the Ripper had it not encountered
cloud . ,..i«»i,»nheadt.vg south v^csterly because its track was
approximately 15-20 miles from that of the Ripper, However,
owing to cloud it neither saw the cruiser nor was observed
by her. On its return towards Brest, had it been possible
to go in slightly nearer to the coast, the Ripper must have
been observed as she was then approaching tFr^let de Brest.

recon-

The aircraft therefore headed.

X

wore

This

Aircraft of No, 217 Squadron v/ere held in readiness to
carry out a strike if the Hipper Ti/as located in Brest, At

ho, 19 Grp, ORB 1600 hours the C-in-C Western Approaches reported tliat, from
Feb, Appendices signals D/Fed the Hipper might be in the Bay of Biscay,

No, 801 Fleet Air Arm squadron had therefore been ordered
from Hatston to St, Merr3m, to act as a sti-ike force if the
Hipper Avas located at sea. As the Hipper vi?as not located,
mght sorties were cancelled so that all Squadrons should
bo ready to malce an attack on the follovdng day.

The Hipper docked in Brest at l82t-5 hours having
accomplished both outward and inward journeys unobserved,
owing to successm weather forecasting, and, on the outi'^ard
journey particularly, to the lack of adequate patrols covering
the approaches to Brest,

13th February

During the night of 14/l5th February, aircraft of No, 217
Squadron carried out a strike against St, Nazaire, in spite of
previous arrangements cancelling night sorties,
were ordered to be rearmed on landing in readiness for
strike if the Hipper was located.

Admty, NID24/
XI28/47

The aircraft

a

A Mgh level ̂ itfire took off on reconnaissance of Brest
at 0945^ hours, obtaiMng photographs but being unable to carry
out a visual reconnaissance owing to cloud,
^itfire was sent to Lorient and St, Nazaire in case the

had not docked at Brest, At 1410 hours it ms reported
that a preliminary interpretation of the Brest photographs
shoT^ed the Mpper to be in dry dock in the Grande Bassin du
Nord, A.strike by all available aircraft of No, 217 Squadron
to destroy the. cruiser v/as ordered. Because of tlie earlier
strike ̂ only three fresh crevra were available; the aircraft
took off at 1630 hours carrying S,A,P. bombs; all failed to
return. No further sorties were flown over Brest during that
day.

A second
No, 19 Grp, ORB
Feb, Appendices

Form Green Pi/
G6/I5/2

Admiral Mpper^.^^veturn from Brest to Kiel
15th 28th March. IWl

_  /Then the^Hipper had returned to Brest after her coimnerce
raiding expedition, and had been located there by reconnaiss-
^ce aircraft on_15th February, the scale of effort against .
her was intensified in the attempt to prevent a second
undetected breakout. Constant watch, in as far as weather
permitted, vra.s kept on her movements,

SECRET

special patrols were
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flown when it was thought that she might be about to sail, and
attacks were made both by Coastal and Bomber Commands,
attacks were made by Coastal Command, and of the 48 sorties

flovm 35 were effective, 18,75 tons of bombs being dropped.
Bomber Command carried out four attacks, flying 142 sorties of

which 109 were effective, and dropping 153»3 "f^ons of bombs.

Nevertheless the Hipper managed to leave Brest on 15th Iferch

and complete the whole of her return joijrney to Kiel
unobserved; the fact of her departure from Brest was not

finally established until 20th March, principally on account
of the weather.

Five

Between I6th February and 20th March, low cloud or lack

of cloud cover restilted in only 19 successful reconnaissance,
or photographic reconnaissance, sorties out of the 68 flown
over the Brest area; firther sorties were cancelled prior to
take off owing to bad weather cancUtLons,
sorties v/ere carried out by Spitfire and Blenheim aircraft of

No, 19 Group, the practice being established of flying a

Blenheim sortie at da'.vn and a Spitfire sortie at first and

l.ast pliotographie light.

A bombing attack on the Hipper was made by aircraft of

No, 59 Squadron(l) on the ni^t of 19/20th February; of the
six aircraft taking part, three saw their bombs buirst in the

target area, and tvfo dropped their bombs over the target but
Tivere unable to observe the results, A second attack was

made on the night of 20/21st February by six aircraft of

No. 59 Squadron!2), five of which were successful, and six
of No. 217 Squadron!3), all of wrhich claimed that their
bombs fell mthin the target area.

On 22nd February, in view of a report that there were an

tinusual number of German naval aircraft over Brest, it was

considered possible that the Hipper might be s ailing agaJ.n

that evening, probably at dusk, .
accordingly, A crossover patrol
to Brest wras flown throughout the night by Sunderland D/1 0
Squadron, and an attack was made by Tifellingtons of Bomber

Command!S) at dusk. The follQMdng morning, 23rd February,
the Sunderland was relieved on patrol by a Hudson, J/220
Squadron, while a second Sunderland, K/10 Squadron, was
detailed to carry out a parallel track search !6) in the Bay
of Biscay, in case the Hipper had managed t o leave Brest
unobserved. Both aircraft were recalled when a photographic
reconnaissance sortie established that the Hipper v/as still in

dry dock, A strike v/as planned for the same night, but owing
to the bad weather conditions prevailing on No, 19 Group

Stations, the only aircraft that took part in the attack vrere

a detachment of No, 59 Squadron operating from Mansion,
visibility was bad only three of the aircraft taking part
estimated that their bombs !7) fell mthin the target area.

These reconnaissance

and patrols vrere plarared
IW covering the api^roaches

As

No, 19 Grp, ORB
Feb and March

Appendices

Form Green

PL/G15/24/2

No. 19 Grp). ORB
Feb. Appendices

R.A.F. St, Fval
Forms Blue

Feb, 1941

HQCG Log Naval
Staff

No, 19 Grp). ORB
Feb, Appendices

No, 59 Squadron
ORB Form 541

(1)
(

Each aircraft carried 2 x 500 lb, S.A.P, bombs.
Each aircraft carried 2 x 500 lb, S.A.P. bombs.
Each aircraft carried 2 x 500 lb. and 2 x 250 lb, S.A.P, bombs.

The patrol was to be flovm by a Sunderland taking off at I830 hours through
the following positions:-

k

2)
(3)
(h)

SPkk'^ X 6°52'W
16°36‘N X 5°58'W
46°52«N X 5°19'W
t^29»N X 7°31'W

29 Wellingtons of No, 3 Group v/ere despatched 1l of which claimed to have
bombed the target area with a total of 1 x' 2000 lb, G,P, bomb, 69 x 500 lb,
G,P, bombs and 2 x 250 lb, G.P. bombs, 16.5 tons In all.
Parallel track search frcrni position t8P00*N x 10°23’W

t5®15*N X 9°001W
and back from position /j5°23*N x 8P32'W

1+8°10»N X 9°56W
Each aircraft vfas carrying 2 x 500 lb, S.AJ’, branbs, all bombs were released.

Form Green

PL/G4/22/2

to

to

(5)

(6)

(7)
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Two attaclcsj one by Coastal Conmiand and one by
Bomber Command aircraft, were carried out on 24th February.
Coastal Command attacked betiveen 1945 and 2045 hours vdth

7 aircrap of IIo, 53 Squadron (l) and four of lio. 21?
Squadron(2)j a fifth had been despatched but retux'ned early
Tdth engine trouble, b,9 tons of bombs were dropped.
This was followed at 2100 hours by a lo\7 level attack by
Hampdens of Bomber Command followed by Wellingtons,
Hanchesters and Stirlings(3), Wo damage \ra.s"inflicted on
the Hipper thougli the Gk5X"maiis reported that at 2118 hours
(during the Hampden attack) there were several near misses.
In the course of both attacks, 15 bombs fell mthin
distance of 200 metres of the Hippen the nearest being
about 30 feet from the ship on the edge of the dock, but
this did not explode.

Because of the cloud conditions neither the Blenheim
nor the ^itfire reconnaissance sorties over Brest T;ere

successful on 28th February, It was appreciated that the
Hi PPG could leave Brest mthin four hours v/-hatever the
state of the tide, though there had been no indication oi
when she would be ready to sail,
that Tivhen she did sail it v/ould be shortly after dark, and
in a direction that would talce her out of range of reconnais
sance as soon as possible, A night patrol to be flown by
a Hudson vdth A, S,V, equipment was therefore planned to
the immediate approaches to Brest(4),
patrol ms floTwi in deteriorating weather conditions on the
night of 28th February,
night of 4th I/Iarch, and was requested for the night of
6th llarch, as there had been no effective reconnaissance
during the day, but had to be cancelled because of \7eather
conditions.

a

It was further considered

cover

One circuit of this

The patrol was again flovm on the

HQCC ifaval Staff

Log

Admty, NID/I5/
X202/47

No.19 Grp, ORB
Feb, Appendices

Form Green Pl/
G6/28/2

No, 19 Grp) ORB
lAarch Appendices

Tv7o attacks v/ere made by aircraft of Bomber Command at
the beginning of March, one on the night of 2/3rd larch by
Wellingtons, Whitleys and Hampdens vdiich dropped 22,6 tons
of bombs(5), and one on the niglit of 3/4th March by 2
Stirlings(6) only one of t/McIi located the target area.
There ¥/as no effective reconnaissance by aircraft of No, 19
Group from 5th l&.rch until 11th larch,
^itfire from Benson established that the Hipper was still
in Brest, but that she had left the dry dock and vas along
side the Torpedo pier protected by anti-torpedo netting.
An attack v/as made by five aircraft of No, 53 Squadron in

On 10th March aHQCC Naval Staff

Log

(1) Six of the aircraft were 2 x 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs, the other aircraft
carried k x 250 lb, S.A.P. bombs, all bombs v;ere released,

(2) Each aircraft dropped 1^ x 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs.
(3) The 16 Hampdens of No. 5 Group droppea k x 500 lb, G.P., 3 x 250 lb. G.P.

ho X 500 lb. S.A.P., 29 X 250 lb. S.A.P. & 5 X 2000 lb. G.P, bombs. The
29 Wellingtons of No. 3 Croup dropped 16 x 500 lb. and 1 x 250 lb, G.P. bombs
and 175 X 500 lb. and 15 x 25O lb. S.A.P. bombs. The 6 Manchesters of
No. 5 Group dropped 60 x 500 lb. G.P. bombs and 12 x 25O lb. S.A.P. bombs.
Tne.2 Stirlings of No. 3 Group dropped 32 x 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs.

(4) The crossover patrol detailed in Form Green PL/G6/28/2 -ms to be carried out
between the following positlons:-

h8°32n] X 5°52«W
Z}7'’i4*N X 5°15»W
ii7°25*N X 4°50»W
48021 *N X 6°18*W

The aircraft was to be In the first position at 2045 hours ana vas to continue
the patrol to the prudent limit of endurance,

(5) 54 sorties were despatched of which 44 were effective.,. . Of the aircraft
attacking the 10 Wellingtons of No. 1 Group dropped 47 x 500 lb. GP. bombs,.
The 21 Wellingtons of No, 3 Group aropned 93 x 500 lb. GP., 23 x 250 lb. GP .
22 X 500 lb. S.A.P. and 2 x 250 lb. S.A.P. bombs.  5 Whitleys of No. 4 Group
dropped 8 X 500 lb. GP, 20 x 25O lb. GP., 2 x 500 lb. S.A.P. and 6 x 250 lb.
S.A.P. bombs. 8 Hampdens of No. 5 Group cropped 48 x 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs.

(6) The attacking Stirling dropped 6 x 5OO lb. G.P bombs*• f
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the early hours of 11th March, out of a force of eight
Blenheims and one Beaufort despatchedC"!) j
to return.

one Blenheim failed

The first photographic reconnaissance sortie on the
morning of 11th March was negative and, in case the Hipper had
left Brest, patrols were ordered, Hudson ^220 Sq.uadron took
off at noon on a coastal search(2), and a Sunderland j/lO
Squadron took off at 1237 hours on a patrol in the Bay of
Biscay(3) covering possible westvfard routes. Photographs
talcen by a second reconnaissance sortie, a high level
Spitfire, showed the Hipper exercising in Douamenez Bay,
Y/as feared at first that this might be a second Hipper class

cruiser, but photographs of Brest Harbour, taken by a ̂ itfire
from Benson, sliowed that this Yras not the case, Tvyo
Blenheims, E and Q/236 Squadron, Y/ere sent to the west of
Douamenez Bay(^) to locate and shadoY/ the Hipper should she
sail virestv/ards, and three Blenheims of No, 53 Squadron vrere

sent to attack her in Douamenez Bay, Only one aircraft
J^53 Squadron peached the target area but failed to locate
the Hipper, The Hudson crossover patrol at the approaches
to Brest Y/as floYm. after dark.

In the early hours of 12th March, Blenlieim I\/33
Squadron, Y/as sent to locate the Hipper in Douamenez Bay,
The aircraft took off shortly aftei- midnight and made a

thorough reconnaissance of the coast from the Pointe du Dinan

to the Pointe do Souche, including Douarnenez Bay, but failed

to locate the Hipper, A &mderland patrol in the Bay of

Biscay Y?as arranged for first light, estimating that the

Hipper Yrould leave Brest at duslc and malce 20 - 22^ laiots.
The patrol was roughly V-shaped and covered the Bay between

10°W, and 12°20 , Ydth the point of the V over north-
T/vest ^ain, to the north of Corunna,

In addition to these precautionary patrols tvYo aircraft
of No, 236 Squadron v/ere ordered to malce a reconnaissance of

Brest and Douamenez at first light, but Y/ere unable to join
over the target area because of lack of cloud cover,
Blenheim Yra,s again unsuccessful during the morning, as vrere

both high and low photographic sorties by %>itfire both morn

ing and afternoon, A firrther reconnaissance by trwo Blenheims

of No, 53 Squadron took off at 1933 hours, but omng to cloud

and haze Yrere not even able to identify Brest,

As it Ytra.s possible that the Hipper vra.s still in Brest and

preparing to sail that eveniiig, a Hudson R/220 Squadron, fleYf

It

A third

H3CC Naval Staff

Log

No,19 Grp, ORB
March Appendices

Form Green

PL/GI7/II/3

Ho,19 Grp, ORB
I/iarch Appendices

Aircraft of No, 53 Squadron each carried 2 x 500 lb. S,A.P, bombs, the Beaufort
of No. 217 Squadron V7as armed with A x 25O lib, S.A.P, bombs and 2 racks of
incendiaries, but failed to locate the target area.
The search was to be carried out from St, Eval through the following points,
and bade to base ^21708/11/3):“

A8“30'ilx 5°20IW
A7°A0'N X A°50»W
A7°10tN X 3°20«W
A6°A0«N X 2°A0IW

The Sunderland was to patrol through the following positions (Form Green
PL/G9/11/3):-

ASOOO'N X 2°20*W
45°50«N X 3°00«W
48°00«N X 6^0lW

(1)

(2)

(3)

A5°10«N X 6°05»W
i4A°A6»N X 3°37'N

A8°18«N X 8°25'W
A6°23»N X 7058'vr

and thence to base.

The aircraft flevi from St. Eval to A8°25«N x 5°26*W
to A8°25«N X 5°57W
to St. Eval

The Sunderland was to patrol through the following positions leaving the first
at 0730 hours:-

(A)

(5)

A8°201N X 10°00«W
A30551N X 9°50«W (1000 lirs, approx.)
iiA°10«N X 8°35*W (1015 hrs.
A7°00«N X 12015IW (1215 hrs.

'• )
)
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coastal search from Brest to La Rochelle^'’^
the reciprocal track finishing the patrol at last light.
A second Hudson was ordered to carry out the crossover
patrol at the approaches to Brest, but as the weather was
deteriorating, the patrol was cancelled. The Sunderland
patrol in the Bay of Biscay v/as, hovrever, floTm on the
morning of 13th liarch, though bad vreather delayed the
on of the aircraft f’or four hours,

ikrch -RT ■ target area prevented the
malcing a daTm recoimaissaice of Brest at

Douamenez, but a lov/ level photographic
later in the morning showed the Hipper to be back at the

anti-torpedo netting round her,
and mth a tug at her bows as thougli she T^ere either docld.ng,
or preparing to leave. As she had been located, the
Sinderland v^as recalled from the Bay of Biscay patrol.

a

and back on

take

rec onnai s sane e

^OT/d.ng to 10/10 cloud the afternoon
sorties by Spitfires were ineffective, ̂  .
reconnaissance by Blenheim A/236 Squadron, Precautions
were again talcen in case the Hipper sailed and the coastal
search, as on the previous day, was flovni by S/220 Squadron,
After dark a second Hudson, Y/220 Squadron,, commeiiced a
patrol covering the approaches to Brest, but was recalled
in the early hours of 14th Jferch, omng to bad weather at
base, A strike by Blenlieims of No. 53 Squadron
cancelled v/hen reconnaissance showed 10/10 cloud

reconnai ssance

as was a later

was

over Brest,

-n T/eather persisted throui;iiout 14th !.fe.rch;
March Appendices Ble^eim A/236 Squadron, on daym reconnaissmice,  reported

^t Brest was covered vdth ground mist, and the only
Spitfire sortie flown during the rest of
fog over the area.

the

tlie day reported
Hudson 7i/220 scheduled to carry out a

coastal search returned shortly after tal:e off oTdng to
faulty I,P,P, equipment, and was not replaced. During

14/'l5th lilarch, a strike force of nine aircraft
of ho. 53 Squadron was sent to Brest, of vdiich six aircraft
located the target area, and only trro of these located a
large naval vessel in the last known position of the Hipper;
no ̂ ts were claimed by either, the remaiaiing aircraft
bombed port installations.

15 th J/Iarch

The Bay of K.scay patrol was flovm by Sunderland L/lO
^uadron at first light in case the Hippor had left Brest
di^ng the night, Saoke from fires started during the
mghts^ bombing made visual reconnaissance of Brest
impossible for the first morning sortie by a ̂ itfire, but
photographs showed that the Hipiper was in the same position,
still surrounded by anti-torpedo nets. The afternoon
giotograpliic reconnaissance gave a similar report except

small vessels that had previously been alongside
tlie Hipper had left.

Precautionary patrol
Hipper sailed at dusic.

3 vjere again scheduled in case the

The coastal search was flown by

(1) Phtrol tlirough_  the following positions;
48°27’N X 5024‘W
48O03'n X 5°00»N
47°47’N X 4°38'ff

47°17’H X 3°30‘W
46°43’H X 2038'W
45°40‘N X l0Z(4)»w
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Hudson X/220 squadron, v/hich took off at 1720 hours;No. 19 Grp. ORB
Maroh Appendices hovirs No, 1 9 Group signalled to the aircraft to return to

base leaving Brest at duisk,

not complete the full patrol, turning for base at 2005 hours
when in position 4fo°50'N x 2°26‘¥, and leaving the patrol at
Ushant at 2107 hours,

but as she had not yet passed by the Pointe St, Mathieu and

Cap de la Chevre she was not within sighting distance of X/220
squiadron.

hotirs to carry out the crossover patrol covering the approaches
to Brest,

out having commenced the patrol as the \l/T equipment became
unserviceable.

at 1905

In vie?; of this the aircraft did

Admty. NID24/
X.202/47

The Hipper had commenced her journey

A second Hudson Y/220 squadron took off at 1953

The aircraft, however, landed at 2050 hours ?rith

Had the aircraft been able to carry out this
patrol to prudent limit of endurance as ordered, it must
almost certainly have detected the Hj,pper ??ith its A,S,V,
equipment, as the patrol area was not large and a number of
circuits could be flovm in the time,

crossed the designed line of patrol in tT,vo places.
The track of the Hipper

16th March

IVhen the Hipper had gained the open sea she steered a

course 220° and by 0200 hours ?;as in position 47°00‘N x
6°30*¥ ?iiere she altered course to 271°. At 0445 she again
altered course to 256° heading south westerly. At 0800 hours
she vras in position 46°30’N x 10°30’¥, heading westr;ards on a
course of 271 Fortune again favoured the Hipper; the
Sunderland Bay of Biscay patrol was f lovm on that morning as
previously, J/1 0 squaxiron took off at 05I 7 hours but lost
time in reaching the patrol area, and did not commence patrol
until 0736 hours instead of 0700 hours as scheduled. The

track of the Hipper crossed the line of patrol but by the time
the aircraft crossed her track it ??as too late to see her as she

was already safely bet?;een the legs of the patrol and thus

again escaped detection. An unidentified aircraft ?/as
observed at IO38 hours ?dien J/10 v;as on the second leg of the
patrol ??hich remained in sight of the Sunderland until III3
hours after which it disappeared on the starboard beam.

Track Chart of

Hipper Map XIII

No, 10 (R.A.P,)
Squadron ORB
Form 540

No. 19 Grp. ORB
March Appendices

The first reconnaissance sortie by a ha-gli level Spitfire,
taking off at 1015 hours, found IO/IO cloud over Brest,
second high level Spitfire was sent out and found conditions
at Brest suitable for photography, but o?ri.ng to the j)resence
of two M,E, 109*s over the harbour the aircraft did not go
over the target area,
and photographs ?vere talcen which showed that the Hipper ?/as not
in dock, but as no photographs had been obtained of the

Douarnenez Bay area it ?;as not certain rdiether the Hipper had
left or ?;hether she ?ra.s exercising again,
was fldvn by a Hudson, Y/220 squadron, but no further flying
Y/as possible as all coastal command stations became fog
bound.

A

A third sortie was flo-wn at 1530 hours.

The coastal search

17th X 20th March

Fog prevented all flying on 17th Maroh,
continued west?;ards as on the previouis day,
when in position 46°35*N x 26°40'YiT,, she altered coixrse to
298°, and at noon to 288°. By 0001 hours on 18th March she
was in position 48°40'N x 34°30’¥. Bad weathei' continued
over the Channel area,

over Brest during the day by a low level Spitfire found cloud

and fog to ground level, so that the vdiereabouts of the Hipper
remained unknoTO.

The Hipper
At 0800 hours

The only reconnaissance sortie flo\TO

The Hipper oontii.'aKjd north ?;esterly and by

Track Chart of

Hipper Map XIII

0800 hours on 1 9th March, wras in position 5S°00‘N x 46°20’¥•)
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heading for her appointed meeting place Td.th refuelling ships
in the vnoinity of 56°30*E' x 4-7°30’W, remaining in that area
until 21st March, On 19th March both morning and afternoon
reconnaissance sorties found lO/lO cloud over Brest, but the
follomng day, 20th March, the morning sortie by a high level
^itfire^obtained photographs of Brest harbour and tovn,
and carried out a visual reconnaissance of Douamenez Bay
aiid the -waters to the south and south-east of Brest, The
photographs confirmed that the Hlpper had left Brest, the
protective netting that had been round her having been
placed round the T/estexnraost dny docJc,

21st - 22nd March

Dixring the greater part of 21 st March the Hipper
engaged in oiling, but in the evening she set course in a
north easterly direction, Althou^ her departure had been
discovered no special patrols vrere organised to locate her
as her v/hereabouts and intentions were unknovm,
was no particular reason to suppose that she was not engaged
on another commerce raiding expedition and until she was

t>y surface craft, or within sighting distance of
Naval Staff shore based aircraft no action could be talcen. In addition

to this thebeittla cruisers Schamhorst and Gneisenau had
been sighted on 20th March, and then lost, but were relocated
for a short time on the evening of 21st March heading for

Effort was therefore concentrated on the
attempt to discover their ultimate destination,
hours on 22nd March the Hipper -was in position
57°20’N X 4-5°00'W,, sailing on an easterly course of 092°,
At noon she altered course to 050° and continued on this
course throughout the day heading for the Denmark Straits,

■was

There

the French coast.

By 0001

Log

23rd March

At 0430 hours the Hipper altered course to 315° and at
0745 hours to 010° heading in a northerly direction for the
entrance to the Denmark Straits in fine weather and very
good visibility. At noon she was in position 64°15*N x
31°10‘Y/ midT^ bet\reen Greenland and Iceland, and on a level
with Reykjavik, The vreather over Iceland was reported by
No, 98 Squadron as being fine with visibility of over 30
miles. The only flying by the squadron duiiiig the day was
a search for a U-boat to the south-east of Iceland carried
out by one aircraft in the afternoon,

mining of the impending passage of the Hipper, patrols
over the Denmark Straits had not been scheduled,
over the Straits had been flown from. 18th - 21st March,
when it ivas thought that the Scharnhorst and Gnei
might attempt a passage back to Mel, but when the battle

seen heading for France on 21 st I,5arch, the
Thus in spite of the clear weather the

entered the Denmark Straits unobserved.

As -there had been
no

Patrols

senau

cruisers were

patrols had ceased.

Admty, NID,24/
XI28/47

Noo98 Squadron
ORB Form 540

The Hipper continued on her course of 010° until 1700
hours, when, nearing the limit of the pack-ice, she altered
course to 0b8°, At 2025 hours she sighted a cruiser in
position 65°43'N x 28°20‘¥, and at 2030 hours sifted a
second cnLser• She took evading action t'orning north-wards
and was out of sight of both cruisers by 2040 hours, .and had
not been observed by them. At 2110 hours she v/as again
forced to adopt an easterly course on eiiooimtering pack-ice
v/hich intended to the south of the average March ice level.
At 2220 hours she set course on 053°, and by imidnight had
passed North Cape.

Admty, NID24/
X28/47

Track Chart of

Hipper Map XIII
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24-th March

At 0220 hours the Hipper again encountered pack-ice and

also some floating ice and adopted a more southerly course

imtil she was clear of it,

67°28‘N X 19°35*¥, slie set course on 082°, and continued
eastv/ards on that course until noon, hy T/hich time she was

clear of Iceland,

091° in good visibility but with aii overcast sky,
the weather was cloudy at first becoming fine; t
flying to the north of tlie island.

At 0515 when in position

She continued eastwards on a course of
In Icelan

there was no

d
No,98 Squadron
ORB Form %0

25th March

004.5 hours the IbLpper was crossing the meridian of
4-°’¥, maintaining her course of 09"1°* At OSOO hours in

position 6704.5‘N x 0O4.0*E, she turned southards. The vd.nd
had freshened but visibility remained good. At noon she took

evading action having obsensed an unidentified vessel, and
then continued southwards on a course of 175°» crossing the

parallel of 65°N about 2000 hours.

The standard North Sea patrols v/ere the same as those at

the time of the passage of the Wmf Scheer a few days later

(see subsection (d)) and on the morning of 25th March, Trost,
The aircraft on patrol Trost, theStab and Bert were floTOi,

No,18 Grp, ORB
March Appendices

most northerly of the patrols, retuzned early owing to the^
extreme visibility and lack of cloud cover over the Norwegian

too far to the north at that ti»aetoThe Hipper wascoast,

be in any danger of being observed.

26th March

At 0001 hours the Hipper was on a level with Trondheim
continuing south on the same course. She entered tlie^
Inner Leads of Nonmy at 0510 hours tlirough Hellisoy Fjord,
entering Hjelte Fjord at O63O hours, 3ie passed throu^ the
Vattlestrom and anchored in Grimstadt Fjord at O83O hours.

In Scotland the weather v/as bad; No, 18 Group reported a

No,18 Grp, ORB depression centred over the Hebrides with frontal rain, sleet
March Appendices and snow spreading across Scotland from the south west; north

of the Shetlands althou^ on the Norwegian coast the weather

vra.s mainly fair with broken clouds,
of the Greemvich meridian T/as flown by aircraft from Sullora

Yoe, but patrols from Leuchars and Wick were cancelled
The Hipper weighed anchor

Admty, NID24/
X28/4-7

One patrol to the west

because of the vreather at base,

at 1930 hours and left the Inner Leads through Kors Fjord,
passing Mai'stein at the entrance to the Fjord at 2127 hours,
in good visibility. At 2300 hours in position 59°50’N x 4-°E
she set course on 170°,

• 9

27th March

At 0200 hours the Hipper altered course to 130°, and at

0530 hours she Yra.s south of lister lAj^t entering the
round southernScagerralc, thus accomplishing the voyage

Norway, where she ran the greater risk of aotoction, in
Ey 0800 hours shew/as crossing the meridian of 9 E,

■  , the only patrol
ness.

Sleet and snow persisted over Scotland;
flown during the day v/as Homli by an aircraft from Thomaby,
which took off at II30 hours too late to see the Hipper vAnch

had by that time roiinded the S!caw,

The Hipper berthed in Deutches Werke, Kiel, at 14-^ hours

on 28th Mfl-rnh, after a successful homeward voyage due in part
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to good, fortune in the early days of the voyage, and to good
\veather forecasting and use of the Inner Leads of Norv/ay for
the passage of the North Sea,

(j) Schamhorst and Gneisenau Voyage Idel-Bergen-
Baltic, 28th December, 1940 "1st January,

On 28th December the battle cruisers Schaamhorst and

(Siei senau left Kiel, sailed north into Norwegian Tivaters in
the vicinity of Bergen, end thence south again, entering the
Baltic on 1 st January, On 21 st December, photographic
reconnaissance liad shown them to be in the floating dock
in Kielj
10th January, showed that they were no longer in Kiel harbour,
but, until the capture of the relevant German (documents,
nothing ms .known of their voyage northwards.

the next successful reconnaissance of the area, on

H3CC Naval Staff

Log

Immediately prior to this voyage attention ms focussed
on the attempt to discover the T/hereab<3uts of the raider --

the cruiser Admiral Nipper - that had had a short engageiaeut
with H,MoS, Berwick on 25th December, The Acdmiralty had
requested that patrols covering the channels between Iceland,
the Faeroes and the Shetlands, should be flown, as well as
the patrols covering the Norwegian coast, in case the raider
attempted to break back into the North Sea (see sub-section
(e), the outmrd voyage of the Nipper), On 2?th December
it was requested that patrols between the Shetlands and
Iceland should be continued, and it was reported that W/T
traffic suggested a movement south along the Norwegian coast
in the near future. On that day patrols S,A,l(e) and the
northern tracks of S«Ao2 were flown during the morning, and
a Spitfire carried out a photographic reconnaissance sortie
over the Sogne Fjord and Stavanger, Three Blenheims of

No, 248 Squadron Yrare detailed to intercept the German
meteorological aircraft expected to pass between Fair Isle
and Ronaldshay, but although the area \/as patrolled no enemy
aircraft was sighted. In the afternoon, patrols S,A.l(a),
S,A, 2, S«A,3 and S, 16(b) were flown,

28th December

HQGC Naval Staff

Log

Ibid

No.18 Grp. ORB
Dec, Appendices

The line and Crossover patrols v/ere floTm througliout the
day in case of an attempted break bank into the North Sea by
the enemy raider. In view of other commitments the S,A,
patrols were not flown, but patrols Stab and Sleeve were
floT/n during the morning, and tv/o Beauforts of. No, 42 Squadron
were detailed to carry out a, search off the Norwegian coast
in the vicinity of 62°06‘N x 5°1Q’E, The aircraft v/ere
recalled before reaching the Norwegian coast as the v/eather
T/as closing down at base. No, 18 Group reported that the
weather deteriorated slowly throughout the day.

The Schamhorst and Gneisenau left Kiel during the
afternoon and headed northmrds through the Belts,

29th December

No, 18 Grp, ORB
Dec, Appendices

Form Green

R0/G4/28/12

At noon the Schamhorst and Gneisenau v/ere in the

Kattegat on a level with Frederikshavn; they rounded the
Skav/ and by 1720 hours were in the Slcagerralc in the
approximate position 58°N x 9°E, heading westv/ards. No, 18
Group reported the weather as being cloudy with occasional
rain and some sea fog. Patrol Bert, the only Nor.'regian
coast patrol scheduled for the day, was cancelled beceaise of
the weather. The Line patrol for, the raider, and patrols

Map XV Track
Chart of

Schamhorst and

Gneisenau

No, 18 Grp, Dec,
Appendices
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SeA,l(a), S,A,2 and S,A,3 were flovm during the afternoon,
though the aircraft on patrol S,A#3 forced to
return early on account of had ■weather. The only patrol area
within sighting distance of the track of the Schamhorst and
(kieisenau was S,A,2,j however, the aircraft completed the
patrol and landed between 15"^ 5 and 1611 hours, at -which time
the battle cruisers were still in the Scagerrak, They passed
landenes at approximately 2030 hours and altered course to
292° and at 2300 hours to 31

30th December

At 0157 hours when the Schamhorst and Gneisenau were on
a level ■with Stavanger, in position 58°55*N x 4°25*E, they
altered course due north; they continued on this course until
0640 hours when, in position 60°20*N x 4°25*E, they altered
course again to 09CP, At 0740 hours they changed course to
155° and at O830 hours, wiien crossing the meiu-dian of
5°E, to 050°* They entered the Inner Leads of Norway tlirou^
Kors Fjord, passing Marstein, at the entrance of the Fjord,
at 0930 hours. Continuing tlirough the Vattlestrom and into
the Hjelte Fjord they anchored off Kalvanaes at 1255 hours.

Map XV Track
Chart

Admty, NID2V
xi 27/47

No, 18 Grp, I’eported frequent wdntry sho-wers in the north
The search and lane patrols toand much rain in the south,

intercept the enemy raider were cancelled on account of the
•weather,
0930 hours, were also cancelled, as -was patrol S-tand scheduled
for the afternoon,
aircraft on patrol Stab would have been unlikely to see the
battle-cruisers as they would have been south of Bergen at the
time the patx’ol reached the Norv/egian coast.

Patrols Stab and Homli, detailed to talce off at

Even had it been possible to fly, the

No,18 Grp, ORB
Dec, Appendices

The Schamhorst and Gnei senau voighed anchor at 18OO hours
gaining the open sea through Hellisoy Fjord, and steering a
course of 290° altering later to due north. At 2030 hours
they altered course to 270°, and at 2130 hours when in position
61°00*N X 3°50’E they headed due south,

31st December

At 0330 hours the battle-»cruisers altered course to 128°
and later to 104°» passing Lindenes at approximately O83O hours.
At 1134 hours they were in the Slcagcrra!: in position
57°50*N X 9°20’E; they rounded the Skaw and continued
southwards.

Map XV Track
Chart

Jfe.p XV Track
Chart

Wintry showrers continued -throughout 31 st December, and,
owing to the -weather, the photographic reconnaissance sortie
over Kiel and the Norwegian coast had to be cancelled,
aircraft on patrol Bert had been ordered to talce off at
0630 hours, those on patrols Trost, Stab and Homli at 0930
hours, and the three aircraft on patrol Stand be-tvreen I030 and
1105 hours; these patrols were at first postponed for an hour
and then cancelled,

Bert, Stab and Homli would have crossed the track of the
Schamhorst and Gnei senau though all the aircraft would have
arrived too late to see them.

Thus with the aid of bad vreather and darkness -the battle
cruisers -were able to complete their whole voyage undetected,
and by noon of 1st January, 1941, Tivere passing Rugen Island,
heading eastv/^ards up the Baltic,

The

Had -there been any flying the patrols

No,18 Grp, ORB
Dec, Appendices
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(k) Sshamhorst and Giieisenau. Actual treak out

betv/een. 22nd January and 3 th Februar;r,

Although the battle cx'uisers Scharnliorst and Gneisenau.
having left Kiel on 22nd January, eventually managed to
break out into the Atlantic unobserved, their voyage,(l)
the tMrd breaJc out of the miiter, vra.s not as fortmiate as tlrse

"the Admiral Scheer. or the Admiral Hipper.
those tiiVD ships the battle cruisers at first attempted
passage into the Atlantic between the Faeroes and Iceland,
Having encoxmtered British naval threes they returned north
ward and finally entered the vre stern Atlantic through the
Denmark Straits,

Unlike

They were not observed by aircraft on
their voyage, and the fact that they had ultimately broken
into the Atlantic was not known with certainty until they
were observed by aircraft from H,M.S« Malaya on 8th March,
though the presence of a raider, or raiders, in the Atlantic
was known from their attacks on shipping on 22nd February,

There had been no indication of the movement of major
naval units northward when the Sshamhorst and Gneisenau
commenced their voyage, but watch was being kept for iaercliant
shipping movements. On 19th January, Admiralty Intelligence
reported that some movement of shipping on the Morvyegian
coast was expected. On 21 st January they reported that
units of an milcnown type were due to leave Heligoland for

HQGC Naval otaff Bergen that day, and on 22nd January that a convoy of
merchant vessels had beenLog seen off lister light, viiich, they
estimated, would be in Stavanger the follovri.ng day.
Patrols S,A,l(a) and S,A,2, extended to the Norwegian coast.

No, 18 Grp,^ORB and patrol Bert (from Bergen to Stavanger) were accordingly^
Jan, Appendices flo\vn on 24th January. On the evening of 25th January how'-

ever. Intelligence informed Coastal Command that observe
HQCC Naval Staff in Denmark had seen two heavy ships, believed to be the
Log Scharnhorst and Gneisenau. passing Nyborg, northward bound,

at 1100 hours on 23rd January; patrols were planned
accordingly.

rs

22nd-24th January

The Schamhorst and Gnei senau put out of Kiel on
22ad January and headed northwards through the Baltic,
1100 hours on 23rd January they wore seen to pass Nyborg,
Continuing northwards they anchored in the Kattegat within
Skagen Boom in the evening, remaining there throughout the
following day as the weather was considered unfit for a
brealc out; although the weather was bad over Scotland,
it was clear with unlimited visibiLi over v/est Norwvay,

25th January

The battle cruisers 'weighed anchor at 1116 hours, and,
rounding the Scavir, headed westwards through the Skagerrak,
passing Lindenes at approximately I930 hours on a course of
292°, At 2314 hours, when in position 58°15’N x 5°05’E,
they altered course to 320°,

Owing to bad weather the only standard patrol flown
during the day was patrol Bert,
photographic reconnaissance was made of Bergen, Haugesund
and Stavanger to search for merchant shipping,
flying over the Skagerralc,
southern Norway Ul^der cover of darlaiess.

At

In addition to this a

There v/as n

The battle cruisers rounded

Admty. NID24/
X95/46

Map XV Track
Cliart

No, 18 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

o

(1) The track chart of the

SECRET

voyage is given at Map XV,
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HQCC Naval Staff The Admiralty Intelligence reporb on the passage of the
'Vi’as received at Coastal Coimmand at

The

Log Scharniiorst and Giieis

1845 hours;
C-in~C Home Fleet requested that patrols should be flovm over
both the Norwegian coast and the Slietlands - Iceland channels

the follov/-ing day to intercept the ships in passage5 and
No, 98 squadron in Iceland were ordered to fly a patrol over
the Denmark Straits,

no steps could be talcen immediately.

26th January

The Schamhorst and Gneisenau altered coirrse to due north

at 0001 hours when in position 58°45*N x 4°00‘E. At 0700
hours, when in position 61°10’N x 4°00’E they altered course
to 300°t but at 0745 again went due north until noon, by
wiiich time they were on a level with Ilristiansund; course

was then set on 345° changing later to 350°, but ulthaately
to 345° again.

The Nori'/egian coast patrols Trost, Stab aaid Bert were
flown but all were too late to see the battle cruisers.
The aircraft on patrol Bert, the first patrol of the day,
took off at 0645 hours, N/269 Squadron making a landfall on
the Norwegian coast at 60°19’N x 5°00’E, at 0845 hours, and
14/269 Squadron making a landfall at 59°08*N x 4°48*E at
0850 hours,

too late to see the battle cruisers, which iiad been
level with ISergen at approximtely 0600 hours. Pour
Bleniieims flew patrol Stab; H and g/254 Squadron on the
southern half of the patrol turned for base when in position
60°38’N X 3°11*E, because of lack of cloud cover,  F and
j/254 Squadron, on the northern half of the patrol made a
landfall at Stadtlandet at 1043 hours and turning south
completed the patrol,
been level with Stadtlandet at approximately 0900 hours and
were therefore beyond sighting distance, Bleniieim D/254
Squadron on patrol Trost, the most northerly of the patrols,
flew almost withii sigiiting distance of the batule
The aircraib took off from Sumburgh at 0845 hours miakiig a
laiidfall on the Norvregian coast at 62°20*N x 5°20^E at
I044 hour

The aircraft were about two aid a half hours

on a

The Schamhorst and Gneisenau had

cruisers.

On encouitering an M,E, 109 and two M,E,110’s

No, 18 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

No,254 Squadron
ORB Form 541

the aircrait took cover in cloud heading northwards,
1135 hours landfall was made at 62°45’N x 6O05>E, but CF.7ing
to lack of cloud cover the aircraf'b turned westwards. At
1149 hoiirs, when in position 62°50‘N x 4'^45’E, some 35 miles
to the south-east of the Schamhorst and Gneisenau, and
beyond sightiig disuance, the aircraft turned for base.

At

In addition to the Norvregian coast patrols, the Demiark
Straits and the channel betvreen the Faeroes and Iceland
patrolled.

were

Tvro aircraft of No, 98 squadron flew a patrol

No,98 Squadron
ORB Form 540

over the Denmark Straits(1) during daylight hours, the first
airci-aft talciig off at 1100 hour
hours. Patrols RlC2) R2(3)

s and the second at 1204

coveriig the south of the
Faeroes - Iceland channel vrere flown by Y and R/201 Squadron

No. 18 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

(1) The patrol over the Denraark Straits was from Kaldadames to
65°3t*N X 2t°30«W (Stdal,bjerg Huk Lighthouse)
66<>26>H X 23°08*M (Straumnes)
67°10»N X 23°10*W (If endurance permits)
to base (mo. 98 squadron ORB Fora 540)

(2) Patrol Rt crossover between following points:**
61°00t;! X 12O00tW

,  , 61°38>N X 14°30>W (Form Green CC/GI/26/I)
(3) Patrol R2 crossover between folloulhg points:-

61°43»N X 14°42>W
62°21<N X 17°02»W (Fora Green CC/GI/26/I)
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i’csneotivel^. The amended Pogle^”'^
uonthorn approaches to the Faeroes - Iceland Channel was flown
by Stinderland E/204 Squadron,
Home Fleet leaving Scapa for the north-west.

patrol covering the

Air cover v/as also given to the

The battle cruj.sers continued north-north-vrest
■undetected.

27th January

Admty, NID24/
X95/4S

At 02(.10 hours, vdien in position 68°00»N x C°25>E,, the
Schamhorst and Gneisenau altered course to 220° to attempt a
passage between the Faeroes and Iceland, By 1223 hours they
were in position 65°55‘N x 6°20»W; they then altered course
to 260°, and later, when in position 65°35‘N x 6°20'’vA
230° reporting poor visibility.

The search for the battle cruisers continued;
was flown over the Denmark Straits and patrols R1 and E2
again flown. The new Fugle patrol wa.s flown as on the
pre-vioiis day, Sunderland F/204 Squadron taking off a.t O630
hours and landing at 1732 hours. The aircraft crossed the
\iltimate track of the battle cruisers, but was too early to
see them as they did not reach the patrolled area until
1800 hours approximately. One Norvregian coast patrol, Trost,
■was scheduled to search foi' them, but the aircraft, F/254
Squadron, returned early o^^ving to lack of cloud cover and
extreme visibility.

to• t

one patrol
vrere

28th January

At 0001 hoixrs v/hen the Scharnhorst and Giiei seaau vrere
south-east of Iceland in position 63°25*N x 13°05*W, they
set course on 230°, By 0620 ho^urs they were in position
62°35*N X 18°20'¥ in fine weather and very good visibility;
their hope of an unobserved break out viras diminished.
Shortly afterv/ards they were sighted by H,M,S. Naiad, one of
the cruiser patrol line, and turned on to a course of 070°,
making smoke. They v/'ere lost to sight by 0715 hours. At
0730 hours when in position 63°00‘N x 17°00’W they altered
course to 090°, and by noon were in position 63°10’N x 13°06‘¥
\vhen they headed north easterly. At 1903 hours, in position
64^30'N X 6°20’i7, they finally set course on 034°•

The report of the sighting made by H,M,S. ITaiacI was
received at Coastal Command at 0930 hours. The ailrcraft on
patrols R1, E2 and Fugle were already in the air, but signals
were sent to alter their patrol areas as the battle cruisers
had turned in an easterly direction after sigj.iting the Naiad.
One aircraft of No, 98 scpiadron had commenced a patrol over
the Dciiraark Straits,

Admty, NID24/
xi 27/47

HQCC Na-^ral Staff
Log

No, 98 Squadron
ORB Form 540

Sunderland Y/20i squadron had taken off for patrol R1 at
At 1205 hours having received a signal when on0700 hours,

the patrol, the aircraft proceeded to position
62°00‘N X 12°22’¥, thence, crossing the track of the battle

(1) The original patrol Fugle v/as a crossover betv/een f ollomng
pointsJ-

63°00‘N X 7°00»¥
65°18«N X 9°18’¥ (Form Green RO/G4/8/I)
65°06»N X 10°00»¥
63°10»N X 6°20»¥

but was amended by Form Green CC/G3/25/I moving all
points 60 mles to the east.
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e them, to 63°16'N x 11°ifO*Yf and
Sunderland P/20^ squadron

patrol R2 had also taken off at O7OO hours; the aircraft
completed one circuit of the patrol before receiving a. signal
at 1100 hours to proceed to the new patrol area,
pati’ol was actually to the north of the track of the
Scliamliorst and Gneisenau, the aircraft crossing their track

at noon in poor visibility; had the weather been clear the

aircraft should have been vntliin sighting distance of the

Having completed one circiiit of the new
at 1415 hours, (2)

cruisers just too late to se
thence returned to base,!'*/ on

The new

battle cruisers,

patrol the aircraft set course for base

Form Orange

SUL/02/'28/l

Form Orange
SUL/03/28/1

The aircraft on the nev/ Fugle patrol, Sunderland E/20if Squadron,
had taken off at 063O hours and at 1058 hours, on receiving the

signal, the aircraft left the original patrol area to commence

a new patrol from a point off the east coast of Iceland, This

pa.trol also v/as to the north of the track of the battle cruisers.
Having reached Fugle at 1449 hours the airex-aft set course for
base crossing the track of the fchamhorst and Gneisenau but

not within sighting distance,(3)

Form Orange
SUl/Ol/28/1

As no further sightings load been made the C-in-C Home
Fleet signalled that the search T/a.s being discontinued, and
that the Fleet wra.s x-eturning to Scapa, The battle cruisers
continued north - north east.

29th January

At 0600 hours the Schamliorst and Gneisenau changed

course to 085°, when in positiai 67°55’N ̂  0°30’W, and at 1135
hours they again altered course, heading northerly on 354° in a
blizzard, mth low visibility.

As it T/as considered that the danger of a brealc out
through the Denmark Straits was passed, the patrols by No, 98
squadi’on were cancelled,
but these were cancelled ovlng to shortage of aircraft,
S,A, patrols -were extended to the Norwegian coast to observe

any stripping movements southwards.

Patrols R1 and R2 were scheduled.
The

Admty. NID24/
X95/46

No,18 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

30th January

At 0626 hours the battle cruisers were in position
72°15’N X 0°30'E heading northwards on a course of 354° for
their rendezvous vdth the tanker Adria,

later in the day and commenced refuelling,
naissance to observe all details of slipping in Trondheim and

Stavanger was ordered, but aircraft were unable to get in over
the harbours ovlng to lack of cloud cover. No special patrols,
to attempt to locate the battle cruisers weI’e flown.

They met the tanker
A special recon-

Ivlap XV Track
Chart

No, 18 Grp, ORB
Jan, Appendices

Sightings indicating the position of the aircraft during the patrol were:-
1015 hours sighted an armed travder in position 61®43’N x 13°48’W
1055 hours sighted the merchant vessel Beaverdale in position

60°56'N X 12°3yw „ ^ .
1115 hours sighted an anned trawler in position 60°56'N x 12°20'W

The aircraft set course for new patrol at 12C5 hours, no further sightings were
recorded.

F/204 Squadron reached the patrol area at 0945 hours. Having completed one
circuit of the patrol set course for new patrol area at 1100 hours, sighting
an armed traveller in position te°49*N x 13°00'W at 1145 hours. At 1250 hours
the aircraft sighted a British battleship and three destroyers in position
64032'N X 11°40'W.
E/204 squadron received a signal from No. I8 Group at I058 hours when in

The aircraft left the patrol area and at 1221
The aircraft

position 66°24'N x 7°46'W,
hours commenced new patrol from position 64°47'N  x 12°03'W,

(1)

(2)

(3)

reported poor vlalbillty and frequent heavy shoviers.
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31st January - 1st February

The ..Sehanihorst and Gneisenau continued to talce in oil.
No special patrols to locate them were flown on either day
or subsequently,

2nd February

At 0235 hours the battle cruisers ¥i/ere in position
X 0°20*Wj on a course of 190°, Y/hen in position

71°00'N X 0°40‘YY they altered course to 24-6° and later to
260°. There were frequent heavy sliowers in Scotland and

Admty, NID/24/
X95/46

a
reconnaissance of Trondheim had to be cancelled.

3rd Febxnary

Continuing, south westerly the Schamhorst and Gnei senau
were in position 69°25'N x 13°20*W at 0100 hours. At 0500
hours they encountered ice and turned southv/ards, reaching
position 68°if8’N x 15°30’W by 0730 hours. They continued
on a alg-zag course, skirting the pack ice, u^itil I85O hours,
wlien, in position 67°15‘N x 20°10»W,, they set course on 255°
heading across the northern part of the Denmark Sti’aits,
They altered course to 235° at 2110 hours v/hen in position
b6°A5*W X 24°00*W.

liap XV Track
Chart

Noo98 Squadron
ORB Form 5A0

No operations had been carried out by No,98 Squadron
from Kaldadames during the day, the v/eather being ovei'cast
vd-th intermittent rain;
the Denmark Straits,

Ath February

no request ViTas made for patrols over

The battle cruisers r/ere on a level vath North Cape at
0001 hours, in position 66°20’N x 25°35^\'I, They continued
to skirt along the edge of the pack ice, finally setting
course at 0A30 hours on 225°, 1000 hours they virere in
position 6A 53'N x 32°30’W passing out of the Denmark Straits

It was recorded in their logs that the
vreather was overcast, but that the visibility vra.s fairly
good. In Iceland there was intermittent slight rain, and
the weather was cloudy through the day;
undertaken by No, 98 squadron.

on a course of 220°,

no flying vms

Admty, NID2i|-/
X95/A6

Sc harnho r s t and Gnei senau continued south westerly
a course of .220 until 1000 hours the follo\7ing day when

they were south of Greenland, in position 57°50*N  x A3°50'W
having successfully conpleted their breal: out.

on

(1) Schamhorst and Gnei Oommeixie Raiding'senau.

5th Februai:;/ - I6th March. 19A1

Following.their successful passage of the Denmark Straits
the fehainhorst and Gnei senau took in oil itiel from a supply
ta:d<:er south-east of Greenland, prior to commencing their
raids on.the main shipping routes. As a result of attacks
made'between 22nd Pebruaiy and l6th 1/Iarch, 115,630 tons of
British and,Allied sliipping was sunlc or captured. The battle
cruisers commenced their journey to Brest on 17th March*

On 7th February, having completed oiling, the battle
cruisers headed south easterly foi' the hX convoy routes,
proceeding on their estimate of the shipping lanes. On
8th February ohey sifted H,M, S, Ramillies escorting convoy
EX0IO6, and turned north \7esterly to avoid action,

SECRET
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Ramj.llies only sighted the mast and top of one of the battle
cruisers vi/hich led to the mistaken impression that the sliip
in question v/as the Admiral Hipper attempting to break back
into the North Sea;
between the Shetlan,ds and Iceland were flovm accordingly,

^^6 Spharnhorst and Gneisenau then refuelled south-west
of Greenland and on 1 7th February were again on the convoy
route east of Neivfoundland; they cruised back and forth on
the route imtal 22nd Febinary ?dien they encomitered a mxmber
of unescorted British merchant ships, sinlclng five of
themO) totalling 25,784 tons,
Halifax to search for the raiders, (omng to radio jamming
their identity was not known) but vrere unable to locate them
in poor visibility, Follovang this action the battle
cruisers headed southv/ards to refuel, and then easterly to
the SL, convoy routes from the south.

The Schamhorst and Gneisenau reached their estimate of

the position of the SL. convoy route on 3^ March, and turned
southwards. At 1600 hours on 8th March they were siglited by
S’iyojrdfish aircraft from HoM, S, Malava. which was escorting
convoy SL.67, and were later sighted by the Malaya herself,
The Scharnhorst and Gneisenau avoided an engagement by turn3.ng
north-westerly, and wrere lost to sight by 1829 hom-s. The
following day they encountered and sanlc the Greek ship
Marathon of 7>926 tons, in the appi’oximate position
219N z ¥,rhich had been independently routed from the Cape,

On 12th March, the battle cruisers, having refuelled,
again sailed for the convoy route off Ne^rf‘oundland, but on
15th March in the v:lcin1.ty of position 43°N x encountered
a number of independently routed ships, sinkrLng seven, and
taking a further two as prizes(2), giving a total loss of
53j488 tons.

Merchant cruiser and a submarine, part of the escort of oonvoy
HX, 114, were detached to the area v/here it rras believed that
there were some I4 ships, including 10 tankers.

In the early hours of I6th March another 7; ships(3)
aggregating 28,424 tons, were sunlc. Hie battle cruisers,
together mth an Altmark class tanker proceeded northwards,
and in the evening siglited H,Ii-. S. Rodne.y, the principal escort
vessel with HX,114« At 0010 hours on 17th March,  a report
was received from the Rodney of an engagement mth an miloioivri
ship of naval type; she lost touch with the enemy in darkness.

patrols over the Denmark Straits and

Aircraft were sent out from

in response to distress signals an armed

Adraty. B,R,1337

Admty, B.R.1337

Map X7 Track
Chart

Admty. B.R.1337

Admty, "The War
at Sea" Vol.II

Admty, "The War
at Sea" Vol.II

HQCC Naval Staff

Log

(1) Ships sunk by St and Gnelsenau on 22nd February v.'ere:-
Tonnage

"4,^9
6,156
5,483
3,237
6,219

and Giialsanaii on 15th March were:-
7,139 tons
6,197 tons
6,554 tons
4,388 tons
4,564 tons
4,507 tons
5,638 tons

8,0^^6 tons
6,405 tons

3,491 tons
4,347 tons
3,721 tons
5,251 tons
1,739 tons
0,298 tons
1,577 tons

trength (Tanker)

re:-

ce

GSET

Trelawav
Lustrous

Harlesdon
Kantara
A.D, Hun'

(2) The ships sunk by the
British Brltl sh S

Sininla (Tanker)
A the If earn (Tanker)
Royal Crown

i^son
Rl6~5orado
Bianca (Tanker)

n

It

Norvifeglan
The ships taken as prizes were:

British

Norwegian
(.3) The ships sunlt on loth March

British
we

Sardlnlan Prin
Sllverflr

Empire Industry
Dgiieterton
Chilean Reefer

Dutch

Norwegian
Nangkaji
2canl‘
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The Scharnhorst aiid Gneisenau turned south-oaaterJ^ aT^er this
encounter and commenced their voyage to Brest,

(m) Scharnhorst ajid Gneisenau, Voyage into Erest
17th-22nd ?.fe.rch, 1941

The battlecruisers commenced their voyage into Brest in
the early hours of 1?th Iferch, after their encounter vdth
H,M,So Rodney, dropping anchor in the Goulet de Brest at 0750
hours on 22nd Iferch, to avirait the tide, before finally docking
in the Port lalitaire.
confirmed until 28th Mai-ch,

Their presence in Brest 'vvas not

Ai'ter the Sehamhorst and Gneisenau had turned north-

■wai’ds on sighting the Malaya on 8th March, it TWas considered
likely that they TOuld make for some port, and not remain at

HQCC Naval Staff sea.
Log

There were Indications tliat they might attempt to
On 14tli March tiie Cbrealc back into the Hor-fch Sea, ,-in-C,

Horae Fleet requested tiiat patrols should be flovm over the
Denmark Straits on the follomng tlrree days; a further
request ms made by the Admiralty that patrols R1 and R2
should also be floT/n, if aircraft were available, but not
at the expense of escorts for Important convoys,
following day, 15th March, the Admiralty requested tliat the
patrols should be continued for three or four days, if

No, 19 Grp, 0]p necessary at the expense of convoy escorts. Patrols R1, R2
March Appendices and Fugle liad been floTioi during the day, but the Denmark

Straits patrol had been cancelled on account of the \reather.
Late tlaat night reports came in of the shelling of shipping
by a raider in the Western Atlantic, At O830 hours on
16th larch the Admirally informed Coastal Command that the
raider in question was believed to be the S^hamhorst and
Gneisenau«

and a patrol was flown over the Denmark Straits,
renevred raider activily continued throughout the day.

On the

In the meantime patrols R1 end R2 had taJeen off .
Reports of

17th March

HQCC Naval. Staff
Log

At 0010 hours Coastal Command received a report that the
Rodney was fighting an unlcnown ship, and at 0040 hours tliat she
reported that the sliip vas almost certainly a naval vessel,
but that she had lost touch to north-east,
sight of the Rodney the Seliarnhorst and Gneisenau headed in a
south easterly direction on a course of 120° until 1345 hours,
when, in position 44°35’N x 39°40*W they altered course to
113°, continuing on this coui'sc for the rest of the day.
The passage of raiders into or out of ttie North Sea was still
expected, and patrols R1, R2 and Fugle wore again flovn;
unsuitable weather conditions prevented the take off of air
craft of No, 98 Squadron for patrols over the Denmark Straits,

18th March

When out ofJ.Iap XY Track
Chart

Form Green
R0/G2/16/3

No,98 Squadron
ORB Form 5^h0

The Sqharnhorst and Gneisenau continued tomrds Brest*
At 0900 hours they were in position 43°30’N x 35°5’W and at
1900 hours in position 43°00'N x 33°40‘Wo During the day one
patrol was flown over the Denmark Straits and two sorties of
patrol R3(1), one commencing at dawn and the second ending
(1) Patrol R3 ivas a crossover bc-tv7ecn the following pointsi-

62°01 *N X 14°49*W
63°19*N X 15°10’¥ (Foim Green RO/Gyi7/3)
63012‘N X 15°47*W
62°C»'N X 14°10 ‘W
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The air~
at dusky •were flown instead of patrols R1 ̂ and R2,
craft on the second sortie landed at Reykjavik.

19th Marchlap XV Track
Chart

At 0300 hours the hattlecruisers vrere in position
if2°30'N X 33°30’Vif steering at first east norbh east and later
northerly, finally setting course on 086° at noon, when in

position 2f2055»R x 32°UO'ih mnitainiiig this course Tjtooughout
the rest of the day. In the north, efforts to detect _^y
atteiupted break through into the North Sea vrere intensifle •
Two sorties were flo-wn over the Deniiiark Straits, and paorol
R1 vas scheduled as vrell as R3. 'Tw sorbies of R1 were

flown cormnencing at dawn and endnig at dusk. Oxilj'' one ̂
sortie of the three scheduled for E3 was flovrn, the .
being cancelled because of the weather, and the second, 

v/nich
v/-as to have been floiim by the Sunderlaiid at Reykjavilc, because

of engine failrare. The possibility of the ba-btlecruisers
heading for the French coast v/as not at that time consiaered,
the attention of No. 19 Group being focussed on the attempt
to locate the cruiser Acbairal Nipper , which it v/as believea

might have lefb Brest, and had in fact left on Ipth MarcUn
(See sub-section (h)).

2Qth March

liO,18 Gi’p,
ORB Narch

Appendices

The Scharnborst and Gneisenau were in position 43°30*N x
22fOlO'Vi/ at 0800 hours. Having altered course tv/ice, at

0930 hours approximately, they finally steered north north
east on a course of 030°., In the north, patrol R3j tnrougn-
out the day, was given first priority, and patrol^Fugle_second
priority for sorties at dawn and dusk if insufficien't aircrait
vrere available for an all day patrol. ikrro Battle aircraft o
No, 98 squadron pa.trolled the Denmark Straits during the

morning and afternoon.

Form Green

R0/G5/19/3

The battle cruisers continued on their course of 030 ,

At 1730 hours they vrere sighted by a Swordfi.sh aircrafc from
the Fleet Carrier Ark Royal , The aircraft reported them

as being in position if6'^50'N x 21°25’V/ (about 6OO miles vrest
north west of Cape Finisterre) steering north at 20 laiots.

Renown Wei's at thatThe Ark Royal and the battle cruiser

Admty,
"'The War at

Sea"

time I60 miles to the south-east of the position, and vrere

unable to send off further aircraft to sliadow or attack the

battle cruisers because of low visibility. The 'bvre merchant

ships San Ca.simiro and Polycarp that had been captured by
the Scliarrliorst aaid Gneisenau on 15th March vrere Righted later,
the San Casnmiro being scuttled by the prize crew to avoid

capture, and the Polycarp escaping under cover of darloiess.
The report from the Ark Royal v/as received at Coasbal
Conmand at 20A5 hours, and patrols for the following day vrere
planned accordingly.

Admtj'-
B.R.I337

I83O hovus when in position 2f7°15*N x 20°40’iV^the
battlecruisers turned northv/ards and at 2010 hov-rs, in

position 47°50’N x 20°25‘Vf altered course east south east on
103°, continuing on that course until the following morning.

AtLiap XV "Track
Chart"

21 st March

The Scbarnliorst and Gneisenau altered course to 090° at
0800 hours when in position 47°05’IJ x 1if°’50'W, continuing due

east until 18/H) hours. As it v;as possible that the battle

cruisers might either malce for the French coast,
northwards, sweeps out into the Atlantic to locate them on
either course vrere planned for the morning. It was, however,

SECRET
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considered more probable that they v/ould make fox’ a French
port j at top speed aixd with ixiaxiraua use of darlaiess fox’ their
approach to the coast > and additional jjatrols were planned for
last light to cover the approaches to the poits,
further arranged that 25 Bonibei’ Command Vfellingtons should
stand by ready to attack if the ships were located. In case
of raider ac'bivity in the north, one patrol of the Denniark
Straits and patrol Fugle were flown, no further patrols in
the north vrere scheduled subseq[uently.

it was
liQCC Haval

Staff Log

ITo,18 Grp,
ORB I'/jarch

Appendices

■u sorties were plained for first light to locate the
battlecruisers, a sweep by Catalinas, a Sunderland crossover
patrol, and a parallel track search by Whitleys with A,S.V.
equipment. Two Catalinas were scheduled to talce off at first
light from Lough Erne and sweep out to in case an
attempt was made to brealc north. Airci'aft Y/240 Squadron
took off at 0735 hours completing the north section of the
sweep; aircraft k/2k0 Squadron took off at 0725 hours for
the southern section of the svreep, but ci-ashed in Eire on the
outi/ard Journey, Sunderland p/210 Squadron took off from
Pembroke Dock at 0445 hours, couaencing the ci’essover
patrol<>2; position 40°10'N n 13°00*W^ at 0937 hours.
This patrol crossed the track of the battlecruisers, but on
ohe second leg of the iiatrol tlie aircraft Viras too earlj'' to
see them, on the fourth leg of the patrol v/hen the aircraft
was headiig north north v;est, it again crossed their track;
on this occasion the aircraPt must have been nithin ten miles
of the battlecruisers but ovmig to bad visibility was unable
to^ see thera. The weather as recorded in the log of the
battlecruisers was cloudy with mistjr visibility. The air
craft reported that on the outv/ard trip visibility had been up
to 60 miles but had later fallen to I500 yards
south of latitude 48°,

in fog patches
The Vfliitley parallel track search'-3)

iio,l5 Grp,
ORB Larch

Appendices

iIo,l9 Grp,
ORB I'.xarch
Appendices

Adinty,
RID24/
xi27/47

\ira.s scheduled to talce off from Limavady at 0700 hours and was
designed to locate the battlecruisers if they headed norbhv/arls.
Aircraft B/502 squadron took off at 0655 hours but it was ibund
impossible to get the other aircraft started. On instructicns
from Coastal Comjiiand this aircraft was recalled, and orders-were

(1) Two searches by Catalinas were through
following posit ions:-
(a) Northex-n Search

Base to 54°4j0'1I X i0°00>W
54°40‘IT X 23°45'W Form Green
54°20‘N X 23°45'h CC/GI/20/3
54°20'H X 10°00'W

(b) Southern Search
Base to 54°00'E X 10°30*W

54°00‘K X 23°45*V/ Form Green
53 40*11 X 23>5’ »l LY/G5/21/3
53°40’H X lO°30»vV

(2) Sunderland crossover through
following positions:-

48°10*I'I X 13^00*4
48°10’N X l2°40’Vi' Form Green
46°25*IT X 12°Z,.0*W CC/G2/20/3

_  40°25'k X 13°00’W
\3) 'The liuiitleys were to carry out a parallel track search

at 20 miles iiitervals using a line from 55'^00*E  x 10°00*W
to 5"i 4'! *11 X 21 25’V/ as the centx’e,

LV/GI/21/3)Foi*m Green
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given that the other aircraft should be mde serviceable and
stand by for convoy escort duties; fog later mde it impos
sible for the aircraft to take off^

By 1840 hours the Scharnliorst and Gneisenau load reached
position 4-7°05'n x 9°40'vl/' and adopted a zig sag course. At
1400 hours it had been reported to Coastal Corrvand that the

search for the battlecruisers by naval forces had been
abandonedj aircraft patrols were? however, continued,
i/v'ellington aircraft had been flown from Bircham Kev/ton to

IVoForm Green

CH/G3/21/3
St, Eval to patrol the .Bay of Biscay covering the approaches
to the southern French ports,' ' and two Hudsons based at

St, Eval were to fly a patrol covering the approaches to Brest
and the northern Biscay ports,
to take off on patrol as their W/T needed calibrating,
Hudsons took off at 1804 hours, but at 203O hours as the

weather v/as closing down the aircraft were signalled to_ retuna
to base, aircraft U/220 Squadron had a.rrived in the first

position of the more northerly patrol at 1928 hours and had

set course for. the second position; at 2035 houi-’s however,
before reaching this position the aircraft received the recall

signal from No, 19 Group and set course for base, Hudson
x/220 Squadron had arrived at the first position of the
southern patrol at 1944 hours. At 1955 hours the aircraft
picked u,p an echo to the south-east on its A.S,V, equipment,
and altering course located and identified the battlecruisers
and a destroyer. The aircraft signalled No, 19 Groua giving
the enemy position at 2011 hours as 47°‘17'N x 7°l3’i'» with a
speed of 20 knots on a course of 090° and continued shadov/ing
the enemy until recalled to base at 2030 hours. Owing to

fog both aircraft load to be directed to Tangmei’e, The

Schamhorst and Gneisenau reported sightiig two Hudsons at

2018 hoT-irs but that the aircraft were out of sight by
2030 hours.

The Wellingtons were miabl
HQCC Naval

Staff Log e
The

No, 19 Grp.
ORB,

Adiuty,
NID2U/ X127/47

No imraediate action could be taken but ftuTfcher patrols
were plaimed for moonlight hours,
hours approximately),
course on 060° heading for Brest,

(The moon rose at 0400
The battlecruisers finallj'" set

22nd Larch

At 0100 hours the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau were ii

position 47°30’a x 6°40’r/., contiauiig on their course of
060°, At 0300 hours they altered coairse to (Xi-5°! they dropped
aiichor ii the Goulet de Brest at 0750 hoairs.

H.'CC
Naval

Staff Log

The Hudsons at Tangmere were ordered to refuel and stand

bjr, and No, 53 squadron were asked to stand by with S,A.P. bombs
and flares in case the battlecruisers were located by Beaufort
and Blenl'ieim reconnaissances. At O3IO hours two Beauforts of

No, 22 Squadron took off from Thomey Island, C/22 Squadron to
carry out a....reconnaissance of Brest and G/22 Squa.dron of
Lorient and St, Nazaire, Neither aircraft coaild see anythiig

No, 22

Squadron
OEBo

Form 541

(1) One Wellington was to patrol from 40°4t'H x 6°30'W to x 11%0'V' arrlffins
in the first position at 1900 hours.

The second Vfellington was to patrol from 46°28'N  x 6°10*W to 46°28'N x 10°40'W
(Form Green PL/020/21/3)

(2) The Hudson patrol were to be flown between the following positlons:-

Northem patrol 47°52'N x 7°55'W
47°52'N X 1^24’W

Southern Patrol 4t°12'N x 7°Q5'W
47°12'N X 1134'W

commencing at 1900 liours.

(Form Green PL/G2D/21/3)
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owing to tnick ground or sea h.ase> iO/iO cloud and very
visitilifcy, Tloree BleHi.einis were also detailed to carry
out a reconnaissance, A/59 Squadron took off at 0420 hours
for a recomiaissaaice of Lorient but ovrixig to thick cloud
could not locate the French Coast and returned to base.
J/59 Squadron took off at Ci)-52 hours and was ovei" Brest at
approxiioatel.3^ O6OO hours? the aircraft was miable to go in
over the harbour as the cloud v/as down to 400 feet, and
crwing to concentrated flak and searchlight was unable to
observe ;^y shipping. P/59 Squadron took off at 0450 hours
^d carried out a full recomiaissaiice of the estuary and
iiarbour of St, I:asaire, repiortiig tliat the battlecruisers
ViTere not present.

poor

Iio.59

Squadron
OEB

Form 54'!

iidrnty,
4ID2V
xi27/47

The jjcliarnhorst and Gneisenau docked in Brest at 112^8
No daylight reconnaissance could be cai’ried out

o’wiiig to bad weather.
hours.

(h) Attempts to locate the Scharnliorst and
Gneiserau 23i^i--28th March,

ji-lthough the Schaimhorst and Gneisenau had docked in
Brest on the morning of 22nd March, their w'esence there nas not
confirmed until 28th March, During that tirae, in spite of
bad weather,mCoastal Cominand had carried out numerous
reconn.aissance sorties over all the major Biscaj-’' loorts, as,
vdien the battlecruisers had been sighted by the Hudson on
21st ̂i'larch, they had not been near enough to the French coa.st
to give any indication of wiiich port was their ultimate
destination.

Los.16 /I9 _ After the early morning sorties on 22nd March, no further
Groups OEB s flying could be undertaken owing to bad
inarch Appendices Bleitieim reconnaissance frora Thorney Island was’cancelled

and the arms of ITos, 53, 236, 2I7 and 801 Squadrons, v/hich
had been held in readiness at St, Eval for an attack, were
released until the following day.

weatherj a second

At 0700 hours on the following morning, 23t*d March tJn-ee
Blenheims of IIo, 59 Squadron took off for a reconnaissance of
Brest, Lorient and St, ilasaire, C/59 Squndron was unable to
get in over Brest, B/59 SqiuLdron carried out a fleeting
reconnaissance of Lorient, and reported that the battleciniserB
were not observed, H/59 Squiadron over St, Nasaire makina a
similar_report. As St. Eval was weatherbound a photographic
reconnaissance sortie to Bordeaux was flovm from Benson, 1'
aircrafi; reporbed tliat the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau were not
in La Pallice or Le Verdon, nor in the Gironde as far up as
Paullac, where the aircraft was forced to turn for base.

The

1)0,59 Squadron
ORB Poria 542

As. Brest had not been covered, a Spitfire from St, Eval
carried out a photographic reconnaissance sortie duriig the
af-ternoon, but cloud conditions made all reconnaissance
impossible. In case the battlecruisers were not ii port,
Bust" patrol, ex'tended iito the Bay of Bisce,y, was flovm by
two Blenlieims of No. 53 Squadron, no sliippiig bqing observed,
A thxrd reconnaissance of Brest was ordered for last li.Ait • a
BlenJiein took off at 1925 hom-s, but fiidiig 7/I0 cloud "over
Ushant and IO/IO cloud east of the Pointe St, Mathieu,
unable to get further than the entrance to the Goulet de Brest,

No,19 Grp,
ORB I.jarch

Appendices

Relieved reconnaissance of the Biscay ports was ordered for
first light on Slmth i.iirch, and. also of Oherbourg s.nd le Ha-vT©,
Beaufort C/22 Squadron took off from Thorney Island on a recon-
miEs^Tice of the Bordeaujt ai->ea but was miable to get in over'the
^  ironde because of fog, A and H/59 Squadron also took off fvvjra
inorney island for sorties over Clierbouu'r and Le Fa-’-r-=' resne--
tirely, both aircraft foimd deer vidbilitj and repAtS ?hS

SECRET

No,16 Grp,
ORB Liarch

Appendices
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A
the hattlecruisers were not present in either harb^,
successful recomiaissance of St, hazaire bj'" G/217 oquadron
showed tixat the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau were not present
eaid K/236 Squadron over Brest aiid Lorient, reported tnat
thes^ were not in Lorient j the arn-craft had founid 10/10
cloud ard rain over Brest, ilo further sorties could be flo^vm.

the weather closed dovm ever southernduring the day as

No,19 Grp,
0KB IJarch

Appendices

England,

A first light reconnaissaaice of Brestj Lorient ajid
St, Nazaire by 0 and E/236 SqT.;adron, on 25>tn March,
because of bad weather at St, Eval, and a photographic _recon
naissance of Bordeaux was also cancelled, iVo Blenheims
from Thorney Island carried out a reconnaissance in the
afternoon but vrere unable to get hi over Brest because of

lack of cloud cover, though the pilot of one aircra^ reported
tliat there appeared to be no major naval units in the outer
harbour of Brest, The aircraft flew over St, I'lazaire and

Lorient reporting that the battlecruisers vrere not present,
T'io further*" soi-ties could be flovm as the weather again

considered that the onlj’’ possible ports
could be were Bordeaux

was cancell

it wasclosed dovm,

in vdiich the Scliaridior st and Gneisenau

ed

Ko,16 Grp,
ORB March

Appendices

or Brest, or in Douamenez Bay,

HQCC ITaval
Staff Log

first light soi'tie ofOn 26th March the Blenheim on a
Brest and Douamenes Bay failed to return,
of Lorient and St, hazaire by P/236 from St, Eval was ̂postponed

Later sorties by Spitfires
10/10 cloua,.

The recomiaissance

because of bad v/eather at base,
over both ports and also over Brest found

No,16 Grp,
ORB March

Appendices

No,19 Grp,
ORB March

Appendices

During the afternoon a Blenheiii carried out a sortie over

Bordeaux flying up the Gironde as far as Bordeaux and
Merignac, and thence to La Pallice, and reporting tnat tnere
were no large warsliips present.

xAjCC Naval
Staff Log On 27th March a Bleniieim took off at _0639 hours on 

a

reconnaissance of Brest, and a second at 0935 hours, both
aircraft returned early with engine trouble, A Bleiiheii on

patrol "Bust" at first light was unable to approach the^
coast because of lack of cloud cover. The morning phoco-

sortie over Brest was cancelledgraphic reconnaissance

No,19 Grp,
0KB March

Appendices
.

because of bad weatlier, and both high and loviT level sorties
in the afeernoon found tliat bad visibiD.ity made photographic

visual reconnaissance iapossible. At 1550 hours Adiniralty
Intelligence iiformed Coastal Coirmiand tiiat accordiig to
information received, the Schamhorst and Gneisenau ̂had
entered Brest with a convoy of Englisli ships, ̂ As it was

considered possible that the battlecruisers might leave agam
under cover of darlnnss, a patrol''^-', by a Hudson with A.S,V,
eciuioment to cover the approaches to Brest, was scheduled.
Hikson V/220 Sqmxdron took off at 2000 hours on. patrol, lo.nding
at 0319 hours haviig seen nothing but fishiig smaexs.

orHQCC Naval
Staff Log

No. 19 Gip),
ORB March

Appendices

An attack on Brest bj'- six Blenheims of No, 53 Squadron
in conj unction with aircraft of No, IIO Bomber Comxa^d
Sciuadron ms made during the night of 27th - 23th ..arch,
the aircraft claimed to have dropped their bombs'^ J ni the

all

(1) The aircraft was to search the area;-

42^32'N X 5°53'W
4t“i4«N X 5°15'W
47°25'N X 1^50
4^21'N X ri9'W

to be In the first position at 2100 hours and continue to lli.ilt of endurance,

(2) The aircraft each carried 2 x 500 lb, S,A,P, bombs.

•W
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dock area. Oiving to adverse weather the Brest recoimalssance
was finable to take off from Thorney Island during the morning
of 28th I/Iarch, A low level Spitfire photo'^raphio reconnaissance
sortie during the early afternoon was unable to get in over
iarest because of lack of cloud cover. The high level Spitfire
sortie which followed was able to talce photographs tlirough
hole in the cloud, but was unable to carry out a. visual recon
naissance, A second low level Spitfire v^as sent but was again
unable to get over Brest because of the lack of adequate cloud

A 3Tush interpretation of the photographs talcen by the
high level Spitfire shov/ed that one of the battlecruisers
the westernmost dry dock, and the second was alongside the oil
tanks surroimded by anti-torpedo netting, .Is the weather again
closed down neither Coastal nor Bomber Command were able to
attack them during the night,
aircraft, and special reconnaissance and patrols were however
planned for the next day. During the follov/ing months a network
of routine patrols was built up to prevent the battlecrui
from breaking out unobsei’vad.

a

cover.

was in

An attack by if1 Bomber Command

sers

No, 19 Grp,
ORB I.'larch

Appendices

(o) Scharnhorst and Gneisenau in Brest 29th I/iarch -
4th June, 1941

As the presence of the two battlecruisers in Brest consti
tuted a grave menace to shipping, numerous reconnaissance
sorties and patrols were flown daily by Coastal Command to
prevent them from leaving harbour unobserved, i.linelaying was
carried out and a number of attacks were made during one of
which a direct torpedo hit was obtained on the Gneisenau.
Aircraft of Bcmber Command also made numerous attacks,
this period no attempt was made by either of the battlecruisers
to leave Brestj it had been intended that they should join the
Bismar.ck and Frina Eugen for operations in the Atlantic in Nay,
but owing to the damage to the Gneisenau inflicted by Coastal
Command on 6th April and in the Bomber Command raid of 10/11th April
neither ship sailed. At the end of March and beginning of
April different patrols were flown as and when the circimistances

merited them, but from 10th April a schedule of routine patrols
was introduced, which remained substantially the same, until,
with the location of the Erins Eugen in Brest on 4th J-une,
precautions were intensified. The full story of measures from
March 1941 onwards is given in Chapter Volume III,

On 29th Iviarch neither tlie Beaufort on a meteorological
flight nor the three Spitfire reconnaissance sorties v/ere able

to get over the Brest area, to ascertain whether the two battle
cruisers were still in harbour, on accovint of low cloud and
bad visibility. If the battlecruisers were to leave Brest it
was considered likely that they would either leave some time
before dusk, and sail coastwise under fighter protection during
daylight hours, and then head westwards under cover of darkness,
or would leave harbour at night, probably at dusk, and head
westwards immediately to be beyond the range of normal air
activity by dawn. In case the former co^rrse should be adopted
a coastal patrolC"! j by 2 Blenheims from Ushant into the Bay

During

No,19 Grp,
ORB March

Appendices

Form Green

FL/G4/29/3

(1) TWO Blenheims of No, 53 squadron were to fly following track, being In the
last position at last light, and returning on reolpi’ocal track (PL/Gl/29/3)

m°27>N X 5°20»W
46^03 *N X 5 20'M
47°34'N X 4°36»W
47°13'N X 3 25'W
45°43'N X 1°30'W
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two aircraft took off at 1625 hoiirsof Biscay was instituted;
for this patrol hut returned ear3y as one hecaiae unserviceable,
To prevent the battlecruisers leaving undetected under cover of
darkness a crossover patrol(’^J to the west of Brest, covering
the approaches to the port, was flo'iVn fron 1750 hours by a
(Vellington with A.S.V, equipment; on the coapletion of the

patrol the aircraft was rep3.aced by a Sunderlaiid, T/i/hich continued

to patrol the area throughout the night,
maintain this patrol the follov,ring day, 30th Ivlarch until the
results of reconnaissajice were laiowi, a Beaufort talcing over from
the Sunderland in the morning, and a xludson at noon,
Blenheim first light reconnaissance, and the first high level
Spitfire sortie were unsuccessful, but photographs taken by a
low level Spitfire sliowed that the battlecruisers were still in
Brest,

out the night by V/ellington aircraft.

It v;as decided to^

The

The patz-ol was resumed at dusk aiid continued tircough-

No.19 Grp»
ORB Mardi

Appendices

On 31 at March it was decided that, until further notice,
the approaches crossover patrol sliould be flovrn nightly, from

two hours after dusk until dawn, by aircraft with A,S,V, ecruip
ment, and, as a precautionarji' measure in eveirc
cruisers eluding this patrol, a second pati-ol'
to the west, slaould be flowii dailj'' from 0730 hours until

reconnaissance had established tliat they vrere still in Brest,

One sortie of this patrol was flown during the morning by a
Hudson, X/220 Squadron, but although neither of the 'tvro
morning Spitfire reconnaissance sorties had been successful,
no further soi'ties of the patrol were flown owii'ig to bad

weather,

reconnaissance during the afternoon, reporting tliat both ships
were berthed as before,

England the approaches crossover patrol was not flovm during
the night, and the only flying over the Brest area the following _
day, 1st April, uas four reconnaissance sorties by Spitfires during
the morning, the last of which obtained photographs.

f the battle-

situated further

A Spitfire from Benson carried out a successful

As bad weather continued in S,W,

Eozm Green

PL/G5/31/3

Form Green

PL/G14/30/3

No,19 Girp.
ORB March

Appendices

No,19 G-rp,
CRB April
Appendices

The approaches crossover patrol was floivn in the eanly
hours of 2nd April; as bad weather hai prevented the aircraft

from talcing off until 0150 hours, and ii case the battlecruisers

had left harbour at dusk, and sailed westwards, the positions
of the patrol were amended and moved further to the west;''^-'
the aircraft, X/220 Squadron, on the first sortie of the pa.trol
failed to return, the second sortie \Tas completed,
the first Spiitfire photographic reconnaissance sortie shov/ed
that the battle cruisers were still ii Bi-ect, as did the two

Siice

Form Green

PL/GI/2/4

Hudson, to fl;’ crossover tliroush follo’vtng(1) One Vfelllnston with A.S.V or• f

points to prudent limit of endurance (PL/g4/29/3)J~

t8°52'H X 5°53'W
17? 14'"’ X SqIS'W
47°25'N X 4 50'VJ
48021'N X 6019'W

(2) Patrol to be between the following positions:- (PL/G22/30/3)

48°30'n X 7°10'W
47007'N X 7°18'VJ
4/>11'N X 6°50'W
48°26'N X 7^59'W

(3) Amended patrol to be flo'wn tlUTougli following positions:-

48°46'N X 7°45'W
47°26'N X 8°20'W
47°26'N X 7°45’U
48°46'N X 8°20«1v

SECRET(19364)251
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subsequent sorties, no further xoatrols were flor.n. On 3rd April,
owing to the weather, only recommissance sorties could be
flovna. Four Spitfire sorties were niade over Brest, one of
which v/as partially successful, one battlecruiser being
observed but not the other* ihe weather prevented aircraft
from talcing off for the approaches crossover patrol, and the
sortie scheduled for the early hours of 4th April was also
cancelled, Recomaaissance dm’ing the day showed that the
battlecruisers were still in the sane berths.

One sortie of the a.pproaches crossover patrol v;as flown
in the early hour’s of 3th April: three Spitfire reconnaissano
sorti.es were flowra in the morning, one of which was successful.
The vreather deteriorated during the day, the strilce on Brest
scneduled at last light was ̂ jostponed, and the first sortie
of the approaches patrol cancelled, Biuing the day the
Gneisenau had to be removed from dry dock as a 250 lb, bomb
was' discovered in the dock, the result of a previous attack.
She was then moored to a buoy in the Rade Abri,

No,19 Grp,
ORB April
Appendices

Admty,
NID24^120/47

As the weather improved one sortie of the approaches
M the early hours of 6th April, but ms

again amendedv*) and situated further to the west as the
aircraft could not talce off until 0145 hovus,
Brest was made at dawn by four aircraft of No, 22 Squadron
armed vrith torpedoes. Three aircraft failed to locate the

target and retuTxied early, the fourth, X/22 squadron, fa.iled
to ret'urn,v2j i-t ^/as subsequently believed that this aircraft
made a lo'w level atta.ck on the Scliarnl-^orst. scoring a direct

Report on Scale hit, for visual reconnaissance made during the 6,b.j re'oorted
of Effort of

Form Green

PL/G1/6/4
patrol was fl

The strike on

A.H,B.

File IIl'y36/5

that the ship was down by the stem,
R.a.F, against the aircraft, havin.g been hit by flak, afterv/ards crashed on
Scharnhorst

It Yra.3 believed that

the deck of the Schamliorst. In point of fact the logs of
the battlecruisers shear that a hit was scored by  a torpedo
on the Gneisenau, and not on the Scliarnliorst, on the 6th npril,
(No dairage was iaflicted on the Scharnliorst in anj)" raids in
early April), As a result of the attack, the Gneisenau
suffered e:rbensive dar.iage to plating, part of the starboard
sliaft-tuiinel, several fire-control positions and magasines.
The ship could not be docked as it was thought that the
strain would be too great on the bilge pumps and  a i%)errbrecker
and minesirreepers vrere brought alongside to protect her from
further torpedo attacks, Slie suffered no dar-iage ii the
Bomber Command attack on the night of 6/7th april, and. ’,;as
moved into dry dock during daylight on 7th April,

and Gneisenau

Admty,
NID24/XI20/47

No,19 Grp.
ORB April
Appendices

Normal reconnaissance was flo^vn d-uring 6th ..ipril, two out
of the tliree Photographic sorties being successful. The system
of patrols was again reviewed, three new patrols being introduced,
and the existing approaches crossover patrol being amendjed*
To gT.iard against a daylight break westv/ards by the battlecruisers

(1) Patrol was to be flo’.m through the following positions:-
2h8°40«N X 8°00«V/
47°20'K X 8°30*i'/
47°20
48°id)’N X 8°30'V/

(2) Further details of this gallant attack by Flying Officer
Campbell in X/22 Squadron are given in Volume III,
Cliapter V. , Section (ii), where the compilete story of the
Brest Group is given from the date of the.lr arrival in
Brest ■until their final escape up the Englisli Channel,

8°00'WI^T
i 'i X
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a crossover patrol was planned well to west of Brest, to be

flown throughout daylight hours; one sortie of this patrol
was flown diuring the afternoon. The positions of the usual

approaches crossover(2j were amended slightly, and the patrol
continued to cover a break westw.

In addition to this a Line PatrolOi to guard against a break
up the Channel was scheduled to be flo\m by a Hudson;
aircraft was to be on patrol by 2030 hours and to coiitinue
patrolling the area to prudent limit of endurance. To cover

the southwest a Torpedo latrol v/as to be floTwi by tv/o

Beauforts from 2100 - 2359 hours between Pierres Noires and

Basse du Lis, Sorties of both nev/ patrols, and two of the

aijproaches crossover patrol were flo-.m during the night of
6/7th April,

in hours of darloiess.

the

Pom Green

PL/G9/6/4

Pom Green

PL/G12/6/4
Pom Green

PL/G14/6/4

On 7th April three sorties of the dayli^t crossover
patrol and one of the night crossover patrol were flovm, also

one sortie of the Torpedo and Line patrols,
morning reconnaissance sorties one Viras partially successful,
but in the afternoon 10/10 cloud obscured the area for the
high level Spiitfire, while the low level Spitfire was vinable
to go in over Brest owing to insufficient cloud cover.
Three aircraft of No, 53 Squadron, on a last light attack,
also retxirned earljr because of lack of cover over the target
area,

afternoon of 8th April, the aircraft carrying 500 lb, A,S,
bombs, but it was again impossible to approach the target
area because of lack of cover,

had been flOY/n during the day but none v/-as successful.
During the afternoon one sortie of a new crossover patrol(4J
to the 'vrest of Brest was flOT/n, The Line and Torpedo patrols
and two sorties of the night crossover patrol were flown.

Of the two

ka attempt was made to repeat this attack on the

Seven reconnaissance sorties

Ko,19 Grp,
OEB April
Appendices

Porm Green

PL/G6/8/4
On 9th April, a Blenheim on reconnaissance observed one

battlecruiser but not the other owing to intense flaJc; none

of the four Spitfire sorties were successfu.1. Two sorties of

the same crossover patrol as on the j^^revious day were flown,
and one of the night crossover. During the night of
9/10th April the new schedule of standard patrols y/as brought
into force.

It was decided that from 10th April onv/ards there should

be four main patrols. Line A, Crossover B, Coastal C and
Patrol L, Line a(5} was similar to the previous Line patrol

Pom Green

PL/G13/9/4

(1) Ritrol to be floi'm by aircraft fitted with A.S.V., unless visibility is
10 miles or over, bety.’een following positions

la X b 35'W
17°18'K X 6°2j5'W
l7°22'N X
18°37'N X 7 4»V7

(2) Hew posltioiLS of petrol as follows.—
if8°39'N X 5°35'H
h7°Sj X k°55 'H
17°33'M X
18°28»N X 5 5S'W

(3) Line patrol beUveen following posltions:-
kBohom X 6°00*y
18°40»H X 5°10*K

(1) Patrol vjas to be flovm through the follovhng positions by aircraft with A.3.V.
eculpment:-

49°13'M X 5°50'i7
17°16'K X 7 23*W
;.j.7°39 'N X 6°56 'W

'N X 6^20'W

18'^50'i'I X 5®20'W
18°Q5'K X 5°05»W

(5) Patrol Line between
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and was to be flown throughout the hours of darlaaess.
Crossover Viras similar to the daylight crossover patrol,
and was to be flown.from one hour after darm. to two hours after

dusk. Coastal c(2; w-as a patrol from Usliant do-wn the French
coast to cover the Biscay ports, the airoi’aft returning on a
reciprocal track and being in the last position at dusk,
Iktrol Z vra.s the former Torxjedo Patrol from Pierres Noires to

Basse du Lis, and was to be flov/n b3i' one aircraft from half
an hour after dusk to prudent limit of endtirance. This patrol
was flovm dail3’’ mtil 14th April after v/hich no more sorties
were flown. It was omitted from the restatanent of routine

patrols on 17th April, The other patrols were, however, floim
consistently throughout the month when weather permitted.
Line A was flown on all but three da^'s, a total of 32 sorties
being made. Crossover B was flovm on all but two dais's (on one
of which it was prevented by lack of serviceable aircraft)
45 sorties being made. Certain small alterations vrere made in

the position of the patrol on 13th April,(3) and again on
18th April, v/hen it was laid do\m that the patrol should be
flown from four hours after da’iwi to five and a half hoiors after
last light,
aircraft and later b3i^ one, 22 sorties being made, Iti addition
to these patrols nine sorties of patrol Bust jere flovm.
between 10th - 30th April, and a new patrol(5i
13th April in view of the lack of patrols on the night of
12/13th April on account of bad weather. This patrol vms
designed to detect the battlecruisers if the3’- had left Brest

at dusk and headed westwards, A siriiilar patrol, Patrol h(6)
was introduced on 18th April for the same reason, and because
of lack of information from reconnaissance was again flown on
19th, 20th and 22nd April,

Coastal C was flovm. daily, at first b3r two

flovm on

Form Green

PL/G7/17/4

Wo,19 Grp,
ORB April
Appendices

Form Green

PL/G5/13/4

Form Green

PL/GI/I3/4

As previously, photographic reconnaissance sorties were

flown daily from 10th April onwards, by ^itfires fram St, Eval,
On 9 da^ys bad visibilit3'' prevented any effective
either visual or photographic. Of the 92 sorties flovm only
9 obtained both visual and ]photographic results;  a further

reconnaissance

Forra Green

PL/GI/18/4

(1) Patrol IB' Crossover between following points:-
1:5^21 IN X

X 5 4)'W
X 5°15'W

Zj8°10»N X 6°13'W
(2) patrol ic* through following positions returning on reciprocal track;-

43°30'N X 5°20»h
X 5-20»W

h7°33ni X 4°37'W
l7°1ii'N X 3°25»W

X 1°30'W
(3) Positions of amended crossover 3 patrol as follows;-

18°20IN X 6“55»W PL/G16/13/it
47°03'N X 6°17'W
17°U'N X 5°51 'W

X 7°20»W
ih) Positions of patrol changed to the followlng:-

47°56'N X 7 29'W PL/G7/17/4
46025»N X 6°55'M
46°41'N X 6°19'M
47 40'N X 8 06'W

(5) Patrols to be flown by one Sunderland na:an'. every endeavour to keep to
the scheduled tlnies:-

0700 hours 49 COIN X II^IS'l'T
46°15'N X 11°30'W
130 40 IN X 10°00'W
44°30'N X 9°00'W
47°15'N X 12°30'W

0830
1000

1030
1230

(6) Patrol to be flovm through the following posltlons;-
49“00'N X 11°15'W
46°12'N X 11°30fW
43°40'N X 10“00'W
4: 30'N X 9°00'w
47 15'N X I20341W
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15 coraple-bed either -visual or photographic reconnaissance.
One sortie -was partially effective, in that one battle
cruiser was seen but not the other, and 65 sorties were
totally ineffective; in addition two aircraft failed to
return. Visual reconnaissance sorties were also flown by
Blenheims from St, Bval, but of the I4 sorties flown only
two were partially successful observing the Scharnhorst but
not the Gneisenau in dry dock.

Prom 10th April to the end of the month 13 bombing
operations were carried out against one or both of the

battlecruisers; a f-urther two operations were schedilLed, but
were cancelled on account of the weather. The attacks were

made by Beaufort and Blenheim aircrai’t from St* Bval, 30 tons
of bombs of various types, Including incendiaries, were
dropped, but no direct hits were claimed or obtained. An

analysis of these attacks is given below(l)

(1) The table shows the nmber of aircrafc taking off for each operation against the battlecruisers,
the number reaching the target area, and their annament. The figures given for the number of
bombs seen to burst or estimated to liave tellen in the target are given by bomb loads and not by
individml bombs,

bad visibility over the target area bombed in the vicinity of concentrations of seai’chllghts or
flak positions estimated to be in the port area, or on estimated time of ari’ival,
for the failure of aircraft to bomb the target altliough reaching the area are also glveno
Details of attacks are taken from Mjs, 53 and 21'7 Squadrons 0,R,Bo*s and No, 19 Group 0,R.B
Appendices Poms Blue ^from R.A, F. St. E’.'al,
time on tai’cets such as Lanveoc aerodrome are not siiovai).

In cases of the estimated successes marlced thus *, the aircraft on finding

The reasons

• t

(Aircraft making diversionary attacks at the same

No. BODhSBombs

seen
of WeightGstl-NO, Sqdn, Type

of aircraft
Amiament of

each aircraft
Date A/c Reason for FailureimatoU by

on
lbs.over

area

on
Target

Target

April
S.8t6 Swordfish11th k1 Torpedo Bad visibility unable

to locate target

2 a/o returned with

load bad visibili'ty,
1 a/c dropped by
Fte, St. Mathieu "

1 a/c felled to get
over target because
of Intense flak

15 th 6.816 Swordfish 1 Torpedo h 1 1,500

17th 3.217 Beaufort 1 Magnum
(

3 2 3,000
1,500 lb.)

3.53 Blenheim

2,217 Beaufbrt

2JSOO lb. S.A.P.

1 Magnum

2 2 2,000

1,50018/19 12 1 a/c jettisoned load
on being attacked

Bomb release felled
on 1 a/c

19th k5.53 Bleniielm 2x500 lb. S.A.P, 3 3,000

4.217 Beauforx

6.55 Blarlieim
4.217 Beaufert

1 Magnum

2x500 lb. S.A.P.
1 Magnum

3 4,500

6,000
4,500

3

20 th 6 42

4 1 2 1 A/c jettisoned load
on being hit by flak.

4.217 Beaufort
5.53 Blenlielm

(4,53 Blenheim
(
(3.217 Beaufort

53 Blenheim

(2.217 Beaufort
r-

23rd 4x500 lb. S.A. P,
2x500 lb. S.A.P,

2x500 lb. S.AcP.-

4x500 lb. S.A.P.

2x500 2b. S.A. P,

4x500 lb, S.A.P.

4 3i 8,000
5,000

4,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

5 5

24th 4 4* “ (One a/o saw target
area)

3 3«

25«1 4 ¥ - (2 a/c saw target
area)

1 a/c bombed on

E.T.A. subsequently
believed bombed lanveoc,

2

(4.217 Beaufort
(4.53 Blenheim

4x500 lb. S.A.P,
2x500 lb. S.A.P.

3 6,000
3,000

3* CM

4 3«- 1 a/c dropped bomb
believed to be on

lanveoc,

“ (1 a/c saw target area).26tli 2.53 BlerJieim

4.53 Blenheim
4.217 Beaufort

2x500 lb. S.A.P,

(2x500 lb. S.A.P.
(2x250 lb. 0. P,
§20x12 lb, Inc.
(180x4 lb, Inc.

2x500 Iba S.A.P,

2 2,000

3,000
2,seo

28tli 3 1 1

II2 A

29 th 3.55 Blenheim 2 2» 2,000
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TVom 12th - 30th April almost the entire minelaying effort
of Coastal and 50 per cent, of Bomber Command was directed
against the battle cruisers, the mines being laid in deep T/ater
off Brest where the passage of a ship smaller than a be.ttle-
cruiser vrould be unlikely to activate them, 43 Miies were laid in

this area by Coastal Command and 63 by Bomber Command, Two
aircraft were lost, and a further two damaged so that they
crashed on landing.

No. 19

Group ORB
April
Appendices

No. 19

Group
O.R.B,

May
Appendices

Routine patrols vrere continued throughout Ikiy,
considered that the more likely course that the battlecruisers

ack to Germany, was up
on 2nd I.jay to guard

the same reason the position of crossover B
the new patrol being ca.lled B,1 J there -..-ere

no fiirther alterations in the patrols during the month,
12 sorties of Crossover B were flown during the month to keep
watch for the battlecruisers, a further two sorties being floTO
to watch for U/boats; after the first week in May the patrol
was only flown on two occasions,
with the exception of foijr occasions when it -vms cancelled

because of bad vreather and on 25th and 26tli liay when it was
cancelled at the request of the C,-in~Co Pljmaouth, v/ho wanted all
aircraft to be held in readiness for an attack on the Bismarck

As it was

would take, if they attempted a break-b
the Cliannel, patrol Bust was altered("I )
against this. For
was also amended(2j

Line A was flovm niglitly,

Form Green

PL/G11/2/5

Form Green

PL/G7/2/5

and Prinz Eugen , then heading for Brest,
patrol were flown during the month, a further nine sorties
having been scheduled but cancelled because of bad weather.

Coastal patrol C was flown daily when weather permitted;
all 17 sorties were flown, 10 of which completed the patrol,
six of the other returning early because of unfavom-able

31 sorties of patrol Bust were flown,

31 sorties of t

i

weather conditions,

he

n

23 completing the patrol, the others returning early because
of weather conditions.

No. 19

Group
O.R.B,

May
Ap;^ endices

Reconnaissance v/as flown daily throughout the month,
though on five days weather conditions precluded any successful
reconnaissance from 3t, Eval,

flown none Tfere successful, but 18 of the 133 sorties by
Spitfires on photograijhic reconnaissance obtained both visual

and photographic results; a further 22 aircraft were able

successfully to carr;?- out either visual or photographic
reconnaissance.

Of the three Blenheim sorties

Only two strikes against Brest v/ere carried out by
Coastal Command aircraft during May, on both occasions by
Blenheims of No, 53 Squadron, A total of 4,46 tons of bombs

were dropped, but no aircraft claimed or obtained  a direct
hit on the battle cruisers. On 2nd ¥ia.y five aircraft took off

for the strike, all reached the target area. Owing to cloud

it vra.s impossible to distinguish the docks; the first two air

craft dropped flares at the estimated timie of arrival, and
released their bombs on the concentrations of searchliglits and

flak that opened up. The other three aircraft all caught
glimpses of the east-west coastline and released their bombs
over flak positions estimated to be in the dock area of Brest,

No, 19

Group
0,R,B,

Apjjendices
Forms Blue

R.A.P.

St, Eval

(1) Patrol Bust was to be flown at irregular intervals
through the following positions

49035fN X 2°50'¥
49°15'N X 3°15'Y/
Z^8°32’N X 5°07*W

Crossover B,1, to be flown tirrough the
following posit ions 2-

(2)

48°10»N X 6°54'W
46°41 'N X 6°19'W
46°55'N X 5°48*w
47°56’N X 7°29*W
sec:ret(19884)256
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On theo.n.Jr'. bo^ibs.All aircraft vrere carrying 2x500 lb,
nigiit of 3/Ath ray'six aircraft took off for a second, fcrilcs^^
one returning early with faulty j/l; the other five ̂ aircraf'o
found clear visibility over the target area, I’he aircraft,
carrying 2x500 lb. S.a,P. boabs, all located, aid released tlie^-
boabs over the dock area; none of the bo.ibs were seen to^ bm-st

the aircraft had to take evasive action owhig 'co searciilignts
scheduled for alternate

as

Iand flak, .inelaying off Brest v/as
total of 22 mkies being laid in the area W3.taoutnights, a

loss of aircraft.

Pom Green

PL/G8/50A

In the first three days of June, befoi’e the cru.iser ̂
was located in Brest by a. Spitfire on 4th Jane,

ho, 19

Group
OoR.E, June

xippendice s

Prinri Eugen . _ _
patrols were contruiued though they were Imited bj'" tne ntuiber
of airci-aft amilable, as search was being niade for the crtiiser.
Patrols A and B, and patrol Bust u'ere flown on 1st June and

Bust on 2nd and 3rd June,
crossover B and one of Coastal 0 were flovm,
recoms-issance sorties were flown, one obtaining photographs

and one both visual and photographic results.

On 3rd June also, tliree sorties of
18 Spitfire

only,

further builtAfter this date the system, of patrols 'was
tine became part of a more general rout line of patrols

See Toluiie III Chapter V,
up and in
covering'the Bay of Biscay,

('')operations agarnst the Bis..arch
21st Hay -- 4th June. 1941

and Prins Eugen

to send"*f wasI'he strategic aim of the Geruia::. .wsival .-'ai' Staf

these tvro ships into the ..rblantic
British shipping in conjunction with
already at Brest(l),
was to destroy any
warships only so far as 'was
iiiain task and as could be done without too great ri

11,1.B. 2M/Al8/h6 executed the task, the force was to
Prenoh Port to replenish cummition and consuuiab.le stores

following which measures were to be initiated for continued
On the other hand, if long

necessary the siiips were to
fhe operation v/as given the

so as to ox^eraae ;
the bc.ttlecruiser group

ihe i:u.in task on the breakout cruise
British

.sc.“i r

lip'ping encountered but to eiy^age
;.iecessar;f for the achieve..ient

r« I-

of the

having
ndnity'
P&/204I8 and

,1-

put into a west coast

operations in the Ilorth Atlantic,
repairs or revision of plans v/ere
return to ho.me v.'aters if possible
covering nsune of "Shine Exercise".(2),

19th I'.ay

ihe two ships assembled off Cape 7i.rkona Bn tne western
Baltic with their escort of destroj^'ers ajid ;.ilne sweepers and
at 1125 hours proceeded on the requisite courses for the
Great Belt(3),

Ibid

20th Kay

During the forenoon, when in the ICattegat near the
Swedish coast, the force -v/as observed «.uid followed for some

(1) Tlie pai’ticipation cf the battle cruiser group at Brest did not taloe place as the
and the damage su.stained by th.e On^isenau fromdefects In the Scharnhor.st

bombing and torpedo attaac’i could not be repaired within the requirea time,
BuppA'' ships were stationed in various positions in the Atlantic In advance of
the date of sailing.

(2) See Appendix V for a suinmarlsed German account of this cniise,
(j5) See Kap IVJ for the trades steered by these two ships.

SECHEf
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'i'he C,-in-C,distances bjr the Svredisii cruiser Gotland ,
Fleet} Admiral Lutj'-ens} in the I3isr.iai''cl: signalled this fact

to the German iilmiralty observing that his depo.rture
wotxld probably become iaiowxi to the British,

Ibid

By 1600 hours the foKiiation had passed through the Gerriian
minefield off the Slcav/ a:id thereafter the t\io heaMj ships
proceeded westward escorted only by three destroyers.

21st May

At 0330 hours the Qperetcions Division of the Adi.dralty
informed H.y, Coastal CoirMraid that a signal had been received

froiix the iiaval Attaclie at StocldioLm renoi'ting the passage of
two large warships} types unspecified} escor-ted by three,
destroj^’ers off larstrand at I5OO hours on the 20th may,
force was accoiapa-xied by five Ei.ialler escort craft and ten
aircraft} the vdole steerhig di a northwesterly direction.

Thi

0,0, iiaval

Staff Log,
s

ii,Q. Ooastal Ooirxuad oi'dered I.,o. 18 Group to ouvry out
reconnaissance of the ̂ ior.jegian coast between i'rondlieii-: and

the Kaae at first light(“J) and to obtain photographic
recoimaissaace of Oslo, Stavanger aid Bergen as soon as

possible. The three patrols oidered} took off between
0710 hoiurs aid 0720 hours. Reference to Bap XVI} which
shoii/s the track talcen by the Bismarck aid Prilna Eugen }
demonstrates tiiat the onl.y patrol vdiich could have located

these sliiiis was "Bert", This patrol was done by Bleuiieim
h/254 Squadron which took off from Sumburgh at O7I6 hour
It :iade a laidfall at the southern ex’ore lity of the patrol
at 0850 hours aid then worked up the coast, -xt 0900 it was
still 60 miles south of Kors Fjord into v/iiicli the enemy ships
were at that moment stealing.

C.G./GI/2I/5

no, 18 Group
O.E.B.

At 1330 hours the P,R,U, aircraft on the Bergen area
located aid photographed the ships at aichor in a fjord Just
to the south of Bergen(2),
weather deteriorated rapidljr but a strike of 6 vfnitleys of
ilo, 612 Squadron} 10 liudsons of lio, 220 aid 2 hudsons of
ITo, 269 Sq_uadrons took off between 2150 licurs aid 2330 hours
to attack.

Diu>ing the rest of the day

Ovfing to the bad weather conditions only two

Ibid

Hudsons dropped bombs aid poor visibility jprevented the actussJ.
target from being indentified or any results being observed(3)

(1 ) Bie patrols ordered by No, 18 Group were "Bart"} "stab" and "Trust" -
see Map XVI,

They were all caivled out by aircraft of No, Z5k Squadron based at
Sumburgh,

signal sent by W/T from No, 18 Group H,Q, to Sumburgh ordering these
patrols and giving the reason for them (RO/G1/21/5 T,C.O,0515/21)
decoded by the German Y service and confirmed the suspicions of the
German c,-lnC, that his force had been observed leaving the Kattegat,
Reference - Admty. PG/20/»18 Pages 12 and 13, see Appendix V.

(2) After passing the sitaw at about I500 hours on 20th May the ttvo ships,
escorted now by only three destroyers, rounded the south vfest corner of
Norway during the dark hours keeping 30 to 60 miles off the coast and by
0600/21 were standing In towards the coast In latitude 60°N,, entering
Kors Fjord at 09OO hours and anchoring an hour or so later In Grlmstead
Fjord in ^proximate position 6019iN x 0515S where they were discovered
and photographed at 1330 hours. Reference PG/20418/Page 12,

(3) In point of fact the 2 ships with the 3 destroyers had sailed at 2000/21,
passing northwards along the Hjelte Fjord and Into the open sea at
2200 hours. Ecf. PG/20418 Page 12, See also ;q)pendix V,

It Is of Interest to note from the German records that the

was
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Um\vai-e -to us, these ships ha.d lefb at 2000 hoixrs and by
sea far to the north ui latitude 63u'J.22nd uere in the open

22rnl May

At 0510 hotirs, when in the latitude of Kristiansimd
north, the destroyer escort T/as disi..;issed aiid tne tv/o heavy
ships proceeded alone. The weather during the day becane :

and more favourable to an Uiiseen break out and the C,~±n-C,

Fleet signalled his intentions to use the Denaiark Straits route.

more

AiDpendix Y

From da'wn, Borfber Comnand had a strike of 30 Laapdens
standing by and 7 Fleet Air Ai-a Albacores of ilo. 828 SqT.iadron
were in readiness with torpedoes at iiatston in the Oi-laieys
vmile Coastal Comiaand’s llo, 42 Squa^dron of Beauforbs with

torpedoes was similarl3'- held at v/ic
of these strilces from talcing off,

Comuiaiid aircraft went out to patrol the hoiwregian coast but
vreathe

retum

Bad weather prevented
At first light Coasta

1-

onditions by 1000 hours liad forced all of them to
,  Sunderlands of iio, 201 Squadron maintained a

CoC. naval

Staff Log,

l

ho. 18

Group O.R.B,
o returnpatrol h,N,E, of the Faeroes from 0930 hours but liad to

at 1100 hours on account of fog with nil visibility''
Blenheims of Jo, 248 Squadron carried out meteorological
sorties all dai' off the noiweglaa coast
iraproved over there sufficiently for close reconnaissance,
weather conditions remained bad v/ith IO/IO cloud dovm to

jTorther attempts were made to view the anchorage

in case the weather

100 feet,

by P,R,U, aircraft but were defeated by this low cloud.

iit I83O hours a i.iarylcaid aircraft of 170,828 F,il,A,
Squadron, by flying at a very low altitude, succeeded in

peneti-ating to the anchorage and found the billets empty and
no signs of the vessels in Bergen roadstead. The following
dispositions were therefore ordered for first light on

23rd Hay:-

(a) Jorv^egian Coast patrols up to Trondlieim

P,R,U, reconnaissaaice of Bergen and Stavan^pr

iiudson patrols between the Shetlends and Fc^eroes

Sunderlands fitted with A.S.V, to leatrol between
the Faeroes and Iceland

(L)

(c)

(d)
C.C./gI and
2/22/5

(e) Catalhm patrols to the south of Iceland

The Denmark Straits to be patrolled by aircraft
based in Iceland

(f)

23rd May

The Koruegian coast patrols could not take off owing to
Hudsons of Jo, 220 Squadronthe weather conditions.

0) "Stab" and "Trost" found conditions impossible and ret'orned

to base after 2^- hours in the air, "Bert" and "Stajud"
were forced to leave the 17or\fegian coast bjr O83O hours.

See lap XVI,
This patrol v/as on longitude 5°W between latitudes 6220
ajid 6500 17, It might well have intercepted the enemy
ships if thej^ had attempted to break out south of
Iceland which was the original advice given to the
German C.in C, By Geriian Group Conuiiaiid ITorth,
Reference PG/204I8 Page II,

(2)
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patrolled between tlae Shetlands and Faeroes from OliiiD-l 250
■when they had to be recalled as their base -was closing do'vm.
Sunderlands of No* 201 Squadron carried out a patrol bet'ween
the Faeroes and Iceland from O65O-2OOO and Oatalinas of
No. 210 Sq'uadron, after a delayed start due to thick v/eather,
patrolled to the south of Iceland from 1300-165O vdaen they
also had to be recalled as the bases in the United Ivingdan
■were closing do'vvn. The Iceland based aii-craft 'wSiich should
have patrolled the Denmark Straits encountered continuous
rain, cloud of IO/1O at 300 feet and visibility of 1000 yards,
ivhich forced the abandonment of all flyingCO, The ■weather
■was no'w ideal for the enemy ships, being misty and raining
v/ith a sli^t southv/esterly vd.nd and visibility limited to
400 metres* At 1250 hours the firm ice line vi9.s reached
■ii^iich necessitated an alteration of course to the south-west
before again attempting a westerly course. At 1811 hours
icebergs were sifted betvireen snow shovrers and the boundary
of firm ice again encountered. Once more a southerD^y course
had to be taken to disengage fran tliis danger.

At 1922 hours a shape was momentarily sighted in the
mist astern ■which ]proved to be a British cruiser. Soon
afterwards it ’was realised that two British cruisers were
shadowing the force. Shots were exclianged at 20V^. hours,
but thereafter the British ships were content to shadow at
extreme visibility range using their R.D.F, equipment in
snow sho’wers. In spite of alterations of course and speed
under cover of smoke screens and snow shov/ers it ■was impossible
to shalce off this relentless v/atch. These Treather conations
improved sli^itly tovra.rds the end of the day and, after the
sighting of the enemy force in tire Denmark Straits by H*M,
cruisers Si-Lffolk and Norfolk at 1922 and 2032 hours
respectively, it was found possible to get aircraft off at
2225 and 2320 hours from Reykja-vlk and Kaldadarnes to locate
and slradov/ the enemy(2j.

No. 15 and
18 Group
OoR.B*

C.G.
Na'val

Staff Log

Appendix V

No.

Group O.R.B.

2Z).th May

Stinderland Z/201 Squadron, TflSrich had taken off at 2225
hours sent a first starting report of the enemy at 0o20 hours
and followed this up ■with fom* subsequent amplifying signals,
the la.st being at 0900 hours. The action betvreen the "Bism
Bisr^iarck and IIJI. ships Pi-iiice of ga.les and Rood
Td.tnessed and bearing and distance of enemy v;ere frecuently
signalled ■visually to HJ^'I.S. Norfolk (d),
also signalled the positions of survivors of HeMoS* Hood at
1000 hours and the fact that the Bismarck was lea'ving a
large trail of oil fuel indicating that damage ha.d been
inflicted on her.

Hudson L/269 Squadron, which had taken off from iNoLdadarnes
at 2320 hours did not succeed in locating the enemy but G/2S9
did so and sent a first si^ating report at O55O hoixrs. TJais
aii’craft also mtnessed the action in wiiich HcJf.S, Hood v^as
sunk and continued sbadoTdng until 0808 hours, A third
Hudson - M/269 “ located and shadowed the enemy from 0925 till
1040 hours. The range from Iceland by noTir could onlj?- be
spanned by Catalina sorties and L/24O Squadron took up the
shadovdng from 1432 until I64O hours. During this time
frequent bearing and distances of the enemy were given to -fclae

was

This Sunderland

No, 15
Group
0,R,B,

Ibid

(1) See Map XVI for positioii of patrols.
(2j Tv/o Catalinas and one Sunderland were sent to re-inforce

Rekjavik at da-wn on the 24tla,
(3) For the German account of this

SECRET
action see Append5.x V»
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Fire was opened on
Taking

two cruisers and tlie Prince of Wales*

this aircraft by botli eneriiy ships from time to tinae,
off at 1612 hours the final sortie by Catalina G/210 Squadron
did not succeed in si^iting the enemy in worsening visibility
althougli all three of HJI, ships were located at 212? hours and
a foraation of F.A.A, Swordfish v/as seen at 0035 hours on tlie

25 th.

During the 2Atli six Beauforts of No. 22 Squadron armed with

torpedoes flew from Wick to Ealdadarnes as a strike force but by
the time they arrived at 1530 hours the target was out of

Beaufort range. However, they remained in Iceland in case the
two ships should attempt to break back into the North Sea.

Meanvriiile in the Bismarck the results of the action Ydth

f Y/ales had necessitated a radical alteration

The Bismarck had sustained two severe hits from

One, in compartments XIII and XIV, put No^. 4 Dynamo
out of action and caused a water leak into No, 2 Port boiler

the other, in the bow compartraents XX and XXI, damaged

tlae

in plans,
tills ship.

room;
the forward oil fuel tanlcs and caused a severe water leak,
reducing the ships’s speed to 28 Icnots,

At 0800 hours the C,-in-C, Fleet made a report to CermaiTy
in viiaich he described the action and stated his intention of

putting into St, Na.zaire and ordering the Prinz Eugen to carry
out cruiser ivar. During the afternoon 0,~in-C, Fleet
instructed C.-in-O, U/fe.s to form a line of U/B.s to the south
of Greenland tlirough Yiiiich he intended to draw the pursuit.

As a precaution, C,-in-C, U/B,s placed another line of U/B,s
in the moutli of the Bay of Biscay for similar use later in the

Journey,
the 25th Ma;j’

All these U/^,s vrere in position by the morning of

Admty,
N.I.D.24/
X.18/46

In the meantime collision mats had been spread over the

shell holes in the boiT -vidiicli, altliougli they controlled the water
leakage in, could not altogether prevent the oil fuel lealcage
out. The vrorsening sea conditions at 1300 hours foi'ced a

further reduction to 2Z[, knots to avoid displacing these

collision mats and at 1420 hours the Prinz Eugen was instructed

to maintain the southerly course wiiile Bismarck attempted to

draw off the pursuit by altering away to the West taking
advantage of rain squalls. If successful, tlie cruiser was

to proceed independently and carry out cruiser war in the

Atlantic, Tills manoeuvre was p>ut into practice at 1540
hours but tvirenty minutes later the Bismarck reappeared astern

of tlie Itrinz Eugen having found a British cruiser on the

starboard flank. At 1814 hours tlie ruse was tried again and,
this time, was successful, Tlae two ships had now parted
company for good.

Thou^i successful in ensuring an unseen get-away for the

Prinz Eugen, the Bismarck was unable to shake off her shadowers

even in the gathering darkness of the more soutlaerly latitudes

and in deteriorating visibility conditions of weather. 
'

effect of the oil fuel leak now made its j)resence felt in

the discussions on iimediate policy Wnlcli were held in the

flagship and at 2056 hours the C,-ln-0, Fleet signalled that,
because of the fuel situation, he was steering a direct course
for St, Nazalre and that he could not shake off the shadowing

units owing to their excellent radio detection gear,
former prevented the drawing of the pursuit over the U/fe line
south of Greenland and the latter enabled an air attack to

be launched at extreme range by Swordfish aircraft from

The

The

(1) For positions of these U/B lines See Map XVI,
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Victorious«

developed from the port side but scored no success.
At 2238 hours the first aircraft attaclcs

25th I'-Iay

Shortly after midni^it a second vvave of aircraft from
the 7ictorious made their attaclcs and a hit by one 18 inch

torpedo v/as gained amidships on the Starboard side at
0028 hours. The hit wa.s on the armovired belt and the damage
was negligible. However, as the result of inci'easing speed
to 27 knots, steaaing on zig-zag courses and of manoeuvres to

avoid torpedoes, the collision mats, used as caulld.ng in the

boira, tore away and the bow compartment re-flooded. The

other leaks in the dynamo and boilex- room became worse,
compelling the abandonment of No. 2 port boiler room. Speed
ag8.in had to be reduced, this time to little more tl'ian 20
knots•

At 0306 hours contact witlx the Bisriiarck. Vvhich had been

grimly maintained by the tvro cmisers since 1922/23 was finally
lost in bad wesAher conflitions(l; .
I’e-location a long I’ange s-iveep by Catulinas Viras ox-ganlsed«
This sv/eep was designed to cover both a bi-eak back to Norwa.y
south of Iceland and a course shaped b^/ the eneiiTjj'- for French

Biscay ports(2;,
Squadron took off at 1345 hours to do this
land back until IO3O hours on 26th
surface forces were siglited dui-ing the ixi^xt of the 25tk/26tlx
but no positive enemy sighting vra.s made. A/210 at 0120/26
passed over tlxe wake of a heav3>- ship w-iioh gave no ansvrer to

challenge ox- otixer lamp signals. The aircraft circled for
an hour but in the dax-kness axid low cloud at 500 feet it wels

impossible to establish anjr identitj'-. The position, coxirse

and estimated speed on this unJcnown ship were signalled to

base but fuel supply would not ]pexmt of shadovdng until daxm.

As it T/as, tills aircraft did not land back until 1203 hours
the 25 th I-Iay(4).

In ox'’der to assist

Three long range Catalinas of No. 210
svreep and did not

Some of our ovm

on

C.C, Naval

Staff log

CC/G1. 2,
5/25/5

26th May

As an additional precaution against a break-ba.ck to Noiwray,
Hudsons of No. 269 Squadron patx-olled the Denmark Straits

throu^iout the da3?- in very bad vreather conditions, a furthex"*

sweep was caia'led out south of Iceland bir two Sunderlands, one

Oatalina and a long x’ange Hudson, and a patrol mainta.ined
between the Faeroes and Iceland by tiro more Sunderlands.
endeavour to prevent an unseen escaixe into a French Biscay Port,
t'wo patrols were placed athwart tlie estiraated line of advance

from the last si^ited position of the enemj’’ towards tiie

To

C.C./G4/
25/5

C.C./G2/
26/5

Taking advantage of'heavy snow showers the Prlnz Ettgen had parted company
unobseiwed at 18l4 on 2Zith May.
south towards the Azores,

account of the enemy ships* moveiaents from German records.
A course towards France was considered by the Actnlralty to be the most likely In
view of the knovm oil fuel leak and reduction of speed after the action with

the Prince of Hales. This opinion v/as strengthened by the last report of
H.M,S. Suffolk to the effect that the Blanarol-: had altered course to I6O0
and reduced speed to 20 knots. A further possible confirmation was the D/F fix
of a long signal of enemy origin at 0930/25 from  a position well to the south
eastward of the last knovm position of the Bismarck. For explanation of
Bismarck* s movements see Appendix V.
See Map XVI for the extent of this sv/eep.
In point of fact, this ship was probably HJl.S. Norfolk. The sightings
during the sweep were:-

1 battleship and h destroyers at 0015/25 in position 5400 N»x2i|.34 W.
1500 H.M,S. Edinburgh at 0013/26 on position 5318 N. x 2545 W, C.° 150°.
Unidentified ship at 0120/26 in position 5403 N.  x 2750 W. C.° 150°
Ref. No. 15 Group O.R.3.

She increased speed to 30 lets, and proceeded
See Map XVI and Appendix V which gives a sunraarized

(1)

(2)

(3)
14)
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C.C./ On the Initiative of the A.O,C,-in-C, CoastalBay of Biscay,
Coinraand, the southern of these two patrols was soraevdiat to the

south of the general appreciation as to the likely course

steered by the two eneuy shipsC "I J,
Squaoh’on '2" - flew the southern patrol and a Catalina of

No* a!fO Squai^
0930 hours(2},

A Catalina of No, 209

Botla were on 'patrol byon flew tlie northern.

G.1

26/5

Force "H" consisting of tlie battlecruiser Renown
(flag), the cxnisei' Sheffield and the aircraft carrier Ark
Royal, had been steaming to tlae northwestward from the

Gibraltar area since 0330 hours on the 25th May to intercept
the Bismarck should she be proceeding towards the Bay of Biscay
At 0835 hours on tiie 26tli May, in position 4826N x 1913'^>
ei^t Svrordfish aircraft were flovm off to search an area Tfldiose

western edge v/as bounded by tlie tTro Catalina Patrols described
above.

At 1030 hours, Z/209 Squadron, on tlie Southern Patrol,
sighted the Bismarck and sent a report, ai'aplifying it five

minutes later Wiiile taking cover in cloud. After sending the

amplifying report, Z/209 inadvertently broke cloud cover almost
over tlie Bismarck which luraediately opened fire and, before

cloud could be regained, the aircraft was hit and holed in

several places* Soon after this the aircraft lost touch in

worsemi^ visibility, the last si^^iting having been at 1045
hours(3

No, 15

Group
0,R*B,

The first report v/as received in Force "H" at IO5O hours
and two Swordfish aircraft with long range tanks were ordered

to be flown off as soon as possible to gain touch and shadovf

the enemy,
tlae Sv/ordfish aircraft on the search patrol siglated the

Bismarck and sent in a report at 1114 hours follovred seven

minutes later bj" a similar report from another of tliese air
craft,

and contact with the Bismarck was maintained by F,A,A,

aircraft, vath reliefs, until 2230 hours.

Actually, before they could be got away, one of

The t-'fro "shadower" Swordfish took off at 1200 hours

The location of the Bismarck by the Coastal Command
Catalina^^' followed by the sig^itings by the Ark Royal *s
aircraft enabled further extensive search by tlae latter to be

dispensed with and all Swordfish not required for slaadowing
could be prepared for torpedo strike duties. The general
situation could now be clearly envisaged. Force "H", some •

70 miles to the eastward of the Bismarck comiarised the only daips
position to engage but the Admiralty, mindful of H*M,S*

Hood*s fate, had signalled that the Renomi was not to attack
unless the Bismarck was already heavllj^ engaged by either the

King George V or Rodney, Both these battleships were some

130 miles to the northward and it was evident that unless air

craft from HJi.S, Ark Royal could reduce the enemy's speed, the

in a

sir Fredrick Bovvhlll (A.0,C,-in-C))consldered Ooat the enemy v/ould steer a
course to make landfall at Finlsterre and would not steer direct for Brest or
St, Nazal re.

The strike forces standing by were:-
5 Beauforts of No. 22 Sq*. with torpedoes at Kaldadames
8 Beauforts of No. k2 Sqdn. ) with torpedoes at Wick
2 Beauforts of No. 22 Sqdn. )
10 Beauforts of No. 217 Sqdn. at St. Eval
8 Beauforts of No. hZ Sqdn. at Leuchars ready for deployment north or south.

All available aircraft of Bomber Conmand,

The atipllfied first signal was of 1 battleship In position i|.92ai x 215CW course
His last signal mas of 1 battleship lastspeed 20 knots at 1035 hours,

(1)

(2)

(3)

seen In position 49221 x 21441 at 1045 hours. ^ *
This report also enables the 4th Destroyer Flotilla led by H.M.S, CossaOk. to
steer an Interception course and to pick up the Bismarck later In the day
with most Important results regarding close shadovdng and torpedo attacks
during the subsequent dark hours.

(4)
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i3is:..iarok could not be ovei-bauled before reacliing the
effective range of Geri'iian shore based bombers tlae following
day. At 1315 hours H,M.S, Slieffield v/as <btached from

Force "H" to gain visual contact vath the eneaiy and tlius be
in a position to dii’ect ai.r strikes on to the tgrget,

>/hen Z/209 reported losing touch at 1045 hours, the
other Catalina M/24O - was diverted to continue tlie
shadovdng and made a siglating report at 1328 hours,
efforts to re-locate the enemy failed thougla M/24O was
siglated at 1510 hours and coanunicated mth bj^- visual signal
Ung but unfortunately tliis aircraft had by then also lost
touch, Z/209 tlien left the scene for base, plugging the
various holes in tlae hull and landed safely at Loch Erne at
2130 hours

As only the Bismarck had been sighted it was decided
to sweep an area to the nortli of the track of this ship to
locate tiie Prina Eugen , Range limitatior:is prevented a
similar search to tlae south of this track, Tvro long range
Hudsons of No, 233 Squadron therefore carried out  a sweep
between 1530 and 17OO hours of an area througli which the
cnuser miglat be proceeding independently and at her full
speed but no sightings vrere obtained,

Meanvdaile M/24O regained contact with an eneiay ship at
1600 hours and continued to report positions, speeds and
courses until 1800 hours vdaen contact avas lost

aircraft had to return to base having reached prudent limit
of endurance, Duiing the shadovang the aircraft was
frequently'- fired at by the enemy vessel. The long patrol,
evasive manoeuvres and bad v/ea-fclaer conditions load made the

pilot dubious about his position and he reported this fact
As all his enemy reports

were consistently some 60 miles to the 3,3,f. of the

corresponding reports during the period iiiade by P.A.A,
aircraft and latterly by Hjyi.3. 3heffield they v/ere
dingly discounted but -fclaey undoubtedly left a su _ '
-^ifi'uii Coastal Cor.i,iiand Stadf that it -was the Prins Eugen
tliat had been located', (2)-,

Z/209

and -the

in some of his siglating signals.

accor-

■I'lcion

’s

CC/G3/
26/5

No. 15
Group
O.R.B,

To revert to Force "H", At 1450 hours tlae Ark Royal
despatched tlae first strike of 3vrordfish armed with torpedoes.
HJ-I.C, ^effield at this time had not yet made visual contact
■vfi-bla the Bjsnm'ck and vas about 20 miles from her but
unfortunately tae strike aircraft had not been informed of
her possible presence there. In tlae poor visibility
conditions tlae sti-ike attacked the Slaeffield \iiao fortunately
v^s.s able to avoid the torpedoes,^5j, On aridval back in tlae
carrier at 1720 hours another strike v/as imaediately
prepared and took off at 1915 hours,
tlais tiine had gained visual contact
Bis-uicg'*ck ,
it on to tlae target.

Hjyi.S, 3heffield by
12 miles from the

and. was able to home tlae strike by D/^ and direct

(1) Z/209's landfall was kO miles to the southeastward of his,  estimated positionso that the actual position of the Bismarck' at lOijO houi’s was considered to

(2) When It Iiad become plain that at least one enemy ship - the Bismarck - was
raalclng for a Biscay port It was considered that Brest woul.d be used. Bomber
Command were requested to and carried out mlnelaying off this port during
night of 2bth/27th May. 28 mines were successfully laid In the "Jellyf Isli''
area. See Map XXI for location of named mining areas,

(3) The torpedoes cai-rled on this strike

the

set to run at 30 ft. and were
fitted with Duplex pistols, 2 of the torpedoes exploded on hitting the water
^d 3 exploded astern of the Sheffield. The second strike carried
torpedoes fitted with contact pistols and were set to run at 22 ft.
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Tlie a-ttaclcs took place between 2055 and 2125 hours,
torpedo hits were obtained, one on the annoured belt TAhich was
not serious, but tlie otlier was ri^it aft which disabled the

Bisiiarck's steerin^i gear so effectively tlmt she could no

longer steer a course and finalljr put an end to all hopes of
regaining harbour.C’IJ During the nigiit of the 26th/27th May-
destroyer attacks were repeatedly pressed home by HJWE. Ships

Cossack, Maori, Zulu^.SiMi and Pierun auid furthdr torpedo hits
made.

Two

A relief Catalina - 0/210 Squadron - had been flovm off at
1215 hours from Oban to continue the sliadovilng of the Biauarck.
The aircraft arrived in the area about 1900 hours but no

sigliting report v/as made until 2344- hours vdien a large enemy
vessel T/as sighted. Two further reports were made at 0113/27
and 0236/27, This pilot also reported tliat he v/as uncertain
of his position. However, viSien plotted, these positions
indicated a ship on a course of 110° and malcLng good 26 knots.
As tlie Bismarck Tra.s knoiTn to be crippled and only moving
slowly in a N,¥, direction betvireen 2344 and 0236 hours it was
assumed that this really -was the Prins Eugen tliat had been

re-located. This opinion was streng-tlaened by referring to

tlie hitherto discounted reports from M/24O viaich, taken at -tlieir
face value, ca-npleted the plot of an enemy ship proceeding at
about 25 kts, on a mean course of 110° some 60 miles to the
southvra.rd of -the Bismarck *s track, (2)

No, 15

Group
0*R,B,

27 th Ma3/

To intercept what was now regarded as the Prinz Eugen,
No, 19 Gi-oup was instructed to fly patrols in the mouth of the

Bay of Biscay from dawn. Tvro crossover patrols extending
between 4B30N and 4430N down the meridian of lO^I/ were maintained

by Sunderlands of No, 10 Squadron and V/ellingtons of No. 221

Squadron!3J from O6OO-1704 hours; a parallel track search by
Hudsons of No, 206 Squadron was carried out as far as possible
into -tl-ie same area between 1215 and 165O hours and a guard patrol
off Brest, maint

Squadron, (4; ^ned from 1418-1728 hours by Blenlieims of No,236
and

No. 19

Group
0*R«B»

Bomber Command had stated, viien O/2IO Squadron was still
sending enemy reports, tlaat they v/ere ?/illing to fly off a large
strike force at dawn provided firm sliadowing reports were forth
coming from Coastal Command aircraft but that the strike could

not wait until the enemy sliip ultin^ately ran into our Bay of
Biscay patrols, O/2IO Squadron’s final signal was at O4O4 hours
and stated tliat touch had been lost vdth the eneiiy ship but the
last observed position had been at 0236 hours,
considered certain enou^a to warrant an attack in force by
Bomber Command,

by 1000 hours a sweep was carried out by 52 Wellingtons and

This was not

However, viien no siglitings had been reported

CoC,

Naval

Staff Log

(1) Appendix V gives a precis of Uie German account of tols attack and the subse
quent measures talcen by the German Viar Staff,

(1328 hours. Enemy ship in hBO&l x 195CW C° 130°
M/2lj0's reports (1610 horn’s,

(1745 hours.
(2344 hours.

0/210's reports (0113 hours.
(0236 hours.

Ref. No, 15 Group O.R.B,
For tliese taslcs No, 19 Group had been re-lnforced from Llmavady by 5 Wellingtons
of No. 221 Squadi’on and 6 Whitleys of No. 502 Squadron at St. Eval. Ref. No.
19 Group O.R.B, For the positions of these searches and patrols see Itep XVI.
The strike forces available at St, Eval were:

10 Beauforts of No. 217 Squadron
10 Blenheims of No. 53 Squadron
6 Whitleys of No, 502 Squadron
9 Albacores of No, 827 Squadron F.A.A.

Over tlie whole period, from the location of the two enemy ships near Bergen
on the 21st May until dusit on tile 27tli May, aircraft of Coastal Command flew 78
sorties totalling 630 flylny, hours while searching for or shadowing these units.

" 472® X 1857N C° 140° 20 toots
" 4715N X 1823W CO 125°
» 47541 X 14531 C° 110°
" 474ON X 133OW
" 47521 X 125CW

n

ti ti

n

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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12 Stirlings of Baaber Caiimnd passing tlrrougli an area round
4800N X 0800'ff in v/liich it was estimated tliat tlie "Prinz Eugen’
might be found* None of these patrols, sv/eeps and searciies
during tlie day saw arrj sign of this ship( 1) tliough
enemy aircraft were sighted*(2j

At dawn the battleships IQLng George V and Rodney
closed in and reduced the Bismarck to a blazing viTeck*
She Tra.s finally sunk by a torpedo from H*M*S* Dorsetshire
at 1037^hours^on tlie 2?th May in position 48O9N  x 1607W*
(Appendix V gives a suwiiarised account of the measures by
the Genmns in attempting to get this ship into port)«

many

0*0,

Naval

Staff Log

The air support from the Genaan Air Force played
p^’t vAaatsoever in the final da-ai-.Ta of the Bismarck ,
distance involved liiiiited tlie aircraft used to recoimaissance
types and'light bomb loads* Some units of the Britishs
fleet wrere located from 1000 hours onward but only
developed and that failed.

no

The

one attack

Hovrever, it was pkin that, as
tliese units neared tlie British Isles, air attacks would be
laumhed vriienever possible. Fi^iter Oommand infonued the
Adraii-alty at 1215 hours on 27th May that large concentrations
of enemy aircraft existed in tlie Brittany and northern
coastal areas of Prance, No attempt was made therefore, to

Ibid

bring any shix^s up the 0ha.nnel and the returning naval forces
proceeded to their various bases keeping to the west of
Ireland, Ooasta.1 ConMand was I'equested to give all
protection possible both against eneny aircraft and U“boats.(^)
Accordingly the fleet flagship - H,M,3, ICing George V -
given A/U support ‘

was

from 2000 hours on tlie 27th until O75O hours

Poid

No* 19

Group
0*R*B*

on tlie 28th by a Catalina when tlie task was continued by
Whitleys of No* 502 Squadron.

No. 15
Group
0*R*B,

28tli May

Enay aircra.ft located several fleet units soon after
dawn. The tvro battleships - HJ4, Ships King George V and
Rodngy - were shadovred from O73O hours wiien in position
533ON X 1200W and the cruiser H.M.S. Norfolk a little further
to tne west at O85O hours* The ihitley k/U escort was backed
up^by fi^iter escort of Blenlaei'is and Hudsons iiiiiich was
maintained in relays for the remainder of the day*v4.)
Sporadic attacks by single enay aircraft on these units took,
place between O9OO and 1000 hours but no Mts were obtainedl5)
Tvro destrojurs - HJV[*S* Tartar and Mashona
the southvraxd of the main units
He,1li aircraft frcm 0340 hours.

some 40 miles to

Tifere heavily attacked by
H,M,S, Mashona was

Ibid

C,C,

Naval

Staff Log

seriously damaged and load to be abandoned at 1100 hours*
The enej-y directed subsequent sorties on to H*M,S, Tartar wiao

(1) At this time the Prina Eujien vras about 450 miles N,W, of the Azores,
account of her cralse and m-rival in Brest is given In Appendix V.

(2) The German Group Command West made everj’- effort to provide air support for
the Bismarcli. particularly in the tlml stages after her steering gear had
been dainaged by tlie Fleet Air Ann attacl; at 2100 hours on tiie 26tli May.
See Appendix V,

(5) The following re-dlsposltlons were made:-

An

The six Whitleys of No. 502
Squadron and tlie five Wellingtons of No, 221 Squadi'on returned to Llmavad”.
Six Bleniielm fighters of No. 235 Squadron from Blrcliam Newton to St, Evalii
Elevai Blenheim fighters of No, 254 Squadron from Sumburgh to Alderf?rove,
Seven Blenlielm fighters of No,256 Squadron to hiaavad;,'.
Group O.R.B.5.

(4) These major units received during the day, escort by 5 Whitley sorties from
No, 502 Squadron, 15 Bleniielm fighter sorties from Nos, 254 and 256
Squadrons and 15 Hudson sorties from Nos. 235 and 22if Squadixins. In
addition, relays of Blenheim fighters of No. 235 Squadron maintained tm
Interception patrol off toe S.W, corner of Ireland from 16(X)'^100 hoiu’s/28.

I5i A shadowing He.111 was engaged at 0800 and driven off by T/502 Squadix>n.
An attacking He.111 was engaged at 1004 and di’lven off by Q/254 Squadron.

Ref, Nos, 15 and 19
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It v;as not until 1600vra.s attacked at intervals until dax>k,

hours that anj^ Coastal Coxmmnd aircraft became available to

give protection but from that time 2 Blenlieim and 9 Hudson
sorties were devoted to this task and several engagenients vdth

He.1-11 and JU.88s took place.("l) HJ-US. Tartar, and otlier
destroyers, viio had been sent to her assistance, regained harbour
tliat ni^it undaiiiaged.

Tlie search for the Prinz Eugen continues

During tlie early hours of the 28th, before dayli^at,
aircraft from Bomber CoiiiTiand again laid mines off Brest and
St. Nazaire.

0600 hours tiaat a cruiser and two desti’oyers had been sighte<i , s
at 0330 hours on an easterly course off the mouth of tlie Loirei '
A search v/as immediately ordered wliile photograishic
reconnaissance was required as soon as possible of St. Nazaire

in addition to Brest, Lorient and Bordeaux,
conditions permitted only Brest to be ^ -
tvro battle cjruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau were seen

still in dock but no sign of tlie Prinz Eugen,
Beaufort, Hudson and Blenlaeim aircx'aft off the coast as far south
as St. Nazaire failed to locate any naval units.

One of these aircraft reported on landing at

Low cloud

reconnoitred viSiere the

A searcli by
No. 19

Group
O.R.B.

29th May

During tlie early hoiirs a wide belt of foggy weather covered
the northern half of tJie British Isles,

air operations, botli British and Geriian, and all the heavy
fleet units I'egained their various anchorages vathout further
incident•

This liampered all

This bad weather spread, to tlie south dn.ring tlie
day.

Now tiiat the special re~inforcements to No. 19 Group had

returned to their normal tasks in otliex- areas, it was only

possible to mintain tlie routine vra.tcli on Bi-est vioich had been
carried out since tlie arrival tlxere of the two battlecruisers at

tlie end of Marclx but whenever possible sweeps were carried out

off the Biscay Coast down to latitude A5°N. During tlie day the
P.R.U, aircra.ft again viewed tlxe two battlecruisers in Brest

and tlxree destroj^ers were discovex'ed in the roadstead of

La Pallice but no signs of the Prinz Eugen in St. Nazaire,
Lorient or tlie Gironde. The worsening weatlier during the

evening caused the abandonment of all fl3d.ng after 2130 hours.

Ibid

30th and 31st Ma,y

Similar weatlier conditions iDrevailed during tlie 30th and
31st and such patrols as it vfas possible to fly saw no signs of
any naval movements neither was it possible to view the Biscay
ports except for a glimpse of Brest on the 31st which only
confirmed tlie presence of the battlecruisers.

Ibid

1st June

At 0605 tlie Admiralty infoimed H.Q. Coastal Conmiand tlxat W/t
signs.ls had just been D/l'ed, in the area l^OON  x O6OOW.

(1) At 1628 Hudson 1/235 Squadi’on engaged 2 He.111, One was sliot dovm In flames
and the other driven off. Position Slyne Head. At 2221 Hudson B/22lj Squadron
engaged and drove off 1 He.lll. Position Eagle Island, At 2315 Hudson K/224
attacked 2JU.88 mdoh were approaching tiie destroyers off Denial Bay and
drove tliera off. Ref, No, 15 Group 0,R.B.

(2) This was an erroneous report as no cruiser vias in the western area of Europe.
The Prinz Eugen was still 500 miles west of the Asoi'es. See Map XVI and
Appendix V.
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These signals vrere consistent vri.th tlie presence of an enemy
surface unit and the Trinz Eugen vra.s suspected to he tlie

cLU.thor.v ' The Adiniralty requested special searches to be
made in tlie Bay of Bisca3'' and named La Pallice as the

probable port of refuge*

The weather liaving sligiitli'' improved in S*>7, England,
sorties vrere directed to tlais area and the Hudson on cross

over "B", alread^r on patrol, was signalled to shift patrol
to the south,eastTirajrd to cover the approaches to
St. Nazaire,V27 available aircraft of Nos. 217 (Beaufort),
53 (Blenlieim) and 827 (Albacore P.A.A.) Squadrons vrere brought
to the ready as a strike force. One Beaufort, taking off at
0305 hours, seau’ched between the D/i' position and La Pallice
frora 1020 to 1100 hours»(3) Six Blenheims of No. 53
Squadr-on, talcing off at 0915# carried out a sweep frora
1035-1310 hours, in the area between tlie D/t’ position and the
French coast.(^) Anotlier five aircraft of this Squadron
leaving St. Eval at I4OO hours s’wept dovm the coast about
40 miles off shore as far as the latitude of La Pallice

encountering bad weather vdth poor visibility.(3)
sigiitings of naval units resulted.

Another enemy W/T signal, -v^ose B/F position was
4800N X 0515W, was made at 155O hours and a final sortio
of three Blenlieirns of No. 53 Squadron, taking off at I3l6
hours, pi'oceeded to this area in tlie approaches to Brest but
saw no naval movements. (3) Prevalent cloud conditions
prevented an^'- successful reconnaissaaice by P.RoU. aircraft
of the Biscay ports thougli six sorties were made*

No

FL/G5/
1/6

PL/G9/
1/6

C.C.

Naval

Staff Log.

PL/GI1/
1/6

Reference to Ilap XVII will show how this ship was missed,

The first two searclies took off at O8O5 and 0915 respectively
but were not down in their search areas until 1020 and 1130
hours, by Miich time the Prina Eugen v^-as close to the French

coast and proceeding up tlie swept channel under single engined
figliter support. If the aircraft already on crossover "B"
had received Ills diversion order correctly when it was sent
at 0730 hours it is conceivable he might have located the
cruiser escorted by tw^o destroyers at 0830 hours approximately
but it must be remembered tliat the weather reported at tills
time by the cruiser was overcast with continuous rain in a
wind N.E, force 6,(7) The Coastal sweep by five Blenheims •
reached the start of their sweep about one hour after the
Prinz Eugen had turned the corner into the Brest approaches
and the final strike by three Blenheims were not in this area
until the ship was being docked in Brest Itself,

2nd June

No sigliting of tlie Prinz Eugen having been obtained and
there being no confirmation of' her arrival in axiy harbour,

(1) This v/as correct. The signals that were D/Fed were those made by Prina Eupen
when meeting her destroyer escort In 4600iT a OiiiOT. sgg Appendix V.
L/206 on crossover "B", owing to corrupt groups In the diversion order, did
•rot receive the correct version until too late to comply.
This vras Q/217 Squadron, The area of search Is coloured brorm on Map XVII.
This search was continued by crossover tipn, coloured light blue, from 1300-
1800. hours by Hudson G/206. Ref. PL/010/1/6.
The aircraft were A.T.U.S.F. and V.
Map XVII.

The aircraft were Y, D. E. X and 2, They reached 4800N x 0600W at 1540 hours
and toe southernmost point of sweep at 1640 hours. The area flovjn Is
coloured blue on Map XV'II,
The aircraft were P. H. and L,
toe position 4800 x 05
returned to base. Map XVII.
See Appendix V.

The area covered Is marked in violet.

rnoir track Is marked In red and they reached
■15 3.t 1926 hours and after 25 minutes searching they

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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A Gi’ossover patrol covering tliethe search continued,

approaches to Brest was maintained from dav/n and searches in
Nine Fleet Air Armthe Bay vrere carried out during the day.

No. 19

Group
0,R,B,

Alhacores of No. 82? Squach-on with torpedoes were held in

Again no sign of the
cruiser Y/as discovered and again coastal cloud conditions
prevented either hi^i or low level reconnaissajice of tlie Biscay

readiness at St, Eval from 0800 hours.

ports.

3rd June

An aircraft ofSimilar measures were riaintained all d^j,

P,R,U, managed to get a Arievir of La Pallice and established
that the enemy destroyers, ipreviously reported there on 29th May,
had left,

reconnaissance of Brest or St. Nazaire and the spread YrestYrajrd

of these vreatlier conditions forced the withdrawal bj’ 2200 hours
of ad 1 Yvatchlng patrols except the crossover off Brest Yiiiich
was maintained tlirou^i the hour of da.rkness.

10/10 cloud doTfii to 300 feet preventedIbid

Ath June

In conditions of poor visibility the Bay searclies were

At 12A5 houi-s a P.R.U, Spitfire obtainedrenev/ed fro^’i daTm,

photographs of Brest but, although the pilot visually saw the
tiVD battlecruisers, he could not voucli for the presence of the

inz Eugen. HoTrever, v/hen the pliotographs vvere developed
they disclosed the cruiser in the most easterly drj* dock in tiie
Brest naval docikyard.

Pr

Ibid

Thus ended, unsuccessfully?', the long search for the
Most of the patrols and routine seai'cliesp-rinz Eugen at sea,

were equally useful to give v/arning of any sally that niight be
undertaken by the .battlecruisers. With the arrival of the
cruiser the necessity for an unrela:cing watch was increased

and for another eight months this requirement continued to be

a first call on No, 19 Group,

(Mt)Operations against the Lutzow 11th 13th June, 19A1

11th June

At 0250 hours the Admiralty informed H,Q. Coastal Command
by telephone tliat intelligence indicated the movement of
major unit of the Geiman ns.vy from the Baltic to the North

This unit v/as believed to be the be.ttleship Tirpitz

and miglit have passed tlie Slcaw at about raidnight,
message iivas received there were 1A aircraft on routine ofiensive
and reconnaissance patrols off the South Vi'est coast of Norvra.y.''
These aircraft v/ere warned by "Syko" signal to be on the

lookout during the remainder of their sorties for enemy naval
units. The coastal patrols "Stand" and "Bert" took off at

required by 1000 hours
The

a

Sea.
vVlien this

dawn and photographic reconnaissance was
of the Kristiansand South

C.C.

Naval

Staff

Log

, Stavanger and Bergen areas,
nev/ly designed brealcout Patrols SentigS'" I and II and Price

(l) A Beauforts of No, A2 Sqdn. on a "Rover" Patrol betT/een
Stadtlandet and Stavanger.

3 Beauforts of No. A2 Sqdn, on a strike at shipping off

Egersund,
A Blenlieims of No. 11A Sqdn, on an aiati-shipping sv/eep
between Stavanger and Lister.
3 Beauforts of No. A2 Sqdn, attacking Mandal aerodrome,
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were ordered for the afternoon and a signal vra.s sent to
Iceland instructing the flying of "Bear Patrol" (Denmark
Straits) and "Polar Patrol" (to the North of Langanaes)
from P*M, 12th June.CO Re-lnforcements for strike and
reconnaissance operations were deployed into the Nortliern
area during the day.(2)

C.C.Ops•
633/11

At 1230 hours further intelligence from the Admiralty
indicated that the Gemmn unit had only left the Great Belt
area at about 0800 hours. Consequently the orders for
"Stab" and "Trost" Patrols vrere cancelled and the take off
for "Sentry I and II" and "Price" was postponed. By 17OO
hours still more positive information carae from the Admiralty
to the effect tlrat the Genmn unit was the Pocket battleship
Lutaow(3) and tlrat slie had left the ItLel, Bay area north~
bound at O9OO hours on 11t!r June,

C.C, Naval

Staff Log

Patrols were therefore arranged in succession on the
assumption tlrat tire Lutzow \vould advance at a mean speed
of 20 knots ̂ viriclr required "Stand" from O3OO on the 12th,
I'Bert" from 0700 hours and so on. At 2300 hours the A.O.C,-
in-C, vra.s Informed by the Admiralty Operatioirs Division
tliat the Lutzow was understood to be already West of
longitude 10° E and raald.ng for the Norwegian Coast,
this was well in advance of the previous appreciation tire
A.O.C.-in-C, ordered all the Norwegian coast patrols to
take of‘

notice

As

to be maintained until further

,(W These measures were embodied in signals to

CC/G2/11/6

C.C, Naval

Staff Log

C,-in-C, Home Fleet with a description of a tlrlrd breakout
patrol - "Sentry III" - -which could be instituted if
circimiatanoes deimnded,

stated that he could not cover every possible exit and
considered the existing
the aircraft available

during -blre ni^it, proceeding to the Sou-th Tifest corner of
Iceland from vhere an interception could be made vhich
ever wa.y tire Lutzow nuglrt chose to break into the
Atlantic, A/U escort was given by Yhitleys of No, 6l2
Squadron from davm to 1740 hours on 12tlr June.

In conclusion the A,0,C,-in“C,

g patrols were the best possible wit

C.C.Ops,
638/12

h
. (5) Tire Home fleet put to sea

Actually the Lutzow, accompanied by the liglrt cruisers
"Leipzig" and Emden, and escorted by five destroyers had
entered the sou-thern end of the Great Belt at 2300 hours.
They -were engaged on an operation called "Summer Journey"
plaimed to transfer the two liglrt cruisers to Oslofjord and
the pocket battleship to Trondireim,

12th June

Admty.
N.I.D.24
X.126/47

No siglrtings of Lutzow were obtained during the
morning or forenoon watches althou^r the visibility vra.s good;

(1) See Map XVIII, CC/01/11/6/4l gives the co-ordinates of these Patrols,
5 Beauforts of No. 22 Sqdn. with torpedoes from North Coates to Wick.
1 Sunderland from Mt. Batten and 1 Catalina from Oban to Sullora Voe,
1 Sundei’land from Pembroke to Iceland.
The pocket battleship Deutchland had been renamed Lutaow on her return
from her Atlantic cruise in 1939. Under her original name. Hitler
considered tliat her loss would have serious psychological repercussions In
Germany.

"Sleeve" to be patrolled from 0100/12, "Stand" from 0300, "Bert" from 0330,
"Stab" from oZ}15» "Trost" from 0515 and thereafter to be flovjn continuously
until sighting reports were made. The breakout patrols Sentry I and II to
commence at 1900 and 2100/12 respectively. The Iceland patrols to stand
by for furtlier Instructions,
The watching air patrols round Brest were stiffened up In case the German
force there should attempt a diversion Into the Atlantic.

Ref. Fuhrer Conferences In 1939,

(2)

(3)

Ui)

(5)
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the weather off the Norwegian coast was 6/l0 cloud at 1000 ft»
vvath visibility 8-10 miles.

At 1245 hours tlie Adiuiralty informed HoQ. Coastal Comiiiand

that the Lutzow had Just passed the Skaw at 1230 hours.
"Sentrj'' I and II" vrere postponed again and a PeR.U. aii'craft
v/as sent to the Sltagerralc to search up -fclae line of advance.

At 1930 tlie Strike Force was hrou^it to instant readlness(2) and
arrangements completed for the continuance all ni^it of "Stand"
patrol,
respectively on the 13th June and finally, in case the Lutzow
should turn south along the western coast of Denmark, Hudson

aircraft from Thornahy were to oaxxj out a reconnaissance along
the parallel of 55°N to the Danish coast and then vrork up to
the north to 57°N> talcing off at 2200 hoircs.

Sentry I and II" were ordered for 1200 and I4OO hours

C.Ce Naval

Staff Log

CC/GI/12/6

RO/GI5/
12/6

At 1336 hours the German force, still on a northerly course,
the port beam and at 16OO hours, inload loassed the Skav/ on

position 5827N x 1035E, the two li^it cruisers were detached
for Oslof jord talcing with them the air escort of 2 Arado 196
and 2Me.110 aircraft. _
destroyer's, altered course to the west and iproceeded out of the

Skagerrack stopping off ICristiansand South at 2l00 .ihours to
take on board two navigational officers for the passage tlirough
tlie "Imier Leads" to Trondlieim,

The Lutzow, escort by the fiveAdmty,
N<,I.Do2I(-

X.126/47

As no sightings had been made by 2200, the AoO,Co-in-G. tooi-

the decision to despatch the strikes to search for ami attack the
target^^^ as he appreciated that by v^aiting for  a si^iting
report fran tire reconnaissance aircraft it might be impossible
for the strike to arrive in the area before the enemj'' Ca) took
refuge in one of the nearby fjords or (bj turned back on his
trades at high speed. In malcing this decision the A.O.C.-in-
0.(4) bore in mind that it would take at least three hours

from the tii;xe of ordering the despatch for. tlxe s
that the Beaufort aircraft had little endurance in hand

and

ike to be intli

areaj

to search for tlie target if not found ahmost Lnraediatelyi

e

that any delay in their arrival on the Norwegian Coast after
0200/13th would intensify the risk of their frustration by
enemy single engined fi^iters in the increasing daylight.

At 2300 hours 5 aircraft of No, 22 Squadron took off from

5} and at 2315 hours 9 aircraft of No, 42 Squadron took
The Lutzow escorted by five destro3?-ers

T/as siglated at 2359 hours in position 574^^ x O65OE steering
2900 by a Slenhsin of No. 114 Squadron on Patrol "Stand"
pilot endeavoured to sho.dow but vras forced to signal that he was

ly eneoflj’- fig^nterso Hi’^^
trike alrcro-ft already

V/lck

off from Leuchars.

The

unable to amplify oA'dng to at-tad
sighting rexDort was relayed out to the

No. 18

Group
OoReB.

on the T/ay.

rQ

(1) To be over position 5752N x 07563 at 1730. Ref. RO/G? aid 08/12/6.
siglitins vjas obtained.

(2) At Leuciwrs “ 10 aircraft of No, 4?. Sqcn, y/lth tcrpectoes,
n  with S.A.P, bombs.

5 aircraft of No, 22 Scidn, with torpedoes-
(3) C.C/02/12/6. T.O.0,2200 “Striking forces to loa’i-e lorthvvith viz:- 22 Sqdn.

Wick to Jaedsrens Point (5a'.(0N x 0530E) thenc-e South to Lister and returu,

42 Sqda. Lsuchars to Lister Light tiiencs North to Jaederens Point and return.
The A„o.C.“in-C. himself designed this double sweep as offering the best
cliance of interception,

(4) Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill,
(5) Two of these aircraft landed back ti hours later with turret trouble,
(6) Blenlieira of No. 1l4 Squadron at 2350 hours sighted an aoemy aira'aft, and

Coming out of the squall the pilot

No

4

At Kick

turned to attack but entered heavy rain,

saw, dead ahead, a naval force consisting of 5 destroyers screening a large
warship.
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13th June

At 0218 hours the Lutzow was located,a ttacked and
hit by aircraft of the torpedo strike of No. 42 Squadron in
position 582N x 0540E when, closely
she \ms steering 315° at 20 knots *

Ij screened by destroyers,
At 0204 hours, afte

a delayed start, the two reuiaining Beauforts of No. 22
Squadron detadraent at Wick took off to attack following the
sighting report made by "W" of No. 114 Squadron,
returned not having sighted the enemy, the other -
aircraft "G" - did not return,
account indicates that this aircraft was shot do-.m by
Me,109 after attempting to attack the Lutzow at 0423 hours.
A furtlier strike of 9 Blenlieims and 3 Beauforts, armed with
borabs, was despatched from Leuchars at 0230 hours, but this
force failed to make contact Mdth the exception of Blerheim
"D" of No, 114 Squadron vhich located the LutzoT/ at O557
hours only a few miles east from vhere the attack had
taken place but moving slowly in a southerly direction
close to the land. In spite of the presence of seven
Me. 109 fighters, tliis Blenheim attacked v/ith 2  - 500 lb.
S.-A,P, bombs but missed astern. A fir^l stihke of three
torpedo aircraft of No. 22 Squadron was despatched at O9OO
from North Coates but they failed to find the Lutzow.
possibly because the aircraft were flying at sea level in
view of enemy fighters and thus had a very liiiaited radius of
vision.

One

Reference to the Ger/nan

an

No, 18

Group
O.R.B.

CH/SI/13/6

Tlie log of the Lutzow establishes that the
air attack came as a complete surjjrise.
roade the original si^iting at midnight had not been observed
and chough it is true that
for two low flying aircraft

successful

The Blenlieim which

at N 0115 hours tlaere viras

' ' which wei’e momentarily

Adnty.
N.I.D. 24
X. 126/47

sighted, they were considered to be German planes returning
to base. At 0218 hours another aircraft was siglited but
not treated as hostile because half an hour earlier it had
been reported tliat tliree JU 88 had made a "returning to base
signal.

an alarm

^The successful aircraft came out of a rain squall at
a heiglit of 50-80 metres and dropped a. torpedo ■vic[iich, in
spite of an immediate alteration of helm, hit the Lutzow
and exploded on the portside nearly ajaidships. The ship
hmiiediately developed a list to port of 18-200 with part'
of the upperdeck under v/ater and both engines came to a
stop.

At 0225 hours a signal v/as sent out reporting the
torpedo hit and requesting immediate fi^iter protection,
A qijiick survey of daziage revealed that both engine rooms and
No, 1 turbine room v/ere making water. The heavy list was
caused by the flooding of water tiglit compartoents on the
portside,
starboard shaft could not be used until the list had been
taken off tne ship. The smoke roalclng canisters had been
damaged by the explosion and tliey continued to malce smoke
•\vhich enveloped tlie ship.

The port propeller shaft was useless and the

It was this smoke that vas

Ibid

{1) At 0213 Wh2 dropped a torpedo which was seen to hit.
•” received D.F«I, on 1?th June).
At 0230 Y/4’2 dropped a torpedo but did not observe any result owing to smoVo
and flak. It did not hit.
At 0235 RA<2 made two attacking runs but the torpedo would not release.
The enemy ship vras seen to be heavily on fire.
The remainder of No. h2 Sqdn. strike failed to locate the target and none ofthe No. 22 Sqdn. strike saw any eaemy ships, kef. No. 13 Croup O.R E. See Map XIX(2) These tvra aircraft may have been two of NO. 22 Squadron searching for theforce.

(Ft. Sergt. R, H. Lovoitt
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remajrked upon by aircr-aft T/42 squadron and 'which caused R/42
Squadron to report that the ship was heavily on fire.

Riinps were started and by trirmuing oil and water tanlcs
the ship sloT/ly righted herself,
expected the comianding officer decided to get the ship out of
the area as soon as possible and ordered one of tlie destroyers
to take the LutzoT/ in toviT until the stanboard engine could
be started.

Group North indicating the daiaage and that the ship was maiding
for Egersund to gain protection from the shore A«A, batteries.

As further air attacks were

A further report 'was made to the Flag Officer

Ai'i attempt vwis made to fly off tlae ship's airGi-aft to act

as fighter cover until the shore based figj,iter  , escort arrived

but the sea v/as too rouj;^a to hoist it out by crane on to the

water and the catapulting gear ha.d been dai'naged by tlie toriDedo
explosion. Apparently the coraraanding offic
tlaat some figliters were already with Iiim.V'^/

At 0320 hours the starboard engine twls started and a course

was shaped at 12 knots for Stavanger as being the nearest base

at whlcla emergency repaiz’S could be undertaken, liovrever, soon

after, the comianding officer decided to jiiake fox'* a home port
for the folloYdng reasons;-

(a) Althou^i bolua engine rooms and No, 1 tui’bine roQin v^ere
malcing water, the electrical puiups vrez-e, so far, able to

cope witli the leaks. The chief wox’ry was the main dyrjamo
plant consisting of eigl'it genere.tors every one of lifiiich

was dai'np and had to be stopped at inter'nittent intervals.
If tiiey should all fail together the ship Yrould be at a

stand-still and in great danger. This risk 'v/as accepted,

(b) The ship could oiily be repaired at a home port
becaizse no suitable d.oclcing facilities were available in

Norwegian YTaters,

ei- wa.s una'ware

Ibid

(c) The ship had a z'elatively strong escort,

iujcordinglp at 02|40 hours the force turned about and the

land v/as hugp^ed as close as was navigationally ipossible to

protect the portside from further torpedo attack 'rfiile the

destroyers were all disposed to starboard.

Just previous to this aiteration of course, another torpedo
attack was delivez’ed by a Beaufort aircreift. At 0A23 hours

concentrated AaA, fii'e was opened by all the ships a..nd tlie plane
tui’ned a^vay droipping i.ts torpedo prematurely. It v/as then

engaged and shot down b^!- one of the escorting Me, 105^3, This
airci-aft may ha.ve been Beaufort "G" of No, 22 Squa,dron which

never returned. At 0355 hours the Bleriieim attack was

recorded, the fall of bombs being given as 120 metres e.stern of
the destroyei' on the Lutzow^s starboard beam.

Ibid

No o 18

Group
Shadowing aii-craft v/ere dispatched at intervals to try and

maintain conta.ct v/ith the enemy force.
Squadron si^^ited them at 0420 hours and maintained interroittent

contact until O63O hours j the task v/as taken on 'by "Z" of
No, 248 Blenlieim squadron vho reported tlieir leosition at 1027
hours as 5740N x 0730E steering 085° at 15 knots.

Hudson "Z” of No. 220

(1) W/l1/'. Sqdn«, had re]ported 2-Me. 109 to starboard of and
2“Me. 110 astern of the enemy force at the original sigh'bing
at midnight, N/42 Sqdn. between 0130 and OI5O houi'^s was
engaged in this area by 1-9VIe,i'10 and 1-Me. 109*
E/42 Sqdn., at O14O hours sighted 6 enemy fighters in the area,
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Baaiber Goniiiand had a^ireed to send a strike of Stirling
aircz'aft if a reliable location was obtained and this signal
of 1027 houjTS was passed to H.Q
to be taken,

weather conditions for a bombing attack ensued and at 1255
hours four Stirlings took off expecting to be in the target

No» 18 Group H.Q, was to
keep them informed by W/p of any subsequent position reports.
However, as no furtlier reports had coDie in by 15OO hours it
was considered too doubtful as to Tfifiaere the eneriiy would be

at 1500 hoars and the'Stirlings Yrere recalled.

Bomber Command for action

Discussions as to the suitability of the
•>

area at approximately 1500 hours.
C,C, Naval

Staff Log

A P,R,U, sortie, v^hicli had left at 1015 hour’s^ to
reconnoitre the Kfistiansand South area returned 1345 hours

having si^^ited the enemy force at 1215 hours in  a position
30 miles S,S»E, of &istiansand South and still steering in
an easterly?- direction, at about 15 knots,

difficulty was naturally experienced in shadowing this
force at this range, owing to tlae short endujrance of tlie
Bleriieim aircraft and the streng-fcli of the enei-jiy fi^iter

The final shadowing was c^ried out by a Blenlaeim
15l8('l) and 16O5 hours and tlie

Latsov/ and five destroyers were left in position
58O4N X O952E steering 0950 at 10-15 lmots,(2j

Considerable

cover,

of No. 248 Squadron between

No. 18

Group
O.R.B.

Ibid

The next view of Lutsow \ia.s not till 1?th June \Aien
a P.R.U, sortie managed to secure photograiiis of Kiel,
These revealed the Pocket battleship in No, 4 ley dock.

(1) Si^ated by S/248 Sqdn. at 1518 hours in 5806N x 0925E.
See Map XIX,

The LutzoY/*s' log records an uneventful passage down
the Kattegat althougli air attacks were expected at ary
minute during tlie rest of the day and through the night
up to tlie time the force entered the Great Belt at

0800 hours on the 14tli June, Kiel Bay was reached at
1200 hours; the Gliief Engineer of the "Lutapw" reported
that all eiglit generators were about to fail altogether.
Tugs were requested and in clxarge of 3 salvage tugs
aided by 8 ordinai7/ 'hJgs the ship -was towed past the boom
outside Kiel harbour at 1^44-5 hours,
dry docked at I63O hours and did not leave this berth
until the beginning of Januaiy, 1942*
Reference, N,I,D. 24A.126/47,

The Lutzow was

(2)
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CHAPTER VIII

TEE BATTLE OF TIE .,:.TIPHT?in FIRST JIulE 1940

(i) Introduction

JIBE -1941Cp«

Early June saw the land campaign in Praiace in full
swing. Naval dispositions to meet the repercussions from

this and to make up for losses in light craft incurred in

the Nor’wegian campaign aiad Dunkirk evacuation Md further
redviced the slender number available to osoor.'t ocean convoys.
Later in the month the fall of Prance necessitated the use

of still more liglit cra.ft in anti~invasion measures and the

ocean convoy escorts were cut far belov/ the minimum safety
marko To a similar degree Coastal Command’s re-dispositions
to meet the evacuations and provide anti-invasion patrols had

to be at the expense of convoy escorts and A/U patrols.
Consequently the suggestion by the Admiralty of the need for

aircraft based in Iceland v/hich was made on 7th June had to

be turned down by the Air Ministry who replied that any
such move would be at the expense of existing commitmentSb
On 18th June the AoO,Ca-in-C, foreseeing the rapid spread of
the sea war urgently requested additions to the operational
strength of Coastal Command in a letter to the Under
secretary of State, In neither of these cases could any
re-inforcement be supplied as the claims of the other
RoAoP, commands were considered to be superior.

After the uneasy pause in the U/B v/ar during April and
early May the first batch of ocean going U/B’s put to sea
about mid-May and appeared from 21 st lilay one by one in

operating areas in the Atlantic, Their cruises extended
further than hitherto to the south-west. The longer hours

of daylight, the newr and improved types of U/b’s and the
wealc A/U forces deployed against them resulted in a heavy
toll of shipping. The U/B sinlcings figure for June shot up
to 284*000 tons, the highest monthly total yet achieved.
The successes encouraged a feeling of confidence which bred

increasing boldness and a band of U/B aces rapidly developed
anong the more experienced of the U/B captahns, ("I)

AoM.

3,48345
end, 97A and
101A

AoM,

3,48345
end,

103A

Italy’s declaration of war on 10th June added a
considerable force of U/B*s to those already against uso
Precautionary measures against them and tlie Italian surface

fleet had dravm off further naval and ai.r contingents frcui

the Atlajutic in May when relations mth Italy became
strainedv2\, Eavilrig regard to the paper strength cf ”
Italian Fleet and Regia Aercnautica it was deemed advisable
to discontinue the routeing of British shipping through the
Mediterranean and a.ll such traffic v/as diverted to the

long ocean passage round the Cape of Good Hopeo

uce

(1) ouda men vrere Prien, Kretschmer, Eiidrass, Fraueniieimj
Roe sing, Schepke, Schulta and Jenisch, whose names
appeared frequently in enemy bz-'oadcasts and internal
propagandao
The Italian U/B fleet consisted of 20 boats of over
I5OOO tons, 108 boats betvrcen 500 and 1,000 tons and
7 of under 500 tonso

efficiency Viras not up to the Germcun. standard and
British naval action against them in Jiune resulted in

the destruction of 6 in the Mediterraasean and 5 ijs th

Sunderland aircraft of No, 230 Squadron

Por'cunatcly the Italian U/B

Red Sea,

(2)

accounted for a further 2 off Greece at the end of the

montho
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(ii) Abandomcnt of the South West route for shipping

^ the middle of June it hecame clear that Germany v/ould
over-run France and he in a position to attack our Channel and
S,W, approach traffic mth aii'craftj destroyers aard E, boats.
An Admiralty meeting to consider trade protection in the light
of these events was held on 20th June and recommended the

routeing of our ocean convoys to the Nortii of Ireland and the
mining of the Bristol Channel, Further meetings v/ere held on
22nd June and decisions were implemented in signals Tdiich
ordered all inbound convoys to be sailed from 28th Ji.me to
arrive through the Western approaches to the north of Ireland
except in the case of sliips bound for English Channel ports as
far east as Southampton which for a time were to continue to
arrive by the S,W* approaches, Outboimd shipping to be
sailed as at present until it was necessary to meet the first
of the re-routed inbound convoys. Finally a large area of
the Bristol Channel between Ireland and tl:ie north coast of
Cornwall was to be mined, )

re-G.C,

3,7011/1 Part 2,
ends. 1A, 2A,
3A

C,C.

3,7011/1 Part 2,
ends, 6A, 11A

C,C.

3,7011/1 Part 2,
ends, 12A, I3A
Letter to C.A.S,
hth July S.15087
end. 36A

Coastal Command proposed to re-dispose squadrons in order
to pi’ovide air escort and A/U measures in the Western
Approaches, In the absence of sufficient airfields, the
A,0,C,“in-C, again stressed the need of air bases in S,W,
Eire particularly the ones in existence at Foynes,

As in the inauguration of convoys at the beginning of the
war so in ’ihis re-routeing of the convoy system there was an
unavoidable lag in time. As the enemy over-ran the northern
and western parts of Prance he established bomber and long
range reconnaissance squadrons. These took an increasing 

'

toll of the convoys and shipping still using the English
Channel,

bombing ships throughout the Channel and S,7i/’, Approaches out
to 9'^/ longitude. This menace to shipping necessitated
immediate abandonment of the southern routeing without waiting
for the arrival of the first re-routed inbound convoys. It
was put into effect from 15th July, Henceforwrard only small
local convoys of coasting type vessels usedthe English'’^hcnnel.

During this time the U/B's had been taking heav3'‘ toll,
mostly beyond the range of surface or air escort, and were
showing increasing boldness in attacking the weakly escorted
convoys closer in. The change in the routeing of our convoys
in the Atlantic provided only a short pause as the new/ traffic
lane was quickly discovered by the enemy long range bomber
reconnaissance aircraft and the TJ/B’s were accordingly re
directed to new areas astride it and extending out to 18°W
longitude. Another new factor made its appearance at this
time, 3ome of the U/B*s which wore at the end of their
patrol time, instead of returning to Germany by the long
passage round North Scotland, commenced to use the newly
captured ports of Brest and LorientC^), Here they refuelled,
re-stocked with torpedoes and obtained a resting period before
embarking on a freslr cruise. This doubled their effective
time in operating areas, increased their reach-out into the
Atlantic and entirely avoided the harassing time on passage,
Sa.nlcings for July were again heavy at 196,000 tons.

Eanly in July enemy aircraft were reporting and
Ce C#

3,701*/l Part
ends, 21B, 28A
33A, 3U

(1) TMs area -was declared on 22nd July but minelajdng in it
did not commence until 14-th November, 19^-tO.

(2) Lorient w/as first so used by U,50 w/hich entered this port
on 7th July, 1940 - Ref, Log of U,50.
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Sjunmar'/

The fast moving events of May, June and July had
completely altex'ed the strategical sitimtion,
now in possession of the European coast line from the
North Cape in Norway to the frontier of Spfiin in the Bay of
Biscay and had assumed a commanding position in the
Mo di tori-are an,

position to crush G-reat Britain than an3r previous challenger.
To numerical oir and militaiy sui^eriority vm.s added a rapidly
groYidng and successful menace to the h:ltlierto a.ll powrful
sea poY/er of England - the modernised U/3 fleet,
Y/as alone and dependent entirely on seaborne su\vdies to
counter th5.s uprecedented threat.

The enemy Yra.s

The Axis Y/as in an incompazubl^r bettor

England

As far as Coastal Command Yia.s concerned the new

itU8.tion provided manj?" nevf tasics and no additional resources,

(a) To the Hoi'th Sea
extended watch to bo kept alon
coastline of Norvra.j'',

(b) Long range anti~brcalcout patrols to the north and
south of Iceland,

(e) Reconnaissance of the coasts and ports of Holland,
Belgium and France,

('■‘) L(3ng range fighter protection for shipping in the
Atlantic approarhes,

(e) Special anti-iaivaslon patrols in the North Sea and
English Channel,

(f) Air escort and A/U measixrcs
convoy route to distances unthought of in earlier
months,

(g) Increased and fresh commitments overseas for trade
protection.

reconnaissance YYas added a vs.stlj''
the deeply indented

extended along a nexY

s

In a letter to D,C,A,S. dated l6th July, 19k0 the
A.,0,C.-in-C, stated his need for immediate increases at
home of three flying boat squadrons, one GoR, squaxlron
and two long range fighter squadrons not comiting tiie tvyo
Blcnlieira squadrons already i-eoeived from Bomber Cornmand(l),

Part 2 encl, 38B Naval Forces vrere also stretched as never before and
A.M»S5689 ends, although a letter vra.s ViVitten at tkls time by the A,0,0,-in-
1A*-”6A Co to the TTndcr-Secretarsr of State for A:lr and fonvarded to

the Secretary of the Admiralty pressing for combined air and
surface action against the U/B®s operating on our one
remaining Atlantic life line, it vas foxmd impossible to
pi'ovidG the material.

c,c„ So7011/1

(1) These YTore NoSo 33 and 59 Sc^dns, Loaned to
end of June 194-0 and soon transferred to C,C,
No, 102 Sqdn, Miitlcys from Bombor Command was temporarily/
loaned to Coastal Command fox’ convoj'’ escoi't and A/U duties-j
They commenced to operate from A.ldcrgrove on 5th September,

Thej?- returned to Bomber Command on 8th October, 19t-0t

.C,C, s.t the
In addition

I94O0
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(iii)

Early August saw the continuation of attacks on Atlantic
sliipping by U/B’s and long range bombing aircraft. On the
17th August Germany proclaimed a complete blockade of the
British Isles £md threatened to sink anj’- neutral vessel on

U/B activity was intensified and with incx-easing
boldness escorted convoys wore attacked oven close off the
North Irish coast. The leading U/B aces Y/ere putting into
opei’ation the tactics they had experimented vdth in February
off the Moray Firth, Convoys were followed during the day at
extreme visibility and attacks Virere made soon after nightfall
but on the surface. Relying on their amall silhouette in
darkness the U/b avoided the spai'se surface escort and fired
from close range cither £ximed shots or a salvo of 4 bow torpe
does, following Y/hich the U/B retired at liigh speed still on
the surface and escaped in the ensuing confusion. At’ter
retiring to a distance of a foYi miles from the convoy the
torpedo tubes were re—loaded and a further attack delivered.
Those tactics rondorod the "Asdic” useless as it could not
detect silxiiarines on the surface and the visual lookouts could

not pick up the very small target presented by a trimmed down
U/B, By adopting the role of submersible destroyers at
night the U/b’s had, at a boimd, achieved virtual immunit3r
from counter-attack and enoimiously increased their destructive
powers.

Tlxe Battle Opens in Earnest

si gilt.

Admty, The War
at Sea, Vol, 1

Para,138

At first only the more expericiiced U/B captains adopted
these tactics but the remainder'found j)lenty of defenceless
daylight targets fxirther to the vTest beyond the convoy
dispersal positions. The increasing ixse of Brest, Lorient
and La Pallicc enabled cruises to be undertalccn out to 25°W,
far beyond air and surface escort roach. In spite of every
effort such escort could not be extended beyond 17°W and many
sliips were sunlc during dayli^d^it in tliese distant longitudes,
u/b activity was noY/ confined entirelj?' to Atlantic Yvaters and
eneugr aircraft took over the taslc of attacking shipping by
bomb and mine laying in the North Sea aud English Channel,
Long range enemy aircraft, among them a nevY type  - the
Pockowulf Condoi’(0 - extended their operations to the
Irish Sea and the latter Yiorc reporting positions of convoys
well to the VYest and north-v/cst of Ireland, From being a
mere "guerre de course" against our shipping, the effort Y/as
developing into a full offensive designed to blockade the
British Isles by severing our sea life line to the outer world,
Sinld.ngs rose to 267»000 tons Ydth a furthc
by enemy aircraft in the Westcra Approaches

000 tons sunlc

The suppljY of modified naval D,C’s improved during this
month sufficiently to enable all Sunderlands to carry at least
2 and in some cases 4* Depth cliargcs y/ore first used in
attacking u/B»s on the 31st July, the l6th and 29th August,

(1) The first fevY of these aircraft YYere adapted from the
German civilian air liner of thl-s name. The first
sc^uadron to be fully fitted for war purposes appeared in
August, 1940 and xiore based at Mcrignac near Bordeaux,
The type vyvs called F,W,200», the squadron NG-,40,
sorties VYcre flovm from October 1940 betvYoon Morignac and
Stavanger in South Norway. In March 1941, detachments
YYere transferred to both Stavanger and Oslo, .
During these three months the air iiiterccptions of U/B
on passage in the northern transit area continued b\it of
tho 21 so sighted and attacked none ■. .■ei'c sunlc or seriously
damaged.

s:.iuti

t s(2)
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The results v/ere encouraging in that the attack on
I6th August virith 2 depth charges severely damaged U.5'^ l>ut
the supply situation made it impossible to carry a
siifficient load to drop several in a stick comparable to the

pattern dropped by A/U vessels. Research and experimental
work were, however, in motion for the production of an

Air Force type of D.C. suitably streamlined and faired for

stowage in the bomb bays of land-based aircraftC .

(iv) The Northwest Striking Force

The concentration of U/B effort in the Western .
Approaches again brought forvrard schemes for an intense
anti-U/B campaign in this area. A letter dated ?th August
from the A.0.C.-in-C. to V.C.A.S. and V.C.N.S. gave emphasis
to this matter. After discussion at an Admiralty meeting

held on 10th August it was decided to embark on a limited
programme. Close co-operation was planned between the air
forces based in the Northern Ireland area and a small naval

force based at Belfast under Captain P. Ruck-Keene R.N.

joint naval and Coastal Command Staff was accommodated in

H.M.S. Titania lying at Belfast. Operations by this
combined force were hampered by lack of surface craft, the

still inadequate weapons carried by aircraft and the diffi
culties of handling an independent force inside the jurisdic
tion of the larger naval command geographically containing
it, whose headquarters were at Plymouth. During its life -
from l6th August to 8th September - it killed no U/B’s but
the resiiltant mass of experience, suggestions and constru-o-

tive criticisms were of great value in drawing attention to

the specialised nature of anti-U/B warfare, the difficulties
inherent in working sea and aircraft together and the vital

necessity for team vrork and training. Reports on these
matters from both the naval and Coastal Conmiand officers
attached to this force resulted in a meeting at the

Admiralty to discuss the situation and plan for the future.
This meeting took place on 23rd September with the Vice
Chief of the Naval Staff in the chair and among those

present v/ere the A, O.C,-in-C. Coastal Command, Vice-
Admiral Submarines and the appropriate Admiralty and
Air Ministry departmental heads. The conclusions emerging
from the discussion can be summarised as follcrws:-

(n) Full use \?as not being made of our A/U material
and capabilities,

(b) Depth charges were the proper and recognised
armament for aircraft on A/U duties,

(c) A new command was envisaged,
area, for the operation and administration of forces
in the Western Approaches;

(d) A weekly meeting vifould henceforv^ard be held at tne
Admiralty to review all existing methods and receive
suggestions for new methods of Trade Protection.

It was stated at the meeting that the Admiralty had
taken over the routeing of all ocean convoys and the Trade

A

based in the N.W.

C.C. Naval Staff

A/U File Enel. 8
S.5689 end. 7A

A.M. S.5689
end. 8A

V.C.A.S. Folder 124
wProteotlon of Shipping
In N,W, Approaches"

C.C. Naval Staff

A/U File Binds.
9 and 11

C.C. s.7011/1
Part 2 ends.

55B, 56A
A,M. S.5689 ends.
10A, 10B

CC/S.7010/17/1

C.C. S.7011/1
Part 2 end. 6i.|B
& C.

(1) See Appendix I\''. Development of Depth Charge.
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Division in conjunction with the Submarine Tracking Room vrould.

develop evasive routeing while convoys were on the hi^ seaA*^ '

(v) Mounting Losses

While these discussions and meetings were talcing place
during September the enemy campaign in. the Western Approaches
proceeded mthout slackening. Of 55 sliips torpedoed, 40 were

in convoy and 7C^b of the total sinlcings (23(^,000 tons) were
by night. Though U/B operations extended to 25°W, the
majority of the night attacks wore close off the north-west
comer of Ii-eland, Bor the first time tvro and sometimes three

U/b's operated together instead of adhering to the hitherto
accepted practice that submarines should act singly in

separate patrol areas. Several U/B's now intercepted the
same convoy, shadowed it by day and united in combined attacks

after darkness. In addition the reconnaissance reports of

the long range Fockc’wulf(2) enabled U/B*s to effect intercep
tions on many mor'c occasions than if working purely from their
OTm sightings. Not content vdth recosinaissance reports the
P.ViT, airci-aft frequently bombed indcpendentljr routed sliips and
stragglers from convoys ini'licting a further considerable
amount of loss as far out as 18°W,

Counter action was ineffective. Convoy surface escorts
rarely numbered more tlian tliree vessels. Daytime air escort
was of not much avail as no attacks by U/B’s v/'ere delivered
l5y day. Any U/B or U/b^s vdiich Yicorc following the convoy
did so at extreme visibility of the convoy's smoke. In poor
visibility the convoy could be trailed on the u/E's
hydrophones(3), Escorting aircraft adliered to the standard
escort patrol diagram Y/Mch, designed as it was against sub
merged attack by day, only covered some I5 miles ahead and on

either bow of the convoy. Night air escox't had not been
envisaged but as a palliative it r/as performed on some
occasions during the moon periods of 7aigust and September,
Results were disappointing and the A,S,V, Me, I proved of no
use in such conditions,

dirootion was the lack of night landing facilities on the
western airfields.

An additional iianaicap in this

The root of our troubles was that the night attack cauglit
our defence at its wealcest point; the inadequate surface
escort dependent on visual lookout could neithei' pri.vent the
attacks nor detach forces to talce vengeance on the attackers.
The air escort, such as could be afforded, was of  a rigid out-
of-date pattern close to the convoy t’lougli tliis was considered
essential for the morale of the merchsnt crews. Thci-e v/ero

not sufficient aircraft to give the additional cover at a

distance from the convoy. Consequently such A/U forces as

(1 ) A central plotting room was established In the Admiralty showing the four
hourlj' positions of all convoys, ls>rgo Independently routed ships and warships
at sea,

(2) Their duty was to find and shadow convoys and Individual ships In the Altantlc
and Viestern-ipproaches. w/T signals were made to their base reporting these
positions and were then relayed out to the U/B's on patrol. Deficiencies on
the ships themselves, such as shortage of guns and guns crews, lack of radar
equipment and absence of fighter protection enabled these F,Vf,200 to Inflict
serious losses on their own account. To attempt to combat this menace 2 long
range Blenheim fighter squadrons were moved to Aldergrove and urgent repreccn-
tntions mde to rc-arm them with Beauflghters, Ref, 8,7763/1 end, 17A,

(3) In good visibility a convoy»s smoke could be seen 30 to 4o miles away,. A
large convoy could be heard on U/B's hydroi*ones up to 20 miles aviayl

(4) It was realised that future hopes against surfaced U/B*s at night lay In the
long range A,S,V, Mk, II which was being actively developed at Aldergiwe and
L'lmavac^rtnNo, 502 Squadron equipped with Whitleys,
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could be employed on hunting U/B‘s v^^re continually follomn^
up cold scents and dashing from the scene of one sinicing to
the next alivays two jimips behind the elusive enemy, DuriiiP
this five months of rising U/B activity there were few air
attacks on U/B*s in their operational area to offset their
increa sing boldne ss(1).

The first of the special vrcekly meetings on Trade
Protection took place on 1st October, Pour others took
place during October, Among the measures approved or
planned for the future were the development of A,S,V, Me, II
in Wo, 502 Squadron, the progress of the special R,A,P.
depth charge, the fitting of Vt in all escort vessels and
aircraft, and the adaption of A,S,7, sets to be carried by
destroyers. It was suggested that more northerly routeing
should be adopted to avoid the Pocke-¥ulf reconnaissance and
when a sufficiency of surface escort vessels v;ere available
that convoy routes should be canalised along "tramlines"
which could be constantly patrolled by surface
Suggestions from Coastal Command included;-

(^) Air attacks in greater force on the gromng U/B
bases on the Bisca^T- coast(2).

and aircraft.

C,C, S.7011/1
Part 2 ends,

69A, 76a, 78A
and 80A

A,M, 3,5689 end. (b) The use of our submarines to pati'ol off these bases
with air co-operation as reconnaissance,

(c) Air laid mine s in the entrance s to these bases,

12A

(d) Air patrols on the U/B's line of passage to and
from these bases.

In mid-October particularly heavy losses by U/B action(3)
caused a meeting to be held at the Admiralty prior to a
Special meeting of the Defence Committee, The Admiralty
meeting yra.s held on 20th October under the cliairmansliip
V,OaW, S, to consider iinmcdiate
of those losses.

of

measures to be talccn in face

The summarised conclusions vrare:-

(i) Diversionary routeing liad failed and some form of
"tramlines" should be tried.

A,M, 3,5^89
end, I3A

(2) The question of
be explored,

(3) Escort vessels, other than destroyers, were too
slow to compete mth surfaced U/B»s; nevY escort
vessels must be capable of at least 20 knots

(1) The score was 6 In June, 2 In July, 9 In August, k In September and 3 In
October With the exception of the killing of on July 1st by joint
action between H.M.S. Gladiolus ana H/10 Squaaron R.A.A.F. the remainaer
innocuous or caused mere superficial damage.

(2) By October U/B's rarely retimned to Germany unless In need of an extensive
refit. The onr- u/B traffic round the north of Scotland was the newly
commissioned output on their way to Atlantic operational areas or alrect to
the Biscay ports, of Brest, Lorlent, La Palllce and Bordeaux. On
sytn September nhotogranhic reconnaissance had revealed 10 U/B's berthed
Lorlcnt and on 9th October 9 U/3*s '.vere found In Bordeaux, Anti"invasion
policy prevented Bomber Command and slender resoiu-ces prevented Coastal Command
from action'concentrated enough to prevent or curb the establishment of these
DclS6S •

(3) Between the l8th and 20th October U/B's torpeooea 1? ships out of convo'^ S.C.7,
14 ships out of H.X.79 and 7 ships out of H.X.79A. For guide to convoy
lettering see Appendix XI. ^ ^

air and naval bases in Eire must

speed.

were

in
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(4) Every effort must be used to produce.A® S.V,
^cially designed R.D.P, for escort vessels,

(5) Every available light naval craft must be diverted
to the N«¥, area,

second priority*

The Defence Committee met on 21 st October mth the
Erxme Ifi.nister in the chair and these conclusions vore
approved.

or

Anti—invasion dispositions must talce

Dc0.(40) 55th
Mtg® S. 7010/9/
15E.7A

The staff at Coastal Command felt that ..O’-U' e:c ting mct.^'iods
of escoi'ting convoys -were out-of-date and that in place of
rigid close escort a much more extensive and flexible
should be adopted,

sweeps covering the v/atcr vMch convoys traversed together
ydth more distant escort of individual convoys* It was
considered that any U/B*s v/hich wore shadowing the convoy at
extreme visibility range would be forced to dive,
sweeps around .and ahead of convoys by the A,S*V, IThitleys
recommended as soon as sufficient of these aircraft became

Proposals on these lines "were embodied in an

cover

The underlying pr'iricijjle was to employ

Night
TO re

operational,

appreciation by Coastal Command Staff on 28th October*

Note-.,'as talcen of this new line of t.’-.!0-.-..-;’itby the 5th Trade
Protection Meeting, Tiiis meeting emphasised the importance
of late afternoon and duslc air patrols round convoys in order
to frustrate U/B*s from talking up positions round the convoy
prior to night attack. It again drew attention to the short
age of aircraft which hindered such measures of sii'pport and
protection being afforded to all convoys in the daiager .
Finally a further plea vra.s put forward for the intensive
bombing of U/B and Pocko—¥ulf bases on the iiisca3r coast.

area.

c*c* s.7011/1
Part 2 encl*

85A

On the last day of October a Defence Committee meeting
was held to consider the general situation,
that the threat in the YiTcstcm Approaches made it esseirtial to
reduce to a minimum the light naval forces allotted to anti
invasion duties. It also agreed to A*0oC*-ln-C, Coastal
Command*-s request for a third squadron of aircraft suitable
for carrying long range A,SoV, and noted that 'the Air Ministry

pressing on yath experiments for fitting L.R.A.S.V® in
other aircraft in addition to Yfliitleys. Hovrever, it also
took note that the Air Ministry would give jjriority during the
next feyf months to the building up of the Metropolitan Fighter
Force in order to malce good the -wastage during the successful
Battle of Britain aiad in anticipation of the renewal of the
offensive in the ^ring, Rc-inforcements for Coastal Command
vrould thus be at a discount. Regarding bases in Eire, it felt
tliat negotiations yvith Dc Valera would be difficult (sec mins,
of D,0*(40) 35th Mtg,
naval ajid air bases against the vri.ll of the government and
people of Eire would involve a grave militaiy coiiji.ait.t::eni,
but that it might have to bo done if the tlireat
Approaches bocajae mortal*

U/B .successes against our Atlantic sliipping.reached
pealc in October with a total of 352,500 tens'suiUc* '  Most of
these losses were_incurred only about 250 miles to the
north-..'ost--;-ard of i:,'eland. Fiai use of the raoon -  >criod

It wa.s decided

vrere

that the seizure and maintenance of

on our ?/e stern

a

Do0o(40) 39th
Mtg, 3,7010/9/
13 end. 8A
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('I) to leadI3th~17th October was made by 4 of the u/B
night attacks agajjist incoming convo^^-s and the majority of
the month's losses were inflicted during this period.

aces

Counter measures were again ineffective. Delay was
of long range A,S,V, to the

Shortage of surface
escorts reduced the defence of convoys to impotence and lack
of night landing facilities on aerodromes in the North-West

area prevented the vital evening air escort except by flying
boats. Only the Sunderland, itself in short supply, had the
necessary endurance for this task.

being experienced in the fitt^g
'iThitleys of' No,502 Squadron (27,

(vi) Shortage in aircraft availability

Shortage of aircraft for the dj.verse duties falling to
Coastal Command continued to be the theme note in these
difficult days. In a letter dated 11,10,40 the S, of S,
for Air explained the reason why the aircraft and crews
available for operations in Coastal Command were so few in

relation to the total aircraft strength of the operationally
fit squadrons,
crews.

The salient reason was shortage of trained
Since the outbreak of \Tar the establislmnent of all

the G,R, and torpedo bomber sqxoadrons had been increased.
Re-equipment had been talking place with larger aircraft
calling for an increase in the si^e of crews. The.training
organisation was inadequate to meet these increased demands
and a serious deficiency of pilots ajid crew personnel 

'

resulted. It was not until after the commencement of war

t^t the first operational training unit (No. 1 O.TcU, at
Silloth) was formed and under the pressure of the increased
requirements mentioned above it soon became nothing more
than a quick conversion course for piilots v/ith no tr8.ining
of efficient crews. These converted pilots and half~trained
crews were then sent to Coastal Command squadrons where they
could not be enployed on operations until much further fly
ing and training had been given them. In fact the squadrons
had been for a year trying to carry out their own operational
training and had gradually accumulated the personnel who,
although filling vacancies on establishments, could in no
sense be regarded as trained crews.

In spite of the increase during the year of nine
squadrons (3) and the general raising of squadrons initial-
equipment figures, the daily availability of operational
^craft had only risen from 170 in September, 1939 to 226
in September, 1940(^\ It was of course realised bj'- this
time that operational squadrons could not be expected to caray
out training and that before strengths were increased or new

Adjusted
A.M.W.R,
Return of

telly strength
Vol, in and

Squadron Foras:

765A

cne- tteie
Prlen, Kretschmer, Endrass and Frauenhelm, It Is of Interest that pt»to>
returned to Germany after tts part In these attacks and was sighted on the
surface and attacked off S.W. Norway by Hudson E/233 Squadron on 25th October
The U/B defended Itself with flak and severely shot up the aircraft but E/233
succeeded In straddling the surfaced U/B with a stick of 10-100 lb, anti
submarine bombs obtaining one direct hit just abaft the conning tower. The
U/B was damaged but not severely and readied Kiel two teys later.
Che of the first Miltleys of this squadron to become operational with the
UR,A.S.V. vhlle on the way to escort's convoy located a U/B on 29th October
In vlslilllty of 600 yards auid after attacking It with anti-submarine bombs
found the convoy In similar low visibility entirely by means of A.S.V,
No.10 Sqdn. R.A.A.F. In Dec. 1939, Nos.235, 236 , 2/<8 and 254 Sqdns. from
Fighter Command In Feb. 1940, Nos,53 and 59 Sqdns, from Bomber Command In
June 1940, No.98 Sqdn. stationed In Iceland from Aug, 1940 and No.321
Dutch Sqdn, formed In Aug, 1940,
Qi 21st September, 1940 Coastal Comnandts strength was:-

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

28 Squadrons {if total I,E, 461 aircraft,
with fully trained crews,
without complete crews.

Only 226 aircraft were available
A further 100 aircraft were serviceable but were

See App, I for the November figui'es.
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•  squadrons raised or new types requiring larger crews were .

brought into service, the necessary training organisation must

be built up, in this respect the Coastal Command position
was in the process of being improved by the formation of tliree

operational training units. This could not be done in a day,
but it was being pressed on as quickly as possible. An addi
tional problem arose diiring this month which was to slow down

even further the efficient expansion of Coastal Command,
Italy declared war’ on Greece on 28th October, 1940, Urgent
re-inforcements were called for in the Middle East by the
German and Italian threat in South-East Europe and Africa,
The Home Air Commands were informed by the Air ilinistry on
11th October that considerable demands would be made on this

account and required them to treat such demands as a first call

on resources regardless of what effect they might have on

immediate operations. Finally, the intensification of the war
since April 1940 had resulted in heaviei’ casualties to aircraft

on operational tasks. Prom an average of 7 to 8 per month the

figures load risen rapidly to an average of 38 per month.
See Appendix XIV,

(vii) The scarcity of available aircraft in Coastal Caj-ianand

C,C.

s„70io
enc, 62A

comes to a head

No-one was more dissatisfied with these conditions than

the A,0,C,-in-C, wiio iiad never ceased to press for more long
range aircraft for A/U purposes, more long range fighters to
counter the P,Y/’»200 and more aii’fields in the N,W, area,

same sense of frustration due to inadequate numbers and liaita-

tions of t'ype was felt in nava.1 cii’cles. The opinions,
comments and complaints ascended through the various staffs and
emerged fran the heads of service brandies on to political
ground alread.y disturbed by current events, the alarming
figures for the U/B sinlcings of the month - (345,500 tons) -
the ineffectiveness of coi_mter-measures, the loss of control
over English Cliannel tra^ffic, the arrival undetected of 7 enemy
destroyers in Brest, the persistent fear of invasion and the
increasing night bombing raids on London and the provinces.
\7hen, therefore, the First Lord of the Admiralty on 4th November
issued a memorandum demanding immediate and long term Increases

in the strength of Coastal Command, the issue Y/as taken up in
the Defence Committee and developed into claims to have the

Coranvmd transferred bodily to the Admiralty, The story of

this arguiient, v/hich resulted in the transfer to the Admiralty
of the opera.tional control of Coastal Command is given now in
this Part of the narrative as it arose mainly over trade protec
tion, T/ith pax’ticular emphasis on the war against the u/b

(■viii) The Txansfer of 0~pentional Control of Coastal Command
to the Admixnlty, Novembex' 19^-0 ~ April 1941

The

5,

C.C,

3,15087
end,

41A,i|2A

C«G, op,
Poliejr
Foldei' 9
A-dmty/CC
meeting
3/11/ipO

Introduction

On 10th December, 1940, Mr, Churchill announced in the
House of Conmions the Defence Committee’s decision to transfer
the operational control of the Coastal Command to the Admiralty,
In retrospect, that decision is interesting for several reasons.
In the first place, it signified the defeat of a proposal,
which had been made by Loi’d Eeaverbrook as Minister of Aircraft
Production, to sever Coastal Gonxmmd completely from the Royal
A-lr Force, AJ-though Lord Beaverbrook’s suggestion represented
a revival of an Admiralty claim of long standing and although
it received the official support of the First Loi’d, it is
significant that it did not ernamte from the Naval Staff,
Indeed in December 1940, the responsible naval authorities

Hansard

Vol, 367
P. 783
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sho-'wed no indication of -wanting to press that claim strongl3'-.
The decision to preserve Coastal Command as an integral part
of the Royal Air Force, and to transfer its operational
control to the Admiral-by -was, ho-wever, a compromise reached
by the Defence committee of the liar Cabinet after a full

inter-departmental inq.ui3Tr into the subject* In the second

place, it is necessary to point out that the ne-w policy -was
"declaratory'*, in the sense that it virtiially involved no

practical change even in the restricted field of purely
operational control. This, at least, -was the vie-w -which was
taken at the time by the members of the Air Staffed j
Wlaile, theoretically, the decision may ha-ve marked a break

-with -the past, in practice it hardly altered the existing
operational procedure at all. Nevertheless, it is equally
clear, in the third place, that the detailed arrangements for

the transfer of operational control contained in the instru
ment -which came to be kno-ron as "Coastal Command's charter"

provided a useful gixarantee of the Command’s status, vis a

vis the local naval commanders and the Admiralty, for the

rest of the -war period. That "charter" formed an agreed
declaration of principles which could be and -vwas, in fact,

appealed to more than once3 v/henever the local naval authori
ties sho-wed an inclination to disregard it in the day-to-day
conduct of operations. Lastly, it is even more essential
to observe that the transfer of operational control of

Coastal Command in no sense involved a final liquidation of

the Admiralty’s long-term claims upon the shore-based naval

co-operation sq.uadrons of the Ro’/al Air Force. The decision
of December 1940 -was made at a crucial stage of the war at

sea, when any radical administrative changes affecting the
two services might -well I'lave been disastrous*
tion was the compelling reason which prompted the Naval Staff

not to urge the larger claims v/liich were held in abeyance but
were not abandoned.

That situa

Autumn 1940 - Coastal Command’s increasedresponsibili-ties

The occupation b-'^ the Gernians of the whole seaboard of

western Europe from the tip of northern Norway to the Pranco-

Spanish border during the spring and summer of 1940 presentod
tv/o obvious threats to the security of this country - an

immediate threat of invasion, and a long-term threat to our
lines of sea communication

been countered bj?- the Ro'-nl Air Force’s victory In the Battle

of Britain, the responsibility of meeting the second and no

less dangerous throat devolved, in the nis.in, upon the Royal
Na-vy* The complete change in the general strategical
situation, consequently involved a hea-vy increase in the
comrai-fcments and responsibilities of the Coastal Command*
In relation to these new and heavier burdens, which had never

been envisaged in our pre-'W'ar plans, the resources of the

Command in aircraft, personnel and equipment became danger
ously inadequate. The operation of German aircraft from

Norwegian bases pointed to the need for strengthening our

Once the first threat hado

Cio UiffcroncG oT opinion bctv-mon the Have,! ai-Ki(1) There appea-x-s to iiavo been _
Air Staffs as to t!ac omet i-ioaninc; of ''operational contit)!'' ano this
ctlfforcnca naturally coloured their njspcctivc interpretations of the Defence
Coi.Tnttec's decision of 4th Dcconber, iSitO. The -xuot of the Air Staff viaa
tliat "operational control" raoant the poViCi-' of issuing general diitjoti-'mc as
to the broad strategical objective to be pursued and did not include the
pov;er of Issuing detailed conir/iai-ids for the omploynent of air lu-iits* Tne
Air Staff, therefore, contended tliat no transfer of "operational control",
in tills limited sense, could take place in December 1940, since the Admlial'cy
had exercised such pavers from the beginning of the war. See minute from
DoC*A,S. to C.A.S. dated 1st Februa-ry, 1941* H,Q* Coastal Command File
So7033/a (Enclos. 72).
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system of North Sea reconnaissance patrols against the danger
of German commerce raiders; a sudden increase in the mining
from the air of our ports and swept channels called for the
re**introduction of the air "security" patrols; the wider range
of German aircraft westward since the acqi.iisition of French
airfields in the Gironde area posed new problems in the protec
tion of our ocean-going convoys in the Western Approaches
against the combined attacks of aircraft and U-Boats; the
consequent routeing of such convoys to the north of Ireland gave
rise to new needs for air cover and additional reconnaissance
in the convoy areas;
in the requirements for reconnaissance from overseas stations*

Admiralty memorandum on the strengthening of Coastal
Command. 4th November, ̂ 9h£l

and finally, there was a sliarp increase

Early in November 1940 Mr, A. V, Alexander, as First Lord,
emphasised these various needs for increased air co-operation
in the protection of our maritime trade and stated the

Admiralty’s case for immediate and long-term increased in the
strength of Coastal Command, At that date, according to the
Admiralty estimates, the approximate operational first-line
strength of the command was four hundred aircraft, which
represented an increase of AQQffo on its strength in
September 1939,C’'̂ The First Lord’s comment on these figures,
in a memorandum dated 4th November, 1940, was that "in my view
the number should be brought much nearer to 1,000 planes in
operation at the earliest possible moment,
naval requirement, however, was that fifteen of the hundred new
Royal Air Force squadrons, V7hlch tinder a recently approved
expansion scheme were to be brought into service by June 1941,
should be put at the disposal of the Coastal Command,
minimum long-term reqtilrement for shore—based naval co-operation
aircraft in the Home Waters area was estimated at 826 air

craft of all t37pes - a total which indicated a deficiency,
compared with the existing establishment, of about 400 aircraft.
The estimated deficiency of naval co-operation aircraft
was approximately 480,

Tlie Limediate

The

as

overseas

W.P.(40) 434

Ibid

Sibles

A, & B.

Considered by the Defence Committee of the War Cabinet,
3th November, 1940

These suggestions for increasing the strength of Coastal
Command were considered by the Defence Committee of the War
Cabinet on 5th November, 1940.
committee, the First Lord explained the Admiralty
about the limited resonrces with which Coastal Comnand

attempting to carry out its extremely important duties in the
protection of trade and expressed the feeling that the Conmand
had always been the "Cinderella" of the Royal Air Force,
latter view was repudiated by the Secretary of State for Air,
v/ho referred to the way in which the effective equipment of the
naval co-operation squadrons had been handicapped by the failure
of the Lerwick and Botha,

described the First Lord's request for 1,000 aircraft for
Coastal Command as exaggerated and pointed out that any undue
expansion of the naval co-operation force would inevitably
hamper the building up of Bomber Command’s strength and would
sacrifice the possibility of its being employed effectively
offensive operations. At this stage Lord Beaverbrook brought
forward his proposal, which was entirely alien to the matters
under discussion, that the Royal Navy should take over Coastal
Command from the Royal Air Force and 2run it as a separate
Naval Air Service,

In presenting them to the ,
I
s concern

was

The

ir Archibald Sinclair also

on

He considered that the Navy should

D.0.(40)
40th

Mtg.
(min. 3)

(1) This inaccurate estimate confused establisliment, strength,
serviceability and availability. See Appendix I, for
the November 1940 details,
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set up their o”/n training establishments aiad drav^
on their ov/n personnel for ijilota and maintenance staff.
He anticipated that there would be no difficulty in supply
ing all the aircraft needed for a naval air force. The

Prime Ministei- remarked on the advantages which might be

anticipated from having the protection of trade completeljr
under one operational control and noted that there might be
less serious consequences involved in splitting off Coastal

Command from the Royal Air Eorce now that the latter was

expanding so rapidly and "forramg itself into the leading
element in bringing about our victory”, tb.an t.here v/ould

liave been in 1937, v/hen he had advised Sir Thomas Inskip
against such a measure. He considered on the other hand,
that it would be poor economy to duplicate training grounds
or to set up competition between the services in the market

for aircraft. Sir Dudley Pound, First Sea Lord, vdiile
recognising that the control of Coastal Command had alTffiys
been one of the Naval Staff’s objectives, urged that the

crux of the problem was how t'O safeguard our trade during
the next feviT months and mainbained that a solution would be

dependent upon the Air Ministry’s willingness to assign a

larger proportion of nev/ squadrons and of maintenance
personnel to Coastal Command, In reply.
Sir Archibald Sinclair emphasised that the Air Ministry was

pressing f’orvard with the latest air expansion programme
and that it vras ready to consider any proposals for improv
ing the efficiency of Coastal Commando The Chief of the

Air Staff, Sir Charles Portal, drew attention to the
difficult:/ of co-ordinating under one control the protection
of our seaborne trade since, under the existing arrangements,
the protection of naval bases and of coastridse shipping was

a responsibility of Fighter Command, Thus the mere
absorption by the Admiralty of Coastal Coirima.nd would not

achieve the desired unity of control. He remarked also
tlvat, as things then stood, there wa.s no evidence that the
effective control of the da:/-to-day operations of Coastal
Conraand did not rest in the iiands of the local Naval

Coramanders-in-Chief, He suggested that the proper test to

apply to the suggested transfer of authority was wrhether
or not it would result in an increase in net i^esources.

On this e\’-idenca the Prune Minister decided t}iat a full

inter-depai'bm.ental inquir*." should be held and pjromised that
he himself would circulate a irdnute to the Admiralt:/, the

■A.ir Ministry and the Ministry of Aircraft Production on the
various aspects wliich seemed to need investigation. In
conclusion, however, he sounded a note of warning by
referring to the waste of resources which had occurred
during the last war, as a result of the expansion of the
Royal Naval Air Service engaged on pmely dei’ensive duties
at home, at a time when the Royal Flylig Corps liad been
fighting for its life li France, Such a waste, he reminded
the committee, should never be allowed to Mppen again,

Inter-Deparluental Inquiry into Loid. deaverbrook’s ProposEi.1
that Coastal CO'Uuand sb.ould be Transferred to the Admirr>l'ty

Mr, Churchill’s Questionnaire, 1ith November, 1940

Ml', Churchill's note on the matters to be considered
li the enquiry was coimnunicated to the ministei’s concerned
on 11th Novevnbei' and it took the form of a questiormaire,
the full text of ¥/hich ran as follows;
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"It has been suggested that the function of air recon
naissance -over the sea by shore-based aircraft and flying
boats, air co-operation in the protection of trade, and
offensive air operations against enerny ships at sea
should be taken over by the Fleet Air Arm and tlaat the
latter should absorb the whole organisation, personnel
and equipment of Coastal Command R.AoF.

CoCo So7033/2
enclo 1A

WcPo (40)458 TJiis suggestion should be studied by the Admiralty,
the Air Ministry and the Ministry of Aircraft Production,
particular attention being paid to the following aspects
of the enquiry

A* What complaints have the Admiralty against the present
system?

Be If the suggested transfei' ivere carried outs —

(i) What operational advantages
the present system?

(ii) Would the varivous stages in the training of
pilots and crews best be managed in Royal Naval or
in Royal Air Force tiaining establishments?

would there be over

(iii) ■^Vhat would be the effect of the change on the
Would there be anyprovision of men and aircraft?

net increase of resources?

(iv) How would an increase of "overheads" and an
overlapping of functions betvreen the R<,A,F, and the
P,A,A, be avoided?

(v) How could an undue diversion of re sources to
defensive duties owing to the desire of the PeA.Ac
to ensure its requirements on an over-generous sca.le
best be met?

(vi) Wlmt would be the minimuji number of aircraft t,he
Admiralty would require to be provided 'Vidtliin the
next twelve months?

C. If tte suggested transfer were not carried outs-

?fnat improvements could be .made, within the frame
work of the present organisation,
resources

to increase the

available to Coastal Conmiand, and to brirjg
the co-operation between the latter and the Royal
Nay;/ to the highest pitch of effi.ciency?"

Loi-d Eeaverbrook’s Memorandum on "A Naval Air Force"
11th November, 1940

The particular questions, v»hich obviously went to the root
of one matter, vrould undoubtedly lia.ve embarrassed the impetu
ous Miriister of Aircraft Production if he had -vraited to
consider them before expounding his case fu*rther. With
characteristic and perhaps calculated imjatience, however,
Lord^Beaverbrook had alread.y restated his indictment of
Coastal Command in a memorandum which., lacking both re straint
and sound ai’gument, virtually contributed nothing to the
discussion and probably injured rather than promoted the poD.icy
of which he to.s the misguided advocate. The document, in
fact, merely drew attention once more to the problems confront
ing the Nav77 (which were already familiar to the Yifir Cabinet),

(40)439
11 Nov. 1940
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restated the general arguments in favour of the specialisa
tion of naval air vrork, (v/hich had been commonplace in the
pre-^mr controversies) and dogmatically condemned the naval
air co-operation Y/hich hed been provided by the Royal Air
Porce(l). The minister's conclusion v&s that satisfactory
air co-operation Yvith the Ro^?al ]Mav3r could be "achieved only
under the direction of a naval air command, including the
present Coastal Command of the Ro:/al Air Force and the Fleet
Air Arm" and that the naval air force would need to be

strengthened Vkdthin the next feYir Y/eeks(2)o

Admiralty-Air Ministry agreement on the immediate expansion
of Coastal Coimnand, 11-13th November, 1940

Of more immediate importance, so far as the solution of

the current naval problem vras concerned, viS3re two joint
meetings of the Naval and Air staffs, held on 11th and
13th Wovembero As a result of these confei-einces  a programme
for the iirmediate and medium terra expansion of Coastal
Comiiiand vras quickly agreed, Tliree new sqmdrons - one

general reconnaissance squadron of b'ej.lingtons fitted Ysith

long-range A.3,V.., one tor'pedo-bomber/genei'al reconnaissance
squadron of Beauforts, and one long-range fighter squadron
of Beauifighters - YJere to be added to the strength of the

Command as soon as they could be formed. In addition its

long-range fighter force wa.s to be increased by the equiva
lent of one and a half squadrons by raising the establish
ment of the five existing sq^iadrons from sixteen to tYrenty,
All deliveries of American PBT flying-boats (Catalinas),
of Y^hich fifty-seven YYere due to reach this country by the
end of Ap??il 1941, lYere to be put into the first-line.
By this means it was hoped that the flying-boat strength of

the command' yould be increased by the equivalent of four

The medium-term prograttime vjas to consist ofsquadrons

C,A,S<> to P»Mo

14th Nov. 1940

CeAoSo Folder

614

the addition to Coastal Conraand by Jmie 1941 of the fifteen

squadrons asked for by the Admiralty(4),

Admiralt^^ Rgply to the Prime Minister's Questionnaire,
22nd November, 1940

An examination of the memoranda circulated by the First
and the Secretary of State foi* Air to

the Defence Committee of the War Cabinet in reply to the
Prime Minister’s questionnaire YYOuld seem to indicate that

tl'ie balance of argument was clearly against the absorption
of Coastal Command by the Fleet Air Arm,
tliat the Adniiralt^/ memorandum of 22nd Korember made several
admissions T,Yhich v/ere bound to have influenced the Defence

Committee against such a ra.dical solution in the near
future,

the training of pilots, the Admiralty YYas obliged t

recognise that until the existing shortages in airfie
aircraft, iistructors and maintenance staff load been
remedied, it would be necessan’’ to continue "the system at

present in force, Yvhereby the R,A,F, train all pilots in

Lord of the Admiral'

it is noticeable

For example, when discussing the arrangements for
0

Ids,

■ff.P.(40)459

(ti "It Is not a satisfactory argument to say that the R,A»F. can fulfil the
task of supplementing the surface craft of the fleet. It has failed to
do so. The Coastal Co.ranand of tho R.A.F, is quite inadequate". W,P.CtO)i(39.

(2) "Weolcs only can be devoted to tho strengthening or tho naval air force.
Time moasui-eci in rnont'ns would bo too long". Ibid.

(3) The ostablisluncnt of five of tho existing flying boat squadrons (of which
one was overseas at Singapore) was to be raised from six to nine. One nerw
squadron (of nine I,E.) was also to bo added,

(h) These fifteen squadrons vjcro to Include the four now squadrons mentioned
above but wore to be additional to tho establishment increases to the long-
range fighter squadrons and the flying-boat squadrons. Joint note by Chief
of Naval Staff and C.A.S. dated 1+th December, I9it0, Annexed to minutes of
Dp0,(li0) lyth Meeting.
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the initial and service flying stages”. Neither could the
Royal Nav3r provide the requisite number of instructors for the
training of Coastal Command and Fleet Air Arm observers. In
notable contrast to Lord Beaverbrook’s diatribe was the

Admiralty's tribute to "the already excellent co-operation
which exists between Coastal Command and the Navy,”
suggestion vAiich was put forward for improving that co-opera
tion under the existing sj^stem was that provision should be
made to allow members of the headquarters staff of the Command
to work in the Admiralty building. This parbicular proposal,
it is interesting ’co observe, had long been advocated by the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Coastal Command himself.
A furoher admission was that the protection of convoys within
thirty miles of the coast and the defence of naval shore bases
would still need to be the responsibility of Fighter Command •-
even, if Coastal Command were transferred to the Admiralty.
Nor, finally, could the Admiralty produce any satisfactory
evidence for its opinion that, as a result of the transfer,
there would be a gain in net resources. As regards aircraft,
the memorandum pointed out, rather lamely, that any net
increase would be dependent upon "the extent to which the
Ministzy of Aircraft Production is able to supply us (i.e. the
Admiralty) with British and/or American aircraft without
interference with R,A,F. supplies". As regards personnel,
the Admiralty expressed a hope that it would be able "to
produce ̂an increased n'jmber of recrxiits for training for the
Naval Air Service” but admitted frankly that "there might be
difficulty in providing an increased mmiber of trained main
tenance personnel”.

The only

undue

As the Naval Staff liad already agreed with the Air Staff
on the measures which it would be practicable to take in the,'
immediate future to increase the strength of the naval
operation forces, the, First Lord could not reasonably lay great
stress upon the admitted deficiencies in Coastal Command as a
reason for advocating its transfer. In these circumstances,
the sources of naval dissatisfaction with the existing order
of things were thus confined to a comparatively restricted
range of topics all bearing on the subject of operational
control. The Admiralty complained that it had "no will in
the design and equipment of aircraft of Coastal Command":
it "had no voice in
and that "it had no

co-

that

the operational training of the Command”:
responsibility for the day-to-day opera

tional control of Coastal Comiiiand aircraft T/hich are carrying
out what are essentially Naval operations”,
complaint however, seemed to conflict with the approbation
which the First Lord had extended to the system of Area
Combined Headq.uarters - for that organisation was based on the
principal that the dav-to-day control of operations in the
defence of trade in Home V/aters was the primary responsibility
of the local Naval Comraanders-^in-Chief, assisted and advised on
air matters by the. Air Officers Commanding of the respective
Coastal Command general reconnaissance groups ̂ 7. The
devolution of authority to these local commanders had been the
agreed policy of the joint staffs v/hich had created the system
before the war and was, in fact, the main reason for tliat
system.'s success during the

The latter

war 9

Air j.IruiistiT/ Ilemorandu.i 21st November,' 192(jO

The Air Ministry's case for the retention of Coastal
Command as an integral part of the Royal Air Force
h5'‘ Sir Archibald Sinclair in a memorandum dated

was stated

(■1 ) See C.IoD, Paper No, 1425 - B, April, 1938, For the
evolution of. the Area Combined Headquarters see Volume I.
The Pre-War Evolution of Coastal Coni;iand 1919-1939,
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W.P.(W) 21st November, 194G. In this he contended, firstly, that
everything that could be done in the existing circumstances
to remedy the deficiencies in the command’s strength had

alread3?- been done, Secondl^r^ he disproved the more
glaring mis-statements made in the memorand-um hy the
Minister of Aircraft Production, Thirdlj^ he discomited
the operational advantages vdiich naval opinion expected
would result from the suggested transfer. Lastly, he
deplored the policj’- of transfer because it would involve a

reversion to the principle of separate air forces which
had been abandoned in 1918, He v/as able to shov/ that the

weakness of Coastal Command load arisen, partly from the
unprecedented increase in its responsibilities fox’ naval

co-operation aPter the German concpiest of Yfestern Europe,
partly from the temporary prioritj?' which had necessarily
been given to Fighter Command dtu'ing the battle of Britain

and partly from the War Cabinet’s subsequent decision to

build up the offensive strenpjbh of Bomber Command, Even

so, the operational strength of the sq.uadrons operating
■under Coastal Command had increased, dui'iig the past year,
by nearljr one hundred per cent, - a rate of expansion which
exceeded that of the Air Force as a whole and which con

trasted sharply T/ith the rate of progress of Bauber Command.
As a result of the joint staff discussions on the problem
of correcting the existing deficiencies.
Sir Archibald Sinclair felt justified in claiming that the
Admiralty was satisfied with the contemijlated increases,
which represented the maxim-um that could be done at the
moment, having regard to the other commitments of the
Metropolitan Air Force, The Air Mnistrjr had arranged to
pool resources with the Admiralty in aircraft, aii-f*ields
and personnel and would reviev/ the progress of the expansion
weekly, so that new units could be formed as soon as poss
ible. Those resoiorces could not be exjxanded bjr the
expedient of absorbing Coastal Command in the Royal Na'v3',
since there vrere no concealed resources which such a

transfer Virould bring into pla^r.

k-51^

The only criticisms of Lord Beaverbrook which seemed
to call for serious answers iTere tliat Coastal Command liad

failed to provide the desii-ed form of specialised training
in Naval air work and that there v/as no increasing flow of
Coastal Command pilots on a large scale. On the first
point, the Secretary'' of State referred, to the specialised
training afforded to pilots of the coimiand by the School of
General Reconnaissance, the Flj'ing Boat Operational Training
Unit and the Torpedo Training Unit, On the second issue,
he quoted figures which shov/ed the inaccuracy of his
colleague’s statement, A deficiencj^ in the strength of
available pilots in the cami'nand which had amo-unted in the
previous June to more tlian a hundred had been turned, by
the beginning of November, into a suirp3.us of nearly a
hundred. The planned output of the command’s Operational
Training Units amounted to ninetj^-five pilots per month in
the futvire, a figure which comxxared favourably with the
monthly average of thirty-three pilot casualties (includ
ing wounded and injured) over the last six months.
Similarly, at the beginning of July, the strength of crevr
personnel in operational units v/as belovf establishment by
more than two himdred, but in November there was  a surplus
strength of nearly four hundred, Duiring October 159 crew
personnel had passed from Operational Training Units, while
crew casualties for the same period, (including wounded
and injured) came to only 27,

Not least aaxong the unfortunate ox^erational consequences
which might be expected to follov/ from a transfer of Coas'bal
Command to the Admiralty ms the abandonment of the s^rstem
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of common basic training for the shore‘-based and ship~bome
aircraft(l). That system liad been amply justified during the
Battle of Britain, since it' had been possible to loan to the

Metropolitan Air Force, in its hour of greatest need, a number

of Fleet Air Arm pilots ¥/ho were able promptly to take their
place with Ro-yal Air Force squadr-ons fighting in the line (2).
If, in the futiire, tlie need for pilots in the Fleet Air Aim
was intensified, the flexibility of common basic training
might prove equally beneficial to the ship-borne air forces.
Further, the establishment of a Royal Naval Air Service vrould
unavoidably result in an increase of "overheads” and in

duplication of effort, which the creation of a unified air
force had been designed to avoid. It wo'old also encourage
the Royal Navy to build up an air force adequate for its

peak requirements for emplo,yment in the purely defensive duty
of protecting our maritime commerce, at a time when it was
vital that we. should concentrate on the main task of winning
the air mr against Germany, . The wresting of general air

superiority from the Germans would not be possible unless we

decided to allot the minimum proportion of our resources to

the strictly defensive roles. Nor, finally, would the
transfer of Coastal Command to the Royal Navy achieve the

concentration under a single authority of responsibility for

trade defence. ”The Navy would still rely upon Fighter 
'

Command for the defence of its Fleet bases and for the protec
tion of coastT/ise shipping and upon Bomber Command for its

main striking force. Only co-operation can solve the problem
of meeting widely varying corrmitments with a limited force.”

The memorandiAm concluded by restating the arguments for

the retention of the principle of a unified air force which

had been adopted in ■19'18, "Taking the short-term view”, the
Secretary of State wrote, "the transfer of Coastal Command to
the Royal Navy would not provide a single additional aircraft
for the defence of trade. The confusion, delay and sha'tter-
Ing of mutual confidence which would result from such a
major surgical operation on the Royal Air Force at a critical
time would certainly detract from, and not assist, our air
effort as a whole.

Taking the long-term view, the problem is to decide
v;hether our available air resources vrauld be best exploited
by having one unified Air Force, or two separate ,A.ir Forces.
It is mj firm opinion that a decision to split the Air Force
would irreparably damage our effort to win the 'mr in the
air.'

The problem of making the most effective use of air
resources between the competing needs of an Army,  a Nayy and
an Air Force, is not a novel one. The problem arose in an
acute form in the last war when, after much wasted effort, it
became necessary to amalgamate the two existing Air Services
in order to secure an econcmical and effective direction of
our air effort.

The fusion of the British Air Services was decided upon
at a time when the problem of defeating the air pOTrer of the
enemy had reached a critical stage. Now the same problem

(1) Up to the end of the Service Flying Training School
course, basic flying traiiiing was essentiallly the same
for Royal Air Force and Fleet Air Arm pilots, though the
ground instruction for the latter was modified to suit
naval re quirements,

(2)- In Julj?- above 55 FoA.A, pilots had been lent to the R.A.F.
and these proved invaluable during the hard fighting of
August.
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has arisen again, but in much more formidable proportions,
Less tlwi ever before can vre afford the Itixury and the
waste of a divided Air Force,
victory,
us to weld it vdth maximum effect,"

The Defence Goimnittee (Operations) of the War C3.binet
decides to transfer the operational control of Coastal
Command to the Admiralty, 4th December, 1940

Air Power is the key to
Let us not abandon the principle which enables

D.0.(40)
L7th Mtg,
(Min, lj

These various memoranda v/ere considered on Ath December
by the Defence Committee, their leading argximents being
re-emphasised in the discussion. At the opening of the
meeting Mr, Churchill stated that there seemed to hiim to be
two conditions which would need to be satisfied in solving
the problem of the control of Coastal Command, The first
was that the maximum possible force should be deployed for
action in the North-Western Approaches; the second that a
single authority should be responsible for bringing in the

The only fresh suggestion produced by the Naval
Staff at the meeting was tliat, if the Royal Navy was not
allowed to take over Coastal Comriiand, there should be
established in the Admiralty a standing Technical committee
which should keep under constant review the equipment of
the CoiBmand and make sure that naval needs were satisfied.
In reply, the Chief of the Air Staff observed that, though
the Air Ministry was alv/ays open to suggestions of tliat
kind, so long as the Royal Air Force was responsible for
issuing actual flying orders, it must also remain the
responsible authority for deciding what type of aircraft
should be flovm. The root cause of Coastal Command* s
alleged failure to provide a satisfactory degree of
specialisation on naval air work in the earlier stages of the
war had been shortage of aircraft and, in particular, a lack

earlier called "special wireless equipment".

convoys,

of A.S,V

That cause was being remedied but, for himself, he v/as
"perfectly prepared to see the Royal Navy in operational
control of Coastal Command",
expressed his disagreement with the policy of complete
transfer, for technical and psychological'
Coastal Command aircraft were lianded over to the Royal Navq',
they would become subject to a new system of flying instruc
tions, a new discipline and a new code of law and regulations.
Thus the flexibility of the existing organisation, under
which all shore-based aircraft were controlled by ■uniform
rules and regulations and every airfield had.the same system
of flying instructions, would be forfeitedC"^ K He also
pointed out that such a change would affect 28,000 men.
The Royal Air Force virould no doubt imagine that tliese men
were being transferred because the Na'vy did not consider
they were capable of performing their functions as part of
the Ro3'al Air Force,
esprit de corps would be grievous and it would not be
apparent that the change liad not originated -with the
Admiralty at all.

On the other hand, he

Ifreasons.

The loarm done to the air force’s

Summing up the discussion, the Erime Minister said that
while it might have been desirable, if they had been start
ing afresh in peace time, to make the great change which had
been proposed, it would be disas'brous, at that stage of the ■war,

(1) Under the existing system squadrons could thus move from
airfield to airfield with perfect freedom,
shore-based units of the Fleet Air Arm came t.mder the

operational control of Coastal Command, tYiej fitted
easil3r into this orgaaiisation,
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to tear a large fragment from the Ro3ral Air Force,
times were unsuitable for an inter-service controversy,
but all were agreed that complete operationa.! control c
Coastal Command must be secured to the Admiralty,
event of divergences of view between the Adiniralty and the
Air Ministry, it would be for the Defence Committee to
decide on the allocation of resoinrces to Coastal Coi7imand,
leaving it for the Admiralty to make the best use of those
resourcesC'l The administration and training of the
command vrere to be retained by the Air Ministry,
sions were then carried embodying these decisions and
approving the measures for increasing the strength and
efficiency of the coirmand, (2}

The

over

In the

Conclu-

First Lord of the Admiralty suggests arrangements for
detailed tr^ansfer, 30th January, %.1

On 30th January, the First Lord of the Admiralty
T/rote to the Secretary of State for Air to suggest that a
small joint Admiralty-Air Ivlinistry Committee should be
established under the presidency of the Vice-Chief of Naval
Staff to consider detailed arrangements for the transfer(3/.
ITie First Lord suggested that the committee should draw
a scheme giving the Admiraltjr

up

complete operational control
of all aircraft in Coastal Command" and the naval Commanders-
in-Chief at home local operational control through the
Comoined Headquarters, He also v/ished arrangements to be
made to ensure that "Coastal Command resources should not
be diverted to other services -vrithout the ejqjress concur
rence of the Admiralty", that closer liaison should be
maintained between the Naval Staff and Headquarters Coastal
Command and that teclmical questions affectiiig the efficiency
of naval air co-operation should be kept constantly under
revievA^-2^ For the latter purpose he suggested the
establishment of a joint Admiralty-Air Ministr^^ Standing
Committee, working under the chairmanship of the Coramander-
in-Chief, Coastal Command,

■  Repoi-t of Joint Naval and Air Sbaff Goini-aittee.

19th Maroll, 1 qA-1

Sir^Archibald Sinclair agreed to this proposal to leave
the detailed traisfer arrangements to a sma.ll joint committee
on 3rd February, when he nominated as the Air Ministry
representatives Air Vice-Marshal A. T, Harris, Deputy Chief of
the Air Staff and Air Coumodore Durst on, Director of Operations
(Naval Co-operation), The Admiralt3’' representatives were
Vice-Admiral T. 3 , V. Hiillips, Vice-Chief of Naval Staff and

See annejcure

(2) to Report
of ComjiuLttee on

Coastal Cen'iBand

Appendix VII

(1) It is presumed that by this remark the Prime rilnlster nede did not Imply
ttet the actual disposition of the so.uadrons of Coastal Cosmand v\^s to be an
Admiralty responsibility. The actual location of sauadrons was decided by
the Air Officer Comjiiandlng-ln-Chlef.

(?.) The re-equipment Programme for Coastal Comri-and that was apm-oved at this
meeting is at Appendix VI,

u> Annexure (1) to Report of Coimlttee on Coastal Coiiusand.
(4) The list of questions concerned were:—

(1) Numbers of aircraft
I  Tjpes of aircraft
)  Equipment of aircraft
)  Scales of reserve ■

Fbnnatlon of squadrons
6) Types of weapon
7) Numbers and training of alr-cre)^
8) Metliods of patrol, escort and search
9) Anticipated expansion of Coastal Command

(10; Proposed dispositions of newly formed squadrons
(11) Allocation of aircraft and aerodromes
(12) Methods of protection of trade from air or submarine attack
(o) Requlranents for effective reconnaissance
(I4) Matlicds of perfecting attacks on ships.

Appendix VII.

If

5)
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Vice-Admiral Go C. C. Rojrle, Fifth Sea Lord,
held meetings on 13th and 25th February, 19W and
communicated its re]port on 19th ilarchc
operational control its recommendations vjere thats-

(i) ''Operational control of Coastal Command will be
exercised by the Admiraltjr through the Air Officer,
Commanding-in-Chief, Coastal Command,

(ii) Subject to the over-riding operational authority
of the Admiralty referred to above, the Air Officer,
Commanding-in-Chief wlII normally delegate the day-to-
day detailed conduct of air operations to the Coastal
Coimnand Groups, who will be responsible to him for
meeting the air requirements of the Naval Commanders-
in-Chief ,

This committe

On the subject of

e

See

Appendix VII

(iii) In the event of any operational difficulty arising
v/hich cannot be resolved locally by Commanders-in-Ch
it will be referred to the Admiralty who will make a
decision in consultation with the Air Officer

Coramanding-in-Chief, Coastal Command"(l).

The committee considered that the First Lord's proposal
for the establishment of a joint Admiralty-Air Ministnry
Standing Committee might lead to some duplication of effort

and recommended, instead, that technical questions should
be kept under review by a joint Admiralty-Coastal Command
Committee, The exact composition of this committee was

not specified in the report but its liieetings'were to be

attended b3r the Fifth Sea Lord, the Assistant Chief of

Naval Staff (Home) or the Assistant Chief of Naval Staff
(Trade) when required and, in particular, when the AoO.C,-
in-C,, Coastal Command was in the chair. It was suggested
that the committee should make recommendations on subjects

■within its terms of reference for consideration by
appropriate Air Ministry Committees on which the Admiralty
was already or might in the future be represented. The
Naval Staff’s other suggestion that the headquarters of
Coastal Command should be accommodated in the Admiralty
building 'was found to be impractical. As an alternative
the Air Ministry agreed to provide a Coastal Command
Liaison Section in the Admiralty to maintain liaison with
Northwood, The section Y\ms to work vifith the Naval Staff
and Yfas to be responsible for keeping the Admiralty informed
on all matters affecting the operational strength and
dispositions of Coastal Command forces. Finally, the
report approved the principle that '‘Coastal Command re sources
should not be diverted to other services Tdthout the express
concurrence of the Admiralty, except as a result of a
decision of the Defence Committee,"

(ix) Significance of the transfer of operational control

-I A’

The findings of the joint committee on Coastal Command
were approved h^r the Admiralty and the Air Ministry and the
transfer of operational control in conformity wdth its

(l ) Para. 4. These re commendations vere designed to
iuiplement conclusion (b) of the 47th meeting of the
Defence Committee (Operations) held on 4th December, 1940.
This read as follov/sj-

"Agreed that Coastal Cormnand should remain an
integral part of the Royal Air Force, but that for
all operational purposes it should come imdar the
control of the Admiraltj'',"
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recommendations took effect on 15th April, 1941(0, It has
already been noted that the principles of operational control
em.inciated b-r the joint report of 19th I\iarch, 1941,
mainlir "declaratory" of existing practice and that the
transfer of operational authority to the Ad i.iralty was to
involve little practical difference in the dayr^to-day control
of the shore-based naval co-operation aircraft of the Royal
Air Force,

were

It would, however, be idle to pretend that no
change of any sort had occurred,
that, the report did three things.

It may, indeed, be said
First, it emphasised the

predominance of the naval element in the existing operational
partnership.for the protection of sea-borne trade.

]^rtici.ilar, it strengthened the authorit.y of the local Naval
Commanders—in-Chief vis-a-vis the Air iQff icers Commanding the
i^connaissance groups. It did not, howerer, place the
Coastal Coomand Groups under the operational control of t.he

That at least was the agreed
interpretation placed upon the operative clauses of C,AoFoOe
835 by the Chief of Naval Staff and the Air Officer Commanding-
in-Ghief Coastal Command in August 1942(2), Second, it left
the ultimate responsibilit.y for Coastal Command's adiainistra-
tion, tecl'inical develop;nent and training with the Air Ministry,
whilst providing in the Coastal Comnand Committee
effective means of ensuring periodical consultation on such
matters

In

Naval Commanders-in-Chief,

a more

betvireen the Naval Staff and Headq.uarters Coastal
th-5) Third, it gave definition to the constitutionalCommand

position of Coastal Command Tdiich hitherto had remained rather
nebulous.

Air Force as Coastal Command's "Charter" and though the
description was obviously'" onl.y a loose one, there is a sense
in w^-iich, at least during the war, the term had real meaning.
It is significant, indeed, that no further attempt was made
either by the Admiralty or by any other outside authority to
force the government to retract the decisions made in
December, 1940.(4)

The report itself came to be loiown in the Ro.val

(x) Fra.ctical \7oi-]:ing of the Admire.lty^s Opex-ationa.1
Control

A real understanding of the limited transfer of authority
vdiich -ms effected in April 1941 involves, hoiyever,
knowledge of the manner in which the Admiralt.'/'s "control"
of Coastal Command operated in actual practice. The degree
of control exercised by the Admiralty over Coastal Command
after April 1941 differed according to circumstances.

some

In

(1) The agreed conclusions of thu report were announced in C.fi,F,0,835
2i}th April, .1941« See Appendix VIII.

(2) See Appendix IX,t'-n- • 1 necessity lor such an agreement, however, Indicatestiau there hao been some previous differences befeen the naval and air author
ities ̂  to the exact status of the Air Officers Cor/mianding tire Coastal
as ctefined in C.A,F.0,835,

(3) The nrst raeetin- of this ccm.dttee was held on 6th May, 1941. By agreTnent.
Its tenrns 01 reference were later changed and it was Instructed "to consider

'h* the Coastal Command as a whole with reference to its
meetings were held Irregularly on 29th August

ana 4th December, I9i.1l ana on 23rd Febreai-y, 24th August and 26th October, I9A2
ana subsequently, K,£U Coastal Corrimand File 3.7033/2,

(4) Air Chief itohal Sir Jolm Slessor. sums up the Royal Air Force opinion as
lollcws:- It is difficult to resist the conclusion that this whole episode
(which iiac not tne enthusiastic support of the Naval Staff) was as unfortunate
as lo was unnecessaiy. The controversy it raised botv/eon the Two Soivlces at
M, creatly accentuatec by the Inteiventlon o ' a
Minister witnout full larov/lodge of the technique of air-sea operations
couplGO with his lac!; of judgoiaent on the gonpral conduct of warfare,
as the practical conduct of the aii-sea viar was concemed this "transfer of
operauional control" was a polite myth and left the actual situation exactly

except fora legacy of mistrust and bad feeling on the partof the Roj'al Air vorce v;hlch was not fully eradicated for more than two years.

Groups

As far

J,c.s.
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normal circumstances, v/hen the aircraft resources of the
command -were being used primarily for trade protection, the
Admiralty exercised merely a general control of the command's
operations through the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ohief,
The actual day-to-day air operations, at this stage, -were
controlled in the Area Combined Headquarters by the Command
ing Officers of the reconnaissance Groups, who acted in
close association with the local Naval Comnianders-in-Chief
and in consultation vath the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief.
This is how Air Marshal Slessor', who was then Commander—in—
Chief of Coastal Command, described the S3rstem in I/Iarch "194-3;
"In the Area Combined Headquarters, as I see it, the Admiral
and the Air Officer Commanding both operate within the
bounds of the policy laid down by the Admiralty and by
Headquarters Coastal Command. Subject to that the Admiral
says '%e naval requirement is that such and such  a convoy
is attacked", and it is up to the Air Officer Commanding to
do it, if tactical and technical considerations make it

......... There are limits to this, of course, and
a certain amoimt depends on good sense and personalities ̂
but^that is so, v/hatever the system. But I regard the
Admiral as normally being the predominant partner, though
there are certain purely air operations against targets at
sea (such as the Bay Offensive) where the principal part is
played by the Air Officer Commanding and the Admiral has to
conform — Naval Commanders-in-Chief are certainly not in a
position to order air operations, but they are in  a position
to say what effect they would like achieved by their
associated Air Officer Commanding"(1),
note tliat the actual disposition of the available air
resources as between the various reconnaissance Grot5>s was
the responsibility of the Air Officer Coramanding-in-Chief.

possible

It onl.y remains to

A slightly more direct but still "remote" degree of
control was exercised by the Admiralty on the occasions iMien
the Home Fleet put to sea. V/hen this happened the Admiralty
itself normally took over control of naval operations from
the local Naval Commanders-in-Chief and the need for

ordination naturally required Headquarters, Coastal Command
to be in a similar position of responsibility relatively to
the reconnaissance Groups. It v/as, therefore, the practice
of the Admiralty, on such occasions, to send a signal to
Headquarters Coastal Command directing the Commander-ii-Chief
to give priority in air operations to the requirements of
fleet reconnaissance. These were the only orders affecting
the air sitixation which were directljr issued by the
Admiralty, for the Naval Staff never attempted to instruct
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief as to the manner in
which he should conduct the operations. The effect of the
Admiralty signal was thus merely to cause the control of
the long-range aircraft of the GOimand to pass from the

Group Commanders to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Tdio exercised it directly, in accordance with the naval
requirements for fleet reconnaissance(2).

co-

(1) Minute dated 27th Marcli, I943, H;q, Coastal Coiamand File S.8 Pt. 2 (9a).
During Air Cliiei Marshal Joubert's tenure of tho office of Commander-in-Chief,
Coastal Corfiniand (June I941 - November I942) the eiterclse of this function
occasionally stimulated pi’ctests from the local Naval Commandcrs-in-Cliief.
On 23rd August, 1942 Air Chief iiarshal Joubert agreed with the Chief of
Naval Staff that when air roinfoixeraents were being sent to or when air
forces were being, withdrawn from any reconnaissance Group, K.Q, coastal
Command would inform the A(Jairalty in sufficient time to allow the reactions
of the particular Naval Corariiandei'-in-Chlef tol)e obtained.

(2)
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It is thus clear that, in all circumstances, whether the
priority was for shipping protection or for fleet recomiais-
san.ce

little,  .^^iralty ’operational" control amounted to remairkably

Conclusion

The decision to retain Coastal Command as an integral pax’t
of the Royal Air Force, and to transfer its operational control
to the Admiralty may be considered to have been a sensible
compromise, Thipee factors were probably responsible for it.
There v^as, fii-st, the Air Staff’s promptness in ejqpanding
the strength of Coastal Command in order to enable the
Admiralty to meet its heavy commitments in the North-^Vestem
Approaches, Tliat ready response to the Admiralty’s declared
needs not only prevented the Admiralty from insisting on the
absorption of Coastal Command but paid welcome dividends in
tne spring of 19^1 v/hen the battle of the Atlaiitic assumed an
even deeper seriousness. Secondly, there was the unquestion
able success of the existing s^rstem of orgaiiisation for the
protection of sea-borne trade, centred in the Area Combined
Headquarters. That system was left, in all essential details,
undisturbed. It is not fanciful to suppose, however, that,
had that system previously shovai si^jis of weaimess, the War
Cabinet would have been compelled to find some otlier alterna
tive. In such circumstances the temptation to transfer the
administrative as well as the operational control of Coastal
Command to the Admiralty might well have proved irresistible.
Lastly, there was the Defence Committee's recognition that the
severence of Coastal Command from the Royal, Air Force at
period of almost unparalleled crisis, would, in the short run,
not enhance the efficiency of naval air co-operation and, in
the long run, miglit well have jeopardised the diances of
ivresting the weapon of air superioi-ity from the Germans. (2)

a

(xi) Development of the Battle of the Atlantic

This digression has carried us v/ell into April 1941, and
it is necessarj^ to return to the late months of I94O to carry
on the history of the JJ/B war. We saw that for October the
U/fe sinkings achieved a record figure of 3S2,500 tons and that
the main Durden of Coastal Command’s complaints
aircraft, unsuitable weapons and paucity of ae.rodromes in the
N.W, area from which to operate.

Trere lack of

During November the U/fe
activity continued in the Western Approaclnes betiTeen
8°W» and 23°W, though one U/B, working fi'om Lorient, cruised
for Wo or tliree yreeks off Freetown and sank 4 ships, Eai-ly
in the month one of the u/B aces - Kretschmer - sanlc Wo armed
merchant cruisers and a large merchant ship on the 3rd and

Report Nov. 1940 follovred this up on the 5tin by attacking convov 11X83 frcsa

Admiralty
Monthly A/S

(1) This raises the question whether the operational "control# of Coastal Command
by the Admiralty was ever more tlian a kind of legal fiction. Both Air Chief
Marshal Joubert and the Chief of Air Staff regarded It in that light. In a
demltjffIcial letter dated 10th June, I9lj2 the former wrote to the latter
as follows: "In my opinion this operational control tes made no contribution
whatsoever to the war effort and, in fact, has proved a dead letter. It Is a
fact that the Admiralty are Incapable of eserclsing operational control because
thby have neither tlie knovledge nor the experience necessary for the handling
of air forces. The Admiralty Staff, therefore, have leaned heavily on the
A,0,C,“In"C, v/lio lias to talce all the important decisions and run fill the
operations." In his reply, the Chief of Air Staff agreed that the operational
control of Coastal Cummand b,y the Admiralty was rather "a iiieaningless formula"
but pointed, out that the Adriilralty did not actually interfere with the opera
tional efficiency of H.Q, Coastal Command,
Record Book, June I9li2. Appendices.

(2) The German efforts to solve this same problem of naval co-operation by the
G,A,F, are nairated in Vol. III. Chapter II,

H.Q, Coastal Coraj.and, Operational
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ship^”* \ U/B activity then ceased mtilwhich he sank: one

the 13th and was not renewed on a heavy scale mitil the

latter part of November. Losses by TS/B action yrere thus
very mucli lighter and amounted to '146,500 tons.

The Pocke-Wulf

However, the enemy long range reconnaissance aircraft,
particularly the Focke~Wulf squadron, wei-e very much more

active. Shipping and convoy positions were continuously
reported bjr them and damaging attacks ma.de on stragglers
from convoys and independently routed ships involving the

loss of 43,000 tons. Strenuous efforts were made by long
range fighters of Coastal Command to intercept these air
craft off the S.v/. comer of Ireland both on their way out
and when returning. The frequent W/E signals sent out by
these aircraft during their sorties were D/Eed and a rouj^a
running plot of their course could be maintained but the

actual interception \m.s extremely difficult. Long range
fighter escort was given whenever possible to large indepen
dently routed ships when east of 10°W. but v/itli the few

fighter aircraft available it was inpossible to afford
general protection even in this United area,
da;'- of November one of these long range aircraft was

intercepted by three Bleniieims of Ho, 236 Squadron off

S.W, Ireland but after a dog-fight the enem;’- got away into
cloud, although smoking heavily. The Blenheina fighter was

not sufficiently guimed nor had it a decisive superiority
in speed to ensure destruction following the rare .
interceptions.

Pleas for the bombing of U/B Biscay bases

On the last

Adiniralty Trade
,  Di-vision

Statistics

0,0. Narrati-vc

The repeated request from Coastal Command aiid the
Admiralty for attacks on the 'Wasps’ nests" as a partial
solution to the thanld.ess task of chasing the "Wasps" when

,__._afield prj3duceA„.a ..decision to pay more attention to the

U/b and Focke-V/iILf og)erating bases on the Biscay coast.
Permission was given to employ Coastal Coranand's limited
bombing resources on these objectives and Bomber Command
occasionally laid on liglit raids but the scale of - attack on

such dispersed targets as U/Bs in harbour oi* aircz’aft round
airfields did little to hinder or damage these centres.
The A,0,C,-in-C., Coastal Command drew attention to these

limited measures in a memorandum dated 11th No-vember, in

wrhioh he advocated some I’eally hea-y;'- attacks (2/
an ij-nmediate necessity to relieve the press-ire in the

as being

V.C.A.S, da'ily
coi-afercences,
for Sth and

11th- November

o.c, s.7011/1
Part 2 Snc» 87A

(1) On Che same day convoy HX84 followlns alons Che sai-ne route but o50, miles
to the viestward was attached by the Pocket Battleship Admiral Scheer.
The armed merchai-it cruiser Jervis Bay v/as sunlt but, due to the sacrifice
of herself In a hopeless action, the convoy of 36 ships had time to
scatter and the Admiral Scheer was only able to sink 11 of them.
Various naval forces put to sea to intercept her and to cover the
different convoys at sea in the North Atlantic, Coastal Command
Instituted "break In" patrols in the Denmarlc Straits and between
Iceland and ScoUand. During the next few days the F.W.200 aircraft
reported the positions of all our major forces engaged in the sepch.
Efforts to locate this ship by surface and air patrols v;ere maintained
until the 15th November but were unavailing as she had proceeded Into
the South Atlantic and did not break back Into the North Sea until the
end of March 194l« Her "'creak out" and "breakiln® have been dealt with
In Chapter VII Sections (b) (c) and (d).

(2) During December 19i*0, much heavier attadcs vrere delivered by Bomber
Command:-

i|2 a/c on Bordeaux on Sth
22 a/c on Bordeaux on 11th
60 a/c on Lorlent and Bordeaux on 28th.

Heavier though they v;ere than the tiny effort previously, these raids
,  were not sufficient to damage or disrupt either the U/B or the F.W,
organisations.
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Western Approaches, He also recoinmended the attacks as a

longer term policy as the positions of JJ/Bs were knovm when in
harbour from photographic recomiaissance, ivliereas once they put
to sea it was a "needle in a haystack" projposition to our

sparsely distributed surface and air forces, Regardiag the

Focke-Wulf and other long range .aircraft he suggested the fit

ting of catapult gear or liglit flig^it decks to oil tank and

grain ships (whose clear decks pennitted tliis) from which to
fly off Hurricane t;j'p)e figliters,

Measi.ures against enem.y aircraft attacks (-| )

At an Admiralty/Air Ministry meeting held on tlie
13'fch November to discuss measures to improve air defence of
shipping in Home waters it was decided to route ocean convojrs
throu^a the l(7estem App>roaal:ies along a comparative!j'- narrow
lane which would facilitate long range fighter cover and to

divert the large independently routed ships to tranks mucia

further north out of range of the Pocke-Wulf aircraft, A

part of the long range fighter squadron at Bircham Neyrton in
Norfolk should go to ALdergrove in North Ii-eland and the

Initial establishment of Ctoastal Command’s fighter squadrons
should be raised from 16 to 20 aii-craft, A/A guns, whidi
were in very short supply, would be provided for merchant ships
finm the Home A/A command and from the defence systems of
aerodromes not expected to be subject to enemy raids. The

east coast convojrs woi-ild be routed closei* to land particularly
in the Moray Pirth area so that Pigliter Gormiand coilLd provide
short range cover, thereby releasing long range fighters from
Dyce on the north-east coast of Scotland for deplo^mient in the
north-vvest area. Arrangements were expedited to equip aiid
convert a merchant ship - S,S, Crispin - as a "Q" ship to carry
masked A/A armament for cruising as a straggler in Pocke-Wulf
areas. Finally H,M,S, Pegasus was to carry Fleet Air Arm
Fulmar fighters and accompany convo3’’s so as to catapult off the
fighters if Focke—l/'/ulf appeared on tlie scene to shadow the
convoy.

The genesis of Night k/U operations

c.c, 3,7010/17
Encs. 69A, 72A

c,c. S.701Q/
10/3 Sno,
1A & 5A

AltJiougli niglit sweeps around convoys by Wnitleys fitted
Tfith long range A,S,V, beam aerials Yifas commenced in November,
the aircraft were still without the homing aerials -v/hicli "look
ahead". Thus, althougli the beara aerials could pick up a U/fe,
it was necessary to turn 90° and close the position by dead
reckoning trusting to a visual look out to locate the U/fe,
Flares to aid this identification wex-e tried but the standard

flares, if nsloased belov/ 3,000 feet, dropped too fast and were
aligiit for too short a period to be of any assistance, Experi—-
ments \rith toT/ed flares brouglit no solution and designs for
special slov/ dropping flares of liigla candle power were inaugu
rated. This development was very slow and it was 1943 before

G,G,/mB/23
2ii.th December
19¥)

a flare adequate for attacks on U/^’s at niglit was produced.

(xii) The Leigh Light

This problem of the illumination of an A,S,V, contact a.t
night was solved independently of the flare developa'nent experi
ments, The originator - Squadron Leader H, de V, Lei^i
employed at Headquarters, Coastal Command in an administrative
post. In October 1940, he placed his p>ro]posals before the
A,0,C,-in-G. Briefly, they amounted to the installation of a
naval t-ype searclilight in an aircraft fitted with both beam and

was

(1} See also dxapter X (ill) (b).
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homing aerials. The light vrould bridge the gap of about

■g- to 1 mile left between the target and the aircraft at the
point at which the A.S.V. contact fades out in the sea

and would brilliantly illuminate the U/B, enabling
low level and therefore accurate attack with depth charges.

returns
a

C.C. S.18329

Every encouragement was given to this project by the
and full scale trials against one of ourA,O.C,-in-C

submarines acting as target T/vere carried out early in
1941. These trials established beyond all doubt that

the project was a successful proposition,
squadrons fitted with this invention became one of the major
influences in the war against the U/B's under the name of

• >

Ultimately,

The full historythe author - The Leigh Light Squadrons,
of this development is given in Appendix X.

(xiii) Combination of F«¥.200 and U/B*s
The success of the enemy tactics in using his long-range

aircraft, such as the Focke-Wulf, to report positions of
convoys and large independent ships, robbed us to  a large
extent of the po-wer of evading knov/n U/B patrol
addition to this reporting, these aircraft developed the
technique of actually homing U/Bs on to themselves while

The U/Bs so directed intercepted the
safe distance of extreme

Inareas.

shadowing convoys,
convoys and sliadowed by day at a
visibility and took up attacking positions close around the
convoy at dusk or soon after and pressed home attacks during
the dark hours. The countermeasures open to us were:-

Destruction of the Pocke-Wulf aircraft.
Provision of more extensive air cover to convoys

(i
(ii
to prevent the U/Bs from following up the convoys on
the surface and particularly the air support late in
the day to frustrate the closing in of U/Bs to their
attacking positions,

(iii) The fitting of A.S.V. in
order to locate and attack U/Bs
night, and in all aircraft so as to render more certain
the detection of U/Bs both by day and night. .

(vi) The re-routeing of Atlantic convoys further nortn
out of range of the Pocke-Wulf aircraft and closer to
Iceland so that air cover could be given from bases
that island. To establish a fuelling base there for

vessels which could thus afford escort still

surface escort vessels in
on the surface at

in

escort
further out into the Atlantic.

Suggestions for these and other measures were the .
of memoranda and discussion at Trade Protection .

Action was taken immediatelysubject
meetings during December 1940*
to implement some of these proposals.

For (i) the "Q" ship Crispin and H.M.S. Pegasus were at
sea, merchant ships Tjere receiving small numbers ot A/a
weapons and more long range fighters were operating in
the Western area(l).

was impracticable until Coastal Command had more
aircraft and could allocate more sq,uadrons to the
Western Approaches together with new airfields from
wiiich to operate.

(ii)

(1) A supfiestion v^as made in Decer.iber 1940 by the A,0.C,-in-C, that the
aiixraft might be brought to action by a VJhitlcy aircraft carrying a
Spitfire in a similar .manner to the Mayo Composite of prc^var oays.
composite should cruise on the habitual trades useo by tae F.W. ttircraft,
sighting the enemy the Spitfire would be released. After corraponeence vnth
V.C,A,S, the pivject vjas abandoned as impracticable. Ref, v.u.A.b, coxaer
No, 124 "Protection of shipping in N.H, Approaches",

This
On
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(iii) ms expedited, though the first adaption of radar
to shiphome uses gave indifferent results. The long
range A.3,V, in Tf/hitley aircraft was meeting considerable
teething’ trouble,

(iv) was decided upon but it was not to come into force
until early spring 1941 when lengthening days and higher
temperatures would enable both flying boats and land
based aircraft to be operated and by which time a naval
fuelling and repair base would be established at
Hvalfiord near Reykjavik.

II

c.c, 3,7011/I Part 2
Enc. 112A

C.C, S.7010/17
Encs, 9^“92A

Urgency v/as added to the desirability of these measures
by the increasing activity of the Pocke-Wulf aircraft.
During December and January these aircraft sank 22 ships of
78,000 tons(l)i

December U/b activities

The U/B operations in the North Atlantic were on a
considerably lower scale due to winter sea conditions and

were mostly further amy from our coasts, between
15° and 20°W» One convoy - HX90 - ms severely handled at

the beginning of the month by a party of four U/Bs led by two
u/b aces(2). The attack ms on the familiar night procedure
lines and eleven ships were sunk. After this episode no

other convoys were attacked and the casualties during the rest

of the month were stragglers, independently routed fast ships
and ships dispersed from convoy west of longitude 15°W,
Several U/Bs operated in more southerly latitudes not only to
take advantage of the absence of air and adequate surface
escort but also for the better weather and sea conditions .

off Portugal(3)found in those areas, ere sunk

Adriralty Trade
Division statistics

and four in the Freetown area

u/b action rose to 2lZ ,000 tons® (5)

Five w

Losses for the month by

(1) Previously, between August ana December 19^0, 31 ships of 13t,D00 tons were
sunk by long range enemy aircraft, mostly FA?,, in the AtlantlCo 125 other
ships were attacked and many suffered ciamage,

(2) Kreschmer and Schultz,
(3) The aircraft based at Glbr'altar were unable to reach this area, Ko. 200 Group

had been based at Gibireltar since the outbrealo of war, but opexreting under the
orciers of the A,0»C,, Mediterranean. This group was transferred for adminis
tration only to Coastal Ca>iraand in August 1940, The aircraft were operated
to meet the needs of the Naval C.-in-C,, Gibxaltar whose title was Flag
Officer Commanding the North Atlantic (shor't title F.O.C.N.A,), On the
9th July, tyh, following a request by the A,0,C,-in-C,, No. 200 Group
Gibraltar was transferred operationally to Coastal Command with a Group
Captain as Commanding Officer, The aircraft In 1940 consisted of No, 202
Squadron of 6 London flying boats and a detacliment of Swordfish floatplanes
from No, 3 A/A Co-operation Unit. During the winter the Fleet Air Arm
operated 6 Swordfish aircraft from the North Front, The limited range of
these aircraft permitted only very local escort and antl-U/B sorties.
Provision of a flying boat base, extension of the North Front landing strip
and Incimsed accommodation had been proceeding since the outbreak of war.
It vms not till Nay 1941 that No, 202 Squadron vvas re-equipped with
Catalina flying boats and not until the end of 1941, tlrat the first land
based squadron arrived, this being No. 235 Squadron of Hudsons, On
21st December, tyi-l, the Group was disbanded and all flying at Gibraltar came
under the control of the R,A,F, with Air Commodore S, P, Simpson as A.OjC,,
directly responsible to H,Q., C,C., and wortiing with the Naval C.-lr>-C,, in
an Area Combined Headquarters established in the dockyard; this A,C,H,Q,
vias later transferred to a tunnel In the Rock at the back of the dockyard.
Ref, 8,7010/17/4 E,7A & 8A, C,C,0oR,B, Appendices for November, 1941,

(4) Three Sunderlands of No. 210 Squadron were ordered on 15th January, 1941 to
fly out to Bathurst In V.'est Afi’ica to Initiate No, 95 Squadron for convoy
protection against U/Bs in the Freetown area. Reference CC, Ops, Folder
No, 9s but owing to gale casualties at Gibraltar it was mid-March before ttie
first too Sunderlands arrived at Freetavn, See Vol. Ill, Cliapter II,
Section (iil).

(5) Renewed suggestions were made by the Naval Staff at H.Q.c.C, for the formation
of a Combined Hunting Force of surface and aircraft with which to harass and
hunt to exhaustion any U/Bs located or disclosing themselves within medium
air range. It was also pointed out tlmt long irenge fighters viiere not the
answer to the Focke-Wulf but that the provision of merctent ships fitted with
catapult or flying off facilities for short range  8 gun fighters was the
correct line approach to this interception problem. Ref, Coastal Command
Naval Staff A/U File Enel, 15.
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(xiv) U/B tactics standardised

In spite of these successes "bj small groups of U/Bs
against convoys and shipping the U/b High Command realised
that, resulting from the increasing use of aircraft and the
inevitability of more numerous escort vessels, the U/Bs
would have to operate further and.further away from the
British coast and finally out of range of Pocke-Wulf
aircraft. The problem of locating shipping in convoys
would become more and more difficult in the empty spaces
of the ocean and it would be necessary to employ patrol lines
of U/Bs to intercept convoys. Having effected an intercep
tion it was essential to mass the rest of the line before
commencing the attack in order to set a concentration of

U/Bs against the concentration of shipping in convoy.
Consecjuentljr, from October 19A-0, a S3rstem of controlled
operation of U/Bs at sea was inaugurated,
came into being during November and December,
Command disposed these groups in lines of search in various
areas athirart the Atlantic shipping routes,
wMle searching wetre contraOnd ty W/T
soon as convoys were sighted,by either U/B or E.v/, a report
was made to base and the locater continued to keep contact
making shadowing reports on High Prequenc3r W/T and homing
signals on Mediimi Frequency W/T, The High Command then
decided iihat concenti'ation to effect and issued orders by
W/T to the neighbouring U/Bs as to what course and speed
to adopt to form a pack hi concentration round the convoy.
These U/Bs gained final Contact b3/ homing on to the l/P
signals by the shadower. Each U/B had to report back to
base as it made contact Tri.th the convoy. Not until a
sufficient concentration had been achieved did the High
Command order the attack to commence. The attack itself

was left to the individual U/B commander’s determination.

’’Pack” tactics

The High

Their movements

from the High Command, As

This system was standardised and maintained up to 1944
with the High Command post situated at first at Lorient
transferring to Paris on 3Cth March, 1942. Its viseak point
was in the volume of 1T/T signals necessarily passing bet’reen
the U/B*s or P.Y/, aircraft at sea and the shore based
Command, Such signals could be D/P’edj indicating which
convoy was threatened and b3?- their stereotyped nature tended
to give away the nature of the information or orders being
transmitted.

The P,W, aircraft themselves proved less efficient as

locaters than was hoped,
navigational training the recognition, accurate reporting
and shadov/ing requisites v^ere below the standard necessary
for systematic search and co-operation with the U/Bs.

Due to the absence of sea and

Because "Pack” tactics required a maximtim of surface
mobility and immunity from air interference, the increasing
air effort of Coastal Command, although not 3/et killing U/Bs,
forced the U/B dispositions further and further out into the
Atlantic imtil by the middle of 1941 the effective range of
P.W, aircraft could not reach the U/b areas and their use
was confined to reporting the position of outward bound
convo3TS to the Tjestward of Ireland and to operating on the

UoK, to Gibraltar convoy route,
P.W

of value and resulted in man3r convoy battles later in 1941
and onwards.

In the latter area the

co-operation, after a period of special training, was
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(rv) The Establishment of the Western Approaches Conmand
aiid creation of No, 1 9 G-roup

It will be remembered that one of, the recommendations of

the little Combined Striking force under Captain Ruck-Keene
during August 1940 v/as that a new Command should be created to

look after the approaches north-vrest of Ireland, through i,Vnich
our \vhole trade v/as now diverted. The Admiralty meeting on

the Western Approach situation held on 23rd September confirmed

the necessity of this Caiuiand. During October the limits of

the new Western Naval Comiand v/ere provisionally agreed upon
in relation to the existing Plymouth and Rosyth commands.
After sane deliberation Liverpool T/as decided on as being the
best site for the headquarters. liatiu-ally it v/as to be an

C.C. S.7011/19/2 ^irea Combined Headquarters to accoimodate the
partnershty.
were discussed diring the same period,
considered that it would be suifificient if the air side at
Pljmiouth became a vd.ng headquarters but it was soon realised
that a new .group would have to be created and on 6th Deceniber,

C.C. S.7010/17/2 1940, it was decided that No, 19 Group should operate the
south-western area coincident with the new Plymouth naval
command and that both should form an Area Co.abined Headquarters
at Pljrmouth. The old No. 1 5 Group ■was to be transferred to
the /urea Combined Headquarters at Derby House in Liverpool
and would operate the Western Approaches which lay betv/een the
northern bomdarv of No. 19 Group and a line dravm from
C. i/rath to Iceland 'Vvhich became the boundarj^ be’tween No. 15
and No. 18 Group.

necessary air
The R.A.P, changes to confom to this regrouping

At first it ■was

These changes, including the setting up of the new
A.C.H.Q., at Liverpool, took some months to become effective.
In the meantime the old Plranouth A.C.H.Q., continued to
exercise control and little by little transferred the organisa
tion and operational functions to the new centre. C.-in-C.,
Western Approaches and No. 15 Group did not finally take
and commence control from Derby House, Liverpool until
1 6th February, 1941.(1)

(xvi) Iceland as a base for aircraft

over

The pressi.ire of events which was forcing our main trade
route further and further north and which made Iceland
essential as a base for air and cm’face craft naturally
brought the consideration of the facilities of that island
to the forefront.

so

This is a good place, therefore, to out
line the history of our use of Iceland up to this time.

On the 23rd September, 1939, Admiralty Intelligence
inti'riated the possibility of a U/B depo'b ship and shore station
being located on the S.W. coast of Iceland. 'Coastal Command
T/as asked if a special reconnaissance of Icelandic coasts
could be arranged. The only aircraft having the necessary
range and endurance wras an American P.B.Y. flying boat which
at that ttys ?/as undergoing ftying tests in this country.
This aircraft was accordingly prepared and took off from
Invergordon on 26th September piloted by Yifing Commander
K. Barnes. After examining 'the south and south-western
coasts of Iceland the aircraft ran into fog and was finally
forced to land off Raufarho-vn on the north-east coast.

A.M. N.40
D.O.N.C.
"Iceland"

(1) Map XX shoTfs the new group boundaries and locations of
The newsquadrons after re-deployment in March 1 9Z|_1.

C.-in-C., Western Approaches was Admiral Sir Percy Noble,
(19884) 304 SECRET
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Although teclmically interned, Wing Conmander Barnes seized a

favourable opportunity and took off in poor visibility
returning to Invergordon on 28th September. After consulta
tion betv/een tlie authorities concerned Wing Commander Barnes

was sent back to Iceland to satisfy internment claims. He

made good use of the subsequent months to survey as much of
the island as he couAd with a view to air base facilities.

In due course a British naval expedition under the code name

of "Fork" landed at Reykjavik on 10th May, 1940. This move
Tiras made not only to forestall a similar move by the Germans
but to secure a useful base in the North Atlantic. )

Vfing Commander Barnes was now allovred to return to the U.K.

and submitted a very useful report on the possibilities of

using aircraft in Iceland.

The first aircraft to be sent over were Battles of No. 98

Squadron in August 1 940. They operated from an airfield
near ReykjaviJc. About the saiiie time a flight of No. 701
Squadron Fleet Air Arm V/alrus were based at Reykjavik. These

squadrons w'ere under the orders of the G.O.C., Iceland for

the bombing of any invasion force, for general reconnaissance
and the protection of the port of Rej'-kjavik. However, bj-
arrangernent, the Battles were frm time to time used for

purely naval reconnaissance particularly in the Denmark
Straits beiveen Iceland and Greenland. These occasions

grew more continuous until by November 1940, arguments arose
as to who should control their use. The Air Ministry as
earl5'‘ as 10th September had decided to send a squadron of

flying boats and some Hudsons in the spring of 1 941 for the

better protection of the island and to increase the range
The recoramandations by the A.O.C.-in-C.,of reconnaissance.

A.M. N.2|:0
(DCKC.) Enc. 57

c.c. s.7010/17
Enc.93A Coastal Command in connection with the more northerly routeing

of Atlantic convoj^s decided the Air Ministry to press for the
formation of an Iceland Air Force under the control of an

independent wing headquarters and that Coastal Command
aircraft shouild go there as soon as possible to be used
primarily for A/U vrark.
No. 330 - v/as formed to equip Avith Northrop float planes in
Caaiada v/hich ’would ultimately replace No. 98 Squadron.
Approval to these dispositions vra.s given on 1st January, 1941,
at a Chiefs of Staff ccmmittee meeting, including the addition
of a long range fighter squadron, as well as the flying boat
and Hudson squadrons; the Avhole to be operated by a Wing
headquarters which the meeting considered should be under
Coastal Coimiand.No. 18 Group.

In addition a NoCT/egian squadron -A.M. N.40

(DONC.)
Enc.50

C.0.S.(40)
1074 n.ao

(DONC.)
Enc. 52

C.C. s.7010/17/3
Enc.31A Operations Avere commenced in April using a flight of

10 Hudsons fraa No. 269 Squadron ATorldmg from the airfield at
Kaldadarnes; the fljdng boat squadron - Sunderlands of No, 204
Squadron - arrived in April and worked from the base ship
Ivlianela AAdth rnooriiigs off Reykjavilc.
Headqua.rters A7as established adjacent to the Naval and Military
headquarters at Rejdcja-vlk Avhile the operational and administra
tive control of No. 30 Wing and other R.A.P. units was

An .Area Combined

(1 ) This exq^edition was confirmed at the 113th conclusions of
the War Cabinet on 6.5.40. A Royal Marine battalion v/as
embarked on the 7th May at Greenock in the cruisers

BerAA’ick and GlasgoAT landing at Rejdcjavilc on 10th May,
1940. A Military force to relieve the Marines left the
Clyde in tTfo transports on 14th May, 1940 escorted by two
destroyers,

landed at EeA^kjavik on 17th May, 1940.
Ref. The War At Sea.

This was operation "Alabaster" and it

Vol. I Para. 59.
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transferred to Ko. 15 Croup of Coastal Coinraand. In Ivlay a
flight of six Hurricanes wa.s provided for the protection of

Reykjavik and the naval anchorage at Hvalfiord. Tliis enabled

the long range fighter squadx’on to be dispensed with as its

presence was urgently required overseas. Finally the
Nortlxrop floatplane squadron became opei’ational in June 1941
and Wo. 98 Battle Squadron returned to England.

Increase in numbers of U/Bs at sea

The exqjansion in U/B construction which had commenced
at the outbreak of Y/ar was by now bearing increasing fruit

aiid during the early months of 1941 many more U/Bs were coming
into service.\1/

at sea in the Atlantic. Hovrever, due mainly to the tem
pestuous v/eather, the Janiiary shi'oning losses fell to

127,000 tons ~ onl5!- two escorted convoys being attacked -

the remainder of the losses being either among stragglers
astern of or rompers vrell ahead of their convoys, or dispersed
ships west of 20°W longitude.

Co-operation Yfith the Submarine Tracking Room

In addition to the vreat.her, the evasionary routeing of
convoys played a part In the lov/er shipping losses. This

avoidance of dangerous areas Tiras based on the predictions of
the Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room. Mention of this
organisation has already been made in Chapter II and of ho'vT
valuable vfas the close liaison to Coastal Command in the

plann^g of A/U sv/eeps and patrols. The standardisation of
the U/B offensive tactics against shipping, depending as it
did on frequent W/T intercommunication* enabled a great deal
of D/F. and other intelligence to be used in the building up
of a comprehensive plot of U/b dispositions. This Y/as
not only the basis of all evasive routeing, but often indicated
Y/hich particular convoy had been sighted by U/Bs and on which
one, therefore, the sm^rounding U/Bb veve concentrating.
This knov/ledge alloYred aircraft to be diverted to it (if it
s within a:lr reach) from otlier convoys which v/ere in safe

The clue which gave the indication Yras a particular
"typs of signal transmitted by a V/b making a sighting report.
This invariably commenced with the keyed transmission of
accentuated or barred E. Hence the convoy which was close
to the D/Fed position of such signals was Icnovm as an "E.
b^red convoy" and b3?‘ Februarj’’ this had become accepted as a
fire alarm requirement for Coastal Command to provide
if possible and in priority over any other A/U task. The
increased dividend paid by so utilising Coastal Command's
still slender resources in collaboration vfith the Submarine
Tracking Room was demonstrated by the gradual but steady
retirement of the mjority of the U/fes further into
Atlantic out of reach of interference by the air.(2)

(xvii)

Betv/een 15 and 20 could now be maintained

wa

areas.

an

cover

the

A-dmty. A/S
Monthly Report

(1) See App. XIX for growth of U-boat fleet,
reflected In the fall in aircraft sightings from November 19Z|0 onwards.

The figures were - 5 sighted In the Western Approaches during November. ̂  In
December, k in January, 194 and U in February. on no oc«CLS.ioo Mie>e
tJx. letiiA,!, tbe vo.I\m2, o-f ojyr

*94* U- (rtcXa XcrO

CS^ 0-CL.r oU.Hr
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The moral v\ra,s obvious but the Cammand was desperately short

of aircraft v.hich could operate further than 300 miles from
the vrestem coasts.

Pocke-Wulf activities increased markedl3'- in February and

they re-coiunenced working fram airfields in Norwaj'" in addition

to the3.r Bisca’" base at Merignac (near Bordeaux), often
woi’king their sorties so as to take off from one and land at

the other. Heav'/' execution v/as done by them against
stragglers and single large ships a fevf hundred miles to the

westward of Ireland and their co-operation v/ith the U/Bs in
the reporting of convoys resulted in the shipping losses
rising to ships of 1^,000 tons with a further 23 ships
of 86,000 tons by their ovrn effoi-t. ("I )

(xviii) Preparations to meet a soring IJ/B offensive

In vieiT of the increased Pocke-^ulf operations and the

appreciation that, with the advent of better weather conditions,
the U/b offensive would be stepped up considerablj'' in the
spring, the Prune Minister instructed the Chiefs of Staff to
submit recommendations to meet the situation in the iiorth-

vrest approaches on the basis that, until further notice,
absolute priorit:/ ^hi^uld be given to overcoming the U/B and
Pocke-Vfulf menace

Admiralty/Air Ministrir meeting on the 27th February and a
C.O.S. meeting later on the same day iiiade the following
observations and recommendations

Measures were discussed at an

Admty.
Trade Div.

Statistics

C. A • S.

Folder

No. 637

C.O.S. (41)
75th meeting

(1) East coast convo;/s to have one escort vessel only.
This vrould reduce the Rosyth escort force by six or
seven a/a escorts v/hich would be available for the north
west approaches.

(2) [P/ro new "Hunt" class destroyers not to go to the
Mediterranean yet but to be used to release ships for
the north-west approaches.

(3) Six Coastal Coiimand squadrons to be deployed from
the North Sea to re-inforce the north-west approaches
in Northern Ireland and Wick.

Hudson squadJTon to be fitted with long range tanks.

(4) That Bomber Command should take over certain
Coastal Corai'nand duties In the North Sea and English
Channel.

Six Hudsons in each

(5) The work in the construction of new airfields in
Northern Ireland, Iceland and the Hebrides should be
expedited, if necessary by the use of Service labour.

(6) To expedite the delivery of American P.B.Y. flying
boats, observing that there were onlAr 10 in the U.K.
at the moment.

Fortress aircraft from America for allotment to the
To hasten the delivery.of Plying

(1) The question of "stragglers" had become a major problem
as they constituted 50 per cent of the U/b and F.W,
victims. Two Trade Protection Meetings discussed this
problem duiring February and made recommendations regard
ing better fuel, slower convoy speeds and more propaganda
amongst the masters and engineers of merchant ships.
Ref. S.88156/1/Air. ends. 11A and 12A.

(2) See also Chapter X (v) (b)
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It was noted that M.A.P. hopednorth-we st approache s.
to give Coastal Coimand 20 Beaufighters during March.

(7) The two Sunderlands under orders to reinforce No. 95
squadron at Freetown to renmin for the present in the U.K.

(8) The a/a Command to withdraw 100 Bofors guns and
provide a further 100 from immediate production for the
use of the Admiralty.

(9) a/a light automatic guns and crews now emplo3red on
coastal shipping to be drawn on for providing A/A
protection to ocean going ships.

The irainediate measm?es vrere approved and on 1 st March a
directive embodying those concerning Coastal Command vfas sent
to the A.0.C.~in-C. requesting the re-deployment of the
squadrons to be effected as soon as possible. The Imiting
factor for the concentration of Coastal Command aircraft in
the north-vrest approaches wa.s the aerodrome accamodation
wiiich, although planned, was lagging behind schedule. Accord-

the Prime Minister on 1st March minuted the C.A.S. and
C.I.C.S. that "he vri.shes this v/ork to be driven for’ward at all

M. S.483A5
end. 112iA

ii*

C.A.S. Polder

No. 637 "Battle
of Atlantic" costs and ?fants a report as soon as possible of the actual

steps being taken to overcome the laboiu? difficulties",
the advice of the C.A.S. the Prine Minister minuted the

Ministers of Labour, Transport and Shipping and the Secretary
for Home Department fox' arrangement Y/ith the government of
Northern Ireland on this matter.

On

The Battle of the Atlantic Directive

On the 6th March the Prine Minister issued a Battle of the
Atlantic Directive to all members of the War Cabinet, the
Defence Coimittee including the Chiefs of Staff, the Production
Executive, the Import Executi^re and the Ministers of Shipping
and Transport dravYing attention to the supreme inportance
combatting the U/B and enemy aircraft
enough to quote it nearly in full.

"In vievY of various German Statements, we must assume
that the Battle

Tne next iour months should enable us to defeat the
attempc to strangle our food supplies and oun connection Yvith
the United States.

(1) We must take the offensive agaixst the U/b and the
Pocke-(7ulf vYherever vre can and whenever we can.
at sea must be hunted, the U/B in the building yard
in dock must be borabed.

bombers employed against our shipping must be attacked
in the air aiid in their nests,

priority will be given to fitting out ships
to catapult, or othervYise launch, fighter aircraft
against bombers attacking o
be made YYithin one week.TO

.P
or

It is importantmenace.

the Atlantic has begun.01

For this purpose

The JJ/B
or

Tlie Pocke-Wulf and other

(2) Extreme

shipping. Proposals shouldur

C.A.S. Polder

No. 637 "Battle
of the Atlantic"

(1) The C.A.S. had observed in a note of 3rd March that the
use of^nuabers of long range fighters in combatting the
Pocke-¥ulf and giving a^ escort to shipping VYas grossly
uneconomical. He considered the proper answer vms for
certain ships to carry short range fighters and, as a
deterrent, the rapid arming of all merchant vessels Yvith
A/A guns and P.A.C. Ref. C.A.S. Polder No. 637 and C.O.S.
(,41^130. See also Chap. X. Section (V) (c)
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(3) All the measures approved and now in train for the
concentration of the main strength of the Coastal Command
upon the north-west approaches and their assistance on ■

the East Coast by Pieter and Bomber Commands will be
pressed forward. It may be hoped that, with the grow
ing daylight and the new routes to be followed, the TS/Q
menace will soon be reduced. All the more iinporbant is

it that the Pocke-WxILf, and if it comes, the JTJ.88 should
be effectively grappled with.

Paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 concerned the Admiralty in refer
ence to delajdng the re-equipment refits of the American
destroyers (fifty of which had been received in the previoiis
autumn), suggestions that ships of 12 - I3 kts, speed should
be i-eleased from convoy and stating that the Admiralty had

first claim on all shortrange A/A guns, U.P. v/eapons
and P.A.C.s('i),

(7) "We m^ast be ready to meet concentrated air attacks
on the ports on which yre specially rely (Mersey, Clyde
and Bristol Channel), They must be therefore provided
with a maximum defence. A report of what is being done
should be made in a week,"

It

Paragraph 8 concerned all departments involved in
repairs to damaged shipping, expediting this work.

Paragraphs 9 and 10 drew attention to the terrible slow

ness of the tiam-round of ships in British ports and directed
the Minister of Laboxu* to effect re-inforcement of the

labour force engaged in this work.

Paragraph 11 directed the Minister of Transport to
ensure against congestion at the qioays by improving handling
of cargo traffic.

. Paragraph 12 called for Progress RepC37ts on all these

matters to be made weekly.

Memoranda by the First Sea Lord and the Chief of the
Air Staff were submitted on 18th March. reporting on the

action taken to implement the instructions in the .
Prime Minister's Directive, The re-deployments

w.p. 0^62
18th March

(1) U.P. signified «Unrotatlng Projectile" and Indicated a rocket propelled
missile, P.A.C. signified "Parachute and Cable",  A parachute was projected
Into the air with a length of thin wire cable suspended underneath It.
Batteries of these were a deterrent to low flying aircraft,

(2) By this date the following re-deplojTnent had talcen place:-
7 Hudsons of Wo, 206 squadron from Blrcham Newton to Aldergrove,
All the Hudsons of No. 224 squadron from Leuchars to Aldergrove,
SBlenlielms (P.) of No, 236 squadron from St. Eval to Aldergrove,
8 Beauforts of No, 217 squadron from St, Eval to LImavady.*
2 Stranraers of No, 240 squadron)
3 Sunderlands of No, 10 squadron)
4 Lerwicks of No, 209 squadron from Stranraer to Oban,
8 Hudsons of No, 220 squadron from Thomaby to Wick,
All tlie Whitleys of No, 6l2 squadron/
8 Blenheims (F) of No, 248 squadron
Bomber Command transferred Nos, 107 and 114 squadrons of Blenheims to
Leuchars and Thomaby respectively.
All the Beauforts of No, 42 squadron from Wick to Leuchars,
All the Whitleys of No, 502 squadron from Aldergrove to Llmavadt'.
See also Map XX,
For Fighter Command deployraent see Chapter X (v) (b),

«• No, 217 squadron had to return to St. Eval on 15th March as the runways
were of Insufficient laigth on the Northern Ireland airfields to

operate Beaufort aircraft.

from Oban to Lough Erne,

frxan Dyce to Wick,
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of aircraft had increased Coastal Ooiiimand's strength in
Noarbhern Ireland from 56 to 96 aircraft. Fi[^ter Command -were
undertaking to provide figjater escort to all convoys between
the Humber and London and fighter cover for those north of the
Humber up to the Orkneys, In addition they had deployed
squadrons to cover the Liverpool and Bristol Channel areas and
ni^t fighter protection for the Forth ~ Clyde area.

The Battle of the Atlantic Committee

On the 19th March the first meeting took place of the
Battle of Atlantic Committee,

members of the Cabinet, the Naval and Air staffs and Scientific
representatives with the Prime KHnister presiding,
meeting went throu^ all the paragraphs of the Battle of

Atlantic Directive noting what had been done, v/hat was intended,
making stiggestions and confirming or iirltiating future action(lX

The Committee consisted of

The

G« A, S*

Folder No. 637
"Battle of

Atlantic".

At the second meeting, which took place on 26th March,
progress reports were discussed on the items considered at the
first meeting and the Prime Minister required written reports
for subsequent meetings on aerodrome construction progress,
the fitting of catapult fighters and the supply of Catalinas.
Subsequent meetings, which took place at Vireekly intervals ■until
May 1941, when they 'became fortnightly, \jere the hearings of
progress reports on measures designed ■to prosecute the war on
U/^s and enemy aircraft, provide the protection of sliipping and
to facilitate the rapid t^um-round of merdiant ships in harbour
ha^ving regard to our import and export necessities,

(xix) The enemy offemive increases

Meanwhile the enemy offensive in the Atlantic vras rising
in intensity. The Focke-Wulf aircraft \Tere again very
aggressive during March; they operated in the area between our
western coasts and longittide I"/® West, bombing stragglers and
single ships and reporting convoys to assist the U/B groups
which v/ere disposed westward f2?om this longitude. In addi-cion
long-range He,111 aircraft joined in the attacks on ocean

(1) With reference to action by the air against U/Bs it was
reported to the meeting that up to 15th March Bomber
Command had dropped 128 tons of bombs and Coastal Command
78 tons of bombs on Lordent idnle 47 ■tens and 12 tons res
pectively had been released on U/B berths in Bordeaux,
Photographic reconnaissance of these, ports disclosed
little resulting damage to JJ/Bs but intelligence reports
indicated the 4 U/Bs had been stnok in Lori.ent and 3 in
Bordea^ux besides others damaged, ’ In the li^t of post
war evidence this was not so but at the tijne the
disparity in effectiveness between the few sorties
necessary to bomb U/fes in harbour and the hundreds of
sorties over the sea res^ulting in little or no 'damage to
U/tes at sea coloured the counsels when it came to possible
futiure allocations of four-engined long-range bombers to
Coastal Comniand, , In this respect when it ■was suggested
that Coastal Command’s lack of long-range aircraft might
be met by the loan or trsuisference of the new Halifax
squadrons or better still the projected Lancasters, the
proposal tfas resisted as unjustifiable diversion. In
the Caustic vrords of Air Marshal Harris "20 U/fes and a
few Focke-Wtilf in the Atlantic \7ould thtis pro^vide the
efficient anti-aircraft defence for all Germany",
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shipping - K.G-. 27 operating from Prance in the sotith--;Yest
etrea, including the Irish Sea, and K.G, 26 to the north of

Scotland, operating from Noin=/ay. 90,000 tons of shipping
Tfas sunk by these aircraft. In the interim before the

special measures against them could be provided, every pos

sible -palliative ¥;-as explored tinder the spur of the
Prjjne Minister’s insistence. Minutes from him at this time

A,M. N, 60, DCfNC to the Admiralty and Air Ministry directed enqtiries into
ends. 16, the possibilities of establishing R,D.P, stations on the

T/estern coasts to facilitate interce-ption by long-range
fighters, the Jambing of ship re-port signals sent out by the
Focke-Wulf and the possible leakage of convoy routeing
intelligence to enemy agents.

Admty. Trade
Div, Statistics

20 and 24

Another factor had arisen which f-orther complicated the

problem of providing adequate long-range A/U cover. This
was the menace of enemy surface raiders. As ecaly as
4th January the heavy cruiser Hipper had been discovered in

Brest, having broken miseen out of the North Sea in
December 1940. This had necessitated the provision of

reconnaissance patrols in the Bay of Biscay v/henever photo
graphic evidence codd not be obtained of her continued
presence in Brest, Hovrever she had carried out a successful
commerce raid during February, getting out and back into

Brest unseen by any air patrols. More intense patrols wei-e

instituted and naturally the task absorbed some of the long-
range aircraft otherwise available for A/CJ cover. Early in
March the battle cruisers Scharruiorst and Gneisenau had been

sigiited to the south of the Canar3?' Islands by H. M. S. Malaya,
and additional long-range air palrols vrere instituted against
a break back by these tiTO ships to Germany. Fleet I’econ-

naissance was made a priority for Coastal Command over all

A/U work except the support of very -important convoys.
Convoys vrere graded in order of pireference and only Grade I

qualified for air escort. In the middle of Manch the 4:vo

battle cruisei’s vrere sighted in the outer area of the Ba3'
of Biscay by aircraft from K.M. S. Ark Eor/al and on the s:me

day the photograpihic reconnaissance of Bx'est disclosed that
the Hipper had left. For the next fortniglit special long-
range air patrols X7ere flOTm to provide reconnaissance for

fleet dispositions to intercept any of these ships,
attempts at the location of these enemy units were unavailing.
On the 28th March photographic reconnaissance revealed the

two battle cruisers in Brest; they had in fact entered
harbour on 22nd March, but the weather had -precl-aded recon
naissance before the 28th. The Hi-pper broke back unseen
into the North Sea via the Denmark Straits and north
of lGel8njd(l).

All

Admty N.I.D,
24A 95/46

Admty, Nd.D.
24/X. 95/46

The March Atlantic shipping losses wei-s heavy; to the

240,000 tons s-onlc by these surface raiders was added the

90,000 tons by long-range enemy aircrfift and 245,000
by U/£s. This latter figure might vrell have been much
higher had it not been for a. fine piece of counter-
off ens'ive work by our escort vessels which'was  a heartening

veness, lluring a battle

tons

sign of their gro?/ing effec

Admty, Trade
Div. Statistics

bet-vTeen several U/Bs and a homeward bouixd convo3-- three of

their most prominent aces had been accounted for,
and Schepke had been killed in the destraction of their

Prien
Admty, A/S
Monthly Report

(1) For a fuller description of the movements of these
three shins and hoisr air reconnaissance failed to locate

them see Chapter VII Sections (g) to (n).
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boats - 11.47 and U, 1 00 and Kretsclmer had been captiired r/iien
his boa.t - U. 99 v/as sunk. In all three cases the improved
R.D. P. being mounted in escoi-t vessels played a decisive xxirt.

The enemy modifies his V/B dispositions

The increased tempo of the U/B offensive had not resulted
in a very marked increase in the number of sightings andat 'jacks

by A/d aircraft. Of the seven U-boats siglited in March only
four were attacked and two of these were on the passage route
round the north of Scotland, U/Bs u'ere treating the potential
threat from the slq^- sufficiently seriously to only sm’face
ni.xlit when within i-ange of air bases. Prom the outsld.rts of

mediima range cover they became bolder and operated freelj^' on
the sinrface at all times vrest of 17° West longitude.

However, during April 19^i-1 the new routeing of convoys
from the north-ATsst approaches close to Icelaaid befoi-e taking
the south-westerly leg towards Nevrfoimdland enabled surface

escorts based in Iceland to remain with the convoys as far as
35° West while the arrival of the first Coastal Command
S-underlands and Hudsons in Iceland provided intermittent air

escort to 30° West(l).

Admty. A/S
Monthly Report

A.M, S. 88156/
l/Air ends.
I5A and 16A These measures, together with the loss of the three ace

U/B captains in Mar-ch, caused the enemy to modify his di.s-
-positions. Some U/Bs operating in the North Atla:itic Arere
stationed yet farther vrest beyond 35°'W. and an increasing
number Avere directed dovm to areas off Yfest Africa south of

35° North latitude. Here, due to absence of air cover and

slender surface escort resources they achieved much success
iffiraixtie from counter-attack(2)i

Admty. A/S
Monthly Report

Thus commenced a policy of searching for and exploiting
"soft spots" in our defence which the enemy pursued luxdl the
end of the war^

(xx) Nev/ Policy of AAJ protection for stiipping

Mention has been made of the fact that for some time the

A. O.C,-in-C. and Staff of Coastal Command had not been satisfied

A'idth the methods in use to giA/'e air protection to convoys and
independent ships,
longer ranged aircraft was avTaited before putting into practice
the schemes already worked out for a flexible system of air
cover.

Only the provision of more numerous and

Such additions were now in si,ht, i-esulting from the
re-deployment of Coastal Command's strength and the gradual
appearance of new scjuadrons of Catalina, \i/hitley and Wellington
aircraft. Early in March it had been possible to inaugurate
experimental SAreeps by Whitley~s and Wellingtons covering areas

containing two or more convoys instead of rigidly affox-ding
individual close escort,

H. Q„ Coastal Command on 10th April dx-aAh.ng attention to the

results of analysis betAfreen September 194O an'I A;px-ll 194^1
regarding the number of U/B atta.cks on convoys x-elative to the
natAxre of convoy protection by aircraft and the circumstances
under vdiich U/Bs xrere sifted in these areas from the a:lr.

A Staff memorandum Axas oroduced atCoastal Command

Naval Staff

A/U File
Hncl» 16

CD j.n AxDril there v/ere in Iceland - 5 Simderlands of
No, 204 squadron, 5 Hudsons ATith loni-i-ange tanks of

No. 269 squadron and I5 Bat'jles of No. 98 Scxuadron,
(2) Of the 249?000 "toils of shipping sink by U/Bs in April,

60,000 tons A/as effected off the West African Coast.
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17 convoys had been heavily allacked v/iiile stall in range of
air bases but all the attaclcs v;ere by niglit. All these con

voys had had some (but not continuous) close air escort
dua-ing the previous day. 25 siglitings of U/Bs had occm’red
and of these only six vrere by aix’cx'aft a.cttially escorting
convoys. The remainder vrere made by aircraft proceeding to

the convoy, returning from the convoy or searching for
the convoy (O.

A number of recommendations rrere made and a ne^T policy''
proposed;-

(1) Convoys ajid single siiips were rarely attacked in
daylight, therefore it was a v/aste of ticis to provide
close escort before the afternoon,

(2) The dangerous time when air escort was desirable on
an E, barred convoy was from afternoon to dusk,

(3) Close escort during dark hoinrs was useless on
account of the non-sub echoes by A.S.Y. on escort
vessels and scattered ships and the impracticability at

present of air attack on U/(Bs at night (2) ,

(4) That the total aircraft effort in the western
approaches-would be more effective in pi-otection of
siiipping if sv/eeps were maintained by aircraft T/hich
covered the two main convoy routes in use ana extended as

as far -vrest as possible, thu.s utilising every minute of
air search instead of going round and ro-und the saane
bit of water near a slow moving object like a convoy and
v/asting the advantage -fchat the mobility of aircraft
gives in searching out ne?/ areas of -watero

(5) By reason of their different objectives, ai.rcraft
on AAJ duties cannot be exx^ected to provide protection
against enemy aircraft,

(6) The number of aircraft required for this nevr policy
vrould not exceed that necessary for the continuous close
escort of convoys and the A/U cover would be extended
considerably f'urther to the westwaitl.

Coastal Command

Naval St;-iff

A/CJ File
end. 17

This policy was discussed wdth the Admiralty, the Fla,g
officer commanding submarines(3) and the C.-in-C. Nestern
Approaches,
April and a poli.cy signal, ernbod^.rlng the main points nasi made

by the Cs-in-G,, Western Aiiprcaches on the 9th
This stated tliat regular lnd_lvidual air escoid of convoys and

it was ooEvasnced d-:uring the latter part of

1 941 o

(1) It was due to the comparatively larger nnunbeir’S of UrdBs

which were sighted by aircraf't searching for their
convoys that the value of "distant" escort a.s opposed to
"close escort" had been realised.
In addition to the lack of a reliahle method of illumina

ting and identifying the A.S„V, contact, the very
inaccura.te altimeters mnde it unsafe to fly lew enough
at night for the release of depth cliarges,
height for this release was 300 feet - above this the
D,G. broke up on hitting the water,
Adi'iiiral Sir Max Horton,

SECRET
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(3)
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independent ships ’.vas suspended and repla.ced by sr^eeps,
searches or convoy escort carried out by air striking forces

operated accoi'’ding to the circumstances or on infoimiation
received of E. bar reports,
were stressed as particularly important,
night v/as abolished and A/A protection defined as that afforded
by fighter aircrtift,
range from our shores.

The hours between I40O and dark
Air escort at

This latter was necessarily limited in

Coastal Command

Naval Staff A/U
Nile end, 20

Res'dts of He^T Policy

Tills policy v7as effective in so far that coinparative
immunity from U/B attacks on convoys and independent sliips was
secured out to the limits of aii* cover, namely 33^ nules from

U. K. and Iceland bases but the May losses to shipping by U/fe
action wei'e higher than ever - pSjTjOOO tons. ("I)
brought about by the continuation of the April U/B Command
strategy,
area against 25 ships of 135,iOO -bona in the North Atlantic,
moreover the ma;]ority of the latter ca.sualties occux-rcd ^vcat of

of 35°¥. longitude - beyond the reach of either air or surfo.ce

escorts,(2)

This v,'as

32 ships of 186,000 tons wez-e sunk in the PreetovmAdmty.
Trade Div,

Statistics

strategy \fas the diver-The immediate reply to this enem,
Sion of all shipping from the Preetoim area except those ships
wliich had, of necessity, to pass throu^i those i/aters and the
institution of complete trans-Atlantic surfpre escort,
last was effected by the co-opei-ation of the Royal Canadian

Navy and the basing of escort forces in NeY,’foundland(3)
The corresponding air measuxes took the fora of increasing the

strength of the Sunderlands in No, 95 squadron and the forma

tion of No. 200 squadron of Hudsons in the Freetown - Bathvirst

area, the re-inforcement of the long-range Hudson squadron in

Iceland, (4), the formation of No, 120 squadron irlth Libei-atoi-s,
and closer co-operation ivlth and provision of Catalinas for

the Royal Canadian-Air force on Canada’s eastern seahoard,
(see Volume III, Chapters II and III),

This
A.M. S. 88156/
1 /Air, end.
I9A

7th, 8th, 9th
sncl 10th meetings
of the Battle of
Atlantic Comiiictee

CC/S.7011/1/Y
end. 25B
8,5167 end. 41A

A.M. N.oO DONG

end. 29

Losses from Focke-¥ulf and other long-range aircraft which

had been 1? ships of 53,000 tons in A[3ril had dropped to

5 ships of 21,000 tons in May.
A memorandum was sent by the A, 0„C.-in-C. to the Admiralty^
Air Ministry and G.-in-C. Western Approaches on I6th May
dra-v-ang attention to the enemy’s strategy and proposing
the development of flying boat squadrons to Greenland and
Newfoundland to counter the enemy’s vnlthdrshTal out of U. K.

Regarding the spread of the U/Band Iceland air range,

(1)

(2)

offensive to Southern waters he 'p3:'oposed the occupation of

of the xizores and Cape Verde Islands so as to operate air

craft from these bases in addition to Ba.thurst and
As an imimediate remedy he advocated thePreetoT/n,

re-routeing of South American traffic away from the
West African Coast, Ref. CC/S./OII/l/Z end, 32A,
HK. 129, at the end of May, was the first eastbound con

voy to have complete trans-AtlaJitic surface escort,
OB.33I, at the beginning of June, was the first -vestbound
convoy to be so escorted.
In Jtine 194I there were in Iceland 3 Sunderlands of
Nc, 204 squadron,
OTitten off no less than 4 of these precious long-range

aircraft).
No, 269 squadixin.

(Plyi.ng accidents during l\Iay had

11 Hudsons ivlth long-range tanks of
14 Battles of No, 98 sq.uadron.

(3)

(4)
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(xxi) Tactics agt\inst the U/Bs

So much for policy and sti-ategy. Now to consider the
tactics employed against the U/Bs. The development of air

patrol and attack had. been proceeding slouly since the eaxly
of the '.varO).. It was slow because the subject \ms newaays

with no previous e:xperience and becatise any changes or

advances in technique had to be tried out, not experimente.lly
'With controlled targets, but under war conditions against

It had been found that the best height to fly for

"uii©

enemy#

visual locations of U/Bs on the siurface was 1pd0  - 2000 feet

but increasing vigilance O'n the part of the U/B bridge look
outs resulted in the aircraft, more often 'bh-an not, being
seen by the U/B first or at any rate simultaneously.
Consequently during 1 Si+O and early 1 SkA most of the attacls
were made on the "srrirls" or foam marlcs left on the surface

after the U/fes had dived. Under these conditions the anti

submarine bomb was virt'aally useless and the depth charge
had been adopted as the proper weapon.
Naval depth charges for xase by aircr.aft carried mth
tendency to use this 'weapon in the same manner as the Na'vy
namely, excliasively for attack on U/Bs which had already
dived, Thi.s tendency was strengthened by 'blie fact that, in

,  'bhe aircraft seldom had any other kind of target to
Consequently depth charges 'v'/ere set to explode at

The modification of
ci

practice
attack,

depths of 100 feet, I50 feet or even 200 feet fuad were

released at times up to five minutes after the U/B
had vanished.

Once a submarine is completely submerged it as a matter
of guess-work as to what its position is either in de'pth or

The inacciiracies of this guess-work, vm/oh no aiming-
mark except the "s¥ri.rl" on the s'crface, vary in proportion to
the time elapsing beWeen disappearance and r-elease of ̂ ^th
charges, Natiurally this had res'olted in very few kills and
gave colour to Admiral Doeni'cz’s later boa.st 'bho-t an
-had as little ohanoo of hurting a ao a orow has of-

(2^ T^e Co^.v iv-0
fctvw tv

To reduce this time lag

Hei^t of patrol v/as varied,
base was recommended and as many pairs of binoculars
possible Trere allocated to operational aircraf’t but no real
advance took place until the advent of 'ohe Mark II Long-

range A.S,V, As this equipment became more reliable and was
fitted to more aircraft it became apparent that it was of

vital assistance to unseen approach by day using  a complete
cloud cover till the last possible moment,
discovered that, unless the cloud base was lew, the U/Bs
could still get 'v/ell under water after 'bhe aircraft had
broken cloud and before the attack could be pressed home^^-'.
The nev/ problem './as to make the aircraft more difficult 'oo

from the bridge of the U/B. Jitter various experiments
in camouflage it was discovei-ed that -plain white on all side
and under surfaces of the atircraft gave a remarkable degree

killing a mule
U-

, various methods had been tried.
Plying in and out of cloud

as

Even then it was

see

monthly I'ecord of flying hours on(1) See Appendix III for a
the different tasks and the resulting sightings and
attacks on U/Bs,

(2) Appendix III gives the numbers of sigh
results obtained during the period September 1939 to

Ings, attaclcs and

May 1941. ^
(3) Prom the moment of sounding the alarm gongs to diwe,

U/B could be \mder the surface in 25 seconds.

a
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of invisibility in the cloud and sky conditions generally
prevalent in northern latitijides,
vri.th cerdiain refinements resulting from scientific investiga
tion, remained the standard colour of Jl/U aii'craft tku-'ou.ghout
the rest of the v/ar. Thus started in the summer of 1 941 the
familiar "Ihite Crows" of Coastal CommandO),

This white camouflage,

Co-operation Tfith sm-face A/U forces

The co-operation between air and surface craft had also

been slow in development but this was for different reasons.
Visual signalling between the two continued to be bIovt and
inefficient. Previous to August 1 %0 the t-wo services had
little personal contact at squadron and flotilla level,
was not till the short lived "North-West Striking Force" had

presented its report in September i%0 that the importance of

close personal contact between the airman and the sailor, both

in training and in operations, had been sti^essed,
in numbers and equipment had prevented those lessons from

materialising into general custom but the ideals to be aimed at

were not lost sight of, particularly in North Ireland where the
initial contacts were still alive and the naval commander of

It

Deficiencies

the first striking force was now Naval Officer in charge
of Londonderry,

Early in March 1 94I the C,-in-C, Western Approaches and
the A.0,C.-in-G, Coastal Command issued a joint directive
bringing into existence another combined A/U strild-ng force.
Up to 50 per cent of the air strength of No, I3 Group was to be
available and such surface forces as coiild be collected in the

Western Approach Command, An area 180 miles square to the
northvrest of Ireland was to be searched out to 1 8°W, by aii-
svreeps every 24 hours. Should a U/B be located,  a hunt to
exhaustion \TO^iLd be commenced and maintained for 48 hours.
Surface craft stationed in this area vrould immediately proceed
to the scene and a combined hunt develop. Three of the

squadrons stationed in North Ireland formed the air contingent
but it was only possible to find three destroyers for the
surface contribution. The local control wels exercised by the
N,0,I,C, Londonderry who had officers from the air squadrons
attached to his headquarters to ensure co-ordination of opera
tions, Although the plans were admirable the project again
failed for lack of surface craft. However the air sweeps vrere

maintained whenever ’weather and aircraft availability
permitted. The area swept out was varied in coirforraation to

convoy positions and Admiralty Tracking Room information.
Whenever possible escort vessels v/ere detached from the nearest

convoy or in some cases sent out from Londonderry to assist in
combination when U/Bs were located by the air. In this vray
several combined hunts took place dinring the ensuing months but

generally speaking the scent was too cold vdien surface craft
arrived and it was difficult to keep unbroken continuity of air

patrol over the spot even for 48 hours on account of the
superior claims for air support to convoys. In other vrords

there were not enou^i aircraft or escort ships to do convoy
escort and conduct a sustained offensive against  a located U/B.

C.C. S,8031
ends, 24T
to 24Z

Co-operation round convoys

Round convoys the co-operation bet'ween aircraft and escort

ships was improving. The development of Radio Telephony ma/ie

(1) See Appendix XII for the Development of "White Camouflage’
agdnst U-boats,
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inter-Gommimication easier and quicker#
of the escort force in the Vifestern Approach Command had been

equipped with R/T and, although the usual teething troubles
?rere being experienced, it was becoming a reliable method of
commimication which enabled the senior officei’ of the surface

escorts to direct his attendant aircraft to distant search

and for the aircraft to report results without having to

leave the scene and return to visual signalling range,
strict W/r silence was imposed on all convoys the increasing
reliability of R/T .facilitated situation reports being made
from the convoy to base using the returning ai.rcraft
as messenger.

By Mai'ch 1 most

As

The ban on vri.reless transmission had its disadvantages
in one respect important to Coastal Command, Homev/ard
bound convoys and single ships were often very difficult to

find ?dien they entered the fringes of air cover at whi.ch it

■vas possible to afford air escort. The position of such
shipping was only knovra in the U. K. approximately from the
dead reckoning since leaving the port of departure. During
the voyage, bad weather, emergency alterations of com-se and
speed rnigtit make a difference of many miles between the
actual and plotted positions when it came to detailing ai.r
escort to meet the convoy or siiip. Aircraft frequentl3''
never found them oi* at best only located them after hom-s of
searching. Proposals were made whereby the convoy should
break vareless silence in order to home on the aircraft.

Although set on foot in May, 1941 these proposals took some
time to materialise into any regulated procedure and fiurther
detfiiled mention of this is made later in this narrative0).

A.M. 3.38156/
1/ Air end.
17A

A.M. N.60 DQNC
end, 18
C. -in-C.

W.A. signal
T.0.0.

I 9O6B/30/5/4I

Finally, the basis of all true co-operation - mutual
understanding of each other's difficdties and possibilities -

was being furthered by the exchange of visits be-nreen R,A,P,
officers and Naval officers engaged in A/U work. Officers
from escort vessels went out as passengers in escoi’ting air
craft and caqatains of aircraft took trips in escort vessels
actually engaged in these duties.

Air Action to harass Uyfes oh passage

As has been described in Chapter II, the harassing of
U/Bs on passage had been carried out by No, 18 C-roup operating
in the sector from the North Sea to the Atlantic, After the

fall of France the enemy rapidly established U/B bases in the
Bay of Biscay thus obviating the necessity to use the northern
passage route except for newly commissioned U/Bs, During the
vanter of 1940/41 these bases were developed so that by the
Spring they could deal v/ith all the refitting necessary to
the flotillas attached to them and iio U/Bs ever returned to
Germany. The main U/B operationd traffic was throu^ih the
Bay of Biscay-, This area was the responsibility of
No, 1 9 Group, newly formed at Plymouth in Febi’uar^'' 1 941 "'/hen
No, 15 Group moved up to Liverpool, The lecrge deplo^Tnent of
Coastal Command's strength into the nor-fch-west area left
No, 19 Group v/ith only sufficient aircraft to provide escort
to local convo3''s, for occasional sv/eeps into the inner Bay of
Biscay and to carry out minelaying and bombing attacks in
the Brest and Lorient areas. No sorties could be spared for
the harassing of U/Bs' lines of passage. During March 1%1
reconnaissance duties,, which had commenced v/ith the cruiser

A.M. a88l56/l/
Air end. 1 SA

(1) See Volume III Chapter II,
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Hipper* s activities in February, rose to a first priority task
\7ith the appearance of the battlecru:Lsers Sohaiailiorst and
Gneisenau. The subsequent watching patrols round Brest and
numerous sweeps through the "Bay" areaCO, which were carried
out Tifhenever photographic reconnaissance failed to establish

the continued presence of the two battlecriiisers in harbour,
sighted an.d attacked a few U/Bs on passage,W During June it

became 'possi^e to fly anti-U/B patrols in addition to the
other tasks and, aided by systematic plotting of the sight
ings obtained, a series of standard aAt cross over patrols
were designed. Such patrols were augmented during July 1 94'!
and formed the genesis of the Bay offensive(3),

(xxii) Summary

June 1941 may be said to be the end of the "Scarecrow
Phase" in the Air Y/ar against U-boats at sea, Diu-ing the

period, since the outbreak of war the Air was adapting itself

in methods, technique and weapons to combat a idxreat which had

nearly defeated us in the First German TYar and ?;hich was

rapidly becoming a major threat in the Second Gei-man TYar, By
June 1941 the Command, in consultation from time to time vrith

the Admiralty, had decided on ’.that lines to prosecute this

struggle and it remained for the futm-e to produce the means

to implement the broad policy agreed upon.

the U/BsC4>The iBass of war experience in action a.gainst
T/hich had been gained by the Navy and Coastal Command r/as con

sidered by a joint committee under the chairmanship of the

Director of Anti-Submarine Warfare in the Axiiiiiralty^^, This
committee held six main meetings during April and issued its

final report on 6th May, 194I. Proposals were made as to
futxjre tactics and material required. Regarding the Air side

of TJ/B warfare, the advance that had been achieved during the
previous 20 months of war and the state of A/U tactics reached

by May, 1 94'l can be gauged from the recommendations and
observations made by this committee.

c,c. S.7011/1/Z
end, 45A

The following are the main points alluding to Coastal
Commands-

(1) Tlie conraittee believes tliat the main object of air
co-oieeration rdth our convoys should be' to prevent any
U/B from iiiald-ng contact •vdth the convoy or, if contact is
made, to prevent it from sliadovdng,

(2) Y/ith adequate air co-operation a U/B shodd find it
inpossible to shadow one of our convoys.

(3) The committee is not convinced that the pi-esent J\/U
airci-aft patrol carried out rotuid the convoy is the best

that could be desired to meet var^i-ng conditions of
weather and daylight. It is also considered that there

(1) At the end of May 1911 the strength of No, 19 Group was 1 Sqch, of Beauforts,
1 Sqdn, of Blmheim bombers, 1 Sqdn. of Sunderlands, a detachment of Kudsons
and 1 Sqdn, of Blenheim fighters,

m During June 19l1 the Group was re-lnforced by 1 Sqdn, of Hudsons and a
detachment of Wellingtons,

(2)'. In the Bay area during April - 1 U/B was attacked.
In the Bay area during May “ 3 U/Bs v;ei'e attaclced.

in June - 5 U/Bs were attacked,
and In July - 9 U/Bs were attacked,

(i) Full details of the growth of the Bay Offensive are given In Volume III,
Chapter II,

(1) Statistics for the 20 month period of the war giving hours flovn, U/Bs sighted
and attaclted togetherv/lth.results obtained are In Appendix III, Aircraft
vmstage figures are In Appendix XIV,
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are occasions ’.-rhen iVU aircraft pati-ol roimcl tiie convoy
should be abandoned in favour of a search to covex- a

wide front on the line of advance of the convoy.

(4) If submerged attack on our convoys i-e-develops it
T/ill be necessary to modify the type of 4/U patrol
carried out by aircraft mth the convoy,

(5) The committee appreciates the great potential value
of aircraft freed from routine patrols on convoys, as a

"harassing force" to take the offensive agailnst Uyl3s,
But, with OUT primary object of the safe and timely
arrival of our sliipping in mind, it is believed that
such a force can only be jiistifiably J.nstituted tdien
the close protection of our convoys has been made
reasonably sure. This emphasises again the shortage of

aircraft in Coastal Command and the committee, thougli
appreciating that the allocation of available aj.rcraft
has to take into account requirements overseas and the

needs of Bomber Command I'-ecommends most strongly that
Coastal Commana shovild be x-e-inforced at the earliest

possible date vri.th long-range aircraft, )

(6) The committee appreciates that if aircraft can be
used to ensure that a JJ/B once located can never surface
■jvlthout being again located the eventual destruction of
that U/B becomes more than a probability. The moral
effect of harassing a U/B in this manner must also be
borne in mind. If a re-inforcement couj.d be ,'rovided
of two squadrons of aircraft fitted 'vn.th long-i'tmge
A.S,V, and if tliis force could be employed solely for
the purpose of locating aaid attacking U/Bs, we shall
have made a great advaiice in the anti-U-boat camp^-ign,

(7) Reliance on shore-based aircraft must always
involve possibilities of failure of air co-opera.tion
due to weather conditions at base or to d;ifficul,ties of

locating the convoys at sea ovdiig to ns.vigat:
dead reckoning inaccuracies. The latter poini is under
investigation and may be solved by the use of D/P,

(8) In any event the success of shore-based aircraft
co-operation depends largely oii efficient R/T coamuixLca-
tion bet\'veen shJ.p and aircraft.

(9) The fitting of long-range A,S.V. to all A/U air
craft is an essential. The present position is shovm
in an appendix and it can be seen that much x'emains to
be done. The committee feels that its importance
cannot be too strongly emphasised,

(10) The committee believes that aii’craft fitted \nlth
long-range A. S.V. and maintaining an A/U patrol on our
convoys at night coxild do much both to detect and to
assist in the destruction of U/Bs, But the nimibers of
aircraft available have hitherto precluded thear use to
anything but a limited extent with convoys at night.
Improvements in airci’aft A.S.V. are constantly under
review and the Committee ai’e confident tha.t thas 'ivill
effect a fxirther improvement in A/U efficiency.

onal and

(1) The Order of Battle, establishment, strength and average
daily availability for June I94I is given at Appendix I.
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(11) The shadomng U/B uses High Frequency Yf/i' to signal
its "enemy reports". If o\ir escort ships can D/F these
to get an accurate bearing tiiej^ can cominence an anti

submarine search immediately. The coiimittee recommends
that the possibility of fitting both HF/DP and R.D.F. in
the same ship should be investigated at high priority but

if technically impossible, that HP/DP should be fitted in
Rescue ships and/or Fighter Catapult ships.(1)

(12) The committee believes that there is scope for
further investigation into all these problems aiid
recommends the formation of a standing sub-cornnrlttee from

Coastal Command and the Admiralty for this purpose.(2)

As the previous narrative sho?ra, some of these recommenda
tions had been under consideration for some time,

in fact complete agreement as to the lessons learned and the
tactics to be followed.

There xra.a

TTro major deficiences still kept aii* power as only a

potential, instead of being an actua]., tlireat to the life of

a V/B - numbers of long-range aircraft aaad lethal r/eapons.
The gradual arrival of both these desirable factors is de^xlt

with in the ensviing volume.

(1) This development of HP/CiF in escort vessels had  a parti
cular intex-est for Coastal Command,

at once that its successful use would not only pei-mit
escort vessels to stax’t off on a search but would enable

It was x’ealised

the escorting aircraft to be directed down the line of

bearing and result in a much earlier attack on the TJ/B,
Althou^ primarily a naval ship construction problem,
Coastal Command continually pressed for a solution
particularly after Mr Chief Marshal Jouberb took office
as A.O.C.-in-C., as he had just previously been
A,C,A,S, (R) and was conversant with all aii' interception
measures. See Vol. Ill Chap. II (vili) •
This eventuated as the Standing Couimittee on Mrcr'aft
attacks on TJ/Bs and held its fix’st meeting on
26th Jvine, 1941.

(2)
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CHAPTER IX

AERIAL MII3IAYING (April. 1940 - June> 1940

(i) Preparatory Period

(a) Early Plans for minelaying

Althoii^ aerial minelaying was not coimnenced xxntil
April, 1 940j plans for such minelaying virei*e under considera
tion prior to the outbraalc of v/ar, Y/hen the Standard
Magnetic Mine later used in this operation Y/as still in its

experimental stages. This type of na.ne, designed to lie on

the sea floor, Y'as an innovation in 'VTarfare, as all mines

previously used, either in mine barrages or for offensive
pxrposes, were buoyant and moored at fixed depths, below the
sijrfaoe. The authorisation for the development of this t;^T?e
of mine had been given by the AdmLrelty as early as May 193^,
Yjhen experiments to develop a moored mine to be laid by
aircraft, were abandoned, Tlie Germans had been experiment
ing Yvith ground mines in I9I8 but these had not got beyond
the experimental stage at the time of the Armistice,
July 1 S59t Admiralty informed the Air Ministry that a

trial order for 30 mines had been placed, with the possi**
bility of a further order for 120, Replying on August,
the Air Ministry requested that a certai.n number of these
mines should be allocated to the E,A,P, for trial drops from

Torpedo Bombers, It 'vras also suggested that there should be
a conference of Naval and Air Staffs to discuss the possible

effect of the mine on world sliipping, and its i:ises in Y/ar,

The outbreak of v/ar came before the Admiralty could

reply to this letter, and -with their reply on 11th September
they forwarded an appreciation on the Magnetic line,
basis for discussion betiTOen Naval and Air Staffs of opera

tions to be undertaken by the R,A,P, and the Fleet Ai.r Arm,
and for oalcinLation of the stock of mines required,

hoped that I70 mines would be ready foi' operations by the
follomng summer, a trial order having been placed for that
number. The appareciation was based on a number of assump
tions both as to the capabilities of the lidne and xts usage.
It was assumed that if T/aiviing was given of the general areas

of minelaying the act of nd.ning w
terms of the Hague Convention, (1)
would join in the virar, under Y/hich circumstances it v/as
estimated that some 4636 mines lYOuld be needed within a year

to lay in all probable ai’eas, (2) involving the use of 8
squadrons (3). It was expected that carriei’borne aircraft of
the Fleet Air Arm Yvould also assist in the operation.

In

as a

It was

■would be brouglit vri-thin the
^  and that Italy and Japan

A,M,
s.38232
Enc, 1A

A,M,
s.38232
Enc, 101A
A.M,
3,38232
Enc,113R

A.M,
S,1636A
Enc,3A & 3B

(1) Cie Hague Convention laid dovm that all floating mines should be moored,
and rendered safe If they broke away from their moorings. As the grouiKl

,  mine was a new development It was not covered specifically by any clause
in the convention.

(2) IhlS Included the Middle and Par East as well as waters mined by horae-
1  b§sed alrOliaft.

(3\ tt-nas hoped 'that by mid igZjO when the mines were ready 2 Torpedo Bomber
General ieijohifeissance Squadrons would be available for operations

from Home Sl^tlpni,-. .The 2 Torpedo/Bomber Squadrons totalling 24 alrcraa
would be contlraiPlBly emplpy^ pft mlnelaylng, and about one third of
the General Reconmalssance. sqiad'^nS, These would total 42 aircraft,
overseas requirements were estlma^eil "at 34 Torpedo/Boraber and 48 General
Reconnaissance aircraft; these It was thought would give a minelaying
capacity of about 380 mines per month by home-based aircraft and a total
of 460 per month in the various overseas commands.
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(b) Technical problems in mine developmentA.l^

S.I636A
Enc, 6A Yfhen it v/as understood that supplies of lilagnetic nines

■were likely to come through more rapidly than had been
expected, the ques-tion was raised as to Tfhether any aircraft
other than the Coastal Command Torpedo Bombers, the Botha aaid
the Beaufort, were suitable for minelaying, but it vras fouiid
that no existing bomber could carry the mines. The question
of scaling dovni the mines to adapt them for use in a Stirling
or Halifax was uiider consideration.

A, I/I,
S,1636A
Enc, 4A

In the meeting of Naval and Air Staffs on I9th Septembea7
the discussion was limited to the immediate problem of m:ln:i.ng
German fairways. The aircraft to be used principally for the
purpose vra.s the Botha, with which Coastal Corm'nand Torpedo
Bomber Squadrons vfere to be re-armed, and also Beauforts; it
WELS stated, however, that the range of the Botha vrould be
limited, and that i-t would not be able to operate further east
than the Kiel Canal, Ihe„ chief technical difficulty arising
at the time was to mahe the mechanism of the mine sufficr.ently
strong -CO -withstand the shook on hitting the v/ater when dropped
from a Botha, even at its minimraii speed, TiPals rrere needed
to determine the maximum hei^rt and speed at vdiich a mine could
be dropped without sustaining damage, and also to test the
performance of the Botha -vi/hen loaded Vi/ith a mine. It was
decided subsequently that the only modifications necessary on
both the Botha and the Beaufort to make them suitable for mine

laying, ■wo'uld be the fitting of a fuzing attachment to the
torpedo carrier.

A.M, S. 1636A
Min.5

A.M, S.I636A
Enc, 10A

On 33^ October, the Air Ministry informed the Admiralty
that a mine had been successfully dropped from a Nellesley
aircraft at a speed of 16? m.p,h, and from a height of 200
feet. In view of the long range of these aircraft it was
suggested that they might be used for minelaying. As however,
there were no Wellesley Squadrons in the U.K,, and as the
Air Ministry had parcviously decided that the miifi.mum hei^t
compatible -with safety in minelaying was 500 feet, this
suggestion was not acceptable. The Air Ivtinis-br;,’’ stipulated
that minelaying should be carried out at not less than 5OO feet,
vri-th a minimum speed of I50 knots. By 1st December the

Adi'idralty were able to report that minelaying trials ^der
these conditions had been successfiLlly carried out,0) in the
latest trial the mine casing had sustained minor damage, but
that could be remedied by strengthening ’bhe casing without
altering the design of the mine or its mechanism.

A.M. A.1636A
Enc, I7A

Ibid Min.5
Eno, 17A

A.M. S.I636A
Enc, 20A

A.M, S. 1636A
Enc, 2J+B

At a Naval and Air Staff Meeting held at the Admiralty on
25th January, it ?/as announced that some 80 *A* Mark I mines
(magnetic) -would be ready by the end of February, 180 by the
end of March and from then on at the rate of 100 pei- month
until the bulk order for 980 was completed by the end of
November, It was vinderstood that production could not be

A.M. S. 1636/1
Enc, 2CB

(1) Table showing progress of dropping trials with M. Mine to bring than within Air
Ministry requirements. Relay changes up to A micro amperes were considered
acceptable.

Height
(feet)

Speed '
(m.p.h.)

Angle of

Negligible

Date Casing components

14.9.39
23.9.39
28.9.39

6,10.39
I7.ia39

320 115 No damage Relay correct
185 165

168350 Relay zero cliange
2 mlcro-erap.

Relay correct
Relay zero change
4 micro-amp.

480 172
600 168 Roar

section
distorted
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substantially increased by firms on the existir^ contract,
and that other fiz-ms could not be brought in, without reduc
ing the production of other important types of mine
Alternative types of ground mine such as modified _
which could be laid by Bomber Command aircraft, and delayed-
action bombs(2) nere discussed, though it was appreciated
that neither of these would be as effective as the 'A’ Mark I

mine. The principle operational consideration ms that
minelaying could apparently only be carried out on moonlight
nights, that is approximately seven nights a month, and with
the short nights round midsummer, the best laying period
appeared to be the winter. However, it was estimated that

the initial lay should be cai-ried out in April on a

considerable scale, so as to disorganise enemy shipping,
and following that, pressure was to be kept up by  a steady
programme. Should circumstances make it desirable to start

laying earlier, aircraft should be held in readiness for

operations during the March moonlight period (20th - 26th),
Strategically the Elbe was the most promising laying area,
though the Yirater was on the deep side for actuating the

nine firing device. The Kiel Fjord ms the best laying
area, and was second only to the Elbe in importance for

enemy traffic. The Ems and Jade-'feser estuaries were also

suitable though traffic was less dense(3). By this time
the failure of the Botha as an operational aircraft had

been recognised, and in consequence the number of Torpedo
Bombers available for minelaying was considerably below
earlier expectations; it was hoped that some 1A Beauforts
would be available for operations by the end of March, rising
to 10 by June. The 'A' Mark I mines had been designed
with a tail piece to make them suitable for laying by
Torpedo Bombers, but, as the number of these aircraf't was

so small, experiments had been started in substituting a

drogue for the tail piece, so that the mines could be

carried by Bomber Command Hampden aircraft, and dropped
from a substantial height without damage, even at Havapden
operational speed. These aircraft were known to have a

longer range than the estimated range of Beaufort, and

could therefore be used against targets as far east as Kiel;
some 72 aircraft should be available by the end of February,
rising to I50 by June.

'B' bombs )»

(1) TheR.A.F. possessed 5,000 'B' bomb cases, some already filled, and subject
to the satisfactory completion of current tests, about 1,000 of these could
be made available with magnetic, or other firing devices, as ground mines.
It was suggested tlmt the R.A.F. long delay-action fuze bomb should be so

modified as to detonate after a specific period of Immersion,
of achieving this haa been reached to aate, but it was being investigated;
these would have no lethal value against shipping, but would have
diversionary effect.
Distribution of merchant shipping among principal ports in the Western
Estuaries (C.C. File No. 7OIO/I6 enc. 17B).

No )iiethod

(2)

(3)

Entered CleareaEstuary Port
No, 1000 tons No, 1000 tons

(  Hamburg
(  Altona
(  Harburg
(  Wllhelmsburg

)
)

17,496Elbe 16,288 18,922 19,015)
)

(
Cuxhavsn 481 466869 573(

(  Bremen'
{  Bremerhaven

Emden

7,241 5,906
2,899

2,912

During 1935 43,533 ships, aggregating 17,197,000 nett tons, passed through
the Kiel Canal, the western end of which terminated at Brunsbuttel on the
Elbe,

the Jade ana at .Bremerhavon and Cuxhaven, though the principal U-boat
building yards were at Hamburg.

7,106 5,862
2,927

Weser
967 896

Eras 3,820 2,906 3,321

Enemy naval vessels v/ere stationed principally at Wilhelmshaven on
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A.M.

S.1636/1
Enc.27A

In order to correct any false impressions arising from
this meeting, the Air Jdnistry informed the Admiralty on
3rd February that the range of the Beaufort Tdien carrying a
mine or torpedo had not yet been tested, but that it v/as

estimated that it would be about 350 miles when loaded;
it was 410 miles from E. Anglia to Kiel it would be necessary
to use the Beauforts for laying in the western Estuaries only,
and the Hampdens for the more distant areas.

as

The Admiralty

A.M.

S.163e/I
Enc.28A wrote on 10th February suggesting 4 areas in the Baltic

between Kiel and Danzig(1) as possible targets for the initial
laying, but the Air Ivinistry had to reject the most easterly
ones, as even with Hampdens it was not possible to go further
east than bwinemunde.

A.M.

S.1636/r
Enc.30A

(c; Public announcement of mined areas

A.M. In their letter of 10th P'ebi’uary the ndirdralty also
suggested -tiiat to comply Ydth the Hague Convention 48 hours
notice of rnineiaying should be given; at the same time the

vdiole question of notice was taken up vyith Foreign Office.
In their letter of 1 9th February they gave a warning not to
impinge on any areas claimed by other countries as territorial

waters, though not recognised as such by this country, and
requested that a minimum of 96 hours notice should be given
to the Foreign Office before minelaying commenced; this
vrould give them time to circularise their officials in

neutral countries, and also foreign missions, especially of
the Baltic countries,

then be synchronised with a public warning on the B.B.C
which it was suggested should be 48 hours before m.ining
commenced.

The delivery of this warning could
•»

The Admiralty agreed to these proposals and

3.1636/1
Enc.28A

ii. • iVl ̂

S.I63V1
Enc.31A

A.M.

3.1636/1
Enc.3a\ asked that they shovtld be given a week's notice by the Air

Ministry'’, in order to get their official publication of the

warning printed in tim.e. It vvas intended that more areas

in the Baltic and North sea should be declared dangerous than

were actually to be mined, in order to avoid indicating to

the enemy the precise laying areas.

(d) Appreciations on operational factors

An Air Ministry draft appreciation on Plan W,A,15 (Aerial
Minelaying) was dravm up and sent to Coastal Command, -with the
request that a similar appreciation should be dravm up by the
Command.

19th Febiuary, Coastal Command reviewed the whole mnelaying
situation; details of the policy of mining, the capacity of

both mines and aircraft for the task, and a detailed analysis
of potential laying grounds, the land marks identifying them

and the strength of the opposition likely to be encountered
by the aircraft engaged in laying mines in these areas
were included.

In their appreciation, sent to the Air Ministry on

C.C. File

7010/16
Enc,5A

Ibid

Enc.7A

(1) Areas suggested were:-
(i; Schleswig Coast through centre of the Fehraar.i- Belt

and the Cadet Channel to Cap Arkona (this area was
practicable;.

(ii) Peerd Point, Rugen Island to point where meridian
(The R.A.F.of 16° east crosses the German Coast.

could not go,further east than Svanemnde.
15° 25’E).

(iii) Rectangular Area about 20 miles to seaward and
20 miles each side of Stolpmunde (impracticable),

(iv) The Gulf of Danzig (impracticable).
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The strategical purpose of minelaying, it was stated,
vras to menace enemy shipping passing in and out of their
base ports. It was directed primarily against warships,
aiYned merchant vessels, flak ships and submarines operating
against Allied sea communications,but it would also be
effective against enemy trade, particularly their import
and coasting trade.

The mine, lying on the sea floor, was fired by any
violent change in the surrounding magnetic field, such as
the passage of a ship above it; the range of the magnetic
field was measur-ed as a distance belovT a ship's keel, and
varied according to the size of the ship(l).
Germans had no battleships at that time the maximum depth

feet(2), thou^ the ideal depth was
considered to be 30 feet when even small ships and sub
marines would actuate the firing device; the construction
of the mine, however, precluded laying i.n less than 30 feet
of water without damaging the mechanism.
m^.nes was not large but as Beauforts and Hampdens were the
only aircraft suitable for minelaying and the numbers and
output of these airci’aft Tvere limited it was considered

unlikely the laying rate would surpass the production
rate(3) of the mines,
carry one mine.

As the

for a mine was 77

The output of

Both types of aircraft could only

In order to retain the element of surprise the
select:’on of laying areas was made, in as far as possible,
where the splash raised by the mine entering the water
would be unobserved from lighthouses, flakships or from
the shore,

distance from the shore and from distinguishable land marks,
should only be landertaken on moonli^t nights, particularly
in estuaries where coastal features were ill-defined and

navigational aids few, and that laying in other than moon

lit nights could onlj^' be held to be justifiable where
coastal features were very distinctive and where there were

navigational aids such as lighthouses or lighted buoys in

operation,
to avoid laying on moonli^t nights at a time when the moon

was declining and the aircraft might come between the moon

and any observer on the shore, and also, when possible, to

lay mines at or near low ?/ater, so that no mi.stakes should

be made and the mine be laid in a position v/hence they
might be recovered.

It was thou^t that laying in areas some

Other considerations to be held in mind were

The principle operational considerations were the
facts that aircraft losses would be greater in areas

(1) The range of the msyrietic field witn various types of ship was:-
55 feet
50 »
30 «
25 «

This was calculated as 50 feet depth below the keel of a heavy oralsor
plus 27 feet for its draught,
r.stlmntcd numbers of aircraft available:-

Battleship
Heavy Cruiser
Destroyer
Submarine

(2)

(3)

May .JungAprilMarch

28 toItBeaufort

Hampden

20

85 112112 112

ItO 152Totals 99 132

Estirnatoci output of mines:-

JuneApril :iayMarch

380180 28080
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nearer the shore hut navigational accuracy would he
difficult further seawards,

chosen was to a harbour the more restricted it would he, hut
fewer mines would achieve a greater lethal density,
tactical considerations included the questions of the relative
value of formation flying, the methods of approach to target
areas, according to the nature of the opposition, the methods
of laying the mines, low flying to avoid R.D.P. pickups, and
the use of diversions;
stressed that careful timing would he essential in order not to
defeat their purpose hy giving the defences warning of activity
before mines were laid. In the light of the various con
siderations the approaches to each of the German ports
discussed in detail, with all possible laying areas and their
relative values given.

more

Similarly the nearer the area

The

in the case of diversions it vras

were

The other considerations when planning minelaying were the
rate of the re-armament of the Coastal Command Torpedo Bomber
squadrons and the standard of training required,
effort in minelaying would he determined hy the number of mines
available and the operational efficiency of the units concerned.
The re-arming of the Coastal Command squadrons with Beauforts
was slow; No. 22 Squadron vms unlikely to he operationally
efficient before the end of Iferch, and the re-arming of No. 42
Squadron had not commenced. The efficiency of the Hampden
squadrons of Bomber Corarnand was an inknown factor, hut as they

.  had not been accustomed to pinpoint accuracy at low altitudes
over the sea at ni^t, and navigational accuracy was essential,
for minelaying, it was thought they would need intensive
trai'ning. The output of mines did not suggest that
ably lethal concentration could be laid at the mouth of
single estuary or port, and to do so would allow the enemy to
concentrate their sweeping and defensive equipment, though
suspicion could possibly be allayed by dropping long-delay
bombs in other faiiways.

The scale of

a reason-

even a

The alternative was to lay mines
in several areas, which would probably lessen the number of
ships sunk, but would ensure the dispersal of sweeping equip
ment and A.A. defence batteries(l).

C.C. Pile

7010/16
Enc.HA

The Air Ministry amended draft of Plan W.A.15 v/as for
warded to Coastal Command on 26th February, and was on sim5.1ar
lines to the Coastal Command appreciation. The laying areas
off the Elbe and Kiel Fjord had been amended at the request of
the A^iralty who considered it preferable at the outset of the
campaign at least, to avoid laying in narrow waters, in spite
of the fact that if lays were not made in the narrow vraters of
the Elbe, the water in which they were laid would be 12 or 13
fathom.s, where only the largest ships could actuate the mine

It was appreciated that the ideal depth for
minelaying would be.5 fathoms, but neither the modified
the unmodified mines could be laid in under 5 fathoms so that
areas had to be further seaward.

firing device.

nor

The specifications for
laying were given, and it was stated that the unmodified mine
should not be dropped from a height greater than 500 feet, at
a speed greater than 150 knots; the modified mine (with
parachute attachment) could be dropped at any height over 2f00
feet, and at any speed. It was suggested that alternatives
to the magnetic mine might be used, such as '3' bombs, or a

(l) The proportionate scale of effort against
areas suggested was:-

The Elbe

Kiel

The Jade-Weser

The Ems

3

3
2

1

the various
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a mine, or long delay
(1). The scale of effort

modified depth charge adapted as
bombs fitted with Osmosis pistols
in laying was to be the maximum effort on the first night of
the moonlight period and as great as possible T/ith available

aircraft and mines on subsequent ni^ts.

c.c, me 7010/
16 Enc.19A

Commenting on March 11th on the Air Mnistry draft the
A,0,C,-in-C,, Coastal Command expressed some dissatisfaction
over the choice of areas for laying, especially those areas

where the water was more than the maximum depth stipulated
for the effective operation of the mine, or further fi'mi

the shore than suggested in the Coastal Command Appreciation,
as navigation v;as rendered more difficult by being aoim.y
from recognisable landmarks. The view was also expressed
that a small nuinbor of pilots laying accurately coxild give
a greater lethal density than any large scale laying by
semi-trained personnel. However, the Air Ministry, while

agreeing that accurate spacing of mines could only be

achieved by highly trained crews were of the opinion that

because of tiais very fact it was better to lay in wider

areas v/ell away from the shallows, thus lessening the danger
of the recovery of the mine intact. It was also suggested
at Coastal Command at that time, that it should be possible
to lay mines on clear starlit ni^ts provided that a
geographical fix could be taken for a timed run, A
memorandum on minelaying in the German estuaries was drawn

up, giving navigationaj, approaches to laying areas, and

possible diversion ar‘3as,

(e) Technical developments

A.M. 3,1636/1
Enc.A^A

C.C. Eile 7010/
16 Min, 12-

Ibid

Enc,l8A

A.li, S. 1636/1
Enc.43B

A conference of Naval and E,A,P, technical staff was
held on 8th Iferch to discuss the progress made in tlie develop
ment of the iaodi.fxed ]aine. It \Tas repoi'ted tlxat after

initial success in the experiments, it had become impossible
to meet Air Staff requirements, as the parachute would not
stand the snatch Ipad when released at 200 m,p,h,; it was

agreed therefore that a new parachute should be designed on
the lines of one developed at Woolwich to be used in
conjunction \?ith star shells. As a result of this failure

it appeared likely that it vrould not be possible to use

Hampdens for mining in April; commenting on this, tlie
D.D, Plans Air Ministry said that they rrould again have to

"resist pressure to go off half-cock with the Beaxiforts
alone". The Admiralty vrere informed of the position on

13th March, and it Y,ras stressed that while it T/as hoped that
mining would begin in April the position depended wholly
upon the parachute situation. On 15th March, however,
trials with the nevr type of parachute were successfully
carried out at Pamborough, A meeting of Naval, and Air
Staffs ’.Yas held on the same day, but before the results of
the trials 'jere

should not begin until the parachutes were ready,
further decided that the precise areas for minelaying shoiuLd

not be defined finally until trials had been carried out
to t'est the distance from which the splash put up by mines

and that no diversionary operations were to be
\indertaken prior to the first lay,

(f) Prepax^ations for operations

khovm, and it ;vas decided that minelaying
It was

visible.

A.M,

3,1636/1 Enc.43A

Ibid Enc,2)-5A

mien the results of the parachute trials vrere knovm, it

requested that Nos, A-9 and 83 Hampden Squadrons, on loan

that functioned satisfactorily under
fitted to 250 lb, and 500 lb, bombs, and

A,M. 3,1636/1
Enc,2(.7B ViTas

(1 ) Osmosis pistols
water could be

vrould give a delay of 6, 36, 72 or lU- hours.
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to Coastal Command as a strike force, should be recalled to
their home stations for training during the March moon, in
flights over the areas in nrfiich they vrould be minelaying. It
was considered undesirable that mining should be carried out
by foTor squadrons only, as the success of the plan depended
upon concentration of effoart. As a result the two squadrons
were recalled on I6th March, This move drev/- a protest fvcm
Coastal Command as it was essential to maintain a striking
force. It was pointed out that if the re-arming of Nos, 22 and
42 Squadrons had been speeded up, such a situation would never
have arisen, and that the Command woiald still be Tdthout

strike force even when the squadrons became operational,
they were to be used for mining. A rate of training for the
Hampden squadrons was suggested so that there mi^t always be
t'.vo squadrons v^lth Coasta^. Corainand.

Meanwhile, No. 42 squadron carried out preliminary trials
and training in tactics on Vlldebeests.

carried out at Pembroke Dock on 23rd March with dummy mines,
consisting of oil drums filled with sand, to test the amount of
splash made on entering the water, and range at which this
splash was visible. The wei^t of the drums used in the trials
was 50 lb. and 100 lb., as opposed to the I50O lb. wei^t of an
actual mine, but no splash was observed by watchers in condi
tions of ideal visibility at from four miles to half a mile
distance. A request was put throu^ for the R.A.E. Parnborou^
to provide concrete dummies of a weight corresponding to
aotual mine, for further tests. On 2?th March a Beaiofort of
No, 22 Squadron was ordered to proceed to Gcsport for special
trials.

a

as

Trials were also

an

Ail. S, 1636/1
Eno.47A

C.C, Pile 7010/
16 Enc.24A

C.C. Pile 7010/
16 Enc,19A

Ibid Enc.28A

C.,C. Pile

7010/16 Min.33

Ibid Enc.37A

A.M. 3,1636/1
Enc.55A

At the Naval and Air Staff meeting on 1st April, minelay
ing was one of the subjects discussed, and it was stated that
200 mines would be available at units by 18th Aprilj if this
number were laid during the April moon, only 100 would be
available for May according to the existing programme, but
production was being speeded up, and it was hoped that 200
mines would be available for May and subsequent months,
additional order for 3,000 mines over and above the existing
order for 98O was being placed. The new parachute attachment
for the modified mine was satisfactory, and should he available
in sufficient nmbers for the April operations,
participating in these operations would be the six Bomber
Command Hampden squadrons and one Coastal Command Beaufort
squadron; the latter had the more difficult problem as they
had oixLy recently been re-armed with Beaufort s, and the . _
in which they would lay mines demanded greater navigational
skill than those selected for Bomber Command,
both Commands had been carrying out night reconnaissance over
their respective areas, and Coastal Command aircraft had been
carrying out intensive training in accurate placing in target
areas in the Bristol Channel. The flying restrictions to be
observed with the modified mine were laid down as  a maximum
speed of 200 m,p.h. and a hei^t not more than 1,000 feet.

An

The units

areas

Aircraft of

ji.i.l, S. 1t>p6/jL
Enc,54A

On the same day the Air Ministry notified Bomber and
Coastal ̂Ccmmands that an allocation of 200 mines was to be made
for April, of which 45 were to go to Coastal Command, and were
being sent to North Coates Pittles, from which station their
aircraft would operate. It was also arranged that the Armament
Officer of No. 22 Squadron and four of his staff should go to
G-osport for a short course on the handling of magnetic mines.
On 6th April the Admiralty informed the Air Ministry that
Lieutenant Commander and one Petty Officer were to be

one

C.C.Pile 7010/
16 Eno.39A
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C.C, Pile 7010/
16 E11C.5IA

attached to each station (I) to advise on the h^jidling of
mines, with a civilian Fitter and Fitter’s mate to examine
the mines after transit. The personnel v/ere scheduled to
arrive at their respective stations on l6th April,

(g) Final plans
♦'

On 8th April a meeting was held at the Air Ministry,
at which Naval Staff were present, to discuss tl':e final
plans for minelaying. It was again en5)hasised that as
few risks as possible should be taken of eO.1 owing the enemy
to recover a mine intact. The Germans at the outset of
their mining campaign had paid too little attention to this,
and we had been able to learn the secret of their mines and
take appropriate counter measures. The exact areas for
laying were decided upon, the result of trials having shown
that the splash from a mine dropped from 500 feet
unlikely to be seen from a distance of a mile. It was
pointed out that care should be taken not to lay mines
within a mile of a lightship. The possibility of mining
on clear but moonless ni^ts was discussed, but it was
agreed that the first operations should be carried out in
moonligjit, on the greatest possible scale, and widely
distributed. The A,0.G,-in-C’s Bomber and Coastal Commands
were to decide when their joint action should begin, but if.
the weather was unsuitable in either the Baltic or the North
Sea at that time, the operations should be concentrated on
the clear area, and not postponed unless it was Tonfit for
laying in both areas. The scale of effort was also
decided, the Elbe, Kiel and Lubeck receiving priority with
38 mines each. These areas were the responsibility of
Bomber Command; Coastal Command was to lay 28 mines in the
Jade-Vifeser and 20 in the Ems areas. It was hoped that the
first minelaying would pass unnoticed as extensive reconnais
sance had been carried out in the previous four weeks, and
for that reason it was decided that no long delay bombs
shoxiLd be dropped as diversions at the time of the first lay
ing, as the detonations would be likely to put coastal
T/atchers on their guard. It was however agreed that it
would be useful to drop them in Kiel Fjord and Schillig
Roads, on clear nights after the moonlight period,

(ii) Opening Phase of the Campaign to the fall of France
(a) Minelaying during the Norwegian Campaign

An Air Ministry signal was sent on 11th April authoris
ing Bomber Command to start minelaying as soon as ei^t mines
v/ere available, and detailing the areas for the first lay.
Coastal Command was authorised to start as soon as practi
cable, In the Coastal Command Operational Instruction
No, 12 issued on 12th April aircraft were warned to be ready
for mining operations commencing on the ni^t of I7/I8 Aprils
Operational Instruction No, 13 issued later the same day
warned four Beauforts of No, 22 Squadron to start laying at
dusk, or soon after, on the night of I2/13 April in the
Elbe or Schillig Roads, as German naval forces breaking
back from the North Sea after the invasion of Norway mi^t
make use of the Elbe or Wilhelmshaven; owing to the weather
this operation was not carried out. The first minelaying
was carried out by Bomber Command on the ni^t of 13/14
April, Coastal Command commenced operations on the ni^t
of 15/16 April v/hen nine Beairforts of No, 22 Squadron

was

A.M, S. 1636/1
Enc,65A

A.M, Signal
M121 (File
IIV33)

No, 16 Group
O.R.B, April
Appendices

(1) The 6 Bomber Command squadrons were to operate from
Scampton, Hemswrell and Waddington.
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were sent to lay In the Jade-Weser area (1),
aircraft were successful, two rettimed with their mines, having
failed to locate the target, and one failed to ret\am.

Six of these

B.C, Pile

Sc2382V0ps(h)
These operations with magnetic mines vrere given the code

name "Gardening", ihe mine being known as a vegetable,
various areas In which these vegetables were "planted" were

given alphabetical letters as they came into use, and when a

lay was made the area was referred to by a vegetable name

commencing with the same letter as that given to the area;
thus the

were referred to as 6 Yams.

The

mines successfully laid in the Jade-Weser, area Y,
(See appendix XIII and Map XXI.)

A.H.B. IIk/30/7
Enc.lA

Owing to the heavy mining activity by German aircraft dn

the Thames estuary on the ni^t of 1?/18 April the Admiralty
requested that security patrols (2) should be recommenced.
This was not possible, however, in view of the bombing effortA.M. Signal

X.343 20th April required in Scandinavia, but the Air Ministry informed the
A.O.C.s.-in-G, of Coastal and Bomber Commands on 26th April that,
at their discretion, retiiming gardeners should machine gun the
seaplane bases and flare paths in the Heligoland Bi^t.

A signal (AP/116) was sent by H.Q. Coastal Command to
No, 16 Group on 20th April authorising the employment of mine
laying of Fleet Air Arm Swordfish of No.815 squadron, then
stationed at Bircham Newton and operating rmder Coastal Command,

Operations were to start as soon as the necessary modifications
to the aircraft, for fuzing the mine, could be made, and the
mines collected from North Coates, The first operation by
six of these aircraft was successfully undertaken on 23rd April,
without loss, the mines being laid in the Vifester Ems, (3)

C.C. Pile 7010/16
Eno,70A

A.M. Signal X676 On 22t-th April the Air Ministry aignallod Coastal Command to
take over the planting of the Elbe from Bomber Command as from ■

that date, the latter being ordered to plant the Kiel area.

Arrangements were made for No, 22 Squadron to talce over the
Elbe area while continuing to plant the Jade-Weser, and
No, 815 Squadron was to plant the Ems.
Admiralty requested that the 26 remaining mines allocated to
Coastal Command for April should be laid 10 each in the

Jade-Weser and Ems areas and six in the Elbe; after April 25th
however, minelaying operations by both Coastal and Bomber

Commands had to be cancelled owing to fog in the North Sea,
A total of 19 mines were laid by Coastal Command during
April, six in the Ems and thirteen in the jade-Weser

On 27th April the
C.C, Signal
AP/123

C.C. Pile 7010/
16 & 83A

(1) These were two rectangular l^Ing areas In the Jade«(^esar,

A. B,

53;^ 50 00> 07 ° ̂  36^
53° 51 3& M 08^’ 01 12,
53° 52 12 N 08'^0l'00 _

Note; Not to be dropped within a
mile of the Aussendade Lighthouse

53° 57, 18> 08° 00 , 00 E
530 57 00 N 07° 58 48'e
53° 54 48> 08° 02 24"e
53° 54 24 N 08° 01 15 fi

(S, 1636/1 eno. 73)

(2) Patrols had been maintained by Bomber Conmand until the oommencement of the
ralnelaylng campaign over Sylt and other enencr seaplane bases from which ralnelay**
Ing aircraft left,

(3) The code name for the Ems estuary was Xeranthemum,
two, a rectangular area covering the Vfester Ems.

5^ 36,' 30>
5^ 36 00" N

38 3§N
5f 39' Od'N

andB, A Circular Area with radius 2 mile from the position 5f 33*N x 06P 04'e,
The latter was not planted during April In accordance with AJl, Signal X900,

The area was divided Into

06P 21' 00"E
Off* 21’ 4a"E
OS' 26' 18"e
0^ 25 30"e

A,
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Bomber Coianand laid 109 mines in the Elbe,aireas.

Kattegat, Kiel Canal, Belts and Western Baltic areas.

In vie\7 of the serious situation in the Norwegian
Can^aign, and at the request of the Admiralty, it was
decided on 28th April that No, 22 squadron should be taken
off minelaying and moved to a station vdthin bombing range of
Stavanger, Accordingly the Squadron was ordered to move

to Lossiemouth on 29th April, 0v.dng to the v/eather they
did not move until 1st May, and returned the following day,
six aircraft being sent to Bircham Ne\rton in readiness to

take over stand-by duty on 2nd May from Bomber Command
Blenheims in esse any move was made by the enemy liners
Europa and Bremen, and enemy warships then in Willielmshaven

C.C, Pile 7010/16 and Schi!J.lig Roads, On 2j.th May the ruling v/as made that
Einc, 97A No, 22 Squadron v/as to keep a minimum striking force of

four Beauiforts wdth torpedoes at Bircham Newton, The
remainder of No, 22 Squadron aircraft vrere to be employed
on minelaying. If available aircraft permitted the number
of aircraft at Bircham Nevrton vns to be increased to six.

No, 815 Squadron was to be employed on minelaying only,

(b) Idnelaying during the invasion of the
Netherlaiids. and the Prench campaign

A,M, Signal
X208

PoiTO Green

CH/G6/29/4

No,16 Group ORB
May Appendices

A.M,

S,l636/lEnc. 78A The Admiralty \vrote to the Air Ministry on 2)-th May
concerning the progress of the minelaying campaign,
had been hoped that some 200 mines would be laid during the
April moon, and 200 diiring I.$ay and the ensuing months,
point of fact at the time of writing only about I60 mines
had been laid, and as successes had been achieved(l), it
was considered essential that the minelaying effort should
keep pace with production,
of 200 per month, it was stated, v/as being stepped up to 4OO,
and it \ms hoped that the production of parachutes and
fittings T,70uld keep pace -vd-th this. As it.ims understood
that both Bomber and Coastal Commands could lay mines on
starlight as vrell as moonlight nights, and assuming that they
could lay on tvro nights per week, the Admiralty considered that
not.less than three squadrons of minelaying aircraft would
be necessary to keep pace v/ith production, and requested
that aircraft should be made available for the purpose;
they also requested that v/hen the production rate exceeded

the rate of laying, more aircraft should be made available.
The choice of areas for minelaying would depend upon
information on the effectiveness of present laying, on

enemy sweep operations and movements of shipping, upon
reports by otir aircraft as to whether the areas were suitable

for laying, and on movements of our own sTJrface vessels and
submarines; new areas v/ould be selected as a result of
information received.

It

In

The present production rate

In vie\T of the invasion of NoriTay and
Denmark, and the possible invasion of the Netherlands, the

Admiralty attached the greatest importance to sustained
effort in minelaying.

Naval Intelligence had reported that from Foreign Press
and other sources it was learnt that during April 11
ships had been sunk and 5 damaged by mines laid by
Bomber and Coastal Commands,

Neutral damaged and 2 ships of ixnknoivn origin sunk; 1
train ferry sunk in the Great Belt and 2 damaged, and
8 German ships sunk and 2 damaged,
ships sunk was known to be a troop transport, and a
further 2 may have been transports. (N,I,D,1/1)«

These ships \rere 1

One of the enemy
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A.M. Tlae points raised in tlie Adiiiiralty*s letter were discussed
in the Air Ministry. Trnile appreciating the itnportance of
minelajang operations the Director of Hccie Operations stated
tliat he was unv/illing to ’.lake any definite allocation of
squadrons for the puxpiose. In the liglit of the results
acliieved, hov/ever, the Director of Naval Co-operation,
believing that this form of anti-shipping vra.rfare produced
better results than bombing with smaller aircraft losses,
advocated tiaat Coastal Command Beauforts should be employed
solely on minelaying, together with Na 812 squadron (Swordfislr)
of tlie Fleet Air Arm, then operating vdtir Coastal Command.
He furtlier suggested that a request should be put to the
Admiraltj'- tliat No. 812 Squadron should remain on raining as
long as possible, as efficiency depended largely on local
knowledge. No. 815 Squadron, wlaicli had previously been
engaged on minelaying, load been ordered to re-embark just as
they were becoming used to local conditions. He thou^it
that a forward minelaying policy would tend to dispel an
invasion bogey, and v/nen the march into the Netherlands began
on 10th May he pressed for a return to minelajdng as soon as
possible. The Deputy Chief of Air Staff agreed that
Beauforts should return to minelaying and suggested the use
of as many Fleet Air Arm squadrons as v/ere available, at
the discretion of tlie C.-in-C. The Adiiiiralty were informed
•bliat no satisfactory ansv/er to their letter could be given
in view of the existing land battle, but tliat the use of
Hampden squadrons for minelaying would be reconsidered wiieh
they could be spared from operations with the land forces.

The Admiralty wrote again on 28th May stressing tlie
great importance they attached to tlae irevention of the

sailing of German slaips from their North Sea and Baltic ports,
and fraa the Norwegian ports then in tlaeir hands, considering
the magnetic mine as one of tlae most inportant weapons to
prevent arc.-- expedition sailing, (The evacuation of the
B.E.F, fi?am Dunlirk load already started)• For this reason they
urged that at least one Coastal Coramajid and one Bomber
squadron should be Lairaediately and permanently allocated to
minelaying.

Following tlais letter it v/as recomended tiaat one Hampden
squadron at least should be irithdrawn from their existing
operational Undertaking of harassing enemy rail traffic, and
transferred to minelaying. It would be a serious loss to the

strategic offensive, but as tlae invasion bogey was loaning
large it vvas considered advisable. It was also suggested
that tlais squadron should be put under the operational control
of tlae A.O.C, No, 5 G-roup, Coastal Command was to be

responsible for giving details of targets, A signal (X.21i-7)
to that effect was sent on 3rd No, 12 Squadron being chosen
for the purpose.

S.1636A
Min,80

A.M.

S.1636/1
Min. 81

Ibid

Min,82

Ibid

Min,83

AM,

S.1636/1
Encl.89A

A.M,

S, 1636/1
Min, 91

A.M.

S.1636A
Enc.96A
CC/7016/16
Enc.211A

& ̂ 2UA
C.C, Pile

7010/16
Enc.HIA

‘When the Gemoans occupied the Netherlands, it was decided
to extend minelaying areas to cover the Dutch coast,
Camnand Operational Instruction No, 18 was issued on 17th May
detailing tloree new areas, the estuary of the Elver Maas
near the Hook of Holland(l), the Texel(2) and Ijrauiden(3),

Coastal

(1) Code name for area Oysters, Mines v;e.re to be laid In water between 5 and 10
fathoms. Aircraft were to approach on NE and SW course following the coast
line and the mines laid on a bearing of Ck5° across the mouth of the river
(Coastal Command Operational Instruction No, I8).

(2) Code name for area Limpets. This was a difficult area for laying owing to tlie
prevalaice of shallow water and shoals. Mines were to be laid In the main
shipping channel, the Schulpengat, by the marker buoys at tlie Northern end,
(Coastal. Command Operational Instruction No. 18).

(3) Code name for area Whelks, Area to be mined was semicircular with radius of
one mile to the seaward of the position 52° 28* 00"N 04° 33’ 06“E,
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IIA33
Operatioml Instruction No, 22, issued on 29th May, created
a further area, Terschelling Seegat in Boomkens Diep(l),
On 4th June raining v/as extended to the Belgian Coast
(A,P,157) with the fornation of a ne\y area in the West
Scheldt, off Flushing^29,
duraping ground for mines, if they could not be laid in
other scheduled target areas. The first lays in the Maas
and Texel were undertaken by Swordfish of No, 812 Sq.uadron
on 18th May v^ien four mines were laid in tiae Maas and two
in the Texel, This Squadron also laid the first mines off
Ijrauiden on 21st Maj^-, off Terschelling on 31st May and in
the Vfest Sclieldt on 5th June,

planted in May was the subdivision of tlie Eras area ,
rained by three Swordfish of No, 815 Squadron on 5th May,
No, 22 Squadron laid tlieir first mines in tlae Elbe('^/
on the niglit of 26/2? May,

Up to the end of May Coastal Command (
SquadronsJ had laid 83 mines

same period Bomber Command laid 180 mines.

This was also regarded as a

The other new area^f^rst

including the
(59; during the

Because of

Fleet Air irm

No,16 Group
0,R,B, May
& June

Appendices

H,Q.C,C.
Naval

Staff Log

(O Code name for area Mussels, The laying area was a
narrovir strip betvreen Vlieland and Terschelling islands.
Aircraft were to approach the Dutch coast South of
Vlieland, and taking Vlieland 3-igIithouse as the .
beginning of a run, mines ?rere to be laid on a bearing
of 028° true commencing 2 miles after tlie lighthouse,
and continuing for 3 miles.
Code name for the area Floundei-s, This area was

subdivided and finally defined by Coastal Command on
ytli June, and known as Flounders Inner & Flounders
Outer, Flounders Inner mile either side of line

joining positions

(2)

51° 24' 30"N
51° 26' 30"N

03° 32’ 40"E
03° 34’ 00"E

Flounders Outer ̂  mile either side of line joining
positions;-

51° 24' 10’*N
510 25’ 15"N

030 28' 10"E
03° 27’ 00"E

(3) Minelaying in tills area was commenced at the request
of tlie Adiiiiralty (signal XI849), it was believed that
successes obtained from mining the main area would lead
to diversion of traffic. This sub-area, and circle
with radius of ̂  mile from centre at point
53° 33'ET X 06° 04'E, was knov/n as Xerantliemian 2,
code name was clianged on lltli May (A,M, Signal X8O4) to
avoid confusion, and the name Zlnnius allotted to the
area.

The

ih.) Code name for the Elbe was Eglantine,
laying areas

A, 54° 00' 00"N 08° 19' 36"E B. 54° 04* 00"N 08° 17* 00"E
53° 59’ 36"N 080 19' 00"E
54° 02’ 36"N 080 14» 48"E
54° 02' 12"N 080 14» 00"E

(5) 19 Mines were laid in April, of viilch No, 22 Squadron
laid 13.

64 Mines vrere laid in May, of which No, 22 Squadron laid
12, and the remaining 58 liiines were laid by Nos, 812 and
3'15 Fleet Air xirm squadrons.

There vrere two

540 04' 24"N 080 16’ 12"E
53° 59' 24"N 08° 07’ 42"E
530 59» 00"N 080 08' 12"E
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the difficulties of obtaining infomaation the full results of
this minelaying v/ere not loioT/n,

caxae principally from neutral countries, and i«itli the Gernaan
invasion of the lifest the sources of information covering the
areas laid by Coastal Comiiiand v/ere mostly cut off.
Intelligence Summaiv issued on 5th June estiuoated that from all
magnetic minelayingl11
sweepers had been sunlc and four dajiaaged, 10 neutral ships sixnk
and one damaged'^/. It was stated on the report tlaat it was
not suggested that these were tlie only losses Incurred,
addition to actual sinld.ngs it was believed tloat tiae iiiinelaying
had caused considerable disruption in Gemaan shipping traffic.
Naval Intelligence reported on 1st May that information had
been passed throu^i from Delfzijl tliat traffic on the Ems was
at a complete standstill owing to mines laid in the Hulbert
Gat, German shipping in Delfzijl had been ordered to stay
there until further notice, and it vra.s eacpected that the
Gemiians would begin sweeping operations to free their ships
blocked there.

Such information as there was

The Naval

12)- enemy ships including two mine-

In

Later reports confirmed that this stoppage

Admty,
NH) 1/3

A.H.B.

II E/28
Enc,3A

A.H.B.

II E/28
Encs,4A
& 7A

lasted four days ending on 1st May and claimed that at least
tviTo GexTiian ships had been sunk, and that tlie flow of
transports to the Rulir was thrown out of gear. In their
weekly Sui'iffiiar^^ (N.I.D. l/l) Naval Intelligence Division,
besides referring to the stoppage in the Eras, state that on
3rd May the Elel Canal was closed to neutral shipping, and
that all Gerrrxan marine limits v/est of 12° 25 *E, had been
extinguished. A fui'ther tribute to the success of minelaying
was reported on 2nd June namely tliat Finnish Insurance
Companies had increased their rates on ships px’oceeding from
Pl^and to_ Germany by 50^ from 23rd April and that one Finnish
Shipping Line liad suspended all ships to Germary,
were no reports from the Elbe or Jade-¥eser areas since these
■were not near any neutral tei-ritorj^.

There

Ibid
Enc. 10A

A,H,B,
IIK/28
Enc,2QA

On 2nd June the Admiralty wrote to the Air Ministry
refer^ng to the laying of "B" bombs (converted as floatingmines} off Den Helder on the ni^it of 31 st May/lst June,
against enemy Motor Tonpedo Boats; it v/as req_uested tliat no
more of these mines slioiild be laid until furtlier tests had
been carried out to ascei’tain how long they remained live,
as they mi^rt endanger our own naval forces operating in tire
areas concerned.

(iii) Anti"invasion Measures. June-October, 19A0
(a) Defensive measures

A.M.
3,1636/1
Enc.lOlA With the fall of Prance, and the possibility of invasion,

tire Admiralty br-ouglat forward a plan to lay mines at tlie

(1) At tlie outset of the campaign our submarines laid mines
in the ICattegat; this area viias subsequently taken over
by Bomber Command,
Of these losses those in areas covered bj/" aerial mine-
laying T/ere estimated to be;-

Gemian losses
Neutral losses

9 sunk
3 sunk

3 danmged
1 damaged

(2)

Tlae exact tonnage of' tliese losses was not Icno'vm, but it
was estimated as being well over 27,000 tons (N,I,D. 1/3},
Fne onljr reports, from areas mined by Coastal Command
tliose for the Eras, lAiere it was estimated that  3 ships
were sunlc, including tvro minesweepers.

were

and 1 damaged.
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ent3rances of our own ports to deny their use to the eneniy.
On 26th June this plan, together with a list of ports and
suggested laying areas, vra.s sent to the Air Mimstry for
consideration,

as being the Goimiand faiuiliar with the areas in question,
and the Admiralty vrere inforiied that tlie Air Ministi^' were

mald.ng the adrainistrative arrangements necessary to impleraent
tlie plan at short notice,
Coastal Conmand stated that only one unit in the Conraand vras

capable of laying aiines at that time. No, 812 (E,A,A,) as
the Beaufort squadrons Avere on limited flying duties only
AVliile they were being fitted with ne\f engines,
the Beauforts vrere again serviceable the number of aircraft

available for the operation vrould be comparatively few, and
in manj'- cases would be situated at some distance from the

ports concerned! they suggested therefore that the Admiralty
should be approached to consider the use of a.nj torpedo
carrying Fleet Air Am aircraft, suitably situated, to act

in co-operation with the Conrnand,

(b) Offensive measures

This letter was forvrarded to Coastal Gomms.nd

In their reply on 24th July

Even v/hen

,
Ibid

Enc.103A

Ibid

Enc,105A

C.C, Pile

37011/
12/12

To counteract concentrations of shipping for a possible
invasion further minelajing areas were instituted at the

request of the Admiralty, and operations against Dutch and

Belgian Ports continued, vO
off Dunkirk(2) and the other off Boulogne
Coastal Command (AP,203) and vrere mined on the same ni^it by
No, 812 Squadron,
East Scheldt and Maas Deltal.4j v/ith four specific laying
areas was instituted,(AP,299) and the first two of the sub-
areas mined for 'the first time on the nigjit of 3/4 July by
aircraft of Nos, 812 and 825 squadrons, and the second tirae

on 5th July, Tlie fourth new area off Zeebrugge(5) instituted
on 5tli July A?as fiz’st mined by No, 812 Squadron on 8th July,

On 26 th Jun
Uvro neAv areas, one

vrere detailed by

a general area between theOn 2nd

A,H,B.

IIk/33

No. 16

Group ORB
Appendices
June

HQCG.
Naval

Staff Log
In August Bombei’ Coiimand requested tloat they should not

have to lay mines during the moonli^it period, but shouldNo, 16

Group ORB
Appendices
July

(1) During June 1940 a subsidiary effort was made to foul the waterway up the
Maas River by the use of small VJ mines laid by aircraft. This has been
described in Chapter V (t) Page 159

(2) The code name for this area was Clams, but was later changed on
I4th October, 1940 to Cypress at the reouest of the Admiralty (C.C.f’ile
7010/16 enc,19U), The area to be mined was In the Rade de Dunkirk between

the meridians of 02° 15' 24"E and 02° 22* 12" E.
(5) Tlie code name for the area vias Dabs but was dianged on 15th October, 1940 to

Dewberr;/. The area to be mined lay between the breakwaters in the approxi
mate position 50° 44' 36"N. x 01° 34* 12«E,

(4) The code name for this area In general was Nevrtis, and the sub-dlvIslons

called Newts 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Newts 1. A rectangle within the

following positions
04° 03* 36"E
04° 05* 06"E
04° 05* 36"E
04° 04* oo"E

Rectangle enclosed by
line joining positions

03° 43* 54"E
03° 43* 45"E
03° 45' 15"E
03° 45* 15"E

Rectangle enclosed by line
joining positions

03° 48* 54"E
03° 48* 54«E
03° 50* 24"E
03° 50* 24"E

Newts 2,

51° 44* 32«N
51° 45* 03"N
51° 44* 58"N
51° 44* 32"N
Newts 4, Area enclosed by line

joining

51° 49* 18«N
51° 49* 51"N
51° 49* 36"N
51° 49* 09«N
Navts 3.

51° 39* 45"N
51° 40« 09"N
51° 40* 18"N
51° 39* 56"N

51° 35* 51"N
510 3o» ̂ iiN
51° 36* 31 "N
51° 36* 03"N

(5) The code name for area was Barnacles
I. Rectangle enclosed by joining

following positions
51° 23* 43"N
51° 22* 33«N
510 20 * 09"N
51° 21' 21«N

05° 11* 24"E
030 131 18"E
03° 09* 27’E
030 07* 36"E

51° 35* 51"N
There were two areas to be mined.

II. Circular area with radius of

2 miles from position
51° 22'N 02° 58'E

03° 35* 12“E
03° 35* 12«E
03° 37* 06«E
03° 37* o6"E
030 36' 24"E
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A^.

s. 1636/1
Enc. 132A

concentrate on ■bombing at that tiine. This request had to be
refused after consultation v/ith the Adaiiralty, and a small
minelaying effort vra.s ordered for that period of about six
aircraft a ni^it* From their own experience the Admiralty
considered it essential to keep up consistent minelaying so
that enemy sweepers should not have time to overhaul their
gear, or their crew have a period of rest. An expression of
the appreciation felt for the work of tlae minelaying squadi-ons
was sent to the Air Ministiy by the Admiralty on iStli August
with the request that it miglat be passed on to the squadrons
concerned. It was estimated that some 780 mines had been
laid up to date, of which Coastal Command had laid
approximately 26O. They stated that information about
results could not be obtained from all areas, but tliat reports
from areas under the observation of neutral observers showed
tliat Important results had been achieved.

AM,
3,1636/1
Enc.134A

C.C, Pile

7010/16
Enc.153 A

Minedaying v/as temporarily suspended on 29tli August on
receipt of a signal from the Admiralty, vA\o requested that
no mines should be fiixed until further notice, and tlaat mines
already issvied should undergo a depot test* Naval ratings
wei-e sent on 7th September to test mines, and the commands were
authorised to resrune minelaying with mines fitted under the
new tests.

Ibid

Enc.158A

O.C. Pile

7010/16
Enc.l6ZfB

In September a "G^,iide for Minelaying by Aircraft" was
prepared by Coastal Cpimnand for the ALr Ministry in vdiich the
policy of minelaying, the tactical limitations of the Magnetic
mine, and the selection of targets were outlined. It v/-as
estii'oated tiiat to that date over 100,000 tons of enemy
shipping had been sunlc by mines. In point of fact, postwar
statistics reveal that only 58,000 tons had been sunlc by
R.A.P. laid mines up to i54>0>

It

On 17th September the Admiralty found it necessary to
suspend all minelajmng operations in the North Sea and
English Channel areas vrest of Flushing (Adiiiii-alty Signal
1929/17/lX) in order not to endanger operations by our own
naval craft in these waters,
minelajang at tlae approaches to Le Havre
taken by No. 812 Squadron during the niglits of 11th, 12th and
13th September, laying a total of 11 mines.

Immediately p>rior to this,
(1) had been under

This was part o

No,16 Group
ORB

Appendices
September

f
the anti-invasion measures as there were coni3id.erable concen
trations of barges and other sisiall craft in the harbours (2.),
Witla the limitation of target areas, minelaying was started
in only one otlaer new area in September, vdien a detaclament of
No, A2 squa^-on, operating under No, 15 Group, laid three mines
off Lorient(3) on 28th September. Similarly orOy one new
area was [promulgated in October, in the East Sdaeldt, off

W, This area was planted for the first time onTerneusen

(1) Code name for the area vms Anemones; first mined in accordance with
Achilralty Signal XII11 11th September.
A report fxxim Artolral France to the German High Command shows that on
13th September 59 A, Barges, 2D Tiigs and 19 Troop Transports were in
Le iiavre {NID,2k/T.85/45).
Code name for this area was Artichoke.
Code name for the area was Juniper; it was divided into 3 areas.
Juniper 1. The Middlegat, mines to be laid in the main ship channel as

defined by the port and starboard hand buoys above the line
drawn 270° from No. 20 red buoy and below the line Joining
No. 28 red and No. 23 black buoy.

Juniper 2. The East Scheldt, Area enclosed by line Joining follovdng
points:

(2)

(3)
(k)

0k° 02» 00»E
040 01* 06" E
ego 581 09"E
030 59* 03"E

The main ship channel as defined by the port and

51° 31* 06"N
51° 81* 01"N
51° 31* 06"N
51° 32* 01 "N

Juniper 3. Temeuaen.
starboard hand buoys above the line dravm 200° from No. 9 black
buoy, and below the line Joining No. 12 black buoy and No. 14
red buoy.
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15th October hj Swordfish of No. 812 Squadron, Intelligence
reports had shown tlia.t the enemy were maJd-ng considerable
use of the port of AntTreip), and that a large volurae of
traffic was moving througli tlie South Beveland, and to a
lesser extent, through the Terneusen-Glaent Cai^als,
10 mines were laid in this area during the montli.

(q) Technical developments of the mine

G.C. Pile

7010/16
Enc,l87A

Developments with the mechanism of the mine itself had

been proceeding, and ■v\dien mining had been in progress for
sorae weelcs it Vira.s considered possible that the enemy might
have devised a method of sweep>ing to counter the mines.
The Admiralty, in ordei' to keep a check on this, requested
on 13th June tliat recoi-maissance aircraft should take note
of enemy sweeping formations, and the tjqjes of vessel and
gear used, so that measures could be taken accordingly,
Tliey adso stated tlrat in future mines were to be fitted with
a clicker, or periodic delay mechanisi'a and/or a double
acting firing mechanism, which should counteract any
successihl sv/eeping methods devised so far. On 14th July
the Adiiiiralty again wote concerning the periodic delay
mechanism for mines, vhich they said tlrey considered to be
of maximuin value in areas There laying was likely to be
observed, or wfliere regular sweeping was undertaken; in
other waters its value was not so great thou^i unexpected
losses in Tvaters considered safe Tvould liave a valuable effect
on eneany morale. It had been decided that as it was still
necessary for the settings to be adjusted at the (hpot There
the mine v/as prepared for use, a fixed proportion of all
magnetic mines issued should have certain definite period
delays(l);
Command vra.s to be used indiscriminately for all operations,
and specially earmarked mines would only be issued for
particular operations. Tine Admiralty believed, however,
that tlie best results would be obtained if settings were
calculated for each particular operation and areas, and in
order to achieve this, experiments were being made to obviate
having to set the delay meclaanism at the depot.

tlie resultant pool of mines issued to eada

A,M,
s.1636/1
Enc.99A

AJ/I,
3.1636/1

C,C,

3.7010/16
Enc.141B

Atkl.
3,1636/1
Enc.l65A

Two modifications to the Magnetic mine Mark I were
introduced in September, the MP which detonated on impact
and the TIM whicli detonated immediately if it landed on a
solid surface, but did not detonate for six seconds if it
landed in water. Developments -were carried on vatla tlie
period delay mechanism and on I7tli December tlie Admiralty
Informed Coastal Conxaand that in place of the existing
mechanism a new one was to be fitted wiiich could be adjusted

on th^ stations. The policy of issuing 6^ of all mines
witl^pei'iod delay meclianiam was to be continued, and
e;d.sting settings' were to be used for all normal areas(2}
■with an increase of up to 6 periods delay Then laying in
narrow or regularly sTTept areas.

C.C, Pile
7010/16
Enc,214A

(1) Issue of mines was to be as follows:-
(a) No delay
b) 1 period delay

60^6 of mines issued
20^0 of mines issued

c} 2 period delay 10^ of mines issued
d) 3 period delay 1C^ of mines issued

(2) Noriial adjustment of mines issued fitted ■witlr period
delay mechanisin were as follows

50^
25/
25%

1 period delay
2 period delay
3 period delay
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(d) Mine supplies

C.G. Pile

7010/16
Enc.142B

Early in July No. 5 Group coraplained to H.Q. Bomber Command

tliat tlie organisation of minelaying vra.s chaotic, both in the

matter of the supply of mines and in the passing on of technical

and operational information. The complaint was passed on to

Coastal Command on 27th Julj'', who in turn on 30th July,
referred the wiiole question of the direction and scale of

effort, of minelaying and tlie supply of mines to the Air

Ministiy, vdth the request that the position should be

reviewed in the light of tlie difficulties that had arisen.

In their letter it was stated that the original position vdth

regard to targets and supply liad been ladd down on March,
but during tlie latter half of May owing to the position in

Prance, operations by units of Bomber Corame-nd had been

suspended. On 3rd June instructions had been given (A.M.
Signal X2A7) for one Hampden squadron to return to minelajdng;
this squadron was to be under the operational control of

Bomber Command, but the details of targets vi/ere to be given
by Coastal Command. This practice, it seemed, had fallen
into abe3'-ance, as the last time that ‘biie Admiralty had sent
orders to Coastal Command for transmission to Bomber Command

vra.s 8th June; since tlaat date it appeared that they had
notified Bomber Command direct of their requirements. Coastal

Command had no objections to this procedure, so long as they
were notified of Bomber Command’s targets to avoid overlapping.
Originally it had been laid down that Coastal Command should

accept responsibilily for minelaying frora the Elbe westwards,
but ovdng to the grounding of the Beaufort squadrons it had
been necessary to hand over tlie Elbe and Jade-Vfeser areas

temporariljr to Bomber Command. The Admiralty had intimated
that in addition to Holland, Belgium and North East Prance,
rainelaying was to be extended to the rest of the Northern Prench

Coast, and also to the West Coast as far soutli as, and
including, Bordeaux. Ppr these reasons they requested that
the distribution of areas between the two Commands should be
reviewed and the approximate scale of effort in each area
stated, so that proper distribution of mines could be made
accordingly. It was also stated that there was considerable
confusion as to the responsibility for the supply and
distribution of mines. The attitude taken by Bomber Command
in their letter of 21st July had been that since Coastal
Coiimaand controlled mining ox^erations, they should co-ordinate
tlae supj)lies between the Command and No. 5 Group; but as that
was not the x>osition, as seen from previous instructions.
Coastal Command believed that the allotment of mines should
be tlie responsibilitj'- of Air MlrAstry under the same
organisation as bomb supplies. The present arrangements witli
regard to supply were, they considered, both uncertain and
unsatisfactory, and Coastal Command had also to keep crews
standing by for supplies that had not materialised. In
view of the ixresenf supply position Coastal Command v/ere of
the opinion that it was not necessary to keep 3 Hampden
squadrons on minelaying, unless it was Intended to start
miniixg the Prench ports iimnediately.

Bomber Conmand also raised the question of supply and
the number of squadrons to be kept available for minelaying
mth tlie Air Ministry in their letter of 1st Augxist. They
stated that as there was only a maximum of 70 mines a week
available, of which Coastal Command received 18, tliere vra,s
not sufficient to keep 3 squadrons on minelaying in
accordance with Air Ministry Instructions of 24th July and
suggested that until a reserve was built up only one squadron
should be reserved for minela^ang. The Air Ministry agreed
tloat only one squadron sliould be employed until such time as

Ibid

Enc.142B

Ibid

Enc.143A

A.M.

s. 1636/1
Enc.122A

AJ4.

3,46368
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the supply of mines justified increasing the effort to the

maoclmura of three squadrons.

On the main issues the Mr Ministry issued a directive
to botia Conmiands on 9th August in iiihioh it was laid down

that Bomber Command should have operational control of its

oivn squadrons engaged in minelaying, while details of the

areas to be mined should be given by Coastal Command in

accordance v/ith the instructions given on 3rd June*
been arranged that tlie Adniralty should send all details of

requirements to Coastal Command, V&20 would pass tliem on to
Bomber Command* The distribution of the limited number of

mines available would be governed by tiae location of areas

to be mined, and for tlois reason Coastal Command v/as to act

as tlie mine distributing authorits'", receiving all demands

for mines and regulating their distribution, in consultation
vdth the Admiralty, and in the li^it of existing and
projected operations*

To ensure that this scheme vrorked smoothly Coastal
Conmand decided that one of their staff should visit

the Admiralty from time to time, to check up on records,
and to plan laying areas for the next month, so that
the distribution of mines to the various aerodromes and

to No* 5 G-roup could be made, A fonu was drawn up for

a vreekly return of mines held on stations, so that the

position with regard to the stoclcs held in Bomber Command
would be known.

It had

A.M,

s, 1636/1
Enc.123A

s.1636/1
Enc.130A

C,C. File

7010/16
Min, 146

3,1636/1
Enc,130A

The question of the provisioning of mines had not, how

ever, been satisfactorily settled by the directive of

9th August, and the matter was brought up again soon after*
Witliin Coastal Command itself the question was raised
irmediately after the issue of the directive in a minute
dated 14th August by the Aimament Officer, following a

conversation vatla Mr Ministry Staff* He pointed out
that there were three groups of inines in use, the noimal

magnetic and clicker mines used bs^ both Coastal Command
and Bomber Conmiand, the hydrostatic and the sli^t delay
mine for shallow water basins, (that is the equivalent of

deptli charge) used by Coastal Command only, and the
soluble plug type used by Bomber Command onlyj tlie latter

vra-s a non-magnetic delay mine, fired by the dissolving
of the plug, and not by the passing of a ship* Bomber
Command requirements for this type v/ere so vast that it

was thou^it that they would have to be provisioned in the

normal way as for bombs, thou^ Coastal Command was the

controlling authority for magnetic mines* The question
was not taken up immediately but on 20th September the

A,0,C*“in-C,, Coastal Command wrote to the Mr Ministry
putting for\mrd the points raised in this minute, and
requesting guidance as to -vdrether or not Coastal Command

was to be responsible for the provisioning of magnetic
mines only* Furthermore it v;as requested that the
Admiralty should be asked to give estimates of tlie number
of mines that would be supplied in the ensiling months,
together, ivith the approximate scale of effort required
from botla Bomber and Coastal Commands, and the probable
number of mines required to be laid in each area*

Following conversations v/itli tire Admiralty, the Mr

Ministry decided tlaat the question of mine distribution
should be left in the hands of the Admiralty under the

Director of Torpedoes and Mines, until such tiiiie as

bomb/mine situation was clarified, and a 0,A,S* decision
given on policy. The Admiralty preferred tliat mines should

a

C,C* File

7010/16
Min.148

C.C, File

7010/16
Enc,l68A

A*M*

3*1636/1
Enc,l65A

Ibid Mins,

166 & 171
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come from a central pool, rather than the possible alternative

of the R.A.F, instituting their ovm filling establishment.
Coastal Conuaand should state their requirements to the
D,Tjyi» vdio would allot the mines in consultation with tlie

Admiralty* However, in accordance vd-th the request for

further information tlie Admiralty were asked to give details
of tlie number of mines available and the scale of effort

required.

AM.

S.-1636/1
Enc.174

G.C.Pile

7010/16
Enc.200A

On 24th October Bomber Command forwarded to tlie Air

Ministry tlie minutes of a meeting held betvreen representatives
of Bomber and Coastal Commands and D.T JSi, staff at the

Admiralty, on the provisioning of mines and bombs. Provision

ing, it was stated, was based on immediate requirements and ,
not on any definite policy; it was considered -lihat there

should be a fixed policy for the different types of mines, and
that tlie requirenaents of the different Commands should be

co-ordinated. The old i3rocedure had worked well when there

vifas a limited number of one type of mine only, but with the

expansion of minelaying it Tra.s considered that it v/ould be

more satisfactory if the R.A.P. requirements were handled by
tlie Director General of Equipment. The mining Department
believed tliat they should handle stores that came within the

definition of nine, and that some other Department should
deal vath otlier types. Por these reasons they advocated a

review of pDolicy. No inmediate steps were however taken and

a decision was not reached by tlie Air Ministry until
6tli January, 1941 iihen a directive was issued in reply to
Bomber Command's letter. In this it was stated that it was

not practicable at the time to issue mines as an R.A.F. supply;
Coastal Command was, therefore, to remain the controlling
authority, thou^i the whole matter would be reviewed later,

(iv) Limited Minelaying October - December 1940

(a) Admiralty requirements

C.C.Pile

S.15171

Enc,5A

A«M.

3.1636/11
Enc.2A

In their reply on 23rd November to the Air Ministry letter

of 17th October, the Admiralty outlined a proposed minelaying
policy for the ensuing months. They stated that the magnetic
mining effort should be concentrated against the enemies’
base ports(*1^ and tire approaches thereto, and only when these
requireraents had been met should effort be e:xpended on their

lines of communication along the Du.tch-Belgian and North French
Coasts, Subject to alterations for operational reasons the
bases had been classified into categories according to their

(l) German base parts were:-
(i) The German and Danish ports serving Norway, and the

equivalent ports in Norway and Sweden,
The German North Sea ports.
The Prencla Atlantic Coast Ports.(aia.)
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relative iiaportance, (1) and the initial effoi-t to be
expended on each area was given. It Tra.s pointed out that
the more important an area was to tlie enemy the greater tlie

effort would be to kee^D it open; it should, therefore, be
assiuned that ;:iines laid in such areas would either be

expended ox’ swept in a comparatively short time, mald.ng it
necessary for tlaem to be replenished at frequent intervals;
the more important the area the more frequent should be tlie
laying. Because of tlie difference in size and sliape of tlie
areas it had not been easy to assess the necessary minelaying
effort for each area, but as a la3r of six mines endangered
sufficient water to make its clearance necessaiy before
traffic could move freeljr, 6 mines had been cliosen as a
unit for calculation. Based on tliis it was calculated that

laying in tlie most iraportant areas should be at  a rate of

one lay a week, tliat is 2Z|- mines a month;(2J
each month necessary to cover all recommended areas was

calculated as 54-0 mines(3), viiich figui-e was double the best
four weeks lajang to that date. The Admiralty, it v/as
stated, appreciated that tlie aircraft shortage and the many
other calls made upon thana, had prevented an increased scale
of effort in the previous month, but they expressed the hope
tlaat as tlie position of both aircraft and crews haproved,
the Air Council vrould meet their requirements. The
production of Mark I mines Tfas at a rate of approximately
700 a week and if the conversion to T.UIs. and I^I.Ps.

was not excessive all requirements should be met.

the total lay

(1) Classification of ports was under the following headings:”
Areas of greatest Importance-
Important areas but not so Important as A.
Unimportant areas.
Special areas which should only be mined if specially ordered.

Ports under these headings were as follows:”
Classification A.

Baltic, chief ports Including Kiel (responsibility of Bomber
Command)
North Sea

A.

B.

c*

D.

Jade^l-Ieser RiverElbe River

Huibert Gat

Lorient

Ems River

Brest

Gironde Rlva?
Bay of Biscay

Classification B
Baltic
North Sea

Smaller ports and channels
Maas River (Hoolc of Holland)
Antwerp
Loire River

La Palllce

(St. Nazalre)
(Pertuis d'Antlohe

Bay of Biscay

Classification C
Baltic

North Sea

The Belts

TerschelllngGat Texel (Den Helder)
Ijmuiden
Bayoime

Maas and East Scheldt Rivers

Bay of Biscay
Classification D

Baltic
North Sea

Bay of Biscay
North Sea &

Channel

Kiel Canal

Heligoland
St. Jean de Luz

Flushing
Zeebrugge
Ostend

Dunlclric

Calais

Boulogne
Le Havre

River Seine Mouth

Cherbourg
St. Malo

(2) Scale of minelaying In the various classified areas v/as given :'s:-
Class A ” One lay of 6 mines per week or 24 mines per month
Class B ” One lay of 6 mines per fortnight or 12 mines per month
Class C ” One lay of o mines per n»nth.

(3) Summary of requiranents of mines In the various classified areas was:”
Class Monthly LayInitial Lay

33672
156NILB.

486C.
NIL0. NIL

54028Total

No provision was made.for mines In classification  D as they were special
operational areas, and not regular laying grounds.
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A.M. S. 1636/11
Min.1

In view of the limitations of available iiiinela.j'ing
resources the Admiralty's plan was regarded by the Air Ministry
rather as an "ideal" minelaying programme than a possible
achievement at that time, for it v^as estimated that it v/ould
require five squadrons with an initial establishment of I6 air

craft, engaged solely on minelaying, to fulfil the prograjme.
There were two alternatives open to the Air l^Iinistry to meet
the programme with existing resources; either to continue to
use Bomber Command aircraft as and when the strategical situa
tion allowed, or to allocate squadrons to Coasta.l Ccmmand and
relieve Bomber CQIlm^and of minelaying altogether,
of Naval Co-operation recommended that three Bomber squadrons
should be given to Coastal Command so that they might be
entirely responsible for all minelaying operations; he
estimated that with three squadrons and the existing Beaufort
squadrons the Admiralty's programme could be full3’' carried out.
The Deputy Cliief of Air Staff commenting on this said "the effect
of our mining has been an outstanding contribution to our war
effort. Had we the means it might have alreadj^ proved a
decisive factor in the sea war. It may still do so", but
while admitting this he -deplored the further dispersal of
"what remains of the miserable bombing effort of our colossal
organisation". He suggested accordingl5'- that economical mine-
laying -was best achieved by the maximum possible lay on each
trip; as the first twenty Manchesters and some of the first
Stirlings were likely to be issued in a condition unfit for

full operational employment in heavily defended areas, it had
been suggested to the Expansion and Re-equipment Policy
Committee that at least some of these aircraft could be used to

form minelaying mits for use in the more open ports in the
Baltic, where opposition was not likely to be serious. If this
scheme -was approved in principle he considered that the possibi
lity of meeting a large part of the mining requirements in
this -way' should be investigated. These operations should
provide a good test for the capacity of new types of aircraft
under the easiest operational conditions, and be useful training
for crews.

Tlie DirectorA,M, 3,1636/11
Min,2

A.M, 3.1636/11
Enc,5A

Before the question v/as settled the Admiralty wrote again,
on 12th December, saying that when the Air Council had agreed
to operate long range aircraft in defence of our trade in the
N.ViT, Approaches, the Admiralty had agreed to a reduction in the
numbers of long range bomber aircraft used on minelaying; in
practice, however, minelaying by Bomber Comraand had virtually

d(l), A memorandum on minelaying by the C.-in-C. Home
Fleet, forv/arded together with the Admiralty letter, stressed
the^importance of maintaining the scale of effort, especially
against Lorient and Bordeaux (the bases for German and Italian
submarines attacking shipping on our trade routes) and the
Kiel Canal and its approaches (the Bismarck and Tirpitz
l^ely -to come into commission, and U-boats usedl^he approaches);
minelaying was useful not only because of the casualties it
Mf lie ted on enemy shipping^
it led to the. diversion of large quantities of material to
equip sweepers.

(1 ) Admiralty figures of nvunbers of aircraft emplojred on
minelaying:

cease

were

but also as nuisance value since

Bomber Command Coastal Command

tfW].
35 (31)

October

November

Decembei- (10 days)
The' figures in brackets are the numbers of mines laid during
the months in question, taken from Admiralty'’ Mining
statistics.

45 (45
19 (19

7 12
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A.M, 3,1636/11
Enc.SA

A reply to both the Admiralt3'' letters was despatched on
26th December in which it vras stated that as additional air
craft and crews became available the Air liinistry would give
careful attention to the mining progranme put forv;ard by the
Admiralty,

be increased, though the scale of winter minela3’'ing especial.ly
in distant areas, could not be ccmpared ?d.th laying in the
summer and autumn because of the adverse weather conditions;
also Bomber Gaiimand aircraft were compensating for their small
minelajring programrae by attacks on submiarine btiilding j^’ards
in Germany and on enemy held bases. Consideration \Tas being
given to the use of new heavy bombers for the more distant
areas, and as some of these aircraft could carry  3 to 5 mines
each trip they should shortly prove a valiiable addition to
the minelaying effort.

The decision to use heavy bcmbers for minelaying Imd been
talcen by the Expansion and Re-equipment Policy Committee in
their meeting on 19th December, Following this decision
Bomber Command were informed that No, 7 Squadron (Stirlings)
and No, 20? Squadron (]\'ianGhesters) Yrere to undert^ce sea
mining so long as they v/ere equipped v/ith aircraft unsuitable
for normal bomber operations; this would enable Hampdens to
be released for bombing operations. They were instructed to
implement these decisions, until the squadrons were equipped
with a mark of aircraft suitable for bombing duties, when the
question would be reviewed.

When possible the present minelaying effort would

A,M, S,4334
Enc.31A

C,C, File

3,15171 Enc,1A
The A,0,C, Bomber Command m'^ote to Coastal Command on

4th January to say that Stirlings and the first twenty
Ifenchesters were to be used for minela.ving, but that ormig to
the various modifications that had to be made, it mi^it be
weeks or even months before the aircraft could be operational,
Stirlings .ro’.'ld be able to carry five or six mines, but
would probably carry only three normally, to give them the
necessary range, and 1\/Ianchesters when modified would be able
to carry foih.' mines,
still of the opinion that if Coastal Command were
squadron of bombers they could carry out the Admiralty’s
programme fully, but the question was not opened again
immediatel3>-.

The A,0,C,-in-C Coastal Command \7as•j

liven oneIbid Min, 3

(b) Ov •at ions

It was announced by the Adrijoralty on 23rd December that
minelaying in the North Sea and English Chaimel Trest of
Flushing, which had been suspended on 17th September, could
again be commenced in certain areas, and generally as soon as
the latest device for rendering mines safe within
period was available,

was about a year, but the new sterilising device that had been
developed would limit the effective life of the mine to six

weeks, so that they could be used to imrass the enemy, with
out endangering our own operations a short period after laying.
It was hoped also that mines fitted mth a steriliser would

a given
The life of the standard magnetic mine

A,M, S. 1636/11
liac. 12A

serve to confuse the enemy as to our intended operations, as
the complete cessation of mining in anj?’ one area over a long
period inevitably drew attention to that area,
areas where standard mines, and where mines with sterilisers
only could be used mcx\

Lists of

,  (1) together './itli detailsven

(1) StcUidai’d masnetlc mines could be used In the River Seine (Rade de la Carosse)
area, where mining had already commenced, and In two new areas, one of:’ Dieppe
and the other off st, Malo,

Mines fitted with sterilisers could be used In following areas where mining had
been previously undertaken;-

Flushing
Boulogne
Le Havre

Ohcr'Journ

r.rd In two new areas one off Ostond and the other off Morlalx,
SECRET

Zae’orugga
Dunkirk

Calais
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of new areas to be minedo Mines with .sterilisers did not,
however, ccdne into general use until April 1941.

As the C!hannel -was closed to minelaying, targets for
October and November were off the Dutch and North German coasts,
all gardens between the East Scheldt and Bns being planted.

No, 15 Group ORB Di December Coastal Command ccmmenced laying, in two nevr areas.
Appendix Dec. A detachment of No. 812 sGT^3.dron, operating

from St, Eval, laid 7 mines off BrestC”^)}
previously been planted by Bomber Command in August and again

No. 16 Group ORB in October. Other aircraft of No. 812 Sqtiadi’on operating vd.th
Appendices Dec, No, 16 Group first laid mines in the mouth of the Seine on

8th December(2),
operational considerations such as the intensity of anti
aircraft barrage. The laying area at Brest liad been modified
in October for this reason, and in December the area covering
the approaches to Lorient was also extended so as to avoid
the barrage but still to cover both approach Channels to the
port. By this time Coastal Command v/ere able to say that
nCTi/vadays everyone treats Gardening in quite a nonchalant

way, except tint there are one or two gardens in rather sticky
localities such as romd the mouth of the Scheldt, and the
gardens off Brest”,

(c) Statistics for 1940

: with No, 15 Group
this area had

Areas had been adjusted from time to time for
C.C. Pile

7010/l6Enc.1S6A,
197A

Ibid

Enc.220A C.C.

Pile 7010/16
Enc,224A

It

Admty, N.I.D.
Report 1/15 '

Up to the end of 1940 Coastal Command aircraft had flovm.

478 sorties on minelaying operations, and laid a total of 412
mines. Bomber Command during that period had laid  a total of
765 mines. At the time the minimimi results of casualties from
mines laid offensively by the Navy and R,A,P, were tliou^fit' to
be 50 ships aggregating 108,860 tons, Pigures no\T available
fi'om Lloyd's Shipping Branch and German records show tliat a
total of 120 vessels of 111,165 tons were sunk and 11 vessels of
31,190 tons were damaged by mines of all kinds. Of this total,
the follovmig casualties vere caused by mines laid from the air
by Bomber and Coastal Commands

86 vessels totalling 82,983 tons sunk and 10 vessels
totalling 17,070 tons damaged,
inflicted by mines laid by Bomber Command in the ICatto,';-?.t,
the Belts and the western Baltic.

The figures given in the Air Staff Memorandun No. 60 for

minelo.y:h-\';^ from April to December 1940 (puld.i,sl.icd in March of
1941 ) show Coastal Command as having only laid 354 mines, The
discrepancies in these figures compared with the Coastal Command
statistics vrere pointed out by the A.0,C,-in-C,, Coastal Command
in his letter to the Air Mnistry dated 28th April 1941;
drew attention to the fact that the figures given in the
appendix for Bomber Command, showing them as having laid mines

Half these losses vrere

he

Admty, N.I.D,

T*85/45, T.235 &
235A/46
PG/32123 4 and 5
and PG/31745

C.C, Pile

3,15171 Enc.60A

(1) Code name for this area was Jellyfish,
in area betv/een Chateau de Ertheaume and the Point de

Toulinguet, (area as amended by AP/541 19th October) that
is main area bounded on the North and East by the coast,
on the west by longitude O40 46* ¥ and on the south by
latitude 48° 16' N,■
The Code name for the area was Scallops,
mined was a rectangle in the Rade de la Carosse formed by
a line joining following points;

49° 29' 40” N
49° 29' 28” N
49° 29' 16” N
49° 29' 26” N

Mines to be laid

The area to be

00° 03' 45" S
00° C5! 44.” E
00° 04* 59” E
00° 04' 45” E

(2)
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on the Dutch and Belgian Coasts, did not agree with the state

ments in the text, wiiere it ¥;as stated that Bomber Command had
mined all areas East of the Elbe and Coastal Command all areas

to the West, with the exception of the Jade-Weser and 3h-est.
It vra,s known that Bomber Command had laid no mines off the

Dutch, Belgian and French Coasts, or romd the Dutch Islands

in the period in question,
been credited with sinking four ships off the Dutch Islands

when in fact only Coastal Command had laid mines there, thou^
this had not been shoim.

had commenced minelaying operations in April when 19 mines

were laid, although the tables in the Appendix showed their

miiielaying as commencing in May.

(v) Limited Minelaying, January - March 1941

(3-) Position of Bomber ComEiand

Furthermore Bomber Command had

In addition to this Coastal Command

Pollovring a signal from the C,-in-C. Home Fleet (Xe3300,
18th January) s-uggesting that minelaying shall be carried out
in the ice-free channels in the Baltic, (including, as mine
laying resources were limited, the laying of dimimies by air
craft not fitted for carrying mines) the Chief of Air Staff
gave a ruling on 20th Janiaary that sea mining was not among
the tasks laid on Bomber Command by the new directive
authorised by the Cabineto

A»i.i. S. 1656/11
Enc, 18A

Ibid Min® 19

On 10th January Bomber Command had instructed No.  5 G-roup
that sea mining was only to be undertaken for the training of

crews, and, with Command permission, by up to 15 aircraft with
trained crews on nights when the weather precluded bombing.
By the dii'ective of 15 th January the orlLytasks other than their

main objective (the bombing of oil installations), laid upon
Bomber Coimand were attacking invasion ports, if invasion was

imminent, and enemy naval units on specific instructions from

the Air Ministry,
by instructions sent to Bomber ComiTiand on 25th January,
was stated that sea mining had been deliberately omitted
from the Bomber Command directive, but that at the discretion

of the C.-in-C. rxlnelaying could be undertaken in the training
of inexperienced crews, in as far as it would assist in their

preparation for normal bombing duties, by trained crev/s with

Hampdens in weather -unsuitable for bombing operations, and by
Stirlings and Blanches ter, if the necessary modi.fi cations couj.d

be made before they were operationally fit for normal bombing
duties.

This policy was, however, slightly modified
It

B« CeFiles

S, 23822/2
End, 121A

s.23746/11
End, 69A

A.BI. S, 1656/11
End. 20A

This statement of policy aroused concern in Coastal
Comurand, for the vrording "training of inexperienced crev/s" was

thought to be inadvisable, and it was considered that if mine

laying was to be carried out efficiently it must be undertaken

by experienced crews; it was decided, therefore, to press for
the allocation of a Hampden squadron to Coastal Command in

order that the Command might became solely responsible.for all

minelaying operations.
13 th Februmiry the A, 0, C, in C, , stated that he was uneasy about
the Bomber Command directive, especially as the Admiralty
attached so much impor-tance to sea mining,
and Coastal Con-miand aircraft could not lay mines further east

than the Elbe, and as, under the new directive, the Bomber

Command scale of effort would be f\jrther reduced, tl'ieir
monthly totals already shov/ed signs of diminishing

Writing to the Air Ministry on

As Fleet Air Arm

C.C.File

S.15171 Minute
No, 18

Un.d.

End. 26a
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(1) it would appear that the R.A.P, would not be able toeffort;
maintain the rate of minelaying required by the Admiralty

For this reason he requested that a Hampdenprogramme,

squadron should be allocated to Coastal Command for minelaying
duties, so that the scale of effort east of the Elbe might be
maintained.

Bomber Command’s scale of effox’t should be increased.
If this was not possible he requested tliat

A.M, 3,1636/11
Minute No, 33

Commenting on this letter the Director of Naval Co-operation
said that although a large scale minelaying operation was being
planned, regardless of the directive, he considered the
opportunity should be taken to press for a greater scale of

effort by Bomber Command,
view of Bomber Command's other commitments it was unlikely that

their scale of effort could be materiall3!- increased for some

time and no allocation of a Hampden squadron was made,
decision was forwarded to Coastal Command on 5th March, when

it was stated that the directive could not be amended, but that
the situation would be kept under review.

It was decided, hovrever, that in

This

Ibid, Minute

No. 3A

Ibid, aid, 35A

(b) Operations

During the first tliree months of 1941 minelaying v/as
directed principally against the German North Sea Ports, as
sterilizers had not become available,

operations and corrrparatively few mines were laid,
to this No, 812 Squadron which had been responsible for most of

the minela3''ing operations was ordei'ed to re-embark in MEirch,
and was replaced by No, 816 Sqiiadron, who did not undertake
any mining operations until the end of the month.

Bad weather curtailed

In addition

laid off Dieppe(2) for the first time onNo, 16 Group ORB
Jonuarjr

Appendices

Mines were

9th Januarjr (:ui s-ccoi'dance with the Admiralty letter of
23rd December) by four Swordfish of No, 812 Squadron; a total
of six were laid in the area during the month, Tv/o operations
against area in the Karmoysund(3) were also undertaken by
No, A2 Squadron, one in EebruarjJ- when five mines were laid,
and one in March when four were laid. Intelligence reports
later claimed that as a result of the mining off Haugesund in

February a German trawler was sunk, an 8,000 ton tanlcer was

damaged, and the German Ship Sardinien (ii-292 tons)
ashore to prevent sinlcing(0.
shipping for five days, and convoys had to pass to the west
of Nammoy island. On 23rd January the Admiralty varote to

Coastal Command suggesting a new general minela;i"ing area to

include all waters, within the 10 fathom line, between the

Elbe and the longitude of Terschelling, (5°30’E) in view of
the considerable coastal traffic. This area covered the

smaller laying areas in the Jade-ITeser, Sns and Huibert Gat,
though these were still regarded as individual targets. In

addition to putting further strain upon enemy sweeping
resources, it was t'.:ouJit that in event of being unable to lay
mines in specific target areas because of enemy opposition,
pilots could still plant their i/irUies in tliis v/ider area to

was i^ui

The sound was closed to

No, 18 Group ORB
February &
Ivlarch Appendices

C,C. File

MSJ5'176
Enc. I5A
C,C. File

3.15171
Encl,12A

(1) The number of mines laid by Bomber Command In the preceding months were;-
1S^ August

September
October

November

December

19l1 January
Coda name for this area was VIneleaf. The area to be laid was within
i mile of the position 49° 56' M k 01° dp 5“ !.■, and could ont' be undertaken
3 hours either side of High Water.
The code name for this ai’ea was !:Bottle''
inmacl’ately South of the port of liaugesund.
In May 1910,
This was not confirmed by Gerraen records or Lloyds Casualty figures.

118
h5
61
31
16
16

Mines were laid across Karmoys'-'rd
This area had first been mined

(2)

(5)

(1)
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Ibid, End, UAA. useful ijurpose. This area( ^ was finally authorised as a
laying area, and also a dumping gromd for mines v;hen it

No, 16 Group^ ORB impossible to reach scheduled tai’gots, on 27th 15arch; the
March Appendices first mines planted in it were laid on 30th March by aircraft
S»15171 of No, 816 Squadron, This area \ra.s stib->divided(2

22nd April to simplify records.

was

on

End, 37A-

(°) Tactics

On 28th Pebriiary the Admiralty again wrote to Coastal
Command^referring to this previous letter of 23rd Janviary and
suggesting the possibility of la3/dng mines b^r day, under
suitable conditions of visibility, in the extended area off
the Frisian. Islands, It vra.s also suggested tliat circumstances
might arise when it would be possible to act upon reconnaissance
reports and lay mines in the path of iiiq)ortant enemj'' convoys.
Replying to this letter on 24th March Coastal Command agreed
that both proposed methods of minelaying offered  a I’easonable
element of sturprise, provided tliat T/hen lajoLng by day opera-
tions were undertaken with adequate cloud ocver, to prevent
detection both by passing shipping, and bj^' enemy fighter
patrols, based inland and operating wherever there were shipping
movements along the coast. The suggestion of laying mines
ahead of convoys was welc^edj such action had been talcen onone occasion in February(3 j by Beauforts of No, 22 SqiAadron,
but as considerable concern had been expressed at the time by
the Director of l,Jining Operations, the operation had not been
repeated. As a result of this letter the Admiralty
22nd April requested that both proposals should be implemented
at convenient opportunities,

(vi) Anti-Shipping, April - June 1941

on

Ibid, End, 3.3A

Ibid, Enel, 38A

Ibid, Enel. 58A

(a) Anti-Invasion measures

On 4th April the Admiralty wrote to the Air Ministry about
measures to be taken against ports which might be used by the
enemy as bases for an e:qpedition against this country. They
considered that the main attack v/ould be launched from ports
between the Ems and Brest, as this wrould allow the enemy to
make maximum use of air cover and would give good lines of
communication.

for diversionary attacks,
ports(4) would be in this
by the concentrations of shipping there in September I94O.
The Admiralty considered that the only offensive action that
could be taken against the majority of these, ports was aerial
minelaying, for v/hich all but Calais were suitable, but this
and some other Channel ports could be subjected to naval
attack!5).

required to carry out the operation wodd be considerable for

Other ports outside this area mi^t be used
but they considered the major invasio

The scale of effort and the number of aircraft

A.M, S,1636/11
End, 40A

n
This had also been indicatedarea.

(1)
(

Code name for the area was Nectarines.
The ai'ea was divided Into 3 sub areas:-

Neotarines One - Between the meridians 5° 30* E and 6° 30? E
Nectai'lnc.s IWo - Between the merldlahs 6° 30? E and 7° 30? E
Nectarines Hiree - Between the meridians 7° 30« E and 8° 30? E

Operation was on 2oth February against convoy off Danish coast, other aircraft
of the Squadron attach’d with Torpedioes
Major Invasion Ports listed by the Admiralty were as follows:-

Qns Estuary (Etaden and Delfzljl) Ostend
Den Helder) Dunlclrk
IJnulden ) Exits from Amsterdan Calais
The Hook, principal exit from Rotterdam Boulogne
The Scheldte Estuary Le Havre

Cherbourg
Zeebraggo Brest

Naval action cou,ld be talcen against;
Eeebragge, Ostend, Calais, Boulogne, Le Havre, Qiartsourg,

2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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the short period of WGi-nin^ that .ijivasion v/as Irainent; it was

considei-ed that itvould be to our advantage to mine not only the
ports, but also the coastal routes, immediately, to inflict
casualties on enemy shipping when it was being re-disposed.
Admiralty, it was stated, had already begun Surface craft mine
laying activities, and while it was appreciated that the shortage
of aircraft made it difficult to fulfil the earlier programme
put forward by them, they requested that, should invasion appear
imminent, a certain proportion of Bomber Command effort should

be directed to minelaying; the details of the areas concerned

were already in the hands of Coastal Command as they were the
normal target areas.
Ministry, the view being expressed that, in some cases at least,
minelaying mi^t produce better results than actual bombing of
the invasion bridgeheads, which task had been laid upon Bomber
Command by the Directive of 15th January, but no final decision
viras taken.

The

The question vras discussed at the Air

A.M. 3.1636/11
Mins. 41 and 42

(b) Altitude minelaying

A report on enemy parachute minelaying from higli altitudes,
over British ports, and the measures taken to combat the attacks,
was sent by the Admiralty to the Air Ministry on 1st May, with
the suggestion that such tactics might be adopted,
stated that it had been the enemy practice to parachute mines
into dock basins and narrow shipping channels, which acted as
magnetic mines if they landed in water, but which exploded as
bombs if they hit land. These attacks Wei's likely to cause
grave material damage and entailed keeping special look-out
organisations in ports, and holding special sweeping gear in
readiness in all areas,

adopted had been to lay mines well off shore, to prevent their
recovery intact, but they were prepared to accept such a risk if

similar tactics could be emplo^’ed against major enemy-occupied
ports,(1 )

It was

j-1

herto the policy the Admiralty had

Ibid, End, 45A

Ibid, Minutes

Nos. 46 and 47
The question was disoussed in the Air Ivlinistry, and it was

pointed out that the Admiralty were satisfied that the

mechanism of standard magnetic mine would stand up to the shock
of a drop from high altitudes, but that if the policy ware
adopted it would not mean any increase in the mine laying effort.
In their reply to the Admiralty on 9th May, the i\ir Minis-cry
gave their approval in principle to the proposal; it was

pointed out, however, that the two factors, the question of
accuracy of minelaying v/hich must necessarily be from 12,000
or 14,000 ft, over the heavily defended port areas, and the
extent to which these areas could be penetrated without heavy
casualties, made it necessary to leave the question of the
tactical feasibility of the scheme to the discretion of the

A,0s.C,-in-C. of the Commands concerned. The question was
then referred to Coastal and Bomber Commands,

Ibid. End, 51A

C.C. Pile

3.15171 ICLns, 64
and 65

The question had already been discussed at Coastal Command

in the light of the Admiralty letter, and it had been pointed
out that whereas German mines exploded vhen they hit land,
English mines if they hit hard groimd would break up, and if
they hit soft ground would be recoverable; this point had
been discussed with Admiralty officials who considered that the
Germans were almost certainly aware of the raeclianism of our
mines. Inaccuracy in altitude minelaying was inevitable but

(1) It vra.3 suggested that altitude minelaying could be
effectively used against the German ports - Hamburg,
Bremen, Kiel and against the occupied ports - Brest,
Lorient, Bordeaux, 3t, Na^aire, Naaites, Rotterdam.
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as the chances of getting a mine even into the port area over
targets such as Brest were small, and of getting them into the
water were even smaller, the v/astage of mines might be any-
thing up to 75%» Following the Air ItLiiistry letter the
A»O.Ce“in"G, wrote to the Air MinistiTj'’ on 29th May and pointed
out that as only 50/b of the mines could be expected to land
in the target area from 10,000 ft, the minimimn height
compatible with safety and as many of these v^rould fall on land
and be of no operational value, a great waste of effort would
be incurred. If, however, a mine could be developed on the
lines of the German one, that acted both as a mine or as a
bomb, the operation might prove profitable. Similar opinions
were expressed by Bomber Command though they gave the altitude

as not less than 12,000 ft, and
preferred that a mine should be developed that could be
dropped without parachute or drogue.

The question was again taken up> at the Air Ministry,
where support was given to the suggestion of developing a m.ine
that would act as an instantaneously fused blast bomb if
hitting land;
should be held with Admiralty representatives to discuss the
use of anti-recovery devices. This conference was held on

1st July and it was decided that the development of a mine to
meet Bomber Command's requirements for high altitude laying
should be given priority, and that, as an interim measure,
experiments should proceed to develop a device to make the
standard magnetic mine function as either a mine or a bomb,

(c) Operations

compatible with safQ L- !■

it was decided accordingly that a conference

A,M. S. 1636/11
Enc,60A

A.M. S.1636/11
Enc,56A

A.M. 3.1636/11
Mins,57 and 58

During the three months April - June Coastal Command’s
effort was directed entirely against the French ports, with
the exception of two mines laid in the wide area between the
Elbe and Terschelling, The principle target was Bre^t to
prevent the movement of the enemy major naval units ('I ) in
dock there. In April 43 mines were laid off Brest, A
detachment of ho. 22 Squadron had been •sent to St, Eval for
this task, and minelaying operations by aircraft under the
control of No, 19 Group started on the night of I5/I6 April,
Losses over Brest were such that No, I9 Group wrote to
Coastal Command on 28th April stating that a.s it was not
possible to keep up the minelaying effort of four aircraft a
night against Brest with aircraft of No, 22 Squadron, aircraft
of No, 217 Squadron would also be put on the task, the rest of
the squadron being used for rover patrols and day strikes
against Merchant vessels.

C.C. File
s.15171
Enc.63A

On 29th April the Admiralty announced that sterilisers
for Mark I - IV Mines were available for issue. The sterilis
ing coils gave a life of one or six weeks to minefields after
the Insertion of the coil in the mine,
that the minefields would become safe after the prescribed
period, it had been necessary to accept the fact that some
mines would become ineffective in shorter periods especially
if the water -was at a low temperature. This meajit however
that the Channel and North Sea areas were again used for mine'
laying. On 3i'd lay Coastal Command commenced laying in one
new a- '-'ea :.iien Beauforts of xTo, 22 Squadron laid tvo mines off

In order to ensure

C.C. File
S.15171 Enc. 7IA

(1) The battle cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau and the
heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen.
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Clierbo\irg( * \
during May though mines were also laid off Boulogne, Le Havre,
and the mouth of the Seine; one area '.vaa also iimiadl for the

first time by,Coastal Command on the night of 25/26 Iday off
St, Nazaire(2y) by aircraft of No, 217 Squadron,
minelaying was directed against Brest, with the exception of

two mines laid off Lorient(3) on the night of 30th June/
1st July by 217 Squadron, as the two battle-cruisers azid the

heavy cruiser vrere still in dock at Brest,

(d) Simimary of operations

This area and Brest were the principal targets

In June all

During the six months ending 30th June 1941, Coastal
Command had laid a total of 201 mines v/ith seven jettisoned,
three of which were in the airea between the Elbe and

Terschelling subsequently authorised as a dumping groimd.
these 43 were laid by Swordfish squadrons and 158 by Beaufort

3q;iadrons, (Nos» 22 and 21?) • During the sane period.
Bomber Command laid 507 mines, 60/ of which were off Brest and
other Biscay ports against the German major naval units in that

The mines were laid by Hampdens of No, 5 Group,
total of 17 vessels of 23,604 tons were sunlc and six vessels
of 8,351 tons damaged by R.A.P, laid mines during the first half
of 1941.

Of

A.■ea.

Ll.oyds ’ Shipping
and Adty. N,I,D.
Germans records

as given before

TOTALS

Figures for the first 15 months of aerial minelaying -

April 1940 to June 1941t

MINES

Aircraft
Casualties

No,4 AreaNo,3 Area No,5 AreaNo.1 Area No. 2 Area

North
coast of
France

Off the

Biscay
Ports

Off Hauge-
Sund and
Oslo
fjlord In

German
and Dutch
North sea
Coasts

The Vfest
Baltic,
Belts,
Sound and
South
Kattegat

Ibid.

S.W.
Norway

k 528 412liU479 17DoEt'or
Command

396 76 128 17nil 13Coastal
Command

640 656 5880479Total 30

(1) The code nane for this area was Greenage.
and a Western area.

Greengage Eastern Area - toi’iidod'Ly lines Joining positions;-
10 351 l^2n w
1° 35* 24" W
1° 36« 00" W
1° 36« 18" W

Greengage Western Area - bounded on West by meridian of 1° 40* 18" W
on the Hast by the meridian of 1° 38» 36" W
on the North by the parallel of 49° 41* 06» N

The area to be mined was bounded on the

It was sub-dlvlded Into an Easte

49° 41 • 6" N
49° 40* 36" N
49° 401 24" N
49° 40 * 42" N

Code nane for this area was Beech.

rn

(2)
West by longitude 02° 30* W. and on the south by latilsude 47® 05> N,
Code nane for this area was Artichoke.
North and East of a line Joining the following polats:-

03° 35* W
03° 35* W
03 30* W
03° 10* W

The water In the area was less than 5 fathoms, but the area chosen was the
only suitable one for laying without risk of detection.
Thbleslisting the Gardening areas and the monthly total of mines laid in each
are given at Appendix XIII,

The area to be mined ley to the

470 461 N
47° 40* N
47° 35* N
47° 35* N

Map XXI shows the location of the areas.

(3)

(4)
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ENEMY CASUAUiasC'^ )

DAl.tA.G-EDSIMK

8 - 17,63248 - 52,873

4 - 1,585

36 - 37,919

6 - 9,757

9 - 4,453

No. 1 Area

nilNo. 2 Area

7,6991No, 3 Area

1 90No, 4 Area

nilNo. 5 -Area

16 - 25,421103 - 106,587Total

(1 ) Appendix XIII also gives the monthly enemy shipping
losses from air laid mines.
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(i) Fighter CoTnmand in. the

Y SI'T’rL-’pTN

Sprj-ng and Summery 1940

Prisoners-of-war loave reported that it was not until
about a month before the outbreak of war tliat the German

High Command made any sex’ious attempt to create  a specialised
anti shipping organisation within the German Air Porcea In

the Earing of 1940 it was decided that the scope of the

organisation then created should be espandedo
the forces at its disposal included a Gruppe of PoW<s200s and

several Gruppen of lieoHls and Juo88s as well as miscel
laneous Coastal Reconnaissance unitso(,1) This decision ms
reversed almost a,s soon as it was madej and most of these

units vrere taJcen away from the anti-shipping organisation to

be used in the French campaign^ In shorty during the
greater part of the Spring and Summer the attention of Germans

and British alike v/as focussed on events in Noni/aji"? France atid

the Low Countries rather than the North Seao(2)

At this time

AoDoI. (K)
Report No,
13/194^

With the termination of the Norv’yegian and French
campaigns^ the United Kingdom was faced with a new situation.

The Germans now commanded a siring of bases? extending from

the Pyrenees to the North Cape? from which oirr shipping
could be threatened? not only at almost every point round

our coasts and in the North Sea? but over a substantial por
tion of the Atlantic.?

no longer be considered virtually immune from attacks
Moreover? the west coast ports could

To meet the nevy threat in the we.st it was necessary
both to cloange the routeing of the Atlantic convoys and

extend the area ever which protection could be given by the
Royal Air Force, Henceforth? instead of proceeding roxnid

Cape Clear and through St, George's Channel? the convoys
would malce for Bristol? Liverpool and the Clyde by v/ay of
the North Cliannel? between Ireland and Scotlando South of

Bristol? traffic w'ould? with certain exceptions? be by sna.ll
coasters onlyc(3) Correspondin.g measures on the air side
included the creation of new fighter Sectors and the develop
ment of bases from which long-range aircraft of Coastal
Command and slnort-range fighters of Fighter Command could
protect this shipping in the north-western approaches and
the Irish Sea,

A j)Mo

S,3553,
mina 23

Hen-rever? it would be some time before these arrange-
Meanv/hile the added threat toments could be completed,

shipping in general led to greatly increased demands on
Fighter Command for protection in those areas where groimd
facilities already existed; and although since April the

(1) The duties of these last units Included sea reconnaissance and torpedo-
bomblngo Subsequently some of them were turned Into bomber units,

(2) On April 10th the Air Ministry authorised Fighter Command to discontinue
standing patrols over convoys at their discretion. Instead a flight
was kept at "readiness" in the sector whose front  a convoy vias passing,

(3) Oidglnally it was proposed that the convoys should divide at a point to
the north-west of Ireland, some of the ships going tiience to the west-
coast ports via the North Channel' and others noi'thabout round Cape VlraSi
to the east coast. Ultimately it was found moi'e economical to restrict
ocean com'oys to west coast ports and provide "local" convoy.s nerthabout
from Liverpool and the C'ij'de, Some fast ships (not In convoy) continued
to be brought round Cape Clea ■

FC/S.17517,
Pt,3. encl,10lrA,
141A,
rc/S,17517,
encl,l3B
FC/S,21574»
end, 1A
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policy pvirsued by lighter Ooaniand and sanctioned by the Air
Minis-bry had been to substitute aircraft held at "readiness"
for standing patrols on every possible occasionj in practice
it ms found impossible to avoid devoting an mwelcome number

of flying hours to this purpose*
of August alone> the Command received no less than nineteen

separate requests from various naval authorities for protection
of one kind or another; and the number of sorties flovm for

the protection of convoys or other shipping -units -went u.p to
mors than 3>200 in July? and only some 300 less in AugustoCi)
An incidental pinprick -viras that some of these requests -were

made simultaneously to Fighter Command and the Fighter Groups>
although the latter -were not empo-vrered to say, wi-tiiout reference-

to Command Headquarters, -whether they could be met or not*

All this placed a hea-vy burden, not only on the flying
personnel of the Command but also on the Commander-in-Chief and
his staff, Tfrho sometimes foimd themselves called upon to decide
bet-ween rival claimants -whose cases they were not professionally
qualified to judge*(2) A promise by the Admiralty at the end
of August that in future reqi’ssts would be made in a more

regular manner ms onlj^" a monor allev-iation of these di-fficulties.

(ii) Autumn, 194-0

However, as the battle of Britain went on, its focus
shif-fced inland* The attention of attackers and defenders
alike became concentrated more and more on objectives av/ay from
the coa.st, so that coastwise trade became relatively less

important. Hence in September and October Figlitsr Coimnand
devoted only a few h-undred sorties to the direct defence
of shippingo

During the first three days

FC/S.17517>
pt*3> end,
UM

FC/S,20737>
end, 5A.

HoQeF* C«,
Foms "Y"

Pb, 1,

FC/S,20737>
end, 9A

HoQ.F.C, Forms

"Y", Ft, 1

Yet this decline in the importance of coa.stwise trade was

certainly no more tlian relative,
flo-wn directly for the protection of slaipping fell in

September and October to a tenth of the figures recor-ded in

July and August , this"was not because ’bhe volume of traffic,
or the value attached to it by the Admiralty, had declined
in like proportion, but because at the heigh-fc of the battle

other demands on Fighter Command were so pressing that -the

provision of standing escort for convoys had clearly become

impracticable, save in a few exceptional cases*
defence of the aircraft industry liad lojag been the primary
commitment of the air defences: ncnw that the aircraft

industry was directly threatened, sliipping must taJee a back
seat,

occupy a back, seat once the crisis had passed,
would not seemed clear enough as early as the beginning of

October, when the Admiralty announ.ced that in the iimmsdiate

future the volume of traffic proceeding northabout from vresb

I-f the number of sorties

The

This did not mean, however, that it would be left to
That it

EoAoF,

Narrsdivo,
"The Air

Defence of

Gt« Britain",
Vol.II, p,18

FG/s,21574,
end, 1A

(1) Moreover, these figiores do not tell the whole story; for
in the early stages of the Battle of Britain there were
heavy attacks on shipping in the Channel, and it is
impossible to say how many of the sorties flo-wn to
intercept enemy aircraft vrere attributable to these

attacks and thus contributed to the defence of shipping*
A nximber of Haval Liaison Officers were attached to

headquarters. Fighter Command, but such a iiatter as this .
-v.r.s not -within their competence, . '
officer (the N,C<,A,Se) was at-tached to
Commaj-id Air Staff*

Later a senior naval
I  the

(2)
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to east Y/ould be substaiittally inoreasedo
tion of the decision to limit ocean convoys to the in'^est

coast}(1) the necessity of incx-easing stocks of household
coal against the coming winterj and interference with rail

traffic by air xuid damage} had combined to produce a situa

tion in which it would be necessany to add to the flow of

flipping thx’ough those vulnerable areas off the east coasts

of England and Scotland} in which fighter protection had

long been considered especially desirable.

The hnplementa-

The effect of this chaxige on Fighter Command was soon
seen. During the week from October I3th to the I9th the

nmber of convoys or other sliipping units for which the

Command ms expected to provide some kind of protection rose

to an average of 23 a day. To provide standing escorts on

this scale would have been impracticable| and the Coinmander-
in~Chief had taken the precaution of warning the Admiralty
Ydien the increase in traffic was first armoxmced tloat only
"fighter cover" could be supplied. As a rule this meant
that fighters were held at readiness in the Sector off whose

front a convoy stood, to meet axxy attacks which might be
made on it. But the provision even of this degree of pro
tection ms not easy, nor ms it likelj'’ to satisfy the naval

authorities in every ease.

Ibid,, end,

9 A, 1QA8

Moreover, at this moment a fresh complication arose.
During the third week in October the Air Staff decided,
against the advice of the Commaxider-in-Ghief but with govern
mental approval, to relegate three squadrons of Hurricat'ies
to night duty,
daylight operations would be correspondingly reduced - a
proceeding which the Commander-in-Chief considered "dangerous
and unsoxind",

cations of this move should be clearly understood by the
Ifeval Staff, and secondly to receive fresh guidance as to
his future liability for the protection of sliipping in
relation to his other commitments.

This meant that the force available for

Hence he Y/as anxious, first that the impli-

Motes of Con

ference held

18,10,2,D.
(D,H,0, Br,
Polder)

A.H.B,ID/2/243}
encl,2lA-27A

Extract from

C,0.S.(40)
845

(3,2438/1)

OutY/ardly at least, his first point was met by a wai'ning
given by the Ciaief of the Air Staff to the Chiefs of Staff
Committee on October 22nd, The Committee "noted Y/-ith
approval" the decision to witiidj.'aw the three Hurricane

squadrons from the day-fighter force, and agreed to accept
a consequent reduction in the scale of protection given to
convoys off the east coast. But there Y/as no real certainty
that this act of abnegation would be followed by  a practical
reduction of the daraands made by the naval Coiumanders-in-Ciiief;
and as it happened, the operation of a fresh factor was soon
to produce the opposite tendency,(2)

In regard to his second point, on October 16th the
Secretary of State for Air, in consultation with the Air
Staff, Iiad assured the Ckanraander-in-CIxief tlxat if he
considered it necessary to move some of his resoirrces
amy from the east coast, he Yra.s free to do so "even at
the expense of the convoys
pointed out tliat the Air Staff had a.lways recognised that
in a situation such as now existed it v/ould be impossible

The Secretary of State

A.H.B, ID/2/243#
encl,2lA-23A

See footnote (3).
See pages 347“548.

Page 343
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to provide adequate protection for convoys on the south-east
coastj and that the Admiralty had accepted this lhaitation.

This, of course, ms before the decision to relegate the

three Hiu''ricane Squadrons to night dutyj and moreover it ms

in connection with convoys bet-ween the Pent land Pirth and the
Nore, not "on the south-east coast", tlaat difficulties were

likely to arise. The Commander-in-Chief therefore aslced on

October 20th for further guidance, at the same time drawing the
attention of the Secretary of State to the notification of
increased northabout traffic which he had i^eceived from the

Admiralty eanlier in the month, and the terms of his reply«(l)

This request wa.s considered by the Seci'’eatry of S'fcate and

the Air Staff diirdng the next fortnight,
conclusion that, in the light of the proceedings of the
Chiefs of Staff Committee on October 22nd, the Admiralty must

be judged fully aware of the necessity to reduce the protection
affoi’ded to convoys off the east coast. Accordingly, the
notification received earlier in the month was now to be

regarded less as a regiiest for increased protection, than as a

piece of information furnished in the hope that the air

defences would go on giving all the protection they oovild.
On November 8th, therefore, the Secretary of State wrote to

tell the Coramander-in-Ohief that his reply to the Admiralty load
the Air Ministry’s approval, but that so long as the protection
of convoys remained practicable, it was essential that this

protection should be given. Moreover, the protection of

flotili.as and minesweeping craft ms also a commitment of the

air defence, wiiich must be met "so long as the situation
permits".

They came to the

Ibid=>5
enclo25A

raidO P

end c 26a

Ibid■'■'■ o f

end, 27A

That his declaration accux''ately reflected the relative
importance attached bjr the Air Staff to the defence of the
aircraft iidusfcry and the protection of sliipping is not in
doubt j but its shortc.oiQinga from the point of vieiv of a
Commander-in-Chief who load already differed from them on an
important issue ai*e obvious, Vi/hat the Air Staff had in
mind - and of this they made no secret - was that, as winter
approached, the scaJ.e of the daylight offensive was likely to
diiiiinish. It might then be possible to do more for shipping,
even with a areduced day-fighter force, tlian nov7 seemed
lilcslj'-. Yet the fact remaiaed tliat for the present the
Commander-ii-Ghief was bound by a directive which made the
defence of the aircraft industry his primary comxaitment. To
discharge this taslc to the satisfaction of the Minister of
Aircraft Production, the whole of his resources would scarcely
have been too great. Only a few weeks ago he had been
assured tloat, if he thought it necessary'- to divert squadrons
from the protection of convoys to the. defence of aircraft
factories w the Midlands, he was at liberty to malce this
transfe This directive had never been revokedj yet now

Ibid

end, 26a, 27A
» f

he ms informed that nevertheless he must not fail to protect
an increasing numbex* of convoys so long as it vra.s practicable
to do so,
here; and deafly, though he might be nominally free to dis
regard the claims of the ne,val Commander s-in-diief in favour of
those lu-ged by the Minister of Aircraft Production, he would
risk incurring the Air Ministry’s displeasure if his notion
of the practicable slxould Ixappen to differ’ from theirs,
TOiile it is difficult to see, therefore, what better guidance
the Air Staff could have given at this juncture, it is also
obvious that such guidance as this could only have been found

J. o

Clearlji" there was room for much misunderstanding

(1) See Page 3Vh
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quite satisfactory by a CoETaander-in-Chief who was sure that
his mind was at one v/ith theirs on all important points.

Nevertheless, from these exchanges a few facts did
emerge. One was that the defence of the aircraft industry,
by day .and night, vras still the first task of the air
defences, After that - but how far after nobody quite
kneT\T - came the protection of shipping. Thirdly, the Air
Staff agreed that this protection should generally be
provided by means of "fighter cover" rather than standing
escort. This, at any rate, was something to go on; and
this last fact, incidentally, enables us to imderstand hov/
it was that, although the demands of the naval authorities
had already Increased since the summer, and were about to
increase still further, the effort devoted by Fighter Command
to the direct protection of shipping remained during the
next four months at an average of 425 sorties a month, as
against 2,000 a month at the beginning of 1940 and 3,000 a
month in July and August., (1)

H.Q.F.C. Forms
Pt,1

(iii) November, 1940

(a) The Eesumption of Mass Attacks

Meanwhile a ne?/ factor had come into operation, which
v/as bound to lead to an increase in the demands made on

Fightez' Command by the naval authorities, rather than their
reduction,

by enemy aircraft acting together in substantial numbers.
This was the resumption of attacks on shipping

On the morning of November 1st, mine sweeping tra?/lers
off Dover were heavily shelled by eneity shore batteries.
Early that afternoon ship>ping in the Thames Estuaiy, which
included a convoy bound for London, was attacked by enemy
aircraft; a merchant vessel of 1,317 tons was sunk, as were
the East Oaze light vessel and a trawler,
same time drifters in the Straits of Dover were also attacked
and one sank.

At about the

The defences reported that the attacks had

War Cabinet Weekly
Resume

A.M.T.I.S, d. 2.11,/iO

been made by some 50 Ju.87 dive-bombers, accompanied by
other bombers and fighters, and that at least ten eneny
aircraft had been shot doTO.

aircraft attacked a corvette off Yarmouth,
On the same day enemyH.Q.F.C, "Combats &

Casualties"

This was tho first attack on shipping by a substantial
formation of enemy aiz'craft for many weeks. The Ju,87
had not been reported in action since August I8th. (2.)
There wrs therefore some ground for thinking that  a new phase
of the offensive had begun, and that furthei’ attacks of this
nature might be expected.

War Cabinet Weekly
Resume

This belief v/as soon confirmed,
a convoy was attacked four times off Hartvich.

few days only attacks by sin^e aircraft or small fornations
wrere reported; but on November 7th Ju, 87s were reported
over the Thames Estuaiy and also off Portsmouth, and a
convoy in the Barrow Deep was attacked several times in the
forenoon and early afternoon.

On the follo?dng day
For the next

Ibid,

D.S,N.E. •; H.Q.F.C.
Forms "Y"

A.M.T.I.S. d.8.11,40

(1) A table at appendix XVIII shows the estimated enemy effort against shipping
the results that It achieved, and tlie number of sorties and proportion of
the total daylight effort devoted by Fighter CornawJ to the protection of
Shipping, month by month from November, 1540 to Dacembei> 1941.
figures for sorties flown by Fighter CoKioand do not, of course, take Into
account the potential flying effort sacrificed by holding aircraft at

(“lee also footnote (1) i=.a”C ■i53.
=b4««»sl»*ps.

readiness.
<a>- -tnolvdingAdmty D.S.NcE. No.424

AoI.KK) Report No,ou9/ (2.) lliers Is, howoverj some reason to believe that Ju,S?s of St, K,G„2 may have
1940 taken part in an attack on a coiwoy off the North Foreland on September 29th,
D.S.N.-. M0.391
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Moi'e attacks followed on the next day; and this time
forces containing some 80 dive-homhers were reported,
mass attacks on shipping were atten^ited on November 11th (l)
and 14th. In the course of these operations heavy losses were

inflicted on the enemy, notably on November 8th and l4th. (2)
If any doubt still existed about the vulnerability of the dive-
bomber in the face of adequate defences, this experience was

calculated to dispel it; and it is notable that after the
middle of November the Ju.87 was very seldom used in dayli^t
on the Western Front,

In the meantime the new offensive was disquieting, both

to the crews of vessels and to those responsible for directing

policy and operations,
air protection were inevitable.
in-Chief, the Nore, suggested that a standing patrol should be
flown over the Barrow Deep whenever a convoy was entering or

leaving it, for the double purpose of protecting the convoy
Ibid., enol.27A and heartening the crew^s of the neighbouring light vessels, (p)

So seriously did he regard the matter that, not content vd-th

making this suggestion by sigiT.al, he sent his Chief of Staff to

Headquarters, Fighter Command to present his case.

Now, what the Coniraande2>-in-Chief, the Nore was asking was
really a great deal. Apart from the acloiowledged wastefulness
and relative inefficiency of standing escorts, there were

special difficulties in the v/a.y of providing suda an escort at

the place in question. Regulations ijiposed largely for the

benefit of the naval authorities themselves prohibited pilots,
virtually on pain of being engaged by ships’ guns, from a

approaching within 1,500 yards of a merchant vessel, or six

miles of a warship, except in conditions which they could not
fulfil in the case in point vdthout putting themselves at a

tactical disadvantage,(4)
for rai^t or rai^t not hearten the crews of the li^.tships,
therefore, it was perhaps even more likely to dishearten the

pilots of the aircraft raalcing it.

Nevertheless, there was only one opinion about the
importance of doiiig everything that could reasonably be done

to safeguard the convoys; and the Commander-in-Chief at once

drew the attention of the Air Officer Commanding No, 11 Group
to the importance attadied by the Royal Navy to the Barrow

Deep and its prompt defence, (5) At the same time the desir
ability that the ships should abstain from firing at their

protectors wa.s inqiressed upon the representative of the Conwia.n:ier-

in-Chief, the Nore. However, so long as the restrictions
imposed by S.D,158 remained in force, there was clearly little

that he could do to mend the situation; and it was therefore

end. 3OA necessary to remind the Air Officer Commanding No. 11 Group
that, notwithstanding the instructions he had Just received to

send his aircraft where the crews of ships could see them, they
must continue to conform to the reflation which required them

A.M.T.I.S,

d. 9.11,40 Further

HoQ.FoC
"Combats &

Casualties'

• 9

A.M.T.I.S.,
various dates

In the circumstances fresh demands for
On November 8th the Commander-

C.I.D, Paper
No,D.P.R. 327

A,M. S.,D. 15,8(1)
{3rd Edn,),
paras.34-55

Yliile a patrol of the kind asked

FC/S,215?4;
end. 27A

Ibid‘9

A.l.l(K)R3?ort
No. 8QhJ\9l0
H,Q,F,C, I'Oonibats &
Casualties"

(1) Italian alroraft shared In this day's operations, although slilpplng was not the
objective specifically assigned to thaa,

(2) Nos, 17 and 74 Squadrons did particularly v;ell, each on a single occasion claim
ing the destruction of at least fourteen and fifteen Ju 8“s respectively. The
total claims of the dofanees on NovenU^er l4th amounted to more than a third of
the enomy forces seen,

(3) Tha Barrow Deep Is a channel off the moutli of the river Crouch, through vJiloh
cpiwoys entering or leaving tha Tiiamas Estuary had to pass. Sinkings here
were particularly undesirable since the vraclis Impeded traffic, thus causing
convoys to "strliig out" and become more vulnerable.

(4) V.ysso regulations v;era contained in the cbcumsiit taovai as S.D.153, and ara thus
dsnoted in rafoi'enoes belov;. They ware supplemented by an Admix’alty massage
datad March 8tti, 194o which authorised ships to "engage by day and aisht ar;y
alrcraftjiot recognised as friendly vihlch approach v.'Ithln range of snips’ gras".

(5) The A,0,Co No. 11 Group had already taloen steps to counter tha new offonsii’e.

CcSo2i;33, end,54a

FC/S.21574s, end.33A
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to keep at least 1,500 yards away from merchant ships and ovit
of range of A«A, fire from escort vessels.

This vra.s not very satisfactory; but here the matter
rested for the present. Meanwhile Air Chief Marshal
Dov;ding was invited to attend a conference at the Air Ministry
v/hose purpose ?ras to discuss measures for the protection of

ocean convoys in the north-western approaches, but which might
afford an opportunity of raising some points of more immediate

interest to Fighter Command. The Staff at Headquarters,
Pi^.ter Command had alreadj^ drafted a letter asking the Air
Ministry to clarify their attitude to the whole matter. In

view of the forthcoiaing conferences, it va.s decided that for
the moment this letter should be held backo

i^) The Conference of jMovember I2th

Ibid• 9

end. 35A.

The protection oi’ convojrs in the Barrow Deep and off the
east coast was ingjortant; but it v;as not the only urgent
problem that confronted the Naval and Air Staffs,

was at least equally necessary to consider the protection,
not only against submarines, but also against an aerial threat

that included the FaYfoSOO very long-range bombers which had
begun to operate from Bordeaurc-, (1 ) of the traffic T/hich
approached the west coast from the Americas, Af'rica, and the
Mediterranean by way of the North Channel.

It

The vital nature of this task Vv^as clear,

of Home Cperations went so far as to say that in comparison
the shipping that passed along the east coast was ’’sheer
trash",

Y/as, he urged, the "single strand" which still connected the

United Mngdom with the outer world; if it were severed, the
v/aj liras lost,

done, to vrard off this disaster?

The Director

The trade-route through the north-western approache

Tdiat had been done, and vrhat remained to be

AoM, S.7168,
end, 18A

s

To answer these questions, it is necessary to go back to
the end of June, Approval had then been given to  a scheme

T/hich visualized the formation of neYr Fighter Sectors in the

north-west and of a new Fighter Group with its headquarters
at Preston. By the mideile of November these arrangements
Y/ere not yet complete, although the development of the nei7

Sectors t;as being hastened. When in being the scheme y/ould

throv; "the vimbrella of the eight-gun fighter" over the
greater part of the waters betiyeen the Ehinns of Islay and

Lands' End,(2),

AoM. E.5353,
dnuto 25

Ibid

min, 23
o 9

So far, so good; but it v/as also necessary to consider
the protection of the shipping during its passage tlirou^
that part on the zone of action of the German long-range-
bomber force which the short-range fighter could not reach.

Careful timing could ensure that part of this dangerous area

was traversed at night; but the Air Staff calculated that it

Yrould still be necessary to give long-range fighter escort to
convoys within I50 or 200 miles of the outer end of the North

Channel, To do this, at least tliree squadrons of long-range
fighters would be needed.

Ibid

(1) At tliat time the Air Staff estimated the effective radius of action of tlie
F,W,2C0 at 1250 miles, and of the Ju.88 and He.H1 at 777 miles.

(2) To cover the wliole of these waters It would have been necessary bo base short-
range fighters In Eire, The sdieme made provision for this to be done if
circumstances should make It possible; but these circumstances were never

to arise, (See also Page 360)
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The problem facing the Air Staff in November was to
find these three squadronsj and also pers-uade the Admiralty, if
they could, to route the shipping so that it would be within
range of the German long-range-bomber forces for the shortest

possible time before coming under the protection of these

long-range fighters, which would be based in the Hebrides
or Ulstero

A.M,

S.7168,
end* 2A.

The route which would have suited the Air Staff best

impracticable because of the limited endurance of some
On this point, therefore, a compromise was

Ibid.,
end, lijB

wa.s

of the ships,
reached.

As for finding the three squadrons of long-range fighters,
the position on the date of the conference was that Coastal

Command possessed five such squadrons. (1) Half a squadron
was already at Aldergrove an.d available for the purpose
envisaged. Of the remaining four-and-a-half squadrons, one

was required for essential duties at Suniburghj another cedd

liardly be spared from St. Eval, where its duties included
providing escort for the fast vessels (not in convoy) which
vrere still being routed south of Ireland, This left half a

squadron at Thorney Island, near Portsmouth, and  a squadron
each at Dyce and Bircham Newton. These two-and-a-half
squadrons had various duties, of v/hich the most important
was to shaxe v/ith Fighter Command squadrons the task of

protecting coastwise trade, especially off the east coast and

above all in the dangerous area between the Tay and the

Pentland Firth. (2)

Ibid. ,
end, "lA

On the assumption the the protection of trade between
the Tay and the Pentland Firth could be done by Fighter
Cominand alone, the Air Staff suggested that the three
squadrons of long-range squadrons needed in the north-west
should be made up by adding to the half-squadron already at

Aldergrove the two-and-a-half squadrons from Dyce, Bircham

Newton, and Thorney Island,
that it might be possible to route convoys closer inshore
across the mouth of the Iloraj;" Firth, so as to bring them

mthin range of short-range fighters.

The naval authorities agreed

Ibid

end, 14B

The Air Staff recognized that the removal of these
squadrons from their present bases was open to objection3
but they a.rgued that the ocean convoys were so much m.ore

important than the traffic off the east coast, that to move

at least the squadrons at Byce and Bircham Newton from east

Ibid., end, 1A to vrest was the only realistic policy. Eight vessels with
an aggregate tonnage of 113,307 tons had been bombed and hit
to the T/est and north-vrest of Ireland betv/een October 26th

and November 5th, This was a threat to tiie "lifeline" which

must not be ignored.

Ibid, ,
end, I4B
and 18A

The Naval Staff did not accept this angument,
considered the coaster traffic off the east coast "of the

first importance"; many ships had been sunk in the Moray
Firth; and while they would welcome more protection by
short-range fighters in that a.rea, and vrodd consider
altering the convoy route to facilitate it, they did not
agree that the withdrawal of all the long-range fighters codd

They
Poido,
end. 14B

(1) Another vra.s due to be formed shortly and the long-term
programme provided for two more,

(2) This stretch of coast was a source of special arjciety
because of the shortage of aerodromes near it and
the enemy* s fondness for attacking shipping there at
dusk.
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be acce_pted. The Officer Gommanding-in-Chief, Coastal
Command, for his part, was opposed to the Virithdrawal of any
of the long-range fighters from Dyce or Thorney Island,(1)
but believed it might be possible (though he thought it
inadvisable) to spare a few from Sirchani Newton,

After discussion a compromise was reached; it W3.3

decided that half a squadron should be moved from Bircham
Newton to Aldergrove, so that at any rate one vdiole squadron
out of the three postulated by the Air Staff would be
assured. Any move of long-x’ange fighters from Dyce
must await the Admiralty's decision regarding the feasi
bility of re-i’outeing convoys across the Moray Birth# (2)

(o) Difficulties of Fighter Command and Proposals
for the jar allevi.ation.

Clearly these proceedings provided no solution to
Fighter Comnand's problems; indeed, their tendency was to
increase them. Should the Admiralty find it possible to
re-route convoys across the Moray Fix'th so that they could
be protected by short-range figliters, the fighter force in
north-east Scotland vrauld have to be strengthened. In the
meantime the demand for close 'orotection in this area was

so insistent that, even, as it was, the Command was forced to
agree to the partial resumption of standing escorts where
the route was already within range, (3) And there was a
hint of further demands to come in a remark by the Fifth
Sea Lord to the effect that a standing escort was often
more acceptable to ships' crews than the holding of air
craft at reacliness..

A few days after the conference, therefore, the
Commander-in-Chief despatched the letter already drafted, in
which he asked the Air Ministry to clarify their policy
with respect to the protection of shipping. He pointed
out that the request by the Comraander-in-Chief, the Nore,
for close protection in the Barrow Deep, like a number of
other requests which he had received from naval authorities,
was inconipatible with the provisions of S,D,158, He
expressed his earnest desire to afford every possible pro
tection to shipping; but asked that the Admiralty and
Merchant Navy should be Invited to recognize the practical
limitations of the fighter force by abandoning either their
claim to close escort or else the privilege of opening fire
at aircraft which a.-proached ships without convincing
the crews that they were friendly. He suggested that the
clarification desired might take the form of approving
scheme which lB.d already been partially adopted in his
Command, Under this scheme three degrees of fighter pro
tection for shipping were recognized namely;

This ViTOuld be given only in
special cases and by prior arrangement. In these
circimistances the aircraft v/ould not be required to
stay outside the 1,500-yard limit.

a

(1) "Close escort".

FC/S,21574,
end, 52A

Ibid.,
min, 54

Ibid

end. 52A
•»

(1) His reason for wishing to retain the half-squadron at Thorney Island
was that he needed It for offensive operations,

(2) Another aeolslon nade at this conference was to Increase the Initial
equipment of the lom-range fighter squadrons from sixteen aircraft
to twenty "as soon as possible".

(3) The Command was asked to pay special attention to the perioa Just
before ausk, when even a small escort would be of value in counteriag
the attacks by single aircraft which often occun-ed at tiiat time.
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(2) "Prosection''. This would mean the allocation of
specified fighter units for the defence of given
shipping imits during a stated period. The fighters
would be either at "readiness" or on patrol, not
necessarily in the immediate vicinity of the shipping
and in any case not within 1,500 yards of it, unless
engaging the enemy,

(3) "Cover". T'his would mean that the j)Osition of
the shipping v/ould be noted and provision be made to

intercept any enemy aircraft that might approach it,
just as if it were an objective on land.

Other provisions of the scheme v/ere that protection in
any form would only be given within LO miles of the coast or

the nearest Royal Air Eorce acroclrome; (l ) and that, in the
absence of special arrangements for protection at dusk or

dawn, it would be confined to the period between sunrise and
su.nset,

should enter into an undertakin
Finally, it was suggested that Piasters and crews

never to ojpen fire on an
aircraft without making an attempt to recognize it as hostile,
and should also undertalte that when they were within 40 miles
of the coast they would hold their fire in any case until
the aircraft v/as v^ithin 1,500 yards.

These proposals were still under consideration by the
Naval and Air Staffs when, on November 25th, Air Marshal
Douglas succeededAir Chief iiarshal Dov/ding as Commander-in-
Chief.

November 29th, the new Commander-in-Chief referred to the
difficulties that confronted them in this connection,
leaving it to them to make the best arrangements they could,
he urged them to consider the merits of standing patrols
flown over the coastline off wliich stood the shipping to be
protected.

At his first meeting with his Group Commanders on

Vftail

Ibid

min. 63
•)

Ibid.,
end. 72A e

(d) Summary of Fighter Operations

Meanv/hile, as a result of the policy of holding air
craft at readiness rather than flying standing iDatrols, the
number of sorties actually floTO for tlie direct protection
of shipping I’emained low,
were devoted to this purpose;

In November only 402 sorties
but this figure, of course,

HcQoF.C.,
Forms "I",
Pt.1 takes no account of the large number of sorties flcavn against

the mass attacks of November 1st, 2nd, 7th, 8th, 11th and
14th, or the potential flying hours lost tlu-ough holding

Yet, despite this contribution, the
unpleasauit fact remained that during the month eleven mercliant
vessels were sunic tlii’ough the action of enemy aircraft within
40 miles of the coast, and another seventeen damaged, (2)
Moreover, of the 92 occasions on which attacks occurred or
imminent attacks were reported, 81 were in daylight.

aircraft at readiness.

These

Viar Cabinet

Ifeekly Resume

T/ere disquieting figures in viev/ of the reliance which was
apt to be placed on "the umbrella of the eight gun fighter",
even near its rim.

(iv) December, 1940 to February. 1941

Nevertheless, no substantial increase in the amount of

direct protection given to coastwise shipping could be
expected so long as the defence of the aircraft industry
remained the primary task of Fighter Command, and the place

(1) This was the existing practice,
(2) In this context "damaged" includes injurs^- to ships crews.
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to -be assigned to this secondary task vras vague,
of fighter cover vdiich consisted mainly in holding aircraft

at readiness to meet attacks on convoys continued to he
given; hut the highest numher of sorties flovm for the

direct protection of shipxoing in any one month het\?een
Deceniber, 1940 and Fehniary, 1941 d.id not exceed 504*
Understaixlablj'- enough, the tendency of the Fighter G-roups
at this time, esrjecially in the south, was to regard the
j)rotection of shipiiDing as a subject of little interest
exce^ot 'ivhen it resulted in engagements with the enemy.

The form

H.Q.P.C. Forms
»Y‘, Pt.1

Group Forms
540, appendice s

These efforts were not a very generous response to
the axopeals made by the naval authorities in October and
early November; and the Naval Staff would doubtless have

protested at their meagreness if the conditions of early
November had persisted,
persist,
repeated after November 14th: thereafter attacks were made

only by aircraft operating in small numbers, and the scale

of effort declined sharply,
merchant vessels v/ere suif; by enemj'’ aircraft within 40 miles

of the coast, and in Januaiy only two,
figure rose to ten, of which seven ¥rere sunk in daylight.
In none of these three months did the total number of

attacks reiported amount to more than two-thirds of that

recorded in November,

In fact those conditions did not

The riic.ss attacks of the opening jphase ¥/ere not

In December only four

In I'ebruary this

War Cabinet

Weekly Resume

So far as coas-twise trade T/as concerned, then, these
three months were something of a lull, though far from a  .

complete one. After a brisk bvit expensive start, the new

offensive seemed at the beginning of February to be doing
no more than run under its own momentum. Prisoners-of-war

from the anti-sliiTpxJing organization have described the

attitude of the German High Command to their concerns at

this stage as ''hesitant”; and this hesitancy, if indeed it

existed, is not altogether surprising. This arm of the
I'uf-’cwaffe had yet to prove itself; even its advocates
admit that its early successes were due more to the unpre-
piaredness of its victims tlian the soundness of its
methods. (2-)
defences ly daylight attack had failed in the previous
autimm. The night offensive had been under way for
several imonths and showed no sign of rroduclng decisive
results, A renewal of the daylight mass attacks on
shiprjing Y^hich had begun the oi'fensive in the preceding
summer had bi-ought substantial losses. If, in these
circumstances, a determined bomber offensive against
shipping was logically the next step for the Luftwaffe to

talce, still it was hardly one to be taken v/ithout mat-’ore
consideration.

An attenrjrb to defeat the opx>osing air

a.d.i.(k)
Report No.13/
1946, para.35

Ibid, , iDar^s
4 and 31

(1) A table appended to H.Q,F,C, Form for December, 1941 gives much
higher figures than this for January and February (776 and 1020 daylight
sorties^ against 350 and kh3 quoted at appendix XVIII to this yoluriie)*
The table gives month-by-month figures for the vhole of 1941. The
source of these figures is not stated, although they appear to be based
on returns from Individual squadrons. In many cases they differ widely
from those contained In the day-to-day returns of the Comnand (Form Y,
Pt, 1) and the monthly reports on the subject prepared at Headquarters,
Fighter Command from April onwards. As the compilers of these monthly
reports had every Inducement to nake them as accurate as possible, and
must have had access to all the tBterlal used by the compiler of the
t8.ble, their authority and that of the Conmiand Forms "Y" have been
preferred,

(2) According to prisoners-of-war, one of the chief shortcomings of the
defoaoe was the scarcity of anti-aircraft weapons in merchant vessels and
the lack of protection for gunners vtfiere they were provided.

A.D,I.(K)
Report Mo, 13/
1946, paios,
31-34
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(v) :.’he Battle of the Atlantic

(a) The Opening of the Battle

Nevertheless it began to be apparent toi/vards the end of

February'' and early in Ivlarch that a new phase of the offensive
was beginning. Although there v/as no res”n5;tion of the mass
raids on coas'twise shipping which had occurred durinp; the
first lialf of November, attacks by single aircraft or small
numbers of aircraft became markedlj'' more frequent. Daylight
attacks off the Nase and in the watez's extending northv?ards
to Orfordness and soutliwards to Hamsgate were particularly
numerous; attacks were also i^eported elsewhere off the east

coast, at, the western end of the English Chaiinel, and off the
west coast. Sinkings ̂ vithin 40 miles of the coast increased

from two in January to ten in Febniary, of which seven were
in daylight. Moreover, these signs were accompanied by a
vigorous offensive by submarines and aircraft against shipping
in Atlantic waters, Siuiultaneously, a substantial part of
the German night effort began to be devoted to minelaying
and attacks on ports. Finally, information was received
vdiich led the Air Staff to believe that the Germans might be
about to increase their anti-shipping force by 200 or 250
aircraft at the ex.jense of their night-bomber force, (1)

.'.'o this xaerrod belongs, then, the ojpening of the
struggle which soon came to be called tlie battle of the

Atlantic; a struggle on the one hand to sever, and on the
other to retain, the corarmmications of the United Kingdom
with the outside vforld, '.Chat this battle y/ould have to be

fought eventually had long been almost certain; the problem
for the defenders vifas to make a correct choice of the moment
at \»'hicn they must begin to concentrate their energies upon
it, even to the exclusion of other tasks.

FC/S. 23680,
encl,i^A, etc.

War Cabinet

Weekly ResunE

F.G.I.S.N0.3OO

c,o.s.(41) 13

(b) Changes in Allied Strategy and Deplo.-^/ment.
February. 27th to March. I2th.’ 1941

In the opinion of H,M, Government, the menace of the
U-boat and the F,W,200 had grovm so great that this moment
had now come,

on Februarj'' 27th, over which he presided :Ln his capacity as
Minister of Defence, the Prime ffinister announced a decision

absolute priority" to the protection of shipping
in the north-western approaches.

In consequence of this announcement, the Chiefs of
Staff reached at tliis neeting and another held later in the
day, a number of decisions which affected the air defences
more oi- less directly,
decisions T/ere;

At a meeting of the Clxiefs of Staff Committe

to give

Among the most important of these

C.O.S.CM,)
73rd Mtg. e

0.S.(41)
73rd & 75th
Mtgs. and
annex

28.2.41

r.

(1) To move a- substantial number of naval escort vessels
(sloops and A.A. destroyers) from the east coast to the
north-', .'■e st ern approache s,

^  ̂ formation called Fllegerfuhrer Atlantlk was set up to
against shipping In conjunction with the German

® to^ prlsoners-ofnvar the forces at Its disposal In the
Hrlm Ld^a H'.W.200s, two Gruppen each of Ju.88s andHe.115 seaplanes - about 180 aircraft altogether.Some of these units were occasionally diverted to other purposes,

prisoners did not say so) that other units,
on ” targets, now began to be usedon frequent occasions against shipping.
Section (11),

But It

See also Vol.III Chap. 11

AoD, I, (K) Report
N0.I3/I9W,
paras. 35-ltO

FC/S. 23680, end,
1 /Af AoDo I* (K)
Doc,No,676, etc.
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(2) To ejcpedite work on the aerodromes under
development in Northern Ireland and the Hebrides, if
necessary by using service labour,

(3) To strengthen the forces available to Coastal
Command in those areas by various means, including the
transfer of squadrons from the east coast and the
assumption by Bomber Command squadrons of some duties
previously discharged by Coastal Command squadrons,(1)

(4) To provide 200 Bofors guns and crews as anti
aircraft weapons for merchant ships, Tirithdrawing 100
from A,A. Command and finding the rest from immediate
production,

(5) To give the Admiralty all the machine-guns
and crews it could use for this purpose, as fast as
it could take them up.

The effect of certain of these measures was to provide
additional escort and protectionf or convoys in the north-
vrestem approaches, at the expense of those off the east
coast. It was therefore necessary that Fighter Command
should supply additional "watch and ward" for the latter;
and on February 28th the Air Staff drew the attention of
the Command to this need and directed that it should be

met, even, if necessary, at the expense of the daylight
offensive, the training programme, and the immediate
ability of the Command to repel mass attacks in the
south-east. At the same time they mentioned the possi
bility that measures which were being tadcen to stimulate
the "turn-round" of shipping at certain ports on the west
coast might induce the enemy bomber force to pay special
attention to those ports.

In accordance vrith these directions, the Commander-
in -Chief instructed the Fighter Groups to devote  a higher
proportion of their effort than hitherto to the protection
of shipping and ports. In particular, they were to pay
special attention to the night defence of Bristol,
Liverpool, lianchester, the Clyde, Hull and the Port of

London, and to the protection of shipping between Southend
and Aldeburgh and in certain other areas and conditions
which hadprovied particularly dangerous in the past,(2)
The system .by which fighter protection might take the form
of "escort", "protection" or "cover" according to
circumstances would continue: but "escort" was to be

given more generously than hitherto in the more vulnerable
areas, and if "protection" rather tlian "escoi’t" was given
in areas where attacks were likely to be delivered with

out adequate warning, the fighters giving it were to be
kept airborne while there was any risk of attack.

FC/S.21574,
end. 119A

Ibid

end, 132A
*)

The decisions of Febr\.i.ary 27th were confirmed and
amplified on Ivlarch 6th by a directive issued by the
Minister of Defence, In consequence of this directive

FC/S.2I574,
end, I45A ,

(1) As part of this plan, the long-range fighter squadron
at St. Eval was to go to northern Ireland and that at

Dyce to Wick, (See pages 350-351*)
Such as the Aberdeenshire coast (especially at dusk);
St. George's Channel and the Bristol Channel; and
the coasts of East Anglia and Scotland at dusk and
during the night,
moonlight and G.C.I, interception were recommended
for trial as means of dealing with dusk and night
attacks.

Patrols at "last light" and in

(2)
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the Air Staff wote fonnally to the Air Officer Commanding-
in-Chief j Fighter Command on March 9th, iitforming him that
his primary task was no longer the defence of the a,ircraft
industry, hut that of the Clyde, the Mersey, and the Bristol
Channel, and calling upon him to make such changes in the
deployment of his resources as this alteration might
render necessary.

Accordingly, a number of changes were made in the
deployment of fighter squadrons and A.A. weapons during the
next few weeks, which had the effect of strengtheiaing the
defences of the west coast ports, largely at the expense of
other parts of the country. ¥ith respect to fighter
defences, the day defences of the Bristol Channel
strengthened by brdngnuig into operation two single-engined
fighter squadrons which had been forming and training for
some time past at Pilton and Peiiibrey ■ ( 1) those of the
Mersey by moving a newl3/--formed squadron from Addington
to Speke.(2j ho addition was made to the daylight strength
of the Prestwick Sector, covering the Clyde, as the neigh
bouring '.'Airnhouse Sector was considered adequately strong, (3)

As for night squadrons, no addition was made; to the
force in the neighbourhood of the Bristol Channel, which

considered adequately qprotected by the squadrons already
disposed to cover the approaches,to the Midlands,
Mersey had hitherto been protected only by two squadrons of
single-engined night-fightersj to supplement these, it
was now arranged that a flight of Beaufighters, operating
form Digby, should reinforce the Bernhill Sector
required,(4)

were

was

The

as

Finally, for the night defence of the Clyde,

Ibid

end. I5IA
• f

PC/s.21574,
end, 151A

arrangements were made for N0.60O Squadron, equipped with
Beaufighters and Blenheims, and hitherto divided between
TuriAouse, Prestwick and Catterick (where one flight -was
training) to be re-disxDosed between Drem and Prestwick, (5)

With respect to A.A, defences, orders were given between
February 28th and I'-darch 12th for 81 heavy' A.A. guns to be
moved to the west coast loorts. .Of these, 58 were to come
from other parts of the country and 23 from March production.
At all the port areas concerned the defences vrere to be
increased, and in every case but one the additions would
be substantial, although only at Liverpool would they
bring the number.of guns up to the planned strength,(6)

C.0.3.(41)164;
A.h.b.id/2/267,
end, 6a

H. Q,P,C.
Orders of Battle

d,23 & 30.3.4
H.O.F.C. Form

«Y«, Pt,l

(1 ) These were Nos.118 ( Spitfire) and 316 (Hurricane) Squadrons,
given early In March for their advancement to be hastened, and they went
Into the line between March 23rd and 30th,

(2) Noo315 (Polish) Sqmdron, equipped with Hurricanes, moved on March 13th,
(3) Strictly speaking, Prestwick was not yet a separate Sector, although It

was to become so In April.

Orders we

In the middle of March there were four day

re

fighter squadrons In the Tumhouse Sector, (Nos.602, 603, h3 and 607) of
which one (No,602) was at Prcstvflck, For location of sections,
see Appendix XVI,

(4) No,29 Squadron (Beauflghters and Blenheims) was already based In the
Digby Sector,

(5) This weakened the force potentially available for the night defence of
the Tyne and Tees, To compensate for this. No.68 (Blenheim) Squadron,
which was forming and training at Catterick, was ordered to maintain
at least one aircraft at readiness each nlghU

H.Q,F.C, Order

of Battle d,
16.3,41

(6) The planned strength, actual strength early In March, and Increases
now ordered, were as folio .’s;

Planned StrengthArea Actual Strength InA.H.B.ID/2/267,
end, 6A Clyde

Liverpool
Bristol

Avonmouth

Swansea )
Port Talbot)
Llanelly )
Cardiff )
Barry )
Newport )

67
crease

112 19
96 84 12

80 36 28

48 18 18

64 52 4
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Where light A.A, vras concerned it was necessary, on the
other hand, to reduce the number of v/eapons at the Clj'de,
in order to find barrels for installation in ships*
balloon defences of the ]3orts, which approximated closely
to the planned strength, were reviewed, but up to the middle
of March no decision to increase them was reached*
addition steps were taken to improve radar cover over the
Irish sea and the gun defences of radar stations in all
parts of the Kingdom,

The

In

A.M.

3*3562/1,
end, 68A-72A

In regard to the armament of merchant ships, it vras
arranged that the air defences should surrender 40 light
A,A, weapons in March and 110 weapons be found from March
production. During the period up to March 12th, seventee

A.H.B.ID/2/267,
end, 6a,

A.H.B,ID/2/267,
end, 5A

n
weapons were installed in shipsj in addition the First Lor*d

of the Admiralty announced on March 11th that 1,050 multiw
barrel U,P, vreapons and 15,000 P,A.C. xrojectors were on
order, and that 1,300 P,A,C, projectors had already been
fitted in merchant sliiiJs,

Measures v/hich concerned the air defences less

directly were the raising of Coastal Command's strength in
northern Ireland from 56 to 96 aircraft;
Blenheim squadrons of Bomber Command, Nos,114 and I07, to
Thornaby and Leucliars, where they would ox^erate under the
control of Coastal Command;
tive to Bomber Command which gave priority to objectives
concerned v/ith submarines and F,Y4 200 aircraft,
has been made already of the decision to move a number of
naval escort vessels from the east coast to the north-
Trestern approaches;
"turn round" of ships in port,
made to accelerate repairs to damaged shijps. Attempts
to iiasten the completion of aerodromes in northern
Ireland and the Hebrides came uip against various diffi
culties and some of the aerodromes were not ready for
many months,

(c) Further Measures and Proposals

(i) The Shipborne Fighter

The effect of these measures was to increase the

pi-otection that could be given to sliix^ping in the north
ern stern approaches against surface,
attack, and to ports on the west coast against the last of
these dangers,
expense of shipping and land objectives elsewhere.

The Naviil and Air Staffs, hoevever, were not satisfied
that these measures alone vrere adequate for the purpose
envisaged. In the previous November the Air Staff had
estimated the size of the long-range fighter force that
would be needed to jirotect shipping in the north-western
approaches at a minimum of tlxree squadrons, (l) Since that
time, different strategic concepts on both sides had added
to the magnitude of the threat and multiplied the
Tfith which it was vieTred,
defender had grown, too;
Beaufighter to the equipment of Coastal Command would give
that Command a long-range fighter which was capable of
dealing with the fastest German bombers then in service.
But it noifl- appeared that, even v/ith several squadrons of
Beaufighters, to }protect the convoys T/henever and wiierever
they were tlireatened would be impossible, not onlj?' because
the number of Beaufighters likely to be available

the move of t?/o

and the issue of a new direc-

Mention

and to the intention to hasten the

Arrangements were also

subiTiarine, and aerial

To some extent, this was done at the

concern

True, the resources of the
and a recent decision to add the

was

Ibid.,
end, 6a

A.H.B.ID/2/266,
passim

C.0.S.(41)
130; W.P.
(41) 59

c.o.s. (41)
75th Mtg,
(annex)

C.O.S.(41)
130

(1) See Page 349.
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inadequate, (1) but because soBie of the areas where attack was
possible were out of reach. Nor Vfas it to be eiipected that
static anti-aircraft weapons mounted on the unstable platform
of a ship at sea would ever provide a con^jlete defence,
Tdiat other means of protection remained?

In the opinion of the Air Staff the answer- to this
problem was the shipborne high-performance fighter,
the words of a note submitted by the Cloief of the Air Staff
to the Chiefs of Staff Committee on I/Iarch 3rd:

"I am convinced that neither shore-based aircraft in
"the numbers that v/e can hope to provide in the next
"six to nine months nor gun armament can secure our
"shipping in the Atlantic against the scale and tj?pe of
"long-range air attack that we must now expect
"file only method of protection likely to be effective
"  is the shipbome high performance fighter
"operating from specially converted ships which miist
"accompany every convoy in the danger area. I urge
"that these ships ,,,,,, should be given the highest
"XDOssible priority".

This suggestion was not

consideration which it had already received from the Naval
and Air Staffs, three ocean boarding vessels were already
being fitted with catapults for launching aircraft and the
possibility of equipping other vessels of more than 4,000
tons to carry catapult fighters was being examined,
exploratory work novf received fresh impetus, with the
result that on JVIarch 11th the First Lord of the Admiralty
was able to announce that four ocean boarding vessels with
the necessary modifications were expected to be in service
within a few weeks, and that 20 sets of rocket take-off -:
had been ordered for installation in merchant vessels then

"We feel,
should be 200 such vessels,"

During the next fewr weeks there was much discussion of
this figure and also of the number of aircraft and pilots
required for the project. At one time it was suggested that

many as 600 fighters would be needed; while there were
sorong arguments in favour of embarking -two pilots in each
modified ship. Eventually it was agreed that, as  a start,
50 merchant vessels of approximately 9.000 tons should be
modified in such a way as not to interfere with their ability
to carry cargo^ and that only one pilot could he spared for
each. In addition to the pilot, each vessel would carry
one Hurricane aircraft, lY^rk I; a small maintenance crew;
and a supp)ly of spares. It would be equippied with rocket
take-off gear, and with radar and R/T equipment v/hich would
enable the pilot to be directed towards an approaching enen^r
aircraf 0 by a controller in the ship, vfho would be a naval
officer and would be called a "Fighter Directing Officer".

In

As a result of -thea new one.

This

gear

under construction. he added, "that the aim

as

Ibid
-• f

c,0,s. (41)130;
0,3.8955,
end, 3A

A. H.B. ID/2/267,
end. 5A

A.H.B.ID/2/
266, passim

(1) It vjas calculated that at least eight squadrons would be needed to maintain
a continuous escort of four aircraft for one convoy or Independent vessel
throughout the hours of daylight In summer at an average distance of 120 miles
from base. On most days there were four convoys (to say nothing of six to
ten vessels not In convoy) In the danger zone, so that continuous patrols
would have required a force at least two or throe times as great as the whole
Boauflghter programme for Fighter and Coastal Coirmands up to September I9II,
which stood at 13 squadrons.
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Aircraft, loilots, maintenance personnel and spares yrere to

be provided by the Royal Air Force, vdiich would also train

the Fighter Directing Officers, With minor exeptions,
the remaining personnel and facili'ties would be provided
the Royal Nav^?- ajid the Ministry'- of Shipping,

These 50 "Catapult Aircraft Merchant Ships", or GMil
Admiraltjr Paper ships, would ply their normal trade and fly the red ensign,
D.E.M.S./C.I.cy In addition, there would be the vessels which the Admiralty

had already adapted or begun to adapt to carry catapult
fighters of the Fleet Air Arm. These, together with the

ainciliary aircraft carrier Empire A-udacity, vrould fly
the T/hite ensign and would operate continuousljT- in the

danger area., accompanying out?/'ard-bouind and invTard-bound
convoys in turn. Thus, some convo2''s Yrouild enjoy the pro
tection for part of their voyage of two or more sliips each

capable of catapulting at least one aircraft; and in
this case a co-ordinating control v/ould be exercised by the
vessel carr,’';d.ng naval aircraft or, if there y/ere none, by
T/hichever GAM sliip might be designated by the Commodore of

the convoy.

91/53;
0,3.8955,
end. 13A

Obviously, once an adrcraft had talcen off, it cou].d
not return to the ship: at the end of his patrol the pilot
v/ould either bale out, alight on the sea, or make for an
aerodrome on land.

M.S, FoU* Fora 5I4O In accordance with this programme, the Merchant Ship
Fi^iter Unit began to form at Speke early in May, 1941
under the Command, of Wing Commander F, S. Moulton-Barrett,
The new unit yvas placed in No.9 Group, Fighter Command,
Its establisimient comprised a headquarters and practice
flying flight at Speke; two mobile erection parties; and

50 sliip detacliments to provide for the needs of the 50
merchant vessels which yrere expected to be in service by
September, Sixty Hurricanes y/ere made available for

D,0,0,(0,2) Paper No.
W.2298

(M,S,F.U, Fora 510,
appendix)

A,H,B,ID/2/266,
end, d,8,5»lt

It yyas intended tlia.t ultimatelyconversion early in May,
there sliould be 200, of whicli 50 vrould be held at a pool on
the far side of the Atlantic, In August, 1941 an organisa

Report by F/Lt, _
Llnney do27,1Wi2
(M,S,F,U, Fora 5l0,
appendix) tion for this purpose y/as set up at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,

The new luiit carried out its first trial launch from

a merchant vessel on May 31st, y/lien a Hirricane piloted by
Pilot Officer H, J. Davidson was laimched fro.m S, S,

Empire Rainbow at Greenock and landed at Abbotsincli,

The occasion only just escaped being disastrous, for the

aircraft swung badly to port and one wing touched the
water; but this was due to the human factor and not to

any defect in the method. Further trial launchings were

made without misliap, and early in June ci’ews began to go
to sea on operational service,(I) Despite the man,y
practical and administrative problems involved in this
marria.ge of ty/o elements, the sciieme y/orked well, although
it v/as not until November 1 st that a pilot of the unit

came into contact with the enem3r. On that day Flying

Report by W/C
Passmore d#2,6<j41

(MaS<,F,U, Fora 543,
appendix)

Postagram M.SJ’.U, -

No,9 Group a,3,6,A1

Fora 54)

Ibid.

Ibid,

Report by Sector
Int. Officer, Speke,
no date (MoS,F,(Jo
Fora 541 appendix)

(1) The first crews embarked wei'e Flying Officer A,H.M,
Cambell (pilot), Sub-Lieutenant O.H. Pope (Fighter
Directing Officer), Corporal Banner and Aircraftmen
Bragg, Wrightson and Smith in S.S. Empire Moon;
aiid Pilot Officer H. J. Davidson (pilot), Sub-
Lieutenant D. E, Yfilson (Fighter Directing Officer),
Corporal Wolfenden, Leading Aircraftman Howarth and
Aircraftmen Chambers and Bxirgess in S.S, Empire
Rainbow.

M.S.F.U.

Fonr. 5it0,
S9660. end, 86b
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Officer G, TiT, Varley, fljdng a Hurricane launched from

S,S. .Empire Foam, interceioted a Fooke-Wulf 200 some 63O
miles \7est of Achill Head, The enemj/ aircraft disappeared in

a bank of cloud before it could be engaged, and at the end of

a patrol lasting nearly tp/o hours, Pl3d.ng Officer Yarley baled
out from 3,000 feet and was picked up by the destroyer
H.M.S. Broke after being in the water for about four minu.tes.

No further interceptions by pilots of the Merchant Ship Fighter
Unit were recoi'ded in 1941,(1)

M,S,F.U, Form

540 and

ap>pendices

The developments for which the Admiralty alone was res-
The first trialponsible proceeded on a parallel course,

launch from a merchant vessel conducted under naval auspices

at Bangor Bay, near Belfast, on May 1?th, when a Hurricane
the first

was

was successfully launched from S, S,

A.jVI.

c,s. 8955,
end, 92B

merchant ship to be equipi^ed Tfith the tjqpe of launching gear
which became standard in the CAJ/I shiiDS, Bj’’ the end of the

first week in June the four fighter catapult ships Pegasus,
Soringbank. Maplin and Arigi.iani, flying the vriiite ensign,
were all in service and the first operational flight from one

of these ships had taken place,(2) On August 3rd Lieutenant
(a) E, W. H. Everett, R.N.Y,R., flying a Hurricane I of No, 8O4
Squadron catapulted from H,M,S, Maplinj attacked  a Focke-
W^ilf 200 some 400 miles south-west of CaiDe Clear, and savir it

go into the sea.

Michael E• t

A.M,

C,S.8955, end.
101A; 0.3.8955/
II, end, 3A

Report by Lt,
Everett d,

18,8.41 (M.S.F.U,
Form 540.

appendix)
Thus it is fair to say that by the winter of 1941 the

plan of putting high-performance aircraft into modified, or

converted merchant ships had proved its utility,
to the air defences its main significance lies, however, in

the fact that it represented a substantial diversion of men
and material from the direct defence of the United Kingdom

and coastwise trade, (3)

(2) Bases in Eire

A further requirement of the Naval and A5jt Staffs vms
the establislmient of bases in Eii-e,

concurrence of the General Staff; and in March the Chiefs of

Staff jpresented to the War Cabinet a memorandi,jra in which they
declared tliat the increased x^rotection required for Atlantic

trade could "only be given by operating our naval and air
foi’ces from bases in Eire nearer to the area of enemy attack".

In relation

Their views had the

A. H,B. ID/2/266,
passim

W.P.(41) 59

The memorandum v^ent on to outline more jm-eciselj;- what

Clearly, not mereljr anchorages for ships.would be involved,

but also aerodromes, an air defence system, and trooiss to

defend all these things, would be needed; so that, as the
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs r)ointed out in comment

ing on the projiosals, something approaching a military
occupation would be entailed,
Eireann Goveimment to such a measure would clearly be a

matter of great difficulty; and it jproved iiiTfjracticable to

give the Chiefs of Staff the facilities for which they asked, -

To obtain the consent of the

W.P.(41) 64

(1) Ttie unit remained in existence until early in September, 1%3, vflien..tbe
changed strategical and tactical situation led to its disbandment. Offshoots
were opened at Arolangel and Gibraltar in 19ii2 and towards the end of that
year the pool in Canada ms closed. To the credit of the unit must go a
number of successful interceptions on various convoy routes in \3hfi. and 1945,
and a deterrent effect throughout its life whlcai cannot be precisely assessed
but was certainly important,

(2) The sortie was uneventful and the pilot landed without mishap in Ireland,
(3) For fighter Comnand the formation of the Merchant Slrlp Fighter Unit meant,

in broad terms, the sacrifice of two fighter squadrons.

M.S.F.U,
Fona 540
and appendices.
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(3) Further addition to A,A> defences in the West

We have seen that, as an DJimadiate consoq_tience of the

directions given to the Air Officer Goimnmiding-in--CIliiei*,
Figliter Command at the end of Fehruar;;'' and early in Maxell,
orders ’,vere issued for the addition of 81 heavy A,A. guns
to the defences of Vi/-est coast ports,
some iiglit A.A. weapons woi*e taken from tlie Clyde and else-
v/here for installation in merchant vessels.

At the sane time

At a meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee on
March 10th, the First Sea Lord again drew attention to the

great im]x>rtance of the Virest coast xjorts; and in order
that there shovld be no doubt that the defences of those

ports were adequate and disposed to the best advantage, the
Air Officer Coramanding-in-Ciiief, Figliter Command, who was

present, thereupon undertook to send officers to visit the

ports and report on the situation after consulting the

It v/as agreed that if the reports oflocal Commanders.

A.H.B.ID/2/267,
encl.lOAj
C.O.S.(AI)
99th Mtg.

these officers disclosed a need for furcther action, the

matter should bo reviewed.

The main conclusion whidi emerged from the visits of
tliese officers was that the heavy A,A, defences of the west

coast xiorts oug.,:t to be substantially increased,
cases the raising of the planned scale of defence as
recommended, and in every case it v/as uxged tho.t the actual

strength of the defencos should be brought up to the planned
scale without delay. The detailed rocommendations sub
mitted by the Air Officer Coimianding-in-Gliief, Fi^iter
Comnand on March 21st were as follovra:

In t¥/o
0.0.3.(41)216
(annex)

Increase

needed to

meet new

x^roposals

G-uns in

Position or

under order

Scale
Kow

Approved Proposed

Scale

AlreadyArea

to move

5688112 144Clyde
Liverpool
Bristol

Lvonmouth

Swansea

Port Talbot

rianellv

Cardiff)
Barry

Newx^ort

16961129o

68 1280 80

3648 1248

864 64 56

104 gunsTotal increase req-uired;

The Commander-in-Ghief proposed to find the sixteen
additional guns requiired for Liverpool by Vifitiidrawii'ag eiglit
eacli from Slough and the Derby-Nottingham area; siaularly,
ho proposed to strengthen the defences of Swansea and
Cardiff at the expense of other parts of \>'alas. BuL the

greatest number of guns ho could find in this v/ay v/as 28,
This would leave 76 more to be fomid; and these could not

be taken from other parts of the country without seriously
■Vifealcening the defence of areas which "were still impoi’tant,
Alread;?" 58 guns had been withdrawn fro*
as B-i rmi ngham and Sheffield; and the Commander-in-Cnief
considoro 1 it hi.'^Hy desirable that tlieso I'.^'duotions saould
bo made good as soon as possible.

stich /ital centres

He tliereforo ui’gcd that

Ibid,

,
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for the time being, all heavy A.A, x'esom^'ces from jDroduction
sliould be allocated, witliout exception, to the air defences. (l)

The importance and urgency of this claim was indisputable;
but against it had to be weighed the req_uirements of other

theatres of war, of ports abroad and customers in other
countries. For this reason the Giiefs of Staff 3iio~Committee

on the Allocation of Active Air Defences, whose duty it Y/as

to consider the Commander-in-Ghief•s proposals, while
endorsing his plan for the reinforcement of the v/est coast

ports, qualified their support of his claim to a monopoly of

production by a reference to other needs. In practice this

meant that, as in the past, the proportion of total production
to be allotted to the air defences v/oilLd be a matter for

decision from time to time by the Chiefs of StaTf, in the

light of the advice tendered by the Sub-Committee, Subject
to the approval of the Chiefs of Staff, the aii- defences
were already due to receive 68 guns out of April production;
and it was expected that their allocation for Hay vrould be

abouf the same.

C.0.S.(41)216

A.M. S.6456/1,
end. d. 31.3.4’!
(unnumbered)

These recommendations v/'ere appi’oved by the Chiefs of
The final allocation to theG.0.S.(41)

119th Mtg.
Staff Gomnaittee on April 2nd,
air defences out of April 2nd production amounted to 72 guns
(including four dual-purpose guns) so that only four guns
would have to be fo-und from other areas in addition to the

28 which the Commander-in-Ghief already proposed to find
in this T/ay,

(vi) Fi,^ter Choerations, March to December, 194'*

MeanYdiile the Pigliter Groups were responding vigorously
to the new instructions given to them early in Ivlarcli, (2)

The number of sorties floY/n in dayligjit by the whole
of Fighter Command for the direct protection of shipping in

February \/as 143• This w&s eight per cent of the total
defensive effort of the Command by da3’-. In March the

corresponding figure rose to 2,103 sorties,
cent of a total which ■vms more than ti'/ice that recox'ded in

the previous month. At the same time the enem;'- also increased
his effort and in March sanic 21 merchant vessels v/ithin

40 miles of the coast in daylight, as against seven in
February,(3) Qualitatively, this was the senith of the
German offensive against coastwise slaippjing; besides the
21 vessels sunk in da^Hight, three t/ere sunk at ni^it, T/hile
by day and at ni^t another 32 and 'twelve respectively were
damaged. By exploiting weather conditions which wore often
unfavo-urable to our figliters, the enemy made the task of the
defence extremel.y difficult; and a disturbing feature of the
month' s activitjr was that about one fiftli of all the attacks
recorded were delivered v/iiile fighters vrere close to the sliip
attaclced, and a fev/ v/hilst it was actually being escorted.

Clearly, then, it behoved the figiiters to do more and
better. They responded by devoting 7,376 sorties, oz’ 49
per cent of the total defensive effoi'-t in dayliglzt, to the
dii'ect 'i^rotection of shipping in April, Several squadz-ons
in No, 10 Group each spent moi-e than 1,000 hours of fl^ung time

or eiglrtoen pei’

FC/3,23680,
end. 4A

Y/ar Cabinet

Weekly Resume

FC/S.23680,
end. 5A

Ibid • f

end,4A

(l) It had been agreed by the Cliiefs of Staff on March I5th
that overseas demands for A.A. guns Y/ould have to talce
second place; but this suggestion Trent much f'ui’thcr,

f2) See Pages 355 and 356,
(3) An analysis of each monbh’s operations and I'-esdts is

at appendix XVIII.

G.0.S.(41)
99th Mtg.
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on the protection of shipping during this period of 30 dairs.
That these efforts were not made in vain is demonstrated by
a sharp drop in sinkings from 21 in March to ten in Arjril;
for althou^i the other defensive measinres taken may claim
some of the credit for this, it would be unreasonable to

deprive the figliters of a substantial shai’e.Cl)
also significaait tiiat, whereas less than a fifth of the
attacks reported in March occurred at night, in April this
proportion rose to more than a third,

to hear,
of the Air Staff,
with Pi^iter Cosimand,

It is

"Toil will be glad
said Air Marshal Douglas in a letter to the Chief

that for once the Navy is quite pleased
II

T^ar Cabinet ^
Weekly Resume

PC/3.23680,
end. 10A

Ibid

end, 14A
•»

But if the situation at the end of April gave some
ground for satisfaction, it gave none for complacency.
Par too many attacks were still being made on ships 'which
'were actually being escorted or had fi^iters close at hand;
while the number of occasions on which German aircraft were

able to approach a convoy without detection by the air
defences bore witness to the enemy's luck or skill in
exploiting the wealc links in the radar chain. The remedy
for the second of these ills v/-as obvious; and it was hoped
that the addition of new radar stations ajici the modernisation

of others during May would provide it. In rogaerd to the
first, it was suggested that the more carefd routeing and
sliepherding of conv03i-s vrould make it easier for figliters to
keep them under observation; and tliat measures should be

taken to enable slaips to drav/ the attention of patrolling
fighters to the virheroabouts of enemy aircraft.

The obvious vra.j of arranging for this infomation to

be given was to fit R/T into ships and allovir them to transmit
to the filters on a pre-arranged frequency. Such an
aiTaagement had been suggested in July, 1940j but at tliat

time Pighter Command dismissed it as impracticable. In

December of that year, hcfvfover, they authorised No, 14 Group
to carrji- out trials in conjunction with the Comiiiander-in-
Ghaef, Rosyth, on condition that transmissions xfsxe limited
to the passing of information and that no attempt was made

to control the figiiters, ( 2) These trials vrere carried out
between December, 1940 Pebruary, 1941; but they were
inconclusive, and since the Admiralty \Tas arumous that the

matter should be pursued, it was decided early in March that

further trials should be made. As a result, it becane clear

earl3'' April that the scheme was practicable, and the

suggestion Yiras then made that it mi^it bo extended to

escort vessels accompan3d.ng convoys in the Irish Sea as well

as off the east coast from Rosyth to the Nore. Nevertheless

Ibid
• 9

end, 10A

PG/S.20350,
end. 1A-13A

Ibid
• 9

end, 28A

PC/S.20350,
end, 40A

ibid end.•}

31A, 46A,
min, 42

Ibid., end,

52A, 57A

Ibid
: end,•>

60A, 63A

(1)A.D.I.(K)
Report No.13/
1946, para.34

Most of the senior officers of the Luf'daffe who have

been interi'ogated about the campaign against sliipping
have, hov/ever, agreed in stating that the turning
point was "the Allied decision to armour-plate gun
positions on merchant vessels".
There were strong objections to the scheme on the
grotmd that it would cut across the principle which
placed the control of all active elements of the air
defences in the hands of the A.O.C.-in-G,, Pi^iter
Command, Hence 'when the scheme v/as ultimately

adopted, it T/as necessary to emi±iasize that the R/T
sets in the ships Y/ere for passing information not
for controlling fighters. This objection did not
apply to the GAi/I ships (see pages 358-360 above)
Y/hich operated outside the area normally covered b3r
the air defences, and carried Pightcr Directing Officers
trained by Pij^ter Command,

SECRET
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(2)
pc/s.20350,
min, 19-24
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certain oijorationtil, as well as tGchnical, protloms still
remained to be solved,

held at the Air Ministry on May 1?th, at whida agreement Vifas

reached bet^veen the Admiralty, the Air Ministr;/ and Fighter
Command on the principles to be observed; but it v/as not

imtil the middle of June that a detailed plan could be

worked out and the necessary instructions issued to the
various naval and air formations concerned,

equiptnent of the escort vessels v/ith fi/T sets still remained
to be done; and progress in this respect was sIot/,

A conference to discuss these was

Even then

Ibil.. end,

66b, 72A

Ibid end.•}

83A, 84A,

Ibid.. end,

-ICOA, 101 A,
min.101

No appreciable advantage, therefore, \7as derived from
this scheme in Ifey, ox- indeed for some months to come. On
the other hand, I'adar cover v/'as substantial!;’’ hnproved and a
rather smaller proportion of attacks were delivered v/ithout

warning than in Api-il. In this month Figlxber Command’s
effort reached its peak, v/ith 8,287 sorties, which was sligiitly
more than half the total defensive effort in dayliglit. The

German effort decl’ined substantially and sinlcings in daylight
fall from ten to seven. The tendency towards night attacks

■which had been noticed in April was inbonsified, considerably
more than half the attacks reported in May being made under
cover of darkness or tiviliglat.

PC/3.23680,
end. 26a

War Cabiiiet

Weekly Resune

In J-une the Command devoted a still higher proportion of
its defensive effort to the protection of slxipping(l), althou^^x
the number of sorties flown was smaller in the absolute, the
defensive effoi-t as a whole being somevThat rodxiced in conf
ity Y/ith the alterations in strategy which followed the re
deployment of the Luftr^alfe in proxxaration for the campaign
in the oast. Again the Gen-nan effort declined; but the

PC/S.23680,
encl,39A

decline was by no means proportionate to the general redxiction
of his offensive on the Tire stern front; a:id it v/as estima.tcd
that in June seventy per cent of his Tdaolc offensive effort by

Only tin-eeday Tirent into operations against shipixing,
War Cabinet ^
Weekly Resume

PC/S.23680,
encl.39A

merchant vessels were sunk in daylight, as against seven in May,
but the number of daylight attacks reported sho'Yod no appreci
able decrease, and attacks at night ytero both more numerous
and more successful,
escort vessels had been fitted vrith E/T, so that the gap in the
defences which made it possible for hliips to suffer attack
while filters v/ere close at hand Yiras still unbridged,
Purthermore, althou^ four new radar stations came into
service towards the end of June and the eqviipment of o’bhers
was substantially in^jroved, about a third of the attacks
reported occurred T/ithout previous warning,
the east coast between Berwick and Cromer were the scene of
more than half the a-ttacks recoi-ded within the area for v/hiclx
Pi^xter Command v/ere responsible; in addition, nine attacks
were reported off ’bhe Y/est coast of Scotland, in positions
which short-range filters could not reach because, ad’bhough
they T/ero all v/ithin 40 miles of the shore, there Yrero no
aerodromes in that x5art of Scotland sviitable for hi^-perfor-
mance fighters.(2)

By the end of June only five naval

The waters off

Ibid. ,
encl.39B

Ibid

end. 39A
• > In view of the rise in the number of attacks made at

night, attempts wei-e made in June to give increased fighter

(1) Por
(2) The

Pighter Command Order of Battle, see Appendix X7II,
se nine attacks are not included in the figxxres at

Appendix XVIII, The practice-throughout has been to
include only attacks in sreas vrithin 40 miles of the coast
and of a Royal Air Force aerodrome, Por another aspect
of this question see Air Defence of Great Britain Vol.IV
Part I, paragraphs 27 - 32,
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IDrotection to convoys after dark, sometimes even by means of

standing escort, although the feasibility of this method had

alwa;’'s appeared doubtful,
oi* a standing escort at ni^it conferred little benefit and

tended to embarrass the A.A. defences of tlie convojas,

Figliter Command therefore recommended eaily in July that

fighter escorts always be withdrawn at night and that after

dark the convoys rely on their A,A, "weapons and on the pro
tection given indirectly by ni^t fij^iters in their attempts
to intercept the aircraft responsible for the attacks.
Recent experiments in the technique of niglit intorcexri;ion
at low altitudes mi^it malce this form of indirect protec
tion more effective in the future.

It was found that the urcsenco

In Julj'’ only one meroliant vessel was simlc in daylight
within the area eovered by Fighter' Command and onljr one

damaged. During the remaining five months of the 7/eai' four

vessels were sunk in da^dight, and the avei'age number
dauaged each month y/as tiu-ee, as against seventeen during
the first six months of the yeax', Since the percentage of

all dayli^t attacks yyhich failed rose from 53 in the first

half of the jeax to 75 in the seconri, it seems clear that

this ciiange was not .lue solely to tlie reduction in the scale

of attack which accompanied tlie opening of the campaign in

the east, nor to the enemy's delibei-ate irrcforence for night
attacks. It can therefore be claimed that by 'blie end of

the summer a combination of improved A,A, defences and

resolute fighter action, in conjunction v/ith the other
measures taken, had gone fai' to answer the problem of pro
tecting coastwise trade by day. At the same time it imst

bo observed that this resilLt ha.d been achieved by efforts

yniicli would hai’dly have been feasible if heav,"p attacks on

land objectives by the Germans liad continued,

Tliei'o remained the isrobleni of protecting sliips at

niglit and, above all, at diisk. In July 68 attacks between
50 minutes after sunset anrl 50 minutes before sunrise were

rcxiorted; seven merchant vessels were sxmlc and 20 damaged,
lii the remaining five months of 'clie year these attacks
vrere neither so mmerous nor so destmictive; never
theless 23 ships were sunk or damaged during the night pnase

in September and 25 in November, while iii HP month did this

figur-e fall belov/- tliirteen. At the liei^t of sunmer,
darkness is a relative term; and in spite of thd
which had recently been advanced in favour’ of yd/t-idrairf-ug
fighter escorts at dusk, in practice this was not alwayS
done. But neither direct protection, nor improved A,A,
defences, nor nevic methods of interception pirovided a

complete answer to the p>roblem; and for the rest of the

year attacks at dusk, especially off the coasts of
Northumberland, Durham and East Anglia, continued to cause

anxietjr, Fiu'thermore, as winter appinoached, new methods

of attack, in daylight, under’ covei’ of Tv'oather conditions

vdiich often hampered fighters, together with the introduc
tion of tlv2 Do,217 bomber and a -kireat of increased

torpedo-bomber activity in the future, all helped to remind

the defenders that the battle yra.s not 3?et over.

ai'guments

v^'ar Cabi:^ct ^
vi/'eelcLjr Resume

Ibid

FC/S.bS80,
end, 10A

also• s

FC/3.2568O,
enGl.49A

War Cabinet

Ifeekly iiosume

PG/3,25680,
encl.4.9A

FG/3.2560O,
encl,58A, 65A,
7OA;
FC/3.27005,
end,73, I3A
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(vii) E-boat operations and air countermeasures - May J_5itP._to
June_1241

(9-) Introduct ion

When the ivar broke out, the Germans had tw flotillas of
TheE-boats in commission each consisting of eight boats.

1st Flotilla was based at Pillau and the 2nd Flotilla at
Swinemunde. Both were engaged in operations and exercises in

Later in September 1939 the 2nd Flotilla
moved to Kiel from where they made anti-submarine sorties into
the Kattegat while the 1st Flotilla was sent to Wilhelmshaven

to be employed on escort duties with the German minelaying
force engaged in laying defensive minefields in the
Heligoland Bight.
1939 and no contacts were made with any British forces.

the West Baltic.

These duties continued until the end ofWar Diary of
F. d S.

Admty F. D. S.
X/237A8 During the %diole of January and February 1940 both

flotillas underwent docking, refit and various trials,
the first half of March they were completely immobilised by
very extensive ice off the -whole of the North German coast line

and were not fully operational until the end of March.

For

For the invasion of Norway early in April 1940 the 2nd

Flotilla, after accompanying the German landings in Oddense,
formed part of the Skagerrack Defence Force aga.inst British

submarines and were based in Southern Norway.
Flotilla carried out escort duties up the west coast of Norway
and were ultimately based at Bergen,
until the middle of May 1940 and again no contacts were made
with British forces.

The 1st

Such employment lasted

The Senior Officer E-boats commenting on these operations
stated that the use of E-boats as sub-chasers and for escort

ing slow transports was not in accordance with their designed
purpose and much damage had resulted from the misuse of their

Both flotillas were withdra-wn from Norway and byengines.

ibid

20 May the 1st Flotilla of four boats was at Borkum followed a

few days later by the arrival of the 2nd Flotilla of five

boats at Den Helder newly acquired after the invasion of
Holland. T+

u is from this date that their offensive started

against British shipping. Their torpedo attacks and minelay
ing were done in the dark hours but initially they left

harbour well before dusk and returned in broad daylight.

(b) Early air measures against E-boats

On 13 May the Admiralty expressed concern about the
possibility of E-boats operating from German North Sea ports to
attack our shipping at dusk,
routine reconnaissance patrols were therefore -warned to keep a
special look-out for these craft,

same day a joint Admiralty/Air Ministry conference placed on
Coastal Command the responsibility for Home Defence against
enemy motor torpedo boats or E-boats as they were called
henceforth. (1)

Coastal Command pilots on

At a meeting held on the
H.Q.C.C.
Narrative

for

15 May 1940

(i) The German name for these craft -was Schnell-boote and
their individual distinguishing number was prefixed with
the letter S.

kno-wn as the Fuehrer der Schnell-Boote shortened into
F. d S.

Hence also the head of this force was

(90539)1 SECRET
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Two specific anti-E-boat air patrols were instituted on

14 and 16 Ifey to cover the East Coast shipping route against
attacks. (1) „ _
the Tyne and Humber to longitude 5 E and the other was coast
wise 60 miles off shore between the Forth and the Wash.

Both were performed at dusk and were in combination with a

routine dusk patrol extending from the Straits of Dover along
the Belgian and Dutch coasts up as far as the Texel (called
Patrol Dutch) which had been instituted on 1 April- against
enemy minelaying craft.

One of these extended across the North Sea from

The first sighting of E-boats occurred on 20 May when
three Ansons of No. 48 Squadron on Patrol Dutch attacked
eight E-boats off the Texel with 100 lb. bombs and machine gun

No damage was inflicted on the enemy and G/48 Squadron
was shot down by their flak,
search was ms.de in this vicinity by two Blenheim aircraft who

sighted a total of seven E-boats,
three Hudsons escorted by three Blenheim fighters despatched
to attack failed to locate them.

fire.

On the following morning a

However, a strike force of

H. Q. C. C.
Narrative for

20 & 21 May

On 23 May the offshore patrol between the Forth and the
Wash was discontinued and in lieu was instituted  a night
patrol between Calais and the Hook of Holland to intercept any
E-boats who might operate against our shipping sailing
between England and the continent.
Hook and was done at hourly intervals each night during the

moon period. (2) Sightings of E-boats were made on the nights
of 23, 24 and 25 May followed by further sightings on 25 and
26 May by Patrol Dutch,
occasions except the 26 May but no damage was inflicted.

This was known as Patrol

Attacks were carried out on all

Meanwhile the two E-boat flotillas had moved their opera
tional bases to the Hook of Holland and Rotterdam

Their first success came on 28 May when the
small ship Abukir (Br.) - 694 tons was sunk to the north of
Dunkirk.

H. M. destroyers Grafton and Wakeful in the same neighbourhood.
Believing that E-boats were using the port of Ymuiden an air

raid was carried out on the nighb of 29 May by six Coastal
Command Beauforts but in fact no E-boats were based in this

port until much later.

respectively.

This was followed the next night by the sinking of

On 28 May, when Coastal Command began full scale support
for the evacuation of the B.E.F., a patrol Shamrock was
introduced,

from Detling airfield off the Belgian coast between Nieuport
and Zeebrugge to give early warning of E-boats,
placed on 30 May by a similar patrol called Thistle
Night patrols were intensified and on 3"1 May the Hook patrol
was replaced by a continuous patrol with reconnaissance
flares to the northeast of the evacuation channel.(4)
Fleet Air Arm target towing aircraft and Ansons of Coastal

This was a continuous patrol by three Ansons

It re-

H.Q.C.C.
Narrative for

I^ay 1940

Forms Green GC/GI/14/5 and CC/G1 and 2/16/5.
Forms Green CG/G1/23/5 and CH/G7/23/5.
Thistle was continuous line patrol during daylight by
three Ansons in company between positions 5117N x 0252E
and 513ON X 0238E.

The evacuation channel lay between lines drawn from Dover
to Dunicirk and North Foreland to Ostend.

patrol was done along latitude 5130N between longitudes
0200E and 0320E.

The flare

1)
2)

(3)

(O
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Command were used for towing the flares and
accompanied by a second aircraft carrying 250 lb. A/S bombs.
E-boats were sighted on the first night of the patrol and
attack was made,

is not confirmed by German sources.

In spite of the enormous amount of shipping of all
engaged in the great evacuation operation, the 1st and 2nd
Flotillas operating from the Hook of Holland had remarkably
few successes. None of the transports and ferrying craft
were hit and of the warships in attendance only the French
destroyer Sjxpsoo, and the two armed trawlers Argyllshire and
Stella,^raip were sunk - all on 1 June.

were

an

A direct hit was estimated at the time bu

size

t

s

On 11 June the 2nd Flotilla went to Boulogne and
attacked that night in harbour by six Hudsons of Coastal
Commnd and eleven P.A.A. aircraft. One boat was damaged by
splinters and the C.O. killed with several crew wounded.
Leaving the damaged boat behind, the rest of the flotilla
turned to Rotterdam until better flak defence could be
provided.

Boulogne from 18 June.

were

re-

This was done and the flotilla became based at

Operations were conducted against r

V/ar Diaury of
P. d S.

south coast traffic but only resulted in the sinking o
independently routed vessels on the 19 and 24 June.Tl)
the end of June the 1st Flotilla was transferred to Cherbourg
and a third flotilla was in process of forming at Rotterdam.

ou

of three

'  Towards

During July E-boat operations continued exclusively
against our south coast shipping. Their torpedo sorties rose
and in addition some 40 sorties were devoted to minelaying
along the coastwise route. Appendix XXI shows the monthly
effort by Coastal Command, the nature of E-boat operations and
vessels sunk by their torpedo attacks. It is impossible to

ibid

distinguish mining casualties as E-boats, U-boats and the G.A.P.
were all laying fields in close proximity to each other.

Torpedo successes occurred on the 4, 11 and 24 July
against single ships but on the 26th they got into
off Shoreham and sank three vessels with no loss to themselves.

Air attacks on E-boats at sea were occasionally made but
inflicted no damage,
against such fast and highly evasive targets,
attack and new weapons were constantly being tried including
depth charges, various types of bombs and even bunches of steel

arrows dropped in large numbers in the hope of causing
casualties among E-boat crews.

a convoy

This lack of result is easily understood
New methods of

Air attacks were made at frequent intervals during July
and August on ports thought to contain E-boat bases but the
scale of attack on each occasion was seldom above six aircraft

and in fact no damage v/as ever inflicted on the E-boats.

Such attacks were made on Ymuiden, Amsterdam, Den Helder,
Ostend, Boulogne and Cherbourg.

August saw a falling off in offensive sorties as E-boats
were used extensively in rescuing airmen shot doK/n in the
Channel during the incessant air combats of the Battle of

(1) Roseburn. (Br. ) - 3,103 tons on 19 June off Dungeness
Albuera (Br.) « 3,477 and Kingfisher (Br.) - 276 tons on
24 June between Beachy Head and Dungeness.
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War Diary of
F. d S.

Britain,

moved back to Ostend and the new 3rd Flotilla became opera
tional on four boats from Rotterdam.

Towards the end of the month the 2nd Flotilla were

These two flotillas totalling 13 boats were henceforth
used entirely against our east coast convoys and concentrated
their operations along the stretch off East Anglia between
Southwold and the mouth of the Humber. During September
1940 they attacked three convo3?-s in this area and sank seven

merchant ships,
ship in October, none in November and tv/o in December.
During October the 1st Flotilla was withdrawn from Cherbourg
and sent to Noarway \diere it remained until the end of the

Thereafter their success fell away to one

year.

Under the stress of providing increased reconnaissance
patrols against invasion and in defence of coastwise shipping
against G.A. F. attack, Coastal Command's specific anti-E-boat
patrols slackened after July 1940 and ceased altogether during
the last quarter of the year,
convoys was, however, gradually strengthened and by November

the E-boat War Diary records the fact that it was becoming
difficult to penetrate the protective screen.
19th of this month that the E-boats sustained their first loss

in action whe

of Lowestoft,

Naval escort to the east coast

It was on the

,3B was sunk by destroyer action to the east

Sporadic air attacks continued to be made up to the end of

1940 on the ports used by E-boats but, except for damage in

flicted on one E-boat in Ostend on the night of 7/8 September,
no loss or interference with their operations was caused.

At the opening of 1941 the E-boat disposition was;-

Rotterdam

Ostend

Ostend/Boulogne

1st Flotilla

2nd Flotilla

3rd Flotilla

4 boats

3 boats

4 boats

Operations were conducted entirely off our east coast and were

based on reports from G. A.F. reconnaissance as to the

positions of our shipping. No success occurred in January
but four ships and the destroyer Exmoor were sunk during
Februai'y. Reinforcements of new boats were reaching the

flotillas and by 1 March the 1st Flotilla with seven boats

were based at Ymuiden, the 2nd Flotilla had five boats at
Ostend and the 3rd Flotilla of six boats moved to Rotterdam.

Sorties were stepped up smartly and several east coast convoys
were attacked during March 1941 resulting in nine ships,
totalling 20,361 tons being sunk with no loss to themselves.

April sorties were on a reduced scale and devoted more to

minelaying on the inner channels in order to force convoys
further to seav/ard. Only three ships were sunk and one
damaged by torpedo attack. During May all three flotillas
ceased operations for major refit and engine replacements in

German yards. A fourth flotilla, which had been forming for
some months, v/as completing its training at Wilhelmshaven.

(1) Prior to this first positive kill, the E-boats had lost
three of their numbers on mines, whether German or British
laid is not certain. §i32 off Dungeness on 21 June,
8^ 25 near Smiths Knoll on 11 July and S. 57 eastward of
Orfordness on 11 October.
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Early in June the three refitted flotillas moved to
Baltic bases in preparation for the invasion of Russia and the
still non-operational 4th Flotilla was sent to Rotterdam,
shipping loss occurred during May, June and July and the few
sorties made during the latter month by the 4th Flotilla
on minelaying.

No

were

The sharp rise in E-boat attacks during March 1941 had
started Coastal Command into a resumption of anti-E-boat
patrols designed to catch them at dusk setting out from their
bases and at dawn when returning to them,

in addition to the standard anti-shipping flying which
was carried out along the enemy held coast between Borkum and
Cherbourg,

southern part of the North Sea betvreen East Anglia and the
Netherlands.

These patrols
were

The anti-E-boat patrols were located across the

By June 1941 they had crystallised into

No. 16 Group
O.R.B.

standard dawn and dusk flying under the name of Pirbo 1, 2, 3
and 4, shown on Map No. 1. The 267 sorties were not very
productive, there being only eight attacks in March and three
in June - all harmless to the E-boats. Equally ineffective
were the occasional bombing attacks on E-boat bases in Ostend
and Ymuiden. Such specifically assigned attacks ceased after
June 1941 and were not resumed until 1944.
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GLOSSiARY OF TEH^S AI€) ABBREVIATIOIjS

S/i'i = Sulanarine, This word is used exclusively in reference
to our own submarines.

U/B = U-boat, either Gerraan, Italian or Japanese.
enemy submarine.

i.e.

= Anti U-boat. Througliout the narrative -tliis
contraction is used in preference to A/S (anti
submarine) to avoid confusion with anti-shipping and
to specifically indicate action against U-boats.
Coastal Comrriajid adopted the use of "A/tl" from 1943
but both terms were used in Admty. e.g. A/S Warfare
but Director of the A/tr Division,

Ship recce. = Reconnaissance directed to locate enemy surface vessels
of all tj'pes.

Ship strikes = Offensive action against enemy surface forces, i.e,
anti-shipping.

= A type of patrol, generally by one aircraft,
designed to intercept a vessel Wnose course,
speed and direction of advance are loioTm
Tdthin reasonable limits.

ij 7i

/
\

7\

Cross over x^atrol

Parallel track Search =s A search by several aircraft each flying along parallel
tracks spaced tv7xce or thrice visibility distance
from each other,

became effective A.S.V, range,
of V7hich the nature, position, course and speed are
unknown.

= Plying along the sides of a square or rectangle so
tliat the sea contained in the area is covered by the
visibility oi* tlie A.S.V, range from the airci-’aft.

In due course visibility distance
Used to locate forces

Box patrol

Line patrol = Plying along a designated line like a sentiy on his
It can be perfoimed by one aircraft or a

number at set intervals of time.

beat.

= A line patrol which advances after eacli line is
completed.

Creeping line
aliead patrol

I  1 r-q

i t
i

I

i

■L I

I  1

= ilrborne radio-location of ships;
Surface Vessel.

literally Air toA.S.V.

= Radio Direction Pinding, It originally described
the location of aircraft in tlie air from ground
stations,

from ground stations and from other ships.
It soon included tiae location of ships

R.D.P.

= All types of radio-location,
after the entry of U.S.A. into the virar so as to
standardise allied nomenclature.

It was introduced soonRadar

r/t = Radio telephony.

= Under water location of diving U/Bs by surface craft.
Literally Allied Submarine Detector Investigation
Coi'nmittee wiaich was tlae body engaged in developing
this discoverer between tlie tvra World vra.rs.

ASDIC

lieavjr charge in a li^it casing fitted= Depth charge,
\vith hydrostatic fuse.

D.C.
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a/s bomb Medium charge/casing ratio Td.tla= Anti-submarine bomb,

dela^’- fuze.

S.A.P, bomb = Serai armour piercing for use against armoured naval
units.

G,P, bomb = General purpose bomb for use against merchant ships
and li^it naval craft.

V/S = Visual signalling.

w/t = Wireless telegraphy,

= The position of the author of W/T transmissions obtained
by cross bearings,

= Pnotographic reconnaissance unit.

D/^ fix

P,E,U,

ttP.D,U. development

P.I.U, interpretation

Met, Sorties = Sorties carried out by aircraft fitted with tlie
necessai-y instruments to report meteorological con~
ditlons in the area flown througli.

AoS,R, = Air Sea Rescue,

G,R. = General reconnaissance,

trained to work and flglit over the sea,
used in tliis respect in -1935 to replace the previous
term "Coastal Reconnaissance", , Ref, Vol, I pp, 12
footnote (l).

G-,R. squadrons mean sqiiadrons
It WB.S first

Nickel raids = The dropping of propaganda leaflets.

Tonnage of merchant ships is ̂ ^ven in gross registered
tons.

Tonnage of warships, viaere given, is in deep load
displacement tons.
One displacement ton equals 1*54 gross registered tons.

Tonnages

= Initial Establislraient of aircraft.I,E.

= Initial Reserve of aircraft.I.R.
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APPENDIX I

COASTAL COMMAND

ORDER OP BATTLE

10th September 1939

No, 15 Group

Mount Batten

Pembroke Dock

Pembroke Dock

Wamvirell

Aldergrove
Carew Cheriton

Sunderleuid

Sunderland

Sunderland

Anson

Anson

Anson

No, 20A Sq,

No, 210 Sq,
No. 228 Sq.
No, 217 Sq, (Part)
No, 502 Sq. A,A.P.
No. 217 Sq. (Part)

No, l6 Group

Vildebeeste

Anson

Yildebeeste

Anson

Anson

Anson

Anson

No. A2 Sq.
No, 206 Sq,
No, 22 Sq.
No, 2f8 Sqn, (Part)
No, 500 Sq, A.A.P.
No. 48 Sq.
No. 48 Sq.

Part

Part

Bircham Ne-wton

Bircham Newton

Thomey Island
Thorney Island
Detling
Detllng
Guernsey

Noo 18 Group

LondonNo, 201 Sq,SuUoin Voe

s.s. Manela

Invergorden
Invergordon
Tliornaby
Thornabjr
Leuclaans

Leuchars

Montrose

Dyce

No, 209 Sq.
No, 240 Sq,
No, 220 Sq,
Noo 608 Sq, A,A*P,
No, 224 Sq.
No. 233 Sq,
No, 269 Sq,
No, 612 Sq, A.A.P,

Stranraei-

London

Anson

Anson

Hudson

Anson

Anson

Anson

Establishraent, Strength and Average Daily availability
during September 1939

I«E, I.R, Strengtli Average daily
Availability

366 Flying-boat Squadrons
13 G,R, Squadrons

59 2112

206 15070 239

298 171Totals 2M-2 82

(C»C, Location Statement,
"AJI,/S,38173 Part III - Establishments and strengths
of Metropolitan and Overseas Sqdns,

(am. Daily Strength Return, Vol.I,

References,
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APPENDIX 1 (conUinued)

Aircraft Squadron
Establlsh-

inMit

1*E» 1«R«

80/S RANGEEconomical

True speed
at 2000

feet

Bomb load

with normal

tankage

Gun Armamoit
and

Endurance

In still

air

ANSON 18 6 114 Knots
25 gals,
per hour.

510 sea
miles

4.5 hours

2 - 100 lb. 1 fixed front gun «303" Vickers gas operated
1 rear gun .303" Lewis In hand operated
turret.Landplane

VILDEBEESTE 12 4 82 Knots
26 gals,
per houi'.

8-100 lb.370 sea
miles

4.3 hours

1 fixed front gun .303" gas operated.
1 rear gun .303" Levds on rooking Pillar.or

Landplane 4 - 250 lb.
or

2 - 500 lb.
or

1 - I8in.

torpedo

18 6HUDSON 165 Knots
71 gals,
per hour.

990 sea
miles

6 hours

10 - 100 lb. 2 fixed front guns .303" Browning
2 rear guns .303" Brovniing In Boulton
Paul Turret.

or

Lan<43lane 4 - 250 lb.

6  2LONDON 86 knots
120 gals,
per hour.

450 sea
miles

5.2 hours

8 - 250 lb.
or

4 - 500 lb.
1 - .303" Lewis gun in Nose on ring
mounting

1 “ .303" Lewis gun in Centre on ring
mounting

1 - .303"-Lewis gun In Tail on ring mounting

Flying boat

STRANRAER 6  2 4 - 250 lb.92 Knots

55 gals,
per hour.

660 sea
miles

7.2 hours
or

Flying boat 2-500 lb.

SUNDERLAND 2 137 Knots
130 gals,
per hour.

1,700 sea
miles

12.4
hours

8 - 250 lb.b 1 front gun .303" Vickers Gas operated In
Franer Nash turret.

2 Centre guns .303" Vickers Gas operated,
one on either side of fuselage on
Linear Mountings.

4 Tailguns .303" Brovniing in Frsnei-Nash
turret.

or

Flying boat .4 - 500 lb.

Coastal CoKHiiand

Order of Battle

1st Hoveirfoer. 19^i.O

Riotosraphic Recorunalssance UnitHeston Spltfire/iiudson

No0,15 Group H.Qa Pl.-’dnoutla

St eEval No.217 Squadron

No.236 Squadron (Part).

"B" Plight

No. 10 Squadron H,A»A.P.(Part}

No.209 Squadron (Part)

N0.32I Squadron Dutcli

No.502 Squadron (Part)

No.224- Squadron (Part)

No.4-S Squadron (Part)

No.236 Squadron (Part)

No.502 Squadron (Part)

No.4-8 Squadron (Pai-t)

No.210 Squadron

No. 10 Squadron R.A.A.P. (Part)

No.201 Squadron (Part)

No.2i|-0 Squadron

Noo209 Squadron (Part)

No.4-8 Squadron (Part)
SECEST

Anson/Beaufort

Blemeim P.

Spitfire/liudson

Sunderla,nd

Leri'dck

Anson

Anson/lihitley
tiudson

Anson

Blenlaeim P.

Vfiiitley

Alison

»!

Mount Batten

Pembroke Dock

Carew Clieriton

Aldergrove

tf

M

Limavady

Hooton Park

Oban Sunderland

Sunderland
II

II

Sundex'land

Stranraer Stranraer

II

Lerwick

AnsonPort Ellen
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APPENDIX I (continued)

N00I6 Group H.Q* Chatham

BeaufortNo *22 Squadron

No#812 Squadron P.A#A#

No.206 Squadron (Part)

No»235 Squadron (Part)

No#500 Squadron (Part)

No.500 Squadron (Part)

Noo53 Squadron

No*59 Squadron

No.235 Squadron (Part)

North Coates

SwordfishItII

HudsonBircham Nevrton

Blehlielm P.II II

AnsonII II

AnsonDetlihg

Blenheim G*R#II

Blenheim G*R*

Blenheim P#

Thorney Island
ItIt

No* 18 Gi-X3up HoQ* Fitreavle Castle

No.201 Squadron (Part)

No.202!- Squadron

No.700 Squadron P.A.A. (Part)

No.24-8 Squadron

No .4-2 Squadron

No.269 Squadron

"A" Pli^it P.R.U.

No.612 Squadron (Part)

No.254- Squadron

No.233 Squadron

No.224- Squadron (Part)

No.320 Squadron Dutch

Sunderland

Sunderland

Sullom Voe

II

Walmasft

Blenlieim P.Suraburgh

Nick Beaufort

Hudson

Spitfire/feudson

Anson

II

It

Dyce

Blenlieim P.

Hudson

Hudson

Hudson (still
training)

Hudson

Anscn/feotha

Anson

II

Leuchars

II

It

Thornahy No.220 Squadron

No*608 Squadron

No»612 Squadron (Part)

II

Stornoway

Iceland

Kaldadarnes

Gibraltar

No.98 Squadron

No,202 Squadron

Battle

London

Establishment, Strengtii and Average Daily Availability during November
Average

Availability
IqR. Serviceable U/SI*E.

7 Plying Boat Sqdns

22 G«R* and Pieter Sqdns

36 15 33 25 14-

366 1874-02 14- 98

2i-33 29 399 123 201

1-g- P.A.A. Sqdns 12 10 2 9

T0T.ALS 4-50 29 4-09 210125

No, 1 P.R.U, of Total establislmaent 15*

(Air Mnistry Operational Squadron States 7olo2.
(Air Ministry Daily Strengtii Vol.4.
(coastal Cornand Locaiion Statement

References
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APPEI^IX I (continued)

Coastal Oorjiiand

Order of Battle

13tilt June, 1941

Spitfire/BlenheioiBenson No»1 Riotograplaic Reconnaissance Unit

No.13 Group H>Q» Liverpool

Aldergrove No.234 Squadron

No*233 Squadron

No•143 Squadron

No,302 Squadron

No,224 Squadron

No«221 Squadron

No, 120 Squadron (fomiing)

No,209 Squadron

No,240 Squadron

No«48 Squadron (Part)

No,210 Squadron

No,48 Squadron (Pai't)

Blenlaeim P,

II

Hudson

Beaufigliter

v^iitley

Hudson

Wellington

Liberator

Catalina

Catalina

II

Limavady
II

II

Nutts Corner

Lou^ Erne
II

Hooton Park

Oban

Port Ellen,
Islay

BoTjniore, Islay

Iceland

Anson

Catalina

Anson

No,119 Squadron

No,98 Squadron

No,204 Squadron

No,269 Squadron (Part)

No,330 Squadron Noctt, (fonuing)

C. and G. flying boats

Bat tle/iiurricane

Sunderland

Hudson

Nortlirop

II

II

II

No. 16 Group H.Q, diathara

North Coates No, 22 Squadron

No ,86 Squadron

No,206 Squadron (Part)

No,248 Squadron

No ,300 Squadron

NO.1A03 Met. Elicit

No, 59 Squadron (Part)

No,816 Squadron P.A.A.(Part)

No,59 Squadron (Part)

No,816 Squadron P.A.A, (Part)

Nos*404 and 407 Sqns. R,C»A,P, (foxining) Blenlieim P,
No,18 Croup H,Q, Pitreavie Castle

Beaufort

II

Beaufort

Bircliam Nei/vton Hudson

Blenlielni P.

Anson/Blenh

II

II

Detling
II

Thorney Island

II

II

eitn G.R,

Blenheim G.E,

Blenlieim G.R.

Sv/ordfish

Blenlaeim G.R,

SYrordfish

Sullom Voe No,201 Squadron (Part)

No,269 Squadron (Part)

No,220 Squadron

No*612 Squadron

No,1406 Met, Pli^it

"C Pligjit P.R.U,

Sunderland

Hudson

Hudson

Whitley

Spitfire

Spl tf i re/fele nlieim

Wick

II

II
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APPENDIX I (continued)
IIo»13 Group (continued)

No»201 Squadron (Part)

No.255 Squadron (Part)

SunderlandInvergorden

Pyce

Leuchars

BlenlieiJii P.

No»42 Squa.dron

No,320 Squadron Dutch

No,114 Squadron B,G. (on loan)

No,608 Squadron

No«48 Squadron (Part)

No»3l2 Squadron P,AoA,

No,235 SqTiadron (Part)

Beaufort

Hudson/Anson

Bleniieim G,R»

tt

II

Thornaby

Stornoway

Hatston

Sunburgh

No,19 Group H,Q, Plymouth

Blenlieim G.R.

Anson

Swordfish

Blenlieim P.

St. Eval No,217 Squadron

No,53 Squadron

No.236 Squadron (Part)

No,206 Squadron (Part)

No,12|.04 Met. Plight

"B" Plight P.R.U.

No. 10 Squadron R,A,A,P.

Oarew Cheidton No,236 Squadron (Part)

(t

n

II

II

tt

Pembroke Dock

Beaufort

Blenheim G.R,

Blenheim F.

Hudson

Blenlieim G.R,

Spitfire/blenheim

Sunderland

Blenlieim P,

No,200 Group, Gibraltar

London/Catalina/
Swordfish

No#202 Sqtiadron

ViTest Africa

Preetown No,95 Squadron

No,200 Squadron

Establislment. Strength and Average Daily Availability during June

Sunderland

HudsonBathurst

Serviceable U/SI.E. I,R, A-verage
Availability

9 Pl3,dng boat Sqdns.

26 GJl, and Pi^iter Sqdns, 495

65 7 45 1719

40825 281110

560 32 298453 129
2 P.A.A. Sqdns, 18 16 72

TOTALS 57s 32 469 131 305

3 Met, Pli^^-its of total I.E, 5 + 3 I.R, and 2 P,R,U, Plights of total
I.E, + 4 I.R,

N.B, No, 120 Liberator, I'io»404 Blenheim, N0.407 Hudson, and No,330 Northrop
Squadrons were foimiing, (Total I,E. 6l + 8 I.R, and Strengtla 26 aircraft)

(OeC, Location Statement.
Air Ministry Operational Squadron States, Vol, 4,
Air Ministry- Dail^jr Strength, Vol,6.

References
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■AFPm)IX II

PLAINS FOR ATmCK ON VARIOUS CL.1SSES OF AIR OBJECTIVES IN GEmiANY

Air action open imder the restrictions imposed by policy agreed with the
French, Purely i:,iilitiry objectives as far as possible not involving loss

of civil life

Yf,A.7 (s-) Attack on German fleet in Wilhelmshaven roadstead,
(Ships in dockyard not to be attacked).

Attack on German fleet at sea,

YAA.4 (a) Attacks on: (i) Rail communications of German Aniiy massing
in Western Germany,

(ii) Communications of forces in Siegfried Line.

W,A,4 (b) Attacks on German army advancing through Holland and Belgium.

Dropping of propaganda,

(i) Reconnaissance flights over Germany,

(ii) Night reconnaissance flights over Ruhr.

W.A, 5 (B) At'backs on German canal system.

1,

2, Vf.A.12

3.

5. W.A,1A

6.

Air action NOT open under the above restrictions.

1, Y/,iu5 (a) Attacks on the German War Industry.

2, VY,A.1. Attacks on the German aircraft industry.

3, V^,A,5 (c) Attacks on the German Oil resources.
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APPMDIX III

SIGHJINGS MD AJTACKS W U-BOATS - Sept. 1939 “ 1941

MD THE ADMIRALTY ASSESSIviMT GaLUTTEE

The following are the records of si^itings and attacks on U/fe*s
during the period September, 1939 ” May, 194-Oo(0

Month U/^'s U/fe*s
Sighted Attacked

Situation

Mostly near our coasts in the North
Sea and S.'l/T, approaclies,

N.B, Many of the U/^’s claimed as siglited in September were exceed
ingly doubtful because pilots and crews at that tine had only a
vague idea what a submai-ine looked like even v/hen fiolly surfaced.
Many of the so-called attacks were made on doubtful objects
such as swirls, patches of foam, oil tracks and objects reported
as periscopes.

23SeiDt,
1939

27

11 of which 8 v/ere in tlie North Sea,Oct, 12

1939

5 all of which were on passage roiites
out of the North Sea and round north

Scotland.

Nov.

1939
5

all of which were on passage routes
in No, 18 Group’s area.

Dec,

1939
7 7

6 of which n were round north Scotland

(1 yra.s in tlie inner S.W,

(  approaches.

4Jan,

1940

11 all of T/liich were on passage routes
in No, 18 Group’s area.

15Feb,

1940

6March

1943 .
all of which were on passage routes
in No, 18 Group’s area,

all of T/hicli were on passage routes
in No, 18 Group’s area,

of v/hich 6 Y/ere on tlie passage routes
ii No, 18 Group’s area.

7

16 12April
1940

67May
1940

The reasons why No, 15 Group sifted so few U/fe’s thou^ flying
exclusively on A/[J escort and single sorties are;-

(1) Any U/fe attacking woiild doConvoys were given close escort,
so submerged and was not detected bjr aircraft.

(2) The vast majority of single sorties were in answer to S.O.S,

signals from ships already torpedoed, in Y/hich case tlie V/B
had already made itself scarce.

(1) From CC/3,7590/19/Stats, 19th Feb. 1946 and Ac3mty. Monthly Anti-
Submarine Reports,
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378

(3) When on the s'urface iii their operating areas the
U/b*s maintained a very efficient look-out hy at
least 3 men eirmed with excellent binoculars and in

normal visibility invariably sighted the aircraft
first.

(4) Aircraft were still painted in colours designed to
meet aerial combat and not to hinder ship look-outs,

(inexperienced U/B crews passed through No. 18 Croup's
area first and acquired caution against aircraft by
the time they reached No.15 Group's area.

(5)

(6) Due to distances involved and shortage of aircraft
it vra.s impossible in No.15 Group to organise or
consistentl3'‘ maintain A/U sweeps and patrols in
the areas where U/B's were operating,
other hand in No.18 Group's area the passage routes
were circumscribed and had to pass through focal
areas to the north of Scotland,

of accurate navigation on this part of the passage
ren^uired the U/B's to spend time on the surface for
astronomical sights.

The Aclairalty Assessment Committee on results of attacks on I|^'s

On the

The necessities

In order to co-ordinate and standardise the judging of

attacks on U/fe's, whether by surface craft, aircraft or our
own submarines, the Admiralty set up a U-boat Attack
Assessment Committee composed of members whose duties or

experience brought them in contact with Submarine warfare or

the intelligence concerning it.
the reports of all attacks on U/B's and assessed the results
from evidence collected from every possible source,
coramenced weekly sittings fron the beginning of the war.

Representatives from the R.A.P. were asked to participate
on I8th October, 1939.

This Committee examined

ItS.1859.1,
ends. 22A

and 41 A'

The assessments were divided into the categories of
known sunk, probably sunk, serious damage which might have

caused subsequent foundering, serious damage which probably
necessitated the U/B's immediate return to harbour, slight
damage, insufficient evidence of damage, no damage, no

evidence of the presence of a U/B and definitely non-sub.('i)

Of the 85 attacks on U/b*s carried out by Coastal
Command aircraft betvreen September, 1939 and May 1940:~

(1) U-55 was sunic. Shared between H.M. Ships Fowey
and V/hitshed and Sunderland Y/228 Squadron.

(2) 4 U/B's, (of which 2
were judged to have sustained damage compelling
an himediate return to harbour.

8 U/b’s were assessed as "Possiblj'’ slightly damaged".

shared with H.M. Ships)T/ere

(3)

(l) Regarding the first tiiree categories, the committee's
findings during the war were remarkably accurate when
compared after the war with the German records of
losses,

with enemy records has not yet been completed.

SECRET
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APIEIMDIX III (continued)
A/U Statistics ~ Septeiiiber 1939 •- June 1941*

I
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1939
Sept. 6 51,138 839 18 5,5901 21

1,396 685 6 772,0905 4Oct.

2,8001,038 3 3Nov. 914 1 2 2

2,6003 4 4Dec. 1,154 1,314 1 3

1940
Jan. 1,762 4 U.55

shared
2,340 1 11,025 5 3

1,762 2,080Feb. 1,310 4 15 11

62,800 7March 2,027 2 2,350

3,318 1,332 3,980 7 59 7Apr, 1

4,098 I 1,719 25 4 5,310 2May

6,570 1June 3,990 2,117 12 12 11

3,356 Ui^ 4 41,204 2 7,340July 1 2
shared

6 65,6201,284 83,437 10Aug. 2

6,0009653,428 1 14 5 5Sept.

928 4,350 5 42,337 5 4Oct. 2

869 4,670 2 01,790Nov. 7 3 2

4,1801,443 1 0Dec. 702 3 3 3

1941
Jan. 2,860 11M5 4 1912 1f

6 2,6201,398 03 1Feb. 995 3

1,360 3,980March 2,079 9 9 5

1,596 8 5,150 4 34Apr. 2,221 2

7,6502,362 4 4May 2,017 7 9 5

62,063 2,645i
6.110

£ 3June 1 20 15

6696,24016148,281 78 54 NilTotal 30,293 125
,twQ .snar.e,d_L

Table compiled from Group O.R.B. Appendices, Squadron Forms 540 and
A.O.C. in C’s Monthljr Stmmiarj’ of 'Jar V/ork - A.H.B. File IIH/66.
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APEEMDIX TV

DEPTH CH/iEGE DEVELnPfvrRNrp

CO.

C!4. oepteinber, 1939, members of Coastal Command
btaffv; were thinking about depth-charges for aircraft.
Tne project had the full backing of the A.O.C.-in-C. and
on September J8th, 1939, a letter fi-cm H.Q. Coastal Coninand
gave peraiission to No.15 Group to carry out trials Ynth sand
iilied c.epth charges. At the same tiiue experiments
initiated in the Torpedo Development Unit at Gosport.

vrere

S. 8423/1/

Part 1.
End. 1A

^  On 28th November, 1939 a report was rendered from the
lorpedo Development Unit at Gosport giving an account of
the trials carried out duning October and November. T1
trials vrere in conjunction with the Mining Department of
H.M.S. Vepnon and consisted in dropping, from a Wellesley
aircraft, specially'- adapted Naval 4501b. depth charges.
In all, eleven D.C’s were dropped from heights varying
betv/een 350 feet and JO feet at speeds ranging between 170
loiots ^d JO Icnots. Dmiimies were used at first and notes
on their behaviour led to the adoption of an optimum height
and speed of 70-100 feet and 70 - 80 knots,
two drops vrere made with live depth charges and
successfal.

These

The last

were

Ibid.

End. IB

ihis e^'Cperlmental success encouraged a thorough
investigation into the possibilities of using depth charges
from Coastal Canaand operational aircraft and it was
thought that Sunderland aircraft v/ould prove the most
suitable. The co-operation of H.M.S. Vernon and R.A.E.
Parnborough was obtained and a letter embodying the proposed
action was sent to No.15 Group from H.Q. Coastal Command
22nd December, 1939*

No.15^Group instructed Mount Batten to carry out these
investigations and No.204 Squadron (Sunderlands) were
detailed to take action keeping In close co-oueration v/ith
H.lvi.S. Vernon at Portsmouth and H.M.S.
depot, at Pljmaouth.

on

Defiance, the torpedo

Ibid.

End. 1A

Ibid.

Ends.

21-12A

Resu-lting from continuous trials, modifications and
adaptions radical alterations vrere made li the design of
the Naval depth charge and full scale dropping trials were
carried out on l6th April, I94O, by a Sunderlmd of No. 10
t-quadron vdio had replaced No. 204 Squadron at Mount Batten.
These trials were still made mth dunmies and were to decide
the best shape of the depth charge to
behaviour in the
water.

ensure consistent

air vdiile dropping and on iimpact with the
'f^bh April

Ibid.

Ends.

17A-20A

, were considered successful
but further experience was necessary to pei’fect the nose and
tail units which v/ere to give the best ballistic results.

The trials on
Ibid.

End. 23A

A conference vfas held on 24th April at N0.I7 Group
Gosport to revieviT the progress made, and to consider the
futi.ire in the light a decision by the Air Council not

Ibid.

End. 25A to
pursue the question of dropping depth charges from aircraft.
Hovfever the A. O.C.-in-C. Coastal Cciiimand was particularly
interested in this type of warfare and he obtained the
sanction of the Air Council to continue the investigations.

01

(1) Inspired bj!- Air Commodore I, T, Lloyd.
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.  APREHPIX IV (continued)

Accordingly fiJirther tests were arranged on a more
anibitious scale. 12 dummy charges fitted with prhaers only
and 12 live charges were to be used. However, before this

trial could be carried out, preliainary drops to test the new

nose and tail fittings on 3rd May revealed unsatisfactory air

ballistics and further modifications were necessary. These

being effected, one Sunderland of No. 10 Squadron proceeded to

Calshot and on 2|.th June, 1%0 carried out the much delaj^ed
full scale live trials.

Ibid.

3WEnd.

Ibid.

End. 4-3A.

45A.

The conclusions were that depth charges, suitably
faired could be carried and set safely in Simderland aircraft

and had no adverse aerodynamic effect; that charges could be

escpected to operate successfully provided they were released

from low heights up to 100 feet.

Ibid.

46a.End.

Acting on these successful results H.Q. Coastal Gomnaand
issued an order to No. 10 Group on 24th Jime 1940 that eight
completed Mark VII depth charges were to be transferred
iraiiediately to Mount Batten for use in No. 10 Squadron in

. place of A/S bombs,
were to be released in a stick vfith at least 30 yards separat
ing the individual charges, and the depth settings in the
sequence 100 feet: 150 feet: 100 feet.
2 D.C.’s each plus 4 - 250 lb. bombs.
D.G.'s viere set at 100 feet depth and released singly between
an altitude of 50 - 100 feet follov/ed b3'- aji A/S bomb attack
at betAveen 300 - 500 feet altitude.

One aircraft carried fom” D.G.'s which

Two aircraft carri

In this case the

S. 8423/1/
Aim.

Part II

End. 4A.

ed

A Sunderland of No. 10 Squadron carrying two D.C. ’s wras
the first aircraft to use this vreapon on operations,
pilot dropped them on a suspicious patch of oil on 6th July 1%D
and both functioned correctl3’-.

In spite of local differences of opinion regarding the

depth setting, this was standardised at 100 feet for single
shots and the 100 feet and 150 feet sequence for stick release.
(100-150-100-150).

The first attacks on U/Bs by Sunderland aircraft using
D.C.'s took place on 31st Jul3'-, and the l6th and 27th August.
The attack on the l6th August by j/210 Squadron severely
danaged U. 5I and with further apparently damaging attacks on
U/Bs in September 1 940 the new vireapon was considered to have
justified itself.

The

Ibid.

End. 9A.

It WB.S, however, onlj^ possible to arm flying boats with

this M:. VII depth charge ovri.ng to the linitations of land

based aircraft’s bomb bays and doors. During October drops
were made from a Beaufort aircraft but at speeds over I40 knots
the depth charge broke up on hitting the water. This was

successfullyr overcome up to speeds of 180 knots by using a
parachute or drogue on the depth charge but the logical
developnent v/as towards a slightly smaller and more robust

TOapon T/hich could be carried by all types of Coastal
Conmand aircraft.

Ibid.

End. I9A.
to 29A.

This end was pursued in the subsequent months accompanied
b3?- specially designed pistols and safety devices and resulted

in the Me. VIII D.C. for use In the R.A.F. on all tjrpes of
aircx’af t. It was more elongated and had a fully faired nose
and tail though only Aveighing 250 lbs.
use in April and May 1 941.

It came into general
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APREMDIX V

SmMARY OP THE GERIvlAR A.CCOir?)T OF THE CRUISE OF Effl

"BISMARCK” AI'ID "PRIMZ EUGEW"(l)

The objective of the Bismarck and Frinz Eu,a:en was to gain the Atlantic
so as to operate against British supplies in conjunction T/ith the battle
cruiser group already at Brest. The main task on this cruise was to destroy
the enemy's shipping capacity but to engage enemy warships only so far as was
necessary for the achievement of the main task and as could be done without

too great risk. Having executed the task, the force was to put into a west
coast French port to replenish anmunition and consumable stores. If long
repairs or revision of plans were necessary, to return to home v/aters if

possible. '^e operation v/as given the covering nane of "Rheinubung” (Rhine
exercise). (2)

19th May

The two ships assembled off Arcona with the escort of destroyers, mine
At 1125 hours the formation proceededsweepers and small escort vessels,

on the requisite courses for the Great Belt.

20th May

Dwiig the forenoon, when in the Kattegat near the Sv/edish coast, the
formation was flanked by the Sv/edish mine laying cruiser Gotland.
C.-in-C. Fleet in the Bismarck signalled the German Admiralty that the
presence of the formation had probably thus been betrayed.

At 1600 hours the formation passed the minefield off the S'ka.Yi and
thereafter the two heavy ships proceeded westwards escorted only by three
destroyers. At dusk the force passed through the gap in the minefield off
Kristiansund South.(3)

21st May

The

Shortly before O7OO hours, the German "Y" Service decoded a W/t signal
from a British source which instructed aircraft to look out for tvTo enemy
warships escorted by tliree destroyers,

This confirmed the suspicions of the C.-in-C. Fleet that the British
were avra.re of his departure,
aircraft v/ere sighted to the w
were thought to be British.(5)
and proceeded to Grimstad Fjord where the Bi

1000 hours in a position off the entrance to Fjosanger Fjord.
Ih-lhz Eugen came to anchor slightly f’urther to the' north in Kalvenes Bay
and refuelled to capacity from the tanlcer \Yollin.
weighed and proceeded out of Grimstad Fjord, northeastwards along Hjelte
Fjord and out into the open sea at 2200 hours,
due North.

Shortly after 0?00 hours, four, unidentified
In view of the decoded signal theyestward.

The

At 2000 hours the forc

At midnight, course was s

y
At 0900 hours the force entered Kors Fjord

anchored at about

e

et

(1) Compiled from Adty. BG/20418 and Adty. N»I.D.24/X18A6, both held in the
Admiralty.

The participation of the battlecruiser group at Brest did not take place
as the damage sustained from bombing and torpedo attacks could not be
put right vd.thin the required time. Supply ships were stationed at
various positions in the Atlantic in advance of the date of sailing.
See Ivlap XVI, for the track of the cruise.
This signal was R./GI/21/5. T.0.0, O515/21.
In point of fact they v/ere not.

(2)

3

U.
5
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APFEKDIX Y (continued)
22nd Maj

At 0510 hotu’s, when in the latitude of Kristiansund North, the destroyer
The weatherescort W3.S dismissed and the t^vo heavy ships proceeded alone,

during the day hecaae more and more favourable to an unseen break out and the
C.-in-C. Fleet signalled his intentions to use the Deiiinarlc Straits route.

23rd May

The weather was now ideal for the purpose being misty and raining ?/ith a
slight southwesterly,'- wind and visibility Inaited to 4OO raetre
the firm ice line li/as reached w'hich necessitated an alteration of co-urse to

the south-TiTBst before again attempting a -vvesterly course,
icebergs vfere sighted between snow shovrers and the bo-undary of firm ice again
encountered,

this danger.

At 1250 houa.

At 1811 hours

Once more a southerly course had to be talcen to disengage from

rs

At 1922 hours a shape was momentai'ily sighted in the mist astern VThich
proved to be a British cruiser. Soon afterwards it -was realised that two
British cruisers were shado^ring the force. Shots were exchanged at 2044 hours,
but thereafter the British ships were content to shadow at extreme visibility
range using their R.D.P. equipment,
speed under cover of smoke screens ai'id sno-w showers it vra.s impossible to
shalce off this relentless vra.tch.

In spite of alterations of course and

24th May

At 0545 two fresh enenw miits were sighted to port. These -were the
^d I4*ince ox Tfales. ) Fire ’./--as opened at 0553. hours at a range of

approximately 29 kilometres. iifter a hit on the Hood by Bisragrclr at"^
0601 hours the British ship -was torn apart in an extraordinarily loud explosion
with a heavy/ black cloud of smoke,
seen to be sinlcing byr the stern,

escapes from heavy,^ projectiles during the action, clahmed hits on the Prince
' de^ Yfhil.e the EiSiTiaiot, sustained tro'severe hits’from this ship.

One, 3n compar-traents XIII and XIF, put No. 4 Dynamo out of action and caused
a water lea!c into No. 2 Port boiler

Tdien this cleared away the Hood was
The Prinz Eugen, vdio had some narrow

of

room; the other, in the bow compar-tments
XX and XXI, damaged the forward oil fuel tanics and caused a severe Y/ater leak
reducing the ships' speed to 28 Imots,

At 0800 hour’s the 0.—in-C., Fleet made a report to Gtermany in. Yviiich he
described the action and stated his intention of putting into St. Nazaire and
ordering the Prinz En.-c^en to carry out cruiser war. (2)
conditions this signal viras not finally received in Germany until '1340 hours
and gave the first intimation of any da.nage having been suffered by'- the force.
As the log of the Bismarck v/as never recovered, it is impossible to give the
precise reasonnig leading up to this decision by the C.-in-C., Fleet but it
was probably taken because the C.—in—G., felt he must carry out his orders
to put the force in a position to threaten Atlantic trade,
the effects of the oil fuel leakage and -watei- in the bow compar-fanent vfere
not serious.

Owing to poor W/T

At this time

On receipt of this signal, both Home Grouj) Commands took steps to
safeguard the approach of the battleship.(3) Group North, in case the

1 Thought by the German ships to be H.M.S, King C-eorge V.
At this time the distances iivolved vrere

(a) Direct to St. Nazaire - 1,?00 imiles and if hauling off into the
vltlantic at least 2,0OO miles.
Retujm to Bergen - 1,150 miles,

(c) Re-fcurn to Trondieim South of Iceland 1,300 miles,
(d)^ Retujrn to Trondheim North of Iceland, 1,400 miles.
Various local dispositions of destroyer escorts, U/B patrol lines and
air support Y/-ith reconnaissance.

b

2

(3)
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.'UPEEI2EIX V (continued)

G.-in-C,, Fleet should decide, contrary to the plan reported up to date,
return to the Norwegian Coast and Group West in aid of the arrival in
St. Nazaire which was estimated to be ifran the ■morning of the 2?th May.

to

■ During the afternoon C.-in-C., Fleet instructed C.-in-C., U/fe.s to form
line of^U/B.s to the south of Greenland tlirough which he intended to draw

"the pursuit. As a precaution, C.-in-C., U/b.s placed another line of U/b.s
in the irouth of the Bay of Biscay for sinilar use later in the journey. All
these U/B.S were in position by the morning of the 25th May.(0

a

In the meantine collision mats had been spread over the shell holes in
the bow wrhich, although they controlled the water lealcage in, could not
altogether prevent the oil fuel leakage out. The worsening sea conditions at
1300^hours forced a further reduction to 24 laiots to avoid displacing these
collision inats and at 1420 hours the Prinz Eugen' was instructed to maintain
the southerly course while Bismarck attempted to drav^ off the -piu-suit by
altering a.vra.y to the west taking advantage of rain squalls. If successful
the cruiser was to proceed independently and carr-y out cruiser war in the
A-tlantic. This -manoeuvre was put into practice at 152^.0 hours but tv/enty
minutes later the Bismarck reappeared astern of the ‘Prinz Eugen havinj
found a British cruiser on the starboard flanlc. At 1814 hours''"the ruse
was tried again and, this tine, v/as successful. The tvro ships had now
parted company for good.

Thougli successful ii ensuring axi unseen get-away for the Erinz Ev\gen
the Eigmarck v/as unable to shalce off her shadowers even in the gathering
darlQiess of the more southerly latitudes and deterioratiig visibility
conditions of v/eather. The oil fuel lealc now made its presence felt in the
discussions on i-mediate policy vdiich v/ere held in the flagship and at
2056 hours the C.-in-G., Fleet signalled that because of the fuel situation
he v/as steering a direct course for St. I'lazaire and that he could not shake
off the shadovdng units owing to their excellent radio detection gear. The
former prevented the drawing of the pursuit over the U/fe line aiid the latter
enabled an air attack to be launched at extreme range from H.M.S, Victorious.
At 2238 hours the first aircraft attacks developed from the port side but
scored no success.

25th May

Shortlj’' after midnight a second v/ave of aircraft from the Victorious
made their attacks^ and a hit by one 18 inch torpedo was gained aaaidships
on the starboard side^at 0028 hourrs. The hit was on the ai-moured belt and
tne effect was negligible. However, as the result of increasing the speedto 27 knots, steaning on zig-zag courses and of manoeuvres to avoid torpedoes,the collision mats used as caulking in bows tore away and the bow compartraent
reflooded. The other leaks in the dynamo and boiler room became worse
caapelling the abandonment of No. 2 port boiler
be reduced, this time to little more" than 20 1-aiots.

Speed again had torooni.

It v/as noted in BisifiarQk that since 2234 hours the shadowing ships
only reporting the presence of one battleship which indicated that the
Prinz Eugen had successfully broken clear away. The last shadowinr report
intercepted by German shore stations was at 0213 hours and it-was concluded
by the_Germ^ Admiralty correctly that the British had lost all contact after
this tliae.v / C.-in-C., Fleet in the Bismarck however, was still under the
impression at 0700 hours that he

v/ere

being reported by shadowing ships thoughwas

the reason for this is not clear.

1 For positions of these U/b lines see Map XVI.
2) The last firm contact was at 0225 hours. Confused R.D.F. plots continued

until about 0300 houu-s but false echoes were being obtained among the
shadov/ing ships themselves.
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APmroiX V (continued)
A long signal vra.s sent ly hiia betv/een 0912 and 0948 hours recapitulating

the events and argiments which had decided hin to talce the direct route
to St. Nazaire. It vjas the D/P fix of this signal coupled with the altera
tion of course to i60° reported at 0225 hours by H.M.S. Suffolk which enabled
the British Admiralty to be fairly sure that, despite losing touch at about
0300 hours, the Bismarck v/as definiteljr njalcing for a Biscay port.

The seriousness of the situation v/as appreciated by the Naval War Staff
and Group Command Vfest was instructed to take all possible nieasires for
protecting the approach of the Bismarck while Marshal Goering ordered
Pliegerfuhrer Atlantic and Air Fleet 3 to fljr as far as possible to meet her
and provide escort into the intended port,
strong air support bj'' bamber formations out to 14^W, reconnaissance formations
out to 15°W and long range light reconnaissance out to 25°W; the line of five
U/B.s in the mouth of the Bay v/as reinforced b^.r two more U/B.s on the morning
of the 27th May; and three desti-oyers y/ere in readiness to meet and escort
the battleship from the outer Bay into port. A signal embodying these
disioositions was sent to the Bismarck at 1932 hours. During the remainder
of the daj’" the weather continued to get 'worse ■y/ith a rising westerly Virlnd and

The measures ador)ted included

sea.

26th May

In the morning the -wind and sea were still increasing. A signal from
Group Conraand West informed C.-in-C., Fleet that the weather conditions in the
Bay forbade the use of St. Nasaire and it would be impossible for torpedo
defence vessels to lie alongside if the ship went to La Pallice so that it was
necessary for Bismarck to proceed to Brest.

At 1030 hours the £ismgi.rck sighted a Catalina flying boat and, soon
after, the interception service decoded a signal from the aircraft reporting
the position, course and speed of the ship.
oOO miles from U.K. - seems to have surprised the German staff.

The range of this sighting -
Thereafter

ship was shadowed by Coastal Command and Fleet Air Am aircraft for the
The fuel situation wras becoming critical and

Fleet sent a signal at 1903 hours asking for fresh supplies.

the

remainder of the daylight hours.
C.—in—C.,

At 1730 hours H.M.S. Sheffield sighted and conmenced to shadow the
Bismarck and. beti/Teen 2055 and 2115 ho'urs air attacks 'were pressed home by
torpedo—carrying Swordfish from H.M.S. Ark Roya.l resulting in two torpedo hits.
One hit was amidships on the armoured belt and did no damage but the other
was right aft and crippled the steering gear in compartment II.
disastrous hit sealed the fate of the ship,
control" :

It was impossible
accord.

This
The Bismarck became "not under

ill the heainr sea lyay with the wind increasing to storm strength,
to keep on a course and she described circles of her o'wn

All attempts failed to seal the leaJcs in the compartment or to put
the steering gear into vrorking order.

The German Naval Staff novf realised that the position was hopeless,
battlecruisers in Brest could not malce a sally on account of defects and
damage received from aerial attacks dm-'ing the previous months; the hea'vy
vreather precluded the use of the destroyers and the range wa.s too great to
provide air support other tlian long range reconnaissance vflth very light
bo:nb loads. ^ The line of U/fe.s together all available U/b.s in the Bay
area were directed into the combat area; even u/b.s vathout torpedoes were
sent in so that they might effect rescue v/ork.' Ironically enough at
2000 hours the King George V and /adc Ro;/al, both unescorted and on stead3'‘
courses, passed within easj’' torpedo range of U.55^ but the H/B was returning
from Atlantic operations and had no torpedoes left.

The

Only a few more signals were received from the 'Bismarck,
the ship wa.3 reported out of control, at 2325 hours that she was surrounded by
enemy light naval forces, at midnight that the ship’s armour and engines were
in good order but it was still impossible to steer, a weather report was made
in the morning watch of the 27'th and finally at 0710 hours a request that a
U/B should be sent to take over the war log.
U.555 but it Tfas in vain.

At 2140 hour

Tliis attempt was made by

s
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APEEITOIX V (contfjiued)

27th M&j

At 0307 hours units of the Geman Ann: Force ) took off in an attempt to
27 bornl.)er and 6 reconnaissance aircraft reached the

A destroyer and an aircraft carrier
v^ere located by hidividual aircraft and attacked vdthout success. A second
vvave of 45 bombers took off at 1537 and a third of 50 aircraft at 2009 hours
but effected nothing. A fourth v/ave took off at O4OO hours on the 28th May.
Units of this wave located and shadovred the retiurning heavj' vinits of the
British Fleet off Ireland but their s'poradic attacks were unsuccessful.
Other units of this vra.ve located and attacked two destroyers to the south
ward of the main force hitting and sinking one of them.(2)

The U/fe.s in the combat area failed to attack anjr British unit ovdng to
the heavy vreather and poor visibilitj'. After the Bismarck had sunk some

survivors vrere picked up by Bintish ships before they left the scene, three
vrere rescvied at 1930 hours by U.74 and the meteorological ship ’’Sachenwald"
secured two more during the night of the 28th/29th. Although gratefully
appreciated, the efforts at rescue on the part of the Spanish cruiser
Canerias were uisuccessfi.il.'

protect the Bismarck 1,
scene of action at about 1000 lioirs.

TBE 'TRUE EUGEN"

24th 'May

To go back to I8I4 hours on the 2^|.th Maj'' - after the Trinz Eugen had
parted campan5', her Commanding Officer devoted his ivhole attention to a

speedjr and safe replenishment of fuel stocks.
Group Command West as to the vi/-hereabouts of all the oil supply ships resulted
in a decision to use the Spichern and Esso Hambirg vdiich were stationed to

the vrest of the Azores. Course was accordingly shaped to the southward.(3)

exchange of sifgials ivith

25th May

Weather overcast with partial fog. DuringTile day was uneventful,
the night Group Command West informed Prinz Eugen that 'tw/o reconnaissance

ships Gonzenlieim and Kota Pena had been ordered to join forces with
the cruiser and the rendez-vous position was given for P.M. on the 27th.

26th Ma3~

.it 0606 hours the Spichem vra.s sighted. Oiling took x-^lace during
the day and by 2155 hours the .’Prinz Eugen was full to capacity. Instruc
tions were received from Group Command West to operate against British IIX
convoys west of 35°W and to use the Gozenheim and Kota Pena as reconnais

sance ships. Tlie Prinz Eugeii proceeded to the southern part of the convoy
area before working back to the northvirestward in order to meet the "Kota Pena”.

27th Ma.y

The 'Kota Pena was met. Signals were received from Group Command West
which indicated that the British vrere commencing  a hunt for the cruiser.
Accordingly the Ccsmmanding Officer proceeded further south abandoned the idea
of operating against EX convoyre*o •

(1 ) The follomng forces took part:- Long range reconnaissance planes of
K.G.i(-0, the naval co-operation squadi'on No. 406, and all air vrorthy
planes of K.G.6o6, K.G.28 and K.G.100.

2) H.M.S. Mashona.

3) See Map. XFI .
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iiPFEKDIX Y (continued)
28 th I'H&y

The Prinz Eugen met the Esso Haiuburg and took in luhricating oil and

fresh \mter. During the day instructions were signalled frcm Group Coraraand
Vfest for the operational area to he shifted further south still to latitudes
between the Canary and Cape Verde Islands and that independently routed ships
were the objectives as it was considered uiwise to count on the absence of
heayjr ships from convoy escort,
by Prinz Eugen and these as infrequently as possible,
vfith the opinion of the cruiser's Commanding Officer.

Only short signal messages were to be sent
All this coincided

29th May

The Kota Pena v/as again met and fresh instructions as to area and

However, at this very hour, anduties given to her and the Gonzenheim.
inspection of the engines shovred trouble in the main cooling vv-ater pump and
damage to the starboard propeller, sustained in the Denaark Straits ice,
causing bad turbine vibrations vi/^hich made extensive operations out of the
question and an immediate return to a I’epair port necessary.

The Commanding Officer chose Brest but m order not to afford the

slightest clue to liis Virhereabouts he did not report the damage nor his
intention to maJce for Brest,

propose to brealc W/t silence.
Not until safely past longitude 15°^’'^ did he

30th May

The voyage eastwards was started at high speed and continued uneventfully
in hazy weather all the 30th Iday.

31st May

At 0700 hours the course, vdiich up to now had been directed for Cape
Pinisterre, ¥/as altered to the middle of the Bay and at OSlO houu?s, when
about 600 miles out from the French coast, a short signal was made to
Group Command West giving position, destination and reason. Much suirprised.
Group GaiiDiand VlTest made immediate arrangements for Prinz Eugen's arrival
and directed her to landlall off St, Nazaire and then continue northwards

along the coastal route to Brest. Tvro destroyers were sent out to meet her

and alternative arrangements prepared for her reception at either St. Nazaire,
La Pallice or Le Verdon at the mouth of the Loire.

The vreather conditions - showers, poor visibilit3?' and strong southerly
■winds were very favourable for an unseen approach especiallj’’ as the German
Command had noted a marked limitation in British air reconnaissance since
the 28th Maj’’.

1 st June

At dawn the weather yra.s still overcast and raining vrlth a strong north
easterljr v/ind. At O6OO hours three Heinluel aircraft met the Pirinz Eugen
for a/a escort and five minutes later the two destro,yers joined up in position
lf£00 N X 0420 W to provide anti-submarine escort^’^ -'.
coastal route was uneventful in verj’- poor visibility conditions and at
1325 hours the destrojnr escort v/as replaced bj^ sperrbrecher (mine svreepers)(’')
in the approaches to Brest and harbour was entered at about 1750 hours. The
cruiser was safeljr dry docked by 1 930 hours.

The journey up the

(1) The W/T signals exchanged while effecting these meetings were D/P-ed by
the British Admiralty.
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ARPSinJIX VI

RE-EQUUMBNT PROGRyaiME FOR GOASTilL CCM/LtND APPROVED BY Ij-jm IVIEETING
OF THE DEEEI^TCE COMMITTEE (OPER^ITIOMS) OF THE WAR C.\BIN^

4TH DECEMBER. 1940

SHORT TERM PROGRAMME

(a) One G.R. Squadron of R-ellingtons fitted with L.R.A.S.V, Mlc. II
One T.B.R, Squadron of Beauforts

One Long range fighter Squadron of Beaufighters

In addition the estahlisknents of the five existing long range fighter
Squadrons to be increased bj' foiir aircraft each (equivalent to 1|-
squadrons)

The Admiralty agreed to lend pilots and ground personnel from the Fleet
Air Arm to assist the formation of above Squadrons,

(c) 57 P.B.Y. flying boats are due to reach U.K. from U.S.A. bv the end
They will be used to:-

Re-equip five of tlie existing flying boat squadron (four in U.K. and
one at Singapore) and to raise the establishnent of these squadrons
from six to nine aircraft.

(b)

of April, 194i.

1.

2. Form one new flying boat squadron of initisil establisliment nine
aircraft

3. Allocate three P.B.Y. flying boats to the training squadron.

MEDIUM TERM PROGRAMME

Of the 100 new Squadrons due to form by June, 1941, 15 are allocated
to Coastal Command.

These 15 squadrons exclude the aircraft necessary to increase the
establishments in (a) and (c) above.
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AFEmDIX VII

COMalTIEE ON COAST/lL COMiVL'IMD KBPORT

We were appointed, as the result of a letter, dated 30th January, 1941,
addressed "by the First Lord of the Admiralty to the Secretary
to consider the best means of giving effect to Conclusion (b)
the Defence Committee (Operations) held on 4th December, 1940.
conclusion reads as follows:-

of State for Air,
of the Meeting of

This

(b) Agreed that Coastal Command should rejuain an integral part of the
Royal Air Force, but that for all operational purposes it should

come under the control of the Admiraltjr,

Copies of the First Lord's letter and of the reply to the Secretary
of State for Air are attached as annexures (l) and (2) respectively,

We have held tvro meetings, the first on 13th February, 1941, and
the second on 25th February, 1941. We have discussed fullj’- the problems aris
ing under the headings (a) to (f) of the First Lord's letter and now submit
the following rej)ort.

2.

3.

We recommend that operational control of Coastal Command by the
Admiralty shall be on the basis of the follo^ving memorandum which has been

agreed by the Committee

"(a) Coastal Command, while remaining an integral part of the Eo3^al Air Force,
will be under the operational control of the Admiralty,

(b) Until it is practicable to bring the A,0.C.-in-C, and his Headquarters
staff nearer to the Admiralty,

4.

(i) They will remain in their present headquarters, at' Northwood.

The A.O.C.-in-C. will be provided v/ith a room in the Admiralty if he
so vdshes.

(ii) The Air Ministry vri.ll provide a Coastal Command Liaison Section for

duty in the Admiralty. Tliis section, Virhich will be in charge of an
officer of the ranlc of Group Captain or above, will undertake liaison
bet'.veen the Admiralty and the Coastal Command. It will work with

the Naval Staff and vrill be responsible inter alia for keeping the
Admiralty informed on all matters affecting the operational strength
and dispositions of Coastal Command forces.

(c) Operational control of Coastal Command will be exercised by the Admiralty
throvigh the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Command.

(d) Subject to the over-riding operational authority of the Admiralty referred
to above, the A.O.C.-in-C. will normallj^ delegate the day-to-day detailed
conduct of air operations to the Coastal Command Groups, who will be

responsible to him for meeting the air requirements of the Naval
Commanders-in-Chief.

(e) In the event of any operational difficulty anising which cannot be

resolved locally by Coai'iianders-in-Chief, it will be referred to the

Admiralty who will make a decision in consultation with the A.O.C.-in-C.
Coastal Command.

5. The suggested establishment for the Coastal Command Lia

referred to in the pireceding paragraph, is given in Annexure (3).

We are agreed that Coastal Command resources should not be diverted
to other services vrithout the exipress concurrence of the Admiralty, except as
a i’esult; of a decision of the Defence Comnittee.

In his letter of 30th Jaiiuary, 1941, heading (f), the First Lord
pointed out that there vrere various matters affecting Coastal Command which

SHCHST

6.

7.
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APZ5-a)I;L VII (continued)
the Admiralty would wish to keep under constant review, and on vdiich they would
wish to express opinions. He suggested that to meet this requirement, a
Joint Admiralty-Air Ministry Standing Committee should be set up working under
the Ghairaanship of the A.0,C.-in-C. Coastal Gaimand.

8. Most of the matters mentiozied by the First Lord are already the
subject of regular inter-departmental discussion on existing Air liinistry
Committees. We feel that the suggested joint Admiralty-Air Ministry Standing
Committee might lead to some duplication of effort and that it wotild be better
to fom a joint Admiralty - Coastal Command Committee.
a.c.n.s.(h),

(The Fifth Sea Lord,
or A.C.N.S.(t), would attend meetings of the Committee as required

and in particular, those at Tdiich the A.O.C.-ln-C. Coastal Conmand vra.s in the
Chair.) Such a Committee could keep under reviev/ items (i) to (xiv) of
heading (f) of the First Sea Lord's letter and any recomraendations which it
might wish to put forward should be passed to the appropriate Air Ministry
Committees for consideration.

Admiralty is already represented is attached as Annexure (if.),
that in future the Admiralty should also be represented at the Ministry of
Aircraft Froduction.

A list of these Coranittees on v/hich the

We reconrnend

9* Ad hoc meetings between rezpresentatives of the Air Ministry and the
Admiralty should also be arranged on the representation of either department
from time to tine to consider matters for the discussion of which no special
Committee already exists.

(Sgd.) T» S» V. PHILLIPS (Chairman)
Vice Admiral, V.C.N.S.

(Sgd.) G. C. C. EOILE
Vice Admiral

5th Sea Lord.

(Sgd.) S, GRAHAM SMITH (Secretary).

19th March, 1 ,

(Sgd.) A. T. HARRIS
Air Vice Marshal, D.C.A.S.

(Sgd.) A. DURSTCfr
Air Cdr. D.O.N.G.
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AMiEXURE (1) TO REPORT TO CMflTTEE ON COAST/iL COMM/ilTO

SECRET January, 30th 1941

My dear Sinclair,

Since the meethig of the Defence Coiamittee (Operations) on the
4th December last, 115/ advisers and I have given much thought to the best means
of giving effect to the conclusion then reached that, A^v-hilst Coastal CoimTiand
should remain an integral part of the Royal Air Force, for all operational
purposes it should come under the control of the Admiralty.

The question has also been ejqjlored by the Chiefs of Staff of the two
Services, and I gat'.;.er that sufficient progress has nov/ been made to enable
me to propose that a small Admiralig'^-Air Ministry Committee should be set up
to discuss the transfer of operational control on the follov/ing basis

Hie Admiralty ?/ill have complete operational control of all aircraft
in Coastal Command.

(a)

0^) Di addition to the general control to be exercised tiirough the
Naval Staff at the Admiralty, the Scheme should p>rovide for the
exercise of local operational control by Naval Commanders-in-Chief

at Home through the Combined headquarters, as soon as this can be
arranged.

Coastal Conmaand resources should not be diverted to other services

without the express concurrence of the Admiralty.

The Commander-in-Chief, Coastal Conimand, should remain at Coastal
Command Headquarters (at Northwood), but he should have an office in
the Admiralty if he wishes.

(c)

(d)

(e) A Royal Air Force Liaison Officer, of ranic not lower than Air
Commodore, with a suitable staff, shovild be installed in the
Admiralty to constitute a "Coastal Command Section",
would work virith the Naval Staff aiid be responsible for keeping the
Admiralty informed of the operational strength and dispositions of
the Coastal Command, and also for passing all orders from the Naval
Staff to the Coastal Command.

This Section

(f) As the Admiralty are responsible for operational control they would
wish to keep under constant review and express their opinion on the
folio-wing

(i Numbers of aircraft.

Types of aircraft.
Equipment of aircraft.
Scales of reserves.

Formation of Squadrons.
Types of vreapon.
Numbers and training of aircrews.
Methods of patrol, escort and search.
Anticipated expansion of Coastal Command.
Droposed dispositions of newly formed squadrons.
Allocation of aircraft and aerodromes.

Methods of protection of trade from air or
submarine attack.

Requirements for effective reconnaissance.
Methods of perfecting attacks on ships.

(ii
(iii
(iv
(v

VVii

(viii
(ix)
(x
(xi
(xii

(xiii;
(xiv,

The Adjiairalty suggest that this requirement can best be met by setting up
a joint Admiralty-Air Ministry Standing Comaittee, worldng under the
Chaimnanship of the Co:nmander-in-Chief, Coastal Coiimand.

I propose that all the matters in the foregoing paragraph, and any others
that arise, shouild be considered b3r a small joint Adiairaltjr-Air Ministry
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Committee under the Presidency of the V,C,N,S, with the Fifth Sea Lord as the

other Admiralty Member, The Committee would have powers to co-opt other
Members of the Staffs of the two Services as necessary. If you agree, would
you nominate two Air Ministry'- members for this Committee,

If you agree, I should like the Committee to get to work at oncej I
particularly wish the arrangements for the transfer of operational control to
be in force before Navy Estimates are taken about the end of February.

Yoiors sincerely,

(Sgd,) A,V, H, ALEXANDER.

ANimilRE (2) TO REPORT OF COM-illTTBE ON COASTilL COMvIAI^

A.O, 1-135/41 Air l\iinistry,
IThitehall, S,iy,1,
3rd February, 1941

SECRET

Dear First Lord,

Thank you for your letter of the 30th January, I T/ill not at this stage
comment on the detailed proposals which it contains, for I vrelcome the idea of
an early meeting of representatives of the Naval and Air Staffs to consider
how, in accordance with the decision of the Defence Committee (Operations),
the operational control of the Coastal Command can best be exercised by the
Admiralty j
the better.

and, within that compass, the freer and wider their discussions.

I agree that the meeting should be held under the Chairmanship of the
Vice-Chief of the Naval Staff, and I have appointed Air Vice-Marslial Harris,
Depujjr Glxief of Air Staff, and Air Commodore Dixrston, Director of Operations
(Naval Co-operation), as the Air Staff representatives.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) SINGMIH.

The Rt, Hon, A, V, Alexander, M,P,
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ANNEXURE (3) TO THE RETORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON COASTAL COMMAND

PROROSED ESTABLISPSOTT FOR C04STAL COLL LIAISON SECTION iiLiiIRAI.TY

(a) 1 Group Captain, Senior R.A.P, Officer on the Naval Staff in charge of

Coastal Command Liaison Section, Admiralty,

(b) 1 Wing Commander. This officer, apart from understudying the Group
Captain in charge of the Coastal Command Liaison Section, would be
responsible for having available all the particulars in regard to the
administration of Coastal Command,

(c) The four Coastal Caumand Liaison Officers and their assistants, already
established in the Admiralty, should work under the Direction of the Group
Captain in charge of the Coastal Command Liaison Section and be respon
sible for keeping him up-to-date with all current operations,

(d) Clerical assistance will also be required.

ANNEXURE (A) TO THE REPORT OF THE COMigTTEE ON COASTAL COMMAND

AIR MINISTRY COMMITTEES ON TOUCH ADMIRALTY IS REERE3MTED

E5cpansion and re-equipment (Policy) Committee,
Release of Technical Information Committee.

Glider Weapon Committee.
Torpedo Design Committee.
Dombing Committee,
Air Fighting Ccmmittee,
Air Training Corps Committee,
Bombing Targets Committee.
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ARPERDIX VIII

C.A.FtO. 835 ~ COASTAL CO/MARD - EXERCISE OP OPERATIONAL

CORTROL BT TFIE AEiMIRAJ.TY

(A.0283/41 - 24.4.41.)

The follovfing arrangements have been agreed between the

Admiralty and the Air Ministry, for implementing the decision
of the Government that Coastal Command, whilst remaining an
intcgT-al part of the Royal Air Force is, for all operational
purposes to come under the control of the Adiidralty.

(a) Until it is practicable to bring the Air Officer
Comiiianding-in-Chief, Coastal Comrnand, and liis Headquarters
staff nearer to the Admiraltj"- tliey will remain in their
present Headquarters and tlie Air Ministry 'will provide a

Coastal Command Liaison Section for duty in the Admiralty.
Tills Section, viiich 'will be in charge of an officer of tlie

rank of Group Captain or above, will undertake liaison between
the Admiralty and the Coastal Comnaand.
tlie Na-val Staff and vdll be responsible inter alia for

keeping the Admiralty infonned on all matters affecting the
operational strength and dispositions of Coastal Conimand
forces.

2.

It vdll work vdth

(b) Operational control of Coastal Conxnand vdll be
exercised by the Admiralty through the Air Officer ComiTianding-
in-Chlef, Coastal Coi;miand.

(c) Subject to the over~riding operational authority of
the Admiralty referred to above, the Air Officer Coramanding-
in-Oliief vdll nonioally delegate tlie day-to-day detailed
conduct of air operations to 'tlie Coastal Conmand Groups who
vdll be responsible to him for meeting the air requirements of
the Raval Coriiivander-in-Chief '

(d) In the event of any operatiorjal difficulty arising
vdiich cannot be resolved locally by Conxiiander-in-Chief, it
vdll be referred to the Admiralty, who will malce  a decision in
consultation vdth the Air Officer Coraraanding-in-Chief, Coastal
Command.

(e) Coastal Coraiaand resources vdll not be diverted to
other services vdthout the express concurrence of the
Admiral-ty, except as a result of a decision of the Defence
Conmdttee,

(f) A Joint Adi'niralty-Coastal Conmand Committee vdll
be set up to keep under review such matters as numbers; types
and equipment of aircraft scales or reserves, formation of
squadrons; types of weapons; numbers and training of
aircrews; methods of patrol, escort and search; eximnsion
of Coastal Command; proposed dispositions of newly formed

squadrons; allocation of aircraft and aerodromes; methods
of protection of trade from air or submarine attack;
requirements for effective reconnaissance and methods of

perfecting attacks on ships. Reca'iimendations by tills
committee will, as far as practicable, be considered by one
of -fclie existing inter-departmental committees,

(g) Ad hoc meetings between re-presentatives of -fclie
Admiralty and Air Ministry will be arranged, on the
representation of either depar'tment, to consider matters
for discussion of vliich no special committee already exists.

The transfer of operational control of the Coastal
Cocmand to the Admiralty’’, in accordance with the arrangements
described above, took effect on 15th April 1941.

3.
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ARFERDIX IX

MMOPJtfDUM PRATO UP BY TEE C.N.S. .Ali’TER YffilT'ESM CONSULTATION
WITH A.O.C.-IN-C. TO REPRESENT THE ACREEfyiENT REACHED AT A

:^^EETING AT ADMIRALTY ■ ON 25 AUGUST 19lg

That C.A,P,0» 835/1941, Paragraxih 2 (c) must not be
interpreted tliat Coastal Command Groups are under the
operational control of tlie Naval Coraraander-in-Chief,

That, as the best results can only be obtained in the
conduct of an operation vdien the Air and Naval Officers

are actually working along-side eacli other, all
operations except tliose in paragraphs (c) below, viSiether
of a da^'"“to-day nati.i.re or otherwise, will nonnally be
conducted hy 'fclie local Commands in the manner set out

in ijaragraph 2 (c) of C*A.P.0,855, any necessau:^'’ naval
or air reinforcements being provided by tlie Admiralty
C,-in*-C, Coasted. Command.

On tliose occasions 'wdien it is necessary for the Admiralty
to signal that they have taken over control from the
Naval Coraiianders-in-Chief concerned, operations will be
conducted by the Admiralty and Coastal Coraaoand
Headquarters.

When any air reinforcements are being sent to or air
forces aire being withdravm from any Group, the Admiralty
will be informed in sufficient time to obtain the
reactions of the Naval C.-in-G. concerned,

appreciated that tliere must be day-to-day minor
adjustments in aircraft operations to meet the needs
of one Group from the resources of another,
cases Headquarters Coastal Command would endeavour to
ensure that the A.O.C. tlie Group concerned is informed
in sufficient time for the Naval C.-in-C. to make

representations if aiy Naval requirements are duly
prejudiced.

(a)

(b)

or

(c)

(d)

It is

In these

H.Q, C.C, O.R.B. August 1942. Ends. 6 of B, of A,
Also C.C. S.7055/1 Ends. 9A, 11A, 12A, lijA, 15A, I6A.
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APFEIDIX X

THE HISTORY OP THE DEVELCB'E!® CiP THE LEK5I LIGHT

Prior to the provision of a type of A.S.V. which would
detect a surfaced U-hoat, operations at niglit were
unprofitable, V/hen stich a type was being developed in

the latter Iialf of 1940 it vf&s apparent that, to be of any
value, the contact must be illuriiinated at ni^it for
identification or attack purposes. In addition, tlie contact

as shown on the A,S,V, screen disappeared in the confi;sed
sea returns" at the bottom of tlae screen vdien the range was

from to 1 mile from the target so that if/ithout some means

of "forward looking" illmination an imaediate attack could
not be delivered.

II

The early proposals were confined to the first part of

the illuraination problem and v/ere being directed towards the

production of a new and more powerful flare vSiich the aircraft
could release just before the contact faded out,
had to drop slowly enougli to allow the aircraft to get to the
far side of the contact, turn, and attack up the flare path,
Tlais was conceivably practicable for a lai^ level bombing
attack if the U-boat did not immediately dive vdien the flare

was released but vra.s no good for an immediate low level attack

witla depth charges.

This flare

Fortunately the solution to both problems was provided
at about the same time as the A.S.V, development was showing
promising results in location. The solver was Squadron
Leader H, de V, Lei^i D,F,G, who, at the time, was employed at

taff.Headquarters Coastal Gomraand as an officer in "P" s

He placed his s’uggestion before the A,0,G,-in-0,W / on

C.C,

S.18329
end. 1

Paras,1-4
encls.lA

to 6A

23rd October 1940 and after discussion.of details obtained
Iiis full support. The plan was put before the Air Ministry
and as a result A,G,A,S,(t)
be carried out Tdtii a D.W.1, Wellington allocated for the

pirrpose.

agreed that experiments should

The plan consisted in the mounting of a 2if inch Naval
Searchli^rt Projector in the turret on the underside of a

D.W.I, Wellington, wiiich was already equipped with a

powerful generating set for previous duties in connection with

sweeping for magnetic mines,
fixed but mounted to allov^’ dovmwards and sideways movement

and T/ould be manipulated by remote control in co-operation
with the A.S.V. operator so "rat just before the contact
faded at a range of about 1 mile the searchlight would be

switclred on and hold the contacted target in its beam thus

allowing identification and, if necessary, immediate attack.

Originally it was not Icnovm if the weight of this equipment
would permit of a bomb load in the Wellington and it was

suggested tliat, pending this certainty, a Vvhltley from the
squadron wirich was developing the long range A.S.V, should

accompany the Wellington and carr^'' out the actual attack.

However, long before the operational stage had been reached,
development showed tlrat tire Wellington could carry the full

A.S.V, set, the searchlight and an effective depth charge
load Td-th full fuel tanks.

The searclrliglrt v/as not

G.G,

S. 18329
end, 1

para, 3

Pollov/ing the interview at the Air Ministry, a number
of conferences and discussions took place dth M.A.P, and

(1) Air GIrief Marslral Sir Frederick Bowhill,
SEGRICT(l988if)406
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APFEEDIX X (Continued)

C.C. R. A.E.

Parsons Ltd, searchlight engineers, and the help of Nash and

Thompson Ltd. secured for the hydraulic controls and mounting
of the searchlight.

Director of Anti-submarine Warfare at the Admiralty and the
Electrical Department of H.M.S. Vernon. ) These contacts
were extremely valuable for the rapid development of the

scheme in providing standard equipment v/here possible.

Contracts were placed vri.th Vickers, Savage and

Contact was also established with the

S.I8329
end, 1

paras 6-10

The Prototype installation Y/as completed by
20th January 1 94I but ov/ing to difficulties with the aircraft
itself which was in bad condition and to unfavourable 'weather

the first night trials did not take place until 26th March 1941.
Even then the general troubles being experienced dth A.S.V.
Mark II had prevented the full equipment of this aircraft.
However, the Light trials carried out, using a corvette shoYf-

ing full navigation lights, as target were completely
successful,

craft and, once picked up, the target ytus held successfully
in the beam.

The Li^t did not daszle the creYT of the air-

At the end of April 1941 the A.S.V, equipment was com
pleted and further trials with an unlit s'abmarine in early
May established beyond doubt that the direct illumination of

a surfaced submarine from an alx-craft using A,S.V, vra.s a

practical proposition which alloYYed immediate attack before
the submarine could dive,

evolve a technique aided by acciu-ate indicators which would

ensure the target being picked up in the Li^it in  a matter of

a second or two once it had been sivLtched on, and to

standardise the equipment for general production and operation.

The problem remaining W8.s to

G.G.

S.I8329
end, lOA,

B, G and D

Up to this point a generator had been used for the
electrical power though the idea of using batteries had been

envisaged by Squadron Leader Leigli since December 1 940»

soon as the April trials had proved the pra.cticability of the

device the generator was replaced by 12 Volt 40 amper^^S'^an-
dard batteries,

ments in the equipment made it clear that the aircraft could

carry not only the Light and full A,S.V, layout, but also a

full fuel load and the standard depth charge armament,
further tests and experience the aircraft was, based at

Carew Gheriton Yvhere Goastal Gommand Development Uiit
was stationed.

As

The -weight saved by thJ.s and other refine-

Por

MeaniYhile the initial proposal had been considered in

November 1 940 by the Air Ministry Interception Goimnittee v/ho

reported that the scheme had been found to be, in all essen

tials, identical T/ith others that were then under considera
tion,

suggested that Squadron Leader Leigh sho-uld be put in touch

Y'ath Yfing Gommander Helmore t4io v/as said to be vrorking on a
similar scheme,

YTorking on entirely different lines to attain different
objectives,
illuminate a target instantaneously from nearly sea level and

permit immediate attack by the same aircraft Yvhereas Helmore

was endeavouring to perfect a very pcYverfiil but dif-fused light
for -use in Fighter Gommand for night interception at high
altitude as a background against vdiich a second aircraft would

actually make the attack on the intercepted enemy aircraft.
This Light, called a Turbinlite, differed from the Leigli Light

However, the Deputy Director of Scientific Research

In point of fact the two officers AYere

Leigh v/as developing a narroxY beam light to

G.G.

S.I8329
end, 7A

details

in

end, 21A

(1 ) H.M.S. Vernon is the Torpedo, Mniiig and Electrical
Establishment for the Navy and is situated at Portsmo'uth.
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APPENDIX Z Continued.

It \Ya.s a very large light, notin every important particular#
fully moveable, positioned in the nose of the airci*ai‘t and

together with the special batteries was of such a weight that
neither full fuel load nor armament could be carried. AfterC.C.

S. 18329
end.

aA, 9A

one or two meetings between these officers it was mutually
agreed that they should each concentrate on developing their

separate ideas, and neither had any part in the origins or

developments of the other’s invention.

After the successful trials in early May, both the
Senior Air Staff officer and the A.O.C

considered that Leigh should be relieved of "P" staff duties

and be free to devote his whole time to improvements and the

attainment of operational condition in this new weapon, the vast

possibilities of which they were fully aTfare,

A letter to this effect was sent by the A,0,C,-in-G, to

A.C.A.S, (r) (1) on the 18th May but the reply was discouraging
in that the impression was conveyed that Leigh’s activities were

not required and that further developments shodd be handed over

to Coastal Command’s Development Unit, keeping the technical
side in Helraore’s hands,

it confirmed that in hi^ places there was a confusion of

thought which did not distinguish between the tvro totally dif
ferent problems and the totally different solutions which in
the case of night illuimination of a U-boat had been triumphantly
vindicated in filLl scale trials by the Leigh Li£^t,

Up to the middle of June 1941 Leigh was actively pursuing
the improvements and modifications necessary to the aircraft

eqdpment at Carevf Cheriton from which frequent ni^t flights
were made, using trawlers and a light ship as targets.

On the 14th June Air Marshal Sir Philip Jodert took over

command of Coastal Command and on 21st June Squaxlron Leader

Lei^ was re-called to Headquarters to I’esume full time duties
in "P" staff.

Under Secretary of State for Air that tvro A,S.V, fitted
Uellingtons, then coming off the line at Vickers vrorlcs, should
be allocated to Group Captai.n Helmore for the installation of

his device observing that a searchlight aircraft for anti

submarine work had been an operationsO. requirement in Coastal

Command for some time and asking for high priority in view of

urgent need to defeat the svibmarine.

However, by August 1 941 grave doubts -were en’certained by
the Coastal Command and A.dmiralty staffs as to the value of the
Helmore Turbinlite for anti-submarine work and a meeting v/as

held on 7th August to revi.ew the work so far done on the^ Leigh
Light and that projected by Group Captain Helmore,
requirements for anti-submarine vrork were tabuilated and members
of the two staffs visited Heston airfield where the "Turbinlite

was vievred as fitted in the D.B.7 aircraft.

n-C, Coastal Command

It T/as the more unfortunate becauise

On 26th June the A.0.C,-in-C, requested the

The knov/n

C.C.

S.I8329
end, 11A

C.C.

S.I8329
end, 12A

and I3A

end. 12(A.

end, I5A

end. 1 6A

end, 17A

ends, 18A

and I9A

These enquiries confirmed the doubts felt by the staffs
that the Turbinlite was not a practical proposition foi- anti
submarine work and the A.O.C.-in-C, informed the Mr Ministry
on the 11th August that "the small light designed by
Squadron Leader Leigh had proved itself in trial to be.

reasonably satisfactory", i-equesting that six Catalinas and

six Yfellingtons be fitted vd.th the Leigh searchlight as a

matter of urgency, Leigh i^vas allowed to resume his develop
ment vrork and he returned to Carew Cheriton to carry

C.C.

S.I8329
end. 20A

(1) Air Marshal Sir Philip Joubert,
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APFEM)IX X (contimed)

out trials vdtli the special indicators found necessary to ensure

the iiimediate pick up of the target viien the light vvas switched
on at the end of the A.S.Y. approach.

Shortly before his recall to H.Q. Coastal Conmrand in June,
Lei^i had niade a start in tlie design of a Nacelle type Ligjit.
The Turret light fitted in the w'ellington v/as not suitable for
installation in other types of aircraft except with large
structural alterations. The most promising raethod of making a
universal tjrpe was to fit the standard Naval klark IV Arc Lamp
into an egg-shaped nacelle, the projector to be fully moveable
in azimuth and elevation by remote control. The fitting of

tire lamp Tra.s effected in co-operation vdth HJSi.S. Vernon and
the raanufacture of the prototype nacelle with the controls was

At that tkne this firm hadundertaken by Savage and Parsons,

C.C.

S,18329
end. 1

paras

12-13

no official order to regularise such vrork and it was purely out
of faith in the invention together vdth Leila's persuasion tliat

they did so.

Consequently v/nen the Leigli Light was officially adopted by
the A.O.G.-in-C, in November 1941 tlie vrork on the Nacelle Li^it
was well advanced,

another 30 V/ellingtons to be fitted witli
_^ov/ever the Air Ministry considered tliat
original six should not be approved until results had been

obtained in further trials and^^erational experience.
Provision of'^'^^i^ms forth-coming from the Coastal Command
Development Unit and, in a letter of I8th December 1941
to tlie Under Secretary'’ of State for Air, the A.O.C.-in-C.,

enthusiastic supi^orter of the Leigh Li^t, urged the early
placing of the further order for 30 Leigli Light Wellingtons.
The Air Ministry responded by ordering a further 20 sets of

searchliglat equipment but intimated tlm
ail-craft with these sets must await/”
initial six aircraft already ordered from Vickers Ltd.
first operational Wellington arrived at Chivenor airfield on

8tli Pebruaiy 1942 but the apparently inevitable delays which

hinder a new development obtained in the case of the remainder

and even by M.a.j 1942, after months of pressure by the

A.0,C.-in-C. only five opierational aircraft had been delivered

to No. 172 Squadron wiiich had been formed to exploit this new

At the same time the A.O.C.-in-G. requested
il-i^e Jurret Light,

ers above UieiJio

now

an

the equipping of
obtained by the

The

su.

C.C.

S,18329
encl.22fA

encl.25A

end. 26a

C.C.

S.18329

encl.27A

enal.30A

encl.34A

y/eapon.

The future 'production promised vra.s six in June, six in
In spite offour in August and thereafter three per month,

further representations by the A.0,C.-in-C. for increased prod»-
production and steps to be taken for fitting the Nacelle type
in Catalina, Sunderland and Liberator types tlae Air Ministry in
Insisted on operational ex^ierience being obtained in tlie face
of the enemy before conr-.iitting themselves to a decision.

encl«35A

Unfortunately tills meant that tlie entirely new weapon which,

for the first time, enabled letliad attacks to be made from the
air on U-boats at niglit had to be used in penny-packet tactics.

Had tvro squadrons or even one complete squadron been launched
this niglit offensive, far greater execution mi^t have been

effected, aided as it y/as by tlie complete surprise and unreadi
ness of tlie U-boats for this form of attack yifiiile on passage

tlirough the Bay of Biscay.

on

operations commenced on 4th June 1942 yyith four
By the 23rd, seven U/Bs had been sighted and six

three y/ith dep-bh cliarges and three yyith
In July, tliree more U/^s were attacked

The evidence of success yvith the
The Air Ministry now stepped up

As it yvas

aircraft,

of tliem attacked

macliine gun fire only,
of yiiich one v/as destroyed*
neyy vreapon had been supplied,
allocation of aircraft, agreed to the provision of a second

SECRET

ends. 36 a
and 37A
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C.C.

S.18329
encl«38A

Leigh Liglit Wellington Squadron and raised a requisition
for sufficient Nacelle types of the Leigh Li^t for all

Coastal Coimiand Catalinas together ’with trial installations
in Liberator airci'aft.

Tlie effect on U-boat tactics in the Bay ms iiniiaediate,
Tlie hitherto safety of the ni^it for surface passage was

To avoid tlae umeralded aoid surprise attacks duringgone,

darlcness the U-boats were forced to reverse tlieiz' procedure
and dive by night, thus exposing themselves to attack by
day, v/-hich played into tlie laands of the increasing day
offensive planned by Coastal Comraand,

The Lei^T, Li^it was firmly established as the Standard
Ni^t Weapon by the end of 1942 and in the ensuing years
was fitted to marcr Wellington, Catalina and Liberator
Squadrons,

During the war Leigh Li^t fitted aircraft attacked
218 U-boats at ni^t and carried out 206 attacks on enemy
shipping, 27 U-boats were sunk and 31 damaged. Not the
least factor in these niglit attacks was the complete
surprise, with its psychological effects on U-boat personnel.

A.H.B,

Statistics

(1980Z<.)V!0 SECRET
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APPENDIX XI

LETTERED CONVOYS WITHIN THE SPHERE OF

COASTAL COIMAND

OA Outward Lound from London dov/n Gliannel, Sailed every otlier day.

OB and OL OL;tward "bound from Liverpool ̂ dovm. Irish Sea and to the Soutli of
Ireland. ditto.

London to Firth of Forth (Rethil)

Firtia of Forth (Methil) to London.

Liverpool to 01^/-de, Sailed every

FN East coast convoys. ditto.

FS ditto*ditto.

West coast convoys.D fourth day.

E Worthei’n oonvojs * Clyde to rlrth of Foi’tli. Sailed eveiy eiglith day.

F, FP From the Firth of Forth.Norwegian convoys. ditto.

FR.

(M United Kingdom to Gibraltar and Malta.

Kingston (Jamaica) to United Kingdom.KJ

AFTER THE FALL OP FRANCE, ALL THE ABOVE
WERE CANCELLED,

(Finally to Bristol Channel ports).Belfast to U.K. Western ports,

St. Helens (l. of W.) to Southend,
Southend to St. Helens (l. of W.)

BB

CE

CV/

1 U.K. to Canada (Militaiy convoy)
Canada to U.K, ( ditto, )

*(CT
TO

Curacao to U.K. (tanker convoy) aftervTards became Ney/' York to U.K.
special convoy,

U.K, to New York ditto.U.K, to Curacao ( )ditto. ditto.

*(CU

(UG

DF Clyde to Faeroes*
Faeroes to Clyde,FD

*(DS Clyde to Re5dcjaAn.k ferry service,
Reykjavik to Cljrde ferry service.SD

EC Southend north about to Loch Ewe, Oban or Clyde,

Methil northabout to Loch Evre or Oban.

Oban and Clyde northabout to Metliil,

Thames to Firtli of Forth (Southend to Metliil)
Firth of Forth to Thames (Methil to Soutliend)

(EN
(WN

FN

FS

*(HG Gibraltar to U.K,

U.K, to Gibraltar,OG

HM Holyhead to Milfordhaven,
Milfordhaven to Holyhead.IVEN

HN Bergen to Methil) obsolete after capture of Norway.
Methil to Bergen)ON

Halifax (Nova Scotia) to U.K,
U.K, to North A-aerica.. ONS

*(HX
ON was the slow portion.
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1 ]*(KX U.K. to Cibraltar (special convoys
Gibraltar to U.K* ditto.XK

* KM UeK* to Worth Africa and Port Said.
Port Said and Wortla Africa to U.K.

Militarjr convoys,
clitto.MK

Ml Metiiil to tlie Tyne.

*0S U.K. to V/est Africa.
South than Preetoim.

OSS vra.s that portion proceeding further

si! PQ Iceland to North Russia.
North Russia to Iceland.

Became Jf
Became EAQP

(PW Portsmouth to Bristol Channel ports.
Bristol Channel ports to Portsmouth.

Reykjavik to Loch Ewe,
Loch Ewe to Reykjavik.

Sydney (Cape Breton Island) to U.K.

Sierra Leone (Preetovm) to U.K.

(IP

*{RU
UR

*SC

*SL

SP Shoreliam to Portsmoutla,
Portsmouth to Shoreham.PS

*(TA U.K. to U.S.A. Military convoy,
U.S.A, to U.K, ditto

Also called TU convoys,
ditto. ItUTAT

*TM Trinidad to Gibraltar.

*(T0 Northwest Africa to Dutcli 'tfest Indies,
Dutch ¥/est Indies to Northwest Africa.OT

1*(UG U.S.A, to North Africa.
Nor til Africa to U.S.A.GU

*¥S U.K, to Suez via Cape of Good Hope, Military convoys.

* ARE OCEAN CaNVOIS.
SLOW PORTION,

THE ADDITION CP P OR S SIGNIFIED PAST OR

(19884)^.12 SECRET
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APPEMDIX XII

DBVELOBCEIOT OP SVHITE CiiviOUPIAGE

A standardisation order on camouflage of R.A.P. aircraft
was issued by tlie Air Ministry on 12th August 1940,
order directed the following colours to be used:-

This

All land aircraft - ( uuper surfaces,
colouring,

( under surfaces.

Temperate land scheme

G.C,
Duck egg blue or Matt

Black according to the natux'e of
duties and at the discretion of the

Goianands,

3,7509/1/3
Part II

Enel, 5A

All flying boats -- ( uppei* surf'aces,
colouring,

( under surfaces.

Temperate sea scheme

Dirck egg blue.

The discretionary povrer wa.s exercised bs?- Ooastal Gommand
in favour of matt black for edl under surfaces of land aircraft

and H,Q, Goastal Go^imand issued orders to the Groups to this
effect on the lltli September, 19Zi.O,
Pnotographic Unit had, up to this tirae, been painting tlxeir
aircraft in vai'ious caiaouflage schemes to meet their special
duties Triiiich included the desirability of a higli degree of
invisibility from ground obseiuration,
a Hudson, was stationed temporarily at this time at Bircham
Newton,

The aircraft of the

One of these aircraft.

The upper surfaces were much paler tlian the standard

ibid

encl,14A

temperate land scheme and tlie under surfaces wei-e duck egg blue.
The comparative invisibility of this aircraft at medium
altitiAdes was most marked and the Station Goriimander

requested throu^i No. 16 Group that the G,R, Squadron, No, 206
ThisHudsons, on his station might be similarly painted,

ibid

end, 22fB

was disallowed by Headquarters who officially informed the
Air Ministry on 26th September, 1940, tliat in view of tlie G,R,
Squadrons* eraplo3mient on both da;/ and nl^it duties, all such
aircraft would have matt black under surfaces,

X’equest from No, 206 Squadron was forwarded on 3rd October
that they nxi^it be excepted fronx this order owing to tlie
loi^ ixroportion of their day reconnaissance over nl^it sorties.
On 6tli October tlie Etiotograixhic Reconnaissance Unit made a
similar request.

A furtheribid

end, 36a

ibid

end, 41A

Headquarters Ooastal Oonmand agreed to the request from
the Photographic Unit who continued tlaenceforth to paint as
requisite for their special conditions and were not subject
to any standardised colouring. No, 206 Squadron’s request
7/as refused but they v/ere informed that the question of
camouflage for G,R, aircraft v/as under revision.

ibid

ends, 44A
and 45A

In tlie middJLe of October special trials were carried out
at the Goastal Gommand Station at Thornaby to test different

scliemes of colouring. The conclusions, sent to Headquarters
on the I8th October, 1940, recommended the paler Temperate
Sea scheme of colouring for the upper surfaces and duck egg
blue for all under surfaces. It was noted that the most

successful colour for under-surfaces during the trial was

the pale sly blue used on a P,R,U, aircraft but there were

doubts as to whethei’ it v/as possible to produce this paint
quickly or in any large quantity,

A conference on this subject w/as held at H,Q,G,G, on

28th October and the followdne v©.s recoimiiended:-

ibid

56A 7 B

Up to 25^ of G,R, and T,B, landplanes should have
duck egg blue under surfaces and the reiiiainder matt
black.

(19834)413 SEORET
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(2) Nos. 53 and 59 Squadrons, largely used for niglit
boHibing, should have matt black under surfaces#

Long range filter aircraft should have duck egg blue
under surfaces#

(3)ibid

encl. 58A

(4) Plying boats should have no colouring on the under
surfaces on top of the Lanoline protective coating
(v/lxLch itself ms colourless) but if this coating
could be coloured and still retain its protective
qualities it should be duck egg blue.

(5) All landplanes of G#R# and T.B# types should have
the temperate Land Scheme colour for the upper
surfaces and all flying boats should retain the
temperate Sea Scheme for Hie upper suirfaces*

ibid

encl# 69A
An order to this effect vra.s issued to tlie Groups on

8tli November, 1940#

Excepting tliat it was found possible to colour tlie Lanoline

protective coating duck egg blue for the itnder suirfaoes of

fl5Ting boats, no further changes or suggestions were made until

March 1941 • On the 5th Mai-ch, Headquarters drew attention to
a recent combat with two Heinkel 115 in wiiich the enemy aii'crai’t
had their under surfaces painted a very liglit grey# The combat

report from No# I6 Group noted that this camouflage was most
efficient and H#QoC,C# gave instructions for investigation to

be made and results reported, Meanwliile the proposition
was passed by H#Q,C,C# direct to the Air Ministry who, however,
turned it down on the ruling that it was undesirable to

re-introduce variations in standard caiuouflage# The hi^
intensity of operational flying by aircraft of No. I6 Group
prevented the investigation from being pursued until
aifter the question of camouflage load been raised in connection

with anti U-boat opera.tions bir No, 15 Group in the N,W,
Approaches•

On 3rd June 1941 No# 15 Group requested, in view of their
A/Ij duties which were mostly by day and the conspicuous nature
of the existing canaouflage to U/B lookouts, tliat the G#R#
lifeitleys and Wellingtons should have their under surfaces painted
duck egg blue. Early in June No, 502 Squadron (Whitleys)
commenced ti’ials of different camouflage schemes. These were

planned, and carried out by tlie 0,0# of the Squadron in

conjunction with t’.vo members of the newly appointed Operational
Research Section at H,Q,C,C,('l) The trials consisted of
painting pairs of aircraft in Hie followdng colours on the \mder
and side surfaces,

li^t grey and matt vhite. It was found that, for the
prevalent weather conditions in tlie Nortla Atlantic matt white

for side surfaces and glossy white for under surfaces was the

most efficient camouflage.

Resulting from these trials which extended over June and

July and from the recommendations made by Headquarters Coastal
Command, the Air Ministry issued a new caraouflage order on

8th A.ugust, 1941 • This directed that all VfeUingtons, Wnitley
and Liberator aircraft in Coastal Comma.nd should be painted wiiite
on under and side surfaces; that Beaufort, Beaufi^iter, Blenheim
and Hudson aircraft should be painted duck egg blue on the

under stix-faces and tlaat all aircraft upper surfaces should be

Temperate Sea scheme colouring# Tliis order vra.s issued to the

One pair eadi in eggshell blue, pale pink,

ibid

encl, 101A

ibid

encl# 103A

and 105A

ibid

encl# 135A

C.C#

3,7050/5
encls,5A,
11A, 14A

0»R*S«C»C«/

1}J4 Camouflage
of Aircraft

engaged on A/U
Operations,

3,7509/1/3
II

encl, 153A

(1) Professor B M. S# Blackett and W, R# Merton Esq#
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Groups "by H,Q,G,C. on tiae 10th August hut with the
modification that 30f6 of the Torpedo bomber and Long Range
filter aircraft were to remain matt black on the under
surfaces*

ibid

ends. 1524.
and 165A

By the Spring of 1942 all Coastal Command aircraft,
land and flying boat types, -vifiiich were habitually used

A/U duties were painted in the vioite camouflage,
increased efficiency in .A/^ patrols was set out ma
by the Operational Reseancli Section at H#Q*C*C,(l)

The

thematically
and

this section identified itself with subsequent refinements
in the method and extent of Coastal Command camouflage*

on

(1) Coastal Command Review No, 1 page 36 and No,  2 page 27»
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Minelaying Code and Areas

Alphabetical Areas Alphabetical Codes

JuniperAntwerp
Arcona to R« Dievenow....Willow

Bayonne Elderberry
Bordeux Deodtir Barnacle

Boulogne Pewbe3n:y (Dabs) Beech
Brest Jellyfish
Calais Prawns

Cherb ourg .......0-reengage
Copenhagen (Approach)....yerbena
Danzig
Den Helder

Dieppe
DunMrk

Esbjerg (approach)
Frisian Islands
Great Belt
Great Belt
Great Belt

Great Belt

Haugesund
Heligoland
Heligoland
Heligoland
Kattegat —
Kattegat
Kattegat Areas
Kiel Canal

Kiel and Eckenforde

Kiel Bay.
Kiel Bay
Kiel Bay
Kiel Bay,
La Rochelle,
Le Havre,

Limf jord
Little Belt
Little Belt
Lorient,
Maas and Scheldt

Maas and Scheldt
Oslo

Oslofjord
Ostend

Pillau

Anemones

Daffodil

Privet

Limpets
Vine Leaves Deodar

Cypress (Clams) Dewberry
Eglantin

(approach)
(approach)

Forget-me-nots
Wallflowers

Quinces
i^dishes
Cinnamon
Anemones

... Krauts
Carrots

.... Endives
Artichokes
Newt

.Flounder
Onions

Tcanato

.lurbot

Tangerine

Krauts
Lettuces

:...,Le Havre
Artichokes Lorient

Great Belt

Zeebrugge
St* Nazaire

Haugesund
Great Belt
Little Belt

La Rochelle

.Dunkirk (originally Clams)

Bottle

Broccoli
Carrots

Cinnamon

Cypress
 Ihe Sound

.
Hawthorn
Nectarines

Quinces
Broccoli

Pumpkins
Asparagus
Bottle

Rosemary
Eglantine
Yams

Undergrowth
Yewtree
.Silverthom
-Lettuces
Melon

e
Elderberr

Bordeaux

Boulogne (originally Dabs) '
Heligoland (approach)
Bayonne
Little Belt

Mass and East Scheldt

y
Endives

Flounder

Forget-me-nots...Kiel Bay
Furze

Geranium
Gorse

Greengage
Hawthorn
Hollyhock

acinth...
asmine

Jellyfish
Juniper Antwerp

Idmf j'ord
Kiel Canal
Den Helder
Kiel and Eckenf orde
Spezia
Terschelling Gat
The Sound
Frisian Islands
Maas and Scheldt
Oslo
Rotterdam
Calais

Danzig
Great Belt

Kiel Baj?'
Great Belt and Outer Kiel

St* Jean de Luz
Swinemunde

Quiberon
Cherbourg
.Esbjerg {approach)
.Travemunde

Hy
Ja

St* Malo
.Warnemunde

Brest

,

limpets....
Melon
Mullet
Mussels
Nasturtiums
Nectarines.......
Newt
Onions.

Cysters
Prawns
Privet

Pumpkin
Quince

Quince

Bay
Kiel Bay
Heligoland
Rouen

Quiberon
Mver Jade (Hubert Gat)..,..Zinnias
River Jade,

Rostock and ArooneLt.,.,..Sweet Peas
Rotterdam
Rouen

St* Jean de Luz
St* Malo...
St* Nazaire

Spezia
Swinemunde..

Terschelling Gat..
Texel (South)
Eae Soimd

.Gorse

.... Xeranthemum

Oysters
Scallops
Furze

Hyacinth
Bieech

Mullet

Geranium

Mussels

...Trefoils
Nasturtium

Radishes

Rosemary.
Scallops
Silverthorn Kattegat Areas
Sweet Peas

Tangerine...,,
Tomato Oslo f
Trefoils Texel

Ostend

Kattegat
.Copenhagen (approach)

Vine Leaves .Dieppe

Kiel Bay ,
Zuider Zee (exit at
Yinuiden)
Arcona to R* Dievenow

Rostock and Arcone Lt

fsouth)
Turbot

Undergrowth
Verbena

VTallflowers,,
Whelks

Willow

s

*
Pillau

s

Xeranthemums River Jade
Yams

Yewtree

Zinnias.

... Heligoland

The Soxind

Travemunde

Wamemunde

Zeebrugge
Zuider Zee (exit)

(

Daffodil

Hollyhocks
Jasmine

Barnacle

,,Whelks

 approaclies
.... Kattegat
River Jade (Hubert Gat)

at Imuiden)
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ENEMY SHIPPING 1DSSE3 FROM MINES LAID BT AIRCRAFT

OP COA£iTAL AND BOMBER COMMANDS

DAMAGEDYear and Month SUNK

September 1939
to

March 1940

1 -April 11 - 14,754 1,581

13 - 18,881 1 - 2,533May

8 - 3,292June

13 - 12,962 1 - 50July

11 - 8,325 3 - 1,590August

16 - 14,448 1 - 5,971S^tember

1 - 1,6684 - 2,269October

1 - 1,4327104 “November

6 - 7,342 1 - 2,245December

86 - 82,983 10 - 17,070Total - 19AO

1 - 429 - 14,724January 1941

4- 1,632February

2 - 2,327March

3 - 5,9822,100April 2 -

1 - 5,088May

601June

6 - 8,35117 - 23,6041st half - 1941

Reference ~ German Admiralty amd Mercantile records and Lloyd* s Shipping
Branch*
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ORDER OF BATTLE OE FIGHTER CCMtA.KD

AT 0900 HOURS. 15TH JUNE. 1941

(Note; The names in brackets are those by v/hich the Sectors
became known later)

NO, 9 GROUP

Sector Sq-uadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarks

Rajnsey
(Andreas)
Speke
(Woodvale)

302 Hurricane I Jxu'by Day
(Polish)

315

(Polish)
Hurricane I Speke Day

It
96 Defiant and

Hurricane I

Defiant and

Hurricane I

Hurricane I

Beaufighter I

NightCranage

256 Squire’s Gate Night

615Valley Valley
Valient-

Day
II

219

(one
flight)
403

(R.C.A.P.)

Night;
one

flight
Ternhill

(Atcham)
i^itfire I Ternliill Day

68 Beaufighter I
Hurricane II A

igh Ercall
Baginton

T-”.

Ni^t
605Baginton

(Honiley)
Day

Summary; Day squadrons 5, S.E, night squadrons 2,
T»E, night squadron 1-g-,

NO. 10 GROUP

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarks

pembrey
(Pairwood Cotnmon)

32 Hurricane II A

& B

Hurricane I

Angle Day

316It Pemhrey Day
(Polish)

II
79 Hurricane II A

Spitfire II A
Hurricane I &

I A

Spitfire II A
Spitfire I &

II A

Beaufighter I
& II

T/fhirlv/ind

Hurricane I

Defiant

Hurricane I

Beaufighter I
Havoc

Spitfire II A
Spitfire II A
Spitfire II A

Pairwood Common Day
Portreath

Portreath

Day
Day

Portreath 152
249

66 Perranporth
Coleme

Day
Colerne 501 Day

600II
Colerne Night

263
II

Pilton

Charmy Dovm
Exeter

Exeter

Middle Wallop
Middle Wallop
lbsley
Warniwell

Chilbolton

Da\''

Night
Nigjit

87
307Exeter

504 Day
604Middie Wallop Night

Mining93
II 118 Day

234 Day
It

308 Day

(polish)

S.E, day squadrons 11, T.E, day squadron 1,
SoE, night squadrons 2, T.E, night squadrons 2,
Aerial mining squadron 1,

Siommary;
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NO. 11 GROUP

EquipmentSector Sc[uadron Aerodrome Remarks

Tangmere 145 ^itfire II B
^itfire II A
Beaufighter I

Merst on

Westhampnett
Tangmere

Day
Da^r

Night;
one flight

616II

It

219

(less one
flight)

t!
23 Havoc Ford Night

(Intruder)
Night

II
P.I.U. Ifi.xed

Spitfire II A

Ford

Westhampnett
It 610 Day

& B

Kenley 312 Hurricane II A

& B

Hurricane II B

Hurricane II B

Spitfire V B
Spitfire V B
Hirrricane II B

Spitfire V B
Spitfire Y B
Defiant

Beaufighter I
Spitfire V A
Spitfire V A
Spitfire V A
Hurricane II B

Hurricane II B

Havoc

Hurricane II B

Kenley Day
(Czech)

It

258 Kenley
Redhill

Biggin Hill
Biggin Hill
Manston

Hawkinge
Gravesend

West Mailing
West Mailing
Southend

Hornchurch

Hornchurch

North Weald

Hunsdon

Hunsdon

Mantlesham

Day
tt

1 Day
Biggin Hill 609 Day

II

92 Day
It 601 Day
tt

91 Day
tt

74 Day
It

264 Night
Night

II
29

603Hornchurch Day
ft

54 Day
It 611 Day

56North Weald Day
II

242 Day
tl

85 Night
DayDebden 3

& 0
tt

71 Hinrricane II B

(Eagle)
Spitfire II B

Martleshara Day

Northolt 303 Northolt Day
(Polish)

306
(Polish)

Day squadrons 20, S.E. night sq,\iadron 1,
T.E, night squadrons 2-g- (+ 1 Intruder atid

Hurricane II B Northolt Day

Summary;

F.I.U.)

NO. 12 GROUP

Sector Squadron EquiiPment Aerodrome Remarks

Duxford 19 Spitfii’e II A
Hurricane II A

Fowlmere

Duxford
Day

II

310 Day
(Czech)

Coltishall 222 Spitfire II B
Hurricane II B

Mat Task

Coltishall
Day

ft

257 Day
& C

Wittering 25 Beaufighter I
Defiant and

Hurricane I

Spitfire II A
Hurricane II A

Wittering
Witt ering

Night
Night

II

151

II
266 Collyweston

Wellingore
Day

Digby 401 Day
(R.C.A.F.)

402

(R.C.A.F.)

It
Hurricane II A Coleby Grange

Kirt on-in-Linds ey
Hibaldstow

Day

Kirt on-in-Linds ey 65 Spitfire II A
Defiant and

Hurricane I

Spitfire II A

Day
Night

II
255

It

452 Kirt on-in-Linds ey Day
(R.A.A.F.)

485

(R.N.Z.A.F.)

squadrons 10, S.E. night squadrons 2, T»E» night squadron 1,
SECRET

Spitfire II A Leconfield Day
Church Fenton

Summary; Day
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EquipmentSector Squadron Aerodrome Remarks

Catt erick 313 Spitfire I Catterick Day; one
flight op.
Day
Day
Day

(Czech)
41 Spitfire II A

Spitfire II A
Hurricane I

Catterick

Acklington
Ouston

Ouston 72

317

(Polish)
Turnhouse 122 Spitfire I Tumliouse Day; one

flight op.
Day; one
flight op.

II
123 Spitfire I Turnhouse

II 64 Spitfire II A Drem
Hurricane II A Drem

Day
II

43 Day
& B

602Ayr Spitfire I & Ayr
II A

Day

II
141 Defiant Ayre and

Acklington
Aldergrove

Summary; Day squadrons 8-y, S.E, night squadron 1.

245 Hurricane I

Night

Aldergrove Day

NO, 14 GROUP

Sqigadron Equipment RemarksSector Aerodrome

111 Spitfire II ADyce Dyce and
Montrose

Cast let osmi

and Elgin
Skitten

Skeabrae

CastletoTm

Day

Kirlcwall 17 Hurricane I Day

607 Hurricane I

Hurricane I

Spitfire I

Day
II

253 Day
II

124 Day; one
flight op.

Summary; Day squadrons 4y. night squadrons nil.

NON-OPSRATIONAL SQUADRONS

RemarksEquipment AerodromeSector Squadron

Hurricane I Kirt on-in-Linds ey Day
training

Da;/; one
flight
training
Night;
Poraiing
Day;
flight
forming
Day; one
flight
forndng
Da3^; one
fli^t
training

one

Kirt on-in-Linds ey 121

(Saglo)
313 ^

(Czech)
CatterickSpitfire ICatterick

406 AcklingtonBlenheimCuston

(R,C.A.P.)
Spitfire I Turnhouse122Tumhous e

Spitfire I Turnhouse123Turnhouse

Ca.stletoTrnSpitfire I124KirloArall

Sijmmar\^; Day squadrons 3, T.E, night sq-uadron 1,
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M6 APFEMDIXWII (Contd.)
SrjMLlAHY FOR WHOLE GOhmU^jj

Might
Tj».E» St.E.» 1aSj»

Aerialihit-Day
Total

ruder Mining

1l- 8-;?No. 9 Group 5 2

1 i7No. 10 Group

No. 11 Group
(excluding
P.I.U.)

11 1 2 2

24220 1 1

No, 12 Group 1310 2 1

No, 13 Group 1

4-^4^No, 14 Group

859 1 7 1 1 77

i. on-opera
tional 1 43

62 8 8 811 1

ANALYSIS BT FIMCTIONS

(figures on 6,4«41 in brackets)

(63)
.( 1)

62S,E, day squadrons
T,E, day squadrons 1

^(64)Total of day squadrons

8(8f)
8(4)

S.E. night squadrons
T,E. night squadrons

16(15)
1( 1)
l( 1)

True defensive night squadrons
Intruder squadron
Aerial mining squadron

18(17)Total of night squadrons

Total of day and night squadrons
81(81 )
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■AEPEMDIX XIX

U-Baa CONSIRUCIION - 1922 TO 1941

Reference ~ Gerrjan Naval Arclxives

By the Treal^y of Versailles, Gemai^y was denied the ri^at to Build or
acquire submarines# In 1922, German building yards, with the approval of
Adm# Behnke, 0,-in~0* Navy, founded at The Hague  a German Submarine Construction
Office under the cover of a Dutcli fiami (l«V»S« Ltd#). This office was to
provide an efficient U-boat construction staff to keep abreast of all technical
developments by means of practical work for foreign navies, A secret Berlin
Company - Mentor Bilanz Ltd, - provided the link between I.V.S, Ltd,, and the
German Admiralty, Mentor Bilanz Ltd* was liquidated in 1928 for internal
political reasons and a new company - Igewit Ltd, was formed to make
preparations for a speedy and effective rebuilding of the German U-boat arm in
such a way that the Navy and'Government would not be compromised#

In October 1924, Adm# Zenker replaced Adm, Behnke as C.-in-C# Navy and he
was, in turn", succeeded by Adm# Raeder in October 1928#

In November 1932, tire Reiclaswehrminlster Von Sdileidrer approved a plan
for rebuilding tlie German Navy# This included 16 U-boats to be built in three
stages up to and after 1938# He stipulated tliat no U-boats were to be
purchased or commenced until iiie political situation was favourable.

On 30 January 1933 the National Socialists came into power and General
Blomberg replaced Von Sdrlelcher#

At the Disarmament Conference in Geneva in March 1933# Macdonald - liie
British Prime Minister - presented his plan •which among olher things called
for a cessa-tion of all na-val construction until 193^#

On 13 October 1933# the German Admiralty discussed a programme known as
New Construction Plan A, for the rebuilding of -the German Navy, and it was
decided -that the U-boats already planned should be built# In addition, large
U-boats were to be built as far as the available doclcyard capacity allovred#
A target of six small U-boats per mon'tli 'w^
necessary facilities could be provided#(l)
repudiated the Treaty of Versailles and on 18 Jtme voluntarily entered into a
Naval Agreement with Great Britain, undertaking to restrict her naval tonnage
to a ratio of 35/iOO to the aggregate naval tonnage of -the British Empire#
This "was to apply to all categories of ships except submarines in ■vihich
Germany -was given the ri^it to possess an equal tonnage with Great Britain#
Germany agreed, however, not to build beyond 4^ of British submarine tonnage
unless special circurastances arose#

to be reached as soon as the

On l6 March 1935# Germany

The preliminary work on U-boat construction was so far advanced 'that
ele-ven days after the above Agreement had been signed, Germaiy commissioned
her first U-boay since 1918 on 29 June at Kiel and by Ihe end of 1935#
14 U-boats had been commissioned#

On 22 July 1935, the German Admiralty proposed to Von Blomberg a
programme for U-boat constructions up to October 1939*

(l) Germany had already built and tested prototjq)es of the en-visaged
construction. In 1927, the Mentor Bilanz Ltd,, had obtained the agreement
of the King of Spain for a 750 ton U-boat to be built at Cadiz. After
thorou^ trials this boat was sold to Turkey at the end of 1931# A
small 250 ton U-boat had with the permission of the Finnish Government
been built in Finland in 1930, This prototype for the German Coastal
U-boats ■was used in 1933/34 to give practical experience to a number of
German na-val officers.
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36 boats to be coramenoed Feb. 1935/^'^*. 1936 of ■v'fliiola 19 to be completed by
Mar* 1936

and 17 to be completed
by Apr/^ov* 1936

4 boats to be commenced Apr,1936 4 to be completed by Oct* 1937

4 boats to be commenced Apr.1937 4 to be completed by Oct* 1938

4 boats to be ccmraenoed Ap»1938 4 to be completed by Oct* 1939

48 Total 48 Total

On 17 July 1937> Germany entered into a second. Naval Agreement iivitla
Great Britain niMch stipulated among other points that no submarines built
ms to exceed 2|000 tons in standard displacement or carry a gun larger
than 5,1 inches (l30 mm) in calibre. The two Powers also undertook to
exchange information regarding tlieir annual building programmes and
affirmed that all matters relating to submarines were governed exclusively
by tlie Agreement of 18 June 1935*

In May 1938, Hitler decided that France and Great Britain must be
regarded as potential enemies and instructed Adi-iiral Raedei- on 27 May to
take all measures for bringing the U-boat fleet up to parity 'with
Great Britain, Raeder infoimed him that preliminary orders to this end
had already been placed*

In a review of U-boat construction issued on 19 September 1938 tlae
position was;

39 U-boats had been completed and 33 were building* This 72 boats
represented kdfo of the British submarine tonnage* Between May and
August 1938, contracts for a further 25 boats had been placed. Drawings and
preparations for 26 more load been completed and  6 had been projected. Tlie
total of 129 built, building or planned corresponded to 100^ of the British
tonnage. However, it was not till 12 Deoanber 1938 that tlae German
Government notified the British Government of their intention to exercise

their Treaty Ri^ts and increase their U-boat tonnage to 100^ of that of
Great Britain,

In view of the international situation in the latter part of 1938
(Ozecho-Slovakian crisis and Munich Agreement) tlae Geiman Admiralty on
24 November 1938 reviewed the possibility of expandiiog their entire building

A plan, known as the "Z" plan, was drawn up and provisionally
This ms circulated in the

programme*
approved by Admiral Raeder on 31 December,
German Admiralty on 6 January 1939 and, iihere U-boats were concerned, it
proposed that by 1943 tlae U-boat fleet should number l62 boats, by 1945
230 boats and by 1948 247 boats.

By 10 March 1939, 72 U-boats had been built or were building; of these
48 were in commission. Contracts for a further 46 boats had been placed.

On 28 Apiil 1939, Hitler denounced the Anglo-Geiman Naval Agreements*

On the outbreak of war, Gemany had 46 U-boats ready for operations
Tiiile 11 more were in commission and being prepared for active service.
Resulting from the start of war with the Allies,  a new construction plan
was approved by Hitler on 7 September 1939* From September an additional
seven boats were to be laid down. The figure for '1940 was to be raised by
about 46 boats 'vfliile the target for 1941 iivas an increase of ten boats per
month over the number previously scheduled for the period*

On 23 September, in discussing this programme with Hitler, Admiral Raeder
pointed out that, far from beijog adequate to the task of attacking Allied
shipping, the increases would barely cover anticipated losses. Hitler agreed
and ordered an extension of the building programme. Accordingly oh 6 October,
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APPENDIX XIX (continued)

tl:ie Naval Construction Office imde a plan for building U-boats up to U.850*
Its ultimate aim was a raonthly output of 2'^ boats.

On 1 November 1939, Raeder stated that the inadequate quo-te of steel
Would make the completion of this programrae impossible. He again drew tlie
attention of both Hitler and Keitel (Claief of Staff, Supreme Command) to
this fact on 8 and 11 November, At a further meeting on 30 December, he
requested authority to begin drawing on stocks of certain materials -

particularly tin - vfoich were being held in reserve for the Navy's use in
the next few yeax's,
produce 316 U-boats by 1942, making vdth the existing fleet a total strength
of 372 boats.

This would allow a modified programne which would

By June 1940, matters were still unsettled and on 20 June, Raedei- was
forced to point out that shortage of men and materials were delaying even the
modified programe. On 28 June, Raeder Vinrote to Keitel saying that althou^i
the modified prograirae was running fairly satisfactorily despite shortages,
unless there was an immediate allocation of additional labour and materials

a break in U-boat building would occur after January 1942 'vihen the modified
plan was completed.

On 31 July 1940, Hitler cancelled all restrictions on materials for

U-boat building and Raeder ordered contracts to be placed for as many boats
as ViTould maintain the hlgliest monthly output for 1941 (24 boats rising
to 25 as soon as possible). On 19 August the Naval Construction Office
reported that in addition to tlie 316 boats of tlie modified prograaue, contracts
had been placed for a further 120, It was intended to complete tliese during
15>42.

However, the building was again destined to be held xip by shortages.
On 14 November 1940 and again on 2? December 1940, Raeder complained that too
many types of armament were being given x^J^iority -vifiiile U-boats were being
neglected. The output for 1941 vrould be 37 less than projected.

The montlily output up to Novembei’ 1940 had been only seven, and on
27 December 1940, Raeder infoiraed Hitler that, vdth the number of workers

then available, the maximum possible monthly output was 18 boats - viiich vm.s
inadequate. Hitler replied that in view of the political situation (i,e,
Russia's interference in the Ballcajis) all anny requirements must be met
before giving further prioritjr to U-boat production.

On 8 January 1941, the Naval Construction Office pi'oduced a schedule

for the period December 1940 to December 1941 viiich provided for 205 nev/
boats, but by 18 Mai’ch 1941, Raeder was again compelled to inform Hitler that
unless the demands for additional workers were conceded, xDroduction figures
would decline. The monthly output for the second quarter of 1941 would be
18 boats but it would afterwards drop to 15*

On 30 June 1941, Raeder virgently represented to Keitel that the

Naval building programme be given equal priority witlx the G.A.P, prograrnae
and that botlx should take precedence over all other t;rpes of armament. But
Hitler's directive of 14 July 1941, vh.ile confirraiixg tlxe continuation of the

U-boat iDrogramme, gave the G',A.,P. prograrnme, augmented at his instructions,
absolute priority. Yet on 25 July Hitler emxxhasized that the U-boat target
of 25 boats per month was not be to reduced - an examixle of unco-ordinated

planning which reflects on the hi^xer direction of the war.
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APPENDIX XXh-25

THE EVACUATION PROM NORWAY AND THE LOSS OF H.M. SHIPS

gK)RIOUS> ACASTA, AEDENT AND THE AUXILIARIES ORAMA.
OIL PIONEER AND JUNIPER. 8 JUNE 19hJQ

A Grerman force consisting of the tvro battle-cruisers
Schamhorst and Gneisenau. the heavy cruiser Hipper and an

escort of four destroyers left Kiel at 0800 German Summer Time
on 4 June 1940 under the command of Admiral Marschall.

orders were to make a surprise penetration of And and 'yhags
fiords to destroy British warships and any shipping concentra
tions found there,

of the Allied intention to evacuate completely from Norway,
this German naval force was not intended to search for any
convoys on the route between U. K. and Narvik,
that this appearance off the fiords northward of Narvik would

also afford protection to military supplies using the coastwise

route from Trondheim to Northern Norway which had been
attacked by Allied surface craft.

His

As the German High Command had no inkling

It was hoped

At this period of the war no special intelligence was
available to us neither was the German squadron reported by any
shore agents on its way up the Kattegat. During the passage
up the south-western and western coast of Norway between
1100 hours on the 5th and 0700 hours on the 6 June, no British
aircraft were sighted by them. Actually fog at Coastal
Command bases reduced the standard reconnaissance flying to a
few sorties and none of these were in areas -vdiich could have

obtained a sighting. The Admiralty were, therefore, quite
unaware that this eneny force was at sea. Equally the
Germans were unaware that we were in the course of evacuating ^
entirely from Norway.

Regarding surface escorts for ships engaged in the
evacuat ion, we were as usual desperately short - the more' so as

it was only on 4 June that the Dunkirk evacuation had been

completed with its heavy toll in destroyers,
much of the Home Fleet was on the 5 June sailed from

Scapa Plow to intercept two unknown ships reported at

1130 hours that day by a naval "Q ship" in a position .

240 miles north of the Shetlands steering 265° at 20 knots.
It was thought possible that these might be warship raiders and

the Admiralty asked for immediate air reconnaissance.
1700 hours a Sunderland left Solium Voe but had to be recalled

at 2030 hours owing to fog again closing down all air bases.

However, on the 6 June three Sunder lands were got away and co
operated all day with the surface force in searching to the
south of Iceland,

armed merchant cruisers steering west at high speed,
have been these two that gave rise to the "Q ship’s" report.

In addition.

At

Nobody saw anything except two of our own
It could

Hardly had this scare died down when War Office intelli
gence informed the Admiralty during the forenoon of the 7 June
that they had information that Germans were actually landing in
Iceland in a fiord about 15 miles north of Seydisfjordr on the
east coast.

Intelligence Branches that this was promptly linked up with the
"two unknown ships" and. a Sunderland sent to search the coast-

This was done but there were no signs of the ships or a

Such was the unco-ordinated state of our

line,

landing party.

(1) The ships detached were the battle-cruisers Renown and
Repulse, the cruisers Newcastle and Sussex and five

destroyers.
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It must be remembered that, at this stage of the war,
both the Admiralty and the O.-in-O. Home Fleet were seriously
concerned with the threat, of enemy major units breaking out

either to attack our Atlantic trade or to roll up the line of

armed merchant cruisers who were maintaining the Northern
Blockade Patrol,
only four capital ships, two cruisers and thirteen destroyers.
The detachment searching off Iceland therefore left only the
Rodney (O.-in-O.'s flagship), the Valiant and eight destroyers
at Scapa Plow*

At this time the Home Fleet consisted of

The evacuation from Norway

All the heavy equipnent was loaded into storeships at

Harstad and sailed in a slow convoy on the 7 June. On the

4, 5 and 6 June, 15,000 men were embarked in six large troop-
ships. They sailed to a rendez-vous about 180 miles off

shore and were then formed into an organised group escorted by
the cruiser Vindictive bound for the U. K. Meanvdiile the

Valiant and four destroyers had been sailed from Scapa Plow on

the 5 June to meet this first group. They did so at
0100 hours on the 8 June and had an uneventful passage to the

Clyde. On the 7 and 8 June the. remaining 10,000 men were

embarked in seven more troopships who also proceeded to a

rendez-vous off shore. On the 9 June this second group left

for the U.K. escorted by the cruiser- Southampton (Lord Cork's
flagship), the A/A cruiser Coventry and five destroyers.
Shortly afterwards they were joined by the fleet carrier
Ark Royal and three more destroyers. This group also reached
home waters without incident.

The fleet carrier Glorious was proceeding homeward on

much the same route but ahead and independently as she was

short of fuel tdiioh could not be replenished at sea.
escorted by the destroyers Ardent and Acasta.
sailing on 7 June, eleven R.A.P. Hurricanes and a few
Gladiators were flown on to her deck from the airfield at

Bardufoss.

and stowed clear so as to. permit
own Swordfish aircraft. )

She

Soon after

All, including the Hurricanes were struck belo

was

w
the carrier to operate her

Also leaving Norway on the evening of the 7 June was the

cruiser Devonshire (flag Admiral Cunningham) with the King of
Norway on board. She proceeded alone independently at high
speed for the U.K. and by the afternoon of the 8 June was some
100 miles to the westward of the Glorious. There were two

other little parties to the southward of the main evacuation
route. The empty tanker Oil Pioneer escorted by the armed

trawler Juniper and the empty troopship Orama in con^any with
the hospital ship Atlantis.

None of these movements from Norway were known at Coastal
The Cabinet War Council shrouded with con^jlete

secrecy the decision to evacuate and forbade any information

Command.

(l) The lifts from the G *3. flying deck to the hangar
space were broad enough to take Hurricanes without fouling
their wing tips.
Ark Royal - hence the choice,

clinched by the fact that the larger deck landing space
afforded in the Ark Royal was especially asked by the
naval staff to be reserved so that the ex-catapult Walrus
aircraft could be flown on as none of their pilots had
ever made a deck landing before.

This was not so in the case of the
Moreover the choice was
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of the actual operation being given except to the C.-in-C.
Home Fleet and a few very senior officers in the Whitehall
Service Ministries,

the south of the projected route was requested. Indeed
Coastal Command Staff knew nothing until 1600 hours on 8 June
of the fact that the evacuation was complete and the returning
ships were well on their way home. True, the Admiralty did
ask at 0900 hours this day if air escort was feasible to the
Vindictive and later the C.-in-C. Home Fleet asked Rosyth if
air escort could be arranged for the Valiant but there was no

urgency in the requests and no indication given that these
warships were escorting returning troopships. In the event
neither request could be met as shortly after 1000 hours fog
again closed down on the northern bases.

Thus no air reconnaissance along or to

Turning back to the German squadrons. Admiral Marschall
met his previously positioned tanker Dithmarschen late on the

6th and refuelled the Hipper and destroyers during the
7 June along a line 300 to 4.5O miles northeast of Iceland.
At about midnight his floatplane reconnaissance aircraft
reported two large escorted steamers some 120 miles to the
south. The German admiral succumbed to the temptation to
postpone his proper mission, turn south and snap up such easy
victims. At 0700 hours on the 8 June he sighted the OilAdmty.

G.H. S.A
plan 6

Pioneer and Juniper in 6725N x O4OOE and sank them both before
either could make a W/T signal,
ran across the Orama with the Atlantis near by in 67441^ x

0352E. ■ ‘;
sunk at 0900 hours and once more a W/T signal was prevented.
At this juncture the Hipper and four destroyers were detached
to make for Trondheim in support of German coastwise
communications up to Narvik as Marschall foresaw difficulties
in keeping them refuelled so far to the. north in ensuing naval
actions.

1600 hours sighted the Glorious and her two destroyers in
about 685ON X 0415E.

Turning north once more he

The hospital ship was respected but the Orama was

The two battle-cruisers continued northward and at

As the day of the 7 June
wore on, the G.0. of the Hurricane squadron
(Squadron Leader K. B. B. Cross) noticed that no Swordfish
flying was taking place in spite of the clear flying deck and

out of curiosity he asked the reason,
the ship was making 18 knots this was a sufficient safeguard
against possible U-boat attack and there was no suspicion of
enemy surface units in the area,
during the 8 June,
sighted and before any Swordfish could be got up and flown off

to identify them salvos of heavy shells began to straddle at

28,000 yards range,
made to get off a strike complicated by the fact that the

Swordfish were bombed up with anti-submarine bombs and valuable

time was wasted in changing to a torpedo load,
the ships stopped on fire everywhere and twenty minutes later

capsized and sank,

the German ships, laying smoke screens in a vain endeavour to

shield the Glorious and fiimlly firing their torpedoes.
1728 hours the Ardent was overwhelmed by gunfire and sank

leaving the Acasta still carrying on the hopeless fight.
1808 hours she tc'c was overvdielmed but one of her torpedoes
hit the Scharrihorst abreast her after turret and damaged her

severely.

Reverting to the Glorious.

He was told that as

No flying took place either
At about 1600 hours two large ships were

Under heavy fire fruitless efforts were

A.t 1720 hours

The two destroyers had made straight for

At

At

This damage caused Admiral Marschall to break off his
operations and return forthwith to Trondheim which he entered
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on the afternoon of the 9 June,

that had it not been for this torpedo hit the tw
battlecruisers would have intercepted the lightly escorted
second group of evacuation ships.

There seems little doubt

Regarding survivors, it was not till the 11 June that
five officers and 35 men from the Glorious and one man from the

Acas-ta. were picked up by a small Norwegian fishing vessel and
landed in the Faeroes. Another five men from the Glorious

and two from the were picked up by a Gemnan seaplane and
The five surviving officers were:-

Squadron Leader K. B. B. Cross (C.O, of the Hurricane Sqdn.),
Flight Lieutenant Jameson, Sub-Lieutenant Mao Cloughlin
(F.A.A. pilot), Sub-Lieutenant Baldwin (F.A.A. observer), and
Lieutenant Commander Hill R. N. R.

made prisoners of war.

No hint of the presence of the German squadron or their
successes reached any authority in the United Kingdom until the
morning of the 9 June. At 0911 hours on this day the Atlantis
met the Valiant and reported that on the previous day (the 8th)
viien in position 6744N x 0352E, an enemy battlecruiser with two
destroyers (accompanied overhead by a seaplane) had sunk the
Orama. This news was immediately broadcast by the Valiant and
produced a signal from the Devonshire that she had intercepted
a confused and broken message at l6l5 hours on the 8th from the
Glorious addressed to the Valiant in which was mentioned the

presence of two enemy pocket battleships,
important mission with the King of Norway on board, the
Devqn^ire had naturally not broken W/T silence until nearing
the Shetlands.

In view of her

On receipt of these signals the C.-in-C. Home Fleet
Immediately put to sea in the Ro'lney with the Renown and
signalled Repulse, Newcastle and Sussex to abandon their

search south of Iceland and to join him with despatch,
escorts were asked for and detailed to take off at 1430 hours
which they did as follows

One Sunderland to Devonshire in 6140N x 0520V4
One Sunderland to Evacuation Group I in 6715N x C200E.
One Sunderland to Evacuation Group II in 691 ON x 0720E.

Air

Even then our knowledge was only scanty and it Wfas the
At 1515 hours a GermanGermans themselves who enlightened us.

en olair broadcast stated that their battle squadron had sunk

the Furious (Glorious), the Orama, an oil tank with escort
vessel and two destroyers.

So ended a regrettable episode,
although hiding the evacuation from the enemy, prevented the air
support which might well have located an enemy force who only
fortuitously blundered into partial contact,
incredible that the

Excessive secrecy.

It seems

was flying no air reconnaissance
but the heroic Acasta's torpedo hit undoubtedly saved the
operation from a still greater disaster. It is of interest to
note that on his return to harbour Admiral Marschall was

severely censured by the German High Command for his diversion
southward on the 8 June in defiance of his mission orders. They
deplored the use of this powerful squadron to sink such paltry
vessels and criticised his detachment of the Hipper and
destroyers. Despite the sinking of the British aircraft
carrier they blamed the poor handling of the Scharnhorst in
not avoiding the destroyer's torpedoes which resulted in a
promising operation being prematurely abandoned. On the
19 June Admiral Marschall vms relieved of his command in favour
of Vice-Admiral Lutjens.

Admty.
G. H. S/4
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(The STiffix letter ’n' denotes a. footnote)

Aandalsnes, Norway: troops land at, Vol. II 54j AA air patrols over, .
81, 82j evacuation of, 82, 83,

sunk by E-boats and their first success, Tol. II 365(b).

Admiral Hinner. German heavy cruiser: see under German Navy.

Admiral Soheer. German pocket battleship; see under Gemnan Navy,

Admiraliy, Assessment Coomittee: to assess results of attacks on
U-boats, Vol, H App, III, Operational Intelligence Division;
information on movement of enemy imits, Vol, II I96, 200 , 203,
228, 21S, 259, 260,

Admiralty, submarine tracking roan; close contact with H.Q, Coastal
Gcmmasd, Vol, II.46} use fpr evasive routeing of convoys, 269, 270;
use in direction of air effort, 296,

Africa, West: ioonvqys from commenced, Vol, 1143; first U-boat attacks
off, 292; first aircraft sent to, 292n; more U-boats operating off,
302, 302n,

Abukir, nuv.:

Air Attack, on land targets with naval objective: see Bombing, attacks
on land tarots, witti naval objective,

Air Attack, at sea: see Anti-shipping, Anti-U-boat, Bomber Command and
B-boats,

.  /

Air Cover, to convoys: forcing U-boats out to the westward, Vol, II 293,
296,

Aircraft Carriers* Fleet: early use against U-boats abandoned, Vol, II
43; the part played during operations against the Bismarcdc, 252-255;
see also under names. Ark Royal. Courageous, Glorious and Victorious.

Aircraft, Reporting Vessels: British, Vol, II 35; German, 35, 172, 173,

Air Patrols: see mder Anti-ship, Anti-U-boat, E-boats, Invasion and
Reconnaissance,

Air Patrols, miscellaneous: fishery protection, Vol. II 36; li^tship
protection, 37; against eneiiDy aerial minelaying, 36, 37; protection
to own rndnelayers, ,36,:

Air Reconnaissance: see Reconnaissance, Air,

Air Stations, Coastal Command;

Biroham Newton - No, I6 Group:, attacked by enany aircraft, Vol, II 100,
Eyce - No, 18 Group: Vol, II 38.
Hatstcai - No,. 18 Group: used by Fleet Air Arm: attacked by enemy

aircraft, Vol, II 38; in use by No, 254 Squadron, d1«
Invergorden - No, I8 Grotp: Vol, II 15, 25, 26, 38.
Leuchars - No, 18 Group: Vol, II 15* 26,
Montrose - No, l8 .Grorq>; Vol, II 15» 20.
Momt Batten - No, 15 Group: Vol, II 58,
North Coates - No, I6 Group: attacked by enemy aircraft, Vol. II 100,
Oban - No, 18 Group; Vol, II 58.
Pembroke Dock - No, 15 Grovip: Vol, II 25, 27, 38.
Sullom Voe - No, I8 Group: Vol, II I5, 38.
Sumbur^ - No, 18 Group: Vol, II 38.
Thomaby - No, I8 Group: attacked by enemy aircraft, Vol. II 100,
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German supply ship: air searoh fbz» and looaticn^ Vbl. II 29 ̂
50.

insons, Coastal Coramand landplanes: mumhers of at outbreak of war,
yol. II 1j ,particulars of and location of squadrons of, Vol. II .
Appendix I.

,.4nti**£drcrsft Measures; for Inshore British waters see Fighter Commandj
for offshore and Atlantic see Escort and cover, Air.

Anti-ship Measures at sea: against &aeas^ ma^or warships, Vol. II 9-'14,
18, 62, 65, 70, 52-95, 261-263; against mincxr warships and supply
shipping, Vol. II 72-74, 103-105, 118, 172, 1?4, 175, 182, 184, 182m;
assessment committee formed, I9I, I93j losses of aircraft, I93,
Appendix XV.

Anti-ship Policy; at outbreak of war, Vol. II 2,-9, 17lj lack Of
adequate strike force, 1, 14, 7"*» 75> 89, 98, I7I# 181; policy
against merohmat .vessels, 71>73* 172,175, 175* 177-175I against enemy
invasion preparations, 12|jO-12|^, 12|B, 12(»9; introduoticaa of Rover
patrols, 161, 185; squadrons available for, 181, 182; standaid
anti-ship patrols evolved, 187; methods of attack, 188; enphasis
on a low level attack, 192.

Anti-ship Statistics; Vol. II 182m, 191-195, Appendix XV.

Anti-U-boat Warfare; policy at outbreak of war, Vol. II 41-451 use
of own submarines, kh} neoessily for bombing restrictions, 2,4, 45;
summary of first six months., 2^8, 50, 51; attempt at oanbihed air/sea
operations, 269, 306; failure of countermeasures, 2?0; suggested
inprovements, 271, 272; night operations, 270, 290, 2§1; Battle of
Atlantic directive,. 297-300; new policy for convoy cover, 302-304;
white camouflage adopted, 305, 306, App. XII; R/T in more general
use in convoy co-operation, 307; the start of transit operations in
the Bay of Biscay, 307, 508; policy report by Admiy/0;C, Committee,
-308-310.

Anti-U-boat Air patrols: inportance of first realised, Vol. II 16, 17,
2^6; scarecrow patrels by Tiger Moths, 45; first northern transit
patrols, 45-47.

Anti.4J-boat Raval measTTres: enployment of own subnarines in, Vol. II 24«

Anti-U-boat Mght air operations: of little use ip to Sept. 1940,
Vol. II 270; first in use with radar, 290; concept of the Leigh
searchlight and its development, 290, 29I, App. X; night escort to
convoys abandoned, 303»

Anti-U-boat Tactics: search radar, 305; approach in cloud cover, 305;
white camouflage, 305, 506, ̂ p. XII. -

Anti.4I-boat Statistics: Vol. II App. III.

Area Combined Headquarters (A.C.H.Q.): see under Coastal Command
Organisation.

Ark Royal. British Fleet Carrier: narrowly missed by a U-boat, Vol. II
43; part taken in operations against the Bismarcky 253-255V see
also under Royal Navy.

Asdic; see under Search Devices.
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A.S.V. (air to surface-vessel radar); see under Search Devices.

Athenia, S.S.;

Atlantic, Battle of;
297-300, 354-357.

sunk a U-boat on first day of war, Vol. II 4i.

opening of and directive, Vol. II ISJ, 184,

Atlantis. S.S,; present at sinking of Orama - Vol. II 91» App. XX.

Azores; air base proposed at, Vol. II 304a.

Banquet, plan; Vol. II 165-167; see also under Invasion.

Battle of Atlantic; see Atlantic.

Battle Plights ; turretted Hudsons first \ised as, Vol. II 21, 32,

B. d U. (Befehlshaber der Unterseebote); see Doenitz, Aimiral.

Beaufort, Coastal Gonimand landplane;
Vol. II 181;
316-319;
tv/o squadrons fully operational, 182;

first squadron equipped with,
switched from torpedo duties to minelaying, 57, 181,

restricted use oTdng to engine trouble, 140, 181; first
third squadron operational.

210.

Bergen, Norway: enemy major warships at, Vol. II 62 , 66 , 67; oil
tanks near, bombed, 77, 78.

Biscay, Bay of: first Vu patrols over, Vol. II 307, 308.

Biscay Ports, U-boat bases: first used at, Vol. II 266, 268;
development of, 307; see also under Bordeaux, Brest, La Pallice,
Lorient and St. Nazaire,

Bismarck. German battleship: see under German Navy.

Blenheims, Coastal Command landplanes;
Vol. II 21, 22;

L.R. fighter type first in use,
bomber type first in use, 143, 159, 182.

Bomber Command, R.A.P.; policy in sea war at outbreak, Vol. II 4, 5,
attacks on warships at sea, 9-14, 62, 63; on invasion

on eneny merchant ship convoys, 184, 184i.

Bombing Attacks, on land targets containing naval objectives: policy
at outbreak of war, Vol. II 4-9, App. II; attacks d'uring Norwegian
Oan^aign, 67n, 74,-78; attacks during Prenoh Campaign, 107-109, 119;
attacks on German invasion preparations, 158-164; attacks asked for
on Biscay U-boat bases, 271, 289; then see under Bordeaux, Brest
and Lorient.

7-14, I7I;
preparations, 159-162;

Bordeaux; P.W.200 first based near, Vol. II 268; German U-boats first
based at, 271n; first bombing attacks on, 289, 289n; further
attacks on, 300n,

Botha, Coastal Command landplane; failure of, Vol. II 49, 312, 3I3,

BoxfLogne; E-boats bombed in, Vol. II 365(c)*

Bowliill, Air Marshal Sir Prederick, K.G.B., C.M. G., D. S.O. ; C.-in-C.

Coastal Command at outbreak of T/ar; designed the air patrol \7hioh
located the Bismarck. Vol. II 253, 253n; took decision v/hioh resulted
in looaticai and attack on the Lutzow, 261.
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Brest: first air patrols off, Vol. II 153, 156, 207-209, 21?, 220-224,
239 J first used as a U—boat base, 268j Hipper arrived at 208j
bombing attacks on her, 209—212; Hipner left on commerce raid, 213J

re-entered, 218; more bombing attacks on her, 218-222;
Hipper left for Germany, 223;
238; ^
air patrols off, 22f0-245;

Schamhorst and Qaeisenau arrived at,
bombing attacks on them, 240-247; institution of standardised

J  Ik’inz Eugen arrived at, 258,

Brunsbuttel: attack on German warships off, Vol. II 9.

Cabot and Caribou, *C* class flying boats;
Command from Imperial Airways Company, Vol. II 59;
during Norwegian campaign, 85;

Catalina, Coastal Command flying boat;
294, 295; thirty ordered from U.S.A., 49.

Catapult Aircraft Merchant ships (C.A.M. ships); Vol. II 358-360.

Catapult fighter ships. Royal Navy; Vol, II 56O,

first chartered to Coa

first one in use, Vol. II

stal
’Taxi' service

destroyed by enemy aircraft, 85.

25,

Channel Islands; evacuation from, see Evacuations,

see under Coastal Command Organisation,

Cherbotirg; evacuation from, see Evacuations,

Chatham, A, C. H. Q.:

City of Flint. S. S.;

search, 29,
captured at sea, Vol, II 28; located by air

Coastal Command;

Organisation: at outbreak of the war, Vol. II 2.

No. 15 Group A.C.H.Q., Plymouth; initial Vn patrols and convoy
escort, Vol, II 2^2, 43; anti-invasion patrols, 138, I46,
148-154» anti-ship patrols standardised, 187j re-named as
No. 19 Group, 294.

No, 15 Group A.C.H. Q., Liverpool; first formed, 294.

No. 16 Group A.C.H.Q., Chatham: summary of operations in
Norwegian Campaign, Vol. II 56, 57J summary of operations in
Prenoh Canpaign, 99-101; Dunkirk evacuation, 110-112; anti
invasion patrols, 133-138, 147-154J initial anti-ship patrols,
155, 156; anti-ship patrols standardised, 187,

No. 18 Group A.O.H.Q., Rosyth; initial Vu patrols, Vol. II
45-47; summary of operations in Norv/egian Campaign, 58-62;
re-inforcement to No. 16 Group for Itoiklrk evacuation, 110;
anti-invasion patrols, 133-138, 147-154; initial anti-ship
patrols, 155j 156; anti-ship patrols standardised, I87,

No. 19 Group A.C.H. Q., Plymouth; renamed as No, I9 Group when
No, 15 Group moved to Liverpool, Vol, II 294; squadrons at,
308n,

No. 30 Wing A.G.H.Q., Iceland; first established, Vol. II 295;
aircraft strength at in April 1941, 302n; in June 1941, 304n,

No, 200 Group, Gibraltar:
Coastal Command, Vol, II 292n;
operational control, 292n; disbanded and became R,A.P.
Gibraltar A. C. H. Q., 292ru

came imder administrative control of
under Coastal Command
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Coastal Command: .OrganisationJ (contd. )
Squadrons in West Africa, Ereetofwn: first aircraft sent out,

Vol. II 292nj reinforoements to, 504>

Policy: at outbreak of war, Vol. II 2, 3; absence of a strike

force, 1, 7'1» 75, 171J separated strike force from BomTser

Command found unsatisfactory, 10, 14; anti-submarine measures

rated equal to reconnaissance flying, 16, 46; strike action
disappointing during Norwegian Cairpaign, 71; air attack
permitted on all types of enemy vessels, 71, 73; land targets
permitted, 74; new reconnaissance system after fall of Noirway,
89; not told of evacuation from Narvik, 9i; difficulties in
air attack off Norway, 98; policy and operations dtiring Prench
Campaign, 99-121; effects on policy caused the fall of

Prance, 120, 121, 267; reinforcement of C.O. requested, 267;
for anti-invasion policy see under Invasion; Rover air attack

patrols introduced, 161; shortage of aircraft, 273, 274.;
transfer of operational control to the Admiralty, 274-288;
Battle of Atlantic policy, 183-185, 297-300, 354-357;
redistribution of squadrons, 184, 299n; anti-ship air patrols
standardised, 187; new policy for convoy cover, 302-304; mutu^
exchange of experience in escort work, 307; ' . _
in the Bay of Biscay, 307, 308; policy of Vu measures, 3O8-3IO.

Squadrons under control of: see under Squadrons.

Stations: see Air Stations.

Strength: together with location and availability on various dates
from the outbreak of war to June 1941, Vol, II, 1, 273, App. I.

Types of aircraft: at outbreak of war, Vol. II App, I. 2*

Committees and Conferences: on co-operation in North Sea with the

Navy, Vol. II 10-12; on the existing separate Bomber and Coastal
control, 13, 14; on the disposition of torpedo sqmdrons, 57; 01^
anti-invasion measures, 125, 129, I3I, 138, I48, 155, I80, 163; to
improve fighter defence of oiu’ east coast shipping, 346-351;
improve Vu protection, 269, 271, 272; on transfer of operational
control to the Admiralty, 274-288, to extend the fighter defence of

Atlantic shipping, 290, 29I; on further measures against U-boats

and P.W.200 aircraft, 297; on the Battle of Atlantic, 183, 298-300,
354; on the present and future prosecution of anti-U-boat warfare,
308-310.

to

Communications: importance of E/T in convoy escort, Vol. II 307, 309;
use of E/^ fighter protection, 383, 364.

Conferences: see Committees.

Convoy; start of east coast convoys, Vol. II 42; start of ocean
convoys, 42; start of air escort to, 42, 43;
routed north of Ireland, 266, 343;
App. XI; E/T in general use in, 307; difficulties found In aircraft
meeting, 307; exchange of escort personnel to learn each others
experience, 307*

Convoys mentioned specifically;

ocean convoys re-

complete list of lettered convoys,

ON. 24, 38; OA 80G, 47; HX. 83. 288; HX.84. 289n; M,9_Q, 292;
first through surface escorted transatlantic convoys, 304n.

in the Altmark episode, Vol. II 30; seeCossack. British destroyer;
edso under Royal Navy.
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Ctovtrageous. British Fleet Carrier: sunk try a U-boat, Vol. II 43.

Deutsohlandy German pocket battleship:

Dithmarsohenj German tanker:
Vol. II 91.

see under German Navy,

used to refuel German battle cruisers.

Doenitz, idmiral: head of the U-boat Service, German title B. d U.
(Befehlshaber der Unterseebote); his boast about the mole and the
crow, Vol. II 505; see also under U-boat Command.'

Dunkirk: evacuation of B.E.F. from, see Evacuations.

D.W.I.; code name for aircraft fitted with minesweeping gear, see
Mnesweeping by aircraft.

lynamo. Operation; see Evacuations, Dunkirk.

E-'boats (German nomenclature - S-boats):

4ir Action against: initial efforts, Vol. II 106, II5-II7, I75,
565(a), 565(h); E-boat bases bombed, 565(b), 565(c), 565(e);
methods of air attack at sea, II6, 565(c); anti-E-boat patrols
standardised, 565(e); statistics of air effort against, App. XXI.

Operations of: early employment, Vol. II 565(a); May to July 1940,
365(h), 565(0); first successes by, 565(b), 565(c); first
E-boat to be sunk, 565(d); disposition January 1941, 565(d)}
Sept, 1940 to June 1941, 365(d)-565(e); statistics of E-lioat
sorties, App. XXI.

Eaet Coast Barrage; see Minelaying, by surface craft.

Escort and Cover, Air:

Anti-eneny aircraft: for own naval forces, Vol. II 50; for own
damaged submarines, 52; for own minelayers, 56; for fishing
fleets, 56; for convoy from Norway, 58; cover attempted in
Norway by G-ladiators, 54; given off Norway by Hudsons and
Blenheims, 81-84; escort and cover during French Campaign, I07,
110-115; cover against P.W.200 in the Atlantic, 289, 290.

Anti-U-boat:

cover given in S.W. j^proaches, 45;
U-boat with H.M, ship, 47.

Escort, Surface craft:

Anti-enemy aircraft; A/k 'Q' ship Crispin. Vol. II 290; first
H.M. catapult fighter ships, 290,~ 298, 298n.

close escort to convoys, start of, Vol. II 42, 45;
air cover shared in kill of

Anti-U-boat: escort to ocean convoys only possible out to longitude
15°W., Vol, II 42; surface escorts inadequate, 270, 27I; escort
extended to longitude 55°W. by use of base in Iceland, 502;
first convoys to receive through transatlantic escort, 504, 501in.

Evacuations, Coastal Command’s part in: Dunkirk (Op. Dynamo), Vol. II
109-112; Le Havre, 115; St. Male and Cherbourg, 115, 114; Channel
Islands, II4, 115.

Evasive Routeing; first practised, Vol. II 269, 27O; success in, 296.
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Fighter Command., R.A.P.; required to protect East Coast shipping,
Vol. II 32-35 J "the Trade Protection squadrons transfeired to

Coastal Command, 33, 34, 34aj Gladiators loaned to O.C., 38j
policy of protection after the fall of Prance, 543~353» defeat of

Ju.87 dive bomber attacks, 348; degrees of protection standardised,
351, 352; . Increased protection, I85, 185n; 300, 354-357; the
shipbome fighter, 357-360; policy and operations March to

December 1941, 362-365; no night protection possible, 365;
statistics of protective sorties, Vol. II 344, 347, 352, 185n, 362,
364, App. XVIII.

fleet anchorage raided by G.A.P,, Vol. II 22n.Firth of Forth;

towed flares used against E-boats, Vol. II 116, 365(b), 365(0);Flares:

attempts to use flares to identify radar contacts, 29O.

Fleet Air Arm: when loaned to Coastal Command, Vol. II 56, 91, 100,
138, 147n, 181n; for mention of specific squadrons under Coastal
Command control, see under Squadrons.

Fleet Air Arm, under naval control: Koenigsberg sunk by, Vol. II 66,
68, 71; attacks on oil targets in Norway, 78; Schar^orst attacked
at sea, 94; shipbome (Ark Royal) sighted the battlecruisers making
for Brest, 235; shipbome (Victorious) attacked the Bismarck, 252;
shipbome (Ark Royal) shadowed and attacked the Bismarck, 253-255.

Pliegerfuhrer Atlantik; first created, Vol. II 354n; forces available
March 1941, 354a.

Pookewulf 200: long range German bomber reconnaissance aircraft;
first in use, Vol. II 268, 268n; increased activity of, 289;
co-operation with U-boats, 291, 292n, 297, 300; U-boats forced
westoard out of P.W. range, 293-

French Campaign:
policy of the fall of Prance, 120, 121, 267;
Prance on routeing of convoys, 266, 343;
targets dxaring, see under Bombing Attacks.

Coastal Command's part in, Vol. II 99-121; effect on
;  effect of the fall of

for the bombing of land

Freetown, West Africa: see Coastal Command Organisation.

High Command, policy: in sea war at outbreak of hostilities,
in the attenpted invasion — see Sealion; in February

Germany:
Vol. II 2-6;
1941, 183n.

attacks on Home Fleet bases, Vol, II 22, 23, 32, 33;
attacks in Channel and

Geman Air Force:

attacks on East Coast shipping, 33, 34, 38;
S.W. Approaches, 266, 268; the anti-shipping force in Spring 1940,
343; mass attacks on shipping, 34f, 347; lull in attacks, 353;
attacks resumed, 289, 292, 297, 349, 354; slackened off after

June 1941, 364, 365; statistics of sorties, attacks and results,
App. XVIII.

German Air Force; iypes mentionedi

Blohm and Voss floatplanes - Vol. II 21.
Domier 17 - Vol. II 21, 74i»
Domier 18 - Vol. II 21, 62, 104.
Domier 215 - Vol. II 79»
Domier 217 - Vol. II 365.
F.W.200 - see tinder Fookewulf 200.
Heinkel 111 - Vol. II 21, 74i, 81, 85, 111, 256, 257, 300, 343, 349,
354ti.
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German Mr Force: Types roentdxaaed: (oontd. )

Heinkel 115 - Vol. II 74n, 1?2, 334n.
JU.87 - Vol. II 74ii, iOQn, 111, 347, 348.
JU.88

25'’, 343 , 349n, 35An,
Me.l09 - Vol. II 80, 93, 100, 103, I03n, 111n, 118, I4ln, 182n, 262,
2d5*
Ms.110 Vol. II 39, 63, 75, 87n, 104, I41n, 263.

German Navy, major naval units:

MJ^^_..Gra£_Spee_ (pocket battleship): movements August to
December 1939, Vol. II 18, 19.

-Mgigal Nipper (heavy cruiser): located at sea April 1940 by
aircraft, Vol. II 62; subsequent movements, 64n; left Trondheim
and joined battlecruisers, 66; located by air off S.W. Norv/ay,
69; raid on Narvik area, 90-95J attacked in Trondheim, 93;
first breakout into Atlantic, 203-206, entered Brest, 208;
bombed in Brest, 209-212, commerce raid from Brest, 213-218, left
Brest for Germany, 223-225.

.A^ral, Scheer (pocket battleship): broke out into Atlantic, Vol. II
195-199, attacked convoy H.X.84, 195, 289n; broke back into
North Sea, 200-202.

Bi^arok (battleship): sortie into Atlantic with &inz_Eiigen,
^47-249, sinks H.ALS. Hood, 250; change of intention and makes
for Brest, 250—252; naval contact lost and regained by aircraft,
252-255; sunk by H.M. ships, 256.

Blucher (heavy cruiser): simk by Norwegian shore batteries,
Vol. II 66.

Deutschland (pocket battleship): movements August to November 1939,
Vol. II 19; renamed Lutzow, 260n;

Emden (light cruiser): in landing at Oslo, Vol. II 66; sailed with
Lutzow, 260.

Gieis^au (battlecruiser): located by air with Koln and destroyers,
Vol. II 17, 18; with Schamhorst in sinking of H.M.S. Rawalpindi.
23-27; located at sea in April 1940 and attacked by aircraft, 62;
subsequent movements, 62fn, 66, 69, 7I; with Schamhorst in
sinking H.M.S. Glorious. 90, 9I, -App. XX; attacked off Trondheim,
92, 93; return to Germany, 94, 95; with Schamhorst sortied to
Bergen and return, 226, 227; with Schamhorst broke out into
Atlantic, 228-233; names of ships sunk, 233n; journey to Brest
with locations by aircraft, 232j^38; bombed in Brest, 239, 245.

Karlsruhe (light cruiser): in landing at Kristiansand, Vol. II 65;
sunk by H.M. S/M Tmant when retioming to Germany, 66.

Koenigster^ (light crtiiser): with Koln in landing at Bergen, Vol. II
65; bombed in Bergen, 62, 67; damaged by coastal batteries, 66;
sunk by P.A. A. dn Bergen harboiar, 68.

Kqln (light cruiser): located at sea with Gneisenau by aircraft,
Vol. II 17, 18; with Koenigsberg in landing at Bergen, 65;
bombed in Bergen, 62, 67; left for Germany, 66.

Leipzig (light cruiser): out of action during Norwegian Campaign,
Vol. II 63n; sailed in company with Lutzow, 260; detached to
Oslo, 261.

then see Lutzow.
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German Wavy, major naval units: (contd. )

IiutzovY (pocket battleship): with Blucher and Emden in landing at
Oslo, Vol, II 66; sailed with Emden and Lei'pzig. 260; sighted,
attacked and torpedoed by G.O. aircraft, 26'1-^64; reached Kiel,
264.

Wumberg (light cruiser): out of action mtil 30 April 1940,
Vol. II 63n; located off Trondheim by aircraft, 92; subsequent
movements, 92n, 95*

Erinz Eugen (heavy cruiser): sortie into Atlantic with Bismarck.
Vol, II 247-250; parted company from .Bismarck, 251; subsequent
movements, 25I-258; arrived in Brest, 258; air search for,
257-259.

Schaamhorst (battle cruiser): with Gneisenau in sinking of
H.M.S. Rawalpindi. Vol, II 23-27; located at sea in April 1940
and attacked by aircraft, 62; subsequent movements, 6ifn, 66, 69>
71; with Gneisenau in sinking of H.M.S. Glorious. 90, 91 > XX;
located, shadowed and attacked by aircraft, 95, 94; arrived at
Kiel, 94; mth Gneisenau sortied to Bergen and return, 226, 227;
wi'th Gneisenau broke out into Atlantic, 228-233; names of ships
sunk, 233n; joiArney to Brest with locations hy aircraft, 234-238;
bombed in Brest, 239, 245.

German Wavy, minor naval surface units; mmibers of at outbreak of war,
Vol, II I77n; for further information on E-boats see separate
heading; early air attacks on destroyers, 72, 74, 172, 174; early
air attacks on auxiliarj'^ craft, 72, 104, 172, 174.

Gibraltar, R.A.P. at; see under Coastal Command Organisation.

Glorious. British Eleet carrier: sunlc "by enemy battlecruisers,
~ Vol. II 91, App. XX.

Gneisenau. German battle cruiser: see under German Navy.

Greenland: air base proposed in, Vol. II 304n.

proposal to loan squadrons of to Coastal CommandHalifax, heavy bomber:
resisted by Air Staff, Vol. II 300n.

Hampden, Bomber Command aircraft; first used in minelaying, Vol, II
313, 317-319.

H.P./D.E. (liigh frequency. Direction Finding): see under Search Devices,

Hitler, Adolf: Plans to invade England, Vol. II 129n, 130n; postpone
ment and final abandonment, I62n,

Home Fleet: Tidthdrawal from Soapa Flow, to West Scotland, Vol. II 22,

Hood. British battlecruiser: smk by the Bismarck. Vol, II 250.

advice from sought when adopting new airHorton, Admiral Sir Max;
cover policy for convoys, Vol, II 503»

numbers and particulars of at out-
first used in ’Battle Plights’ , 20n,

Hudson, Coastal Command landplane;
break of war, Vol. II App, I;
21; first fitted with A.S.V., 31.

not justifiable until adequate convoy protectionHunter Killer Groups:
is ensured, Vol, II 309»
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Iceland; forced landing of first aircraft at, Vol. II 294.;
an air base in, 87; ^
squadrons at, 295, I98;
squadrons sent, 295j

need for

occupation by British forces, 295j first
:  need for more aircraft, 29I; additional
then see under Coastal Command Organisation.

Identification; of aircraft by ovim naval forces: r
Vol, II 79, 80; of enemy vessels by own aircraft;
62, 63, 64, 67, 69, 70, 92, 95-97.

I • M. R. s;

di

see Weapons, British Airborne.

fficulties in,
mistakes in,

Independently routed ships; suffered severely from U-boat attack,
Vol, II 42, 43; together with convoy stragglers formed majority of
U-boat sinkings, 292, 296,

Indreland; see Inner Leads.

Inner Leads: description of, Vol, II 28;
30, 87.

Invasion, threat to United Kingdom: see also Sealion: air patrol
precautions, Vol. II 118; threat of, 123; early air patrols against,
123-128; review of patrols in May 1940, 129-134; Plan Banquet for
throwing in all reserwes, I65-I67; standardised patrols against,
134-138, 143-156; photographic reconnaissance measures, I38-I40,

policy for air attacks on enemy preparations, 140-142, I48,
loan of squadrons to Coastal Command for measures against,

end of immediate threat, 155; anti-invasion patrols
merge into anti-ship patrols, 155> 156; the anti-invasion patrol
scheme if required again, 156-158; air attacks continue on eneny
preparations, I58-I64; conclusion, 168.

ocean convoys routed south of at outbreak of war, Vol, II 43;
fall of Erance oon^els routeing north of, 266, 343;
bases in southern Eire, 42n, 266, 27I, 36O.

Italy: declares war, Vol. II 265,

Italian submarines: see under U-boats, Italian.

British armed merchant cruiser: sunk by the Admiral Scheer.
Vol. II 195, 199, 289n.

use by enemy vessels, 29,

1^i£;
149;
142, 143;

Ireland:

need for air

Joubert de la Perte, Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip: appointed in
December 1939 to joint air/navy co-ordination staff, Vol. II 12;
appointed in April 1940 to A.C.A.S. (Radar), 12;
A,0.C.-in-C. Coastal Command in June 1941, 310.

Kaldadames: airfield in Iceland which see.

Kensington Goijrt). S. S.;

Kiel:

appointed as

orew rescued by two Sunderlands, Vol. II 43n.

minelaying off by Bomber Command, Vol. II 320, App, XIII.

Koenigsberg, German light cruiser: see under German Navy,

first used as a U-boat base, Vol. II 268.La Pallice;

Le Havre: evacuation of troops from, see under Evacuations.

Leigh Light, searchlight moiinted in aircraft;
development of, App. X.

Lerwick, Coastal Command flying boat;

(93639)10
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first mentioned, Vol. II 30k*Liberator, Coastal Command landplane:

see Coastal Command Organisation.Liverpool, A.C.H.Q.:

nvimbers and particiilars of atLondons, Coastal Command flying boats:
the outbrealc of war, Vol. II, App, I.

Londonderry, surface escort group base: first used in addition to

Belfast, Yol. II 269 j control from in second attempt at combined
Vu Air/Sea operations, 306.

Lorient: the first U-boat base in western Eranoe, Vol. II 266n, 2yinj
first bombed by R.A.P., 289nj further bombings, 300n.

Lutzow, German pocket battleship: see under German Navy.

Magnetic Mines: see tinder Mine laying, British and German.

Llanchesters, Bomber Command aircraft: first used in minelaying,
Vol. II 333, 335.

Vol. 24, 295.depot ship for flying boats:Manela, S.S.;

Marschall, German Vioe-Aimiral;
Vol. II 23.

in command of battle ortdsers,

controlled aircraft at Gibraltar untilMediterranean R.A.P. Command:

July 1941, Vol. II 292n.

Mediterranean Sea: routeing of shipping through discontinued,
Vol. II 265.

diffLoulties in, Vol. II 78-80, 83, 50?.Meeting, air escort:

Minelaying, British:

By Aircraft: pre-war and up to April 1940, Vol. H 311”3'19; first

layings, 57, 58, 319-321} during Prench Campaign, 120, 321-324}
during invasion threat, 324-327} laying of ‘W* mines, 159} the
supply of mines, 528-350} policy in operations, 330-333j 335»
338} 1940 statistics, 334, App. XIII} special laying off Brest,
246, 339} 1941 up to June statistics, 340, App. XIII} location
of air laid minefields, Vol. II 313, 320, 322, 525, 334, 338, 340,
App. XIII} losses of enemy vessels on air laid mines, see under
Shipping Casualties, German} types of air mines, see tinder

Weapons.

By Surface craft: defensive laying;
Bristol/St. George’s Channel, 266, 266n;
Operation Wilfred, Vol. II 38.

Minelaying, German:

By Aircraft: Vol* II 38, App, XVTII,

By U-boat: Vol. II 38, 45.

East Coast Barrage, Vol. II 38}
offensive laying:

by surface craftby aircraft, Vol. II 38, 101}Minesweeping, British:
38.

U-boat attacks off at night, Vol, II 47»

evacuation from, 84.landing at, Vol, II 54}

Moray Pirth:

Namsos, Norway:

(93839)11 SECRET
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Neutral shipping; first severe losses tor U-boat attack, Vol. II

first proposal to base flying boats in, Vol. II 301^

Night anti-U-boat air measures:
290;
night escort to convoys abandoned, 303.

Night surface attack by U-boats:
general adoption, 268,

Nev'/foimdland:

little use, Vol, II 270; improveme

first appearance, Vol. II 47;

nt,
real promise by Leigh Light illumination, 290, App. X;

Norfolk, British cruiser:
Vol. II 230-252.

in operations against the Bismarck.

North Sea Air Reconnaissance: see under Reconnaissance, Air.

first air patrols in, Vol. II 17,Northern Transit Area (U-boat):
45-47.

North West Approaches; ocean convoys routed into, Vol. II 266.

North ViTest Striking Force; the first attempt at Air/Sea combination
against U-boats, Vol, II 269; resulting in creation of the Trade
Protection Meetings, 269.

Norway; air reconnaissance patrols to, Vol. II I5, 16, 20, 28; plans
for British landing in, 53;
situation after the fall of, 86-90, 97, 98,

Norwegian Campaign; outline of, Vol. II 54, 55; summary of Coastal
Command's part in, 55-61; failure of U-boat attacks during, 49;
course of events by sea, 62-71; air escorts for evacuation of
Central Norway, 82-84; H.Q.C.C. in ignorance of Narvilc final
evacuation, 91; for the bombing of land targets during, see under
Bombing Attacks; for the misidentification of enemy vessels
sighted during, see vinder Identification.

Norwegian Yifaters; minelaying by surface craft in, Vol. II 38, 53;
first minelaying by aircraft in, 336n; air attacks in, 62-71.

Oil Pioneer, S.S.; sunk during evacuation from Narvik, Vol, II 9I.

German invasion of, 39, 54; changed

Operational Control, Admiralty over Coastal Coranand:
granting of, 273-285; effects of, 285-288.
Section:

demand for and

Operational Research

first appointed to Coastal Command, Vol, II App, XII.

Operational Training Unit (O.T.U.): No. 1 formed, Vol. II 1.

Operation, Code names: Wilfred,. Vol. II 38; Duck, 78; Hake, 79;
lynamo, 109, Vowtl) euvA ^ •82..

Orama, S.S.; troopship sunlc during evacuation from Narvik, Vol. II 91.

Orders of Battle, with strength and availability: Coastal Command on
various dates from the outbreak of v/ar, Vol, II App. I.

Osmosis pistols; see under Weapons, mines.

Patrol, by surface and aircraft; believed at outbreak of v/ar to be

effective against U-boats on otir shipping routes, Vol. II 41.

Patrols, Air; see under Air Patrols,

P.B.Y. f]ying boat; see Catalina,
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Pl^nnouth, A.G.H.Q.: see tUKier Cioastal Conmaand Organisation*

Prince of Wales. British "battlesliip: in operations against the
~"Bi^arok~ Vol. II 250, 25I.

see mder German Navy,Prinz Etigen, German heavy cruiser:

Radar, British: see imder Search Devices*

Radio Telephony (IV'T): see under CkJmmunications.

Raeder, Admiral, 0.-in~C, German Navy: decisicns taken on naval

policy pre-war and up to Jvine 1941, Vol. II App. XIX.

Ra^?alpindi, British armed merchant cruiser:

cruisers, Vol. II 23-27.
sunk "by enemy battle-

Recognition: see under Identification.

Reconnaissance, idr British:

at outbreak of v/ar, Vol. II 15# I^^J ineffectiveness of,
enemy air opposition to, 20, 21j basic change in

success in location of enemy,
17, 29, 30, 62, 69; failiires to locate, 19# 23-27, 65# in
southern North Sea during the Prench Campaign, 102-106; during
Dunkirk evacuation, 110-122; from then to end of Jiily 1940,
II7-II9# then see under Invasion, air patrols against.

North Sea:

17-20, 23, 31;
after the fall of Norway, 87-90;

Norwegian Waters: Vol. II 62-72; difficulties in after the fall

of Norway, 97*

Ocean breakout patrols and Fleet reconnaissance: Vol. II 25-27# 28;
need for standardisation of, 87; in use, 94# 199# 205# 208,
229-251, 234, 249; standardised form, 259, 260; failures to
locate enemy, 195-203, 203-209, 213-218, 223-232, 257-259;
success in location, 23A-2Zf0 , 247-256, 259-264.

Vol. II 155, 156, 207-209, 217, 220-224, 239;Off Western Prance:

patrols standardised, 240-245.

Photographic, high level; Vol. II 63, 64# 119; first regular use
of, I38-I4O; transfer of the unit to Coastal Command, 139;
detachment of sent to Wick, 12)2; use during the invasion tlireat#
12)j6, I4S; daily sorties instituted over Brest, 153; specific
periods of reconnaissance over Brest, 208-214, 219-224, 238-24OJ
institution of permanent sorties over Brest, 240-245*

Reconnaissance, idr German: occasions on which mentioned, Vol. II 32#
65, 120.

fleykjavilc, Iceland: see Iceland,

see Coastal Command Organisation.Rosyth, A.C.H.Q.:

see Convoys and under Evasive Routeing,Routeing, of convoys:

Royal Air Force: see under headings Coastal, Bomber, Fighter,
Mediterranean and West Airioa Commands.
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Royal Navy,, ships mentioned;

Acasta sunk bj’ enemy battle cruisers. VoL. II 91, App. XX.

Ardent sunlc by enemy battle cruisers, Vol. II 91, App. XX.

Are thus a in the Altmark episode, Vol. II 30.

Ark Royal narrowly missed by a U-boat attack, Vol. II 43} naval

aircraft from sighted eneii:y battle cruisers entering Bay of
Biscay, Vol. II 235; naval aircraft from in operations against
the Bismarck. Vol. II 253-255.

Calypso in search for enemy battle cruisers, Vol. II 25.

Ceres in search for enemy battle cruisers, Vol. II 25.

Clyde torpedoed the Gneisenau. Vol. II 93*

Cossack in the Altmark episode, Vol. II 30;
against the Bismarck. 255*

Courageous suink by U-boat, Vol. II 43.

Delhi in search for enemy battle cruisers, Vol. II 25.

Dorsetshire in the operations against the Bismarck. Vol. II 256,

Exmoor sunk by E-boats, Vol, II 365 (I).

Powey escorting convoy OA. 80G shared U. 55 sunk vdth Sunderland
V228 Squadron, Vol. II 47*

Gladiolus shared U.26 simk with Sunderland i/lO Squadron,
Vol. II 271n.

in the operations

Glasgow patrolling off Stadtlandet - Norv/ay, Vol. II 24.

Glorious siaik by enemy battlecruisers, Vol. II 9I, App. XX.

Glowworm sunk by eneny cruiser, Vol. II 62»n.

Grafton sunk by E-boats, Vol. II 365(b)

Hood sunk by the Bismarck. Vol. II 25O.

Jervis Bay sunk by enemy pocket battleship, Vol, II I95, I99, 289n.

Juniper sunk by enemy battleorudsers, Vol. II 9I, ipp, XX.

King George V in the operations against the Bismarck, Vol, II 256.

Mashona sunk by G.A.P, attack, Vol, II 256,

NeTj'OELstle in search for enemy battleciniisers, Vol. II 25,

Norfolk in the operations against the Bismarck. Vol. II 250-252,

Prince of Wales in the operations against the Bismarck, Vol. II 250,
251.

Rawalpindi sunk by enemy battlecruisers, Vol, II 23-27,

Rodney in the operations against the Bismarck, Vol. II 256.
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Royal Naval, ships mentioned: (oontd. )

Royal Oak sunk hy a U-boat in Soapa Plow, Vol, II 22n.

Seahorse attacked by Coastal Command aircraft in eiror, Vol. II 44ti.

Sheffield in the operations against the Bismarck, Vol, II 253, 254.

SnaiDper attacked by Coastal Command in error, Vol. II 50m.

Spear fish attacked by Coastal Command aircraft in error, Vol. II
4^J danaged off enemy coast and escorted by C.C. aircraft, 32,

Starfish in the reconnaissance line off S.W. Norway, Vol. II 20.

Suffolk bombarded Stavanger airfield, Vol. II 78, 79; in the
operations against the Bismarck. 250-252.

Tartar attacked by G.A.P. and escorted by C.O. aircraft, Vol. II 256,
257.

Titania headquarters of first Air/Sea combined U-boat hunt, Vol. II
269.

Triad, disabled and escorted by G.O. aircraft, Vol. II 32,

Triumph damaged and escorted by C.C. aircraft, Vol. II 32,

Truant sank the Karlsruhe, Vol. II 66.

Victorious in the operations against the Bismarck. Vol. II 252.

IrlTakeful sunk by E-boats, Vol. II 365(b).

S-boat (Sohnellboote): British name E-boats which see.

St. Malo: evacuation of troops from, see under Evacuations.

Soapa Plow: Home Pleet forced to withdraw from, Vol. II 22; fighter
protection for, 32, 33*

ScarecroTifs:

Vol. II 45.
anti-submarine patrols by unarmed Tiger Iiffoth aircraft.

Schamhorst. German battlecruiser: see under German Navy,

Schdllig Roads: see Wilhelmshaven.

Sealion, Operation:
129n, 130n, I6ln, 162n.

Search Devices, British:

German plan for invasion, of England, Vol. II 123n,

m. I A.S.V. first fitted, Vol. II 31J
of little use against U-boats, 27O;

Airborne Radar:

range of, 6O;
first fitted, 29O;
305, 309.

limited

Mk. II A.S.V.

need for haste in fitting more aircraft with.

Shipbome iisdic:
attacks, Vol. II 268.

Shipbome HP/DP:

render

impo

ed of little use by U-boat night s\irfaced

rtance of, Vol. II 310.

Shipbome Radar: instrumenteil in attacks on U-boats, Vol. II 302.
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Shippjjng, Air defence of;
Command.

■under Anti-U-boat, E-boat, and Fightersee

Shipping Casualties, Allied:

Caused by E-boats: Vol. II 115, 365(b), 365(0), 365(d);
from outbreak of war up to Dec, 1941, Vol, II App. XXI.

Caxised by the G.A.P.: inshore v^aters, Vol. II 352, 362, 365;
statistics from outbreak of war up to June 1941, Vol. II
App. XVIII; by long range bombers in the Atlantic, Vol. II 292,
292n, 297, 301, 304n.

Caused by surface raiders in the Atlantic: Vol. II I95, 207, 215,
216, 2l6n, 233, 233n, 235, 25O.

statistics

Caused U-boats: Vol. II 43, 47-49, 265, 266, 270, 272, 288
289, 292, 296, 297, 301, 302n, 304.

Shipping Casualties, German;

Caused attack at sea; Vol. II 261-263;
outbreak of war up to June 1941, Vol. II App, XV.

Caused by Air laid mines: Vol. II 324, 326, 334, App, XIII.

Caused by Air-raids on ports: Vol. II 66.

Sights, Bomb;

statistics f

see under Weapons.

rom

Southv/est Approaches:
266.

routeing of convoys through abandoned, Vol. II

Sgu^rqns under Coastal Command control^
» transferred to C.C., ( ) « loaned to C.C.
R.A.F.

mentions of interest: [ ]

Photographic Reconnaissance Unit; Vol. II [139], 142.

Nos. 1. 2 and 3 G.R. units; Vol. II 36, 101.

No. 9 B.C.; Vol. II (59), 63, 67.

No, 21 B.C.; Vol. II (I4I), 143.

No. 22: Vol, II 57, 242, 261-263, 319-321.

No. 42; Vol. II 94, 114n, 261-^62, 326.

No. 4B; Vol. II I06n, 1l4n, II6.

Noju-51B_.^: (143), 159, 209, 210, 213, 220-222, 239, 245n, 246.
No. 57 3.0.; (141). '

No. 59 B.O.; (143), 209, 210, 21

No. 95: Vol. II 292n.

No. 98 B.G. ; Vol. II I98, 206 , 214, [295].

No. 102 B.O.: (267n).
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R.A.P. (contd,)

:  Vol. II (62n), 158.

Mo. 114B.C.; (158), 261, 262.

:  Vol. II (59), 63, 67, 75, 76.

Mo. 120; Vol. II 304.

Mo. 152P.C.; [38].

Mo. 200; Vol. II 302^.

Mo. 201; Vol. II 250,

Mo. 202; Vol. II 292n.

No. 204; Vol. II 38, 64, 67, 93, 94, 295.

Mo. 206: Vol. II lOOn.

Mo. 209; Vol. II 253.

Vol. II 27n, 66, 251, 292n.

Vol. II 158, 209, 211-21^5, 218-220, 245, 340.

Vol. II 30, 62n, 72, 79, lOQn, 111, 237, 248, 263.

Vol. II 15, 67n, 69, 72-74, 76, 80, 94, 257n.

Vol. II 29n, 47, 69.

Vol. II 69, 72, 74, 76, 94, 257n.

Mo. 235 P.C. Vol. II 22, [34], 34n, 111.

Mo. 236 F.G. Vol. II 22, [34], 3i,n.

Vol. II 67n, 250, 254.

Vol. II 22, [ 34], 34n, 95, 263.

Vol. II 22, [34], 3l^n, 67n, 69, 74, 81, 94, 111,

Mo. 210;

Mo. 217;

Mo. 220;

Mo. 224;

Mo. 228;

Mb^3;

Mo. 240;

Mo. 248 F.C. ;

Mo. 254 F.G.;

2563a.

Mo. 269; Vol. II 72, 76, 93, 94, 248, 250, 295.

Mo. 330 Morge: Vol. II 295, 296.

Mo. 500; Vol. II lOOn, 114n.

Mo. 502; Vol. II 256n, 273n.

Mo. 612; Vol. II 248.

R. A. A. P.

Mo. 10; Vol. II 271n.

Disembarked P. A, A.

Mo. 701; Vol. II 295.
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Disembarked F.A.iu (contd.)

No. 801: Vol. II I00n, 111.

No. 806; Vol. II icon, 111.

Noi._ 8t2: Vol. II I00n, 322, 323.

No. 815; Vol. II 320, 322, 325.

No. 816; Vol. II lOQn, 245n.

No. 818; Vol. II I00n.

No, 819; Vol. II 100n.

No. 825; Vol. II iCXtaj 114n.

No. 826; Vol. II iOOn, 159.

No. 827; Vol. II 255n, 259.

No. 828; Vol. II 249.

Squadrons under Bomber Command control;

No. 7 B.C.: Vol. II 333.

No. 12 B.C.: Vol. II 322.

No. 207 B.C.; Vol. II 333.

Stadtlandet, Norway; importance of, Vol. II 24.

Statistics, of Air effort; see \inder Anti-aircraft, Anti-ship, Anti-
U-boat and E-bo at j of Allied and German losses; see mder Shipping
Casualties.

Stavanger, S.W. Norway; airfield bombed, Vol. II 7^77; airfield

bombarded from the sea, Vol. II 78j 79*

Stirling , Bomber Command aircraft; used as a minelayer, Vol. II 333#
335.

captured in Atlantic ty the Deutschland, Vol. II 28.Stonegate, S.S.;

losses amongst and problem of, Vol. II 292,Stragglers, from convoy;
296, 297n.

numbers of, Vol. II 1;Stranraers, Coastal Command flying boats;
particiilars of, App. I,

first instituted, Vol. II 44, 45*Submarine Bombing Restrictions;

Suffolk, British cruiser; see tender Royal Navy.

Stmderlands, Coastal Command flying boats; numbers and particulars of,
Vol. II 1, App, I; first fitted with A.S.V., 3‘lj taxi service to
Norway, 84, 85.

Tactics, U-boat; see under U-boats.

use of as scarecrow to U-boats, Vol, II 45*Tiger Moth. Plights;

T.I.M. s;
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Titaniaj, British submarine depot ship; see under Royal Navy.

Torpedoes, British: see imder Weapons.

Transit Areas, U-boat: see under Biscay, Bay of and Northern Transit.

Trondheim, West Norway; nearby airfield at Vaemes bombed, Vol. II,Tf,
IJni eneny \7arships off bombed, 93.

U-boat Conmand: headquarters in Wilhelmshaven at outbreak of war;
moved to Lorient, Vol. II 253j moved to Paris, Vol. II 253.

U-boat Biscay bases: first established, Vol. II 266, 268; development
of 307.

U-boats, German:

Famous captains:
273n, 288, 292;

early band of, Vol. II 265n; attacks ly, 273,
three aces eliminated, 30’J > 302.

U-boats forced to retire into the Atlantic, Vol. IIPolicy for:
293, 296, 502.

Production: prewar, Vol. II App. XIX; operational numbers at

outbreak of the war, A"! J growth of U-boat fleet, App. XIX.

Successes against Allies: see Shipping Casualties.

Tactics; first night stir faced attacks, Vol. II 47 J  general adoption,
268; start of U-boat packs, 27O; co-operation with PW. 200
aircraft, 2J0, 2$^; pack system standardised, 293.

ViTeapons; failure of torpedoes during Norwegian Campaign, Vol. II

48, 49.

Sunk by Air attack:

U.26 shared between 15/^0 Squadron and G-ladiolus. Vol. II 27ln»

U.55 shared between Y/228 Squadron and Fowey, Vol. II 47»

Sunk by Stirface craft attack; up to November 1939,-Vol* II 45n;
U.47. 21 and 100, 302.

U-boats, Italian: numbers of on entering the war, Vol. II 265n;
numbers sunk by end of June 1940, 265n.

Victorious. British Fleet carrier: in operations against the BisRiarg^
Vol. II 252.

Vildebeeste, Coastal Command landplanes: numbers of at the outbreak
of war, Vol. II 1; particulars of, App. I.

see Weapons, British Air, mines -types of.

at outbreaic of war, Vol. II 2,

'W mines;

War Plan, Coastal Command:

Weapons, British Airborne:

types and methods of attack, Vol. II 188-190.Bombs, anti-ship:

Bombs, anti-submarine:
50, 51, App. I; inadequate against U-boats, Vol. II 44, 44n, 47>
50, 50n, 51, 305.

details of at outbrealc of the war, Vol. II
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Bonib Sights: none in use against U-boats, Vol. II 3I,

Depth Charges;
of, 51; “
set too deep, 505.

I.M.P.; Vol. II 327,

need for first stressed, Vol. II 2t4; early adaption
development of air design of, App. IV; first used, 268;

Machine guns: types carried at. start of war, Vol. II App, I.

Mines: standard magnetic type details, Vol, II 312-318; "B" type
bomb/mine, 313, 316, 317, 324; Osmosis pistol, 317; V mines,
159.

Mines, magnetic firing mechanisms; period delay, Vol. II 327;
sterilisers, 333, 334, 339.

I.I.M.; Vol. II 212, 212n, 327.

Torpedo; early training in use of, Vol. II 57, 181; first attacks
with, 182; method of attack, 189,

Weapons, German Naval:

U-boat torpedoes:

U-boat mines, magnetic:

Weapons, German Airborne:

Mines, magnetic: first laid, Vol. II 36;
App. XVIII.

West Africa: see Africa, West.

Western Approaches Command; established, Vol. II 294,

Whitley, Coastal Command landplane:
A.S.V., Vol. II 272, 273, 273n.

Wilhelmshaven, Ciermany:
attacked, Vol, II 9.

Wireless Telegraphy (w/t): Excessive use of necessitated ly the pack
tactics adopted in the U-boat War, Vol. II 293,

Ymuiden, Hollaaid; used as an E-boat base;
Vol. II 265(b), 365(c), 365(e).

failure of during Norwegian Campaign, Vol. II 49.

first laid, Vol. II 36, 45.

statistics of sorties.

first type to be fitted with ]Vlk. II

warships, laying off in Schillig Hoads

bombed by C.O. aircraft,
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